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Analytic Framework for East Asian History

The Liaodong Chinese dialect spoken
by the Han Chinese Bannermen (漢軍

八旗) was brought to Beijing by the
Manchu conquerors that became the
Northern Mandarin (北京官話).
CHINESE WORDS are transcribed
according to the Contemporary Chinese
Dictionary compiled by the Dictionary
Department, Institute of Linguistics,
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,
and published by the Foreign Language
Teaching and Research Press at
Beijing in November 2002.
When a syllable follows another
syllable, and the boundary is confusing,
the syllable-dividing mark (’) is used.
“c.” designates “circa,” “r.” “reigned,”
“b.” “born,” and “d.” “died.”
DATING of an event that occurred
between 403 BCE-959 CE is based on
the Zizhi Tongjian (資治通鑑) unless
an alternative source is specified.
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The Manchurian Conquest Dynasties

1

See Allsen (1994: 329-30). The Shiwei

FOREWORD

had eked out a meager existence

DISTORTIONS IN EAST ASIAN HISTORY

through a combination of primitive

FORMULATING A CORRECT ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK

agriculture, pig raising, hunting, fishing,
and pastoralism. A branch of these
Manchurian woodsmen (likely from the
Nenjiang-Lesser Xing’an Range area)
had metamorphosed into the Mongolian
nomads within some two hundred
years. The ethnonym “Mongol,”
originally peculiar to a small Shiwei
tribe of Yuwen-Xianbei provenance,
was elevated above other tribes by
Chinggis Khan. See also Janhunen
(1996: 145-9, 158, 163, and 232).

舊唐書 卷一百九十九下 列傳 第一
百四十九下 北狄 室韋者契丹之別
類…又東經 蒙兀室韋之北
北史 卷九十四 列傳 第八十二 奚
本曰庫莫奚 其先東部胡宇文之別種
…契丹國…與庫莫奚異種同類

唐書 卷二百一十九 列傳 第一百四
十四 北狄 契丹本東胡種…室韋 契
丹別種…有蒙瓦

魏書 卷一百 列

傳 第八十八 失韋…語與…契丹…同
The name of “Mongols” appears for the
first time in the Jiu Tangshu. The
characters 蒙兀 is read “meng-wu” by
the modern-day Chinese, but is read
“mong-ol” by the modern-day Korean
that is, as usual, much closer to the
ancient (up to the Tang time) reading of
“mong-uэt” in metropolitan China. This
may be due to what the anthropologists

MANCHURIAN CONQUEST DYNASTIES

Few people recognize the simple fact that, with the
exception of Mongol Yuan (1206-1368), all of the foreign
conquest dynasties in China were of Manchurian origin: TuobaXianbei Wei (386-534) and Qidan-Xianbei Liao (907-1125)
originating from the Liaoxi steppe of western Manchuria; and
Nüzhen-Tungus Jin (1115-1234) and Manchu-Tungus Qing (16161911) originating from the wild forest regions of eastern
Manchuria –not to mention Former Yan (337-70) of the MurongXianbei for its trial performance as a proto-conquest dynasty.
Even fewer people recognize the fact that the Chinggis
Khan’s Mongol tribe was the Mengwu (Mong-ol) branch of a larger
ethnic grouping known to the Chinese as the Shiwei. According to
the Old History of Tang, the Shiwei were a branch of the Qidan and,
according to the History of Northern Dynasties, the Qidan were the
descendants of Yuwen-Xianbei of western Manchuria. The
Shiwei-Mongol tribe migrated from northwestern Manchuria to
the Argun River area sometime during the tenth century, and
finally settled in the Onon-Kerulen area during the eleventh
century, transforming themselves into full-time nomads.1
The early conquest dynasties had conquered only North
China. For the Han Chinese of that time, however, North China
was China, the heartland of Chinese civilization. At that time, the
south was politically and culturally a hinterland, conspicuous with
the Han Chinese colonizers concentrated on the lower Yangzi and
upstream plains, speaking the Wu dialect, and the native aboriginal
peoples inhabiting the heavily forested mountains. By the time it
became the South China of today under the Han Chinese elite
mass who had fled south, the alien dynasties had conquered the
entire mainland China.

call the “freezing” phenomena in the
periphery. The Xin Tangshu writes 蒙

瓦 the ancient reading of which is
“mong-uăr” and the modern reading is
“meng-wa” in China and “mong-wa” in
Korea.

SINOCENTRIC APPROACH TO EAST ASIAN HISTORY

The traditional Sinocentric perspective of a selfcontained and self-perpetuating center of civilization, surrounded
by the uncivilized world of the “barbarians” who were permitted
to pay tributes and even gracefully allowed to be sinified, contends
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that the Chinese emperor, the Son of Heaven and the undisputed
leader of the peoples of East Asia, imposed his own world order
on the “barbarians,” through the tribute system, from the second
century BCE until the middle of the nineteenth century. Rossabi
(1983: 1-12), et al. were brave enough to challenge such a deluded
view, but only by meekly saying that the Chinese world order did
not persist for the entire period because, from time to time, China
did not enforce its own system of foreign relations but, rather,
treated the barbarian nations as “equals.” Song (960-1127-1279) is
mentioned as an example of the principal Han Chinese dynasty
that adopted a realistic and flexible foreign policy.
A slightly less Sinocentric bipolar approach, that of “the
unified nomads in the steppe versus the unified Han Chinese in
mainland China,” typically contends that, when the nomadic
barbarians were not able to obtain essential commodities such as
grain and clothes from the Han Chinese through gifts and
subsidized trade at the frontier markets, they raided China to
acquire the goods; but if the Han Chinese were willing to provide
these goods peacefully to the nomadic peoples, peace was
possible.
The traditional Sinocentric perspective seems to remain
ingrained in the historians’ unconscious mind, witness the
statement by Franke (1994: 320): “At the latest in 1203 the
Nüzhen state of Jin had…become fully Chinese and…could be
considered a fully legitimate element in the Chinese world order.
Modern historians…might well consider the Jin as more than just
a barbarian interlude in Chinese history. There can be little doubt
that…the conviction of Jin intellectuals that they represented true
Chinese values…enabled them to perpetuate Chinese ways of
life…”2

Sinocentric Approach to East Asian History

2

The Sinocentric view on conquest

dynasties propagates the notion of the
eventual melting down of “barbarian”
elements by assimilation. The
“assimilation” is understood to imply
that “the subordinate group attempts to
abandon its inadequate culture by
entering into the society of the
dominant group and accepting its
culture, retaining only token vestiges of
their culture traits.” The concept of
Sinicization is employed in the same
sense as assimilation that
encompasses both acculturation and
integration. See Tao (1976: xiii, 111).
There is also a simpler version of
Chinese history for the Englishspeaking undergraduate students as
Hansen (2000: 3-5) explains: “all
founding emperors were strong. Able
to…reform the tax system … [and] to
fund a powerful military force … [they]
conquered vast stretches of territory.
Because they inevitably lacked the
founders’ charisma, the successor
emperors gradually ceded power to
eunuchs, ministers, generals, and the
families of the emperor’s many
consorts. By the end of the dynasty the
ruling emperors were often evil and
always weak.” This is called the

FORMULATING A PROPER ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK

Confucian model of “dynastic cycle”

The Chinese chroniclers called the Xiongnu of the
Mongolian steppe by the generic name of Hu, and classified the
“barbarians” in the east of Greater Xing’an Range into two
groups: the Eastern Hu (Donghu) in the Liaoxi steppe of western
Manchuria and the Eastern “Barbarians” (Dongyi) in central and
eastern Manchuria. The Eastern Hu of the Liaoxi steppe had
maintained some elements of settled agriculture, but they led a life
rather like that of nomads. The Donghu included the Xianbei,

that is then “criticized” as having
exaggerated “the importance of the
emperor,” and minimized “the
contribution of other social groups” as
well as “foreign influences.”
3

See Janhunen (1996: 183-4) and

Unger (2001).

A New Conceptualization of Manchuria

4

Ledyard (1983: 313) writes the

“triangular relationship between the
states in China, Manchuria, and Korea,”
while Janhunen (1996: 14) writes “the
China-Manchuria-Mongolia triangle.”
5

All conquest dynasties were not nation
states, but were imperial dynasties in
the sense that their empires ruled over
diverse lands and peoples who did not
share the same culture.
6

Comparatively speaking, even the

Mongolian steppe seems to have held,
thanks to Chinggis Khan, due limelight
in the historians’ world.
Janhunen (1996: 11) states that “the
concept of Manchuria” became
“something of a taboo in the People’s
Republic” of China (PRC), and “the
region is normally referred to as the
Northeast (Dongbei)” in an “attempt to
legitimize the political presence of
China in Manchuria and to discourage
any further attempts at creating a
separate Manchurian regional identity.”
7

See Barfield (1989: 97-8, 104, 110,

167) and Fairbank and Goldman (1998:
112). According to Barfield (1989: 9, 19,
230), the extreme physical and cultural
dissimilarity between the Mongolian
steppe and mainland China enabled the
coexistence of Turco-Mongol nomadic
empires and sedentary Han Chinese
dynasties most of the time, with the
partner empires tending to flourish or
perish together. There was, however,
not such an extreme dissimilarity
between Manchuria and the Great Plain
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Wuhuan, and many other tribes, but on most occasions implied
the Xianbei people who founded various Yan kingdoms and
Northern Wei. The Eastern “Barbarians” consisted of the
Yemaek Tungus of the central Manchurian plain and Korean
Peninsula, founders of Old Chosun, Puyeo, Koguryeo, and Three
Han, and the Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus of the heavily forested
eastern Manchuria, descendants of the Sushen-Yilou and the
ethnic ancestors of the core Manchu, who made a living with
extensive hunting and gathering supplemented by patchy farming.3
There had been no period in East Asian history when
the Han Chinese could conquer the whole of Manchuria or
Mongolia. Barfield (1989: 12) contends that “the Mongolian
steppe, north China, and Manchuria must be analyzed as parts of
a single [East Asian] historical system.”4 The process of collecting
historical traces and facts, spotting patterns in the data, analyzing
how one set of data relates to another, building a model,
formulating hypotheses for empirical verification, and making
predictions is determined by the prevailing conceptual framework.
My study advances a conceptualization of Manchuria neither as
“China’s Northeast,” nor as a contested borderland, but as one of
the core regions in the construction and destruction of East Asian
empires.5 My study aims to show that, when this new
conceptualization is integrated with the idea suggested by Barfield,
Janhunen, and Ledyard, we obtain a tripolar analytic framework
for East Asia’s history that would provide deeper insights into the
processes of empire construction and destruction, and their
effects upon individual configurations of ethnic and national
identity.
When we have a realistic model, quite a few seemingly
meaningless historical facts and seemingly irrelevant archeological
traces become meaningful and relevant. My study spotlights the
hitherto most slighted pole among the three, Manchuria, in order
to compensate for the unwarranted neglect of such a crucial
entity by historians.6 My study, therefore, would look more like a
Manchurian perspective on history. East Asian history becomes
more coherent when the analysis is focused on the interactions
among the Mongolian steppe, mainland China, and the greater
Manchurian ethnohistorical sphere of the Xianbei-Tungus that
includes the Korean Peninsula.
Barfield (1989: 70, 91) contends that neither the
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Tripolar Analytic Framework for East Asia

Xiongnu-Turks nor the Donghu-Xianbei had ever tried to
conquer China during the Han period (206 BCE-220 CE), not
only because the number of their troops was barely sufficient to
conduct savage raids to terrify the Han court, but also because
they did not have the sedentary administrative structure necessary
to govern the agricultural land. There was, in fact, no lack of
attempts to conquer China by the latter-day Turks. The trial
performance by Xiongnu Zhao (304-52) that had triggered the
Era of Five Barbarians and Sixteen States (304-439) turned out to
be fruitless. Former Zhao was so much in the Chinese style that it
was unpopular among the tribal chieftains, breeding the seeds for
internal revolt. Later Zhao was more in keeping with the steppe
tradition, and hence was popular with the Xiongnu, but the
regime was too cruel to govern Chinese subjects, and was
destroyed by the Chinese rebellion. Nor was the performance by
the Shatuo Turks during the Era of Five Dynasties and Ten
Kingdoms (907-79) any more successful. The rulers of Shatuo
dynasties (923-36-47-50) augmented the Emperor’s Army with
Han Chinese soldiers in order to contain the power of provincial
governors, but let a Chinese commander (Guo Wei) usurp the
throne and commence Later Zhou (951-60), to be followed by the
Han Chinese Song.
It was, however, a different story for the Xianbei of
western Manchuria. The Manchurian people, including the latterday Nüzhen-Manchu of eastern Manchuria, played the conqueror
whenever possible by institutionalizing the so-called “dual
system.”7 They could overcome their numerical inferiority and
administrative deficiency by letting the Han Chinese gentry elite
rule the Chinese peasants through the Chinese-style civil
bureaucracy (以漢治漢策), while centralizing their military
machine and limiting it to their compatriots who were subject to
life-long universal conscription. The Eastern Turks (553-630/682741) and Uighur Turks (744-840) in the Mongolian steppe, on the
other hand, did not care to imitate, even belatedly, the institutionbuilding Xianbei in order to overcome their numerical inferiority
and administrative deficiency. They were content, à la the
Maodun’s Xiongnu, to practice extortions.
Though we cannot expect a uniform cycle in history that
implies exact reenactment of identical sequences of events, we
may still expect certain patterns of recurrence. Later actors, when

of China south of the Great Wall.
Western Manchuria was very much
nomadic and eastern Manchuria was
heavily forested, and yet the
Manchurian Plain had been producing
wheat and millet. The “barbarians” of
Manchuria knew how to rule the
farmers, and consequently tried to
conquer the Han Chinese whenever
both the Chinese dynasties and the
nomadic partner empires in the
Mongolian steppe were weakened.
Unlike Barfield (ibid: 4), however, I
focus on “how” rather than “why.”
8

Chinese scholars contend that the

Han Chinese had sustained continuous
“barbarian” attacks and rule, but it was
the “barbarians” who could not preserve
their cultural and ethnic identity. Indeed,
most of these “barbarian” peoples are
now incorporated in the Zhonghua
People’s Republic (PRC 中華人民共

和國), and are described as “branches
of the Chinese people.” The history of
minority nationalities in the present
territory and borders of China (such as
Tibetans and Uighurs) has been
systematically assimilated into Chinese
history (called “China’s territorialization
of history”). The PRC government, for
instance, has launched the “Operation
Northeast (東北邊疆歷史与現狀系列

硏究工程).” One of its major objectives
is to make the history of Koguryeo
(called Gaogouli by the Chinese) a
history of one of those minority
nationalities in China. Paranoia or not,
many Koreans suspect that the PRC
government is trying to clear the ground
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Manchuria and Mongolia: the Contenders

to take over North Korea when it
collapses, and absorb it, à la Tibet,
into the great Chinese empire. The
ideological approach has not only
discredited the so-called “scientific”
PRC research results but has also been
poisoning the academic environment in
East Asia. Rawski (1996: 841) states:
“Since Chinese history is constructed
as the study of the governments that
have ruled over Chinese speakers,
nationalism creates problems of
interpretation concerning the long
period–over half of its recorded history–
when China was conquered and ruled
by non-Han peoples.”
9

See Schurr (2000: 253) and
Relethford (2003: 115, 133).

10

Janhunen (1996: 7) states: “as a

physical feature [the Korean Peninsula]
is just a larger companion of Liaodong
[Peninsula], both forming mountainous
extensions of the Manchurian heartland
towards the south.”
11

The Altaic languages share a great

number of grammatical characteristics,
including the subject-object-verb word
order. They add syllables to show
tense, and insert particles into the
sentences to show case instead of
changing the vowel sounds within
words to express tense or case, as the
Indo-European languages do.
The absence of direct lexical parallels

faced with a similar problem, may take actions similar to those
undertaken in the past by someone in comparable circumstances.
History evolves, and never repeats itself in such uniform cycles as
to enable an exact prediction. And yet, a proper interpretation of
past history provides a more plausible (or less preposterous)
explanation for latter-day events, and enables us to predict some
of the ways in which people will respond to the challenges they
face.
In order to illuminate the plausibility of the new
conceptualization and the tripolar analytic framework, I examine
the past two thousand years of East Asian history (from the
appearance of Maodun’s empire in 209 BCE until the death of
Qianlong emperor in 1799), a seemingly enormous time span to
cope with, and yet an unavoidable task to glean minimal sets of
recurrent patterns and evolutionary trends. An investigation of a
small segment of history obscures the actual continuities and
changes between periods, causing scholars to overlook repetitive
patterns and evolutionary trends, and imposing limitations on the
hypothesis one can reasonably propose.
The numerically inferior conquering people had decided
to keep only the military under their exclusive control, while
letting the Chinese civil servants administer the great mass of Han
Chinese. The almost uninterrupted Chinese-style civil bureaucracy
in mainland China, however, seems to have fostered an optical
illusion in historians’ mind of uninterrupted Han Chinese rule. I
challenge the Sinocentric perspective which portrays the sinicized
conquest governments dominated by the Han Chinese literati, and
the Sinicization thesis that assumes that the Chinese-style
bureaucracy adopted by the conquest dynasties is authoritative
evidence of, in the words of Ho (1998: 131), “their full acceptance
of Confucian morals, norms, and of the Chinese imperial system
as the only political orthodoxy.” I illuminate the ethnic origins of
the conquest dynasties and also the Xianbei roots of Sui and Tang
in order to deconstruct the Sinocentric framework of analysis.
The main objective of my study is to offer a proper balanced
perspective on East Asian history by exposing readers to a nonSinocentric framework of analysis. 8

between Turkic and Tungusic, however,
is considered by the anti-Altaists as a
simple and irrefutable piece of evidence

MANCHURIA AND MONGOLIAN STEPPE: THE CONTENDERS

The ancient northern Mongoloid populations who had
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Institution-Building for Conquest Dynasty

first settled around the Baikal Lake seem to have further dispersed
across the Greater Xing’an Range to become the proto-XianbeiTungus in Manchuria.9 The Korean Peninsula is an extension of
central Manchuria towards the sea, and has been intimately
connected with Manchuria, not only as a physical reality but also
as an ethnohistorical entity.10 The distinctive linguistic feature
shared by all these people may be called Altaic, going back to their
no longer extant common source, i.e., proto-Altaic.11
The Mongolian steppe itself had been a stage set for
contest, most conspicuously, between the Turkic and Xianbei
peoples. Whenever the mastery of the steppe changed, a large
number of the vanquished fled east or west, but quite a few of
the conquered remained in their old habitats, forming the
substratum of the conquerors, adopting the name of the
victorious tribes, and blurring the ethnic and linguistic
demarcation on the steppe.12 What were the Qidan-Xianbei are
now calling themselves Mongols. They have disappeared as an
independent ethnic entity in the PRC Inner Mongolian
Autonomous Region that includes the traditional homelands of
western Manchurian nomads. It may represent an ethnonimic
unification, in the reverse direction, by the homecoming Mongols.
The large amount of shared vocabulary between Turkic and
Mongolic can be viewed as the result of intensive political and
cultural interactions between the Xiongnu-Turks and the DonghuXianbei over a period of more than two millennia.

of the (non-genetic) areal nature of the
Altaic lexical relations. Anti-Altaists
conclude that the Altaic entities were
both genetically and geographically
separate from each other until some
time before the Hunnish period, and the
Altaic corpus reflects a complex
network of areal contacts between
separate genetic entities.
See Janhunen (1996: 237-242).
12

See Ratchnevsky (1991: 1).

13

Lattimore (1934) continues: “Deeply

engrained in the Mongol consciousness
is the feeling that any Mongol horde
which can master other Mongols can
master anyone else in the world (ibid:
55). …From the barbarian point of view
the ‘civilized’ Chinese...has been the
dependent man, the weak man, the
man who has things taken from him
and who is ruled (ibid: 65).” Ho (1998:
150) quotes the Lei Hai-tsung’s (190262) “highly self-critical macrohistorical
perspective” that “the Chinese

FOUNDERS OF THE CONQUEST DYNASTIES

civilization during the imperial age

Owen Lattimore (1900-89) contends that the emergence
of a conquest dynasty “depends on the accident of the emergence
of a leader of the right caliber,” and “it therefore follows as an
axiom” that a successful conquest of mainland China “must be
preceded by severe tribal fightings to the north of China” that
“result in the emergence of a great leader.” The preliminary
warfare that leads to conquest is never the warfare between
Chinese and barbarians. It is the bitterest kind of infighting
among themselves. The ambitious barbarian leader, Lattimore
(1934: 54-5) continues, “must prove his worth, not to the Chinese
but to his peers.” The conquest of mainland China itself offers no
difficulties: “The subsequent operations attending the actual
invasion,” according to Lattimore, can indeed be “dealt with as

should be regarded as a ‘soldierless
civilization,’ which accounted for
repeated partial and total conquests by
peoples of the great Eurasian steppe.”
14

Rawski (1996: 834) states: “Manchus

constituted only a fraction of the banner
forces that swept south…to conquer the
Ming … We might ascribe the
Nüzhen/Manchu skill in coalitionbuilding to the geohistorical conditions
of their homeland.” The nomads in the
western Manchurian steppe, the
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hunting/fishing woodsmen in the
eastern Manchurian forest, and the
agriculturalists in the central plain had
maintained close physical and cultural
contact throughout their history,
creating a pliable frame of mind that the
Chinese or the Pen/Insular peoples
were unable to readily assimilate.
15

Cf. Franke and Twitchett (1994: 1-4)
16

Wong (2003: 80, 82) summarizes

what seems to be the very Sinocentric
ideology indoctrinated into the Chinese

matters of routine.” After conquest, mainland China was
“administered as the ‘exploitable’ part of the Empire (ibid: 75).” 13
I further contend that the necessary qualification for a
great “barbarian” conqueror is the ability to build up an
institutional arrangement that enables not only a successful
conquest of mainland China but also the sustaining of the newly
created conquest dynasty. Leaders such as Maodun or Tan Shihuai
were extremely capable and could master the rival Xiongnu or
Xianbei tribes, but they were not such institution-builders as to
establish a conquest dynasty; hence they did not conquer and rule
mainland China, but were content, instead, with practicing
extortions. Of course, all of the inborn natural talent in the world
would not get a potentially great leader very far if he was not born
at a propitious time and place.

population as follows. “Beginning in the
latter part of the Han dynasty, nomadic
tribesmen…started to advance inland…
The disruption caused by this large
ethnic migration ushered in a period of
chaos... Nomadic peoples set up
numerous short-lived, petty kingdoms in
the north, while displaced Chinese
migrated south and established
dynastic rule based at Jiankang
(Nanjing). ... These nomads either
became Chinese (if they were in China)
or retained their old ways of living and
remained in association with other
nomadic tribes. Either case meant the
loss of ethnic independence for these
people. ... The conquest, settlement,
and eventual integration of millions of
ethnic peoples into China, creating a
single polity, are crucial to the formation
of the…‛Chinese’ identity. In varying
manners, this process was repeated
later on, when a number of nonChinese groups established the
conquest dynasties of Liao (947-1125),
Jin (1125-1234), Yuan (1279-1368),

NATIONALISM AND VESTED ACADEMIC INTEREST

The reality of Manchurian conquest dynasties has
presented a challenge to the deeply rooted assumption of the Han
Chinese about their political supremacy in the international order
and the integrity of the so-called “Chinese culture.” Because of
this assumption of supremacy, Chinese historians have viewed
every one of those conquest dynasties “as an interruption in the
grand sweep of Chinese history.” The theory based on the ancient
ideal of the Middle Kingdom as the bearer of the Mandate of
Heaven to rule mankind and the sole legitimate possessor of
unquestioned moral authority (surrounded by “barbarians” who
“should” voluntarily submit to the Han Chinese emperor) may
have had some validity in the distant past. It became completely
divorced from reality, however, with the appearance of the
Murong-Xianbei proto-conquest dynasty in 352. Whenever a
Manchurian conquest dynasty collapsed, the Manchurian people
soon began to gather their energy in their homeland, improve
their system, and then reappear time and again as a new
conqueror of mainland China. The scholars should have focused
more sharply on the ability of the Manchurian conquerors to coopt the Han Chinese landed-gentry elite, the Turks, and the
Mongols for their cause, “the Great Enterprise (大業).” 14
Nevertheless, traditional Chinese historiography has never tried to
match its cherished theory with reality, and consequently what we
see is the “unchanging theory with constantly evolving actuality.”15
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The Han Chinese historians have apparently tried to
overcome China’s legacy of humiliation at the hands of
“barbarians” (beginning with the extortions by the Xiongnu and
ending with the yoke of Manchurian conquest dynasties) by
writing an ultra-nationalistic history of China and then believing it
true. 16 This tendency was exacerbated by the final chapter of
humiliation at the hands of “Foreign Devils.” They began
denouncing Confucianism, not only because it was used for the
conquerors’ tool, but because it seemed to have inhibited the
modernization of China. They condemned the 19th-century
Manchus inability to carry out Japanese-style Westernization. In
fact, modernization with Chinese ethos and Western technology
has in due course been achieved in China under the leadership of
Deng Xiaoping and his disciples---merely a hundred years later. If
the Manchu emperors are blamed for having missed the early
opportunity of Westernization in the Jesuits, who stood so high at
the Qing court after 1644, the Tokugawa Shogunate may also be
blamed for having missed the early opportunity in the Portuguese
and Dutch who had been showing off their matchlock muskets
and more to the Samurai rulers after 1543. Looking back at the
end of the twenty-first century, the difference between Japan and
China would seem to be essentially one of degree only, not one of
kind—a little bit earlier in an island or a little bit later on a
continent, as was the case with Industrial Revolutions in the
British Isles and on the Continent.
In the words of Rawski (1996: 841), the “contemporary
Chinese historians project China’s past in terms of its 1911
borders,” apparently trying to produce a seamless history of the
territory of the modern PRC (People’s Republic of China).
Chinese leaders seem to have veered from a definition of the
nation as a multiethnic political community that transcends “Han
Chinese” toward a definition of “nation-state” through
assimilation of the (mere eight percent) ethnic minorities à la the
Sinicization thesis: “Once in China, become Han Chinese.”
Rawski continues: “China as presently constituted is the historical
product of the interaction of many different peoples. … The first
unified empire, Qin (221-206 BCE), controlled only a fraction of
the territory encompassed by later dynasties. … Only a definition
of the nation that transcends Han identity can thus legitimately lay
claim to the peripheral regions inhabited by non-Han peoples,

Nationalism and Vested Academic Interest

and Qing (1644-1914). ... [T]he Chinese
people have taken on ‛civilizing
projects’ ... conferring the benefits of
their superior civilization to inferior
peoples on their periphery, who
became ‛accultured’ and ‛assimilated’
as part of the Han Chinese group. ...
[T]he true Chinese [are] descendants of
the mythical Yellow Emperor (黃帝).”
According to Ho (1998: 129), what
Mencius meant to say by the statement
that “Shun [舜 the legendary sage
emperor before King Yu 禹王 of Xia

夏] was originally an Eastern
barbarian; King Wen (周文王) was
originally a Western barbarian” is that
“the original Sinitic group was relatively
small and that any subsequent leaders
of non-Sinitic…states who adopted the
… Sinitic way of life and contributed to
its enrichment were retrospectively to
be regarded as sage-kings of the
progressively enlarging Sinitic world.
…The fundamental criterion for defining
membership in the Sinitic world was the
awareness of a common cultural
heritage rather than rigid racial or ethnic
identity. It is…prophetic because…this
…culture-orientation in interethnic
relationships has largely accounted for
the fact that [the ancient Sinitic world
had kept on expanding and] China has
become a state with 56 officially
defined nationalities. … Although the
[post-960] alien dynasties of conquest
…have attracted most attention of
Western students…the various pre-960
non-Chinese groups may have played a
far more important role in the growth
of China as a multiethnic state.”
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Paradigm Shift with the Same Set of Facts

History seems to be a powerful means
of creating a collective identity and
national unity, bolstering the legitimacy
of the regime in power. Almost every
nation is playing with its historical
record, creating glorious memories of
the nation’s past. Some nations even
criminalize the questioning of the official
version or the suggesting of an
alternative version of the past, deemed
to be detrimental to the pre-determined
goal. School children are indoctrinated
with the greatness of their fatherland.
People prefer to forget the painful truths
and believe the national myths taught in
childhood. Scholars, however, should
be able to freely disagree with the
official view of a nation’s history.
17

The contemporary leaders of any
multiethnic empire may benefit
tremendously by reflecting on the

implications of the following historical
episode. The early Mughal rulers had
adhered to the policy of religiouscultural toleration for the numerous
multi-ethnic communities on the Indian
Continent. Akbar the Great (r.15561605), the grandson of Babur (r.152630), did not believe that Islam
possessed a monopoly on truth
and virtue, and never attempted any
sort of assimilation policy. Under the
reign of Aurangzeb (r.1658-1707),
the territory of Mughal empire
expanded to its zenith but the drastic
shift toward religious intolerance
caused the irreversible decline and fall
of the empire, seeing Queen Victoria
proclaimed empress of India in 1877.

since these claims rest on the empires created by the Mongols and
the Manchus.”17
Although Western historians have no excuse to write a
“nationalistic” East Asian history, most of their writings somehow
look extremely Sino-centric. Di Cosmo (2002: 3) states that an
analysis of East Asian history is needed “that moves away from
the claustrophobic narrowness of the Chinese classical tradition
(largely endorsed by the modern Western exegesis).” Ledyard
(1983: 350) contends that “the time has come for the
establishment of East Asian history as a field in itself, with East
Asian history by definition reckoned as something greater than
the sum of the histories of its constituent parts.”
A scientific revolution is made by a complete change of
ideas. In history, however, because of vested academic interests, a
paradigm shift, often triggered by conceptual breakthroughs,
usually takes place through the replacement over time, of the
generation of historians who adhered to an old idea with another
generation that cleaves to a new one.
PARADIGM SHIFT WITH THE SAME SET OF FACTS

In order to substantiate my thesis, I present rather
extensive quotations from the works of distinguished scholars.
When I totally subscribe to their factual findings and propositions,
I present them without adding my own assessment or analysis of
their findings. Otherwise, I quote other scholars and then
immediately refute or challenge them. In most cases, I differ with
them only in their Sinocentric perspectives and interpretations.
Instead of paraphrasing someone else’s work, hiding the
names of original contributors in hard-to-find endnotes, I quote
them directly between “quotation marks” in the texts with
reference sources listed in the sidenotes. My study is not
composed of original research into primary materials. It does not
present hitherto unknown historical facts. Rather, the objective of
my study is to present a plausible and original framework of
analysis for East Asian history that has heretofore been framed
differently and, as I intend to show, erroneously. An original
paradigm can be developed largely out of established secondary
sources. If I uncover some previously hidden fact in primary
sources, it is rather unintentional. My study does not aim to
discredit a particular set of established factual findings, but rather
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aims to show the experts that, a shift in paradigm creates an
entirely different story (that may be closer to reality), even with an
identical set of factual findings. A shift in paradigm, that is, draws
attention to hitherto neglected and therefore seemingly
meaningless facts, rendering them meaningful and relevant when
seen in a new light.
I still must rely heavily on paraphrases when I discuss
passages from well-known dynastic chronicles. When this occurs,
I present the excerpts of primary text (in Chinese) in sidenotes
next to my paraphrase in order to enable the reader to readily
double-check, unfiltered, my own interpretation of the primary
sources. The dating of an event that occurred between 403 BCE959 CE is based on the Zizhi Tongjian of Sima Guang unless an
alternative source is specified.

0.1. Qing-era Inner/Outer City of Beijing
According to Li and Dray-Novey (1999),
the total population of the two walled

A NEWLY CONCEPTUALIZED LOOK AT EAST ASIAN HISTORY

(inner/outer) cities and their Immediate

For historians as well as laymen, it will be a refreshing
experience to look at the East Asian world neither from the
perspective of center versus periphery nor from the bipolar
perspective of nomads versus sedentary Han Chinese, but from a
tripolar perspective. It is my intention to offer readers a tripolar
framework of analysis that qualifies the traditional Sinocentric
perspective and presents a more balanced view of East Asian
history. I am offering readers a chance to see history from a point
of view very different from what they are familiar with. A newly
conceptualized look at East Asia’s long history will also enable the
formulation of a correct model that accounts for the causalities in
modern East Asia within the globalized world, and to predict
future trends that inevitably affect the entire human race.
In the limited preview edition of 2006, I had presented
both the Ancient Korea-Japan Relations and the tripolar East Asian
History together but, in light of the comments I received, they
were presented in two separate volumes in 2010. This is the
revised edition of the tripolar East Asian History volume. I am
grateful, once again, to Professor Mary Suzanne Schriber of
Northern Illinois University who did an excellent job of editing to
make my book more readable.

Suburbs (Chengshu 城屬) increased
from 0.66 million in 1647 to 0.99 million
in 1781, and to 1.09 million in 1882.
Throughout the Qing dynasty, the
Manchu, Mongol, and Chinese Banner
forces and their families (residing
mostly in the Inner City) constituted
more than 60% of these total figures.
(In 1882, there were 1.36 million Han
Chinese in the surrounding region
beyond Chengshu that belonged to
Greater Metropolitan Beijing.)
According to Elliott (2001: 364), the
maximum size of the Banner population
in 1648 was 2.4 million; of which 1.5
million were Chinese bondservants.
According to Im (1980: 13), 8% of the
total of Banner soldiers were stationed
th

in the Beijing area in the 18 century. If
every estimate quoted here is correct,
then there must have been a relatively
small number of Banner soldiers and a

Wontack Hong

predominantly large number of banner
bondservants in the Beijing area.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE MECHANISM OF TRIPOLAR INTERACTIONS
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A TRIPOLAR APPROACH TO EAST ASIAN HISTORY

Until recently, say, until the end of the eighteenth
century, the history of East Asia had essentially been the product
of changing relationships through time among the TurcoMongols, the Han Chinese, and the Xianbei-Tungus of the three
core sub-regions. They were equal contenders in the formation of
East Asian history, constituting a tripolar system of correlations
and predictions upon which historical causality in East Asia was
ultimately based. A balanced interpretation of the history of East
Asia would, I hope, enable a more realistic understanding of
modern East Asia. Here, in Chapter 1, I summarize the essence of
my studies.
STAGE FOR THE TRIPOLAR FRAMEWORK OF ANALYSIS

Chapter 2 sketches the stages for my tripolar analysis by
highlighting the Neolithic Hongshan culture of the protoXianbei-Tungus people in Manchuria, and also the Neolithic
Yangshao culture of the of Huaxia people in mainland China. I
look at East Asia’s topography and prehistory.
The greater Manchurian ethnohistorical sphere of the
Xianbei-Tungus, that includes the Korean Peninsula as an
extension of the central Manchuria towards the sea, has formed
one of the three major sub-regions of East Asia, sharing intimate
histories with strong cultural affinities. The proto-Altaic speech
community of the Xianbei-Tungus had shared the Neolithic
Hongshan culture as well as the tradition of incised pottery and
the broad-bladed bronze dagger. The Upper Xiajiadian culture of
western Manchuria had possessed broad-bladed bronze daggers
which, unlike the Chinese daggers, had the blade cast separately
from the hilt. The blade of (broad-or-narrow-bladed) bronze
daggers in Korea proper was also cast separately from the hilt.
The Mongolian steppe has enough water to sustain some
vegetation and animal life. The steppe was the home of Xiongnu,
the ancestor of the Turks, who led a rather tough life of hunting,

1.1. Tripolar East Asia

1.2. Bronze buckles 靑銅馬形帶鉤
excavated at the Cheon-an 天安 and
Yung-cheon 永川 sites, dated early
iron age, BCE. Korean Peninsula
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1

Barfield (1989: 28) notes: “The direct
descendants of…Maodun ruled over

the steppe for 600 years in greater and
lesser capacities, as did the direct
descendants of Chinggis Khan for 700
years, and a single unbroken Turkish
dynasty (of Inner Asian heritage) ruled
over the Ottoman Empire for more than
600 years.” With revolutions in military
technology in the eighteenth century,
however, nomads were subjugated by
and incorporated into the expanding
sedentary empires, much like the fate

fishing, nomadic stock-raising, and patch farming to survive on
those harsh wind-swept forests and steppes, frozen in winter and
scorched for a few weeks of summer. The Mongolian steppe
itself had been a stage set for contest, most conspicuously,
between the Turkic and Xianbei peoples. The occupation of the
Xiongnu homeland by the Xianbei people from western
Manchuria occurred first in 93-180 in the aftermath of the
disintegration of Maodun’s Xiongnu empire; second, in 402-552
by the Rourans who were classified as the Donghu; and third, in
1206 by Chinggis Khan of the Shiwei-Mongols, a branch of the
Yuwen-Xianbei, still extant, resulting in an ethnonymic unification
of the entire “Mongolian” steppe but blurring the ethnic and
linguistic demarcation on the steppe. 1

of the Kazakhs under czarist Russia.
THE YEMAEK IN CENTRAL MANCHURIA AND KOREAN PENINSULA
2

The dynastic history of Korea is often

summarized as Old Chosun (?-c.1045108 BCE), Silla (57 BCE-935 CE)
including the Three Kingdom period
with Koguryeo (37 BCE-668 CE) and
Paekche (18 BCE-660 CE) before
unification, Koryeo (918-1392), and
Chosun (1392-1910). Koryeo was
named after Koguryeo, and Chosun
after Old Chosun. Excluded from the
above dynastic summary are Puyeo (4

th

century BCE-494 CE) and Parhae (698926) in Manchuria, and the Kaya
Federation (42-562) in the southern
peninsula that was annexed by Silla in
the mid-sixth century. The remnants of
Koguryeo established Parhae with the
Sumo-Mohe people, and the ruling
clans of Parhae were welcomed by
Koryeo when Parhae was destroyed by
Qidan Liao. It is interesting to observe
that North Korea now calls itself
Chosun and South Korea now calls
itself “Great” Han, named after “Three”
Han in southern peninsula.

Chapter 3 illuminates the Yemaek Tungus in central
Manchuria and Korean Peninsula, and then examines the conflicts
between the Xianbei Yan in the west and the Yemaek Chosun,
Puyeo, and Koguryeo in the east, prior to the advent of the
powerful Mohe-Nüzhen forces in eastern Manchuria. The
established interpretations of the history of ancient Yan and Old
Chosun beg the question of what the term “Liaodong” means. An
accurate specification of the location of the ancient Liao River
enables a more rational interpretation of the history of this
region.
The central Manchurian plain around the upper Songhua
and Liao River basins, as well as the mountainous areas around
the Hun, Yalu, and Tae-dong rivers, were the home of the
Yemaek Tungus who had founded Old Chosun, Puyeo, and
Koguryeo. The southern Korean Peninsula was the home of ricecultivating Yemaek cousins who had established ancient political
entities that were collectively called Chin, Han, or Three Hans. In
ethnohistorical context, central Manchuria and the Korean
Peninsula, the ancient home of the entire Yemaek Tungus, may be
defined as “Korea proper” or, more simply, Central Manchuria. 2
Evidence of millet farming found in the Liaodong area
dates from c.5000 BCE, and rice discovered in the Korean
Peninsula dates from c.2400-2100 BCE. Dolmen, the status
symbol of ruling elites, characterizes the Yemaek culture of Korea
proper, and differentiates it from the Donghu-Xianbei culture of
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western Manchuria or the Mohe-Nüzhen culture of eastern
Manchuria.
The year 108 BCE stands as the historical date of the
Han Chinese emergence into the modern-day Liao River basin
and the northwestern coast of the Korean Peninsula. By the turn
of the fourth century CE, the Murong-Xianbei of western
Manchuria moved into the Liao River basin, disconnecting the
region from mainland China. Koguryeo, entrenched in the HunYalu river valleys, took over the Lelang commandery in 313 CE.
The Xianbei learned to use stirrups c.300 CE; stirrups seem to
have entered the Korean Peninsula by courtesy of the incessant
fighting between the Murong-Xianbei Yan and the YemaekTungus Koguryeo.
According to the Weishu, the Sushen-Yilow (the ancestor
of Mohe-Nüzhen) of eastern Manchuria were the subjects of
Puyeo since the time of the Han dynasty. As the Puyeo exacted
heavy taxes and corvée, they rebelled in 220-6. Puyeo made quite a
few punitive expeditions but could not subjugate them because,
though small in number, they dwelt in extremely rugged forests
difficult to penetrate. The Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus remained in the
background and would not be heard from for another 300 years.
SIMA QIAN’S BIPOLAR WORLD: NOMADS VS. HAN CHINESE

Chapter 4 describes the Sima Qian’s bipolar world of the
steppe nomads versus the Han Chinese below the Great Wall. The
rise of the Donghu-Xianbei people of western Manchuria and
their interactions with the Xiongnu-Turks in the Mongolian
steppe is also examined.
The DNA of Homo sapiens had been fine-tuned to the
life of predatory hunter-gatherers that had been practiced all over
the world until the Agricultural Revolution which occurred as
recently as 10,000 years ago. Because human DNA evolves slowly
through random mutation and natural selection, the nomads who
practiced hunting remained, for a long period of time, the fittest
and most successful predators against those who practiced
agriculture. This continued until the Industrial Revolution, c.1760,
revolutionized military technology.
In 209 BCE, three years before Liu Bang established the
Han dynasty (206 BCE-25-220 CE), there emerged an extremely
capable Xiongnu leader called Maodun. At about the time

1.3. (top) Xinjiang Uighur Zizhiqu,
th

Urumqi, 4-5 century tomb painting;
(middle) Xianbei Former Yan tomb,
Chaoyang, Daling River basin; and
(bottom) Koguryeo, Ko-san-dong tomb,
th

4-5 century, Pyung-yang

Extortions through the Tributary System

1.4. (Top) Xinjiang Uighur Zizhigu,
th

Urumqi, 4-5 century tomb painting;
th

(Middle) 4 century Murong-Xianbei
Former Yan tomb, Chaoyang; and
(Bottom) Koguryeo, Duck-heung-ri
tomb, Nampo City, dated 408 CE
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Maodun first became Shanyu, the power of Donghu-Xianbei in
the western Manchurian steppe had reached its zenith, frequently
invading the lands of the Xiongnu. The situation was, however,
soon reversed. In a surprise attack, Maodun defeated and
subjugated the Donghu-Xianbei c.210 BCE. Under Maodun’s
leadership, the Xiongnu could organize their nomadic tribes in the
Mongolian steppe into a unified force, converting the tribal
confederation into a centralized empire. For the hunter-cavalry
nomads, there was little distinction between civilian and military
life. Riding and archery were daily activities, and they learned
discipline and coordination in the seasonal movement of camps
and tribal hunting. In war, each clan was grouped as a separate
detachment under the command of the hereditary clan chieftain.
A nomadic state had effectively maintained a universal obligatory
system of military service for all of its tribes.
The Xiongnu had never tried to conquer the Han China
because the number of their troops, while sufficient to conduct
savage and terrifying raids against the Han court, was too few to
occupy the Chinese territory. Nor did they have the settled
administrative structure necessary to govern the agricultural land.
They simply employed terror as a tool of extortion. When the
civil war broke out among the Xiongnu in 48 CE, the DonghuXianbei in no time threw off the Xiongnu control, and then took
over all the lands previously held by the northern Xiongnu after
89-93, emerging as dominant extortioners (until 180) and
presaging a tripolar East Asia.
The heqin (peace and kinship) system enacted in 198
BCE was to give the Xiongnu princess-cum-gifts for peace
between brotherly equal states, while the tributary system formally
enacted in 54 BCE was to give the Xiongnu investiture-cum-gifts
for peace and nominal submission (as an external vassal paying
symbolic tributes). Investiture implied the bestowal of official
titles, with seal and credentials, in return for homage and hostages
that were seldom enforced. Although payments to the nomadic
states were masked in carefully selected terms and couched in the
rhetoric of tributary formulas, in reality the Chinese dynasties
were paying tributes in order to avoid conflict. The tributary
system, eventually patronized by the latter-day Chinese courts,
turned out to be very costly to maintain, but gave them psychic
vainglory and enabled the later-day Han Chinese historians to
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write self-glorifying fictions. The presentation of gifts and
subsidized trade at border markets was, after all, much less costly
than military alternatives.
MURONG-XIANBEI PROTO-CONQUEST DYNASTY WITH DUAL SYSTEM

It took 36 years after the fall of Han Chinese Western
Jin (265-316) for the Murong-Xianbei to occupy North China.
Chapter 5 observes the rise of the Murong-Xianbei of western
Manchuria and the trial performance of a proto-conquest dynasty
in the name of Former Yan.
The conquest of North China by Former Yan (337-70)
in 352 was an epoch-making event, though ephemeral, not only in
the sense that it presaged the advent of a series of full-fledged
conquest dynasties of Manchurian provenance, but also in the
sense that the Murong-Xianbei experimented with an archetype
of the “Dual System” that served as a source of inspiration for
latter-day conquerors. The dual system of governance that
capitalized both on tribal militaristic skill and the efficiency of
Chinese-style bureaucracy was the Murongs’ innovation.
The Xianbei began to use the stirrup around 300 CE,
probably for the first time in history, that made the horse a
military weapon of extraordinary effectiveness. A pair of stirrups
dated as 415 CE was excavated from a Northern Yan tomb, but
somewhat earlier stirrups have been found in other territories
associated with the Murong Xianbei. One day the Xianbei may
also be credited with the invention of this important device.
The transformation of the Murong-Xianbei from a tribal
group to a dual-system state was the work of Murong Hui (r.285333) and his second son Huang (r.333-49). Hui encouraged
agriculture when he occupied the Liaodong area (c.319),
employing the Han Chinese in the area as farmers and
administrators. Huang proclaimed himself King of Yan in 337,
and converted his officialdom into that of a kingdom, establishing
a copy of the traditional Han Chinese bureaucratic hierarchy. The
civil bureaucracy was filled mostly by the Han Chinese scholars
and ex-officials recruited from the old Chinese settlers in the
Liaodong and Liaoxi area and the fresh refugees from mainland
China. The centralized tribal army was mostly commanded by the
Murong ruler’s brothers, sons, and nephews. The dual system of
centralized but tribally based military organization functioning

1.5. Northern Wei terracotta (dated
c.516) excavated at Yongningsi,
Luoyang. Institute of Archeology,
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.
“The most remarkable... is the radical
departure from the traditional Chinese
approach to form in the plastic arts...
They are fully three-dimensional, with
greater attention to details of facial
features, hair-styles, and headdresses.”
Watt, et al. (2004: 234-5)

Tuoba Refine the Murong’s Dual System
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together with the Chinese-style bureaucracy for the Chinese
farmers and city dwellers rectified the weakness of numerical
inferiority and administrative deficiency, and enabled the MurongXianbei to establish a proto-conquest dynasty. The Murongs ruled
the Han Chinese masses through the Han Chinese collaborators,
selected informally, under the control of the conquest elite. The
Murongs’ deeds in their final days, however, especially the reckless
recruitment of more than one million Han Chinese peasants (to
conquer South China), an excessive Sinicization of the court, and
the rapid expansion of tax-exempt landholdings by the Xianbei
nobility illuminated the cause of downfall to the latter-day
conquest dynasties.
TUOBA-XIANBEI REFINE DUAL SYSTEM, SUPERIMPOSING BUDDHISM

1.6. Northern Wei earthenware with
pigments, excavated at Yanshi 偃師,
Luoyang. Yanshi City Museum
Watt, et al. (2005: 236) notes that “The
sleeve coat ... was obviously
associated with the Xianbei ... In spite
of Xiao Wendi's strenuous efforts to
promote sinification, some Xianbei
customs still persisted in Luoyang.”

It took only 69 years after the fall of Former Yan for
another Xianbei dynasty to occupy North China, this time in the
name of Northern Wei (386-534). The learning period by trial and
error, however, depicted as the Era of Five Barbarians and Sixteen
States (304-439), had lasted 135 years. Chapter 6 examines the first
full-fledged conquest dynasty established in North China by the
Tuoba-Xianbei of western Manchurian provenance.
Tuoba Gui (r.386-409) expelled the Murong-Xianbei
Later Yan (386-407) from North China in 397. Tuoba Si (r.409-23)
led an attack on the Rourans, and killed their leader Shelun in 410.
The Yemaek Koguryeo (37 BCE-668 CE) of central Manchuria
had co-opted the Mohe-Nüzhen in eastern Manchuria and
become a proto-macro-Tungusic state, occupying Manchuria east
of the Liao River as well as the northern half of the Korean
Peninsula. Tuoba Tao (r.423-52) managed, however, just like the
Murong Xianbei, to conquer North China by 439 without first
conquering the Tungusic people.
Tuoba Gui co-opted the Murong-Xianbei and refined
their dual system of governance. Gui established an almost
complete replica of the traditional Chinese bureaucratic hierarchy
in 396-9, all with Chinese office appellations, and also maintained
stylized institutions and diplomatic protocols with Chinese-style
ceremonial procedures. The conquered North China was
administered by the Han Chinese officials recruited from the
landed gentry through a refined Nine Rank system (introduced by
the Cao Cao’s Wei in 220) who willingly cooperated with the
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conquerors to exploit the peasants either as officials or as
arbitrageurs between peasant and officialdom. The Xianbei
aristocrats were guaranteed all of the powerful positions in the
government and military. The Tuoba rulers affirmed the position
of the Chinese landed gentry by adopting their model of local
rule, thereby their support. The one area within which the Chinese
were dominant in the Northern Wei government was at the level
of prefecture.
The local landed magnate families of North China, the
traditional military power centers, were demilitarized and instead
encouraged to pursue the status of gentry-officials, as
collaborators, in the civil bureaucracy of the conquest dynasty. On
the other hand, most magnate families that had fled south were
able to secure offices in the émigré regime but gradually eschewed
military in favor of literary pursuits.
Tuoba Gui reorganized the Xianbei people into eight
artificial tribes in permanent settlements around the new capital,
Pingcheng. These artificial tribes, structured as military units,
received provisions from settled herdsmen and agriculturalists. By
removing their traditional leaders, Tuoba Gui converted the
nomadic tribal armies into a hereditary military-service class
bound to the state. The loyalties of nomadic warriors were
transferred from the earlier tribes to the dynasty. This
professional, hereditary Capital Army became the largest single
force in the state, and its primary striking arm. Commanded by
the emperor and his immediate followers, it assured their
superiority over any potential opposing force. Those who were
not included in the Capital Army were settled on allocated
pastureland under their hereditary chieftains, acting as frontier
garrison communities.
The Xianbei people were designated as Compatriots, and
dominated the ranks as well as the leadership of the armies. They
were clustered around the northern steppe lands with the capital
of Pingcheng at its center, far away from the Han Chinese peasant
masses in the Central Plain. The Wei capital-tribal army remained
exclusively the Xianbei preserve, although Chinese peasants were
called up for logistical support roles in major campaigns or for
corvée service in the frontier garrisons. Tribal people and military
affairs were handled according to the traditional tribal ways.
The Tuoba rulers tried to replace the Confucianism with

Tuoba Replace Confucianism with Buddhism

1.7. Xianbei armored horse and rider
pottery from the tomb of Northern Zhou
(557-81) general Li Xi’an (502-69).

寧夏固原縣李賢墓 Guyuan Museum

Equal Field System Contains Gentry Power

1.8. Images of a monk, two female
donors, and an attendant in a mural
dated c.420. Xianbei Western Qin (385431) 鮮卑族 乞卜氏 西秦
Binglingsi Cave 169, north wall, Gansu.
“The first two female donors are larger
than the monk. ... The first two wear
short coats with loose sleeves over long
pleated skirts. Their hair, perhaps
braided, is tied into two knobs placed
either to the side or on top of the
head. ... The third figure [not shown], of
smaller stature, is mostly likely an
attendant. She wears a dark, short coat
with tight sleeves over a pleated skirt.
Dressed in fashionable garb, the two
larger female figures are probably the
principal donors, representing women
of high status in [the Xianbei] Western
Qin society. They wear a costume,
short coats over long pleated skirts, that
has become consistently associated
with nomadic women.”
Wong (2003: 87-9)
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alien Buddhism. The adoption of Confucianism implied the
adoption of the cultural values of the conquered, and carried the
danger of the eventual political predominance of the Chinese.
Shamanism, however, was regarded by the Chinese gentry as a
sort of superstition prevailing among the illiterate Chinese, and
hence did not look becoming to the conquerors. The Tuoba rulers
vigorously promoted the alien religion that had infiltrated China
not long ago, and encouraged the veneration of the Tuoba
emperor as “a Buddha incarnate.” As the divine protector of the
nation, Buddhism flourished as never before and the Chinese-style
bureaucracy was strongly reinforced by the Buddhist ideology of
Compassion and Wisdom.
Without infringing on the established rights of Chinese
landed gentry, Tuoba Wei enacted the Equal Field system in 485
and distributed uncultivated government lands to those who could
till them. This land-tenure system contained provisions for the
periodic reversion of allocated land to the state, and hence
partially subverted the private ownership of the land that had
been the norm under all previous Han Chinese states. The system
helped draw off manpower from the leading Chinese gentry
families, prevented the private landholdings of the gentry growing
out of hand into independent tax-exempt power centers, and
hence minimized the potential threat of local gentry to the
Xianbei suzerainty. The downfall of Northern Wei was not
brought about by the revolting, powerful Han Chinese gentry
elites. The system greatly increased the number of self-sufficient
taxable farms and agricultural production, enhanced government
revenue, and enabled the introduction of the fubing territorial
soldiery system by Western Wei in 550.
The wholesale Sinification of Tuoba court commenced
under the guidance of Empress Feng, the wife of Tuoba Jun
(r.452-65), a Han Chinese. In 493, her grandson, Xiaowen’di
(r.471-99), transferred the capital from Pingcheng to Luoyang, and
there the Tuoba aristocrats soon adopted the life-style of old Han
Chinese dignitaries while the common Tuoba continued to live on
the northern steppe lands as stock-breeders and warriors. Only
about 20% of the high offices were filled by Han Chinese in the
pre-471 period, but grew to some about 65% in the post-471
period. The frustrated generals and soldiers in the northern
frontier garrisons rebelled, and thus began the “re-Xianbei-
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Sui-Tang: Successors to Conquest Dynasties

ization” process.
A general from the Huaishuo garrison, Gao Huan,
placed a puppet emperor on the throne and established Eastern
Wei (534-50), transferring the capital to Ye. Another general from
the Wuchuan garrison, Yuwen Tai (505-56), placed yet another
member of the Tuoba imperial family as a figurehead emperor of
Western Wei (535-56) in the ancient capital Xi’an (Chang’an).
After a short time, Gao Huan’s heir made himself the emperor of
Northern Qi (550-77), and a man of the Yuwen family also made
himself emperor of Northern Zhou (557-81). Historians regard
the Yuwen Tai’s Western Wei and Northern Zhou as more
militaristic and pure-blooded Xianbei dynasties. The proportion
of Han Chinese high officials fell to 43% in Western Wei, and
further fell to about 17% in Northern Zhou.
Many historians, however, believe that Eastern Wei and
Northern Qi were essentially Han Chinese states. Indeed, just like
the Emperor Xiaowen’s court, nearly two thirds of the high
officials were Han Chinese. Gao Huan had established an
elaborate system of land allotment and taxation in kind on the
North China plain, to be implemented by Chinese gentry and
officials. The emperors, however, had maintained an imperial
guard of 120,000 Xianbei horsemen and, perhaps most
importantly, the official language of the Qi court was the Xianbei.
The ruling class of Qi was, after all, the descendants of garrison
soldiers who had hated the sinicizing reforms of the Xiaowen’di.
SUI-TANG: SUCCESSORS TO THE XIANBEI CONQUEST DYNASTIES

In 753, Tang Xuanzong (r.712-56) appointed a royal
scion of each of the Northern Wei, Northern Zhou, and Sui as
the Duke of Han (韓公), Duke of Jie (介公), and Duke of Xi (酅
公), respectively, according to the Jiu Tangshu, “as was done
previously.” The Tang rulers propagated their dynasty as the
legitimate heir to the preceding dynasties, maintaining the ancient
Zhou ritual of selecting a royal scion from each of the preceding
dynasties and honoring them in their representative capacity (Sanke
三恪). According to the Xin Tangshu and Zizhi Tongjian, the Tang
rulers apparently regarded their dynasty as the heir to the three
preceding conquest dynasties: Tuoba-Xianbei Wei, Yuwen Tai’s
Zhou, and Yang Jian’s Sui. According to the Songshi that was
compiled by Ouyang Xuan in the final days of the Yuan dynasty

6.9. Northern Wei period wall painting
of Buddha: (top) Cave 175, and
(bottom) Cave 196, Kizil, Xinjiang
Uiguhr Autonomous Region
Sculptures and paintings “with a
smooth body and no indication of
draperies were quite popular…in the
area from Kucha to Beicheng” along
the northern Silk Road.
Su Bai in Watt, et al. (2004: 85)

Xianbei Roots of the Sui-Tang Dynasties

6.10. Northern Wei embroidered silk
(split stitch on tabby) found between
Caves 125 and 126, Dunhuang, Gansu,
and dated 487. 敦煌硏究院
Dunhuang Research Institute
(top) “According to the inscription …
the donor of this piece is Yuanjia 元嘉
(Huian 慧安), the second Prince of
Guangyang 廣陽王 [among the four
generations bearing the title] …”
(middle) The two male donors on the
right were probably a monk and the
prince. (bottom) The female donors in
the left were the nun, the mother of
Prince of Guangyang, his wife, and two
daughters. Watt, et al. (2004: 172-3)
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(1206-1368), people at that time seem to have accepted, without
reservation, the idea that “Tang was a successor to Sui; Sui to
Northern Zhou and Qi; and all of them to Tuoba-Xianbei Wei.” 4
An obscure Chinese man named Cui Chang had
attempted to make Tang officially the heir of the Shang-ZhouHan dynasties, and succeeded in letting the senile Xuanzong
implement the idea, but only for 3 years (750-3). In 750, Cui
Chang was made a high official for his suggestion and Wei Bao,
Xueshi of Jixian-dian Academy, who had supported Chang, was
promoted. Three years later, however, the idea man and his
supporter were both charged with deluding the emperor and were
demoted. The scions of Wei-Zhou-Sui were restored to Sanke.
The object of Chapter 7 is to delve into the roots of the
Sui-Tang founders and the nature of their states in order to show
that the Tang rulers could justifiably claim that their dynasty was
the legitimate heir to the Tuoba-Xianbei Wei, Northern Zhou, and
Sui dynasties.
The Suishu asserts that the ancestor of Sui Wendi (Yang
Jian) was Yang Zhen of the Han dynasty, but the record on
lineage jumps to the 8th generation descendant who had served
the Murong-Xianbei as a governor. The 9th generation descendant
made his home at the Wuchuan Garrison to serve the TuobaXianbei dynasty. His son and grandson served Northern Wei as
governors. Yang Jian’s father and grandfather were Wei generals.
When Northern Wei split in two, Yang Jian’s father followed
Yuwen Tai of the Wuchuan Garrison. Yang Jian succeeded to his
father’s title and became the Duke of Sui. In 557, the 16-year-old
Yang Jian was married to the 13 year-old seventh daughter of
Dugu Xin who was from a distinguished Xianbei clan that had
made its home also at the Wuchuan garrison. Dugu Xin’s eldest
daughter was married to the first Northern Zhou emperor
(Yuwen Tai’s first son, Mingdi, r.557-60), the seventh to Yang Jian,
the founder of Sui dynasty, and the fourth to the father of Li
Yuan, the founder of Tang dynasty. In 561, Yang Jian’s infant
(eldest) daughter was betrothed to the Prince Imperial of the
Zhou emperor Wu (Yuwen Tai’s second son, r.560-78) who
conquered Northern Qi in 577. When the next Zhou emperor
(Yang Jian’s son-in-law) died in 580, Yang Jian became the regent
for the 8-year-old new emperor. Liquidating the Yuwen family in
the following year, he founded the Sui dynasty, and unified
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mainland China.
Tang Gaozu (Li Yuan) was the first cousin to Sui Yangdi.
The Jiu Tangshu asserts that the seventh generation ancestor of Li
Yuan was a Han Chinese, but four generations of his immediate
ancestors had served the Tuoba-Xianbei as generals, who had
settled at the Wuchuan garrison, and the one preceding them as
governor. Li Yuan’s grandfather, Li Hu, became one of the Eight
Pillars of State, the chief commanders associated with the Yuwen
Tai’s founding the Northern Zhou. Hu was ennobled as the Duke
of Tang, and the title was inherited by Li Yuan at the age of
seven. Li Yuan was married to a daughter of a great Northern
Zhou general whose wife was an elder sister of Wudi of Northern
Zhou. Li Yuan’s wife was a granddaughter of Yuwen Tai and was
brought up at the Wudi’s court.
The Sui-Tang founders belonged to the core ruling
families that had served the Xianbei conquest dynasties generation
after generation, speaking the Xianbei language for as much as
179 years (for the Li Yuan’s family) or more than 211 years (for
the Yang Jian’s family) by the time they founded the Sui or Tang
dynasty.
As successors to the Xianbei conquest dynasties, Sui and
Tang adapted the “dual system” inherited from the so-called
Northern Dynasties to the needs of unified mainland China. They
maintained the Buddhist ideology imposed upon the Chinese-style
bureaucracy and reinstituted the Equal Field system, the
innovations by Tuoba Wei; and they kept recruiting the fubing army
mostly from the ethnically variegated Guanzhong and Shanxi area,
an innovation by the Yuwen Tai’s Zhou.
Yuwen Tai had institutionalized the fubing system in 550
in order to augment the Xianbei army with the frontier Han
Chinese and Turco-Tibetan tribal peoples in the Guanzhong area.
Among the 353 fubing regimental headquarters maintained under
the reign of Tang Taizong, 261 were located in the Guanzhong
area, and the remaining 92 were mostly located in nearby areas
such as modern Shanxi. That is, most of the early Tang army was
recruited from the original base of Yuwen Tai and the Tang
founder, Li Yuan. Western Wei, Northern Zhou, Sui, and the early
Tang could successfully co-opt and mobilize the frontier Han
Chinese and various Turco-Tibetan tribal peoples who were well
experienced in life under the Xianbei conquerors. Few fubing

Fubing Based on the Equal Field System

1.11. Tuoba-Xianbei gold plaque with
four animals and inscription of Yituo Jin

猗㐌(拖)金 found at Xiaobazitan 小
覇子灘, Ulanqab League 烏蘭察布盟.
Inner Mongolian Zizhiqu Museum
“This is the most important Xianbei
plaque …inscribed with the name Yituo
(d.305), a leader of the Tuoba Xianbei
… a standard example for dating
Xianbei objects of the late third to early
fourth century.” Watt, et al. (2004: 127)

1.12. Northern Wei Dynasty (386-534)
Cave 9 dated 470-94, Yungang,

雲崗石窟 Datong, Shanxi Province

Examination System & Xianbei Aristocracy

1.13. Northern Qi (550-77) period
guardian warrior with shield.
Earthenware with pigments excavated
from the tomb (dated 566) of Cui Ang
(崔䀚) who was a high ranking official.
Pingshan, Hebei. Hebei Provincial
Museum. “The facial hair suggests that
he represents one of the many non-Han
groups found in North China at the
time.” Watt, et al. (2004: 242-3)
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regiments were ever set up in the east and south because the
Xianbei rulers simply did not trust the people in the eastern and
southern plains. About a thousand years later, the Manchus could
successfully co-opt the Liaodong Han Chinese and the Inner
Mongolians to mobilize them for the conquest of mainland
China. The Qing rulers treated the Liaodong Han Chinese as
honorary Manchus, but never trusted the mainland Chinese.
Sui Wendi began recruiting the Han Chinese gentry
scholars for lower level government service by formally
institutionalizing the rather irregular old Han examination system
that had supplemented the practice of appointment by
recommendation. The Sui-Tang rulers, as the heirs to the Xianbei
conquest dynasties, emphasized not only the Confucian moral
principle of filial piety, but also the “poetic ability” in
examinations to select officials, especially so in the jinshi
examination. Even during the Tang period, however, the
formalized recommendation-cum-examination system never
produced more than 10% of the total bureaucracy, and just as
many of the examination candidates were aristocrats who had
studied rather leisurely at the academies. Throughout the Sui-Tang
period, the high-ranking positions in the central government were
almost completely monopolized by the hereditary Xianbei
aristocracy who were the carry-over from the Xianbei conquest
dynasties. The yin privilege (the employment of sons because their
fathers held government positions) had further limited the
effectiveness of the newly created examination system.
The Sui-Tang rulers institutionalized the examination
system that acted as a catalyst to replace the aristocracy-dominated
officialdom in the conquest dynasties with a meritocracy
dominated by the Neo-Confucian gentry scholars in the following
Han Chinese dynasties, the Song and Ming. Only about 6,000
persons passed the examination for the jinshi degree during the
289 years of the Tang dynasty. The annual average was about 20,
and never exceeded 30, even during the peak. On the other hand,
about 10,000 persons passed the jinshi exam during the 22-year
reign of Song Taizong (r.976-97).
In order to bolster imperial authority and to enhance
social harmony, the Sui-Tang rulers had also imposed the
ideological superstructure of Buddhism upon the Chinese-style
bureaucracy. Sui Wendi tried to legitimate his rule by presenting
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himself as a divinely ordained Buddhist emperor. The founding
family of the Tang dynasty was naturally Buddhist. Taizong
vigorously supported Buddhism, appealing for the support of the
faithful throughout the empire. In 691, Empress Wu established
Buddhism as the state religion. The Han Chinese emperors had
traditionally cast their claim of the legitimacy of their mandate in
terms of the Confucian ideology of virtue. The rulers of
conquest dynasties, including the emperors of Sui and Tang, relied
heavily on the Buddhist ideology to enhance their legitimacy.
According to Sinocentric ideology, Sui and Tang are the
paragon of pure-blooded Han Chinese dynasty (to be succeeded
by the Han Chinese Song and Ming). The historians further
declare that “the aristocratic rule was replaced by meritocracy in
mainland China after the fall of Tang.” This completely ignores
the existence of the aristocracy-dominated Liao-Jin-Yuan-Qing
conquest dynasties. In May 1911, the very final days of Qing, the
Manchu rulers were forced to offer a responsible Cabinet, but
nine out of the thirteen ministers appointed were still the
Manchu-Mongol aristocrats. Until the very end of the Qing
dynasty, the high ranking positions in conquest dynasties were
almost completely monopolized by the hereditary aristocracy, and
only the lower ranking positions in mainland China were mostly
filled by the Han Chinese gentry scholars.
When the Tang dynasty perished, the Tang aristocracy
also disappeared, together with its prominent collaborators, the
ever-faithful Han Chinese dignitaries. Less than 2.5% of Northern
Song high officials came from the prominent Han Chinese
collaborator families of the Tang dynasty. The Qidan-Xianbei,
fresh from Western Manchuria, had their own hereditary
aristocracy. Huang Chao and Zhu Wen had slaughtered many
high-ranking Han Chinese gentry officials. The Qidans chose few
of the survivors as their collaborators; they preferred to choose
their own. The Han Chinese Song-Ming rulers wanted to build up
their own new officialdom, though from the same landed-gentry
stratum, equipped with an entirely different mindset: the inborn
pride of serving the native dynasty. The proven system of “rule
by compatriot aristocracy and Chinese collaborators,” however,
continued in Liao, Jin, Yuan, and Qing.
Many historians know that the origins of the Tang
dynasty were not Han Chinese, and yet they persist in

Aristocracy Ruled Liao, Jin, Yuan and Qing

1.14. Fifth century Tuoba Wei warriors
(Earthenware excavated at Hohhot).
Inner Mongolian Zizhiqu Museum

1.15. Dunhuang Cave 285, 6th century

1.16. Sui civil and military officials from
the tomb of Shi Shewu (史射勿),

寧夏回族自治區固原市 固原博物館
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Alien Rules Punctuated by Native Ones

conceptualizing Tang as one of the greatest native dynasties in
Chinese history. Chinese historians almost always mention Tang
together with the pure-blooded Han Chinese Song. In the TangSong package of dynasties, the first is praised “as a period of
vigorous growth and brilliant achievements and the second as one
of literary and artistic maturity.” Only by making Tang the
paragon of Han Chinese dynasties can they maintain their
traditional view of Chinese imperial history as governed by a
series of the Han Chinese ruling houses “punctuated by alien
ones,” pretending that the conquest dynasties were simply the
“barbarian interlude in Chinese history.” If the Sui and Tang
dynasties were ever classified as non-Chinese, then Chinese
imperial history would be composed of dynasties governed by a
series of alien ruling houses “punctuated by native ones.” The
Song and Ming dynasties would then be reduced to a mere “native
interlude in Chinese dynastic history.” Furthermore, the Song
could maintain a place in history by paying tributes to the Liao
and then Jin conquest dynasties in the north and maintaining the
inferior status of “subject or nephew emperor.”
1.17. Koguryeo Sam-sil tomb

三室塚 Ji’an, Jilin
Dated late 4th-early 5th century.

1.18. Deok-heung-ri tomb of a
Koguryeo dignitary Zhen (鎭 331-408)

南浦德興里

UNIFIED MAINLAND CHINA AND THE YEMAEK KINGDOMS

Chapter 8 first highlights the unified mainland China
confronting the macro-Tugusic state in Manchuria, and then
delineates the ensuing rise and fall of the dynasties in East Asia.
The Rouran Empire (402-552) was superseded by the
Eastern Turkish Empire (552-630). As an heir to the Xianbei
conquest dynasties, Sui Wendi conquered South China, clearing
the ground for Li Yuan to commence the Tang dynasty with a
unified mainland China. Eastern Turks became subservient to Sui,
and then subjugated by Tang in 630.
The Yemaek Koguryeo co-opted the Mohe-Nüzhen
Tungus in eastern Manchuria c.400. Northern Wei had maintained
peaceful coexistence with Koguryeo, but the Sui-Tang rulers made
war on this macro-Tungusic state, generating a diastrophism. The
recorded number of combat troops mobilized by Sui Yangdi for
the war against Koguryeo was more than twice as large as the
number of soldiers mobilized to conquer South China. After each
defeat, the conquest of Koguryeo became a greater obsession of
the Sui rulers. Every campaign, however, ended so disastrously
that before long the war-exhausted Sui Empire crumbled. Tang
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Unified Mainland and Yemaek Kingdoms

was saved from reenacting the fate of Sui only by the Taizong’s
timely death in 649.
Empress Wu, in alliance with the Silla, was able to
conquer Paekche in 660 and Koguryeo in 668, but fighting against
the Silla began in 671, and the Tang army was expelled from the
Korean Peninsula by 676. The Tibetans defeated a large Tang
army in 678, and defense against the Tibetans became a far more
urgent matter. There emerged the Second Eastern Turkic Empire
(682-741). The Eastern Turks stretched from the Greater Xing’an
Range to the Altai Mountains with their seat on the upper
Orkhon. The vast Western Turkic realm became divided into five
independent regions stretching from Zungaria-Tarim to the
Volga-Caucasus steppe and lower Danube region.
In Manchuria, there appeared a full-fledged macroTungusic Parhae (698-926). By uniting with the Yemaek Tungus
of central Manchuria, the Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus of eastern
Manchuria were able to establish a dynasty for the first time in
their ethnic history. The Tang were expelled from the Liao River
basin by the mid-eighth century, retreating behind the Great Wall.
Tang was neither powerful for long, nor long-lived. Sui
had lasted 37 years. The “barbarian” vigor of Tang lasted only 31
years, until 649, and the imperial power was taken over by Wu
Zetian by 660. Empress Wu ruled China, first through Gaozong,
then through her young sons, and finally as empress of a new
dynasty. It was the Xianbei tradition of actively managing women
in the Sui-Tang court, coupled with alien Buddhist ideology, that
enabled Wu Zetian to make herself Empress of Zhou (690-705).
After the early 8th century, the polarization of land ownership
destroyed the Equal Field system and hence the foundation of
fubing, quickening the shift towards a mercenary army. Uighur
Turks helped Tang put down the An Lushan rebellion, and
became the extortioner-cum-protector. Its territory being divided
into a number of de-facto independent states under military
governors, Tang went into coma after the An Lushan rebellion
(755-62), apparently died in the Huang Chao rebellion (875-84),
and was officially buried in 907 by Zhu Wen, a Han Chinese
general of peasant-rebel origin.

1.19. (Top & Bottom) 氐前秦/羌後秦
armored horse and mounted musician
earthenware from Xi’an dated c.351417, Shaanxi Institute of Archeology;
(Middle) 5th century Northern Wei
earthenware from Hohhot, with groom

QIDAN-XIANBEI, ANOTHER CLAIMANT OF SUI-TANG SUCCESSOR

The Qidan originated from the Yuwen-Xianbei that had

in Xianbei tunic and conical hat with
long flaps, Neimenggu Zizhiqu Museum
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Another Claimant of Sui-Tang Successor

1.20. Tomb guardian warrior of Tang
(left) 彩繪天王木俑 from the tomb
(dated 688) of Zhang Xiong (張雄 584633) and his wife (607-88), 新疆維吾

爾自治區 吐魯蕃 阿斯塔那206號墓
Astana, Turfan Xinjiang Uighur Zizhiqu
Museum; (right) 鎭墓武士陶俑 from
the tomb of Shi Daoluo 史道洛夫婦

墓, Ningxia Zizhiqu, Guyuan Museum
寧夏回族自治區 固原市固原博物館
Abramson (2003) states: “beginning in
the seventh century, [the tomb
guardians] were gradually replaced by
Buddhist protective deities known…as
the Four Great Heavenly Kings (四大

been crushed by the Murong-Xianbei in 345 and split into the
Shiwei, Xi and Qidan branches. The Qidan lived around the
Xilamulun River, with the Xi in the south and west and the Shiwei
in the north. The Qidan-Xianbei later became the tributaries of
the Tuoba-Xianbei Wei. In 479, a large section of the Qidan,
threatened by the expansion of the Rourans in Mongolia (who
founded a steppe empire in 402 that lasted 150 years, until 552),
moved southeastward into the middle valley of the Liao River.
The Qidan became dependent on Koguryeo in 553. During the
Tang campaign against Koguryeo in 645, however, the Qidans
fought on the side of the Tang. In return, the Tang court
bestowed on the chieftain of the Qidan confederation the
imperial surname Li in 648, and tried to control the Qidan tribes
indirectly.
The Qidan-Xianbei tribes came to occupy the Liaoxi
area near modern Jehol and, in 696-7, launched a massive invasion
of Hebei. Empress Wu sought help from the eastern Turks who
were able to so thoroughly destroy the Qidan as to eliminate their
threat to the Tang for more than two centuries. The Eastern
Turkic Empire was replaced by the Uighur Turkic Empire (744840). The Qidan became vassals of the Uighur Turks who were
destroyed by the wild Kirghiz Turks in 840. In the 920s, the
Kirghiz Turks were driven out of the Orkhon region by Qidan
Liao, and went back to the Yenisei steppes, creating a power
vacuum on the Mongolian steppe for almost three hundred years
until the unification by Chinggis Khan in 1206.

天王). They display… exaggerated
features…of barbarian images… NonHan themselves…were believed to
possess extraordinary powers to ward
off supernatural and natural dangers…
The protective deities…at Dunhuang
seem to possess increasingly
exaggerated barbarian physical
features…not only the result of…the
near total acceptance of Buddhism’s
extra-Chinese origins…but also from a
growing consciousness of the power
associated with fluid ethnic boundaries
and the figure of the barbarian (ibid:

QIDAN-XIANBEI CONQUEST DYNASTY WITH DUAL GOVERNMENT

While the Xianbei cousins who had settled themselves in
mainland China came to lose every vestige of their military valor,
the Qidan-Xianbei tribes could apparently uphold their nomadic
warrior tradition on the western Manchurian steppe. When the
Tang dynasty of the Tuoba-Xianbei provenance was deposed, the
Qidans who originated in the Yuwen-Xianbei, were among the
claimants to the Chinese throne, feeling fully justified in their
claim.
It took a mere 29 years after the fall of Tang for another
Xianbei dynasty to occupy North China down to the Beijing area
(in 936) in the name of Qidan Liao (907-1125). The time lag
became shorter, but the turmoil depicted as the Era of Five
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High-sounding Titles of Chinese Officials

Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms (907-79) still lasted 72 years.
Chapter 9 observes the Qidan-Xianbei first unifying Manchuria
and then establishing a conquest dynasty. Abaoji (r.907-26)
conquered Parhae in 926, establishing a proto-pan-Manchurian
Xianbei-Tungus state. Deguang (r.927-47) personally led a 50,000
cavalry force to destroy the Later Tang army near Taiyuan, and
acquired the Sixteen Prefectures in 936 from the founder of the
Shatuo Jin dynasty as a payment for his help.
The dual system of governance was blatantly dualized by
the Liao rulers in the form of mutually independent dual
government under the emperor’s inner council. The northern area
of less than one million Qidan people was governed according to
tribal law by the officials dressed in the traditional Qidan costume.
The southern area of three million Chinese was governed by
Chinese-style bureaucracy staffed almost entirely by the Han
Chinese who were the talented literati or ex-officials captured by
or who voluntarily crossed over to the Liao early on, and then by
the Han Chinese who were recruited from the landed-gentry
through examinations, recommendations, and hereditary yin
privileges, all dressed in Chinese style. The Qidans were employed
in government positions under the traditional system of
hereditary succession to office. Hereditary officials were
appointed from specific families or certain lineages of specific
clans according to the rule of hereditary selection.
Every Liao emperor was constantly on the move, in
order to make all the important decisions personally. On these
peregrinations he was accompanied by most of the great officers
of the Northern Administration. By contrast, only a single prime
minister and a small group of secretaries from the Southern
Administration were included in his entourage. Thus the Southern
Administration was essentially an executive organization for the
Han Chinese peasants. The high-sounding titles of its officers
should not conceal the fact that routine decision making and all
military authority were concentrated in the emperor’s Qidan
entourage drawn from the Northern Administration. The
southern officials were specifically excluded from decisions on
military affairs at court.
The Qidan and other surrendered tribes were mobilized
to serve in the supra-tribal military units called ordo or in the
regional tribal armies. All persons between fifteen and fifty years

141-2). … We should not overlook the
close association between barbarians
and military protection. Non-Han
troops, mostly with Inner Asian ethnic
origins, were a mainstay of the Tang
armies, and non-Han generals
occupied the highest levels of the
military. … [I]t seems logical that
images of protective deities would take
on features of their mortal equivalents
(ibid: 145).”

1.21. Tomb guardian warriors (天王)
th

of Tang: (top) 8 century, Baoji 寶雞,
Shaanxi (bottom) c.725, Xi’an

Ordo-Tribal Army and Dual Government

1.22. Pottery of Tang civil and military
officials excavated from the tomb
(dated 664) of a military commander
Zheng Rentai 唐左武衛大將軍 鄭仁

泰(601-63) at Liquan 禮泉縣. Shaanxi
History Museum 陝西歷史博物館
C. Jenny Liu notes: “When Zheng
died…at his post in the northwest,
Gaozong (r.650-83) decreed that he be
buried in Zhaoling, the imperial grounds
of his father, Taizong (r.627-49), at the
expense of the state. Presumably, the
tomb was furnished with accoutrements
from the imperial workshops [of the
imperial craftsmen].” Watt (2004: 294)

1.23. Civil servant clay figure excavated
from the tomb of Li Xi’an (678-741),
Tang Ruizong’s (睿宗 r.684, 710-2)
eldest son, at Pucheng, Shaanxi.

陝西省 蒲城縣 惠陵 李憲墓
陝西省 考古硏究所
Shaanxi Institute of Archeology
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of age were placed on a military register. Each regular soldier had
three horses, one forager, and one orderly. There were also tribal
detachments, numbering somewhere between seventy-five and
one hundred thousand regular soldiers, at the frontier garrisons.
An ordo army of a hundred thousand horsemen was always ready
to strike before the tribal armed forces and militia could be
mobilized. Few Qidan officials and cavalry soldiers were stationed
in the southern Han Chinese regions. The grasslands of tribal
regions remained the domain of the Qidan and other tribal
followers. So completely was the Liao army a Qidan monopoly
that, until the very last, military secrets were withheld from
Chinese officials.
In the Han Chinese Song, the hereditary aristocracy of
the conquest dynasties was completely replaced by the scholarofficials selected through the examination system. It was the Han
Chinese Song that abolished the recommendation requirements
for the examinations. In Song and Ming, Confucian learning and
examinations, not the hereditary aristocracy, became the major
path to office and wealth. The return to Confucianism in the
Song-Ming dynasties marked the return to the Chinese cultural
heritage and the strengthening of the sense of Chineseness.
The Parhae were conquered after a violent military
assault, and they were governed with great severity. Repeated
attempts to shake off the hated Liao yoke resulted in intensified
measures of repression. Under these circumstances the number
of Parhae who became Qidan soldiers was unusually small. Only
18% of total Parhae adult males were included in the ordos while
more than 40% of adult males of the Qidan and other nonParhae tribes were mobilized as the ordos.
The devotion to Buddhism by the Liao emperors is well
documented. To the devout Liao rulers, Buddhism was an
“imperial religion” that was compatible with their cherished tribal
beliefs. The influence of Buddhism decreased in the Han Chinese
dynasties of Song and Ming, but Buddhism reached its peak
under the conquest dynasties. Although the Han Chinese and
many western scholars assert that the Qidan conquerors soon
became sinicized (and hence “civilized”), the Qidans continued to
maintain the center of their political and military power in their
old tribal territory of northern Jehol; they never abandoned their
typically tribal political and military organization nor their former
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Mengan-Mouke Socio-Military Organization

secular traditions or religious beliefs; and the mass of the Qidan
people continued to pursue their pastoral activities.
NÜZHEN WITH THE MENGAN-MOUKE SOCIO-MILITARY INSTITUTION

The Qidan-Xianbei Liao was replaced by another
Manchurian dynasty, Nüzhen Jin (1115-1234), that could conquer
North China down to the Huai River. Chapter 10 examines the
Mohe-Nüzhen of eastern Manchuria occupying all of Manchuria
in 1119-21 and conquering Northern Song six years later. The
proto-pan-Manchurian Liao dynasty was destroyed in its home
base by the woodsmen of eastern Manchuria. Aguda (r.1115-23),
the founder of Jin dynasty, destroyed a huge Qidan army allegedly
containing 700,000 men under the personal command of the last
Liao emperor in 1115. His younger brother, Wuchimai (r.1123-35),
captured the Liao emperor in 1125 and entered the Song capital,
Kaifeng, in 1126.
The art of conquest apparently became public
knowledge by this time, and no time lag from then on intervened
between one conquest dynasty replacing another. Perhaps they
had reached the stage as depicted by Lattimore (1934: 54-5, 75)
that the only thing needed was the emergence of a great tribal
leader through fierce tribal infighting, the subsequent conquest of
mainland China becoming a matter of course.
The Nüzhens, although forest tribes, had a fine cavalry.
Their tribal organization and their archery and horsemanship
perfected by hunting had produced a military tradition similar to
their nomadic neighbors. The entire Mohe-Nüzhen population
was organized into a comprehensive socio-military tribal
institution called Mengan-Mouke under the hereditary chieftains
with assigned land for farming. A Mouke was the basic unit,
consisting of 300 households and providing 100 regular and 100
auxiliary soldiers in time of war. A Mengan was composed of
seven to ten Mouke, constituting the basic unit in the Jin imperial
armies. All able-bodied males served as soldiers, and male slaves
also served as auxiliary soldiers. The settling of troops at the
strategic military colonies throughout the conquered land of
North China to perform garrison duties, with the additional task
of cultivating land, was a practice of both the Mohe-Nüzhens and
the latter-day Nüzhen-Manchus. The Mengan-Mouke system, like
the Eight Banners system of the Qing dynasty, was not only a

1.24. Tang earthenware excavated from
the tomb of Zheng Rentai (鄭仁泰 601
-63), Liquan. Shaanxi History Museum

1.25. Excavated from Tomb No. 187 of
a member of the Zhang Xiong (584633) family at Astana, Turfan
Xinjiang Uiguhr Zizhiqu Museum

Nüzhens Need No Northern Government

1.26. A group of painted pottery hunting
figures from the tomb of Yu Yin (于隱)
and Princess Jinxiang at Xi’an
th

dated early 8 century
Xi’an Municipal Institute of Archeology
and Preservation of Cultural Relics,

1.27. Northern Qi (550-77) Buddhist
stele dated 563, excavated at Haoxian,
Anhui Province.
Anhui Provincial Museum
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military but a socio-cultural institution. The origin of remarkable
regimentation of tribal population under the Mongols could be
traced to the Nüzhen tradition. The army units in Jin, Yuan, and
Qing were also the basic units of their tribal society.
Jin inherited the dual administrative structure of Liao,
and preserved the Qidan and Han Chinese local functionaries to
rule the newly acquired territories. Since the Nüzhen tribes were
organized into the Mengan-Mouke system, the Jin rulers found it
unnecessary to set up a separate “northern” government as did
the Qidans, and simply filled most high-ranking positions of the
central government with the Nüzhen aristocracy. The examination
system played a greater role (in recruiting the Han Chinese
officials from landed gentry) under Nüzhen Jin than under Qidan
Liao and Mongol Yuan. The Nüzhen Jinshi degree was introduced
later, but the Nüzhens as a whole continued to advance their
careers without degree qualifications. The Nüzhen military men
and aristocrats occupied the most important positions in the
government, and made all the important decisions while even the
Chinese prime ministers could not participate in the processes of
important decision-making. The Han Chinese scholar-officials
constituted approximately 60% of the total number of officials,
and were employed mostly as clerks, judges, and accountants.
The Jinshi says that the elder brother of Hanbu, the
founding ancestor of the Wanyan clan, was a Buddhist. According
to the Essentials of Koryeo History, Hanbu himself was a Koryeo
monk. The Jin emperors made huge donations to the Buddhist
temples that set the example of patronage for the Nüzhen
aristocracy. Shizong (r.1161-89) opposed ethnic integration; tried
to make hunting popular among the Nüzhens; instituted a
program to train Nüzhen elites in warfare and hunting; compelled
aristocrats to set up camp in Inner Mongolia or Manchuria to
toughen them up by experiencing a harsher life and to develop
their skills in riding and shooting; practiced the traditional Nüzhen
rituals; offered the Nüzhen Jinshi examinations in 1173; set up the
Nüzhen Imperial Academy at the capital and local schools in all
the routes in order to promote Nüzhen learning; in 1174, forbade
the imperial guards to speak Chinese; and in 1188 prohibited the
Nüzhen from wearing Chinese clothes.
When the Nüzhen Jin came under sustained Mongol
attack in the 1210s, the Qidans asserted their independence,
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Mongols Co-opt Turks and Assimilate Qidans

implying that the Nüzhens could not successfully co-opt the
Qidan-Xianbei. The Qidan people remained a close ethnic entity
under Jin. When the Mongols invaded Jin, the Qidan military
commanders who switched sides participated in operations
against the Jin in association with the Mongol armies. Though
deficient in cohesion, the Liao and Jin dynasties, at least formally,
represent the grouping of the Xianbei and the Tungus within the
framework of a pan-Manchurian conquest dynasty for the first
time in their ethnic history, presaging the surprisingly cohesive
union to be achieved by Manchu Qing.
MONGOLS CO-OPT THE TURKS AND ASSIMILATE THE QIDANS

The Chinggis Khan’s Mongol tribe was a branch of the
Shiwei that had originated from the Yuwen-Xianbei. In the early
years of Abaoji’s time (872-926), the Qidan had conquered seven
tribes of the Shiwei. In 901 and again in 904-7, Abaoji mounted a
series of campaigns against the Shiwei in the north and
incorporated some of the Shiwei tribes into the Qidan
confederation, while some other Shiwei tribes started their
migration westward. By chasing the Rouran (a Donghu-Xianbei
tribe) into full nomadism in 394, the Tuoba-Xianbei had provoked
the creation of a militarily strong steppe force, united by the
Rouran confederacy (402-552). By chasing the Shiwei Mongols
into full nomadism in the early tenth century, Abaoji had
provoked the creation of the Chinggis Khanite Mongolian force.
The Shiwei-Mongols of Yuwen-Xianbei provenance had
metamorphosed into full-time nomads on the Mongolian steppe,
and then conquered the whole of mainland China in the name of
Mongol Yuan (1206-1368). Ögödei (Ugedei, r.1229-41) destroyed
Jin by 1234, and Khubilai (r.1260-94) destroyed Song by 1279.
Chapter 11 observes the Shiwei-Mongols unifying the Mongolian
steppe, destroying the Manchurian conquest dynasty in North
China, assimilating the Qidan, and co-opting the Turks to rule
over “All under Heaven.”
The Chinggis Khan’s family had been outer vassals of
the Jin court for many years before Temujin’s rise to power, and
hence many features of the Mongol military system were derived
from its counterpart in the Nüzhen Jin system. A tribe or clan
exceeding a thousand fighters was divided into several units of
1,000. Each unit was assigned grazing land, and the families were

1.28. A Buddha allegedly carved into
the image of Empress Wu at the
temple for Tang Taizong in Lungmen,
constructed by Gaozong.

1.29. Mural of Tang civil officials
excavated from the tomb (dated 724) of
Prince Huizhuang (the second son of
Ruizong, r. 684-90, 710-2) at Pucheng.

陝西省 蒲城縣 惠莊太子墓
陝西省 考古硏究所
Shaanxi Institute of Archeology

Mongols Rule without Buffer of Gentry Official

1.30. A Liao general painted on the 11th
century wooden door excavated from a
tomb at Balin Right Banner 巴林右旗.

1.31. Early 11th century Liao
Bodhisattva from Wanbu Huayanjing
Pagoda 萬部華嚴經塔, Hohhot.
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also put under the same administration that was commanded by
the hereditary military officers. The Mongol military, just like the
Mengan-Mouke army of Nüzhen Jin, was an all-embracing
organization, encompassing all the military, administrative, and
fiscal functions and involving the entire Mongol population.
Chinggis (r.1206-27) placed his personal followers and
the members of his family at the head of the newly created
Mengan units as chiliarch or at the head of the larger army
comprised of many Mengan units as myriarch. He thus converted
the fickle confederation of treacherous tribal armies into a
centralized and hierarchical force led by commanders personally
loyal to him. In order to overcome the numerical inferiority, the
Mongols effectively co-opted for their empire building almost the
entire Turkic peoples that had been scattered all over the Eurasian
continent. Sharing identical ethnic roots, the Qidans thoroughly
melted into the Mongols and, unlike the Turks, simply
disappeared from history after the Mongol rule.
The Mongols borrowed many Central Asian
administrative and governing techniques, and ruled the Han
Chinese mostly with foreigners without yielding the administrative
machine to the Chinese officials selected from the landed gentry.
So deep was the Mongols’ distrust of their Chinese subjects that
even the local offices were often held by members of the
conquering groups or, worse still, by the illiterate and corrupt
petty Chinese functionaries. A total of approximately 1,200
persons passed the 16 Jinshi examinations conducted between
1315-35 and 1341-68, with the quota of 25% each of Mongols,
Se-mu, Northern Chinese, and Southern Chinese. The Mongol
yoke without the buffer of Chinese scholar-officials provoked a
strong nationalistic sentiment among the Han Chinese against the
alien conquerors. The Mongols ignored an important principle of
the Dual System, and in consequence were expelled by mass
rebellions, just like the Xiongnu Later Zhao regime (319-352 CE).
Yuan was the first conquest dynasty ever expelled by a Chinese
peasant rebellion with the support of ill-treated literati elite.
Khubilai himself observed the practices of shamanism,
and Lamaism, retaining many shamanistic rituals, became the
national religion of the Mongols. The Mongol rulers resisted
Sinification by conducting their business in the Mongol language,
living in tents erected on the palace grounds, spending their
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Manchus Co-opt Mongols & Liaodong Chinese

summers in Mongolia, and discouraging Mongols from marrying
Chinese. As Yuan was at peace for a long time, the fighting
capacity of the Mongol military households lost every vestige of
vigor. Yet the Mongols were still very much Mongols when the
Yuan dynasty’s days ran out. The Mongol rulers simply fled with
their troops, founding Northern Yuan in their old homelands.
MANCHUS CO-OPT THE MONGOLS AND LIAODONG HAN CHINESE

The Han Chinese Ming (1368-1644) had replaced the
Mongol Yuan only to be destroyed by the Manchurian woodsmen
in 1644. It took 43 years (from its inception as Later Jin) for the
Manchus to eradicate the last of the Ming rulers from mainland
China (in 1659), and to become the ruler of the multi-ethnic Qing
Empire. Chapter 12 unfolds the last phase of tripolar East Asia.
Nurhachi (b.1559 r.1616-26) completed the formation of
Manchu Eight Banners by 1616, the year he declared himself
Khan of Later Jin. The entire Nüzhen tribes were organized into
the highly militarized form of social organization called the Eight
Banners that constituted the hereditary socio-military system in
which the Manchu adult males provided active combat duty on
rotation, registered and protected their families and slaves, and
supervised work on their land. The lands assigned to bannermen
were kept scattered, and hence the banners did not become
territorial units. Banner units were organized along the traditional
tribal lines but were all personally attached to the emperor. They
also formed a talent pool from which individuals could be chosen
to function as civil bureaucrats.
Due to the incessant fighting among the heirs of
Chinggis Khan, the Mongols had been very much fragmented.
The Mongols in Inner Mongolia, now including the
Mongolianized Qidans, were successfully co-opted, and they
remained a faithful ally until the very end of the Qing dynasty.
The descendants of Chinggis Khan received positions of rank in
the Qing administration, commanding their own tribal people.
Intermarriage with Mongolian noble families further cemented
the alliance between the two peoples. Between 1612 and 1615,
Nurhachi and his sons together married six Mongolian women.
Huang’taiji (r.1627-43) expanded the marriage alliance policy,
marrying twelve of his daughters to Mongolian chieftains.
Shunzhi’s (r.1644-61) mother was a descendant of Genghis Khan,

1.32. Mongol fighters

1.33. Parade of a Qing gentry official.

Liaodong Dialect Becomes Mandarin

3

And, I may add, “those were also the

Han Chinese fubing soldiers recruited
by Yuwen Tai in 550 in the Guanzhong
area who served with the TuobaXianbei Zhou, rubbing shoulders with
the Turkic-Tibetan recruits, in the
conquest of the Gao Huan’s Qi in the
central plain of North China in 577.”

1.34. Box behind Hanging Board above
the Throne. 乾淸宮正大光明殿懸板
This throne hall within the “Great
Interior” was used for state business by
the Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong
Emperors.

1.35. Qing secret palace memorial with
emperor’s vermilion comment. 奏摺
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and the grandmother of the Kangxi emperor (r.1662-1722).
Huang’taiji had established a parallel structure of
Mongol Eight Banners by 1635. Also mobilizing the Han Chinese
around the Liao River basin, Huang’taiji established eight full Han
Chinese banners by 1642. The Chinese bannermen constituted
almost 40 percent of the conquest force in 1644. Lattimore (1934:
66-7) contends that the frontier Han Chinese “takes on a new
character…genuinely rooted in the region…identify[ing] himself,
in a quasi-tribal manner, with the new frontier power … These
were the Chinese bannermen who served with the Manchus in the
conquest of China.”3
Less than 150,000 (Manchu, Mongol, and Liaodong Han
Chinese) bannermen, together with the Han Chinese collaborator
Wu San’gui, took over Ming China. After suppressing the Three
Feudatory Rebellions in 1673, the Manchu rulers positioned
Banner soldiers (estimated 42,253 as of 1760) at the 18 strategic
garrison cities. The vigor and intelligence, or rather the ingenuity,
of the Qing rulers enabled the conquest of all of mainland China,
using remarkably few human resources and without resorting to
the massacres and terrorizing destructiveness of the Mongols.
More than a decade prior to the conquest of mainland
China, Huang’taiji had established a Chinese-style administrative
system in Manchuria. Immediately after the conquest, many of the
Han Chinese bannermen from Liaodong were appointed to the
government bureaucracy. The Han Chinese officials were
thereafter selected mostly from the landed gentry through the
Confucian examination system, and the gentry-scholars came to
form the non-aristocratic public functionaries that worked for the
stability of rigid Neo-Confucian social order in mainland China.
The Altaicized Liaodong Chinese dialect, i.e., the
language of Han Chinese bannermen, was taken to Beijing by the
Manchu conquerors; consolidated its status as the language of
civil servants, Mandarin; and eventually became the official
language of modern China. Those Han Chinese who could pass
the provincial examinations by mastering classical Chinese had to
further master Mandarin as a second language if they really
wanted to become a member of the central bureaucracy. The rote
memorization of the Four Books in Mandarin pronunciation by
the Han Chinese gentry family members created an officialdom
that shared spoken and written language, entailing cultural and
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linguistic uniformity among the elites all over the empire.
The general ban on intermarriage remained in effect for
two hundred and fifty years, until 1901. Although marriages were
permitted between the families of Manchu and the Liaodong Han
Chinese bannermen, this constituted no break in the general
policy because they were considered Manchu and, particularly
when they lived in the north, behaved as such, acquiring not only
the speech, but the exact manners and even gestures of the oldfashioned Manchus.

Rule Mainland with Chinese Gentry Scholars

4

Rawski (1996: 832-3) notes: “In

contrast to the view that the Han
Chinese literati dominated Qing
governance, recent work identifies…
conquest elite, composed of banner
nobles and imperial kinsmen … was
superimposed upon the Han Chinese
bureaucracy. …Banner nobles, whether
of Manchu, Mongol, or Han descent,
were… privileged hereditary elite

RULING THE HAN CHINESE WITH CONFUCIAN GENTRY-SCHOLARS

whose titles and favored access to

High ranking positions in the Qing central government
were very much monopolized by the Manchus (and Mongols), but
the low-ranking provincial positions in mainland China were
almost exclusively filled by the Han Chinese gentry scholars. Local
officials managed their provinces in close cooperation with the
local degree holders (the lesser gentry). The Manchu rulers
vigorously enforced the fanatically Neo-Confucian socio-political
order tailored for the Han Chinese to realize their personal honor,
success, and wealth, and effectively indoctrinated the Han Chinese
into identifying the loyalty to the Manchu emperors as the loftiest
sentiments of Confucian tradition. The capable Chinese did the
work while the loyal Manchus checked up on them. 4
The Han Chinese landed-gentry families exhausted
themselves in preparing for the notoriously time-consuming NeoConfucian classics exams. The constant drilling in Confucian
moral principles and the writing of formalized essays kept the
minds of Han Chinese gentry-scholars so occupied that they had
little time for independent thought. The members of the degreeholders class were exempt from the corvée labor service and the
tax replacing it; enjoyed the legal privilege of commutation for
minor offenses (exempt from the demeaning humiliation of being
lashed); enjoyed a social prestige recognized by everybody and
evidenced outwardly by special scholars’ gowns and hat-buttons;
and were freed from the oppression of the minor functionaries
(being received courteously by officials). The Han Chinese who
could pass the civil service examinations enjoyed enormous
prestige and privileges even when not holding official positions,
securing maximal returns by collaborating with the conquest
regime but they had to undergo routine examinations to retain

office stemmed from the achievements
of their ancestors during the conquest
period. …Banner nobles and banner
officials sat on the Deliberative Council,
the major policy-making body during
the seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries. … [S]tudy of the origins of
the Grand Council points to the
‘Manchu preponderance in government’
in the Shunzhi (r.1644-61) and Kangxi
(r.1662-1722) reigns. … Imperial
kinsmen became pillars of the dynasty,
serving in the imperial guards and
performing a variety of diplomatic,
military, and security functions for the
throne during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.” The conquest
elite administered Manchuria, Mongolia,
Tibet, and Turkestan (Xinjiang). The
civil service bureaucracy, dominated by
Han Chinese officials, administered
only the Chinese masses in China
Proper below the Great Wall.
5

In 1748, Qianlong reproached optimus

and secundus on the 1745 palace
examination for their poor
performances in learning Manchu.

Chinese Officials Had to Learn the Manchu

1.36. Emperor Qianlong (r.1736-96)

1.37. Reception at the Replica of Potala
Palace, Chengde, by Qianlong for the
Torghut Mongols in 1771 to celebrate
their submission (by the Jesuit painter
Ignaz Sichelbarth and others). This
screen painting was placed in the
imperial yurt at Chengde as a backdrop
for the reception of Mongol allies.
The Palace Museum, Beijing
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their status. Therefore, they were never freed from “examination
life.” In order to rule the empire, Qin Shihuangdi forbade scholars
to read the classics, but the Manchus, rather, induced the Han
Chinese gentry-scholars to dive into and trap themselves in the
Confucian honeypot. Qing emperors legitimated their rule of the
Han Chinese by maintaining the Neo-Confucian bureaucracy, and
by presenting themselves as sage-rulers working with the
Confucian scholar-officials.
In order to rule the Han Chinese, the Manchu aristocrats
and bannermen learned minimum knowledge of Confucian
classics in institutions designed especially for them. The Manchu
and Mongol bannermen could take a simple jinshi examination in
their own language at the garrison. The Manchu aristocrats and
bannermen, however, had little motivation to master Confucian
learning because status did not depend on it. During the reign of
Qianlong (1735-96), for instance, a total of sixty persons were
appointed as the Compiler to Hanlin Academy to serve the
emperor directly as his personal secretary. All of the 25 Han
Chinese had the jinshi degree, but only 4 out of the 35
bannermen-appointees had the jinshi degree.
The Han Chinese elite who passed the palace and court
examinations with highest honors and entered the Halin Academy,
where they served as imperial secretaries, were required to learn
Manchu, a practice that began in 1647. Special essay exams in
Manchu and translation questions from classical Chinese to
Manchu were administered to Hanlin academicians in the palace
to ensure that documents and memorials were accurately recorded
in the dual official languages. 5
The backbone of Manchu rule in mainland China had
been the Chinese scholar-gentry. A total of 22,980 persons passed
the jinshi examinations during the 273-year (1371-1644) rule of the
Ming dynasty, but 25,441 persons passed during the 258-year
(1646-1904) rule of the Qing dynasty, implying an increase in the
average annual number from 84 to 99. During the Qing time there
were only some 40,000 civil and military officials—most of whom
were in the capital. There were some 1,000,000 to 1,500,000
degree-holding gentry who never became officials but carried on,
in their home districts and provinces, a great variety of functions
ranging from arbitration, welfare activities, and the management
of the public works to the education of the future gentry
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generation and the maintenance of the Confucian system itself.
No local official could manage his district without the cooperation
of the local gentry-scholars.
The Manchu rulers took advantage of the Mongols’
adherence to Buddhism by styling themselves as protectors of
Tibetan Buddhism, which helped consolidate their rule over the
Mongols and foreshadowed their claim to Tibet. Yongzheng
justified his rule by liberal use of Confucian allusions, but he had a
life-long interest in Chan Buddhism which influenced both his
approach to government and his personal religious commitment.
Qianlong presented himself as the personification of the Buddha’s
intellect that may have offended the Confucian literati but carried
great weight in Mongolia. The Manchu emperors presented
themselves to the Han Chinese as the Confucian monarch, and to
the Mongols and Tibetans as the Khan of Khans cum Protector
of Buddhism as the Buddha Reincarnate, but every Manchu ruler
had identified shamanism with the sacred Manchu tradition and
promoted the Aisin Gioro family rites by disseminating through
the banner organization the court shamanistic code which
strongly emphasized ancestor worship.
Huang’taiji had expressed his grave worries over the
future: “What I fear is this: that the children and grandchildren of
later generations will abandon the Old Way, neglect shooting and
riding, and enter into the Chinese Way.” Qianlong ordered this
statement to be engraved onto stelae and displayed whenever
bannermen underwent military training. The Qing emperors
idealized the Manchu identity through the martial arts and values
such as archery, equestrianism, military conquest, imperial
expansion, and the frugal way of life that accompanied with such a
culture. They contrasted these values specifically with the
scholarly, literary emphasis of Chinese culture in general and the
extravagant [decadent] culture of consumption that had come to
characterize the late Ming period. The Manchu emperors spent
summers in Inner Mongolia, maintaining physical fitness by
riding, hunting, and shooting. The presence of Han Chinese was
forbidden at the imperial ritual of shamanism. Victories in warfare
were extensively commemorated in art and literature, in
monuments and public buildings, in ritual celebration, in rewards,
and in celebrating marches. Such a militarized culture could not
but affect even the Han Chinese people, as manifested by the

Try to Maintain Idealized Manchu Identity

1.38. Emperor Kangxi’s (1661-1722)
southern inspection tour from Nanjing
to Finshan in 1689 (painted by Wang
Hui, 1632-1717). The Palace Museum

1.39. Small cannon used in the
Kangxi’s Galdan campaign (1696).
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End of Tripolar East Asia, the Old Order

active militarization of local society in mainland China during the
nineteenth century.
END OF THE TRIPOLAR EAST ASIA: ADVENT OF THE NEW ORDER

Chapter 13 clearly marks the end of the tripolar
framework of analysis by describing the process whereby the
People’s Republic of China (PRC) inherited the people and
territory of the whole of the Qing Empire.
The Manchus had co-opted the Mongols of Inner
Mongolia, including the Mongolianized Qidans, for their empire
building, but there then appeared the Czarist Russians and the
maritime Western imperialists. The White Lotus Rebellion (17961804) destroyed the banner forces’ invincibility. Since the Taiping
rebels (1851-64) attacked not only the conquest dynasty but also
the Confucian socio-political order, the Manchu rulers were able
to mobilize the regional Han Chinese armies led by the gentryscholars to defeat the peasant rebellions, but brought about the
prototype of latter-day warlords.
Many scholar-officials selected from the holders of high
literary degrees, such as Li Honzhang (1823-1901), proved not
only their loyalty to the Manchu dynasty but also their outstanding
capability in administrative and military operations during the
Taiping Rebellion. Li Hongzhang identified the Qing dynasty with
China throughout his life, and was never conscious of any conflict
between his loyalty to the reigning dynasty and his concern for
China as a country. Yuan Shikai (1859-1916), though born to a
distinguished gentry-scholar family, became the first Han Chinese
to hold a viceroyalty and a grand councilorship without passing
any Confucian exam, symbolizing the twilight of the old order.
Yuan Shikai enjoyed the unflinching support of the Empress
Dowager Cixi until her death and, in return, recompensed the
doomed Manchu rulers with respect, allowing them a graceful
finale. Sun Wen (1866-1925), Jiang Jieshi (1887-1975) and Mao
Zedong (1893-1976) were born to the peasant-merchant families
of South China, and belonged to the post-Confucian examinations
generation, symbolizing the advent of a new order.
1.40. (top) Emperor Qianlong; (middle)
Qianlong’s banquet; and (bottom) a
victory ceremony (Xianfu) at Meridian
Gate (Wu’men), Forbidden City, 1760.

KOREAN WAR AND THE NEW EAST ASIA IN A GLOBALIZED WORLD

Chapter 14 examines the breaking out of the Korean
War in June 1950, immediately after the establishment of the Han
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Chinese PRC on October 1, 1949. The first foreign excursion of
the PRC army after its victory in 1949 was the invasion of Korea.
In the final days of World War II, the Americans and
Soviets had agreed to take the 38th parallel as the dividing line of
the Korean Peninsula between the Soviet and U. S. occupation
zones. Unification of the Korean Peninsula by Kim Il-sung would
provide a springboard for an invasion of Japan, but Stalin did not
want the Korean War to become the main battleground. Europe,
Stalin thought, was the right place to deliver the death blow to
world imperialism. Stalin did not want to see the Chinese
improving relations with the U. S. and achieving a hegemonic role
in East Asia either. The progress of the Korean War had to be
carefully manipulated as to let Mao Zedong carry the greatest part
of the burden of diverting the U. S. forces from Europe to Asia
and at the same time burn Mao’s bridges to the West.
The object of the PRC rulers seems to have been to
keep the U. S. forces at a safe distance from its Manchurian
frontier, and to make sure that the state that bordered Manchuria
was friendly.
There followed the bipolar Cold War era. One could
then observe a new East Asia emerging from the afflictions of
both World War II and the Korean War, and the subsequent
evolution of a transient unipolar globalized world that followed
the demise of Soviet Union. It is evident that the tripolar
framework of analysis has not fit the East Asian situation since,
say, the beginning of the nineteenth century. The analysis of
modern East Asian history requires a more suitable model. 6

Korean War Consolidates Newly-Born PRC

6

Janhunen (1996: 15-16) makes a

cynical comment that, although Korea
had never “seriously considered a
conquest of China … Japan as a
member of Greater Manchuria (in very
much the same way as “the historical
role of the steppe empire was taken
over by Russia”) played its Manchurian
role so well that” it established “the
short-lived Manzhouguo state,” and
“even launched a full-scale conquest of
China proper.” He could also have
mentioned the bombast of Toyotomi
Hideyoshi (1536-98) -- invading Korea
to conquer Ming China. In fact,
Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 312)
have already noted that the “Japanese
historians” saw the invasion of
mainland China in 1937-45 as “Japan
following in the footsteps of the Manchu
conquerors of 1644.” Janhunen (2010)
contends that “According to Hong, the
tripolar approach ceased to be valid
with the fall of the Qing dynasty. On this
he may be wrong, however, for with the
Russo-Japanese war (1904–5) the
roles of Mongolia and Manchuria were
taken over by Russia and Japan,

MANCHURIAN CONQUEST DYNASTIES IN EAST ASIAN HISTORY

respectively. The prewar Japanese

Even the earliest short-lived proto-conquest dynasty had
established an almost complete copy of the traditional Chinese
bureaucratic hierarchy. It was not just a façade to deceive the
vanquished. The Chinese-style bureaucratic governance that is led
by the Han Chinese gentry elites was adopted and adapted in
earnest by the Manchurian conquerors. They were smart enough
to appreciate the value of Confucian teaching and the
indoctrinating effect of testing the Four Books and Five Classics.
By mobilizing the explosive vigor of a new state, the would-be
founders of a Manchurian conquest dynasty were enabled to build
up a peculiar, and yet quite rational, institutional arrangement,

expansion on the continent can very
well be seen as Japan’s attempt to play
the role of the Manchurian component
in the East Asian tripolar system … [It]
will take time before an objective history
of [Manzhouguo] can be written … It
seems that Korean historians have not
realized that Russia is Korea’s only
natural friend in the region, and the only
neighboring country that does not profit
from the continued division of Korea.”

Conquest Dynasties in East Asian History

7

Northern Wei had maintained peaceful

coexistence with Koguryeo, but Sui was
ruined by a series of disastrous
expeditions against it. The expeditions
by Tang Taizong also ended in failure.
Empress Wu could conquer Paekche in
663 and Koguryeo in 668, but the Tang
army was expelled by the Silla in less
than seventeen years (in 676) after they
first set foot on the Korean Peninsula
(in 660). The macro-Tungusic Parhae
(698-926) could coexist with Tang. The
Liao launched full-scale campaigns
against Koryeo (918-1392), beginning
in 1010 and lasting for about ten years.
The Koryeo was never defeated in war
against the Qidan, but the Koryeo rulers
learned the wisdom of “Respect-theGreater” strategy. Prior to 1020, the
Yemaek cousins in the Korean
Peninsula had to maintain an effective
military machine to fight against the
massive invasions, but they learned
that, by simply yielding to the Stronger,
they could maintain independent
nationhood free from the ravages of
warfare. When the Mongols were
expelled from mainland China, by
swiftly yielding to the new Stronger, now
the Han Chinese Ming dynasty, Chosun
(1392-1910) could even obtain the
Ming’s help in repulsing the Japanese
invasion in 1592-8. When the rulers of
the Korean Peninsula stood up against
the obvious Stronger, the Koreans
suffered wholesale destruction. A
Manchurian force could not leave
standing the threat to their rear posed
by the Koreans before proceeding with
their campaign against mainland China.
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called the “Dual System,” that enabled not only successful
conquest but also the sustaining of a newly created dynasty.
History evolves. The proto-dual system was first
introduced by the Murong-Xianbei before they occupied North
China; reinforced by the Tuoba-Xianbei with the alien Buddhist
ideology and Equal Field System; and blatantly dualized by the
Qidan-Xianbei in the form of dual government supported by the
ordo-tribal armies. It evolved to incorporate the comprehensive
socio-military Mengan-Mouke tribal institution by the Nüzhens; and
bloomed into the most powerful form of institutionalization by
the Manchus, incorporating the highly militarized social
organization called the Eight Banners and the fanatically NeoConfucian social order tailored for the Chinese. As successors to
the Xianbei conquest dynasties, Sui and Tang organized their
empires around tried institutions that had been employed in the
conquest dynasties, including the Equal Field system which
provided the institutional foundation to field an enormous fubing
army. The formal institutionalization of the examination system,
however, was the Sui-Tang innovation that endured until 1905.
The Qidan-Xianbei conquered Parhae but the incessant
rebellions waged by the Tungusic people drained the energy of
Liao. Consequently, the conquest performance of Liao was even
less impressive than the Tuoba-Xianbei, who had maintained
peaceful coexistence with the macro-Tungusic Koguryeo. Neither
could the latter-day Nüzhen Jin successfully co-opt the Qidan;
hence they were able to occupy only North China. The Mongols
of the Yuwen-Xianbei provenance, however, could thoroughly
assimilate the Qidans, and also co-opt the Turks that had been
scattered all over the Eurasian continent to realize Pax Mongolica.
The Manchus absorbed the entire marco-Tungus in Manchuria,
and were able to co-opt and mobilize the Liaodong Han Chinese
and the Mongols of Inner Mongolia, that now included the
Qidans, realizing Pax Manjurica.7 The Manchus more than
doubled the territory of the Ming empire, all of which was
inherited by the People’s Republic of China. The inclusion of
Manchuria in the PRC was the direct consequence of the Manchu
rule of China. Manchus both prospered with their own system
and perished with their own system. 8
The Eastern Mongols of Inner Mongolia were active
partners with the Manchus from the very beginning. The Khalkha
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Mongols of Outer Mongolia were forced to join the Qing Empire
after 1691, to become a passive partner with the Manchus. On the
other hand, the Manchu invasion force of 1636 had taken away a
great many Korean people as prisoner-slaves that nurtured an
enduring hostility toward the Qing. The Chosun people regarded
their Manchurian cousins as shameful barbarians, attributing no
value to their feats of conquering and ruling mainland China with
Neo-Confucian pretentiousness. They rather fancied themselves
as the heir to the orthodox Confucian tradition of the Ming
dynasty, and behaved as if they were obliged to carry the torch of
Confucian civilization in place of the hapless Han Chinese then
under the yoke of the Manchus. As of the twenty-first century,
only the Mongols of Outer Mongolia and the Yemaek cousins of
the Korean Peninsula are maintaining their ethnic identity as
independent nation states. The Mongols of the Inner Mongolian
Autonomous Region became the ethnic minority within the region
itself.

Ethnic Nationalism vs. Cosmopolitanism

8

According to Sinocentric ideology, any

successful alien dynasty was a
thoroughly sinified dynasty, and any
alien dynasty that had failed to absorb
the Chinese tradition was bound to fail.
Rawski (1996: 831) quotes a Hancentered perspective of Ho Ping-ti
(1967: 191): “Qing was...the most
successful dynasty of conquest in
Chinese history…[T]he key to its
success was the adoption by early
Manchu rulers of a policy of systematic
sinicization.” Rawski (1996), however,
contends that “Chinese generalizations
concerning the sinicization of the Qing
emperors relied heavily on the official
Chinese-language records (ibid: 834).”
The Manchu-language documents

SUBLIMATING ETHNIC NATIONALISM INTO COSMOPOLITANISM IN

suggest just the opposite: “many unique

HISTORIOGRAPHY

Manchu documents, never translated

The PRC historians now project China’s history in terms
of its contemporary border (and beyond, in cases of the Korean
Peninsula and the Mongolian steppes), as a seamless narrative of a
newly defined “Chinese” nation-state. The PRC rulers think of
China as a territorial entity and thus of everyone living within
what is today PRC territory as Chinese. In an effort to canonize a
unified Chinese historiography, the twenty-first century PRC high
school textbooks have incorporated the histories of China’s ethnic
minorities into a single master narrative of Chinese history,
according to which the non-Han peoples have always been Chinese
and their different histories have always been a part of Chinese
history, avoiding the use of the term “invade” when discussing the
military actions of these peoples in their wars against the Han
which are regarded simply as internal disputes.
Perhaps, someday, the PRC leaders would replace
“China” with “East Asia,” and “Chinese” with “East Asian
People,” and be free of all sorts of accusations including “Han
nationalism,” “territorialization of history,” or “historiographical
invention-cum-colonialism,” ushering in the spirit of Alle Menschen
werden Brüder on the eastern part of the Eurasian continent also.

into Chinese, were…a vital part
of…communications network that
frequently bypassed Han Chinese
officials (ibid: 829).” To their Chinese
subjects, the Manchus portrayed
themselves as Confucian monarchs,
but “the Manchus disseminated
different images of rulership to the
different subject peoples of their
empire. …Tibetan Buddhism provided
the symbolic vocabulary for…rulership
directed at the Mongols and Tibetans…
as Manjusri, the bodhisattva of
compassion and wisdom (ibid: 834-5).”
The bodhisattva (wisdom-being) is a
person who, out of compassion,
renounces the entry into nirvana in
order to be reborn repeatedly to lend a
helping hand to all sentient beings who
call upon him in order to be saved.
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A Tripolar Approach to East Asian History
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Manchuria, Mongolian Steppe, Mainland China

Hongshan (c.5000-3000 BCE)
Lower Xiajiadian (c.2200-1600 BCE)
Upper Xiajiadian (c.1200-600 BCE)
Yangshao (c.5000-3000 BCE)
Longshan (c.3000-2200 BCE)
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The Tripolar East Asia

CHAPTER TWO

MANCHURIA, MONGOLIAN STEPPE, AND
MAINLAND CHINA
A TRIPOLAR EAST ASIA
The Chinese chroniclers called the Xiongnu of the Mongolian
steppe by the generic name of Hu, and classified the “barbarians” in
the east of the Greater Xing’an Range into two groups: the Eastern Hu
(Donghu) in the Liaoxi steppe of western Manchuria, and the Eastern
“Barbarians” (Dongyi) in central and eastern Manchuria. The Eastern
Hu of the Liaoxi steppe had maintained some elements of settled
agriculture, but they led a life rather like that of full-time nomads. The
Donghu included the Xianbei, Wuhuan and many other tribes, but on
most occasions implied the Xianbei people who had founded various
Yan kingdoms and Northern Wei. The Eastern “Barbarians” consisted
of the Yemaek Tungus of the central Manchurian plain and Korean
Peninsula, founders of Old Chosun, Puyeo, Koguryeo and Three Han,
and the Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus of the heavily forested eastern
Manchuria, descendants of the Sushen-Yilou and the ethnic ancestors
of the core Manchu, whose livelihood was extensive hunting and
gathering supplemented by patchy farming.
The greater Manchurian ethnohistorical sphere of the
Xianbei-Tungus, including the Korean Peninsula as an extension of
2.1. Comb-patterned (Chul-mun)

central Manchuria towards the sea, has formed one of the three major

pottery found at Am-sa-dong, Seoul

sub-regions of East Asia, sharing intimate histories with strong cultural
affinities. The proto-Altaic speech community of Xianbei-Tungus had
shared the Neolithic Hongshan culture, as well as the tradition of
incised pottery and the broad-bladed bronze dagger.
The Mongolian steppe has enough water to sustain some
vegetation and animal life. It was the home of Xiongnu, the ancestor of
the Turks, who led a rather difficult life of hunting, fishing, nomadic
stock-raising, and patchy farming in order to survive on those harsh,
wind-swept forests and steppes, frozen in winter and scorched for a
few weeks of summer. The occupation of the Xiongnu homeland by the
Xianbei people of western Manchuria first occurred in 93-180 as an
aftermath to the disintegration of Maodun’s empire; second in 402-552
by the Rourans, who were classified as the Donghu; and third by the
Shiwei-Mongols, a branch of the Yuwen-Xianbei, still extant today,

2.2 Pottery excavated at Xinle 新樂,
north of Shenyang

resulting in an ethnonymic unification of the entire “Mongolian” steppe
but blurring the ethnic and linguistic demarcation on the steppe.
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The Ancient Northern Mongoloid People

1. Wild Horse, Pastoral Nomadism, and Mounted Archers
OUT OF AFRICA

Modern human beings, called Homo sapiens, emerged in
Africa roughly 200,000 years ago. This new species of humans
began to disperse out of Africa some time between 60,000 and
85,000 years ago (across the strait of Bab el Mandeb at the
southern end of the Red Sea and possibly also across the Suez
Isthmus), completely replacing the archaic human beings called
Homo erectus (that had emerged about 2 million years ago and
dispersed out of Africa more than 1.8 million years ago).
Following the warm South Asian coastal route, Homo sapiens
moved into Australia about 50,000 years ago, into the Middle East
about 45,000 years ago, scattering further into southern Europe,
and into Central Asia about 40,000 years ago. From Central Asia,
they moved, in the west, into parts of northern Europe and, in
the east, into the Altai Mountains, the Baikal region, and the
Americas (about 15,000 years ago, across the Bering Strait, then a
land strip called Beringia).
On the East Asian continent, Homo erectus had
appeared over a million years ago during the Ice Age, and Homo
sapiens appeared sometime between 35,000-15,000 BCE. The
ancient northern Mongoloid populations who had first settled
around the Altai Mountains seem to have dispersed further across
the Transbaikalia (denoting the area immediately east of Lake
Baikal) and the Greater Xing’an Range to become the protoXianbei-Tungus in Manchuria. Until the end of the last ice age, in
c.10,000 BCE, Homo sapiens were predatory hunters and
gatherers in Old Stone Age culture. The Neolithic culture
characterized with agriculture, pottery, textiles, and villages began
to emerge sometime between 8000-7000 BCE.

2.3. Out of Africa: The Greatest Journey

WILD HORSE, SWEET APPLE, AND THE HEAVENLY MOUNTAINS

Some 40 million years ago, the Indian subcontinent,
which had detached from East Africa, crashed into the great
Asian land mass, driving up the Himalayas, the Pamirs, and then
the Tianshan mountain range, the last of the ripples. Most of
North America and northern Europe were scraped clean by ice
little more than 10,000 years ago, but the vast mass of the Indian
Ocean has kept the whole of the Tianshan (implying Heavenly

2.4. Tianshan, Altai, Lake Baikal, and
the Greater Xing’an Ranges
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Pastoral Nomadism with Saddle and Bit

1

See Barrie E. Juniper, “The Mysterious
Origin of the Sweet Apple,” American
Scientist, Vol. 95, Jan-Feb. 2007.

2.5. Tianshan: the Heavenly Mountains
2

According to Lamb (1995: 150), the

warmth of the most genial post-glacial
times came to an end in China between
about 1100 and 800 BCE, accompanied
by droughts. Huntington’s theory of
“climatic pulsation” (1907) proposes
changes in climate as the cause of
nomadic migrations, leading to
conquests. As a dry cycle progressed
and pastures dried up, nomads in

Mountains) valleys ice free through the constancy of warm
monsoons. By producing fertile soils watered by melting snows,
the Tianshan valleys (especially the northern slopes, the fruit
forests, where the summer’s heat was less fierce) became a refuge
for the sustained evolution of plants and animals, including the
tiny and bitter ancestors of the sweet apple, wild horse, bear, deer,
and wild pig that had migrated from North America over the land
bridge, Beringia.
Let’s take the tracing of the origin of the sweet apple.
Because apples pass through the jaws and guts of bears and wild
horses, the drivers of evolution, without dissolving the central
placenta that contains pips, larger and sweeter wild apples in larger
clusters won the battle of natural selection. The wild horses,
having likely developed a taste for the wild apples on the margins
of the fruit forests, ranged more widely than the bear in thick
forests before dropping its fecal load, and their sharp hooves
thrust seeds into the ground, planting the apple pips at every oasis
and grazing ground along the animal migration tracks. Some 7000
years ago, the horse and the donkey were domesticated in the
Kazakhstan steppe where a few truly wild horses still survive, and
in their guts the apple pip moved along the trade routes, in the
west, into the cooler lands of Fergana Valley in Uzbekistan where
the Neolithic agricultural revolution occurred, into the northern
edges of Persia (not, at first, into the steaming hot TigrisEuphrates valley), and eventually into Europe; and, in the east,
into Manchuria and North China.1

search of new pastures clashed with
other nomads and with settled peoples,
eventually erupting into aggressive
actions against sedentary neighbors.
See Lattimore (1961: 331). Toynbee
(1947: Vol. I-VI, 170) contended that:
“there is a rhythmic alternation between
periods of relative desiccation and
humidity … When desiccation reaches
a degree at which the Steppe can no
longer provide pasture for the quantity
of cattle with which the Nomads have
stocked it, the herdsmen … invade the
surrounding cultivated countries.”

PASTORAL NOMADISM WITH SADDLES AND BITS

The development of nomadic pastoralism must have
required the invention of some means to carry people and their
possessions around in search for green pasturage. Wheeled
transport by horses or oxen seems to have been invented between
1700 and 1200 BCE, and horse-riding technology seems to have
been perfected by 900 BCE.
A settlement of the fourth-third millennium BCE has
been excavated in northern Kazakhstan where 99% of all animal
remains belong to horses, indicating that those people had
specialized in horse breeding. Evidence of tooth wear caused by a
hard bit suggests that the horses were also ridden. According to
Di Cosmo (2002: 27), “the transition to actual pastoral nomadism
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as practiced by horseback riders was probably not completed until
the beginning of the first millennium BCE, and the first Scythian
mounted archers appear on the scene only in the tenth or ninth
century BCE.”
Fagan (2004: 201) states: the grassland steppe “acted
like a pump, sucking in nomadic peoples during periods of higher
rainfall, pushing them out to the margins and onto neighboring
lands when drought came. During the ninth century BCE, the
climate of the steppe suddenly became colder and drier. … The
Mongolian steppe appears to have been the first region affected.
… In the eighth century BCE, the drought on the steppe sent
nomads pouring into China. They were repulsed, setting in
motion a domino effect of population movements that brought
some horse-using nomads to the Danube Basin and the eastern
frontier of the Celtic world.” 2

“Mongolian” Appellation for Home of Xiongnu

2.6. Xiongnu-Turkish Empires
in Han and Early Tang Times

2. The Greater Mongolian Steppe
“MONGOLIAN” APPELLATION FOR THE HOME OF XIONGNU-TURKS

The Mongolian steppe was the home of Xiongnu (匈奴),
the ancestor of the Turks (突厥). The “Mongolian” appellation
for the area must have occurred after the migration of the
Mongol branch of the Shiwei from northern Manchuria after the
tenth century, but most likely after the unification of the area by
Chinggis Khan by the turn of the thirteenth century. The original
inhabitants of this area prior to the arrival of the Shiwei-Xianbei
from Manchuria may well be called Xiongnu-Turks.
The Mongolian plateau is the eastern half of the great
Eurasian steppes that extend from the borders of Manchuria to
the plains of Hungary in rolling plains of grass punctuated by
high mountains. The Zungarian Gate between the northern edge
of the Tianshan and the Tarbagatai Range is the lowest pass in all
of Central Asia that penetrates to the Kazakh Steppe through the
Alatau mountain range, running between Lake Alakol and Lake
Ebinur. The fault-lined valley was created by the strike-slip (lateral
sliding of blocks), and is forty-six miles long and about six miles
wide at its narrowest point. The Irtysh valley between the
Tarbagatai and the Altai is another gateway to the west, and the
Turco-Mongol horsemen from the banks of the Orkhon rode the

2.7. Zungarian-Tarim Basin

2.8. The Zungarian Gate (阿拉山口)
currently serves as railway corridor
between China and the west. The floor
of the valley lies at about 450m
elevation at its lowest, while the
surrounding peaks of the Alatau Range
reach about 3,000-4,500 meters.
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Xiongnu-Turks of the Mongolian Steppe

2.9. The Pamirs (translated as the Roof
of the World) have valleys surrounded
by mountains higher than 7000 meters,
and join the Tianshan along the Alay
Valley of Kyrgyzstan in the north, the
Hindu Kush in the south along the
Wakhan Corridor in Afghanistan, GilgitBaltistan of Pakistan, and the
Kulunshan of China to the east.
3

Barnes (1993: 154) notes that the

Mongolian plateau was environmentally
much richer during the recent thermal
optimum that persisted from 6000-2700
BCE, and hence supported agriculture,

entire distance, through Kazakstan and the Russian steppes, to
reach the Hungarian plains. For brave hearts, this Steppe
Turnpike, seldom spotlighted in the literary world, constituted the
free-flow avenue of swift mobility and conquest; the perilous and
yet much romanticized Silk Road down below the Heavenly
Mountains was mainly for traders and pilgrims.
The central part of the Mongolian plateau with its
abundant pastures is most fit for human settlement. The grazing
areas are the regions drained by the tributaries of Lake Baikal and
the Amur River as well as the slopes of the Altai Mountains. The
Selenge is a tributary of Lake Baikal, and the Orkhon is the main
tributary of the Selenge. The Altai area reaches 40° C with 18
hours of sunlight in summer. The foothills of the Altai form a
rolling plateau with excellent pastureland. The Baikal area involves
a transition between the Mongolian steppe and the Siberian forest.
The Mongolian steppes average 1500 meters in elevation, with hot
summers reaching 38° C and severe winters reaching - 42° C. The
Turkic steppes west of Balkhash lie at near sea level. The Gobi is
a dry steppe, dividing Inner and Outer Mongolia.3 Inner Mongolia
bordering the Ordos Plains (enclosed by the great loop of the
Yellow River), Damaqun Mountains, and western Manchuria had
also supported large numbers of nomads.

as evidenced by the presence of
potteries. The taiga-steppe boundary
through Asia east of the Urals ran much
th

to the north (along the 60 parallel) of
th

the present line (along the 56 parallel,
passing northern Lake Baikal). The last
phase of thermal optimum with warm
climate in higher latitudes began c.2000
BCE and ended by c.900 BCE.
4

The Tibetan society lived in small

groups with very weak leadership. In
cases of war, a temporary war leader
was selected, and went to war mostly
as infantry fighters. The Tibetan horses
were adjusted to mountains, and
inferior to the bigger horses of the
steppes. See Eberhard (1965: 115-8).

THE XIONGNU-TURKIC SOCIETY

The Turks were sheep-eaters, also raising cattle, goats
and yaks for food, clothing and shelter, camels for transport in the
most arid steppe, and horses for mobility. And yet, the XiongnuTurkic society was characterized by horse-breeding that required
more and broader organization than the Tibetan society that was
characterized by sheep-breeding. The seasonal migrations from
the mountains to the plains for pasture often covered hundreds of
miles, passing the territories belonging to other tribes, and
necessitating tribal leaders to be experienced in diplomacy and
military skills. There was a “leader-tribe” which had traditionally
supplied the leader of a tribal confederation. The inner-tribes
which joined the federation earlier had more privileges than the
outer-tribes who joined later or were forced to join. 4
The horse-riding technology of saddles and bits was
developed c.900 BCE. After 800 BCE, the horse-riding pastoral
people who were migrating with their grazing animals across the
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Eurasian steppes began to terrorize their sedentary neighbors. The
mounted nomads shooting arrows on horseback were known by
the Greeks as Scythians, and enter the Chinese historical record
during the late Warring States period under the generic names of
Hu and Xiongnu. According to Di Cosmo (1999: 886),
“equestrian pastoral peoples, who may be broadly defined as ‘early
nomads,’ were present in northern China and can be regarded as
cultural forerunners of the Xiongnu, the Huns, and the later
Turco-Mongol nomads.”

Appellations of Hu, Xiongnu and Turks

5

Watson (1961: 132)

史記 卷一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十
當時之時 秦晉爲彊國…秦穆公 [659
-621 BCE] 得…岐…之北有義渠 大…

之戎

而晉北有林胡…之戎 燕北有

東胡 山戎 各分散居谿谷 自有君長
往往而聚者百有餘戎 然莫能相一…
自是之後百有餘年…後百有餘年 趙
襄子 [475-425 BCE] 踰句注…而破幷
代以臨胡貉 其後旣與韓魏共滅智伯

THE APPELLATIONS OF HU, XIONGNU, AND TURKS IN CHRONICLES

分晉地而有之 則趙有代 句注之北

Watson (1961: 129), who has translated the Shiji into
English, begins the Xiongnu section with this [Sima Qian’s] note:
“From the time of the Three dynasties on, the Xiongnu have been
a source of constant worry and harm to China. The Han has
attempted to determine the Xiongnu’s periods of strength and
weakness so that it may adopt defensive measures or launch
punitive expeditions as the circumstances allow. Thus I made The
Account of the Xiongnu.”
The names Forest Hu (林胡) and Eastern Hu (Donghu
東胡) first appear in the reign of Duke Mu of Qin (秦穆公 r.659621 BCE), and the name Hu (胡) first appears together with Maek
(貉) in the reign of Duke Xiangzi of the Zhao family of Jin [晉
趙襄子 r.475-425 BCE]. Sima Qian tells us: “Thus at this time [of
Duke Mu]… north of Jin (晉) were the Forest Hu and the Loufan
Rong, while north of Yan (燕) lived the Eastern Hu and the
Mountain Rong (山戎). All of them were scattered about in their
own little valleys, each with their own chieftains. From time to
time they would have gatherings of a hundred or more men, but
no one tribe was capable of unifying the others under a single
rule. [Duke Xiangzi]…annexed the region of Dai (代), bringing
his state into contact with the Hu-Maek (胡貉) tribes. Shortly
afterwards he joined with the viscount of the Hann and Wei (韓
魏) families in … dividing up the state of Jin (晉) among the three
of them. Thus the Zhao family held the possession of Dai and
the lands north of Mt. …, while the Wei family held the provinces
of Hexi (Ordos)… bordering the lands of the Rong (戎).”5
The Forest Hu and the “Hu” appearing in the word
“Hu-Maek” during the period between 659-425 BCE may be
regarded as cultural forerunners of the Xiongnu. The Shiji records

魏有河西上郡 以與戎界邊…

2.10. Warring States period bamboo
pieces from a Chu area (郭店楚簡)
6

See Watson (1961: 132-3) and

Barnes (1993: 147).

史記 卷一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十
秦昭王時[306-251 BCE]…築長城以拒
胡 而趙武靈王 [r.325-299 BCE] 亦
變俗胡服 習騎射 北破林胡…築長城
…其後[311-279?]燕有賢將秦開..燕亦

築長城…而拒胡 當時之時冠帶戰國
七 而三國邊於匈奴 其後趙將李牧
時[c.244-236 BCE]匈奴不敢入趙邊
7

周書 卷五十 列傳第四十二 異域

突厥者 蓋匈奴之別種 姓阿史那氏..
與狼合 遂有孕…臣於茹茹 居金山

Hu Were Cultural Forerunners of Xiongnu

之陽 爲茹茹鐵工 金山形似兜鍪 其
俗謂兜鍪爲突厥
8

隋書卷八十四 列傳第四十九 北

狄 突厥之先 平凉雜胡也 姓阿史那
氏…後魏太武滅沮渠氏 阿史那以五
百家奔茹茹 世居金山 工於鐵作…
9

Beckwith (2009: 113), identifying the
Rourans with the Avars, quotes the

Zhoushu: “Around 546 … T’u-men …
asked the Avar khaghan Anagai [阿那

壞可汗 r.520-52] for a royal princess in
marriage. But Anagai insulted the
Turk. … [T’u-men] received a royal
marriage from the Western Wei [from
Yuwen Tai]. In 552 T’u-men attacked
the Avars … Anagai committed suicide.”
10

周書 卷五十 列傳第四十二 異域

突厥…阿史那子..其後曰土門…[大
統]十二年[546]...時鐵勒將伐茹茹 土
門率所部邀擊…盡降其衆五萬餘落..
乃求婚於茹茹

茹茹主阿那瓌[r.520-

52]大怒…爾是我鍛奴...魏廢帝[r.5514]元年

土門發兵擊茹茹…阿那瓌自

殺…土門遂自號伊利可汗 猶古之單
于也…土門死 子科羅立…號乙息記
可汗…羅立死 弟俟斤立 號木汗可
汗[r.553-72]…其地東自遼海以西 西
至西海萬里 南自沙漠以北 北至北
海五六千里 皆屬焉
11

周書 卷五十 列傳第四十二 異域

突厥…其俗被髮左衽…賤老貴壯…
猶古之匈奴…大官有葉護…及餘小
官凡二十八等 皆世爲之…侍衛之士
…夏言亦狼也 皆本狼生 志不忘舊
…父伯叔死者 子弟及姪等妻其後母
世叔母及嫂 唯尊者不得下淫 雖移
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that the King Zhao of Qin (r.306-251 BCE) constructed long
walls “as a defense against the Hu,” and that King Wuling of
Zhao (r.325-299 BCE) destroyed the Forest Hu in the north and
constructed long walls. Yan is also recorded to have built long
walls “as a defense against the Hu.” For the first time, the Shiji
then clearly mentions the “Xiongnu” twice in one paragraph: “by
this time [c.300 BCE] China, the land of caps and girdles, was
divided among seven states, three of which [Zhao, Yan, and Qin]
bordered the territory of the Xiongnu. Later, while the Zhao
general Li Mu (李牧) was living (around 234 BCE), the Xiongnu
did not dare to cross the border of Zhao.” 6
“Xiongnu” begins to reappear in the episodes (between
215-209 BCE) related with Meng Tain (蒙恬) and Maodun’s
(r.209-174 BCE) father Touman (匈奴單于 頭曼 d.209 BCE), and
then is recorded all over the Shiji with rapidly increasing frequency
and importance thereafter. Sima Qian (145-86 BCE) began the
task of finishing the Shiji in 109 BCE that had been commenced
by his father (Sima Tan 司馬談 d.210 BCE), and was able to
finish writing the entire Shiji on bamboo pieces (that can
accommodate about 30 letters each) by 90 or 89 BCE before the
death of Han Wudi (r.140-87 BCE). Paper has been traced in
China about two hundred years thereafter circa 105 CE.
The Zhoushu, compiled in 618-28 CE, states that the
Turks (兜鍪 Tu-jue/Türk/Türük, implying war helmet) with the
Asana (阿史那) surname was a variety of the Xiongnu. Occupying
the southern slope of the Altai Mountains, they had at first served
the Rourans (蠕蠕/柔然/茹茹) as iron smith (鐵工/工於鐵作/鍛
奴).7 The Rourans were the descendants of the Donghu of
western Manchuria who were able to found a nomadic empire
after having been chased out by the Tuoba-Xianbei into the
Mongolian steppe in the 390s. According to the Suishu, when Tai
Wudi (r.423-52) of Tuoba Wei conquered the Northern Liang of
Juqu-Xiongnu in 439, the Asana tribe fled north to be placed
under the protection of the Ruoran Empire (402-552). 8
Under the leadership of T’u-men (土門), the AsanaTurks conquered 50,000 tents of Tiele (鐵勒) tribes in 546. T’umen routed the Rourans in January 552, and then proclaimed
himself Ilig Khaghan (r.552-3).9 T’u-men’s second son, Muqan
Khaghan (俟斤/木汗可汗r.553-72), unified the Mongolian steppe
and established a vast (Eastern) Turkish empire. 10
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According to the Zhoushu, the official hierarchy and
positions (from Yabghu 葉護 down to the petty officers) in the
Turkic society were hereditary. The Turks had their hair disheveled
(被髮), and believed that their founding ancestor was half wolf.
Every year in May, they conducted sacrificial rites for the Heaven
and Earth. Similar to the tradition of old Xiongnu, they
worshiped the shamans and deities. A junior member of the
family took over as wife the stepmother and the wife of a
deceased uncle or elder brother, presumably to prevent leakage of
family wealth to the clans of those widows that had already
acquired dowry payments. An elder person, however, did not take
a younger woman in his family as wife; this would be reckoned as
an unjustifiable sexual misconduct (不得下淫).11

The Turks Were a Variety of the Xiongnu

徙無常 而各有地分…拜祭天神…有
高山...夏言地神也
隋書卷八十四 列傳第四十九 北狄
突厥之先…五月中 多殺羊馬以祭天
…敬鬼神 信巫覡…大抵與匈奴同俗
舊唐書 卷一百九十四下 列傳第一
百四十四 突厥下 西突厥本與北突
厥同祖…其官有...等官 皆代襲其位

3. Hongshan Culture and the Altaic Speech Community of
Xianbei-Tungus People
THE PROTO-XIANBEI-TUNGUS IN MANCHURIA

Manchuria is separated from the Mongolian plateau by
the 700-miles-long (and maximally 1900 meters high) Greater
Xing’an Range.12 The northern Mongoloid populations, passing
the regions north of the Tianshan mountains, had settled around
the Mongolian steppe across the Great Altai, and some of them
dispersed further across the Greater Xing’an Range (through its
gently sloping section and/or following the waterways connecting
the Kerulen-Argun, Onon-Shilka, Amur, and Nen Rivers) to
become the proto-Xianbei-Tungus in Manchuria. An early
offshoot of them tracked a warmer and moister climate down
through the Korean Peninsula, becoming rice-cultivating farmers.
The Korean Peninsula is an extension of central Manchuria
towards the sea, and has been closely connected with Manchuria
not only as a physical reality but also as an ethnohistorical entity.
The greater Manchurian ethnohistorical sphere of the
Xianbei-Tungus that includes the Korean Peninsula has formed
one of the three major sub-regions of East Asia, sharing intimate
histories with strong cultural affinities. The proto-Altaic speech
(or non-Tibeto-Chinese speech) community of Xianbei-Tungus
had shared the Neolithic Hongshan culture, as well as the
tradition of incised pottery and the broad-bladed bronze dagger.

2.11. Barnes (1993: 107, 109 & 160)
12

The Greater Xing’an Range, which

varies in width from 500 km in the
heavily forested north to 80 km in the
brush-grass south, consists of
dissected mountains and sharp ridges
punctuated by broad swampy valleys.
The Mongolian plateau averages 1,0002,000 meters in elevation, and hence
the Greater Xing’an Range rises from
300 to 900 meters above the plateau
floor. The central Manchurian plain
averages 500-700 meters above sea
level, and hence the mountains loom at
greater heights. Glantz (2003a: 55)
notes that “in 1945 the two most
important passes contained the railroad
lines from Yakoshih to Pokotu and from
Halung-Arshaan to Solun … and,
elsewhere, numerous pack and cart
trails traversed the mountain range.”

Hongshan Culture of Comb-Patterned Pottery

13
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See Guo (1995a: 25) and Yang

(1999: 78). Hongshan (紅山) culture is
dated c.3000-2500 BCE by Chang
(1999: 48), and c.4000-3000 BCE by
Guo (1995a: 42). Yang (1999: 81),
however, quotes the works by Yang Hu
reporting that the calibrated carbon-14
data date the Hongshan culture to
between 4710-2920 BCE.

2.12. Hongshan Pottery

HONGSHAN CULTURE OF COMB-PATTERNED POTTERY

The Neolithic Hongshan culture was discovered by the
Japanese archeologists in 1935 at the Hongshanhou (literally “the
rear area of the red mountain”) of the Chifeng (赤峯) city. The
Hongshan culture is roughly dated c.5000-3000 BCE, being
contemporaneous with the Yangshao (仰韶) culture. The northern
boundary of the Hongshan culture reaches beyond the Xilamulun
(西拉木倫) River, extending into the Mongolian plateau. The
eastern boundary is close to the lower reaches of the Liao River,
the southern boundary extends to the coast of Bohai Bay, and the
western section goes beyond the Yan Mountains to northern
Hebei province. Typical sites are found most often in the Liaoxi
steppe of western Manchuria along the Laoha River (老哈河),
along the valley of the Yingjin (英金) River in a Chifeng suburb,
and along the valley of Xilamulun River. It was the product of
people ethnically different from the populations of the Yangshao
complex around the central Yellow and Wei River valleys, and the
Longshan complex at the Lower Yellow River basin. 13
From the Hongshan complex, chipped and unpolished
stone tools, microlithic pieces, polished implements, jade animal
carvings, small copper rings, painted cylinders, and various ritual
artifacts including (non-stylized and rather realistic) clay female
figurines (of the entire body) were recovered. The abundance of
wild and domestic animal bones recovered from Hongshan sites
suggests both plow agriculture (such as millet-growing) and cattle,
including sheep and pigs. Also excavated are red or grey pottery
with sand temper (decorated with impressed Z patterns, comb
patterns, and incised designs) finished on the potter’s wheel,
painted pottery, pottery kilns, millet-reaping knives made of shell,
pit-buildings (sunken houses built half underground) with internal
storage pits and hearths, and public architecture for community
rituals and religious ceremonies, suggesting a complex society with
social status differentiation.
Evidence of millet-growing found at the Liaodong area
is dated c.5000 BCE, and that found in the Korean Peninsula is
dated c.4000 BCE. The comb-patterned Chul-mun pottery of the
Korean Peninsula was more similar to the textured pottery
tradition around the Hongshan complex, Liaoxi, and Laiodong
than to the Neolithic tradition of mainland China.14 The Neolithic
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period of Korea proper (i.e., central Manchuria and the Korean
Peninsula), characterized by ground-polished stone implements
and comb-patterned Chul-mun (櫛紋) pottery, began c.8000 BCE.15
Comb-patterned pottery was a part of Asia’s northern cultural
tradition.16 Six kilns (each one consisting of a pottery chamber,
fire channel, and fire pit) have been found at Hongshan sites.
These kilns are more advanced than the single-room kilns
discovered at the Yangshao sites. 17

Early Bronze Age Lower Xiajiadian Culture

14

See Barnes (1993: 109) and Di

Cosmo (2002: 49).

TRACING THE YAN CULTURE TO THE HONGSHAN CULTURE

The early Bronze Age Lower Xiajiadian culture (夏家店
下層) was a local development, an outgrowth of the Hongshan
culture. Shelach (2009: 19) dates it c.2200-1600 BCE. There is a
clear continuity from the Hongshan culture to the Lower
Xiajiadian culture that still used pottery (produced on a fast wheel)
decorated with cord marks and incised patterns, but began to
produce small bronze objects such as earrings, rings, knives, and
handles.18 Lower Xiajiadian people raised stock and hunted deer to
supplement their millet production.
The nature of Dongbei Neolithic sites is different from
those along the Yellow River, but similar to the earliest (incised
and impressed) pottery-bearing sites in Hebei province where the
early Yan was located. 19 Shelach (2009: 18) calls, “for convenient
purposes,” the “areas east of the bend of the Yellow River
(Ordos) and north of Taiyuan-Beijing line,” as “Chifeng region.”
The Zhou (1046-771-256 BCE) period Yan (c.1045-222 BCE) was
very much isolated from the center of Zhou politics. The material
culture of its local populace was derived from the preceding
Hongshan and Lower Xiajiadian cultures, and it developed its own
regional culture and political interests. 20
According to Guo (1995b: 179), a branch of the Lower
Xiajiadian culture moved south and originated the Shang culture,
“while another remained in the same place for a long time, and
became the antecedent of Yan.” Guo states that “it might be close
to the original historical events if we consider Lower Xiajiadian
culture as Pre-Yan culture,” and traces the culture of Old Yan
ultimately to the Hongshan culture. Guo (ibid: 178) contends that
there is a transitional relationship between the Lower Xiajiadian
culture and the Yan culture: “For instance, the animal mask (獸面)
designs on the painted pottery of Lower Xiajiadian, which

2.13. Hongshan terracotta head from
Niuheliang, Jianping, Liaoning
15

See Choi (2006: 25, 26, 29). Nelson

(1993: 59, 108) dates the Chul-mun
pottery in Korean Peninsula from 60002000 BCE. Xu (1995: 66, 79) sees the
Chul-mun pottery as closely related to
the incised jars of Liaodong. Barnes
(1993: 109) states: “Fuhe, Hongshan
and Xinle shared a textured-pottery
tradition more similar to the incised
Chul-mun…than the Neolithic cultures
of China Mainland.”
16

According to Nelson (1995: 10),

“closely related pottery is found
throughout northeastern Asia, including
coastal Siberia, Korea, and Japan,” and
“it differs in construction and decorative
techniques from pottery … in China.”
17

See Guo (1995a: 30-32).

18

See Nelson (1995: 148-154, 160-1).

Di Cosmo (1999: 897) dates the Lower
Xiajiadian culture c.2000-1300 BCE.
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Tracing Yan Culture to Hongshan Culture

19

20

See Nelson (1995: 10).

See Barnes (1993: 135-6).

appeared earlier and were well developed, are one of the
antecedents of taotie [饕餐紋 monster mask] designs in the Shang
dynasty, and taotie designs continued in Yan until the end of the
Warring States period.”
Guo (1995b: 178) emphasizes the fact that the characters
for “Yan” already existed in the inscriptions on oracle bones
excavated at the Lower Xiajiadian sites, and contends that the
proto-Yan had existed in the Shang period and the cultural
traditions of Lower Xiajiadian “were still kept in the Yan State
culture of Western Zhou [1046-771 BCE].”
NOMADISM COINCIDES WITH BRONZE-AGE UPPER XIAJIADIAN

2.14. (top) Hongshan terra-cotta torso
of a pregnant woman from Kazuo;
(bottom) jade animal mask from
Niuheliang. Liaoning Provincial Institute
of Archeology, Shenyang
21

Di Cosmo (1999: 900) dates Upper
Xiajiadian culture c.1100-300 BCE.

22

Nelson (1993: 113-6); Barnes (1993:
160-1, 175-7); Di Cosmo (2002: 62).
23

24

See Nelson (1993: 113-6, 158).

Large scale copper ore mines dated

to the Upper Xiajiadian period, together
with seven pieces of casting molds,

The Lower Xiajiadian culture was followed after a pause
by the Upper Xiajiadian culture with some continuity between
them. It is dated approximately 1200-600 BCE by Shelach (2009:
19). 21 The Upper Xiajiadian was still a sedentary society. The
houses were round and semi-subterranean, not different from
those of the Lower Xiajiadian. According to Shelach (2009: 21),
although “the shapes of…vessels still reflect a clear continuity
from the Lower Xiajiadian period, … cord marks and incised
decorations typical of the Lower Xiajiadian period are rarely
found on Upper Xiajiadian vessels.” Unlike the Lower Xiajiadian,
the Upper Xiajiadian culture used undecorated, plain red pottery
that perhaps reflected the influence of the plain Mumun (無紋)
pottery users along both banks of the Liao River.22 The plain
Mumun pottery had begun to appear in Korea proper c.2000 BCE,
designating the late Neolithic and early Bronze Age. The plain
pottery from many sites in Liaoning, Heilongjiang, and other
Manchurian sites is similar to the Mu-mun pottery from the
Korean Peninsula.23
Thousands of bronze artifacts have been excavated from
the Upper Xiajiadian period graves. 24 Shelach (2009: 30) states:
“The consistent style of the artifacts and their similar decorations
clearly distinguish them from… artifacts of the contemporaneous
late Shang and early Zhou states. However, they bear a
resemblance to artifacts found in the steppe zone further to the
northwest, displaying a clear departure from the less distinguished
artifacts of previous periods.” The Upper Xiajiadian culture,
located in the area of former Hongshan culture (which had the
merest hint of bronze), shared a distinctive bronze repertoire with
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the nomads (such as animal motifs of Scythian affinities),
suggesting cultural contacts across the Eurasian steppes. 25
Nomadism with saddles and bits emerged in the early
first millennium BCE in the Altai and Tianshan regions, beginning
the so-called Altaic-Scythian era. The early nomadic cultures of
the Scytho-Siberian peoples are identified by the presence of
weapons of bronze and iron, horse gear, and artwork in animalstyle motifs found in funerary inventories, gold and jewelry
acquiring greater relevance after the sixth century BCE. According
to Barnes (1993: 157-8), the bronze artifact depicting “a mounted
horseman and running rabbit,” excavated at an Upper Xiajiadian
site, “is the first evidence for horse-riding in East Asia,” though
mounted warfare was “not documented until 484 BCE.” 26 The
nomadism which had developed about this time accounts for the
marked differentiation that developed between Lower Xiajiadian
and Upper Xiajiadian.

Nomadism and Bronze Age Upper Xiajiadian

were found in the Chifeng region.
Thousands of bronze knives, daggers,
arrowheads, axes, vessels, tools, horse
fittings, and chariot gears were
excavated. See Shelach (1999: 160-1)
and (2009: 31-2).

DISPERSION OF UPPER XIAJIADIAN CULTURE

The large number of bronze arrowheads, daggers, axes,
spearheads, shields, and helmets found in Upper Xiajiadian burial
sites suggests that a military aristocracy established itself as the
dominant class over a mixed population, and these martial people
could have favored the broad distribution of their culture. 27 The
Upper Xiajiadian geographical range extended north to the
Xilamulun River basin, up to the eastern side of the Greater
Xing’an Range; south to the Luan River, Yan Mountains, and
Qilaotu Mountains; east to the Liao River basin; and west to the
Zhaowudameng in Inner Mongolia. Barnes (1993: 153) believes
that “the Upper Xiajiadian [bronze] tradition reached down into
the Korean Peninsula, giving rise to the Korean Bronze Age.”
Bronze is found in the Dongbei at a relatively early stage,
and there is no reason to believe that bronze, especially in Liaoxi,
is derived from the Zhongyuan (中原). Nelson (1995: 252) states
that “the notion that the Dongbei is just a pale and barbarian
reflection of central China is erroneous,” and “they are not
inferior in any way except for the lack of writing.” The similarities
in the burial stones, pottery types, and bronze objects link
Manchuria to Transbaikalia, and hence, Di Cosmo (2002: 67)
notes, the “picture of the transition from the Lower to the Upper
Xiajiadian is destined to remain incomplete until the link between

2.15. Lower Xiajiadian Pottery
“Ding (food containers) are mostly in
the shape of a deep bowl, with a big flat
base and three legs. … The whole body
is decorated with cord marks and
incised patterns.” Nelson (1995: 153-5)
25

See Barnes (1993: 153).

26

See also Di Cosmo (2002: 64).

27

Di Cosmo (2002: 62, 65)

28

Nelson (1995: 198-9)

29

See Barnes (1993: 162) and Nelson

(1993: 133).
30

See Janhunen (1996: 183-4).

史記 卷一百二十九 貨殖列傳 第六
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Bronze Dagger Cast Separately from Hilt

十九 夫燕亦勃碣之閒… 北鄰烏桓夫
餘 東綰穢貉[貊]朝鮮…之利

Upper Xiajiadian and the Mongolian and Transbaikalian regions
…is fully explored.”

六家詩名物疏 卷五十一 貊者東夷
之種 分居於北...貊在東北方 三韓

BLADE OF BRONZE DAGGER CAST SEPARATELY FROM THE HILT

之屬 皆貊類也

Until c.1300 BCE, the hilt and the blade of bronze
daggers in the Liaoxi and Liaodong regions were not separately
cast.28 The Upper Xiajiadian culture, however, possessed broadbladed bronze daggers which, unlike the Han Chinese daggers,
had their blade cast separately from their hilt. The broad-bladed
bronze daggers in Korea proper also had their blade cast
separately from their hilt, and eventually transformed into slender
daggers that continued in use until the introduction of iron.29
Shelach (2009: 33) states: the artifacts “used throughout
the Northern Zone, while presenting some local attributes, are all
closely affiliated and can all be seen as belonging to a single
tradition. Such homogeneity suggests the development of an
interaction network among the societies of the Northern Zone.”

廣開土王碑文 …新來韓穢…如敎令
取韓穢二百卄家
三國志 卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮卑
東夷傳 第三十 夫餘...於東夷地域…
蓋本濊貊之地 ... 高句麗在遼東之東
千里 南與朝鮮濊貊…言語諸事多與
夫 餘 同…東濊皆屬焉… 句 麗 別種依
小水作國 因名之爲小水貊 出…貊
弓…韓在帶方之南… 桓靈之末 韓濊
彊盛 郡縣不能制 民多流入韓國 …
興兵伐 韓濊…是後倭韓遂屬帶方
挹婁傳 在夫餘東北千餘里 … 古之肅
愼氏之國也
金史 卷一 世紀 金之先 出靺鞨氏

ETHNOHISTORICAL SPHERE OF THE XIANBEI-TUNGUS

靺鞨本號勿吉 古肅愼地也

The Chinese chroniclers called the Xiongnu of the
Mongolian steppe by the generic name of Hu, and classified the
“barbarians” in the east of Greater Xing’an Range into two
groups: the Eastern Hu (Donghu) in the Liaoxi steppe of western
Manchuria, and the Eastern “Barbarians” (Dongyi) in central and
eastern Manchuria. The Donghu included the Xianbei, Wuhuan
and many other tribes, but on most occasions implied the Xianbei
people who had founded various Yan kingdoms and Northern
Wei. The Wuhuan flourished during the Three Kingdoms period
(220-65), but then disappeared from history. The Eastern
“Barbarians” consisted of the Yemaek (Weimo) Tungus, founders
of Old Chosun, Puyeo, Koguryeo and Three Han, and the MoheNüzhen Tungus, descendants of the Sushen-Yilou and the ethnic
ancestors of the core Manchu.30

2.16. The Liaoxi steppe surrounded by
the Greater Xing’an Range and QilaotuNulu’erhu-Horqin mountains, and the
narrow pass of Shanhaiguan
31

Janhunen (1996: 5) even contends

that: “the core of Western Manchuria
consists of a grassland known as the
Hulun Buir… Steppe” [in the Amur

THE DONGHU-XIANBEI OF WESTERN MANCHURIAN STEPPE

Extending from the Xilamulun and Laoha basins to the
West Liao River basin lies the Liaoxi steppe, surrounded by the
slopes of the Greater Xing’an Range in the west and the QilaotuNulu’erhu-Horqin Mountains in the south. The Liaoxi steppe in
western Manchuria was the home of Donghu-Xianbei. Between
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the Nulu’erhu Mountain and Gulf of Parhae (Bohai) lies the
Liaoxi Corridor, rising gradually northwestward to the Mongolian
plateau, sharing with Inner Mongolia the escarpment barrier on
the south facing mainland China, but linking the Liao River basin
to North China by a narrow coastal corridor running between the
high ground of Dushan and Songling on the one side and the
Gulf of Parhae on the other. As was often done by the Xianbei
tribes, Manchuria could easily be cut off from mainland China at
the narrow pass of Shanhaiguan, where the Great Wall comes to
the sea. Lattimore (1932: 7) notes that “the commonest vernacular
term for Manchuria” was “Dong Kou Wai (東口外) which means
Outside the Eastern Pass at Shanhaiguan.”
In the west and also north of the Liaoxi steppe, the
Greater Xing’an Range gives open, easily traversed hills into the
Mongolian plateau, and any east-west distinction becomes vague.31
According to the Jiu Tangshu, the Mongol tribe was a branch of
Shiwei in north-western Manchuria that, according to the Beishi,
were a branch of the Qidan, the descendants of Yuwen-Xianbei.32
Hence the Mongols may well be called Mongol-Xianbei. The
language of Donghu is classified as the Mongolic branch of the
Altaic language. The Xianbei and their descendants, the Qidan, are
included in these proto-Mongol peoples.33
The Xianbei in the Liaoxi steppe had maintained some
elements of settled agriculture, but they were the wolves of the
steppe, leading a life rather like that of full-time nomads. The
Xianbei did not sacrifice pork to their gods as did their eastern
Tungus neighbors, nor was the camel as prominent in their ritual
as in that of their western Turkic neighbors.34 The Xianbei had
sheep and horses, but cattle were their specialty, and their society
was characterized by cattle-breeding. Cattle feed on hard grasses
and thorns (in poor steppes with few trees), which horses cannot
eat, and give a higher output of milk and meat per acre of pasture.
Cattle are unfit for steep mountains and wet regions with much
snow since they cannot dig out hidden grasses as do horses and
sheep. If cattle are supplemented by camels, great loads including
the heavy yurt (the dome-shaped tent mounted on a cart) can
easily be transported with more economy of power than transport
by horses. Unlike the Xiongnu-Turks, each tribe was equal to any
other tribe and, furthermore, the son of the old leader was not
automatically recognized as the new leader.35

Donghu-Xianbei of Western Manchuria

source region, west of the Greater
Xing’an Range, that includes the HulunBuir lakes and the Shilka which merges
with the Argun to form the Amur River.].

2.17. The Soviet Offensive in 1945
On August 9-11, 1945, a 350,000-man
Trans-Baikal Soviet Army, the modern
vehicular and armored forces, swiftly
penetrated the Greater Xing’an Range
to the interior of Manchuria along the 4
major routes of advance: (1) ManzhouliHailar-Yakoshih-passes-ZalatunQiqihar; (2) Tamsagbulag-passesArxan-Wuchagou-Solon-Ulanhot; (3)
Tamsagbulag-Khorokhon Pass-LubeiTongliao; and (4) Lake Tabun-passesDaban-Chifeng. See Glantz (2003a,b).
32

Janhunen (1996: 183-4) states that

“the Xiongnu …may have been
ancestral to the mediaeval Turks of
Mongolia, while the Eastern Hu
apparently contained the ancestors of
the historical Qidan and Mongols.”
Janhunen notes that “the ancient
ethnonym Xianbei is often claimed to
be linked, through the ethnonym
Shiwei, with the modern name of the
Sibe Manchu.” The Sibe figure as a
separate minority nationality, distinct
from the Manchu, in the ethnic statistics
of the People’s Republic of China.
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Yemaek Tungus of Central Manchuria

十 烏桓者 本東胡也…鮮卑者亦東
胡之支也…其言語習俗與烏桓同
33

See Grousset (1970: 193).

THE YEMAEK TUNGUS OF CENTRAL MANCHURIAN PLAIN

The Nen (Nonni) valley extends northward between the
mountain arc rendered by the “swinging round” Greater and
Lesser Xing’an Ranges, and is cut off by a narrow divide from the
Amur basin that lies outside the round mountain arc. The distance
between the Middle Amur and Upper Nenjiang is less than 80 km.
The Nen River forces the Songhua to turn abruptly east to flow
into the Amur. The area where the middle Songhua River and the
Nen River come together is (though handicapped by lighter
rainfall, shorter growing season, and longer winter) highly fertile
agricultural land, and a continuation of the Liao region (that has a
climate identical to that of North China), because the drainages
are separated by only low hills. The entire area constitutes the
great Dongbei Plain. The central Manchurian plain around the
Songhua and Liao River basins as well as the mountainous areas
around Hun, Yalu and Tae-dong rivers were the home of the
Yemaek Tungus, including the people of Old Chosun, Puyeo, and
Koguryeo, whose life involved millet farming and livestock
breeding, with hunting and river fishing serving as additional
means of subsistence. The southern Korean Peninsula was the
home of rice-cultivating Yemaek cousins who had established
ancient political entities that were collectively called Chin, Han, or
Three Hans in the Chinese dynastic chronicles. In ethnohistorical
context, the ancient home of the entire Yemaek Tungus, i.e., the
central Manchurian basin and the Korean Peninsula, may be
defined as “Korea proper,” or simply “Central Manchuria.”
THE MOHE-NÜZHEN TUNGUS OF EASTERN MANCHURIAN FOREST

2.18. Comparison between the painted
decoration on Lower Xiajiadian vessels
(top) and the taotie (饕餐紋) motif
decoration of Middle-Shang bronze
vessels (bottom). Shelach (1999: 211)
quoting Liu and Xu (1989: 227-34).

The heavily forested region of eastern Manchuria,
flanked with the 700-mile-long Sikhote-Alin Range rising almost
directly from the sea, extends from the Lesser Xing’an Ranges
down to the Long-White (Changbai) Mountain area. The Mudan
River is a southern tributary of the Lower Songhua and the Ussuri
River is a tributary of the Middle Amur, rising on the
southwestern slopes of the Sikhote-Alin Mountains. There is a
passage between Sikhote-Alin and the Long White Mountains that
opens a route from the Lake Khanka basin towards the sea. The
forest region in eastern Manchuria was the home of the MoheNüzhen Tungus, the forest tigers leading a rugged life rather like
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that of woodsmen, who made a living with extensive hunting (in a
long winter) and gathering supplemented by patchy farming.
The so-called Eastern “Barbarians” (Dongyi) of central
and eastern Manchuria were pig-eaters. This fact, according to
Janhunen (1996: 221), “has given rise to the widespread, though
linguistically untenable, ‘etymology’ explaining the ethnonym
Tungus as a distortion of the Turkic word for ‘pig’ (tonguz).” The
language of all Eastern “Barbarians” may be classified as a MacroTungusic branch of the Altaic language.
Culturally and linguistically, the western Manchuria that
produced the Murong-Xianbei Yan (349-408), Tuoba-Xianbei Wei
(386-534), and Qidan-Xianbei Liao (916-1125) dynasties is
regarded as “Xianbei” Mongolic, while the eastern Manchuria that
produced the Nüzhen Jin and Manchu Qing dynasties is regarded
as “Mohe-Nüzhen” Tungusic. I regard the central Manchuria that
produced Puyeo, Chosun and Koguryeo as “Yemaek” Tungusic. I
also regard the Three Han people of the southern peninsula as an
early offshoot of the Yemaek Tungus.

Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus of Eastern Manchuria

34

See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 21).

35

See Eberhard (1965: 116).

4. Yangshao Culture and the Tibeto-Chinese Speech
Community of Huaxia People
MAINLAND CHINA

The lower Yellow River basin produces wheat and millet
on the self-fertilizing loess (the wind-driven yellow earth), and is
separated from Mongolian Plateau by the Damaqun Mountains
(大馬群山). The great Taihang range runs north and south and
divides the alluvial plain of the Yellow River from the piedmont
regions to the west of it. Following the Yellow River to the west
of Zhengzhou, a long mouse-hole shaped corridor surrounded by
high mountains begins to unfold. Passing Luoyang and also the
point at which the Yellow River turns sharply northward (to make
a horseshoe-bend through the Ordos steppe), there appears the
Guanzhong plain that surrounds Chang’an (modern Xi’an) on the
east, south, and west sides, marked by the Wei River to the north
and the Tong’guan Pass to the east. The 170-miles-long and 40miles-wide Wei River valley extends from modern Baoji, where the
Wei river emerges from the mountains, to Tong’guan, where the
river flows into the Yellow River.36 This safe retreat blessed with

2.19. Mainland China: (top) Northern
Frontier; (bottom) Guanzhong (關中)
in the west of Tong’guan Pass (潼關)
36

About 100 miles west of Luoyang,

two mountain ranges converge,
providing one principal pass from the
eastern plain into the Guanzhong area
(關中 “the land within the passes”) that
is a high-lying plain watered by the Wei

Tibeto-Chinese Speech Community of Huaxia

River and its tributaries, surrounded on
three sides by mountains. This fertile
land was the most impregnable refuge,
and the seat of many Han Chinese
dynasties. Dien (1990: 333-5) writes:
“The southern limit of the Wei River
Valley is the Qin Ling … The height of
these mountains…provided the Wei
River Valley with reliable protection
from attack from the south. … The
Liupan mountain range which runs
north to south, reaching over 9,000 feet
at places, divides Guanzhong and the
Lanzhou Basin through which trade
routes extend westward….From the
Wei River Valley floor, which has an
altitude of 1,000 to 1,300 feet, there is a
gradual rise to the North Shaanxi
Plateau, which has an average
elevation of 2,600 to 3,300 feet. The
plateau extends northward to merge
with the Ordos Desert; the Great Wall
may serve to separate it from the
desert. The plateau is heavily eroded
by streams flowing into the Yellow River
…over the interminable ridges and
gullies which dissect the terrain.”

史記 卷一百二十九 貨殖列傳 第六
十九 關中自汧雍以東至河華 膏壤
沃野千里 自虞夏之貢以爲上田…文
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natural barriers for defense had accommodated the capitals of
Western Zhou, Qin, Former Han, Sui, and Tang dynasties.37
The arid Gansu Corridor is a depression less than 80
kilometers wide and over 960 kilometers long, dotted with oases
drawing water from the Qilian’shan Range and linking Lanzhou
and Jiayuguan behind the Great Wall. The Gansu corridor opens
the way to Central and West Asia, passing the Jade Gate (Yumen),
Dunhuang, Tarim Basin, and Pamir. The Tarim Basin includes an
utterly arid desert, the Taklamakan, at its center, surrounded by a
string of oases at its edges. For the Han Chinese, the treacherous
Silk Road constituted the primary avenue of communication to
the west, the alternative to the Steppe Turnpike in the north.
The Yangzi River basin marks the beginning of the
double-cropping wet rice land where the nomad cavalry unfamiliar
with naval warfare on waterways got stuck in the mud. The Yangzi
valley had been more sparsely settled than the Yellow River Plain.
Arable lands south of the Yangzi lay along the valleys of its
tributaries, and each valley was separated from the next by high
mountain ranges. Even in Sui-Tang times, settlement by the seminative and émigré Han Chinese in South China was not so
extensive, and most of the valley land and all of the upland were
still in the hands of aborigines.
In mainland China, Homo sapiens commenced the Late
Paleolithic period less than 40,000 years ago, replacing the Early
Paleolithic hunter-fisher-gatherers called Homo erectus (including
the Beijing Man who used fire to illuminate their caves). The
Late Paleolithic period evolved into the Neolithic c.10,000 BCE,
beginning agriculture c.8000 BCE. While the humans in the
Middle East started growing wheat and barley, those in northern
China started farming millet and wheat, and those in southern
China, rice.

王作豊 武王治鎬…獻公徙櫟邑 櫟
邑北卻戎翟…昭治咸陽 因以漢都
Watson (1961: 440-1) translates the
Money-Makers in the Shiji: “The area
within the Pass, from the Qian and
Yong rivers east to the Yellow River and
Mt. Hua, is a region of rich and fertile
fields stretching 1,000 li…. Later the

NEOLITHIC YANGSHAO-LONGSHAN CULTURE: THE LEGENDARY AGE

The neolithic Yangshao villages with the culture of
painted geometric-design pottery, large assembly hall, and neatly
planned cemetery emerged on loess terraces in the Gansu,
Shaanxi, and northwest Henan provinces along numerous
tributaries of the Wei River c.5000 BCE, and lasted some 2000
years.38 The Yangshao culture could have come through the
Gansu corridor, spreading from West Asia across the steppes and
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mountains of Central Asia.
There followed the Longshan “culture of black pottery”
possessing solidly built dwellings in walled towns at the lower
reaches of the Yellow River in the east c.3000-2200 BCE.39 The
tradition of painted pottery died out before the Longshan stage in
Henan. The Neolithic Longshan period roughly corresponds to
the legendary Era of Five Virtuous Emperors (五帝 c.30th
century BCE-c.21 century BCE) recorded by Sima Qian at the
beginning of the Shiji, consisting of Yellow Emperor (黃帝),
Emperor Zhuanxu (顓頊), Emperor Ku (帝嚳), Emperor Yao
(堯), and Emperor Shun (舜).
The Neolithic Chinese farmed with stone tools on soft
loess earth, stored their grain (millet) in pottery, hunted with
bows, raised pigs and dogs, used hemp fabrics, and produced silk.
The (non-Altaic) proto-Tibeto-Chinese language of North China
that seems to have dominated the Yangshao complex eventually
came to dominate other branches of the linguistic family all over
mainland China.40
In the well-watered subtropical Yangzi valley, rice was
cultivated as early as 5000 BCE, and dogs and pigs were also
raised, water buffalo becoming important after 3000 BCE. Rice is
a plant of Southeast Asian origin. The Chinese originating from
southern China (including the Miao Man) are genetically similar to
the southern Mongoloid, the speakers of Austric (Austroasiatic)
languages.

The Neolithic Yangshao-Longshan Culture

ancestor of the house of Zhou…made
his home in Bin…his descendants…
lived in the area called Qi, King Wen
built the city of Feng; and King Wu
ruled from Hao. …Later, dukes Wen
and Mu of Qin (765-621 BCE) fixed the
capital of their state at Yong…Kings Wu
and Zhao (310-251 BCE) made their
capital at Xianyang, and it was this site
that the Han took over and used for its
own capital, Chang’an.”
37

Wong (2003: 102-3) notes that

Guanzhong “was one of the most
bitterly contested areas among different
ethnic groups during the Northern
dynasties. After Chang’an fell to the
Xiongnu in 317, other nomadic peoples
began to move into the area... The
Tibetan Di and Qiang…established…
kingdoms of the Former Qin and Later
Qin, both based at Chang’an. ... In 418,
Da Xia kingdom (407-31), founded by a
Xiongnu tribe, sacked Chang’an...”
38

See Chang (1999: 49) for dating.

39

See Keightley (1999: 34) for dating.

40

The Tibetans belong to the northern

THE BRONZE AGE IN MAINLAND CHINA: XIA, SHANG AND ZHOU

Neolithic China eventually bloomed into the Bronze Age
(2200-500 BCE) of Xia (夏 with its capital near Luoyang, c.20701600 BCE), Shang (商 with its capital at Zhengzhou, c.1600-1046
BCE), and Zhou (周 with its early capital at Hao 鎬京; and then
at Luo 洛邑 c.1046-770-256 BCE).
The founder of the Xia dynasty, the earliest dynasty
mentioned by Sima Qian, is said to have been Yu (禹), minister to
and successor of the sage-emperors Yao and Shun. According to
the Shiji, Yu began to undertake a water control project at the
Ji’zhou area and then extended the flood control projects down to
the Yellow River, Huai River, and Yangzi River areas, one after
another. The Xia rulers seem to have relocated the capital more
than eight times. The thirteenth generation ancestor (Xie 契) of

Mongoloid, but came to speak the (nonAltaic) Tibeto-Chinese language.
See Cavalli-Sforza (2000: 146-8).
41

史記 卷二 夏本紀第二 堯求能治

水者…得舜…舜擧…禹…堯崩…禹
行自冀州始…旣載…治…岐 旣脩太
原 至于…烏夷皮服…夾右碣石 入
于海 太康地理志云 碣石山 長城所起..
帝舜崩..禹…卽天子位…國號曰夏后
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Bronze Age of Xia, Shang, and Zhou

The Shiji states that, in the east of the
Ji’zhou area (冀州), the Wu barbarians
(烏夷) inhabited beyond the Jieshi
Mountain (碣石) where -- it was noted
later -- the Long Wall began.

史記 卷三 殷本紀第三 契長而佐禹
治水有功 帝舜…封于商…契卒子…
湯…自契至湯八遷…夏傑爲虐政淫
荒…而諸侯..爲亂…湯乃踐天子位…
帝盤庚之時 殷已都河北 …渡河南
復居成湯之故居 遒五遷 無定處…
乃遂涉河南 治亳…殷道復興
Keightley (1999: 233) notes that, in the
Yin Benji (殷本紀), Sima Qian “starts
with the miraculous conception of Xie
[the pre-dynastic founder who was
enfeoffed at Shang] whose mother
conceived when she swallowed an egg
dropped by a black bird (母…三人行浴

見玄鳥墜其卵…取呑之 因孕生契).”
The “egg conception motif” belongs to
non-Chinese tradition. According to
Mencius (371-289 BCE), Emperor Shun
(舜) was an Eastern Barbarian.

孟子曰 舜生於…東夷之人也… 在東
方夷服之地
42

孟子注疏 離婁章句

Chin (2010: 328) notes that “it was
only after the Han dynasty that the

meaning of the term Han changed from
a political one (in reference to the state

King Tang (湯), the founder of Shang dynasty, is recorded to have
been enfeoffed at Shang by Emperor Shun. Shang, however, came
to be called Yin (殷) after King Pan’geng (盤庚) moved the capital
to Yin c.1300 BCE. When Pan’geng became king, the Shang
capital seems to have “already” located in the north of the Yellow
River, and the king relocated the capital as many as five times in
his reign before finally settling down at the Yin.41
The middle and lower reaches of the Yellow River had
traditionally been called Zhong’yuan (中原 central plain), and the
state occupying this dry but fertile Central Plain, Zhong’guo (中
國). “Zhong’hua” (中華) is officially translated into “China,” but
literally implies the “Hua-Xia (華夏) of Zhong’yuan.” The socalled “Magnificent Xia people” of “Central Plain” were making
bronze from copper, tin and lead; building royal palaces with
tamped earth (using wooden frames) as hard as cement;
performing rites and ceremonies; and fighting with composite
bows, bronze-tipped spears and halberds, and wearing bronze
helmets. Early bronze-age sites are found in Henan province
around the Yellow River. Discovering that tin hardens alloy better
and lead helps toward a flawless casting, the Shang made bronze
ritual vessels that constitute one of the greatest human
achievements in artistic craftsmanship. 42 Distinct from the protoAltaic speech community, there were no stone cists or curb stones
in the Bronze Age Han Chinese tombs.43
Linguists suggest that the contact between the TibetoChinese language of North China and the Austroasiatic language
of South China was made sometime in the Bronze Age between
1000-500 BCE in the area of the old state of Chu (楚), that is, in
modern Hubei and northern Hunan provinces.44 Modern Austric
languages are found in the Indian subcontinent, in Southeast Asia,
and in the southernmost parts of China.

of Han or the Han dynasty) to an ethnic
one.” The use of bronze appears earlier
in West Asia, as does the subsequent
use of iron. According to Guo (1995:
41-43), bronze casting already existed
around 3500 BCE in the Hongshan
area. Guo contends that bronzecasting, pottery-making, and jadecarving were the three major industrial

THE WESTERN ZHOU DYNATY EMERGES IN THE LATE BRONZE AGE

The small Zhou tribe had interacted with nomads on the
north, and then finally settled in the Wei River valley, becoming
vassals of the Shang. Both Shaanxi and Shanxi claim to be the
native place of the Zhou people. As if characterizing a matrilineal
society, Sima Qian writes only about the mother’s side of the
mythical ancestor Hou Ji of King Wen (昌/西伯/文王 r.1099/561050 BCE), the official founder of the Western Zhou dynasty
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(1046-771 BCE). The Zhou tribe became strong enough by the
time of King Wu (發/武王 r.1049/45-1043 BCE), the founder’s
son, to conquer Shang in 1045 BCE. The Zhou rulers established
a feudal system, enfeoffing royal family members to preside over
fifty or more vassal states. 45
Sima Qian writes: “When the power of the Xia dynasty
[c.2070-1600 BCE] declined, …the ancestor of the Zhou
dynasty…went to live among the Western Rong (西戎). … Some
300 years later the Rong and Di tribes (戎狄) attacked [his]
descendant…Danfu. Danfu fled to the foot of Mt. Qi…founding
a new city there. This was the beginning of the Zhou state. A
hundred and some years later Chang [King Wen]…attacked
the…tribe, and ten or twelve years later, his son, King Wu,
overthrew Zhou [紂王 r.1086-1046 BCE], the last ruler of the
Shang dynasty [c.1600-1046 BCE], and founded a new capital at
… He also…drove the Rong north beyond the…rivers. …[At
the time of King You, 幽王 r.781-777 BCE] the Rong seized the
region of…from the Zhou, occupied the area between the Jing
and Wei rivers, and invaded and plundered the central region of
China (侵暴中國). Duke Xiang of Qin [秦襄公 r.777-766 BCE]
came to the rescue of the Zhou court, and…attacked the Rong
and advanced as far as Mt. Qi.”46
King Ping (平王 r.770-720 BCE) moved the capital
from Hao (鎬京) to Luo (洛邑) in 770 BCE, commencing the
Eastern Zhou dynasty (770-256 BCE). During the so-called
Spring-and-Autumn period (722-481 BCE), there were about 170
semi-independent aristocratic family-states. On the battlefield,
only small forces of infantry were deployed, and most of the
fighting was done by chariot-borne noblemen subject to
ceremonial and ritual restrictions.47
Sima Qian continues: “Sixty-five years later [704 BCE]
the Mountain Rong crossed through the state of Yan and attacked
Qi… Forty-four years later [660 BCE] the Mountain Rong
attacked Yan, but Yan reported its distress to Duke Huan of Qi
[齊桓公 r.685-643 BCE], who…attacked the Mountain Rong,
driving them off. Some twenty years later [c.640 BCE] the Rong
and Di tribes rode as far as the capital city of Luo and attacked
King Xiang of the Zhou [襄王 r.651-619 BCE]. … Previously
King Xiang had…married a daughter of the Rong-Di tribes and
made her his queen; then with the aid of the Rong-Di forces, he

Western Zhou Dynasty in Late Bronze Age

accomplishments of the Hongshan
culture. Bronze may have been
introduced into mainland China by the
processes of cultural drift.
Lattimore (ibid: 274) states: “The skilled
men who fabricated the bronze of the
Shang age were artists rather
than artisans. They worked under
patronage [like the Renaissance metal
artificers in Europe under the noble
patronage]—were not dependent on the
sale of their product on the market.”
Horse chariot was used in West Asia
from c.1500 BCE and its concept came
across Central Asia to be used in
Shang (Yin) after c.1200 BCE.
“The Chinese language is
unambiguously documented no earlier
than the time of the late Shang state,
about 1200 BCE. The earliest written
Chinese texts presently known are the
so-called oracle-bone inscriptions from
Anyang, the site of the last Shang
capital. …This marks the beginning of
Chinese history,” says Boltz (1999: 75).
43

See Watson (1971: 47, 50).
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See Boltz (1999: 81).
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Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 39)

史記 卷四 周本紀第四 周后稷…其
母有邰氏女…西伯曰文王..自岐下而
徙都豊…發立 是爲武王…周公旦爲
輔 召公畢公之徒左右王…武王朝至
于商郊…紂...死…封商紂子祿父殷之
餘民…封弟周公旦於曲阜曰魯 封召
公奭於燕..成王[1042-1006 BCE]少...
周公...行政七年[1042-1036 BCE]...召
公爲保 周公爲師[1035-1006 BCE]…
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成王將崩...乃命召公...康王[1005-978
BCE]…召公周公二相行政 號曰共和
46

Watson (1961: 130)

史記 卷一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十
夏道衰 而…變于西戎…其後三百有
餘歲 戎狄攻大王亶父 亶父亡走岐
下…而邑焉 作周 其後百有餘歲 周
西伯昌伐畎夷氏 後十有餘年 武王
伐紂而營雒邑…放逐戎夷涇洛之北…
周幽王…與犬戎共攻殺…遂取周之…
而居于涇渭之閒 侵暴中國 秦襄公
救周…伐戎至岐
47

See Graff (2002: 21).
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Watson (1961: 131)

史記 卷一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十
是後六十有五年 而山戎越燕而伐齊
…其後四十四年

而山戎伐燕 燕告

急于齊 齊桓公北伐山戎 山戎走 其
後二十有餘年 而戎狄至洛邑 伐周
襄王…初周襄王欲伐鄭 故取戎狄女
爲后 與戎狄兵共伐鄭 已而黜狄后
狄后怨…爲內應

開戎狄…於是戎狄

或居于陸渾 東至於衛 侵盜暴虐中
國…晉文公初立 欲修覇業 乃興師
伐逐戎翟…迎內周襄王 居于雒邑
Watson (1961) uses the catchall term
“barbarians,” but I have specified the
tribes as recorded in the Shiji. Di
Cosmo (1999) states that the efforts to
identify the Rong, Di and Qiang
tribespeople “that figure prominently in
pre-Han written records with pastoral
nomadic cultures have so far failed to
yield firm results (ibid: 887)…The most
constant enemy of the Shang was…the
Qiang (羌). Because of the presence of

had made attack on Zheng. Having accomplished his purpose,
however, he cast aside his Di queen, much to her resentment.
…the Di queen agreed to cooperate with the Rong-Di attackers
from within the capital … After this the Rong-Di occupied the
area of…, roaming as far east as the state of Wey (衛), ravaging
and plundering the lands of central China (中國) with fearful
cruelty. … Duke Wen of Jin [晉文公 r.636-628 BCE]…wanted to
make a name for himself as dictator and protector of the royal
house (覇業), and therefore he raised an army…and drove out the
Rong…restoring King Xiang to his throne in Luo. At this time
Qin and Jin were the most powerful states in China. … Duke Dao
of Jin (晉悼公 r.572-558 BCE) sent Wei Jiang to make peace with
the Rong-Di (戎翟)… Viscount Xiang of the Zhao family of Jin
(晉 趙襄子 r.475-425)…defeated the barbarians, and annexed the
region of Dai (ibid: 130-2).”48
IRON AGE COMMENCES c.500 BCE IN LATE EASTERN ZHOU PERIOD

The Iron Age in mainland China began sometime
around 500 BCE. During the Warring States period (403-221
BCE), iron tools and knives were cast in molds. The advent of
iron hoes and iron spade-edges implied greater agricultural
production. There followed the manufacture of long iron swords,
very different from the dagger and short sword of the Scythic
horseman. “Mass production and distribution of iron articles
virtually guaranteed the transformation of the agricultural,
economic, and military spheres in the Late Zhou states,” Barnes
(1993: 152) asserts.
According to Barnes (1993: 150), both the low and high
carbon iron was present from 500 BCE onwards in mainland
China, and medium-carbon (0.1%≤C≤2%) steel was common
after 300 BCE. In China, the high-carbon brittle iron was derived
from the mixing of much powdered charcoal with powdered iron
ore in a high-temperature blast furnace. The carbon content of
white cast iron, “the typical product of Chinese blast furnaces,”
Barnes (2007a: 66) observes, could be lowered through heating
and “evaporating off ” the carbon atoms as carbon dioxide.
Decarburized iron is malleable, and can be shaped into artifacts by
mold-casting.
There is no archeological evidence to clarify the primary
iron production technology for the period before state monopoly
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(of both production and sale) took hold. After 117 BCE,
however, we are sure that, in the words of Wagner (2001: 64-6),
“cast iron was produced in blast furnaces … Ore, fuel, and a flux
(normally limestone) are charged periodically into the top of the
shaft, an air blast is blown continuously into tuyères near the
bottom, and iron and slag are periodically tapped out at the
bottom.” 50 The high-carbon (= cast) iron from the blast furnace
was converted to low-carbon (= wrought) iron by the fining
process, and also by using the method of “solid-state
decarburization of cast-iron plates and rods (ibid: 80).” The large
number of cast-iron molds excavated suggests that the iron
artifacts “were made by the same piece-mold method which had
been used since the [Bronze Age] Shang period and would
continue in use into modern times (ibid: 76).” [See Addendum 5.]

elements for ‘sheep’ and ‘man’ in the
graph qiang, they are described in later
sources as ‘shepherds’ (ibid: 908).”
Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 61)
regard the Qiang as proto-Tibetans.
49

Sima Qian further writes: “The

forbears of the Qin were descendants
of Emperor Zhuan Xu (顓頊). …Dafei
joined the sage ruler Yu in pacifying the
waters and the land (平水土 ibid: 1).
The heirs of Zhongyan won merits
generation after generation by assisting
the state of Shang … lived among the
Western Rong people (西戎) and
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guarded the western border (ibid: 2).

Qin Shihuang’di (政王/秦始皇 r.246-221-210) armed the
conscript peasant-soldiers with long iron spears (長戟) and
crossbows (彊弩), and succeeded in conquering the other six
kingdoms in the short period between 230-221 BCE, unifying the
entire mainland China.
Sima Qian summarizes the rise and fall of Qin as follows
[translated by Watson (1993)]: “Qin’s ancestor Boyi won
distinction in the time of emperors Yao and Shun and was
presented with territory … [W]hen the power of the Zhou
dynasty waned, the Qin rose to prominence, building its capital in
the western borderland. From the time of Duke Mu (穆公 r.659621 BCE) on, it gradually ate away at the domains of the other
feudal rulers until the process was finally completely by the First
emperor (ibid: 74).
Duke Xiao (孝公 r.361-338 BCE)…was aided by Lord
Shang (Yang 商鞅 390-338 BCE), who at home set up laws for
him, encouraged agriculture and weaving, and built up the
instruments of war, and abroad contracted military alliances and
attacked the other feudal lords (ibid: 78).
[Shang] Yang, quitting Wey and journeying to Qin [in
361 BCE], was able to expound his techniques of government.
…Duke Xiao…gave the order to carry out changes in the laws.
The people were to be grouped in units of five and ten
households, exercising mutual surveillance and mutually

King Xiao (r.872-866 BCE) of the Zhou
dynasty …ordered Feizi to pasture the
royal horses in the area between the
Qian and Wei rivers (ibid: 3). … In order
to avoid the harassment from the Dog
Rong, the Zhou dynasty moved its
capital to the city of Luoyang (in 770
BCE). King Ping (平王 r.770-720 BCE)
enfeoffed Duke Xiang (襄公 r.777-766
BCE) as one of the feudal lords,
bestowing on him the land from Mt. Qi
(岐) on west. … Qin has succeeded in
attacking and driving out the Rong (ibid:
5). … Chu and Wei adjoined Qin’s
borders. … Qin was situated far out on
the border…and did not participate in
the alliances of the feudal lords of the
central states, being treated instead like
a barbarian people …while in the west
Duke Mu (in the words of Duke Xiao
r.361-338 BCE) became overlord of the
Rong and Di people (ibid: 23). [In 359
BCE, Shang Yang urged Duke Xiao] to
change the laws, imposing penalties,
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encourage agricultural pursuits…to
reward those who would fight and die in
battle. [In 355 BCE] the Qin ruler
moved his capital to Xianyang (咸陽
ibid: 24).” The Zhou ruler acknowledged
his submission (來自歸) in 256 BCE.

史記 卷五 秦本紀第五 秦之先…與
禹平水土…去夏歸商…以佐殷國…
在西戎…周孝王…召使主馬于汧渭
之閒…平王[770-720 BCE]封襄公[777
-766 BCE]爲諸侯 賜之岐以西之地…

秦能攻逐戎…孝公元年…秦僻在雍
州…夷翟遇之…繆公…西覇戎翟…
衛鞅說孝公變法修刑…戰死之賞罰
史記 卷六十八 商君列傳第八 商君
者 衛之諸庶孼公子也 名鞅…聞秦
孝公下令國中求賢者..入秦[361 BCE]
…以衛鞅…卒定變法之令…令民爲
什伍 而相牧司連坐…民有二男以上
不分異者 倍其賦 有軍功者 各以率
受上爵…僇力本業 耕織致粟帛多者
復其身 事末利及怠而貧者 擧以爲
收孥 宗室非有軍功論 不得爲屬籍
…有功者顯榮 無功者雖富無所芬華
...太子犯法…刑其傅…行之十年…
山無盜賊 家給人足 民勇於公戰…
民莫敢議令…作…宮庭於咸陽…而
集小鄕邑聚爲縣 置令 丞 凡三十一
縣 爲田開阡陌封疆 而賦稅平 平斗
桶 權衡丈尺…魏惠王…割河西之地
獻於秦以和…封之於商…號爲商君
The Shiji records: “Old and young were
to exert all their strength in..occupations
of farming and weaving … At that time
the heir apparent violated the law. …
So his tutor…was punished … After
that none of the people ventured to
make any comment whatsoever on the
laws. Yang…led troops to surround the
Wei city of Anyi and forced it to
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responsible before the law. … If a family…had more than two
sons but failed to establish a separate household, its taxes were to
be doubled. Those who had won military merit were to receive
ranks in the nobility proportionate to their achievement. … Those
producing large amounts of grain and cloth were to be excused
from corvée labor, while those who engaged in secondary
occupations for profit, or who became poor out of laziness, were
to be rounded up and made government slaves. Even members of
the ruling family, if they had achieved no military merit, were not
to be listed in the rosters of the nobility. … Those who had won
merit were to enjoy affluence and social position, but those who
had won no merit, even if they were rich, were to be permitted no
show of wealth. … By the time the laws had been in effect for ten
years … the mountains were free of robbers and bandits, and
each family had enough of what it needed. The people were brave
in public warfare. … The smaller cities, towns and hamlets were
grouped together to form districts, with a magistrate and his
assistant appointed to head each one. There were thirty-one
districts in all. The ridges that marked the boundaries of the fields
under cultivation were opened up (田開阡陌). Taxes were made
equitable and weights and measures standardized. … Qin
enfeoffed him [Yang] with fifteen towns in Shang…awarding him
the title of Lord Shang (ibid: 89-95).
The First Emperor …sent Meng Tian north to build the
Great Wall and defend the borders, driving back the Xiongnu over
700 li … and burned the books of the hundred schools of
philosophy (焚百家之言) … and did not realize that the power to
attack, and the power to retain what one has thereby won, are not
the same (攻守之勢異)---making the laws and penalties much
harsher (酷刑法)--- … that seizing, and guarding what you have
seized, do not depend upon the same technique (取與守不同術)
… [and] that the means employed to seize an empire differ from
those needed to guard it (ibid: 79-81).
The Second Emperor (r.209-207 BCE)…multiplied the
laws and made punishments even sterner (繁刑嚴誅) … His
rewards and penalties were unjust, his taxes and levies knew no
bounds (賦斂無度). … From lords and high ministers on down to
the mass of commoners, all feared for their safety (人懷自危之心)
… As a result, though Chen She (陳涉) had none of the worth of
a King Tang or King Wu, though he possessed no noble title…he
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had only to raise his arm in defiance in Daze and the whole world
responded to his call, because the people felt threatened. The
former kings… understood the secret of survival or downfall.
Therefore their way of shepherding the people (牧民之道務在安)
was simply to assure them of security (ibid: 83).” 49
Liu Bang (r.206-195 BCE), the head of a Ting in Pei
County, had neither learned (Confucian) literature nor cared to
engage himself in farming, but able to grasp public sentiment,
founded the first “plebeian” dynasty. 50 The newly born empire of
Former Han could be consolidated by one viciously intelligent
empress dowager, Lü Zhi (呂雉 r.195-180), two virtuous
emperors, Wendi (r.180-157 BCE) and Jingdi (r.156-141 BCE),
and one martial emperor, Wudi (140-87 BCE), to last until 8 CE.

Tripolar Interactions Began in 244-36 BCE

surrender. Three years later he carried
out construction of the…palaces and
gardens in Xianyang, and…Qin moved
its capital there from Yong. …King Hui
of Wei…dispatched an envoy offering to
present the state of Qin with the land
west of the Yellow River in exchange for
peace (ibid: 89-95).”
50

資治通鑑 卷七 秦紀二 二世皇帝

元年 九月 沛人劉邦 ... 不事家人生
産作業 初爲泗上亭長 … 卷十二
漢紀四 高皇帝 十二年 五月 初高
祖不脩文學…初順民心 作三章之約
Liu Bang (劉邦), Xiang Yu (項羽) and

5. Tripolar Interactions Prior to the Era of Conquest Dynasties

others rebelled against the Qin in 209
BCE and completed its overthrow in

The Shiji records that the king of Zhao raised an army,
sometime during 244-236 BCE---shortly before the unification of
China by Shihuangdi---consisting of 1300 chariots, 13,000 cavalry,
and 50,000 infantry, and killed about 100,000 Xiongnu horsemen,
and further destroyed the Eastern Hu, securing peace for about
ten years. This is the first active tripolar interaction, recorded by
the Shiji, involving the Han Chinese, the Xiongnu-Turks, and the
Donghu of the western Manchurian steppe.
According to the Shiji, Touman, the Shanyu of the
Xiongnu, was unable to hold the Ordos steppe against the Qin
forces, and had to withdraw to the far north in 215 BCE. After
Meng Tian died in 209 BCE and when the feudal lords revolted
against the Qin, the Xiongnu once again infiltrated south of the
bend of the Yellow River, establishing themselves along the old
border of China. At about the time Maodun (r.209-174 BCE),
Touman’s oldest son, first became Shanyu, the power of Donghu
in the western Manchurian steppe had reached its zenith,
frequently invading the lands of the Xiongnu. The situation was,
however, reversed in 210 BCE. In a surprise attack, Maodun
inflicted a crushing defeat, killing the ruler of Donghu. The few
who survived the defeat withdrew into remote territories and split
into two groups, the Xianbei and the Wuhuan. The subjugated
Donghu were obliged to pay annual tribute of cattle, horses, and

206 BCE. Liu Bang became King of
Han, contested for supremacy against
Xiang Yu, and defeated him in 202
BCE. The Former Han dynasty had
twelve emperors between 202 BCE and
6 CE. Wang Mang (王莽) was regency
for the last heir-presumptive from 6-9
CE, and then created the Xin dynasty
(新 9-23 CE). The King of Huai-yang,
Liu Xuan (淮陽王 劉玄), reigned as
the Geng-shi Emperor (更始) from 2325 CE. Liu Xiu, Guangwu’di (劉秀 光

武帝), commenced the Later Han
dynasty (後漢 25-220 CE) in 25 CE.

2.20. Xia, Shang (Yin) and Zhou

Tripolar Interactions Prior to Conquest Dynasties

2.21. Yangshao painted pots

2.22. Longshan burnished black pottery

2.23. Shang bronze helmet (c.12001050 BCE) from Dayangzhou, Xin’gan
Jiangxi Provincial Museum, Nanchang
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sheep to the Xiongnu. This is the second tripolar interaction.
In 200 BCE, Han Gaozu (r.206-195 BCE) made an
attack on the Xiongnu. Maodun’s forces were able to encircle
Gaozu at Pingcheng but let Gaozu escape from the trap with a
quid pro quo in mind. Han Gaozu established heqin (peace and
kinship) relations with the Xiongnu in 198 BCE, offering imperial
princesses in marriage to the shanyu, lavish gifts of luxury items,
huge subsidies, and subsidized trade at frontier markets. This is
the third interaction, albeit bipolar, involving only the Chinese and
the Xiongnu-Turks.
After the fall of Yan in 222 BCE, Old Chosun had
grown in strength and territory, occupying southern Manchuria
and the northern Korean Peninsula. Being seriously concerned
about a possible alliance with the Xiongnu, Han Wudi (r.140-87
BCE) launched an attack on Chosun in autumn of 109 BCE,
purportedly to “cut off the left arm of the Xiongnu,” as the
Hanshu puts it. The King of Chosun was killed in the following
summer, and Wudi established four commanderies. The year 108
BCE stands as the historical date of the Han Chinese incursion,
for the first time in East Asian history, into the lower basin of the
modern-day Liao River and the northwestern coast of the Korean
Peninsula. Wudi could make a series of successful attacks on the
Xiongnu themselves, but soon became so defensive as to
renounce officially in 89 BCE any further campaigns against the
Xiongnu. This is the fourth interaction involving the Han
Chinese, the Xiongnu-Turks, and the Yemaek Chosun of central
Manchuria and the northern Korean Peninsula.
A civil war broke out among the Xiongnu in 48 CE that
divided the Xiongnu empire into two parts. The Donghu-Xianbei
of the Liaoxi steppe in no time threw off Xiongnu control.
During 89-93, a combined force of Xianbei, southern Xiongnu,
and Later Han troops routed the northern Xiongnu in the
Orkhon region. The Xianbei of western Manchuria took over “all
the lands previously held by the northern Xiongnu,” and emerged
as dominant extortioners. A large number of the northern
Xiongnu, numbering 100,000 tents, declared themselves “the
Xianbei.” The power of the Xianbei reached its peak in the middle
of the second century when all the Xianbei tribes were united in a
federation under the vigorous leadership of Tan Shihuai (r.15680). This is the fifth tripolar interaction.
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Murong-Xianbei Found First Conquest Dynasty

When Cao Cao’s Wei (220-65) launched an attack in 238
on Gongsun Yuan, the independent ruler of the Liaodong area, it
drew active support from not only the Koguryeo king but also the
Murong-Xianbei who had settled in the Liaoxi area at about this
time. Murong Huang (333-49) proclaimed himself King of Yan in
337; destroyed the Koguryeo capital in 342; and mounted an
attack against the Puyeo with 17,000 horsemen in 346, capturing
the Puyeo king and over 50,000 of his subjects. The MurongXianbei could not leave standing the threat to their rear posed by
the Yemaek people in central Manchuria before proceeding with
their campaign against mainland China. Apparently, Huang
effectively managed to neutralize Koguryeo in 342, clearing the
stage for his son to conquer North China. There were no further
armed conflicts between the Koguryeo and the Murong-Xianbei
until the downfall of Former Yan in 370. When the Xiongnu
Zhao (Former, 304-29; Later, 319-52) state collapsed from the
Han Chinese rebellion, Murong Jun (r.349-60) occupied North
China and declared himself emperor in 352. This is the sixth
interaction involving the Han Chinese in mainland China, the
Murong-Xianbei of Western Manchuria, and the Yemaek PuyeoKoguryeo of central Manchuria that produced a rather ephemeral
proto-conquest dynasty in North China in 352 in the name of
Former Yan (337-70). The Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus of Eastern
Manchuria would still remain in the backstage for a long while.

2.24. Shang oracle-bone inscriptions
(甲骨文/殷墟文字) from Anyang

2.25. Tripolar East Asia:
Manchuria. Mongolian Steppe, and
Mainland China below the Great Wall
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Interactions between the XiongnuTurks and the Han Chinese
Sima Qian’s Bipolar World of Nomads vs. Sedentary People
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Bipolar World of Nomads vs. Han Chinese
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The Xiongnu-Turks and the Han Chinese

CHAPTER THREE

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN XIONGNU AND HAN CHINESE
SIMA QIAN’S BIPOLAR WORLD OF NOMADS VS. SEDENTARY PEOPLE

In 209 BCE, three years before Liu Bang established the
Han dynasty, there emerged an extremely capable Xiongnu leader
called Maodun. Under his leadership, the Xiongnu could organize their
nomadic tribes into a unified force, converting the tribal confederation
into a centralized empire. For the hunter-cavalry nomads, there was
little distinction between civilian and military life. Riding and archery
were daily activities, and they learned discipline and coordination in the
seasonal movement of camps and tribal hunting. In war, each clan was
grouped as a separate detachment under the command of hereditary
clan chieftains. A nomadic state had effectively maintained a universal
obligatory system of military service for all of their tribes.
The Xiongnu never tried to conquer China because the
number of their troops, while sufficient to conduct savage raids to
terrify the Han court, was too few to occupy the Chinese territory. Nor
did they have the settled administrative structure necessary to govern
agricultural lands. They simply employed terror as a tool of extortion.
When the civil war broke out among the Xiongnu, the Xianbei of
western Manchuria took over all the lands previously held by the
northern Xiongnu, and emerged as dominant extortionists, presaging a
tripolar East Asia.
The heqin (peace and kinship) system enacted in 198 BCE
was to give the Xiongnu princess-cum-gifts for peace between
brotherly equal states, while the tributary system formally enacted in 54
BCE was to give the Xiongnu investiture-cum-gifts for peace and
3.1. (1) 1st century BCE gold pendant

nominal submission as an outer vassal paying symbolic tributes.

from Tillya-Tepe, Northern Afghanistan;

Investiture implied the bestowal of official titles with seal and

(2) Former Han period

credentials, in return for homage and hostages that were seldom

Xiongnu belt buckle;

enforced. The tributary system, patronized by the latter-day Chinese

(3) Murong-Xianbei belt buckle from

courts, turned out to be very costly to maintain, but gave psychic

Chaoyang area (south of Daling-he)

vainglory to them and enabled the latter-day Han Chinese historians to

朝陽 十二台營子鄕袁台子村古墳;

write self-glorifying fictions. Although payments to the nomadic states

(4) Gold belt buckle from Seok-am-ri

were masked in carefully selected terms and couched in the rhetoric of

No. 9 Tomb, dated 8 CE. Dae-dong

tributary formulas, in reality the Chinese dynasties were paying tribute

gun, Pyung-yang, Korean Peninsula.

in order to avoid conflict. The presentation of gifts and subsidized trade

石巖里 封土木槨川石墓壙墳

at border markets were much less costly than military initiatives.
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North to South Movements in East and West

1. Dynasties Disrupted by a Little Ice Age

1

NORTH TO SOUTH FOLK MOVEMENTS

2

Challenging the conventional explanation by invasion,
political disintegration of an overextended empire, unexpected
coincidence of poor leadership, or social pathology, Weiss (1993)
contended that the sudden end of Akkadian capital in Syria c.2200
BCE was caused by an abrupt climate change (to long-term
drought) that lasted until 1900 BCE. Weiss had only an
incomplete mosaic of hard data in 1993, but we now have the
(GISP2) proxies to climate changes such as the values of dust and
sea salt between 2200-1900 BCE to support his contention of
extraordinary cooling and drying. The signals of abrupt climate
change (that left their imprint on the ice laid down in Greenland)
show up around the world, suggesting that the events that made
life difficult at Akkadian also impacted other civilizations at that
same time.1
Lamb (1995: 161-2) contends that the migrations of
peoples in the last millennium before Christ were predominantly
in one direction, from north to south. Much of the period
known as the Warring States period was a time of confusion in
China. Lamb believes that there was a spreading out of Arctic
cold air of which we have unmistakable evidence.2
Knowledge of Holocene glacial history is still very
fragmentary, and there is too little data to build up a reliable
picture, but I take the period c.400 BCE-300 CE for a Little Ice
Age, the beginning of which coincided with the formal beginning
of the Warring States period (403-221 BCE) in the eastern world,
and also with the beginning of the Great Celtic Migrations (c.400178 BCE) in the western world.
The changes in climate create geographical vacancies and
new attractions as the colder climate drives the population to a
warmer region.3 Adaptation does not mean staying in one place
regardless of what happens. Habitat tracking, i.e., moving to
where the grass is greener, is a fundamental cultural adaptation to
conditions hostile to life.4 This chapter examines what Lamb calls
the North-to-South Movements in the eastern world.

climate in China became “slightly

Linden (2006: 162 and 149-64)
According to Lamb (1995: 150), the

warmer than today after about 800 BCE
and still more after 500 BCE, making it
possible to grow two crops of millet a
year in the southern part of Shandong
province in eastern China though a
colder regime returned by around 200
BCE. Much of this period was, however,
a time of confusion in China known as
the Warring States Period.”
The Table 14 (Chronology of Climatic
Change during the Holocene Epoch) in
“Climate Variations and Change,” ed.
by K. W. B, New Encyclopedia
Britannica (Chicago: Britannica, 1986),
Vol. 16, p. 534, shows “readvance of
mountain glaciers and generally cooler
(-1º to 2ºC) c.400 BCE-300 CE (second
phase of Little Ice Age).” The Figure 4.5
(Holocene Sea Ice Extent) in Mayewski
and White (2002: 121) also suggests a
Little Ice Age commencing sometime
between 400-200 BCE. In Grove
(2004), glacial advances are suggested
to have occurred sometime during 400210 BCE and 65-240 CE in Table 15.2;
during 360-50 BCE and 40-210 CE in
Table 15.6; during 386-197 BCE in
Table 15.7; during 550 BCE-350 CE in
Table 15.8; during 450-250 BCE and 50
BCE-50 CE in Table 15.12; during 390170 BCE in Table 15.17; during 1-240
CE in Table 15.19; during 410-90 BCE
in Table 15.23; during 348 BCE- 382
CE in Table 15.25; and during 200

FORMATION OF WARRIOR NOMADISM AND AN EXPANSIONARY CYCLE

According to Barfield (1989: 1), “around 800 BCE, the

BCE-52 CE and 240-420 CE in Table
15.29.

Interaction between Nomad and Agriculturist

3

Hubert (1934-I: xxiii)
4

Linden (2006: 155)

3.2. Xiongnu gold ornament
dated 3rd century BCE.
5

According to Eberhard (1965: 118),

the central feature of the Turkish type of
society was horse-breeding that
required more and broader organization
than sheep-breeding: “Pasture for the
summer camping in the mountains, and
for the winter period in the plains had to
be assigned to each tribe. As the
migrations covered sometimes
hundreds of miles and as territory
belonging to other groups had to be
passed, the leaders had to be
experienced in diplomacy as well as
military skill.”
Eberhard (ibid: 112, 115) notes that
sheep-breeding nomads such as
Tibetans do not need horses, and went
to war mostly as infantry soldiers.
6

Quoted from Watson (1993: 132).

Since the Chunqiu (春秋) written by
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Eurasian steppe underwent a profound cultural transformation
that was to shape world history for the next 2,500 years.”
Nomadic horseriding people migrated with their herds of grazing
animals across the steppes, and their cavalry warriors terrorized
the sedentary farmers, establishing powerful empires, until the
revolution in technology in the mid-eighteenth century shifted the
military balance of power in favor of their sedentary neighbors.
The DNA of Homo sapiens had been fine-tuned to their life as
predatory hunters and gatherers that had been practiced all over
the world until the Agricultural Revolution which occurred as
recently as some 10,000 years ago. Because human DNA evolves
slowly through random mutation and natural selection, the
nomads who practiced hunting remained, for a long period of
time, the fittest and most successful predators against those who
practiced agriculture. This continued until the Industrial
Revolution, c.1760, revolutionized military technology.
Eberhard (1965: 112-122) contends that the warriornomadism in East Asia was formed after 400 BCE, commencing
the violent interactions between the Han Chinese states (that
eventually formed a series of mighty centralized empires) and
nomads (that eventually formed an empire-like well organized
federation). An expansionary cycle, eventually settling on
coexistence, might be described as follows.5 The nomadic tribes
near the frontier began to rob foodstuffs and luxury goods from
the Han Chinese peasants. The warring states took precautions,
built walls, and tried to stop the attackers. Nomadic federations
came into being under capable leaders. The process of unifying
and centralizing agricultural China was accelerated in reaction to
the raiding nomads, and there emerged the autocratic Qin Empire
(221-207 BCE) that could unify mainland China and expel the
Xiongnu-Turks from the Ordos steppe. The Xiongnu came to be
united under a capable leader called Maodun (r.209-174 BCE),
who was able to unify nomads in the Mongolian steppe, subjugate
the Xianbei nomads of the western Manchurian steppe, and build
a great nomadic empire. The most violent interaction between the
newly emerging Former Han Empire (206 BCE-8 CE) and
Maodun’s nomadic empire (209-60 BCE) began. Maodun could
easily capture Han Gaozu in 200 BCE and conquer the newlyborn Han empire but, being apprehensive about a hardworking
life of administering unfamiliar lands, made a rational choice to
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keep Gaozu as the ruler of the Han Chinese and enjoying himself
by living the easier life of an extortionist, like a Mafia boss
retaining a capable and proven owner-manager of a great
restaurant in his domain.
Peace-by-extortion between the Han Chinese and the
Xiongnu-Turks continued (somewhat chaotically with a series of
Xiongnu civil wars after 60 BCE) until the complete demise of
the Maodun’s empire and a massive westward flight of the
northern Xiongnu in 89-93 CE. The Xianbei tribes from western
Manchuria emerged as dominant extortioners after the demise of
the northern Xiongnu.

Beginning of the Warring States Period

Confucius ends in 481 BCE, one may
take the year 480 BCE, as Lewis (1999:
598) does, as “the symbolic
commencement of the Warring State
period.” During 480-403 BCE, the old
league of cities ruled by the Zhou
nobility began to be replaced by a
system of “territorial states” built around
the new rulers who swept away the
hereditary Zhou nobility and employed
a large number of “recruited officials” to
mobilize the mass of peasant armies.
About 424 BCE, major warring states

2. Disintegration of the Zhou Dynasty in the Eastern World

“recognized their mutual independence
(ibid: 600).”

WARRING STATES PERIOD IN THE EASTERN WORLD

史記 卷一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十

According to the Shiji, “Viscount Xiang of the Zhao
family of Jin…annexed the region of Dai, bringing his state into
contact with the Hu-Maek tribes. Shortly afterwards he joined
with the viscounts of the Hann and Wei families in wiping out
their rival… and dividing up the state of Jin among the three of
them.” This partition was officially recognized by the Zhou king in
403 BCE, and hence the official beginning of the Warring States
period (403-221 BCE), with seven champion states, coincided
with the beginning of the Little Ice Age (c.400 BCE-300 CE). 6
The rulers of seven states registered and mobilized the
individual peasant households in order to impose universal
military service. The warfare now included large infantry armies,
cavalry, crossbows and siegecraft. 7 The northern expansion of
Zhao, Yan, and Qin caused the absorption of the pastoral and
semi-pastoral peoples such as the Rong and Di, and brought these
northern states into direct contact with a new type of nomad, Hu.
The states along the northern frontier soon learned the arts of
riding and archery from the newly emerging nomad warriors,
acquiring horses for cavalry warfare, using saddles, and wearing
belt-buckles and trousers strapped in at the ankle.
According to Di Cosmo (1999: 951), the pressure from
the new type of nomad caused such a small state as Zhongshan to
start constructing long walls in 369 BCE, “the prelude to the
building of the Great Wall.” 8

趙襄子[475 -25 BCE]…而破幷代以臨
胡貉 其後旣與韓魏共滅…分晉地而
有之 See Watson (1961: 132).
史記卷四 周本紀 第四 威烈王 二
十三年 [403 BCE] 命韓魏趙爲諸侯
I take the year 403 BCE, when King
Weilie of Eastern Zhou officially ordered
viscounts of Hann, Wei, and Zhao to be
feudal princes, as the commencement
of the Warring States period, as did
Sima Guang of Northern Song (9601127), the author of Zizhi Tongjian. In
1066, the year of the Norman Conquest
of England in the western world, Sima
Guang (1019-86) memorialized the
throne, saying that he had “constantly
wished to write chronological history
starting with the Warring States,” and
started with the year 403 BCE. See
Beasley and Pulleyblank (1961: 153).
7

See Lewis (1999: 620-32).

8

Zhongshan (中山) had been located
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Start Constructing Long Walls in 369 BCE

between Zhao and Yan, and was later
destroyed by the Jin successor states.

史記 卷第四十三 趙世家 第十三
成候[374-50 BCE]六年 中山築長城
9

10

See Lewis (1999: 603).

史記 卷一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十

秦昭王時…築長城以拒胡 而趙武靈
王 亦變俗胡服 習騎射 北破林胡…
築長城…其後...燕亦築長城…而拒胡
According to Lewis (1999: 629-30), Qin
constructed “interior defensive walls”
along the banks of the Yellow River in
461 and also in 417 BCE. Wei built two
separate wall systems, one along the
Luo River and one to the west of
Daliang that was begun in 358 (three
years after the capital was moved
there), and the walls along the Luo
River were also the “interior walls” to
contain Qin.

史記卷五 秦本紀第五 孝公[361-338
BCE] 元年 魏築長城 自鄭濱洛 以

北有上郡…周室微 諸侯力政爭相倂
資治通鑑 卷二 周紀二 顯王七年
[362 BCE] 楚魏與秦接界 魏築長城

自鄭濱洛…皆以夷翟遇秦
11

In 344 BCE, Hui Hou (魏惠候 r.369-319 BCE) of Wei
adopted the title “king” that had previously been reserved for the
Zhou Son of Heaven, and in 334 BCE persuaded Wei Hou (齊威
候 r.356-320 BCE) of Qi also to take the royal title. Huiwen
Gong (秦惠文公 r.337-311 BCE) of Qin as well as the ruler of
Hann also adopted the title of king in 325 BCE, and by 323 BCE
the rulers of Zhao, Yan, and Zhongshan all followed suit.9
The Shiji records that King Zhao of Qin constructed
long walls [with tamped earth] “as a defense against the Hu”
(sometime between 306 and 299 BCE), and King Wuling of Zhao
also constructed [exterior] long walls (probably between 306-299
BCE), stretching from Dai (代) along the foot of the Yin
Mountains (陰山下) to Gaoque (高闕). It is also recorded that Yan
built long walls (likely late in the reign of King Zhao, r. 311-279
BCE) “as a defense against the Hu.” 10
The Shiji records the debate held in 307 BCE at the
court of Zhao over the adoption of cavalry and mounted archers.
King Wuling of Zhao then decided to change the costumes of his
people, ordering them to adopt Hu dress (胡服) and to practice
riding and shooting, and led them north in a successful attack on
the Lin Hu (林胡). In the course of the third century BCE, the
Xiongnu kept invading and pillaging the northern border. King
Daoxiang of Zhao (r.244-236 BCE) let General Li Mu raise an
army consisting of 1300 chariots, 13,000 cavalry, 50,000 infantry,
and 100,000 archers, and lead them to annihilate about 100,000
Xiongnu horsemen. Li Mu (d.228 BCE) could also destroy the
Eastern Hu and the Forest Hu. The Xiongnu thereafter dared not
approach the Zhao’s border for about ten years.11 By constructing
walls and learning riding-shooting, the warring states could
apparently cope with the marauding nomads.

史記 卷四十三 趙世家第十三 武

靈十九年 今吾將胡服騎射以敎百姓

UNIFICATION OF MAINLAND CHINA BY QIN SHIHUANGDI

史記 卷第八十一 列傳第二十一 趙

Qin began (possibly with Xiang Gong 襄公 r.777-766
BCE) as the westernmost of the Zhou feudal states. Holcombe
(2001: 16) states: “Much as Rome was originally peripheral to
Hellenistic civilization, Qin once was marginal to the middle
kingdom.” It was situated on the Wei River basin in the area of
today’s Shaanxi province where the Zhou had earlier risen to
power. It had been assigned the task of raising horses for the
Zhou imperial house and defending the dynasty against the

…悼襄王立 [r.244-236 BCE]…匈奴卽

入盜…趙王乃復彊起使將兵…李牧…
選車得千三百乘

選騎得萬三千匹

百金之士五萬人 穀者十萬人 悉勤
習戰…大破殺匈奴十餘萬騎…破東胡
降林胡…其後十餘歲 匈奴不敢近趙
邊城

See also Di Cosmo (1999: 962).
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nomadic tribes. The Zhou as well as the Qin dynasties could
develop military vigor from their contacts with the nomads and
from intermarriage.
Holcombe (2001: 16) lists the milestones in the legalistic
buildup of state wealth and military power by the Qin rulers as:
collection of the first systematic tax in kind on agriculture in 408
BCE; mandatory household registration in 375 BCE (for universal
conscription and taxation); reorganization of the rural
communities into centrally administered districts (providing the
foundation for centralized bureaucratic administration that was
lacking to the Zhou state); and erection of standardized grid
layouts for farmland in 350 BCE.
By the tightening of administrative control over the rural
population, all adult males over the age of fifteen could be called
to arms. Shihuang’di (政 r.246-210 BCE) succeeded in conquering
the other six kingdoms between 230 and 221 BCE, proclaiming
himself the First Emperor in 221 BCE. The Shiji explains: “Thus
the empire was divided into thirty-six provinces, each province
provided with a governor, a military commandant, and a
superintendent. … All weights and measures were standardized,
the gauge of wheeled vehicles was made uniform, and the writing
system was standardized. The empire extended east to the sea and
to Chaoxian (Chosun), west to Lintao and Qiangzhong, and south
to Beihu. In the north fortresses were established along the
Yellow River and then over the Yin Mountains to Liaodong.” 12
At the time when Qin Shihuang’di unified mainland
China, the Xiongnu and Donghu emerged as the two clearly
identified major forces outside the northern boundaries of China.
The Shiji states that in 215 BCE “Master Lu, a native of Yan,
…submitted a document that said: ‘Qin will be destroyed by Hu.’
The First Emperor thereupon ordered General Meng Tian to call
out 300,000 troops and lead them north to strike at the Hu
Barbarians. The general invaded and seized the area south of the
bend of the Yellow River. [In 214 BCE] the Xiongnu were driven
back and the region from Yuzhong east along the Yellow River
was joined with Mr. Yin (陰山)… fortifications were built along
the river to protect the border. Meng Tian was also ordered to
cross the Yellow River and seize Gaoque, Mr. Tao, and Beijia.
Outposts were constructed in order to drive out the Rong people,
and convicts were transported to the region to populate the new

Qin Shihuang’di Unifies Mainland China

3.3. Warring State period Xiongnu
bronze ornament found at Ordos area.
Inner Mongolian Archeological Institute

內蒙古文物考古硏究所藏
12

史記 卷六 秦始皇本紀第六 秦王

政立二十六年 [221 BCE]…得齊王…
秦初幷天下…分天下以爲三十六郡
郡置守尉監…一法度衡石丈尺 車同
軌 書同文字 地東至海曁朝鮮 西至
臨沮羌中 南至北嚮戶 北據河爲塞
並陰山至遼東
th

In the 59 year of the reign of Zhou

Shihuang’di Expels Xiongnu from Ordos
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King Nan (r.314-256 BCE), the Eastern

districts. [In 213 BCE] officials in charge of lawsuits who had
been unjust in their dealings were transported to the Great Wall to
work at its construction.”14
Mobilizing 300,000 troops, Meng Tian, who had been
appointed a Qin general in 221 BCE, expelled the barbarians from
the Ordos steppe (河南) in 215 BCE and started constructing, in
the words of Lewis (1999: 629), “the earliest version of the Great
Wall.” Shihuang’di sent uprooted peasants and convicts to settle
and farm in the Ordos Loop region and to perform a frontline
defense against the Xiongnu as soldier-peasants. Meng Tian
continued the construction work (mostly with tamped earth), and
awed the Xiongnu until his death in 209 BCE. 13
The Meng Tian’s wall consolidated and linked other
frontier walls: that built by the Qin itself c.306-299 BCE; the wall
built by Wei c.358 BCE; the wall built by Zhao c.306-299 BCE;
and a Yan wall built c.283-279 BCE. It was substantially extended
and rebuilt (with bricks) by the Ming dynasty in the sixteenth
century. The Great Wall, running east to west from Shan’haiguan
at the Gulf of Parhae (Bohai) to Jiayuguan in the western Gansu
Province, marked the edge of Chinese civilization and the
beginning of “barbarian” territories.
The Xiongnu, however, reoccupied the Ordos after the
fall of Qin. The buckles and the button ornaments are typical of
the Ordos region. The Scythian-type weapons, horse gear, and
animal-style precious ornaments found at the Ordos sites, which
were in use between the third and first century BCE, are
attributed to the early Xiongnu culture. 14
The powerful but short-lived Qin empire (246-221-207
BCE) was succeeded by the Western and Eastern Han dynasties
(206 BCE-220 CE) with a fifteen-year interregnum of Wang
Mang’s Xin (9-23 CE). The following Han Chinese dynasties
preserved the Qin concept of empire, of a supreme autocrat, and
of rational units of local administration, as well as the Qin system
of codified law. Unlike the Qin, however, the Han dynasty made
Confucianism a state orthodoxy. 15
The Zhou tribe had at first settled in the Wei River
valley, and then became strong enough to conquer Shang in the
east. Qin was also situated on the Wei River basin where the Zhou
had earlier risen to power. According to Lewis (2007: 258), the
founders of Western Han, with its capital located in Guanzhong,

Zhou was overthrown by the King
Zhaoxiang (昭襄王 r.306-251 BCE) of
Qin. There were two short-lived Qin
kings between 250-247 BCE.
13

史記 卷六 秦始皇本紀第六 秦王

政立三十二年 [215 BCE]…因使…求
仙人不死之藥…燕人…入海還…奏
錄圖書 曰亡秦者胡也 始皇乃使將
軍蒙恬發兵三十萬人北擊胡 略取河
南地 三十三年…西北斥逐匈奴 自
榆中 並河以東 屬之陰山…城河上
爲塞 又使蒙恬渡河取高關陽山 北
假中 築亭障以逐戎人 …三十四年
適治獄吏不直者 築長城及南越地
史記 卷八十八 蒙恬列傳 始皇二十
六年 [221 BCE] 秦已幷天下 乃使蒙
恬將三十萬衆北逐戎狄 收河南 築
長城…起臨沮至遼東 延袤萬餘里…
暴師於外十餘年 [221-209 BCE]…是
時蒙恬威振匈奴
The Xiongnu Section of the Shiji states:
Meng Tian “seized control of all the
lands south of the Yellow River (河南)
and established border defenses (塞)
along the river… The whole line of
defenses stretched over 10,000 li from
Lintao to Liaodong … extended across
the Yellow River and through Yangshan
and Beijia.” Watson (1961: 133)
14

See Di Cosmo (2002: 58-9).

史記 卷第一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十
…冒頓…大破滅東胡王…悉復收秦所

使蒙恬所奪匈奴地者
15

See Wright (1979: 8).
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“regarded the area ‘east of the passes’ with a mixture of suspicion
and contempt …. [The literati] from east of the mountains
…seldom participated in the great discussions of state affairs.
Although men from Guandong (關東) played a larger role in
Western Han government after Emperor Wu’s death, only when
the capital moved to Luoyang did the situation truly change. The
Eastern Han founder Guangwu and most of his followers came
from just south of Luoyang. …With the easterners’ dominance of
the court came a decline in the status of military expertise.”

The Unified Xiongnu vs. the Han Empire

16

史記 卷一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十

唐虞以上有山戎 獫狁葷粥 居于北
蠻 隨畜牧而轉移…兒能騎羊 引弓
射鳥鼠 小長則射狐兎…士力能毌弓
盡爲甲騎…急則人習戰攻以侵伐 其
天性也…父死妻其後母 兄弟死皆取
其妻妻之 其俗有名不諱 而無姓字
See Watson (1961: 129-30).
Marrying the deceased brother’s wife
could prevent the leakage of the family
wealth to the clan that had provided the

3. Unified Xiongnu vs. Han Empire: Coexistence with Extortions

wife, taking substantial payments.

RISE OF THE MAODUN’S XIONGNU EMPIRE

The Xiongnu liezhuan (Memoir of the Xiongnu) of the
Shiji states: “early as the time of Emperors Yao and Shun and
before, we hear of these people, known as Mountain Rong (山戎),
Xianyun, or Hunzhu, living in the region of the northern
barbarians and wandering from place to place pasturing their
animals. The animals they raise consist mainly of horses, cows,
and sheep… The little boys start out by learning to ride sheep and
shoot birds and rats with a bow and arrow, and when they get a
little older they shoot foxes and hares … Thus all the young men
are able to use a bow and act as armed cavalry in times of war …
[I]n periods of crises they take up arms and go off plundering
and marauding expeditions. …On the death of his father, a son
will marry his stepmother, and when brothers die, the remaining
brothers will take the widows for their own wives. They have no
[surnames] but only personal names.”16
The Han Chinese military system of the Qin-Han period
(geng-i 更役) was to conscript all able-bodied males as a part of
corvée obligation to the state. Under the Former Han system, all
males over the age of twenty-three were subject to compulsory
military service: one year in their home areas, obtaining military
training, and, for some of the conscripts, another year of guard
duty in the capital or on the frontier. They could be called up in
the event of emergency until they reached the age of fifty-six, and
the general to lead the army in a campaign was appointed on an
ad hoc basis.17 The limited training period, however, made it
impossible for conscripts to achieve high professional standards,

3.4. West End: Jiayuguan (嘉峪關)

3.5. East End: Shan’haiguan (山海關)
17

See Graff (2002: 26-7) and de

Crespigny (1984: 48-50). In Later Han,
the local militia did not hold an annual
inspection, and was used only against
banditry and minor rebellion. Guang
Wudi wanted to reduce the number of
trained men under arms in order to
lessen the likelihood of insurrections.

Superiority in Horsemanship and Archery

3.6. 2nd-3rd century Xianbei horseshaped gold pendant and animalshaped gold plaques excavated at
Jerim League (哲里木盟 Liaoxi steppe
area). Jerim League Museum
18

Hsiao (1978: 7-8) notes: “Discipline

and coordination were traits that every
nomad learned in the seasonal
movements of camps and the great
annual tribal hunt…[A]ll their belongings
as well as their animals…were brought
along on expeditions .… [E]ach clan
was…grouped…under the command of
his own clan chieftain … [T]he alien
rulers tended to keep their traditional
universal obligatory system of military
service for their own nationals.”
19

See also Graff (2002: 221) and
Barfield (1989: 1, 166).

20

See Janhunen (1996: 175) and
Nelson (2008).
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and the short terms of service prevented the government from
waging long campaigns or meeting other exigencies.
For the hunter-cavalry nomads, there was little
distinction between civilian and military life. Riding and archery
were daily routines, and they learned discipline and coordination
in the seasonal movement of camps and tribal hunting. In war,
each clan was grouped as a separate detachment under the
command of its own clan chieftain. In the aristocratically
organized nomad army, a hereditary bond of tribal loyalty united
the captains of tens, of hundreds, of thousands, and of ten
thousands. A nomadic state had effectively maintained a universal
obligatory system of military service for their entire tribes. 18
Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 505) state that “Superiority in
horsemanship and archery indeed brought to the fore a new type
of mounted warrior, whose attacks, from the middle of the first
millennium A.D. on, challenged the traditional balance of power
in all parts of the Old World. … The revolutionary rise of the
cavalry occurred after many centuries of experiment with saddle
and harness.” This was the “transformation that was to shape
world history” until the Industrial Revolution. One may readily
cite samples: about 200,000 Murong-Xianbei horsemen could
occupy North China in 352; about 40,000 of Shatuo horsemen
could destroy the Huang Chao peasant army and recapture
Chang’an in April 883; and less than 150,000 mounted bannermen
conquered Ming China in 1644. 19
The Xiongnu religion was shamanism based on the cult
of Heaven (Tängri) and on the worship of certain sacred
mountains. They believed that a shaman could communicate with
the spirits of heaven to cure illness, curse an enemy, and predict
the future. The spiritual culture of shamanism was common to all
the ancient northern Mongoloid people. The cultural parallels
between the Korean Peninsula and Manchuria include a regional
variety of shamanism with a preponderance of female shamans.
Even the Ainu cultural heritage includes the Siberian shamanism
as well as the bear cult of Northern Eurasia.20
In 209 BCE, three years before Liu Bang established the
Han dynasty, there emerged an extremely capable Xiongnu leader
called Maodun (r.209-174 BCE). Under his leadership, the
Xiongnu were able to organize their nomadic tribes into a unified
force, converting the tribal confederation into a centralized
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empire. At about the time Maodun first became shanyu, the
power of Donghu in the western Manchurian steppe had reached
its zenith, frequently invading the lands of the Xiongnu.
According to the Jinshu, Donghu had more than two hundred
thousand archers.21 The situation was, however, soon reversed. In
a surprise attack, Maodun defeated the Donghu c.210 BCE. The
better organization and the able leadership of Maodun may
account for the subjugation of the Donghu. “The few who
survived the defeat,” says Schreiber (1949-55: 377), “withdrew
into remote territories and split into two groups, the Xianbei and
the Wuhuan. They were obliged to pay annual tribute of cattle,
horses, and sheep to the Xiongnu.” 22
The Shiji, translated by Watson (1961: 134-6), states: “At
this time the Eastern Hu were very powerful and the Yuezhi (月
氏) were likewise flourishing. The Shanyu…of the Xiongnu was
named Touman. Touman, unable to hold against the Qin forces,
had withdrawn to the far north… After Meng Tian died [in 209
BCE] and the feudal lords revolted against the Qin…the convicts
which the Qin had sent to the northern border to garrison the
area all returned to their home. The Xiongnu…once again began
to infiltrate south of the bend of the Yellow River until they had
established themselves along the old border of China. Touman’s
oldest son, the heir apparent to his position, was named Maodun,
but the Shanyu also had a younger son by another consort whom
he…was very fond of. … At this time the Donghu were very
powerful and, hearing that Maodun had killed his father…they
sent an envoy to ask if they could have Touman’s famous horse
that could run 1,000 li in one day. … [Maodun] sent them the
thousand-li horse. … [T]he Donghu…sent an envoy to ask one of
Maodun’s consorts…and [Maodun] sent his favorite consort to
the Donghu. … [The ruler of the] Donghu… invading … sent an
envoy to Maodun saying, ‘…I would like to take possession of [an
area of over 1,000 li of uninhabited land between his territory and
that of the Xiongnu]!’ …Maodun mounted his horse and set off
to attack the [Donghu who] made no preparations for their
defense… [Maodun] inflicted a crushing defeat, killing the ruler
of the Donghu… Then he…rode west, attacking and routing the
Yuezhi … He recovered possession of all the lands which…Meng
Tian had taken away from the Xiongnu [in 215 BCE]; the border
between his territory and that of the Han empire now followed

Rise of the Maodun’s Xiongnu Empire

21

Father of Maodun, Toumen, had

moved away from the Ordos region to
escape the Qin Shihuang’di’s army.
Maodun assumed the title of shanyu
(單于 Ch’engli Kut’u Shanyu, implying
Majesty Son of Heaven), and was
served by the wise kings of the right
and the left. Ch’engli is the transcription
of the Turkic and Mongol word Tängri
(Heaven). The nomadic empire was
autocratic and state-like in foreign and
military affairs but consultative and
federally structured for dealing with
internal problems. Tribal leaders had
autonomy to run their own local affairs.
See Barfield (1989: 36).

晉書 卷一百八 載記 第八 慕容廆
…鮮卑人也…其先…世居北夷…號曰

東胡…與匈奴並盛 控弦之士二十餘
萬 風俗官號與匈奴略同 秦漢之際
爲匈奴所敗
22

See Yu (1986: 436) and Lattimore

(1961: 334).

史記 卷第一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十
…當是之時

東胡疆而月氏盛 匈奴

單于曰頭曼

頭曼不勝秦 北徙…單

于有太子冒頓…冒頓旣立 是時東胡
疆盛 聞冒頓殺父自立…東胡…使爲
冒頓 欲得…冒頓…遂取所愛閼氏予
東胡…遂東襲擊東胡…大破滅東胡王
而虜其民人及畜産…悉復收秦所使
蒙恬所奪匈奴地者…遂侵燕,代… 控
弦之士三十餘萬…然至冒頓而匈奴
最彊大
23

The Kushan kingdom lost

northwestern India and became the
vassal of Sassanians in Iran by the end
rd

of the 3 century. The Kushans

Sima Qian’s Bipolar World: Nomads vs. Chinese

developed Mahayana Buddhism and
the Gandhara school of art, spreading
them to China.
24

史記 卷第一百十 匈奴列傳 第五

十…高帝先至平城…冒頓..四十萬騎
圍高帝…使劉敬 結和親之約…奉宗
室女公主爲單于閼氏 歲奉匈奴 絮
繒酒米食物各有數 約爲昆弟以和親
The Shiji (in the Liezhuan on Liu Jing

劉敬列傳) records that, when Gaodi
determined to send his daughter to
marry Maodun, “Empress Lü (呂后
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the old line of defenses south of the Yellow River, and from there
he…invaded Yan and Dai … Maodun…[massed] a force over
300,000 skilled crossbowmen. …When Maodun came to power,
…the Xiongnu reached their peak of strength and size,
subjugating all of the other barbarian tribes of the north and
turning south to confront China as a rival nation.”
The Yuezhi people, likely of nomadic Aryan stock, were
driven out of Gansu in 201 BCE by Maodun. They fled all the
way to Fergana, subjugated the Greek kingdom of Bactria (323250-128 BCE), and established the Kushan dynasty that reached
its height in the first century CE, extending its territory to
Samarkand, Kabul, and northwest India.23 A thrust at one end of
the steppe set in motion a chain of unanticipated consequences.

d.180 BCE) wept day and night and
said, ‘I only [gave birth to] the crown
prince and one daughter. How can [we]
throw her away to the Xiongnu?’ The
emperor…selected another girl from a
member of the imperial family, entitled
her the eldest princess, and sent her to
marry Maodun.” Jagchid and Symons
(1989: 142) See also ibid, p. 29.

3.7. 3rd-4th century gold plaque with
female figure and animals excavated at
Jerim League (哲里木盟 Liaoxi steppe
area). Jerim League Museum
25

史記 卷第一百十 匈奴列傳 第五

十…孝文…前六年[174 BCE] 漢遣匈
奴書曰 漢與匈奴約爲兄弟…倍約離
…常在匈奴…後二年[162 BCE] 先帝
制 長城以北 引弓之國 受命單于

HEQIN (PEACE AND KINSHIP) AND TRIBUTARY RELATIONS

In 200 BCE, Han Gaozu (r.206/202-195 BCE) attacked
the Xiongnu. Maodun’s forces could encircle Gaozu at Pingcheng
(the present-day Datong district, west of Beijing) but Maodun
(r.209-174 BCE) let Gaozu escape from the trap with a quid pro
quo in mind. Han Gaozu established heqin (peace and kinship)
relations with the Xiongnu in 198 BCE by proclaiming the
brotherhood, and by offering imperial princesses in marriage to
the Shanyu, lavish gifts of luxury items, huge subsidies (in cash,
floss, silk, wine, rice and other foodstuffs), and subsidized trade at
frontier markets. The Xiongnu ruler could secure a regular source
of revenue and luxury goods to reward the tribal elite, as well as
border markets to provide profitable trade for the ordinary
nomads. 24 The Great Wall was accepted as the boundary between
the two empires: “the land north of the Great Wall,” the Shiji
writes, “where men draw bows, was to receive its commands from
the Shanyu, while that within the wall, whose inhabitants dwell in
houses and wear caps and girdles, was to be ruled by the Han
emperor.” Frequent invasions by the Xiongnu, however, were to
raise the magnitude of extortions. 25
According to the Shiji, translated by Watson (1961: 13945), “At this time a number of Han generals had gone over to the
side of the Xiongnu, and…Maodun was constantly plundering the
region of Dai…[After Gaozu passed away] Lu Wan, the king of
Yan, revolted and led his party of several thousand followers
across the border to surrender to the Xiongnu; they roamed back
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and forth …from Shanggu to the east… Emperor Hui [r.195-188
BCE] and Empress Lü [d.180 BCE]…ruled the country. At this
time the Han had just come to power and the Xiongnu,
unimpressed by its strength, were behaving with great arrogance.
Maodun even sent an insulting letter to Empress Lü [suggesting
that, since both he and empress were old and lonely, they might
get together and console each other]… When Emperor Wen
[r.180-157 BCE] came to the throne…the Xiongnu…invaded the
region south of the Yellow River… The emperor…sent an envoy
[in 174 BCE] which read… ‘The Han has made a pact of
brotherhood…and…sent generous gifts to you. Any violations of
the pact….have been the work of the Xiongnu.’ … Maodun died
and his son Jizhu was set up… Emperor Wen sent a princess …
dispatching a eunuch from Yan named Zhonghang Yue to
accompany her as her tutor [who] went over to the side of the
Shanyu, who treated him with the greatest favor. … Zhonghang
Yue told …‘All the multitudes of the Xiongnu nation would not
amount to one province in the Han empire. The strength of the
Xiongnu lies in the very fact that their food and clothing are
different from those of the Chinese, and they are therefore not
dependent upon the Han for anything. …although the Han sends
no more than a fifth of its goods here, it will in the end succeed in
winning over the whole Xiongnu nation [unless you let the
people] see that silks are no match for the utility and excellence of
felt or leather garments [and] that [the Han foodstuffs] are not as
practical or as tasty as milk and kumiss!’ … [H]e instructed the
Shanyu on how to maneuver into a more advantageous position.”26
According to Di Cosmo (1994), the nomads had been selfsufficient in essential food, clothing, and shelter. Zhonghang Yue,
the first in the series of distinguished collaborators to be recorded
in the Chinese dynastic chronicles, advised the Xiongnu ruler not
to disrupt the traditional self-contained, frugal life style and thus
creating dependency upon Chinese grain, silk, and other luxuries.
Much of the silk acquired by the Xiongnu as tributes
from the Han (na gong 納貢 in the name of betrothal gifts, na 納
zheng/ping 徵/聘) passed through the middlemen, including
Sogdian, Parthian, and Indian merchants, and ended up in Rome.
The Qin and Han empires with some 50 million people
confronted the steppe empire of Xiongnu of some one million
people, maintaining a kind of balanced partnership.27

The First of the Distinguished Collaborators

長城以內 冠帶之室 朕亦制之
Chin (2010: 339) notes: the “Xiongnu
liezhuan narrates the first seven
successive breakdowns and renewals
of the treaty until 133 BCE, when
Emperor Wu launched his controversial
and expensive military campaign.”
26

史記 卷第一百十 匈奴列傳 第五

十…是後韓王信爲匈奴將…是時匈
奴以漢將衆往降 故冒頓常往來侵盜
代地…高帝乃使劉敬奉宗室女公主
爲單于閼氏 歲奉匈奴絮繒酒米食物
各有數 約爲昆弟以和親 冒頓乃少
止 後燕王盧綰反 率其黨數千人 降
匈奴 往來苦上谷以東…高祖崩 孝
惠[195-188 BCE]

呂太后時…故匈

奴以驕 冒頓乃爲書遣高后…獨立 孤
僨獨居

兩主不樂…願以所有…復與匈

奴和親 至孝文帝初立[180-157 BCE]
…匈奴右賢王入居河南地 侵盜上郡
…前六年[174 BCE] 漢遣匈奴書曰
漢與匈奴約爲兄弟…倍約離…常在
匈奴…冒頓死 子…立…孝文皇帝
復遣宗室女公主爲單于閼氏 使宦官
者燕人中行說傅公主…因降單于…
甚親幸之 初匈奴好漢繒絮食物 中
行說曰

匈奴人衆不能當漢之一郡

然所以彊者 以衣食異…變俗好漢物
漢物不過什二

則匈奴盡歸於漢矣

其得漢繒絮 以馳草棘中 衣袴皆裂
敝 以示不如㫋裘之完善也 得漢食
物皆去之

以示不如…酪之便美也

…日夜敎單于候利害處
27

Barfield (1989: 49) and Janhunen

(1996: 180). The empire’s population
was recorded at 57.7 million in the
census of 2 CE, and 46 million under
the Sui dynasty. Graff (2002: 10, 21).

Peace-and-Kinship or Tributary System

28

See Barfield (1989: 54).

From the glaciers and snows of ranges
that rise in peaks to over 20,000 feet,
river flows down into the Taklamakan
basin, where waters can be spread out
through irrigation canals to form an
oasis. In summer, more water is
provided by the melting of the snows.
Each oasis has its own mountain
hinterland, from which it gets minerals
and livestock raised in Alpine pastures.
See Lattimore (1944: 47-8).
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Jagchid and Symons (1989: 62-3)

Li Si (李斯) opposed Shihuangdi’s
warfare against nomads, and his advice
came to be cited in a memorial
presented by Zhufu Yan (主父偃) to
Han Wudi, and recorded in the Hanshu:
“Xiongnu nomads move like birds …
and keeping supply lines open to a
military force north of China is
logistically impossible (ibid: 56).”

漢書 卷六十四上 三十四上 主父偃
元光元年[134 BCE]…曰...昔秦皇帝...
欲攻匈奴 李斯諫曰…遷徙烏擧…輕
兵深入 糧食必絶 運糧以行 重不及
事…不聽 遂使蒙恬..百姓靡敝..始叛
In 89 BCE, Wudi declined the petition to
station farmer-soldiers at Lun Tai,
declaring that he at last obtained the
wisdom and would never again send an
army against the Xiongnu.

資治通鑑 卷第二十二 漢紀十四 武
帝 征和四年[89 BCE]六月..今又請遣
卒田輪臺…朕之不明...由是不復出軍
30

Jagchid and Symons (1989: 55)

quote the statement made by Jia Yi
(200-168 BCE) to Wendi (r.180-157
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Han Wudi (r.140-87 BCE) grew irritated with the
expense and humiliation incurred by the heqin policy. In 133 BCE,
Wudi had abandoned the appeasement policy and, by 117, threw
the Xiongnu back into Upper Mongolia, instituting military
colonies in Hetao (the Ordos Loop). Wudi greatly expanded the
Former Han Empire (206 BCE - 8 CE), conquering the southern
coast in Zhejiang and Fujian, and annexing Guangdong, Guangxi
and northern Vietnam by 111 BCE. The Han troops moved into
the Tarim Basin and conquered the city states there. This move
was to “cut off the right arm of the Xiongnu” and to stop the
revenue the Xiongnu derived from the city states of Turkestan.28
Wudi also destroyed Old Chosun in 108 BCE, in order
to “sever the left arm of the Xiongnu,” and established the
outposts of commanderies in the lower basin of the Liao River
and the northwestern coast of the Korean Peninsula. Janhunen
(1996: 194) notes: “As colonial representatives of the Chinese
political state, the Han Chinese soldiers, administrators and
merchants in Manchuria and Korea are likely to have been
characterized by an inherent instability, which ultimately forced
them either to return to the Motherland or to become assimilated
by the surrounding Northern Barbarians.”
Many Han Chinese statesmen seem to have believed that
the war against the Xiongnu had caused the demise of the Qin
Empire. Wudi was also criticized for bankrupting the Han
Empire in pursuit of the short-lived glory. Wudi had to provision
large numbers of troops and promote victorious generals. To
provision Chinese forces in pursuit of nomadic warriors into the
vast steppe was immensely costly. Sima Qian (c.145-86 BCE), who
was contemporaneous with Wudi, “attributes both the decline of
the Han economy and the growth of administrative corruption to
Wudi’s military activities.” 29
In Spring 54 BCE, long after the abandonment of
Wudi’s aggressive policies, the Xiongnu accepted Han China’s
ceremonial “tributary relations” — mere tokens of symbolic
submission, being identical in essence to the heqin relations. This
was an extortion sugarcoated with euphemisms such as
“submission,” “homage,” and “tribute.” The Han rulers could at
least “gain the ideological satisfaction of treating Xiongnu envoys
as if they were from subject states,” maintaining the fiction of a
Sinocentric world order. According to Jagchid and Symons (1998:
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116), “although payments to the nomadic states are hidden behind
the mask of carefully selected terms and couched in the rhetoric
of tributary formulas, in reality many Chinese dynasties were
presenting tribute to nomadic powers stronger than they in order
to avoid conflict,” and “although extremely expensive to the
sedentarist, trade and the presentation of gifts was infinitely less
costly than military alternatives.” The punitive expeditions into the
steppe a la Wudi were not only costly but perilous. A peace pact
guaranteed secure frontiers in exchange for titles, subsidies, and
border markets. The costs of subsidies amounted to only a
fraction of the costs of maintaining troops on the frontier. The
Chinese court, Barfield (1989: 248) notes, “could often count on
military aid from the nomads to put down rebellions or repel
invasions because the nomads wanted to maintain a profitable
status quo.” 30
The heqin (peace and kinship) system enacted in 198
BCE was to give the Xiongnu princess-cum-gifts for peace
between brotherly equal states, while the tributary system formally
enacted in 54 BCE was to give the Xiongnu investiture-cum-gifts
for peace and nominal submission as an outer vassal paying
symbolic tributes. The Shanyu, in the words of Yu (1986: 396),
“was treated more as the head of a rival state than as a vassal (不
臣之禮).” Investiture implied the bestowal of official titles with
seal and credentials, in return for homage and hostages that were
seldom enforced. The “tributary system,” that came to be
patronized by the latter-day Chinese courts, turned out to be more
costly to maintain “than the earlier system of marital alliance (ibid:
397),” but gave psychic vainglory and enabled the later-day Han
Chinese historians to write self-glorifying fictions.31
In 33 BCE, the Xiongnu Shanyu was presented with five
women selected from the Chinese court ladies-in-waiting. One of
these ladies, named Wang Zhaojun, impersonating a princess, gave
birth to two sons. When the Shanyu died in 31 BCE, following the
custom of the Xiongnu, she became a wife of the new ruler,
giving birth to two daughters. She became the most famous
beauty in Chinese folklore and an enduring source of inspiration
in its literature.
Barfield (1989: 91) contends that the Xiongnu never
tried to conquer China because their number of troops was
sufficient to conduct savage raids to terrify the Han court but was

Han Chinese Coexistence with Nomads

BCE): “Now the Xiongnu are
boastfully… invading and looting. …Yet
the Han court annually presents them
gold, silk, embroideries, and satin,
which shows that the barbarians…play
the role of the lord above. The Son of
Heaven presents tribute and fulfills the
ritual of the vassal below.”

漢書 卷四十八 賈誼傳…今匈奴…
侵掠…而漢歲致金絮采繒以奉之 夷
狄徵令 是主上之操也 天子共貢 是
臣下之禮也
31

See Yu (1986: 386, 394-8) and De

Crespigny (1984: 197).

資治通鑑 卷第二十七 漢紀十九 宣
帝 五鳳四年 [54 BCE] 匈奴單于稱
臣 遣弟…入侍 以邊塞亡寇 減戍卒
什二 甘露二年 [52 BCE]…以爲單于
非正朔所加 故稱敵國 待以不臣之
禮 位在諸侯王上…此則羈縻之誼…
詔曰 匈奴單于 稱北藩 朝正朔 朕
之不德 不能弘覆 其以客禮待之…
三年…匈奴呼韓邪單于來朝...賜…黃
金二十斤 錢二十萬…錦繡綺穀雜帛
八千匹…四年… 匈奴呼韓邪郅支兩
單于 俱遣使朝獻 漢待…使有加焉
32

See Barfield (1989: 41-2).

The Worthy King of Left, the Luli King of
the Left, the Worthy Kong of the Right,
and the Luli King of the Right, the socalled Four Corners, shared in the
government and each held authority
over one fourth of the empire. They
were chosen from amongst the sons or
younger brothers of the reigning
Shanyu. The Worthy King of the Left
was heir-apparent to the throne. The
rest of the twenty-four high ministers
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Downfall of Maodun’s Xiongnu Empire

had each command over “ten thousand
horsemen” and were entrusted with the
government of one part of the empire.
See De Crespigny (1984: 176-8).
33

Jagchid and Symons (1989: 63)

後漢書 卷十八 列傳第八…後匈奴
飢疫 自相分爭…建武二十七年 臧
宮…上書曰…諭告高句麗烏桓鮮卑攻
其左 發河西四郡…如此 北虜之滅
34

After 58 CE, the Han court made

regular annual payments (to the sum of
270 million coins) to Xianbei chieftains
that amounted to almost three times the
cash value made over to the southern
Xiongnu during the same period. The
money was paid by revenues collected
in Shandong and Jiangsu. See Jagchid
and Symons (1989: 33), Yu (1986: 443)
and Klein (1980: 15).
35

too few to occupy the Chinese territory. Nor did they have the
sedentary administrative structure necessary to govern the
agricultural land. They employed terror as a tool to extract
subsidies and discourage resistance against them. The frequent
breaches of peace treaties were aimed at increasing subsidies.
Petty tribal leaders in a centralized nomadic state were not
permitted to negotiate directly with the Chinese court. The supratribal leader maintained his monopoly on the tributary system.
The Great Shanyu redistributed the ever-increasing tributes
extracted from the Han Chinese among the petty tribal leaders,
securing their continued support.

Grousset (1979: 74-5) notes that the

portraits of the Xiongnu and the Huns
described by the Chinese annalists and
Roman chroniclers were identical. Ban
Chao could subdue the whole of Tarim
basin in less than 20 year period of 7391 CE, driving the Xiongnu away from
the Silk Road. Due to continued
rebellions, the Later Han court had to
recall all the Tarim garrisons in 107.
Ban Chao’s son Yong, however, could
restore all that his father had achieved
by 127. The Later Han’s control of the
Silk Road helped dissemination of
Buddhism and Gandharan style GrecoHellenistic art to the east, and facilitated
the contacts with the western end of the
Eurasian continent (ibid: 37-49).

DOWNFALL OF THE XIONGNU EMPIRE

The pattern of Xiongnu succession was very much
lateral: from elder brother to younger brother until a generation
was exhausted. The nomads preferred a proven warrior to an
untried youth. By seniority, the eldest son of the eldest brother
was entitled to the throne after all the younger brothers had died.
However, the sons of the more recent shanyu could employ their
fathers’ political allies in their own struggles for the throne among
cousins. The system caused a cyclical instability for the nomadic
empire, breaking out in civil war.32
Guang Wudi (r.25-57 CE) founded the Later Han
dynasty (25-220 CE), and re-conquered South China and northern
Vietnam. A civil war broke out among the Xiongnu in 48 CE that
divided the Xiongnu empire into two parts. The southern
Xiongnu asked for Chinese protection and were settled within the
upper loop of the Yellow River. The Donghu-Xianbei of the
Liaoxi steppe in no time threw off Xiongnu control. When the
Xiongnu split into two groups, a court official named Zang Gong
“advocated [in 51 CE] taking advantage of Xiongnu weakness by
becoming allied with the Koguryeo, the Wuhuan, and the Xianbei
to attack the Xinognu.”33 Guangwu’di, however, declared his
position against war, and then simply tried to attract the Xianbei
to the Han side by offering generous gifts and trade. 34
During 89-93, a combined force of Xianbei, southern
Xiongnu, and Later Han troops routed the northern Xiongnu in
the Orkhon region, which likely had caused their western
migration from the Mongolian steppe all the way to the southern
Russian steppes. The Xiongnu Turks of the west disappeared
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from history until their descendants crossed the Volga and the
Don in about 374 CE and invaded Roman Europe under the
name of Huns.35
The Aryans that had settled in the Altai region, north of
India and Iran in prehistoric times, dispersed west and south. The
Aryans occupied the steppes of southern Russia and western
Siberia in the name of Scythians from the seventh to the third
century BCE, and in some other names thereafter. 36 The Xiongnu
and, in later times, Turks and Mongols from the Mongolian
steppes were bound to have heavy genetic mixing with the Aryans
(farmers or nomads) on their way west. 37
The Han Chinese had obtained the service of the
Xianbei to fight the Xiongnu at a very high cost. The Xianbei of
western Manchuria took over “all the lands previously held by the
northern Xiongnu,” and emerged as dominant extortionists. A
memorial submitted by Cai Yong (蔡邕 133-92) in 177 is quoted
by Yu (1986: 445-6): “Ever since the [northern] Xiongnu ran away,
the Xianbei have become powerful and populous, taking all the
lands previously held by the Xiongnu and claiming to have
100,000 warriors. … [R]efined metals and wrought iron have
come into the possession of the [Xianbei] rebels. Han deserters
also seek refuge [in the lands of the Xianbei] and serve as their
advisers (謀主).” 38 A story told by the memorialist Ying Shao in
185 is also quoted by Yu (1986: 446): “The Xianbei people …
invade our frontiers so frequently that hardly a year goes by in
peace, and it is only when the trading season arrives that they
come forward in submission. But in so doing they are only bent
on gaining precious Chinese goods; it is not because they respect
Chinese power or are grateful for Chinese generosity. As soon as
they obtain all they possibly can [from trade], they turn in their
tracks to start wreaking damage.”39
After the northern Xiongnu fled west, there followed a
sudden expansion of the Xianbei nation. The Xianbei took over
all the lands previously held by the Xiongnu, and a large number
of the northern Xiongnu who had failed to run away, numbering
100,000 tents, declared themselves the Xianbei (皆自號鮮卑). The
power of the Xianbei reached its peak in the middle of the
second century, when all the Xianbei tribes were united into a
federation under the vigorous leadership of Tan Shihuai (r.15680). In 166, Tan divided his Xianbei Empire into three parts. Tan’s

Rise of the Xianbei of Western Manchuria

36

Circa 1500 BCE, the Aryans had

moved down to the Indus Valley,
destroying the Dravidian civilization of
Mohenjo-Daro, whose cruelty is vividly
recited in the Mahabharata.
Geometrically stylized Scythian animal
art, like the Ordos Xiongnu art of
stylized animal motifs, was ornamental.
Both the Scythians and the Xiongnu
were mounted archers, eating only
meat, sleeping on furs in felt tents, and
hunting enemy skulls to be used as
drinking-cups.
37

Historically, women have been

genetically much more mobile (from
which possibly the ---la donna è mobile)
than men because of brutal practices
against them. See Cavalli-Sforza
(2000: 82) and Di Cosmo (2002: 32-6).
38

後漢書 卷九十 烏桓鮮卑列傳 第

八十 蔡邕議曰 [177] 武帝…因文景
之畜 藉天下之僥 數十年閒 官民
俱匱 乃鹽鐵酒権之利 設告緡重稅
之令

民不堪命

起爲盜賊...乃息兵

罷役…自匈奴遁逃 鮮卑强盛 據其
故地 稱兵十萬…精金良鐵 皆爲賊
有 漢人逋逃 爲之謀主 兵利馬疾
過於匈奴…昔高祖忍平城之恥 呂后
棄慢書之诟...秦築長城 漢起塞垣 所
以別內外 異殊俗也..守邊之術 李牧
善其略 保塞之論 嚴尤申其要..循二
子之策…臣曰可矣…

論曰 四夷...

其勢互彊矣…周漢之策 僅得中下
39

後漢書 卷四十八 列傳第三十八

中平二年 [185] 應召力驕之曰 鮮卑隔
在漠北..犯障塞...唯至互市 乃來靡服
苟欲中國珍貨..計獲事足 旋踵爲害
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Fragmentation of the Nomadic Tribes

40

後漢書 卷九十 烏桓鮮卑列傳第

八十…鮮卑者亦東胡之支也…其言語
習俗與烏桓同…漢初 亦爲冒頓所破
遠竄遼東塞外 與烏桓相接…光武初
匈奴强盛 率鮮卑與烏桓寇抄北邊…
建武二十一年 [45 BCE] 南單于附漢
北虜孤弱…和帝永元中 [89-105]…擊
破匈奴 北單于逃走 鮮卑因此 轉徙
據其地 匈奴餘種留者 尙有十餘萬
落 皆自號鮮卑 由此漸盛 ...桓帝時
[146-167] 鮮卑檀石槐者 其父...從匈

奴軍...遂推以爲大人...東西部大人皆
歸焉...盡據匈奴故地...延熹九年[166]
…乃自分其地爲三部 從右北平以東

至遼東接夫餘濊貊二十餘邑爲東部
從右北平以西至上谷十餘邑爲中部
從谷以西至敦煌烏孫二十餘邑爲西

Eastern Province bordered on Puyeo and reached Liaodong, and
included 20 Yemaek towns. The Western Province reached as far
as Dunhuang and included Inner Mongolia, parts of Outer
Mongolia, and Gansu. One of the Xianbei vassals in the Middle
Province was named Murong.40 The History of Later Han records
that, in 168, the Xianbei and Yemaek made a raid on the provinces
of Youzhou (around modern Beijing) and Bingzhou (west of
Youzhou).41 The Xianbei confederacy, however, disintegrated after
Tan’s death in 180.
The 87-year period from 93-180 may stand as the first
time for the Xianbei of western Manchuria to occupy and rule the
Mongolian steppe. The Xianbei regime was representative of the
Mongol type of social organization that, unlike the Xiongnu
Turks, lacked an aristocratic social order among the tribes: “each
tribe was essentially independent and equal to any other tribe.” 42
A capable leader could transform the tribes into military
detachments, but as soon as he died, the federation broke up.

部 各置大人主領之皆屬檀石槐…光
和中 [178-183] 檀石槐死 時年四十

TO ENCOURAGE THE FRAGMENTATION OF NOMADIC TRIBES

五…衆遂離散

Unlike the Xiongnu, the Xianbei had a weak confederacy
under an elected leader with limited supra-tribal leadership. The
Later Han records of 108 CE counted 120 small Xianbei tribes as
compared to one or two dozen tribal groups whose names
appeared in the reports for the whole steppe under the generic
name of Xiongnu. Petty Xianbei chieftains, who occasionally
united under a charismatic leader like Tan Shihuai, entered the
tributary system of Chinese dynasties as small, autonomous
tribes.43 To prevent unity on the steppe a la Maodun’s empire, the
Later Han court had tried to encourage the fragmentation of
nomadic tribes by providing titles and subsidies directly to the
numerous tribal leaders. The Chinese frontier officials let each
Xianbei leader participate in the tribute system individually,
receiving titles and gifts appropriate to their rank, as well as the
right to trade. The tribal chieftains were given titles, offices, ranks,
and emoluments, alluding some sort of indirect rule or at least
some political influence on them by the Han Chinese. The
hierarchy of those titles was, however, simply the formalization of
the existing tribal structures. The tribal chieftains kept ruling their
peoples according to the tribal tradition. 44
The fall of the Later Han dynasty started with the

三國志 魏書 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳… 匈
奴損耗而鮮卑遂盛…檀石槐旣立…乃
分其地…爲中部…其大人曰…慕容等
Yu (1986: 444-5) notes: “Half a century
later, another great leader named Ke
Bineng (軻比能 c.218) made a heroic
effort to reconstitute the confederacy,
but his success was…ephemeral.”
41

後漢書卷八 孝靈帝紀第八 建寧

元年十二月 鮮卑及濊貊寇幽幷二州
42

See Eberhard (1965: 116, 124-5).
43

44

Barfield (1989: 85-87)

See Jagchid and Symons (1989: 2451) and Barfield (1989: 246-249).
45

See Klein (1980: 16).
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Yellow Turban rebellion of 184. Government expenditures had
been financed by taxing the less powerful and less wealthy
households, while the large landholders were exempted from
taxation. The peasantry rebelled, and the Later Han court had to
depend on regional warlords to put down the revolt. 45 After the
death of Emperor Ling in 188, the Han ruler was the puppet of
warlords. Liaodong was occupied from 190-238 by the Gongsun
warlords, who had established the Daifang commandery in the
area south of Lelang from 196-220.
During the Three Kingdoms period in mainland China
(220-65), small Xianbei tribes struck their own bargains with Wei,
and laid claim to various frontier districts. The Cao Cao’s Wei
maintained a policy of indirect rule over tribal peoples settled
inside its borders, while providing generous subsidies and access
to trade for those nomads living beyond its borders.46 The shortlived Western Jin dynasty (265-316) continued the Wei’s policies.
In 177, Cai Yong referred Ling’di (靈帝 r.168-89) to the
“Construction of the Long Wall (秦築長城)” by the Qin and the
“Construction of the Forts and Fences” by the Former Han (漢起
塞垣) in a way to remind the emperor of the critiques exhorted to
Wang Mang by Yan You (嚴尤 d.23): “The strategy adopted by
Zhou King Xuan (827/25-782 BCE) of repulsing the invading
barbarians may be rated mediocre; the Han Wudi’s strategy of
waging the 30-year wars may be judged inferior; and the
Shihuangdi’s strategy of constructing the Long Wall may be called
no strategy (sans stratégie) at all.” 47 The civilian officials of the Han
Chinese court, trained in the Confucian tradition, were opposed
to offensive military tactics because they generated opportunities
for the advancement of soldiers and merchants. They cited the
wars of Qin Shihuangdi and Han Wudi as examples of bad policy
for dealing with an area that China could never incorporate or
easily pacify. They sought to maintain stability by a policy of
appeasement under the cloak of the tributary system.48
According to Chin (2010: 316-7), “Ban Gu’s (班固 32-92)
comments, or ‘appraisal’ (贊), to the Xiongnu zhuan [of Hanshu]
offers an evaluative summary of Han-dynasty policy toward the
Xiongnu. He distinguishes two main approaches used thus far
during the Han dynasty—the heqin peace treaty and punitive
military expeditions—and argues that both are doomed to failure.
… He supports a third approach, hostile vigilance, which is called

Appeasement under the Tributary System

46

The Wei founder, Cao Cao, moved

the majority of the Southern Xiongnu
into the interior of Bing province
(modern Shanxi). See Graff (2002: 48).
47

漢書 卷九十四下 匈奴傳第六十

四下 莽將嚴尤諫曰…周宣王時 獫
允內侵…命將征之 盡境而還…是爲
中策…漢武帝…兵連禍結三十餘年
中國罷耗…是爲下策 秦始皇…築長
城之固…中國內竭…是爲無策
48

See Jagchid and Symons (1989: 55-

63) and Barfield (1989: 49-59)
49

“According to the Chunqiu, those

living inside [the Central States 中國]
are the Xia (夏), and those living
outside are the Yi (夷) and the Di. … To
conclude agreements with them is to
waste gifts and suffer deception. To
attack them is to exhaust our armies
and provoke raids. Their land cannot be
cultivated so as to produce food; their
people cannot be made subjects and
tamed. … If they are moved to admire
righteousness and wish to present
tribute, then we should receive them
courteously (ibid: 137).” Chin (2010:
318, 320) notes that “Sima Qian alone
addresses the politics of representation,
in terms of…the general dangers of
writing about one’s own era… Ban Gu
appraises the past with a view to an
ongoing war in which he…would
participate as an Army Commissioner.”

漢書 卷九十四下 匈奴傳第六十四
下 贊曰…昔和親之論 發於劉敬 是
時天下初定 新遭平城之難…約結和
親 賂遣單于 冀以求安邊境…夫賦
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Climate Change and the Celtic Migrations

斂行賂不足以當三軍之費 …不與約
誓 不就攻伐 約之則費賂而見欺 攻
之則勞師而招寇…其慕義而貢獻 則

the ‘loose rein’ approach (jimi 羈靡) and involves neither military
aggression nor political concession … reiterated (周漢之策 僅得
中下) by Fan Ye (范曄 398-446), the author of the Hou Hanshu.”49

接之以禮讓 羈靡不絶 使曲在彼 蓋
聖王制御蠻夷之常道也

4. The Celtic Migrations in the Western World
50

See Cunliffe (1997: 51), Hubert

(1934-I: 128) and Davies (1996: 84).
The earliest use of iron in Greece is
dated to sometime between 1000-900
BCE. Unlike the Etruscans (in Etruria
northwest of Tiber River—modern
Tuscany and Umbria), the Villanovans
came to northern Italy from the
Danubian central Europe sometime
before 700 BCE, bringing with them a
fairly advanced Iron Age culture, closely
related to the Hallstatt culture. They
lived over a large part of central Italy,
including Latium and Bologna.
51

Hubert (1934-I: xx, xxi-xxii, 128-9)

th

3.8. A 4 c. BCE iron-bronze Celtic
helmet covered with gold and inset with
coral from Agris, Charante, France

THE GREAT CELTIC MIGRATIONS (c.400-178 BCE)

We now examine the “north-to-south movements”
before Christ in the western world. The Iron Age in the western
world is believed to have been initiated by the Hittites of Asia
Minor, spreading the use of iron first to Egypt (c.1200 BCE) and
then to the Celtic Danube Basin (c.750 BCE). The prehistoric
Iron Age in Celtic Central Europe is divided into the first Iron
Age of Hallstatt culture (c.750-450 BCE), named after the salt
mining site of Saltzkammergut in Austria, and the second Iron
Age of La Tène culture (c.450-50 BCE), named after a site on
Lake Neuchâtel in Switzerland.50
The expansion of Celticism had begun in the Late
Bronze Age (c.1300-750 BCE), and continued to the Iron Age.
The civilization of the Celts (from Greek Keltoi, designating the
peoples living far away) in Central Europe, marked with such a
strong artistic style, according to Hubert, was derived directly
from the culture of Hallstatt and expanded “down to the fifth
century, over Western Germany, Upper Austria, Switzerland,
Lorraine, the Franche-Comté, and Burgundy.” 51 The Celts rubbed
shoulders with the Germans, the barbarians of Northern Europe,
labeled Germani by the Romans. The Greeks and Romans regarded
the Celts also as barbarians, but as barbarians of a superior kind.
Cæsar said that “there was a time when the Gauls surpassed the
Germans in valour.”52
The systems of early Celtic chiefdoms (750-450 BCE)
suddenly collapsed, and there followed a diaspora and a warrior
society. Circa 400 BCE, the Celts began to leave Central Europe.
The archeological data show that there occurred a major social
change in Transalpine Europe at the time of early migrations.53 I
define “the Great Celtic Migrations” as “the Celtic migrations
beyond the pre-400 BCE domain,” implying “the Celtic drive to
the British Isles, East Europe, and Italy in the La Tène period,”
which coincides with the beginning of the Little Ice Age.
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In Search of Warm and Fertile Land in South

The Celtic Britons from Gaul, the agriculturalists, seem
to have arrived in the British Isles en masse at the beginning of
the fourth century, and their settlement seems to have been
completed c.300 BCE. The Greeks apparently knew that the Celts
had occupied the Gallic coast of the Atlantic Ocean before 300
BCE. The Celts must have appreciated the temperate climate of
England, warmed by the North Atlantic Current and by southwest
winds. “Agriculture took its place in a countryside which had
already been adapted to pasture, and the English countryside
remains the same today,” observes Hubert (1934-I: 213). 54

52

See Hubert (1934-I: 13, 140, 146).

Cæsar noted that: “Who are called
Celts in their own language, and Gauls
in ours (ibid: 22).”
53

See Cunliffe (1997: 75).

54

There was a series of Celtic

colonizations of Britain, following each
other at fairly long intervals—first by the
Bronze Age Goidels, then by the
pastoral Picts, then by the Iron Age
Britons from 400-285 BCE (who
stopped cremations), and then by the
Belgæ pillagers (who were somehow
still practicing cremations) from 285100 BCE. See also Hubert (1934-I:
4,128, 212-3, 217, 220).

Beginning of the Celtic Migrations in the West, c.400 BCE
THE CELTIC INCURSIONS INTO ITALY

According to Hubert (1934-II: 9), the “Celtic invasion of
Italy” was “the first of the great historical expeditions of the
Celts.” Unlike the Celtic migrations into the British Isles, the great
Gallic invasion of Italy was fairly well recorded by the ancient
historians as an epic descent of the Celts into the warm and fertile
land in the south.
Circa 400 BCE, the Celts of Central Europe improvised
a confederation of tribes from different regions, formed a huge
army exceeding 300,000 men, crossed the Alps with women and
children, flocks and herds, wagons and pack-animals and a great
number of chariots, and then marched south in search of a warm
land.55 Cunliffe (1997: 75) states that “the three most developed
centers of Early La Tène culture –the Marne, the Moselle, and
Bohemia—contributed to populations which made their way
through the Alpine passes about 400 BCE to set themselves up in

nd

3.9. A 2 century BCE silver cauldron
with figures wearing Celtic armor

3.10. A Celtic gold torc or collar
made about 50 BCE, found at
Snettisham, Suffolk
55

Hubert (1934-II: 9-11) According to

Great Celtic Migrations into Italy and Britain

Cunliffe (1997: 74-5), “the most
convincing evidence for an exodus of
population comes from the Marne
region. …some time about 400 BCE the
population suddenly declines. …much
of the Champagne region appears to
have been deserted.…Much the same
kind of evidence can be seen in the
Rhineland. … a sharp reduction in the
actual number of burials is recorded,
particularly of warrior burials normally
accompanied by swords.”
56

See Hubert (1934-II: 9-16).

According to Cunliffe (1997: 75-6), “the
first stage of the southern thrust
brought the Celts to the Etruscan town
of Clusium in 391 BCE, where their
principal demand was to be assigned
land to settle.”
57

Rankin (1987: 46)

58

Hubert (1934-I: 5)

59

Cunliffe (1997: 74)

3.11. A gold stater of Tasciovanus, ruler
of the Catuvellauni in eastern Britain
about 10 BCE.
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the lush lands of the Po Valley.” Some tribes settled down at once,
while others had to go further down and hence took longer to
find their resting place. The Celtic tribes who were found at the
end of the line were the last-comers.
The Celts first destroyed the Etruscans and Umbrians,
and then sacked Rome in 390 BCE.56 According to Plutarch (46119), Aristotle (384-322 BCE) had heard of the Celts sacking
Rome.57 Alexander the Great was born in 356 BCE, and died in
Babylon in 323 BCE. The Macedonians found themselves face to
face with the Celts advancing from the Italian coast of Adriatic
Sea in c.335 BCE.58 Celtic valor trumped Roman discipline for a
short period of time, but collapsed before long.
The La Tène phase began in c.450 BCE, and a new elite
society developed briefly on the traditional Celtic social system
which suddenly collapsed by c.400 BCE. Cunliffe (1997: 272)
contends: “The suddenness of this and the massive social
upheaval which ensued make the events of the late fifth century
BCE a classic example of systems-collapse. The causes are
difficult to untangle but may in part have been the social
instability inherent in the elite system exacerbated by population
increase … What followed was an outpouring of populations into
the Mediterranean zone and the east European zone. The
expansion was temporarily halted in the Balkans by the power of
Macedonia, but, following the death of Alexander … Celticspeaking peoples thrust eastwards, establishing themselves in the
Middle Danube, on the eastern shores of the Black Sea, [and] in
Asia Minor.” The classical writers cite the two reasons for the folk
movement: overpopulation and the lure of southern luxuries.59
I attribute the Great Celtic Migrations in the 4th century
BCE to a change in climate. Hubert (1934-II: 11) speculates that:
“In every case, it is the riches of Italy, the fruit, the figs, the wine,
that draw the barbarians from their less kindly regions.” They
terrified Etruria and Latium, accustomed only to wars between
cities. The battle of the Allia was a rout. Until 349 BCE, the
Romans remained on the defensive, but then the Romans turned
upon the Celts, and established its supremacy over central Italy.
Once in the warm and fertile Italian countryside, the Celtic
warriors gorged themselves with food and drink. The Italian
summer was too hot for these men of the north. There came the
plague, likely the dysentery, and then the famine in the countryside
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wasted by war. Rome formed again with its army outside its
ravaged soil.60
In 289 BCE, the Romans were defeated by the Senones,
a Gaulish Celtic tribe, at Arretium, but they defeated the Senones
in 283 BCE, giving the Romans time to wage the First Punic War
(264-241 BCE) against African Carthage without having anything
to fear from the Celtic Gauls.61 The intramural (i.e., intraMediterranean) First Punic War was followed by the Second (218201 BCE).62 After their defeat in the battle of Telamon in 225
BCE, the Celts had ceased to be an acute menace to the Romans.
In 218 BCE, Hannibal crossed the Alps from Spain and
invaded Italy. Rome, however, pulled back from the brink of
annihilation. Hannibal recruited Celtic mercenaries who were not
so enthusiastic.63 Perhaps the Celts missed their opportunity in
Hannibal.64 The intramural challenge of African Carthage was
removed by 201 BCE, and the Roman Republic began to pick off
the remaining countries, achieving mastery of the whole
Mediterranean.
In 192 BCE, the Celtic tribes of Northern Italy finally
submitted to Rome. In 186 BCE, twelve thousand Celtic warriors
with their families came over the Carnic Alps, but were sent back
whence they came by the Roman army. After 178 BCE, the
Romans did not allow the Celts to cross the Alps, though the
resistance by the Celts remaining in Italy lasted over a hundred
years.65 Illyria (which had remained free from the conquests of
Philip of Macedon) was conquered between 229 and 168 BCE,
and mainland Greece was taken over by 146 BCE. The Roman
Empire in 133 BCE consisted of eight provinces: Sicily, Sardinia
and Corsica, the two Spains, Gallia Transalpina, Africa,
Macedonia, and Asia Minor. Pressed by the barbarous Germans
from the Nordic zone and by the Dacians from the east European
zone, the Celtic civilization of La Tène was eventually absorbed
into Rome. 66
The military technology of the Celts was very much
inferior to that of the Romans. The heroic battle-fury of Celtic
warriors could not win out over the highly organized and
disciplined Roman military machine. Furthermore, the incursions
of the Celts into the Italic peninsula occurred at a time when
Roman vigor and vitality began to thrive in the milder
Mediterranean climate. Celts were politically undeveloped, and

Empires in Warm Area Control Barbarians

60

Hubert (1934-II: 11-13)

61

See Hubert (1934-I: 82, 128) and

Hubert (1934-II: 70).
62

African Carthage was founded by

migrants from Phoenicia. Carthage lost
Sicily in the First Punic War, but when
Hannibal suffered the crushing defeat
at Zama in 202 BCE, Carthage was
deprived of its fleet and forced to pay
heavy tribute. After the Third Punic War
(149-146 BCE), Carthage was
completely eradicated: the city was
razed, the population were sold into
slavery.

3.12. Western End of the Alps forms a
southward bow and edges to the
Mediterranean Sea near Monaco.
63

Rankin (1987: 116) contends that

Hannibal’s initial depredations in Celtic
territory to recuperate his solders from
the exhaustion of crossing the Alps
were very much ill taken by the Celtic
inhabitants.
64

Hubert (1934-II: 83)

65

Cunliffe (1997: 78) notes that: “in 186

[BCE] a Celtic horde including 12,000
fighting men moved through the Carnic
Alps intent to plunder and settle. The

Vulnerability of Italy to Invasions from North

Roman army…forced those who
survived to return home [in 183 BCE].”
Hubert (1934-II: 84-5) notes that: “In
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they never had the leadership to overcome schismatic infighting
and to institutionalize the centralized government bureaucracy
necessary for a permanent conquest dynasty.

178 [BCE] yet another small body of
3,000 Gauls appeared, asking for land.

SEDENTARY PEOPLE COULD COPE WITH THE NOMADIC INCURSIONS

They had to go. This was the last Celtic

Hubert (1934-I: 15) contends that Celtic civilization
“survives only in the foundation of our Western Europe and has
made hardly any contribution to its superstructures.” By the fifth
century BCE, Celtic civilization had reached its peak, and yet
Celtic societies “missed the opportunity to become a kind of great
confederation” or a “great nation” side by side with the Roman
Empire.67 Their failure may be due to the commencement of the
Little Ice Age that uprooted the Celtic farmers and stock-breeders
from their pasture ground and ploughed hillsides. The vigor of
migrating warriors failed to transform itself into ingenuity for
empire building. The great migrations, however, gave the Celts
“physical mobility and mental elasticity.”68 The Celts became fully
subject to the authority and culture of Rome. The Gallo-Roman
civilization became the essential spirit of France.69 Being located
at the center of the warm Mediterranean region, the Roman
Empire, in the form of a republic and then an imperial dynasty,
was founded and flourished during the Little Ice Age.
The Celtic invasion, however, implanted in the Roman
mind the idea of the vulnerability of the Italic Peninsula to the
barbarian invasions from the north. The Celts were perceived as a
menace to the Mediterranean Greco-Roman civilization, just like
the Rong-Di-Hu nomads to the Han Chinese civilization. The fact
that the Alps, just like the Han Chinese Great Wall, had proved to
be ineffective and unreliable barriers prompted the Romans to
adopt the “offensive strategy” of establishing their defense line
thousands of miles away, across the Alps, Romanizing Gaul and
driving the German nemesis beyond the Elbe-Rhine-Danube line.
The Han Chinese, on the other hand, had adopted the “defensive
strategy” of peace-and-kinship, or tributary system, in order to
maintain the Qin Long Wall as definitive boundaries of Chinese
civilization.
With the expansion of Arctic cold air, the Zhou dynasty
in mainland China disintegrated into seven warring states and
faced the marauding nomads, called the Rong, Di, Hu, etc. By
constructing walls and learning riding-shooting, however, none of

invasion of Italy… Henceforth the
Roman people regarded the Alps as the
boundary of the Celtic world, and did
not allow the Gauls to cross it.”

See

also Hubert (ibid: 85, 87).
66

In Ireland, the La Tène Iron Age

continued without Roman interference
and survived until the Middle Ages.
Though somewhat Latinized by
Christianity, the Celts in Ireland
escaped Romanization, but they were
then Anglicized by the Anglo-Saxon.
67

68

Hubert (1934-II: xi)

Hubert (1934-II: xiii) The Celts of the

La Tène period ceased their traditional
practice of cremation, and adopted flatgraves in place of the traditional
cemeteries. Hubert (1934-II: 2, 4)
69

Hubert (1934-I: 12, 14, 15) contends

that “the origins of the French nation go
back to the Celts,” and “French is Latin
pronounced by Celts and applied to the
needs of Celtic minds,” although the
civilization of the Celts was absorbed
by that of Rome, and the socio-political
organization of the Gallic Celts became
Germanic or Roman (ibid: 15). The
tribal system lasted a long time among
the Celts, and it became aristocratic
and feudal (see Hubert, 1934-II, p. xiii).
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those Han Chinese states succumbed to the nomads. The rulers
of the warring states mobilized the peasants, imposing universal
military service. Like the Roman peasant-soldiers confronting the
Celtic incursions in the western world, the Han Chinese peasantsoldiers managed to cope with the nomadic intrusions. In the east
and also in the west, the empires located in warm areas could cope
with the initial disruptions, and eventually gain control of the
barbarians by fortifications, military expeditions, gifts, and
subsidized trade. Qin Shihuangdi (r.246-221-210 BCE) tightened
administrative control and armed the conscripted peasant-soldiers
with long iron swords and crossbows.
At the time the first of China’s unified empires was
proclaimed (221 BCE), the Xiongnu of the Mongolian steppe and
the Donghu of the western Manchurian steppe emerged as clearly
identified major nomadic forces. Shihuangdi, however, was able to
expel the Xiongnu from the Ordos steppe by 215 BCE, and
started to link the frontier walls built by the old warring states.
The Qin general, Meng Tian, awed and terrified the Xiongnu. In
mainland China, the short-lived Qin empire was succeeded by a
series of Han Chinese empires (206 BCE-220-265-316 CE) which
could keep the Xiongnu or Xianbei threats under control (through
the peace-and-kinship or tribute system) and prospered until the
end of the Little Ice Age, much like the Roman Empire in the
warm Mediterranean subjugated the Celts and kept the German
threats under control. The Han Chinese dynasties coexisting with
the Xiongnu or Xianbei nomadic empires beyond the Qin Long
Wall were contemporaneous with the Roman Empire (201 BCE337 CE) subjugating the Celts beyond the Alps and coexisting
with the German barbarians beyond the Elbe-Rhine-Danube line.
Offensive or defensive, neither the Roman Empire in the
west nor the Han Chinese Empires in the east could survive the
next round of massive nomadic intrusions in the 4th century CE.

Could Not Survive Next Nomadic Intrusion

3.13. A gold stater of Verica who ruled
the Atrebates in central southern Britain
prior to the Roman invasion of 43 CE.

3.14. The bronze cauldron of the Huns
that have been found at many sites on
the steppes and in the central Europe.
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A Tripolar Approach to East Asian History

V{tÑàxÜ YÉâÜ
The Yemaek Tungus of Central
Manchuria and Korean Peninsula
Interactions between the Xianbei and the Yemaek Tungus
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The Yemaek Tungus in the Korea Proper

Bronze horn-shaped cup excavated at
the Kyo-dong tomb no. 7,
Chang-nyung, Kyung-nam, Korea

Horse-shaped cup excavated at
Bok-cheon-dong, Pusan, Korea

An-ak Tomb No. 3, Koguryeo royal mausoleum with records (頭上墨書) on

Bronze cauldron excavated at

Tong Shu (冬壽 d.357) 黃海道安岳: “Grand Procession” on eastern corridor,

the Dae-sung-dong tomb no. 47,

and “Kitchen, Meat Storeroom, and Carriage Shed” on eastern side-chamber.

Kim-hae, Korea
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Central Manchuria and Korean Peninsula

CHAPTER FOUR

THE YEMAEK TUNGUS OF CENTRAL MANCHURIA
AND KOREAN PENINSULA
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE XIANBEI AND YEMAEK TUNGUS
The central Manchurian plains around the Songhua and Liao
rivers, as well as the mountain valleys around Hun, Yalu and Tae-dong
rivers, were the home of the Yemaek Tungus who had founded Old
Chosun, Puyeo, and Koguryeo. The southern Korean Peninsula was
the home of rice-cultivating Yemaek cousins who had established
ancient political entities that were collectively called Chin, Han, or
Three Hans. Evidence of millet farming found in the Liaodong area is
dated c.5000 BCE, and rice discovered in the Korean Peninsula dates
from 2400-2100 BCE. The Upper Xiajiadian culture of western
Manchuria possessed broad-bladed bronze daggers which, unlike the
Han Chinese daggers, had their blade cast separately from their hilt.
The blade of (broad-or-narrow-bladed) bronze daggers in Korea proper
(central Manchuria and Korean Peninsula) was also cast separately
from the hilt. Dolmen, the status symbol of ruling elites, characterizes
the Yemaek culture of Korea proper, and differentiates it from the
Donghu-Xianbei culture of western Manchuria or the Mohe-Nüzhen
culture of eastern Manchuria.
The year 108 BCE stands as the historical date for the Han
Chinese, for the first time in their history, to launch themselves into the
modern-day Liao River basin and the northwestern coast of the Korean
Peninsula. By the turn of the fourth century CE, the Murong-Xianbei of
western Manchuria moved into the Liao River basin; and Koguryeo,
entrenched in the mountainous Hun-Yalu river valleys, took over the
Lelang commandery by 313 CE. The Xianbei learned to use stirrups
c.300 CE, and this innovation seems to have entered the Korean
Peninsula by courtesy of the incessant fighting between the MurongXianbei Yan and the Yemaek Tungus Koguryeo.
4.1. Broad-bladed Bronze Dagger

According to the Weishu, the Sushen-Yilow (the ancestor of

from (1) Chaoyang, Dalinghe Basin; (2)

Mohe-Nüzhen) of eastern Manchuria had been the subjects of Puyeo

Songhua River Basin; (3) Liaodong

since the time of the Han dynasty. As the Puyeo exacted heavy taxes

Peninsula 旅順樓上 三號墳;

and corvée, they rebelled in 220-6. Puyeo made quite a few punitive

(4) Pyung-yang; (5) Song-guk-ri,

expeditions but could not subjugate them because, though small in

Puyeo; (6) Yeo-chon City, Jeon-Nam;

number, they dwelt in extremely rugged forests difficult of approach.

(7) Shenyang 鄭家窪 (a transitional

The Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus remained backstage and were not heard

shape to narrow-bladed dagger)

from for the next 300 years.
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1. Neolithic Period Followed by Bronze Age in Korea Proper

Blade of Dagger Cast Separately from Hilt

1

Evidence of millet farming found at the

Liaodong area is dated c.5000 BCE,
RICE CULTIVATION IN THE KOREAN PENINSULA

and that found in the Korean Peninsula

According to Nelson (1993: 162-3), the Mu-mun pottery
sites in the Korean Peninsula “contain semi-lunar reaping knives,
making it not unreasonable to believe they represent the
beginning of rice cultivation in Korea.” The carbonized rice
discovered in the Korean Peninsula indeed dates from 2400-2100
BCE (ibid). 1 Perhaps a group of ancient southern Chinese who
were cultivating rice crossed the Yellow Sea at the end of the
Neolithic period and found a similar ecological niche in the
southern peninsula.2

is dated c.4000 BCE.
2

By taking advantage of northeasterly

winds, ships could sail in summer
directly from the mouth of the Yangzi
River toward the southwestern tip of the
Korean Peninsula. It is quite possible
that the first non-trivial landing of
southern Mongoloid DNA on the Korean
Peninsula was occasioned by the

BLADE OF BRONZE DAGGER CAST SEPARATELY FROM HILT

arrival of rice cultivators from southern

We find some hint of bronze in the Neolithic Hongshan
culture (c.5000-3000 BCE). The Lower Xiajiadian culture (c.22001600 BCE) produced small bronze objects such as rings, knives,
and handles. Most archeologists, however, believe that the fullfledged Bronze Age in Manchuria began with the Upper
Xiajiadian culture (c.1200-600 BCE). Until c.1300 BCE, the hilt
and the blade of bronze daggers in the Liaoxi and Liaodong
regions were not separately cast.3 The Upper Xiajiadian culture,
however, possessed broad-bladed bronze daggers (琵琶形銅劍)
which, unlike the Han Chinese daggers, had their blade cast
separately from their hilt. Since the blade of broad-bladed daggers
in Korea proper was also cast separately from the hilt, the origin
of the broad-bladed daggers that are found in Korea proper is
often traced to the Upper Xiajiadian culture.4 Choi (2006: 27, 5963), however, contends that the Bronze Age in the Korean
Peninsula, represented by the broad-bladed bronze daggers,
coarse-lined bronze mirrors, bronze arrowheads, crescent-shaped
stone knives, disc-shaped stone axes, and plain Mu-mun pottery
had commenced sometime between 2000-1500 BCE.
After showing various transitional shapes (變形銅劍), the
broad-bladed bronze dagger was eventually transformed into the
narrow-bladed slender dagger (細形銅劍 with its blade still cast
separately from its hilt) by the Early Iron Age (400-0 BCE) in the
Korean Peninsula.5 Coarse-lined bronze mirrors (多鈕粗文鏡)
became fine-lined bronze mirrors (多鈕細文鏡), and the plain Mumun pottery that had been fired at 500-700º C became the plain

China. See Kim (1986: 121), Kim and
Kim (2005), and Choi (2006: 34).
3

See Nelson (1995: 198-9) and Barnes

(1993: 160-1).
4

See Pai (2000: 200, 203) and Nelson

(1993: 137-8). Nelson (1993: 133)
notes: “Liaoning dagger is found
abundantly in the Liaodong Peninsula
and around Bohai Bay, as well as in
Korea, but it is not found in China south
of the Great Wall.” Barnes (1993: 162)
contends that “the peninsular Bronze
Age per se is defined by the intrusion of
the Liaoning dagger from the
Manchurian Basin.”
5

A large number of iron axes are found

in stone cists, jar-coffins, cairns
covering stone-lined pits, and wood
coffins in a pile of stones (cairn burials).
6

See Choi (2006: 30-4, 60, 63, 90), Y.

Oh (2006: 46, 50), K. Oh (2006: 523-4),
and Cho (2005: 20, 237-41).
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Narrow-bladed Dagger in Early Iron Age

burnished pottery fired at 700-850º C. Bronze daggers in a
transitional shape are found in abundance in the Liaodong area,
whereas the narrow-bladed daggers are found in abundance below
the Cheong-cheon River. In the Korean Peninsula, the burial
remains from the Early Iron Age retained the narrow-bladed
bronze dagger and the fine-lined bronze mirror.6
THE HIGHEST DENSITY OF DOLMEN IN YEMAEK COMMUNITY

4.2. Dolmens unearthed at (from top)
Liaodong Peninsula 海城縣 析木城;
Mun-heung-ri, Kang-dong-gun, Pyungyang; Eun-yul, Whang-hae-do;
Su-ip-ri, Po-cheon-gun, Kyung-gi-do;
Do-san-ri, A-san-myun, Ko-chang-gun,
Jeon-ra-buk-do; and Ku-ji-bong,
Kim-hae 龜旨峯, 金海

In Asia, dolmen is found from southern India, IndoChina, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Taiwan to Kyūshū, but the
highest density on earth (exceeding 100,000 units) is found in
Korea proper. The word dolmen is Celtic in origin, from tol (table)
and men (stone). The southern tradition of dolmen burials
appeared later than the northern tradition of stone-cists burials.
According to Nelson (1993: 159, 163), the staggering number of
dolmen found in Korea proper suggests their indigenous origin as
well as the possibility that the Yemaek ruling elites marked “their
territory by means of their burial places, as occurred in the British
Isles.” The Stonehenge in England was erected during this same
period, the Late Neolithic and Early Bronze, c.1800-1400 BCE.
Dolmens are numerous in Liaodong, especially in the Liaodong
Peninsula, and known as far north as Jilin province, but are
considerably denser in the Korean Peninsula than in the
Manchurian plain.
Dolmens in Korea proper are believed to have been built
during 2000-400 BCE. The so-called northern-type dolmen has
huge slabs and capstones (weighing up to 300 tons), forming a
cist-like chamber above ground. The so-called southern-type
dolmen (including the capstone type without supporting stones)
has a large capstone resting on several smaller stones at ground
level with the burial in a (slab-built) stone cist or jar coffin in the
ground underneath. Many scholars believe that the latter had
evolved from the former, but quite a few scholars believe that the
former had evolved from the latter. Broad-or-narrow-bladed
bronze daggers and plain Mu-mun potteries appear in the Bronze
Age dolmen burials, whereas stone daggers (together with other
stone artifacts) and comb-patterned Chul-mun potteries appear in
the Neolithic dolmen burials.7 Necklaces of tubular beads as well
as comma-shaped beads (gok-ok) appear in dolmen burials that
connect the Korean Peninsula, Japanese Islands, and Manchuria
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with the northern edge of Mongolia and Transbaikalia.8
According to Barnes (1993: 166), the dolmen sites never yield
iron, and hence dolmen-building is thought to have been
discontinued by 300 BCE at the latest.
According to Nelson (1995: 16), dolmens in the central
Manchurian plain and the Liaodong Peninsula reveal “close
connections with those in the Korean Peninsula in content as well
as construction.”9 Similarities between the Manchurian basin and
the Korean Peninsula, observed in the Neolithic sites in the form
of comb-patterned Chul-mun pottery, continued in the Bronze Age
sites in the form of plain Mu-mun pottery, broad-bladed bronze
daggers, coarse-lined bronze mirrors, and dolmens. Dolmen, the
status symbol of ruling elites, characterizes the Yemaek culture of
central Manchuria and the Korean Peninsula. It differentiates the
culture of Korea proper from the Donghu-Xianbei culture of the
western Manchurian steppe or the Mohe-Nüzhen culture of the
eastern Manchurian forest. 10

Dolmen Culture of the Yemaek Community

7

Choi (2006: 125-38) The Bronze Age

broad-bladed daggers are found mostly
in stone cist burials in the north of Han
River, and mostly in dolmens in
southern peninsula. The Early Iron Age
narrow-bladed bronze daggers are
found mostly in stone cist burials, but
some of them are also found from
dolmen burials. See Lee (2002: 88,
127, 132-3, 168).
8

See Watson (1971: 131, 136). See

also Lee (2002: 133-5).
9

Xu (1995: 80) contends that “the

Liaodong, Shandong, and Korean
peninsulas had…close relationships
among them in the Neolithic.” The
Dongyi, who built dolmens around the

2. Ancient Yan and Chosun

Shandong peninsular region, were
either absorbed or pushed into the

SHAOGONG’S YAN AND JIZI’S CHOSUN IN THE SHIJI

Chosun appears in the records of the ruler of Qi (685643 BCE) in the Guanzi, compiled during the Warring States
period. Yemaek Chosun, together with Yemaek Puyeo, appears in
the Shiji records on Yan. The History of Later Han records that the
areas of Ye, Ok-jeo, and Koguryeo originally belonged to the
territory of Chosun.11
According to the Shiji, King Wu (r.1049/45-1043 BCE)
of Western Zhou (1046-771 BCE) conquered Shang (1600-1046
BCE) in 1045 BCE, and commanded his half-brother, the Duke
of Shao, to release Jizi (Ki-ja) from the imprisonment imposed on
him by the last king of Shang (who was a relative of Jizi). The
Shiji then created the legend that King Wu enfeoffed Shaogong as
the ruler of Northern Yan, and also enfeoffed Jizi as the ruler of
Chosun, an eastern neighbor of Yan. With a few strokes, Sima
Qian (c.145-86 BCE) installed two legendary Han Chinese royal
scions as founders of the states located in the traditional domain
of both Donghu and Dongyi.12 The first half of the Shaogong’s
Northern Yan (c.1045-222 BCE) and Jizi’s Chosun (c.1045-108

Manchurian basin by the Han Chinese.
10

Shelach (2009: 22) notes that, in

central Manchuria east of the Chifeng
region, “very few footed vessels are
found from the second millennium
BCE…which distinguishes the area
from the tradition of the Chifeng region
to the West.”
11

管子 卷二十三 輕重甲 第八十

桓公曰 四夷不服…管子對曰…朝鮮
不朝 [管仲 d.645 BCE]
史記 卷一百二十九 貨殖列傳 第六
十九 夫燕亦勃碣之閒… 北鄰烏桓夫
餘 東綰穢貉[貊]朝鮮…之利
後漢書 卷八十五 東夷列傳 濊
濊及沃沮句麗本皆朝鮮之地也
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Shaogong’s Yan and Jizi’s Chosun

12

史記 卷四 周本紀 第四 武王…

命召公釋箕子之囚
史記 卷三十八 宋微子世家第八 箕
子者紂親戚也…周武王伐紂克殷…
訪問箕子…封箕子於朝鮮 而不臣也
三國志 魏書 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 濊傳
昔箕子旣適朝鮮 作八條之敎 以敎
之 無門戶之閉而 民不爲盜 其後四
十餘世 朝鮮候准僭號稱王
According to the Shiji, Jizi was one of
the several upright ministers who had
dared to reprimand the cruel Shang
king. King Wu released Jizi from his
confinement, but Jizi decided not to
serve a usurper and went into exile.

史記 卷三十四 燕召公世家 第四
周武王之滅紂 封召公於北燕 宋忠曰
有南燕 故云北燕 其在成王時 召公
爲三公 自陝以西 召公主之 自陝以
東周公主之...自召公以下九世至惠候
…當周厲王[857/53-842/28]..莊公二十
七年[664 BCE] 山戎來侵 我齊桓公
救燕..使燕共貢天子 如成周時職 使
燕復修召公之法…
太史公曰...召公奭可謂仁矣…[北]燕
外迫蠻貉 內措齊晉 崎嶇彊國之閒
最爲弱小 幾滅者數矣 然社稷血食
者八九百歲…豈非召公之烈邪
史記 卷四十三 趙世家 第十三 敬
侯 九年 [378 BCE] 齊伐燕 趙救燕
左傳 魯襄公二十八年 [545 BCE] 夏
齊侯陳侯蔡侯 北燕伯[燕懿公]杞伯
胡子沈子白狄朝于晉 宋之盟故也
韓非子 有度 燕襄王[襄公 r.657618] 以河爲境 以薊爲國
13

See Byington (2003: 33 and 37).

BCE) were all contemporaneous with the Bronze Age Upper
Xiajiadian period (c.1200-600 BCE).
King Wu enfeoffed Shaogong as the ruler of “Northern
Yan.” He was presumably given the responsibility for the area
around modern Beijing (old Jicheng 薊城) that controlled the
entrance to China’s Central Plain. The Shiji notes that there must
have been a “Southern Yan” that did not belong to the territory
enfeoffed to Shaogong. The Duke of Shao, however, seems to
have remained in the Zhou capital, and there is no evidence that
he had ever resided at his new fief of “Northern” Yan.
The Shiji records the enfeoffment of Shaogong in 1045
BCE, and then the narrative skips to the rule of ninth-generation
descendant (惠候 c.865-827 BCE), where the narrative picks up
again. The Shiji then records that the Rong tribes attacked Yan,
but Huan Gong of Qi sent troops in 664 BCE and saved the Yan.
The Shiji also records that Zhao attacked Yan in 378 BCE. The
Zizhi Tongjian records an attack on the Yan by Qi in 332 BCE. No
meaningful record of (Northern) Yan, however, appears in
chronicles until after the 330s BCE. According to Sima Qian, the
Shaogong’s Northern Yan, “pressed by barbarians from outside
and pushed by Qi and Jin from inside,” remained “the smallest
and the weakest” among the Zhou feudal states, and yet managed
to survive more than 800 years, despite several crises that
threatened to destroy it (幾滅者數矣), and this remarkable fact
should be attributed to the virtues of Shaogong.
DATING THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE YAN LONG WALL

It was in the final few years of the King Zhao’s reign
(r.312-279 BCE) that Yan had allegedly burst out of its small
confined area around Beijing, and achieved the greatest territorial
expansion (led by one heroic general Qin Kai) toward the
Northeast, the traditional domain of the Donghu and Dongyi.13
According to the Wei Lüe, when the Zhou became weak,
the ruler of the Yan assumed the title of king in 323 BCE; then
the “Lord of Chosun, the forty generations descendant of Jizi”
also declared himself king; and these two states came to the brink
of fighting each other. The armed conflicts between Chosun and
Yan finally occurred---most likely sometime after the Yan victory
over Qi in 284 BCE. According to the Wei Lüe, the Yan
dispatched a general named Qin Kai to invade the western region
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of Chosun, (燕乃遣將秦開攻其西方) and acquired land of two
thousand li. The Wei Lüe does not mention the construction of
the Yan Long Wall.14
According to the Account of the Xiongnu in the Shiji, it was
during the reign of King Zhao of Qin (306-251 BCE) that the
Qin built a Long Wall as a defense against the Hu. It was also the
same time period that King Wuling of Zhao (r.325-299 BCE)
built a Long Wall and changed the customs of his people,
ordering them in 307 BCE to adopt the Hu dress and to practice
riding and shooting. According to the Zizhi Tongjian, King Wuling
stated, as of 307 BCE, that “in the north of our country, there
exist the Yan and the Donghu.” According to the Shiji, “a little
later (其後),” apparently sometime after 306 BCE, Qin Kai, who
had earlier been taken hostage by the “Hu” and enjoyed their
fullest confidence, appeared in the state of Yan. After returning to
Yan, Qin Kai mounted a surprise attack on the “Donghu,” making
the “Donghu” retreat about a thousand li. The Shiji then notes
that the Yan constructed a “Long Wall” from Zhaoyang to
“Xiangping” (noted, by Wei Zhao, to have been located at
Liaodong in his time), and established Five Commanderies
(Shanggu, Yuyang, Youbeiping, Liaoxi, and Liaodong) as a defense
(not against the Donghu or Chosun but) against the “Hu.” 15 The
Shiji does not clarify the implications of the term “Donghu”
appearing twice between the term “Hu.”
Yan was roundly beaten by the Qi in 314 BCE and King
Kuai (噲) was killed, but his son Zhao (昭王) was able to attract
scholars, including the capable militarist Le Yi (樂毅) from Wei,
and to reconstruct palaces in the very first year of his reign, 312
BCE. The Yan state became wealthy by 284 BCE, but King Zhao
observed that his soldiers were indulging in pleasure-seeking,
unmindful of combat duties. King Zhao thereby appointed Le Yi
as the chief commanding general and ordered him to launch an
attack on Qi in alliance with Zhao, Chu, Hann, and Wei. The allied
forces defeated the Qi army in the west of Qi land. Le Yi led the
Yan army to capture the capital, acquiring the treasures of Qi, and
continued to stay in Qi for five more years until 279 BCE,
subjugating the entire Qi land except for two cities.
According to the Zizhi Tongjian, the new King Zhao had
asserted in 312 BCE: “Since Yan is small in territory and weak in
strength, we cannot yet revenge the debacle (燕小力少 不足以報)

Long Wall Constructed by Shaogong’s Yan

史記 卷三十四 燕召公世家 第四
易王初立 [r.332-321 BCE] 齊...伐我
[314 BCE] 燕君噲死 齊大勝... 立太
子平 是爲燕昭王 [r.312-279 BCE]
齊...而襲破 燕孤極知燕小力少 不足
以報 然誠 得賢士以共國...於是昭
王爲隗改築宮而師事之 樂毅自魏往
二十八年[284 BCE] 燕國殷富 士卒
樂軼輕戰
於是遂以樂毅爲上將軍
與秦楚三晉合謀以伐齊 齊兵敗…盡
取齊寶…其餘皆屬燕 六歲 [279BCE]
子惠王立...樂毅亡走趙..齊悉復得其
故城 [272 BCE] 韓魏楚共伐燕 燕
武成王立…[265 BCE] 齊…伐我 拔
中陽… [251 BCE] 趙…圍其國 [244
BCE] 趙使李牧攻燕 拔武遂…[228
BCE] 燕見秦且滅六 國 [226 BCE]
秦攻拔我薊...燕王亡 徙居遼東...[222
BCE] 秦拔遼東 虜燕王喜 卒滅燕
14

三國志卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮

卑東夷傳第三十 韓傳 魏略曰 昔箕
子之後朝鮮候 見周衰 燕自尊爲王
[323 BCE] 欲東略之 朝鮮候亦自稱

爲王 欲興兵逆擊燕以尊周室…燕乃
遣 將 秦 開 攻 其 西 方 取地二千餘里
至滿番汗爲界 朝鮮遂弱 及 秦 幷天
下 使蒙恬築長城 到遼東...及漢以盧
綰爲燕王 朝鮮與燕界於浿(沛)水
史記 卷四十 楚世家第十 懷王[312
-279 BCE] 四年 [325 BCE] 秦惠王初

稱王 六年 [323 BCE] 燕韓君初稱王
A passage in the Yantielun (鹽鐵論)
states that Chosun transgressed the
border and raided Yan’s eastern
territories, and also that (the Yan
attacked and repulsed the Donghu,
opening up one thousand li of territory,
and then) the Yan crossed Liaodong
and attacked Chosun.

Yan-Qin Long Walls Reached Liaodong
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鹽鐵論 卷八 朝鮮踰徼 劫燕之東地

of 314 BCE”; and immediately after the attack on Qi in 284 BCE,
it was asserted that “Since Qi was great and Yan was small, the Qi
army could be destroyed with the assistance of other states (齊大
而燕小 賴諸侯之助).” It is most likely that Qin Kai had stayed as
hostage in the Hu land until 284 BCE. He could thereafter have
returned home to launch an attack on the Donghu and construct
the Yan Long Wall before the year 279 BCE when King Zhao
died, Le Yi escaped to Zhao, and the newly conquered Qi land
was all lost.16 The Chinese cultural element of the Shaogong’s Yan
could have had direct influences upon the region of the five newly
established commanderies from 283-222 BCE, i.e., at most for a
61-year period before its downfall.
Yan was attacked by the Hann-Wei-Chu allied forces in
272 BCE, and was attacked by the Qi in 265 BCE. The Yan capital
was besieged by the Zhao army in 251 BCE, and Yan was attacked
once again by the Zhao in 244 BCE. Qin captured the Yan capital
(薊) in 226 BCE and the last Yan king in 222 BCE, and conquered
all the remaining states by 221 BCE.

卷九 襲走東胡 辟地千里 度遼東
而攻朝鮮
15

See also Bai (2009: 325).

史記 卷第一百十 凶奴列傳 第五

十…燕北有東胡山戎…臨胡貉…秦昭
王時 [306-251 BCE] …築長城以拒胡
而趙武靈王 [r.325-299 BCE] 亦變俗
胡服習騎射 [資治通鑑 307 BCE] 北
破林胡…築長城…其後[306-279 BCE]
燕有賢將秦開 匈爲質於胡 胡甚信
之 歸而襲破走東胡 [283-279 BCE]
東胡卻千餘里..燕亦築長城

自造陽

至襄平 韋昭云今遼東所理也…置上谷
漁陽右北平遼西遼東郡 而拒胡…後
秦滅六國 [221 BCE] 而始皇帝使蒙
恬…築…城…起臨沮至遼東萬餘里
16

資治通鑑 卷三周紀三 赧王 三年

[312 BCE] 知燕小力少 不足以報…

THE YAN LONG WALL REACHES XIANGPING IN LIAODONG

八年…趙武靈王…曰 吾國東有齊中

According to the Shiji, a Qin general named Meng Tian
conquered the Ordos area in 215 BCE and started constructing
the Long Wall. Meng Tian awed and terrified the Xiongnu and,
mobilizing 300,000 men, continued the construction work (mostly
with tamped earth) until his death six years later in 209 BCE.17
Meng Tian’s wall consolidated and linked other walls that were
built by the Warring Period states, including the Yan Long Wall.
The Shiji records that the Qin Long Wall started at Lintao and
extended to Liaodong to a distance of almost ten thousand li.
According to the Shiji, the Long Wall built by the Yan
[sometime between 283-279 BCE], and rebuilt by Meng Tian of
Qin sometime between 215-209 BCE, reached “Liaodong.” The
Hanshu records the suppression of the Lu Wan’s rebellion in 195
BCE by general Zhou Bo, who chased Lu Wan all the way to the
Long Wall and established five commandeires, including the
Liaodong Commandery. According to the Hanshu, all of those five
commanderies were located [as of 195 BCE] west of the Qin
Long Wall, and none of them was located outside the Wall.18
The crucial question is the location of the “Liao River”
and “Liaodong” prior to the Han Wudi’s conquest of Chosun in

山 北有燕東胡 西有樓煩秦韓之邊
三十一年 [284 BCE]…曰齊大而燕小
賴諸侯之助 以破其軍...卷四 周紀四
赧王三十六年 [279 BCE] 是時齊地
皆屬燕..燕昭王曰齊國固樂[毅]所有
非燕之所得也 樂君若能有齊與燕並
爲列國結歡同好以抗諸矦之難 燕國
之福...昭王薨惠王立...樂毅..遂犇趙..
齊人殺騎劫…而齊七十餘城皆復焉
史記 卷八十 樂毅列傳 第二十 樂
毅賢好兵…燕昭王怨齊..燕國小辟遠
力不能制…曰 齊…地大人衆 未易
獨攻也…使樂毅爲上將軍..趙楚韓魏
燕之兵以伐齊 破之齊西 諸候兵罷
歸 而燕軍樂毅獨追 至于臨菑…樂
毅留徇齊五歲 下齊七十餘城…以屬
燕… …喜…欲攻趙…趙遂圍燕
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The Ancient Location of the Liao River

108 BCE. Modern historians understand the “Liaodong”
appearing in the Shiji and Hanshu to have been located east of the
“modern-day” Liao River, and further identify Liaoyang as
Xiangping. If Liaoyang of the modern-day Liaodong had indeed
been the eastern terminus of the Yan Long Wall, however, the
eastern front of the Yan Kingdom must have been wide open to
the hostile Chosun, and then the Yan Long Wall could not have
constituted an effective defense system even against either the Hu
or the Eastern Hu. 19

17

According to the Account of Meng

Tian, it took 10 years (c.220-210 BCE)
to finish construction of the Long Wall.

史記 卷八十八 蒙恬列傳 第二十八
始皇二十六年 秦己幷天下 乃使蒙
恬將三十萬衆北逐戎狄收河南 築長
城…起臨沮至遼東 延袤萬餘里…暴
師於外十年…是時蒙 恬威振匈奴
史記 卷六 秦始皇本紀第六 三十二
年 [215 BCE] …始皇乃使將軍蒙恬
發兵三十萬人北擊胡 略取河南地
三十三年…城河上爲塞 又使蒙恬渡
河取…築亭障…三十四年 [213 BCE]
適治獄吏不直者 築長城及南越地
See also Bodde (1986: 42, 62-6).
18

漢書 卷四十 張陳王周傳 第十

周勃 燕王盧綰反 勃…擊下…後擊綰
軍沮陽…追至長城[195 BCE] 定上谷
十二縣 右北平十六縣 遼東二十九
縣 漁陽二十二縣…定郡五縣七十九
19

As if anticipating such a critical view,

never mind the absence of any
supporting documentary material in
dynastic chronicles or any archeological
evidence, the PRC government
Liao River and Lesser Liao River.

Di Li Tu, Cao Wanru, et al. (1990: 72)

officially extended the Yan Long Wall to
have its eastern terminus at the mouth

ANCIENT LOCATION OF THE LIAO RIVER AND LIAODONG

of the modern-day Cheong-cheon/Dae-

The author of Di Li Tu (地理圖) is Huang Shang (黃裳)
of the Southern Song (1127-1279), “a man from Pucheng County,
Longqing Prefecture in the east of Lizhou (today’s Jiange County,
Sichuan Province). This is one of the eight maps Huang presented
to Zhao Kuo (趙擴 sometime between 1189-94), who was then
the king of Jia (嘉王) and later became the Southern Song
Emperor, Ningzong (寧宗 r.1194-1224). The aim of drawing and
presenting this map was to remind the king that half of the
territory opened up by the ancestors was still in the hands of the
enemy. The map was obtained by a man called Wang Zhiyuan (王

nyung rivers in the Korean Peninsula.
20

Excerpt from Qian Cheng and Yao

Shi-ying in Cao Wanru, et al. (1990:
23). The Luan River flows north of Yan
Shan (燕山) and south of Chengde (承

德), reaching Parhae (Bo Hai 渤海)
after crossing the Great Wall (colored
red) in the west of old Pingzhou (平州)
and Yingzhou (榮州).
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The Luan River Was Called the Liao River

21

史記 卷十二 孝武本紀 第十二 天子
旣已封禪泰山..並海上 北至碣石 巡
自遼西 歷北邊…以今年爲元封元年
[110 BCE]…其明年伐朝鮮 [109 BCE]

4.3. East (pink) and West (green)
of the Ancient Liao River (遼水/灤河)
below the Great Wall
22

呂氏春秋 卷十三 有始覽 遼水出

砥石山 [Zhishi Mountain]自塞北東流
直至遼東之西南入海 [呂不韋]
淮南子 卷十三 墜形訓 遼水出
碣石山 [Jieshi Mountain] 自塞北東流
直遼東之西南入海 [西漢 劉安]
Schreiber (1949-55: 379-80) states that
there ran a line of fortifications in a
northerly direction of the Changli (昌黎)
District “which were first built at the time
of the [Warring] States by the kingdom
of Yan and which were later
incorporated into the Great Wall of
China built by Qin Shihuangdi.”
23

史記 卷一百一十五 朝鮮列傳 第五

十五 朝鮮王滿者 故燕人也 自始全
燕時 嘗略屬眞番朝鮮 爲置吏 築障
塞 秦滅燕 屬遼東外徹 漢興 爲其

致遠, 1193-1257) in Sichuan Province. In 1247, Wang had the map

engraved on stone in Suzhou. The tablet is now preserved in the
Suzhou Stone Tablet Museum.” 20 Historians have failed to notice
the fact that the Di Li Tu shows that the present-day Luan River
(灤河) was called the Liao River (遼水) in former times, while the
present-day Liao River was called the Lesser Liao River (小遼水).
If the map is correct, the “Liaodong” recorded in the
Shiji could have implied the east of the Luan River. This would
mean that the location of not only the Yan Long Wall but also the
Qin Long Wall would approximately coincide with the location of
the now extant Great Wall. Shanhai’guan, where the Great Wall
begins, could have marked the eastern boundary of Liaodong in
the final days of Yan and also at the time of Qin and Han prior to
the Wudi’s conquest of Chosun in 108 BCE. The Yan Long Wall
with its eastern terminus in “Liaodong” would then have
constituted a sensible defense system against the Hu, Donghu,
and Chosun.
According to the Shiji, Han Wudi visited Taishan and
then journeyed north by sea to arrive at “Jieshi” in 110 BCE, and
thence made a tour “from Liaoxi” to the northern border areas. 21
The Jieshi Mountain is located in the modern-day Changli
prefecture to the east of the modern-day Luan River. The
Lüshichunqiu, completed in 241 BCE, states that the Liao River
originates in the Zhishi Mountain and flows into the sea
southwest of Liaodong, and the Huai’nanzi, completed sometime
before 139 BCE, states that the Liao River originates in the Jieshi
Mountain and flows into the sea southwest of Liaodong. The area
around Jieshi could therefore have been “Liaodong” before the
Wudi’s conquest of Chosun. 22 I will examine more closely the
records of Shiji and other chronicles in Appendix 4.1.
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN HAN CHINESE AND YEMAEK CHOSUN

After the fall of Yan in 222 BCE, Old Chosun had so
grown in strength and territory as to interrupt, in the second
century BCE, the contact between the Former Han dynasty and
the petty walled town states of Chin (the later period Three Han)
located south of the Han River in the Korean Peninsula. In early
109 BCE, the King of Chosun invaded Liaodong [located east of
the Luan River] and killed a Han Chinese officer (in charge of the
eastern part of Liaodong). Being seriously concerned about a
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possible alliance of the Chosun with the Xiongnu, Wudi (r.140-87
BCE) launched an attack on Chosun in the autumn. Wudi ordered
a 7,000-man Qi army to cross the Gulf of Parhae (Bohai) from
Shandong, and a 50,000-man army to march from Liaodong to
attack the capital of Chosun. The Han Chinese army went
through a series of fierce battles and setbacks, but the King of
Chosun was at last killed a year later, in summer of 108 BCE.
Soon the capital of Chosun fell to the Han army, enabling Wudi
to establish four commanderies, thus “severing the left arm of the
Xiongnu (以斷凶奴之左臂).” Within three decades after the
Wudi’s conquest, only the Lelang commdandery in the Tae-dong
River basin remained (until about 313 CE, together with the
Daifang Commandery that was established by the Gongsun rulers
in the area south of Lelang sometime between 206 and 220 CE).23
According to the Shiji, the General of the Left marched
out “from Liaodong,” leading a large number of “Liaodong
soldiers” (率遼東士 如淳曰遼東兵多) who may be understood to
have been recruited from the Han Chinese who had settled in the
area during the presumed Yan-Qin-Han occupation period of
283-108 BCE. According to the Shiji, the General of Left was
commanding the fierce “Yan-Dai soldiers” (將燕代卒悍). The
“Yan-Dai” region traditionally refers to the modern-day Hebei
region, up to Shan’haiguan in the east. The contingent force from
Liaodong that led the attack was defeated and dispersed
(遼東兵先縱敗散), and the captain (卒正) was beheaded. In the
meantime, the 7,000-man Qi naval force that had launched a
direct attack on the capital of Chosun was also defeated and
dispersed. The General of the Left from Liaodong attacked the
Chosun army in the “west of the Pei River” (擊朝鮮浿水西軍),
but was not able to defeat it to move forward (未能破自前).
According to the Shiji and Hanshu, the Pei River (浿水
爲界) was the pre-Wudi border between the Han Empire and
Chosun. The modern-day Luan, Daling, Liao, Yalu, Cheongcheon, and Tae-dong rivers have been proposed by various
scholars as plausible candidates for the Pei River. In order to have
a “Chosun army in the west of the Pei River,” however, the most
likely candidate may have to be narrowed down to the Daling
River: the Yellow Sea in the “west” of the Yalu, Cheong-cheon
and the Tae-dong rivers obviously could not accommodate a
Chosun army. The Liaodong must then have implied the east of

Han Chinese Conquest of Yemaek Chosun

遠難守 復修遼東故塞 至浿水爲界
屬燕 燕王盧綰反 入匈奴 滿亡命...
魋結蠻夷服而東走出塞 渡浿水 居
秦故空地..稍役屬眞番朝鮮蠻夷及故
燕齊亡命者王之 都王儉...傳子至孫
右渠…元封二年 [109 BCE]…何…遼
東東部都尉...發兵襲攻殺何…天子募
罪人擊朝鮮 其秋 遣樓船將軍…從
齊浮渤海 兵五萬人 左將軍…出遼東
卒正多率遼東兵先縱

敗散…坐法斬

樓船將軍將齊兵七千人先至王儉..樓
船軍敗散走...左將軍擊朝鮮浿水西軍
未能破自前

天子…乃使…諭右渠…

遣太子…人衆萬餘 持兵 方渡浿水
使者…宜命人毋持兵 太子…復引歸
左將軍破浿水上軍..至城下…樓船亦
…數月未能下…左將軍..將燕代卒 悍
…今兩將圍城...以故久不決…元封三

年夏 [108 BCE] 尼鷄相…殺朝鮮王
右渠來降 王儉城未下 左將軍…誅…
以故遂定朝鮮 爲四郡…左將軍徵至
坐爭功…弃市 樓船…爲庶人
漢書 卷六 武帝紀第六 元封二年
[109 BCE] 朝鮮王攻殺遼東都尉…秋
…將應募罪人擊朝鮮…三年…夏...朝

鮮斬其王右渠降 以其地爲樂浪臨屯
玄道 眞番郡
漢書 卷九十五 朝鮮傳 第六十五
漢興 復修遼東故塞 至浿水爲界...傳
子至孫右渠...眞番辰國欲上書見天子
又雍閼弗通 元封二年 天子募罪人
擊朝鮮...其秋 遣樓船將軍..從齊浮勃
海...兵五萬..左將軍...出遼東...卒多率
遼東士 如淳曰遼東兵多也 兵先縱 敗
散...樓船將齊兵七千人先至王險...樓
船軍敗走…左將軍擊朝鮮浿水西軍
未能破…左將軍...將燕代卒 悍
漢書 卷七十三 韋賢傳 第四 十三
孝武皇帝愍中國罷勞 無安寧之時...
北攘凶奴降昆邪十萬之衆 置五屬國
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Wei Man Came from a Donghu Yan State

起朔方以奪其肥饒之地 東伐朝鮮起
玄菟樂浪 以斷凶奴之左臂
漢書 卷九十六下 西域傳 第六十六
下 孝武之世 圖制匈奴 患其兼從西
國… 開玉門 通西域 以斷匈奴右臂
In 82 BCE, the Zhenfan and Lintun
commanderies were abolished, and the
Xuantu commandery was forced to
withdraw to the far northwest [200 li
north of the Liaodong commandery] in
75 BCE. See Lee (1984: 19).
24

Translation of the Biographies of the

Money-Makers by Watson (1961: 443).

史記 卷一百二十九 貨殖列傳 第六
十九 夫燕亦勃碣之閒 一都會也 南
通齊趙 東北邊胡 上谷至遼東 地踔
遠 人 民 希 數被寇 大與趙代俗相類
人民雕捍 少慮 … 北鄰烏桓夫餘 東
綰穢貉[貊]朝鮮眞番之利

the modern-day Luan River.
Many scholars assume that the Han army had marched
from the vicinity of modern Liaoyang because they believe it was
the location of Xiangping, the alleged seat of Yan Liaodong
commandery. If this is so, then Chosun must have been physically
disconnected from the Xiongnu ever since c.283 BCE by the
Shaogong’s Yan, that had supposedly occupied modern-day
Liaodong, in which case the Wudi’s feat would hardly merit being
extolled as the “severing the left arm of the Xiongnu.”
The absurdity of such a reading of historical records,
encountered in almost every East Asian history book that
happens to touch on this specific episode, may be traced to the
intellectual negligence that condoned the misspecification of the
location of the Liao River and Liaodong prior to the Han Wudi’s
conquest of Chosun. It can be traced, as well, to the careless
presumption that the modern-day toponym “Liao River” may be
applied retrospectively to ancient times.
Sima Qian (145-86 BCE), contemporaneous with Wudi
(r.140-87 BCE), wrote in the Huozhi Liezhuan (Money-Makers): “Yan
situated between the Gulf of Bohai and Jieshi (勃碣之閒), is also
a major city (一都會). The region of Yan communicates with Qi
and Zhao in the south, borders the lands of the Xiongnu in the
northeast ( 東 北 邊 胡 ), and extends as far as Shanggu and
Liaodong (至遼東), a distant and remote area, sparsely populated
and often subject to barbarian raids. On the whole the customs
are similar to those of Zhao and Dai (趙代俗相類), but the people
are as fierce as hawks… On the north it adjoins the Wuhuan and
Fuyu tribes and on the east it controls the profits derived from
trade with the Yemaek Chosun and Zhenfan peoples (東綰穢貉朝
鮮眞番之利).”24 The year 108 BCE, therefore, may well stand as
the accurate historical date for the Han Chinese, for the first time
in their history, to enter the lower basin of the modern-day Liao
River and the northwestern coast of the Korean Peninsula.

4.4. Korea Proper
THE ORIGIN OF WEI MAN: A DONGHU YAN STATE
25

史記 卷第一百十 匈奴列傳第五

十 冒頓旣立 是時東胡疆盛 遂東襲
擊...大破滅東胡王而虜其民人及畜産
三國志 卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮卑
東夷傳 第三十 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳

The Shiji records that the power of Donghu had reached
its peak at the time Maodun (r.209-174 BCE) became Shanyu.
According to the Han section of Dongyi-zhuan (in the Weishu of
the Sanguozhi), it was shortly after the Donghu were subjugated
(c.210 BCE) by the Maodun’s newly emerging Xiongnu Empire
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that a “Yan” person named Wei Man came to Chosun (sometime
after 209 BCE according to the record of Ye-zhuan, and sometime
after 195 BCE according to the record of Han-zhuan) with a
topknot and wearing barbarian clothes (魋結夷服). Wei Man was
entrusted with the custody of refugees in the western frontier
district, but he eventually usurped the throne of Chosun.25
Historians assume that Wei Man was a Han Chinese who came
from the “Shaogong’s Northern Yan.” If one takes account of the
timing of Wei Man’s appearance “in Donghu clothes complete
with a topknot,” however, the “Yan state” from which Wei Man
came might well have been some other Yan state of Donghu.
According to the Shiji, Lu Wan (265-193 BCE) was a
childhood friend of Liu Bang. Gaodi had appointed him the King
of Yan on September 30, 202 BCE. When Gaodi died on April
25, 195 BCE, Lu sought refugee with the Xiongnu (in the same
month) who made him the “king of Donghu.” The Donghu had
been conquered by Maodun c.210 BCE. The Lu Wan’s “Donghu”
kingdom might well have been the “Yan” state of Donghu. 26
During the hundred years from 337-436 CE, there
appeared five Yan states that have been designated as Former Yan
(337-70), Later Yan (386-407), Western Yan (385-94), Southern
Yan (398-410), and Northern Yan (409-36). Surprisingly, the rulers
of the so-called “Northern” Yan, located in the Hebei-Liaoxi area,
were Han Chinese, while the rulers of all other Yan states,
including the Southern Yan that was located in the Shandong
Peninsula, were all Murong Xianbei. The fact that the latter-day
Xianbei founders called their states Yan suggests the possible
existence of an entity called Donghu Yan. The fact that all those
transgressors of a sort who did not want to identify themselves as
Han Chinese, such as Gongsun Yuan (in 237 CE), An Lushan (in
756) and Shi Siming (in 759), styled themselves the King of Yan
also suggests the possible existence of a Donghu Yan entity other
than the Shaogong’s Northern Yan.
A series of conflicts between the Chosun and Yan
people from 323-195 BCE that was recorded in the Chinese
chronicles suggests a fairly intimate relationship (mostly in the
form of incessant warfare, as usual, between any good neighbors)
having been maintained among the peoples of Shaogong’s
Northern Yan, some other Yan state of Donghu-Xianbei, and
Yemaek Tungusic Chosun.

Xianbei Founders Called Their States Yan

韓傳 … 及綰反入匈奴 [195 BCE] 燕
人衛滿亡命 爲胡服 … 詣準降 說準
求居西界

收中國亡命 令守西邊…

遂還攻準 準…走…居韓地自號韓王
濊傳 … 陳勝等起 [209 BCE] 天下叛
秦 燕齊趙民避地朝鮮數萬口 燕人
衛滿 魋結夷服 復來王之
晉書 卷一百八 載記 第八 慕容廆..
鮮卑人也…號曰東胡…曾祖莫護跋...
乃斂髮襲冠 Murong Hui’s greatgrandfather bound his hair together.
26

史記 卷九十三 韓信盧綰列傳 第

三十三

盧綰親與高祖...漢五年[202

BCE]...迺立盧綰爲燕王…故燕王臧

荼子衍出亡在胡…高祖崩[195

BCE]

盧綰遂將其衆亡入匈奴 匈奴以爲東
胡盧王…孝景中六年[152 BCE] 盧綰
孫他之 以東胡王降 爲東胡王來降也
See 曲英傑, “周代燕國考” 歷史硏

究, 1996. 5, “由銅器銘匽設到匽, 燕
有別,” 北京文博, 1997. 2, “說匽,” 考
古與文物, 2000. 6.
27

See Wagner (2001: 5, 64-6, 72, 76,

80, 100), (2008: 86-8, 97, 201), and
Barnes (1993: 149-51), (2007a: 65-6).
28

See also Barnes (2001: 83-4, 113).

29

According to Wagner (2001: 1, 64,

65), there is no archeological evidence
to clarify the “iron production
technology for the period before the
state monopoly” in China. After 117
BCE, however, we are sure that “cast
iron was produced in blast furnaces.”
30

Barnes (2007a: 65-6) continues: “In a

bloomery furnace, charcoal was not
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used in great quantities, so the iron ore
did not melt completely. Instead, the
product was a spongy mass of iron and
slag called a bloom” that must be
refined through hammering (to expel
the slag impurities) in the forgingwelding process. The iron produced in
China could be decarburized. Such
iron “is malleable and thus can be
hammered, but it does not leave slag
residue in the forging process.”
31

According to Di Cosmo (2002: 72), “a
rich inventory of iron items including
knives, daggers, and armor” dating to

the ninth century BCE was found along
the Amur River, and “there are
indications that relations existed
between Transbaikalia and the Chinese
northeast, possibly following the ancient
routes of communication through the
forests of Manchuria and on the large
waterways that run north to south.”
Watson (1971: 44) states that the
“movement both ethnical and cultural
between Manchuria and the Minusinsk
basin [around the Upper Yenisei River],
along the flat land of the middle Amur,
must have been easier during the
climate optimum.”
32

三國志卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮

卑東夷傳第三十 夫 餘 傳 南與高句
麗 東與挹婁 西與鮮卑接 北有弱
水 … 於 東 夷 地 域 最 平 敞 土地宜五
穀 … 不寇鈔 國有君王 皆以六畜名
官 有馬加牛加豬加狗加…邑落有豪
民 名下戶皆爲奴僕 諸加別主四出
道 大者主數千家 小者數百家 食飮
皆用俎豆 會同拜爵洗爵…正月祭天

AVENUE OF THE DIFFUSION OF BLOOMERY IRON CULTURE

A foundry site (where already-smelted iron was remelted
and cast into products) dated third century BCE was excavated at
Xinglong (興隆) County, Hebei, about 100 km northeast of
Beijing, outside the Great Wall. Finds include cast-iron molds for
implements, charcoal, iron ore, and slag. The inscription on the
molds (右 followed by 回 under 亠) is read You Lin (右廩) and
generally believed to indicate that this was a (Shaogong’s
Northern) Yan ironwork site. Remains of the Han period “ironsmelting” were found at Qinghezhen (淸河鎭) in Beijing
Municipality. 27
Barnes (1993: 152) contends that the Yan “produced a
greater abundance of iron artifacts than Qin, the strongest state,”
as manifested by the “iron foundries excavated at several Yan
sites,” and also by “the earliest-known iron armor…from Yan.”
Barnes contends that the iron culture of China was transmitted to
Korea through Shaogong’s Yan. Barnes (ibid: 153) takes the
traditional view that “the state of Yan expanded into the lower
Manchurian Basin, creating a cultural synthesis from the various
elements of nomadic, agricultural and state-level societies,” and
believes that the Shaogong’s Northern Yan was “instrumental in
initiating the Korean Iron Age from 400 BCE.” 28
Mainland China had adopted the “indirect” method of
producing high-carbon [cast] iron in a blast furnace that was
decarburized in the process of manufacturing the final iron or
steel objects. According to Wagner (2001: 65), there is “no direct
evidence” for the use of the bloomery method at any time in
China. 29 On the other hand, the people of the Korean Peninsula
had adopted the “direct” bloomery method to produce lowcarbon [wrought] iron that was carburized in the process of
manufacturing the final objects.30 Wagner (2008: 97) states that
“there is some evidence that Korean iron technology may have
come from the Scythians, and that…the dates which have been
proposed range from the 8th to the 3rd century BCE.” Barnes
(2007a: 66) contends that the “bloomery iron production on the
southern Korean Peninsula must have begun close in time to the
establishment of the commanderies, as non-Chinese wrought iron
objects from the peninsula and forging technology started to
appear in later Middle Yayoi [in Japan].” The bloomery wrought-
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iron culture of Manchuria and the Korean Peninsula could have
arrived through the gently sloping section of the Greater Xing’an
Range, and/or following the waterways connecting the KerulenArgun, Onon-Shilka, Amur, Nen, Songhua, and Liao rivers that
served as an alternative avenue of communication and diffusion
of nomadic iron metallurgy. 31 This subject is further investigated
in Addendum 5: “Iron-Making in China and Elsewhere in the World.”
No blast funace has ever been reported to have been
excavated either in Manchuria or in the Korean Peninsula. It is
obvious that the Han Chinese (Northern) Yan that had been using
the “blast furnace technology” could not have transmitted the
“bloomery technology” to the Korean Peninsula. The fact that the
Beijing area belonged to the blast furnace culture while the
Korean Peninsula and Manchuria belonged to the bloomery
culture implies that the Shaogong’s Yan could not have expanded
as far as the modern-day Liao River area, “initiating the Korean
Iron Age,” as Barnes contends.

Avenue of Diffusion of Bloomery Iron Culture

國中大會 連日飮食歌舞… 衣尙白 …
兄死妻嫂 與匈奴同俗…家家自有鎧
仗 … 行道晝夜無老幼皆歌 通日聲不
絶… 諸加自戰 下戶俱擔糧飮食之 …
漢末 公孫度雄張海東…時句麗 鮮
卑彊 度以夫餘在二虜之間 妻以宗
女…正始中 幽州刺史毌丘儉討句麗
遣玄菟太守王頎詣夫餘…麻余死 其
子衣慮年六歲 立以爲王…今夫餘庫
有玉壁珪瓚數代物...蓋本濊貊之地
魏略曰 昔北方有高離之國者 其王
者侍婢有身 王欲殺之 婢云有氣如
雞子來下 我故有身 後生子…名曰
東明…善射 王恐奪其國也 欲殺之
東明走…東明因都王夫餘之地
33

晉書 卷一百八 載記第八 慕容廆

涉歸死…迎廆立之…初 涉歸有憾於
宇文鮮卑 廆…入寇遼西 殺略甚衆

3. Interactions between the Murong-Xianbei Yan and the
Yemaek Puyeo-Koguryeo

帝遣幽州諸軍討廆…自後復掠昌黎..
又率衆東伐夫餘 [285] 夫餘王依慮
自殺 廆夷其國城 驅萬餘人而歸…

THE YEMAEK PUYEO RECORDED IN THE DONGYI-ZHUAN

迎入依慮之子爲王…遂復夫餘之國

Puyeo, together with Xiongnu and Koguryeo, was
regarded as a potential menace to the Wang Mang’s short-lived (923 CE) Xin dynasty. The first recorded instance of the Puyeo king
sending envoys to the Later Han court was 49 CE. The Dongyizhuan gives a 930-letter description of Puyeo. It is the first
systematic history on Puyeo appearing in the Chinese dynastic
chronicles. The following is a summary. 32
Puyeo borders Xianbei in the west, Yilou in the east,
Koguryeo in the south, and Nenjiang (Non’ni River) in the north.
Among the Eastern Barbarian states, only Puyeo occupies the
great plain, suitable for the planting of five grains. The titles of
officials are designated after livestock such as horse-ka, cow-ka,
pig-ka and dog-ka, lesser officials being in charge of several
hundred households and the higher ones several thousand. When
holding rites to the Heaven in January, they drink, sing, and dance
every day. They offer drinking cups to each other and
ceremonially wash every cup. [Modern-day Koreans still maintain

資 治 通 鑑 卷八十一 晋 紀 三 武 帝
太康七年 [286] 故扶餘王依慮子依羅
求帥見人 還復舊國 請援..遂復扶餘
資治通鑑 卷九十七 晋紀十九 穆帝
永和二年[346]夫餘居于鹿山 爲百濟
所侵 部落衰散 西徙近燕 而不設備
燕王皝 遣世子儁 帥慕容軍 慕容恪
慕輿根 三將軍 萬七千騎 襲夫餘…
虜其王玄及部落五萬餘口 而還
See also Lee (1984: 21-2).
34

廣開土王碑文

卄年庚戌 [410] 東夫餘舊是鄒牟王
屬民 中叛不貢 王躬率往討
三國史記 高句麗本紀 第七 文咨明
王三年[494] 夫餘王及妻孥以國來降
See also Lee (1984: 22).
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Yemaek Puyeo Described in Dongyi-zhuan

this custom.] Since everyone keeps singing on the road, the
sounds of singing can be heard all day long. They adore white
clothes, wearing caps decorated with gold and silver ornaments,
jackets with large sleeves, trousers, and leather shoes. Like the
Xiongnu, when an elder brother dies, the younger one takes his
wife. Keeping armor and weapons in every house, the [aristocratic
豪民/諸加] ka people engage in fighting, while the lower class
households supply food for them. They bury the living with the
dead, sometimes numbering a hundred people. As the Xianbei
and Koguryeo became stronger during the last years of Later
Han, Gongsun Du married the daughter of a member of his
family to the king of Puyeo. Sometime between 240-8, the
Youzhou Governor Guan Qiujian attacked Koguryeo, and
dispatched the Governor of Xuantu to Puyeo. Precious jade
artifacts are handed down from generation to generation in the
royal house. The elders say that their ancestors (from Kori,
according to the foundation myth) took refuge in this Yemaek
land a long time ago.
Murong Hui (r.285-333), at the age of seventeen,
invaded Puyeo in 285 and returned with ten thousand prisoners,
provoking the Puyeo king, Ui-ryeo, to commit suicide. In 346,
Murong Huang, Hui’s son, dispatched three of his sons, including
the crown prince, with 17,000 cavalrymen to attack the Puyeo,
capturing the king and taking fifty thousand prisoners.33 King
Kwaggaeto (r.391-413) of Koguryeo subjugated the Puyeo in 410.
The Puyeo royal house surrendered itself to Koguryeo in 494.34
YEMAEK KOGURYEO: “QUICK-TEMPERED FEROCIOUS PILLAGERS”

4.5. Tong Shu (d.357) appearing as
aide-de-camp on south wall of western
side-entrance in An-ak Tomb No. 3
35

三國志 魏書 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 高

句麗在遼東之東千里 南與朝鮮濊貊

The Dongyi-zhuan also gives a brief description of
Koguryeo (37 BCE-668 CE) as follows.35 It is located one
thousand li to the east of Liaodong, bordering the Chosun
Yemaek in the south, Ok-jeo in the east, and Puyeo in the north,
with its capital located below Hwan-do. About 30,000 households
live within a radius of two thousand li. There are many high
mountains and deep valleys, but no plains or fertile farmlands.
Even with their utmost efforts at farming, they are always short
of foodstuffs, and a moderate diet became their custom. And yet
the people are fond of constructing palaces and decorating
ceremonial halls. They construct big buildings around their
houses, and hold services to the deities of land and grain, divine
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stars, and ancestor deities. They are quick tempered and ferocious,
and fond of pillaging. Since the Koguryeo people are a variety of
the Puyeo, their language and customs are similar to those of
Puyeo, but their clothing and temperament are somewhat
different. Their king comes from one of the five [aristocratic]
clans, and always takes his queen from a specific clan. The upper
class people (坐食者), numbering 10,000, never work in the fields,
and the lower class people carry in grains, fish and salt from
distant places to supply them. Men and women gather together
and enjoy singing and dancing every night. They brew good wine.
They appear to run rather than walk. They hold rites to Heaven in
October. They construct tombs by piling up stones, spending
enormous resources. They are strong and adept in warfare,
producing excellent bows (called Maek-bows), and subjugating all
the Ok-jeo and Eastern Ye people. Their horses are small and
adept at climbing mountains. Wang Mang (9-23 CE) attempted to
use the Koguryeo army in attacking the Hu (Xiongnu), but the
“Ko-guryeo” soldiers merely pillaged local provinces. The
Koguryeo king [Yuri r.19 BCE-18 CE] was killed. Wang Mang
decreed all under heaven to call the “Superior-guryeo” thenceforth
the “Base-guryeo.” The king [Dae-mu-sin r.18-44] sent tribute [to
the Later Han court] in 32 CE, and began to use the title of king.
During the years 105-25, the Koguryeo king [Tae-jo r.53-146]
frequently invaded Liaodong and pillaged. During 125-67, the
Koguryeo army invaded and pillaged Liaodong again. On their
way to attack Xianping, the Koguryeo army killed the Governor
of Daifang, and captured the wife and children of the Governor
of Lelang. In 172-7, as Gongsun Du consolidated his power in
Liaodong, the king of Koguryeo dispatched an army to help him
destroy bandits. Sometime between 205-21, however, Gongsun
Kang sent an army to attack Koguryeo. In 238, when Sima Yi (懿)
led an army to attack Gongsun Yuan, the Koguryeo king [Dongcheon r.227-48] helped the Wei army by dispatching several
thousand soldiers. In 242, the Koguryeo king pillaged Xianping.
Gongsun Du began his career as a petty official in the
Xuantu commandery, and was appointed Governor of Liaodong
in 190 by Dong Zhuo (d.192). Du managed to establish a
separatist regime, and launched attacks against Koguryeo in the
east and Wuhuan in the west. When Du died in 204, his son Kang
succeeded him. The Gongsun rulers annexed Lelang

The Yemaek Koguryeo in Dongyi-zhuan

東與沃沮 北與夫餘接 都於丸都之
下 方可二千里 戶三萬 多大山深谷
無原澤 隨山谷以爲居 食潤水 無良
田 雖力佃作 不足以實口腹 其俗節
食 好治宮室 於所居之左右立大屋
祭鬼神 又祀靈星 社稷… 其 人 性 凶
急喜寇鈔 …扶餘別種 言語諸事多與
夫餘同…本有五族…本涓奴部爲王…
今桂婁部代之 … 絶奴部世與王婚 …
其國中大家不佃作 坐 食 者 萬 餘 口
下戶遠擔米糧魚鹽供給之 其民喜歌
舞…善藏釀…行步皆走

以十月天…

金銀財幣盡於送死 積石爲封…其馬
皆小便登山 國人有氣力習戰鬪 沃
沮東濊皆屬焉…出好弓 所謂貊弓是
也 王莽初發高句麗兵以伐胡(匈
奴 )…爲寇盜…誘其句麗侯騊至而斬
之[瑠璃王]… 王莽…布告天下 更名
高句麗爲下句麗…漢光武帝八年 [32
CE]

高句麗王遣使朝貢

始見稱王

至殤安之間 [105-6-25] 句麗王宮[太
祖王 r.53-146] 數寇遼東 [c.121]…宮
死子伯固立 [新大王r.165-79]... 順 桓
之間 [125-44-46-67] 復犯遼東 寇新
安居鄕 又攻西安平 于道上殺帶方
令 略得樂浪太守妻子…熹平中[1727]…公孫度之雄海東也

伯固遣…等

助度擊富山賊…自伯固時 數寇東…
建安中 [196-219] 公孫康出軍擊之…
景初二年 [238]…司馬宣王…討公孫
淵 宮[東川王 r.227-48]遣…將數千人
助軍 正始三年 [242] 宮寇西安平東
沃沮...臣屬句麗...貊布魚鹽海中食物
千里擔負致之 又送其美女
36

三國志卷八 魏書八 公孫度…本

遼東 襄平人...爲董卓中郞將 [184-9]
薦度爲遼東太守 度起玄菟小吏…東
伐高句麗 西擊烏丸...初平元年[190]
…自立…度曰 我王遼東…度死 子

“Quick-tempered Ferocious Pillagers”

康嗣位...是歲建安九年也[204]…康死
[221]…衆立恭爲遼東太守..太和二年
[228] 淵脅奪恭位 明帝卽位拜淵...遼

東太守 淵遣使南通…孫權…立淵爲
燕王 [233] …景初元年 [237]…自立
爲燕王 置百官有司…二年 [238] 司
馬宣王[宣帝司馬懿] 征燕…斬淵父
子…遼東 帶方 樂浪 玄菟悉平
37

資治通鑑 卷七十一 魏紀三 明帝

太和二年 [228] 十二月 公孫氏 漢
時所用 遂世官相承 水則有海 陸則
阻山 外連胡夷 絶遠難制 而世權日
久 今若不誅 後必生患…帝不從 拜
淵…遼東太守 景初二年 [238] 帝召
司馬懿於長安 使將兵四萬 討遼東..
四千里征伐..還往幾日 對曰 往百日
38

三國史記 卷第十七 高句麗本紀

第五 東川王 二十年[246]秋八月 魏
遣幽州刺史毌丘儉 將萬人 出玄菟
來侵 王將步騎二萬人 逆戰於沸流
水上敗之 乃領鐵騎五千 進而擊之
39

Cf. Di Cosmo (2002: 43)

See also Lee (1984: 20, 23-4, 29-30).
40
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陰結高句麗及宇文段國等 謀滅廆以
分其地 太興初 [318-21] 三國伐廆…
明年 高句麗寇遼東 廆遣衆擊敗之
三國史記 高句麗本紀 第五 美川王
二十年[319] 我及段氏宇文氏使共攻
慕容廆 See Schreiber (1949-55: 419).
41
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commandery, and established the Daifang commandery from the
southern portion of Lelang. Koguryeo continually fought against
the Gongsun rulers. When Kang died in 221, his younger brother
Gong succeeded him. 36 In 228, Gong was replaced by (Kang’s
son) Yuan, who proclaimed himself King of Yan in 237 but was
killed fighting the Wei expeditionary force in 238.37 The Lelang
and Daifang commanderies were taken over by the Cao Cao’s Wei
(220-265), and then by the Western Jin (265-316).
In 246, King Dong-cheon fought against the 10,000-man
Wei army, leading 20,000 infantry and mounted soldiers.
According to the Samguk-sagi, 5,000 of the Koguryeo soldiers
engaged in that battle were the iron-armored cavalrymen that
must have looked like the cavalrymen in the 4th century Koguryeo
mural paintings of the An-ak Tomb No. 3.38
The hereditary warrior aristocracy in Koguryeo did not
work in the fields; it devoted itself to combat, raiding neighbors
and extracting tributes in order to supplement deficient resources
from its own mountainous terrain. The Dongyi-zhuan records that
the Ok-jeo people of the Eastern Sea coast carried cloth, fish, salt,
and other marine products on their backs to Koguryeo, a distance
of more than 200 miles.
In Puyeo and Koguryeo, kings were at first chosen by an
elective process, alternating the kingship among important tribal
leaders. (The same practice appeared also in Silla.) When the right
to the throne became permanently secured by a single royal clan
in Koguryeo, the system of succession was often lateral. Upon the
death of King Koguk-cheon (r.179-97), his younger brother
married the widowed queen and became King San-sang (r.197227). The practice of marrying a sister-in-law originated in the
custom of Puyeo and Xiongnu. The father-to-son succession is
recorded in Koguryeo from the reign of San-sang. Even then, the
queen was drawn from an important non-royal ruling clan. The
Puyeo and the Koguryeo were not nomads, and yet they had
retained nomadic social formations with a martial flavor, and
maintained an aristocratic warrior class whose main occupation
had been the practice of war.39

永和十三年[357] 十月戊子朔卄六日
癸[丑]使持節都督諸軍事 平東將軍

MURONG-XIANBEI YAN FIGHTING YEMAEK KOGURYEO

護撫夷校尉 樂浪[相] 昌黎玄菟帶

During the third century, Koguryeo was still entrenched
in the Hun-Yalu river valleys. In the late third century, the Murong

方太守 都鄕侯 幽州遼東 平郭都鄕
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Xianbei moved down into the Liao River basin and cut off Lelang
from Western Jin. The Samguk-sagi records frequent armed
conflicts between the Koguryeo and the Murong Xianbei from
293 to 296. In 311, the Xiongnu sacked the Jin capital at Luoyang,
and Koguryeo took over the Lelang commandery in 313. In 319,
Koguryeo, in coalition with two Xianbei tribes, Yuwen and Duan,
attacked Murong Hui (r.285-333), but was defeated by the troops
led by Hui and his son Huang. Hui let another son, Ren, defend
Liaodong. 40 In 320, the Koguryeo army attacked Liaodong but
was beaten back.
When Murong Huang succeeded his father in 333, his
younger brother, Ren, rebelled in the Liaodong area. According to
the Zizhi Tongjian, one of Huang’s officers, named Tong Shu, a
Han Chinese from Liaodong, sided with Ren after Huang’s initial
defeat in 333, and then, when Ren was crushed by Huang in 336,
fled to Koguryeo. Tong Shu appears as one of the two military
aids-de-camp (帳下督) in the mural painting of a Koguryeo royal
mausoleum (on the south wall of the western side-entrance at Anak Tomb No. 3, Hwang-hae-do) with a 68-letter inscription over
his head (頭上墨書) reporting that he had held various highranking positions and died incumbent in 357 at the age of 69.41
The armed conflicts between the Xianbei and the
Koguryeo continued from 339 to 342. There is, however, no
record of conflicts during the 41-year period between 343-84.
According to the Samguk-sagi, Koguryeo mounted an attack on
Liaodong in 385, fifteen years after the fall of Former Yan.
In 392, King Kwang-gae-to (r.391-413) mounted an
attack on the Qidan in the north, and brought back 10,000
Koguryeo people previously captured and taken away by the
Qidan army. Koguryeo seems to have occupied the Liaodong area
sometime between 392-9. According to the Jinshu, the king of
Later Yan (Murong Sheng, r.398-401) invaded Liaodong and took
away five thousand households to “Liaoxi” in 400. According to
the Samguk-sagi (corroborated by the Zizhi Tongjian), the Koguryeo
army invaded an area north-east of Longcheng in 402, and the
king of Later Yan (Murong Xi, r.401-7) “invaded Liaodong” (but
failed) in 405. According to the Jinshu, the Koguryeo army had
invaded the Yan Commandery (寇燕郡) sometime before 405.
The Deuk-heung-ri Tomb of a Koguryeo dignitary named Zhen
(鎭 331-408) contains the record that he held the position of

Tong Shu Appears in Koguryeo Mural

敬上里 冬壽字□安年六十九 薨官
資治通鑑 卷九十五 晉紀十七 慕容
廆卒...仁擧兵...皝...遣軍...與庶弟...
司馬遼東佟壽共討仁... 皝兵大敗...
壽...遂降於仁...慕容皝討遼東...咸康
二年...慕容皝將討慕容仁...佟壽...東

走...奔高麗
42

三國史記 卷第十八 高句麗本紀

第六 故國壤王 二年[385] 王出兵四
萬襲遼東 廣開土王 二年[392] 北伐
契丹…招諭本國陷沒民口一萬而歸..
十年[400] 燕王盛…自將兵三萬襲之
…拔新城南蘇二城..徙五千餘戶而還

十二年 [402] 王遣兵攻宿軍[龍城東
北] 燕平州刺史慕容歸棄城走
十五年

燕王熙來攻遼東…不克而還

…十八年 北燕王雲...祖父高和 句麗

之支屬 (See sidenote 48, Chapter 5.)
晉書 卷一百二十四 載記第二十四
慕容盛 盛率衆三萬 伐高句麗 襲其
新城南蘇 皆克之 散其積聚 徙其五
千餘戶于遼西
慕容熙 改元曰光始...[401]…熙北襲
契丹 大破之...高句麗寇燕郡 殺略
百餘人 熙伐高句麗...以攻遼東...於
是城內嚴備
攻之不能下...乃引歸
熙...襲契丹...輕襲高句麗 周行三千
餘里 攻木底城...不克而還...中衛將
軍馮跋...推慕容雲爲主..雲得而弑之
慕容雲 寶之養子也 祖父和 高句麗
之支庶...故以高爲氏焉..賜姓慕容氏
馮跋詣云...公自高氏名家 何能爲他
養子 雲遂卽天王位 復姓高氏
43

遼史 卷四十九 志第十八 禮志一

遼本朝鮮故壤 箕子八條之敎 流風
遺俗 蓋有存者
Lee and de Barry (1997: 29) notes:

Assimilation between Xianbei and Yemaek

“…eight articles [were] observed in Old
Chosun, of which only three –
stipulations against murder, bodily
injury, and theft— are known today.”

三國志卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮卑
東夷傳第三十 濊傳 昔箕子旣適朝
鮮 作八條之敎 以敎之 無門戶之閉
而 民不爲盜
44

三國史記 卷第十三 高句麗本紀

第一 始祖東明聖王…先是扶餘王...
相..曰 日者天降我曰 將使吾子孫立
於此...自稱天帝子解慕漱來都焉...河
伯之女..幽閉於室中..爲日所炤 引身
避之 日影又逐 而炤之因而有孕
[北]魏書 卷一百 列傳 第八十八
高句麗者出於扶餘…先祖朱蒙..母河
伯女 爲夫餘王閉於室中 爲日所照
引身避之 日影又逐旣而有孕...朱蒙
續日本紀 卷第四十 桓武天皇 延曆
八年十二月

百濟遠祖都慕王者 河

伯之女 感日精而所生
三國志 卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮卑
東夷傳第三十 夫餘傳 魏略曰 昔
北方有高離之國者 其王者侍婢有身
…婢云有氣如雞子來下 我故有身…
名曰東明
遼史卷一 本紀第一 太祖上 姓耶
律氏…字阿保機 母夢日墮懷中有娠
魏書 卷二 太祖紀第二 太祖道武皇
帝諱珪 昭成皇帝之嫡孫…母…夢日
出室內 寢而見光自牑屬天 歘然有
感 以建國三十四年 [371]…生太祖
See sidenote 61 of Chapter 6; sidenote
18 of Chapter 9; and also Ratchnevsky
(1991: 17) for the Mongol myth.
45

Schreiber (1949-55: 392) quotes the

Beidang’shuzhao (北堂書鈔): “the…
ancestor of Murong Hui…came down
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Governor of Youzhou. The Samguk-sagi records armed conflicts
between Koguryeo and Later Yan in 404 and 406. The Jinshu also
records that Murong Xi attacked Koguryeo sometime after 405.
Peace was restored after the downfall of the Murong rulers in 407
by the coup staged by a person of Koguryeo origin, Ko Un (高
雲), whose position (天王位) was filled two years later by his Han
Chinese general Feng Ba, the founder of Northern Yan. 42
We see the replay of an intimate relationship (i.e., armed
conflicts) between the people called “the Yan” and the Yemaek
Tungus. The name of the Yemaek Tungus antagonist changed
from Chosun to Koguryeo, but the name of the opponent
remained identical, “Yan.”
Farris (1998: 77) notes that the Xianbei learned to use
the stirrups c.300 CE, and “the first Koreans to use the horse in
combat were soldiers of Koguryeo doing battle with the Xianbei.”
The technique of using stirrups seems to have entered the Korean
Peninsula by courtesy of the incessant fighting between the
Murong-Xianbei Yan and the Yemaek Koguryeo.
According to the Ye Section of Dongyi-zhuan, Ki-ja (Jizi)
in Chosun had formulated the Eight Clauses of Instruction and
educated the people. The incessant fighting between the Xianbei
and the Yemaek Tungus seems to have generated a strong enough
cultural assimilation between these two peoples as to find in the
History of Liao the statement that the Oidan Liao, the descendants
the Yuwen-Xianbei, had originated from the old Chosun land,
having the [identical] customs and tradition of “the Ki-ja’s (Jizi’s)
Eight Clauses of Instruction.”43
The Samguk-sagi and Samguk-yusa state that the mother of
Chumong, the founder of Koguryeo, became pregnant by the
sunlight that clasped her and cast its rays over her body. The
Dongyi-zhuan notes a similar story for the founder of Puyeo. The
“light conception motif ” was shared also by the Tuoba-Xianbei as
well as the Qidan-Xianbei. The Weishu states that the mother of
Tuoba Gui, the founder of Northern Wei dynasty, became
pregnant after she dreamed of the sunlight coming into her room,
and also that Empress Gao of Xiaowen’di (r.471-99) gave birth to
Xuanwu’di (r.499-515) after dreaming of sun light chasing her
body. The Liaoshi states that the mother of Abaoji, the founder of
Qidan-Xianbei Liao dynasty, became pregnant after she dreamed
that the sun sank into her lap. The Mongols (of the Qidan-
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Xianbei provenance) believed that Chinggis Khan was conceived
“by a ray of light which penetrated through the rooflight of the
tent.”44 The Murong-Xianbei and Koguryeo had also shared the
“descent from heaven motif ” for the founder’s forefather. 45

Location of Liao River and Yan Long Wall

from heaven…riding a white horse.”

東國李相國全集 卷第三 古律詩 東
明王篇幷序...得舊三國史 見東明王
本紀...漢神雀三年...本記云 夫余..
其相…曰 日者天降我曰 將使吾子
孫立國於此...解慕漱爲天帝子來都

Appendix 4.1. Location of Ancient Liao River and Yan Long Wall

初從空中下 身乘五龍軌…騎鵠紛襂
襹...首戴烏羽之冠

LIADONG: EAST OF THE MODERN-DAY LUAN RIVER

On the basis of the following historical records, Yoon
(1986: 43-58) has contended that the present-day Luan River was
formerly the Liao River prior to the conquest of Chosun by Han
Wudi in 108 BCE. 46
According to the Shiji, Shihuangdi’s army “captured the
Yan capital of Ji” in 226 BCE; then the King of Yan “took
control (收) of the region of Liaodong and made himself king of
it”; the Qin army attacked Liaodong in 222 BCE and captured the
last king of Yan; Shihuangdi journeyed to Jieshi in 215 BCE,
where “he had an inscription carved on the gate of Jieshi”; his
son made a trip to Jieshi in the very first year (209 BCE) of his
accession to the throne and “added inscriptions to all the stones
that the First Emperor had earlier set up”; and the Second
Emperor “went as far as (遂至) Liaodong and then returned to the
capital.” The Jieshi Mountain is located in the modern-day
Changli prefecture to the east of the modern-day Luan River.
Yoon has contended that the area around Jieshi was “Liaodong,”
where the last king of Yan was captured, and hence the Liao River
could have been the modern-day Luan River.47
According to the topology section of the Weishu
(History of Northern Wei), Ying-zhou (營州) of Northern Wei
(386-534), with its seat at Helongcheng (和龍城), had, as of 52534 CE, six commanderies (郡), including Liaodong, Lelang (that
included Daifang county), and Changli (that included Longcheng).
The Liaodong commandery is further recorded to have included
Xiangping that was maintained throughout the Former Han, Later
Han, and Western Jin period, abolished thereafter, but
reestablished in 520-24. As of 520-34, Koguryeo was occupying
the modern-day Liaodong area, and Ying-zhou was apparently
located in the modern-day Liaoxi area. 48
According to the geography section of the Jinshu, Cao
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At the time when North Korea was

proclaiming its “Juche” (主體) ideology
in the early 1960s, Ri Ji-rin (李址麟) in
North Korea claimed, in order to erase
an “unwanted” chapter of Korean
history, that “the Han commanderies
were located entirely outside of the
Korean Peninsula,” placing the Liao
River farther to the west, the modernday Luan River. Yoon Nae-hyun in
South Korea, apparently detached from
the Juche ideology, has later identified
the Liao River with the present Luan
River, without properly crediting Ri Jirin, incurring the wrath of the Korean
historians’ society. See Seo Young-su,
“Kojosun ui Wichi’ wa Kang’yeok,’ in
Hanguk-sa Si’min Kang’jwa 2, 1988,
19-50, and Yi Hyung-gu, “Ri Ji-rin kwa
Yun Nae-hyun ui Kojosun Yeon’gu
Bi’gyo” in Yeoksa Hakbo, 146, 1995,
285-319.
47

Sentences in quotation marks are the

translation by Watson (1993: 41, 52,
65). The modern-day Luan River is the
largest river flowing in the west of
the Jieshi Mountain.

史記 卷六 秦始皇本紀 第六 二十
一年[226 BCE]…取 燕 薊城… 燕 王東
收遼東而王之 二十五年[222 BCE]…
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Findings from So-called Yan Long Wall

攻燕遼東 得燕王喜 三十二年 [215
BCE] 始皇之碣石 使 燕 人…刻碣石

門 壤城郭 決通堤防 三十六年…遷
北河榆中三萬家 拜爵一級…二世皇
帝元年 [209 BCE] 二世東行郡縣…
至碣石…而盡刻始皇所立刻石 石旁
著大 臣從者名 以章先帝成功盛德
焉 皇帝曰 金石刻盡始皇帝所爲也
…刻石…遂至遼東而還
48

魏書 卷一百六上 地形志二上 第

五…營州

治和龍城…領郡六…昌黎

郡...龍城…建德郡…遼東郡 秦置 後

Cao’s Wei established a High Commissioner for Dongyi Affairs
([護]東夷校尉), and let him reside at Xiangping [before and after
the destruction of Gongsun family in 238], and divided five
commanderies (Liaodong, Changli, Xuantu, Daifang and Lelang)
to establish Ping-zhou, that was later merged into You-zhou. The
Jinshu further records that, in October 276 CE, Western Jin
divided the five commanderies to establish Ping-zhou that
governed 26 counties and 18,100 households. 49 Yoon (1986: 313)
has contended that, according to the Hou Hanshu, Xiangping
county belonged to the Liaodong commandery in Ping-zhou that
was located to the east of the Luan River. 50 Di Li Tu indeed
shows that Ping-zhou was located to the east of the modern-day
Luan River.

罷 正光[520-5]中復 治固都城 領縣二
戶一百三十一…襄平 二漢 晉屬 後罷

SHAOGONG’S YAN RELOCATES ITS CAPITAL TO SOUTHWEST

正光中復 有靑山 新昌…正光中復 樂

The Shaogong’s Yan remained confined to the small
Beijing area hemmed in on the north and east by the Donghu and
Dongyi, on the west by the Xiongnu, and on the south by the
militant Qi, and it was only during the reign of King Zhao (r.312279 BCE) that the Yan had supposedly burst out of its small
confined area, greatly expanding its territory toward the northeast.
And yet King Zhao somehow decided, presumably at the very
peak of Yan’s military might and in the midst of unprecedented
northeasterly conquest, to move his court in the opposite
direction to Wuyang (武陽) near Yixian (易縣), located southwest
of Jicheng, purportedly to construct a new capital in a much
grander scale.51 It is, therefore, extremely unlikely that the territory
of Shaogong’s Northern Yan could ever have extended much
beyond the modern-day Luan River or the Great Wall now extant.
Shim (2002: 302) notes that the “post-Qin people still
considered the area in the Luan and Daling River valleys as
Chosun.” Shim quotes Huai’nanzi: “At the eastern end [of Han],
beyond Jieshi Mountain, [we] pass through Chosun, a state of
benevolent and great people.” Yantielun records that the state of
Yan is said to have been blocked by Jieshi Mountain. The Sima
Qian’s Shiji also records that Yan was located between the Parhae
(Bohai) and Jieshi Mountain.52
According to the Shiji, the long wall, built by Yan c.283279 BCE and rebuilt by Qin c.215-209 BCE, reached “Xiangping
in Liaodong.” Many scholars assume that Xiangping (襄平), the

良郡 前漢武帝置 二漢 晉曰樂浪 後改,
罷 正光末復…帶方…冀陽郡...營丘郡
49

晉書 卷十四 志第四 地理上 平

州..於周爲幽州界 漢屬右北平郡 後
漢末 公孫度自號平州牧 及其子康
康子文懿[淵]並擅據遼東... [238] 魏
置東夷校尉 居襄平 而分遼東昌黎
玄菟帶方樂浪五郡爲平州 後還合爲
幽州...咸寧二年十月 [276] 分昌黎
遼東玄菟帶方樂浪等郡國五置平州
統縣二十六 戶一萬八千一百
50

後漢書 卷七十四 袁紹劉表列傳
第六十四下 公孫康遼東人...中平元
年 還爲本郡守…因東擊高句麗 西
攻烏桓 威行海畔 ...會襄平...初平元
年乃分遼東爲遼西中遼郡 並置太守
…自立爲遼東侯平州牧...承制設壇墠
於襄平城南 襄平縣屬遼東郡 故城在今
平州盧龍縣西南
51

See Yoon (1986: 53).

See Wu (1999: 654, 664-5).

水經注 易水武陽蓋燕昭王之所城也
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eastern terminus of the Yan Long Wall recorded in the Shiji, was
the seat of Yan’s Liaodong Commandery, and further specify the
modern-day Liaoyang as the location of ancient Xiangping. They
ignore the fact that Xiangping and Liaoyang (遼陽) were clearly
recorded as separate entities in the Hanshu and Hou Hanshu. 53

Upper Xiajiadian Culture of “Yan Wall” Area

52

鹽鐵論 卷九 險固...燕塞碣石

史記 卷一百二十九 貨殖列傳 第六
十九 夫燕亦勃碣之閒 一都會也 南
通齊趙 東北邊胡 上谷至遼東 地踔
遠人民希…有漁鹽棗栗之饒 北鄰烏
桓夫餘 東綰穢貉[貊]朝鮮眞番之利

ARCHEOLOGICAL FINDINGS FROM THE SO-CALLED “YAN LONG
WALL” SITES

53

Chinese archeologists typically imagine that the Yan
Long Wall runs an east-west path, commencing from the vicinity
of Doulun in Inner Mongolia (about 250 km north of Beijing),
going eastward along the far northern frontier of Youbeiping, and
passing to the north of Chifeng and Aohan, north of Fuxin.
Remains of several separate lines of fortifications are found from
the Karachin East Wing Banner (southwest of Chifeng) in the
west to the Fuxin district (northeast of Chaoyang) in the east.
There are two roughly parallel lines of fortifications: one running
20 km north of the small Chifeng plain, attributed to the Qin
period; and one running 30 km south of the small Chifeng plain,
regarded as the Yan Long Wall. There is also a third line of
fortifications further south which is regarded as the Han Long
Wall, although only the Qin was recorded to have been the Builder
of the Long Wall and the Han was recorded to have been the Builder
of the Forts and Fences (秦築長城 漢起塞垣) by the chroniclers such
as Fan Ye (范曄 398-446), the compiler of Hou Hanshu. Many
people imagine that the walls extend further to the west and east.54
The lines of fortifications (built with tamped earth and
stone), alleged to be the “long walls” constructed by the Yan or
Qin, are comprised of lookout posts, ramparts, ditches, small and
large forts, beacon towers, and stone walls blocking mountain
passes. The stone walls are mostly built on hills and high
mountain peaks. The largest forts appear on both banks of the
Laoha River. Archeological excavations since the mid-1970s in the
section of the wall near Chifeng reveal the presence of the Upper
Xiajiadian and the Ordos bronze cultures. According to Di
Cosmo, both outside and inside this line of fortifications the only
cultural remains are non-Chinese. The whole area was inhabited
exclusively by non-Chinese, mostly pastoral people. Di Cosmo
states that “the original dwellers may have been Donghu, that is, a
non-Chinese nomadic group that the written sources place in the

漢書 卷二十八上 地理志第八上 遼
東郡 秦置屬幽州…縣十八 襄平 有
牧師宮 新昌無慮 遼陽 險瀆西安平
後漢書 志第二十三 郡國五 遼東郡

See Byington (2003: 91-2).

秦置 十一城…襄平 新昌…無慮…
西安平…玄菟郡 武帝置 六城…高
句麗…遼陽…
A large quantity of spade coins (布幣/

布錢), inscribed with the two characters
that may be read as either Rangping or
Xiangping (纕坪), was found in the
region between the modern “Liaoyang
and the center of the Liaodong
Peninsula,” and is understood to have
been minted at Xiangping (襄平) and
dated to the third century BCE. Quite a
few scholars seem to believe that the
Liaodong Commandery of Yan had
even enjoyed the authority of minting
“spade” coins. They seem to believe
that the so-called “Xiangping spade
coins” constitute the conclusive
evidence for the location of Liao River,
Liaodong, and Xiangping. See Byington
(2003: 91-2). The two characters
inscribed on the spade coins (纕坪)
imply “belt” and “field,” respectively,
while the characters of Xiangping
recorded in the Shiji (襄平) imply
“rolling up” and “flat,” respectively.
54

There are no traces of a long wall in

Cannot Stop Even at Modern-day Liaoyang

the east of the Yiwulu Mountains (醫

巫閭山). See Byington (2003: 75-91).

4.6. Ming Pale & Qing Willow Palisade

4.7. The Nihon Henkai Ryakuzu (日本

邊界略圖) was executed by Takahashi
Kageyasu (高橋景保 1785-1829) in
1809. This map owes to the Pieter de
Hondt map of 1751 based on the Jesuit
surveys, and shows the Great Wall
ending at Shan’haiguan and then
connected with the Qing Willow
Palisades (柳條邊) that overlaps the
Ming Wooden Palisade (邊墻).
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northeast and against whom the state of Yan fought.” Di Cosmo
further states: “the walls were not built to separate steppe and
sown, nomad and farmer. [They were built] to establish a strong
military presence…to control the movement of people.” There is
no evidence that the walls protected the Han Chinese settlements
in areas traditionally inhabited by alien peoples engaged mainly in
pastoral activities. We still do not know “the precise function of
the walls,” nor “what they were actually defending,” but clearly
they served “to defend the surrounding non-agricultural territory”
from some threat. 55
The sole basis for attributing the line of fortifications
running from Karachin Banner to Fuxin to the work of the Yan
(dating to no later than 299 BCE) seems to be the “long wall”
mentioned in the Shiji. Since most historians believe that the
ancient Liaodong and the Liaodong Commandery established by
the Yan were located east of the modern-day Liao River, they
imagine, in the absence of conclusive archeological evidence, that
the Qin Long Wall (and by the same token, the Yan Long Wall)
ran a good deal farther north and east than the Great Wall now
extant, crossing the modern-day Liao River.
Oddly, the PRC Han Chinese archeologists cannot bring
themselves to a halt even at the modern-day Liaoyang (identified
as Xiangping, the eastern terminus recorded in the Shiji) in
Liaodong. They claim, on the basis of such questionable
evidence as the “Yan-style” roof tiles, the discovery of the
remains of the Yan Long Wall in places beyond the modern-day
Liaodong, even as far down as northwestern Korea. In spite of
the fact that there exists no extant walls or towers south of
Shenyang, they believe that the Yan Long Wall curves to the south
at Tieling, passing between Fushun and modern Shenyang,
running southward west of Huanren (桓仁), passing the Yalu
River, and arriving at the mouth of the Dae-nyeong River (大寧江
that joins the mouth of Cheong-cheon River). Byington (2003: 91)
states that “Chinese scholars believe this to be the eastern
terminus of Yan’s long wall based on finds of Yan-style roof
tiles” near Pak-cheon (博川), never mind the fact that the undated
remains of a wall along the bank of the Dae-nyeong River was
apparently “built to defend against an attack from the north.”
As early as 2004, the PRC government had finished
construction of a massive “replica” of the alleged Ming Great
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Wall segment (with the official Eastern Terminus) at the Hu
Mountain, Dandong City, facing the Yalu River. Though belatedly,
in April 2009 after a two-year (ex-post) government mapping
study, the PRC State Bureau of Surveying and Mapping (國家測量
局) and the State Administration of Cultural Heritage (國家文物
局) officially announced that the Great Wall spans 8,850 km
instead of the length that had been commonly estimated at about
5,000 km (stretching from Jiayu Pass to Shan’haiguan). The newlymapped section that allegedly began to be built in 1469 now
officially commences at the mouth of the Yalu River. Apparently,
the Bian Qiang (邊牆), “the makeshift fences (障塞) made of earth,
stones, bricks, and woods,” interspersed with gate towers (關門),
“constructed from 1437-42 and 1479-81 by the Ming military
households in Liaodong (屯田軍士) to defend the Liaodong area
from the intrusion of the Mongols and the Nüzhens,” was taken
as the newly “discovered” section of the Ming Great Wall. The
makeshift fences metamorphosed into the “brick” Long Wall in
the hands of modern PRC construction companies. The official
China Daily reported that the mapping project would continue for
another 18 months in order to establish the sections built during
the Yan-Qin-Han dynasties --- though the maps for alleged YanQin-Han Long Walls that reach down below the Cheong-Cheon
River area right above Pyung-yang, the modern-day capital of
North Korea, had already been published together with the PRC
map for the Ming Great Wall.56
If we take the PRC view, since the Yan-Qin long wall
had already reached the northwestern corner of the Korean
Peninsula down to the Dae-nyung River, the so-called Wudi’s
conquest of Chosun (that had its capital at Pyung-yang) in 108
BCE must have been a relatively simple excursion within a radius
of 70 km. Furthermore, the vanquished rulers of Chosun must
have been the pure blooded Han Chinese, i.e., the scions of Wei
Man, who is assumed to have come from the Shaogong’s Yan
around 200 BCE.
Yan had neither a fearsome Shihuang’di, nor such an
assiduous general as Meng Tian (with concrete records on his
wall-construction efforts), or a tyrannical centralized autocracy
(that can mobilize enormous manpower) either. Nevertheless, it
has long been taken for granted that the Yan Long Wall, reaching
as far down to the Yalu River or further south to the Dae-nyeong

Newly Constructed PRC Fake Long Wall

55

Di Cosmo ( 2002: 148-50, 157)

The excavation of a large number of
bronze objects, such as knives with
ringed handles, horse- and bird-motif
ornaments, bell ornaments, buttons,
earrings, and belt hooks places this
area in a cultural context that is fully
outside the Central Plain sphere.
56

The quotes are from Kim (2004: 550).

The mapping project apparently
constitutes an important part of the
Operation Northeast (東北工程: 東北

邊疆歷史與現狀系列硏究工程) that
was officially commenced by the PRC
government on February 18, 2002 to
consolidate the historicity of the PRC
rule on China’s northeast.

4.8. Long Walls extended by the PRC
State Bureau of Surveying & Mapping:
Ming walls and Han-Qin/Yan walls
57

See Yi Hyung-gu, “Ri Ji-rin kwa Yun

Nae-hyun ui Kojosun Yeon’gu Bigyo,” in
Yeoksa Hakbo, 146, 1995, 316.
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魏書 卷一百 列傳第八十八 高句

麗 世祖時[太武帝]… 璉[長壽王]始
遣使者..拜璉爲都督遼海諸軍事征東
將軍領護東夷中郞將 遼東郡開國公
高句麗王..至其所居平壤城…遼東南
一千餘里…南至小海北至舊夫餘..魏
時其地東西二千里 南北一千餘里...

Liaodong in the Hanshu and the Weishu
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太和十五年[491] 璉死...拜璉孫雲[文

River, did exist; and Chinese historians keep drawing a
preposterously long wall on maps without ever questioning the
feasibility of such a long wall being constructed in a few years by
“the smallest and the weakest” among the Zhou states (that had,
in the words of Sima Qian, barely managed to stay in existence
幾滅者數矣 surrounded by the Hu-barbarians and the strong QiJin states 崎嶇彊國之閒). Not only the PRC government, but
most Western experts as well endorse the claims of Chinese
archeologists that have never been substantiated by any extant
historical documents.

咨明王 r.491-519]使持節都督遼海諸
軍事征東將軍領護東夷中郞將 遼東
郡開國公…神龜[518-9]中雲死…又拜
其世子安[安藏王r.519-31] 爲安東將
軍 領護東夷校尉 遼東郡開國公 高
句麗王…安死 子延[安原王 r.531-45]
立出帝初詔加延…領護東夷校尉 遼
東郡開國公…

THE LIADONG COMMANDERY OF FORMER HAN AND NORTHERN WEI

4.9. A massive replica of the alleged
Ming Great Wall segment constructed
by the PRC construction companies at
Hu Shan, Dandong (虎山 丹東市).
59

魏書 卷一百六上 地形志 二上

第五
60

漢書 卷二十八 地理志 第八上…

東北曰幽州 其山曰醫無閭…第八下

Yoon has contended that the toponym Liao River was
shifted from the modern Luan River to the modern Liao River
after the Wudi’s conquest of Chosun in 108 BCE.57
According to the Weishu, Koguryeo King Chang-su (r.41391) first sent an envoy to the Northern Wei court during the reign
of Tuoba Tao (Tai Wudi r.423-52), and the Wei court bestowed on
him a lengthy set of titles including “High Commissioner for
Dongyi Affairs, Duke of Opening Country in Liaodong
Commandery (遼東郡開國公), King of Koguryeo.” Wei bestowed
the almost identical set of titles, always including the title “Duke
of Opening Country in Liaodong Commandery,” to subsequent
Koguryeo kings until its downfall. The Weishu further records that
Pyung-yang was located 1,000 li southeast (東南) of “Liao,” and
Koguryeo’s border reached the old Puyeo in the north and a small
sea in the south, its territory being spread over 2,000 li east-west,
and “1,000 li north-south.”58 According to the Weishu, then, it is
obvious that Pyung-yang could not have been located 1,000 li
south or southeast of the modern-day Liaodong, and the “Liao”
appearing in the Weishu must have implied the area around the
modern-day Luan River. The Weishu was compiled by Wei Shou
(魏收, 505-72) and others (taking advantage of the various Wei
chronicles compiled under the Tuoba-Xianbei rulers during 398471) under the auspices of the first Xianbei emperor of Northern
Qi (550-77) during 551-4. The compilers, therefore, must have
been relatively free from the Sinocentric ideology.
According to the Weishu, Si prefecture (司州) with its seat
at Ye (鄴城) had 12 commanderies (領郡十二), 371,675
households, and 1,459,835 persons. Ding prefecture (定州) had 5
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commanderies, 177,501 households, and 834,274 persons, and
Taiyuan commandery of Bing prefecture (太原郡, 幷州) had 10
counties, 45,006 households, and 482,140 persons. By way of
contrast, the Ying prefecture (營州) had six commanderies
including Liaodong but, surprisingly, had a paltry 1,021
households and 4,664 registered population.59 The Ying prefecture
of Northern Wei seems to have been confined, as of 525-34, to
the “no-man’s lands” somewhere between the Luan River and
Chaoyang on the upper Daling River in modern Liaoxi.
According to the Hanshu, the Liaodong commandery (of
You prefecture 幽州) had eighteen counties including Xiangping
(襄平), 55,972 households, and 272,539 persons during the
Former Han period. 60 According to the Weishu, however,
Liaodong commandery (noted as had been established by Qin,
later abolished, “reestablished” during 520-4) had only two
counties including Xiangping (recorded to have been maintained
throughout the Former Han, Later Han and Western Jin period),
and a mere 131 households and 855 persons. The Liaodong
commandery appearing in the Hanshu seems to imply the
administrative unit established by Han Wudi with its seat at
Xiangping and located in the east of modern-day Liao River,
while the Liaodong commandery appearing in the Weishu seems to
imply the administrative unit (complete with Xiangping)
established “in name only” by the Northern Wei rulers (in 520-4)
and located in the east of modern-day Luan River. 61
The twelfth century Di Li Tu suggests that the traditional
usage of Liao River for the modern Luan River continued for a
long time even after the Wudi’s conquest of Chosun, while the
present-day Liao River had already begun to be called Lesser Liao
River, allowing Liaodong to imply the east of the modern Luan
River some times (as recorded in the History of Northern Wei), or
the east of the modern Liao River at other times (as recorded in
the Hanshu). The above historical records seem to be consistent
with the thesis suggested by the Di Li Tu.
LOWER XIAJIADIAN TRADITION AT THE BEIJING AREA

The proto-Altaic speech community of DonghuXianbei and Dongyi-Tungus, sharing the tradition of combpatterned pottery and broad-bladed bronze daggers, were all
connected with the Neolithic Hongshan culture (c.5000-3000

Kept Calling Luan River as Liao River

...上谷郡…漁陽郡…右北平郡…遼西

郡 秦置...屬幽州 戶七萬二千六百五十
四 口三十五萬二千三百二十五 縣十四
…柳城…徒河.. 又有揭石水… 遼東郡
秦置 屬幽州 戶五萬五千九百七十二 口
二十七萬五百三十九 縣十八 襄平 有
牧師宮…新昌 無慮… 遼陽… 安市

…西安平… 玄菟郡 武帝元封四年開
屬幽州 戶四萬五千六 口二十二萬一千
四百五 縣三…高句麗…西蓋馬… 樂

浪郡 武帝 元封三年[108BCE]開 屬幽
州 戶六萬二千八百一十二 口四十萬六
千 七百四十八 縣二十五 朝鮮…帶方..

後漢書 志第二十三 郡國五…上谷
郡…漁陽郡…右北平郡…遼西郡 秦
置…五城 戶萬四千一百五十… 遼東郡
秦置…十一城 戶六萬四千一百五十八…

襄平
玄菟郡

新昌 無慮…安市…西安平…
武帝置…六城

戶一千五百九

十四…高句麗…西蓋…遼陽 故屬遼東

樂浪郡

武帝置…十八城

戶六萬一千

四百九十二…朝鮮…帶方…遼東屬國..
別領六城…徒河 故屬遼西…無慮 有醫
無慮山 …險瀆…
Perplexing modern historians, however,
the Wei rulers as well as the chroniclers
who compiled the Weishu (551-4)
apparently felt comfortable with such
Hanshu records cited above that were
compiled from 57-75 CE, and never
bothered to give any explanation for
what appears to be an “anomalous”
phenomenon to modern readers.
61

See also sidenote 20, Chapter 5.

62

At the Liulihe site (琉璃河 房山),

several bronze artifacts with the
inscription of Yan Hou (匽侯) together

Lower Xiajiadian Culture at Beijing Area
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with other Shang-Zhou burial goods

BCE) that maintained a clear continuity with the Early Bronze
Age Lower Xiajiadian culture (c.2200-1600 BCE).
The burials of Lower Xiajiadian culture were found at
the Liulihe site, about 10 km southeast of Fangshan and about 45
km southwest of Beijing. It is believed to have been the location
of the first capital of Shaogong’s Northern Yan (1045-222 BCE).
Guo (1995b: 178) contends that the cultural traditions of Lower
Xiajiadian constituted the “pre-Yan culture,” and “were still kept
in the Yan State culture of Western Zhou.” According to Guo
(ibid: 148), the character for Yan “is found on oracle bones,
suggesting that the state of Yan coexisted with the Shang.” This
ancient Yan state could have been the ancestor of Donghu Yan.62
The first half of Shaogong’s Yan was contemporaneous
with the Bronze Age Upper Xiajiadian culture (1200-600 BCE).
The conspicuous regional characteristics around Beijing and
northern Hebei include the bronze weapons and ornaments of
the so-called Northern Complex traditions, a Sinocentric
euphemism for the Hu-Donghu-Dongyi tradition. According to
Byington (2003: 39), the “majority of the population of the Yan
state, if not the capital city, did not derive their heritage from the
Central Plains but were instead indigenous, having made their
home in the Beijing region and farther north for a very long
time.” The indigenous population, Byington (2003: 42) states,
“continued to cohabit this region surrounding the Yan capital at
Liulihe and comprised a considerable portion of the population
of the Yan state. It is likely, however, that the more remote
regions…remained for a time beyond the direct administrative
control of the government of the Yan marquis.” 63
Archeologists have long recognized a distinct northern
character associated with the culture of the Zhou-period Yan
state. 64 According to Janhunen (1996: 224), “it is unlikely that the
ancient kingdom of Yan would originally have contained any
Sinitic elements” and “ethnic foundation of the kingdom of
Yan… may have incorporated Pre-Proto-Mongolic elements in its
ethnic composition.” Janhunen states that the formation of the
ancient kingdom of Yan “in the territory of the modern Hebei
Province in parallel with the Zhou dynasty…took place in an
ethnic environment dominated by elements other than Han
Chinese. … The well-documented later involvement of the
Murong and Tuoba in the region might…mean that this was the

were excavated. An inscription naming
Yan Hou was also found in Rehe —
specified as 熱河凌源縣 海島營子村

馬廠溝 in Yoon (1986: 49). Rawson
(1999: 410) states: “This connection
suggests either that the influence of
Yan extended northward into Liaoning
or that bronzes from near Beijing were
captured and taken to Liaoning.” The
artifact from the Rehe area, however,
may rather suggest the existence of
some other Yan state of Donghu.
63

Byington (2003: 42-3) states that “the
archeological culture of the Yan state

…bore a distinct regional quality…that
differed…from the states closer to the
Zhou core in the Central Plains. This
regional distinction would persist
through both Zhou periods and into the
Qin and Han empires.”
64

Nelson (1995: 10) states that the

nature of Dongbei Neolithic sites is
different from that along the Yellow
river, but similar to the earliest (incised)
pottery-bearing sites in Hebei, the area
where the early Yan was located.
65

See NRICP (2001: 389). The practice

of using bronze knife money seems to
have spread from the Qi state of the
Shandong Peninsula region into the
north-central mainland, including the
Zhao and Yan states.The Qi knife coins
bear three characters reading “Qi Fa
Huo” that may be translated into “the
authorized currency of Qi.” The reverse
usually has a single character.
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Yan-pictograph (0)) vs. Ming-pictograph (0

very homeland of the Xianbei, not a region which they occupied
secondarily as alien conquerors (ibid: 194).”
THE SO-CALLED “MING” KNIFE COIN (明刀錢)

The production of pointed bronze knife coins (靑銅尖
首折刀幣) with a smooth curve (弧形) down the back began some
time in the Middle Zhou period (c.770-600 BCE). They are the
closest in style to genuine knives. 65
The so-called “Ming” knife coin does not have a
pointed tip, and it does have a pointed or mildly curved back. It
has a pictograph that might be read as Ming. The “Ming” knife
coins do not bear the mint name. These are by far the most
common of all knife coins and must have been cast in vast
numbers. They are found over a wide area of Liaoxi, Liaodong,
the northwestern region of the Korean Peninsula (above the
Cheong-cheon River), and the Hebei region around Beijing. 66 The
manufacturing of Ming knife coins occurred during the period
c.300-100 BCE that belongs to the dawn of the Iron Age, and
overlaps almost exactly with the vortical period beginning with the
Qin Kai’s exploits and construction of the Yan Long Wall in 283279 BCE, witnessing the Meng Tian’s construction of the Qin
Long Wall in 215-209 BCE, and ending with the Han Wu-di’s
conquest of Chosun in 108 BCE.
There are, however, two distinct types of the so-called
Ming knife coins, the first with a “Yan” pictograph and the second
with a “Ming” pictograph. Both types have many different reverse
inscriptions with no indications of the mint name or
denominations. According to Zhang (2004), the knife coin with
pictograph “(0))” ---which depicts an eye and should be read as
Yan (燕, 匽)--- was manufactured in the Yan State, and the knife
coin with pictograph “(0” ---which depicts “brightness” and
should be read as Ming 明, indicating the Ming Barbarians of Ki-ja
(Jizi 箕子之明夷), i.e., the Chosun State--- was manufactured in
Chosun. This may suggest that the bronze knife coins with the
Ming-pictograph were manufactured, together with narrow-bladed
bronze daggers, by the Yemaek Chosun (called the Ming
Barbarians) in the Liaodong area and the northwestern region of
the Korean Peninsula. The knife coins with the Yan-pictograph
could have been manufactured by the Donghu-Xianbei Yan in the
Chifeng-Dalinghe area of Liaoxi. It remains a conundrum that the

4.10. Knife Coins
(top) with pointed tips from Beijing area;
(middle) with Yan “(0))” pictograph; and
(bottom) with Ming “(0” pictograph.
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No Evidence of pre-Wudi Chinese Culture

66

In the Liaodong and northwestern

region of the Korean Peninsula, the
Ming knife coins are often excavated in
bundles together with the narrowbladed bronze daggers, a large amount
of iron farming tools and, sometimes,
ondol--the hypocaust flooring system
that has never been found at any Han
Chinese sites. See Park (2009) and
Nelson (1993: 183).
67

Shelach (2009: 31-2) notes: “The

most common artifact types found in
the Chifeng area during the Upper
Xiajiadian period are tools, weapons,
horse fittings and ornaments. Typical
tools include knives, axes and chisels
while the most common weapons
include daggers, socketed axes and
arrowheads. Helmets and swords…
were also typically found in this area.
…Typical to the Upper Xiajiadian period
bronze industry are naturalistic
depictions of wild and pastoral animal
motifs cast on… tools, weapons and
vessels… The artifacts themselves, as
well as their decorative motifs, are very
different from the bronzes produced in
the contemporaneous Zhou states but
are closely affiliated to the bronze
industry in other parts of the Northern
Zone and areas of the steppe northwest
of it. Very similar artifacts were found,
for example, at sites of the Xinle…
culture of northern Liaoning. ...Similar
bronzes from this period, especially
bronze swords, were also found…in
eastern Jilin and Liaoning, the Liaodong
peninsula, the Korean peninsula and
even as far as Japan.”

excavation sites of both types of knife coins overlap considerably.
According to Shelach (2009: 31), “the large scale of local
metal production in the Chifeng region during the late second and
early first millennium is attested…by evidence of large-scale
copper ore mines dated to the Upper Xiajiadian period [1200-600
BCE].” A large mine was found at the Dajing site, some 8 km
north of the Xilamulun River, that yielded evidence of smelting
and casting. Sehlach (1999: 161) states that “seven pieces of molds
found at this site suggest that tool production accompanied the
large-scale [copper] mining carried out at the Dajing site.” 67
NO EVIDENCE OF PRE-WUDI CHINESE CULTURE IN LIAODONG

No dynastic chronicles had recorded that the Chinese
had ever consturcted long walls between Xiangping and Daenyung River. There is no archeological evidence for the Yan-QinHan long walls around the modern-day Liao River region or in the
Korean Peninsula, except some objects such as the pieces of roof
tiles or potteries that are claimed to be in the “Yan or Han style”
by the Chinese scholars. Neither is there any convincing
archeological evidence of the Han Chinese civilization in the
modern-day Liaodong area that can be dated to the periods of
283-222 BCE or 206-108 BCE, the two centuries between the Qin
Kai’s exploits and the Han Wudi’s conquest of Chosun.
The relics excavated at the northwestern peninsular sites
around modern Pyung-yang maintain the tradition of nonChinese narrow-bladed bronze dagger culture not only during the
century after Wei Man’s usurpation (c.200-108 BCE), but even
during the century after the Wudi’s conquest of Chosun (108-0
BCE). According to the PRC view, the Pyung-yang area in the
northwestern corner of the Korean Peninsula must have been
placed “right below” the Yan Kingdom (complete with the Yan
Long Wall with its eastern terminus at the Dae-nyung River) and
then “right below” the Han Empire during the 200-year period
between 300-108 BCE. Archeologists, however, have failed to find
evidence from the Lelang sites to suggest any conspicuous inflow
of the Han Chinese culture even after 108 BCE prior to the early
first century CE. Instead, they have found that the burial remains
of the ruling class for the period c.200-0 BCE were rather
interspersed with the so-called “Northern Complex” traditions.68
At the northwestern peninsular sites, horse fittings,
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bronze hubcaps-bells-fixtures for chariots, bronze daggers-spearsarrowheads, and iron swords-spears-axes were found at the Early
Iron Age wood-coffin pit burials (which lack stone slabs and
linings). An inscription on one weapon from a pit burial dates it to
221 BCE (before the Wei Man’s arrival c.200 BCE), and another
inscription on a silver seal from a pit burial dates it to c.128 BCE
(after the Wei Man’s arrival but before the Wudi’s Lelang period).69
The burial remains for the period c.200-0 BCE included the
sunbeam-cross motifs (十字日光文), copper cauldron (銅鍑), a
bronze dagger with twisted birds-shaped hilt (觸角式銅劍), and
animal-shaped ornaments (銀製杏葉) of the Xiongnu tradition. 70
The burial remains of the early Lelang period (108 BCE-0)
maintained the culture of the non-Chinese narrow-bladed bronze
dagger and fine-lined bronze mirror, although a greater amount
of iron swords and wrought iron tools have been found in
wooden-framed tombs. Y. Oh (2006: 63) states that “in the Lelang
tombs, the burial of Northern style artifacts [such as the gold
buckle with turquoise inlays from Seok-am-ri No. 9 Lelang tomb]
ceased only by the early first century CE.” 71 According to Y. Oh
(ibid: 85), the burial remains excavated at the Lelang sites do not
show any significant Han Chinese influences until after the early
first century CE, and even after that time the so-called Han
Chinese style observed at the Lelang sites finds no directly
corresponding counterparts in mainland China.72
The established interpretations of the history of Yan and
Chosun beg the question of what the term “Liaodong” means.
Scholars have failed to pay due attention to the simple fact that
“Liaodong” is a toponym dependent on its relations to the Liao
River. Only with the correct specification of the location of the
ancient Liao River, can one avoid creating anomalous episodes in
East Asian history.
In his archeological study on the Northern Frontiers of
China during the first millennium BCE, Shelach (2009: 14) states
that “the Zhou states [i.e., the Shaogong’s Northern Yan] seem to
have expanded in the northeast as far as the Beijing area…and
perhaps even further east to the area of the modern city of
Qinhuangdao.”

Yan Expanded as far as Qinhuangdao Area

68

See Y. Oh (2006: 46, 51, 53, 84-5).

69

See Nelson (1993: 184-6) and Y. Oh

(2006: 51-3).
70

See Y. Oh (2006: 56-64).

71

There appeared the transitional and

localized wooden chamber burial with
iron swords, various iron implements,
and lacquered plates-cups-coffins. A
wooden chamber burial for a Lelang
official (Ko Sang-hyun) with a narrowbladed bronze dagger, a fine-lined
mirror, horse-mask, bell, crossbow and
chariot fixtures was dated 14 CE, and
another burial of a high ranking Han
Chinese official of Lelang (with various
lacquered artifacts) was dated 100 CE.
See Nelson (1993: 188).
72

It was after the second century CE

that there appeared the Han Chinesestyle brick chamber tombs (ibid).

4.11. Barnes (1993: 135)
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A Tripolar Approach to East Asian History

V{tÑàxÜ Y|äx
Rise of the Xianbei in Manchuria
Presaging a Tripolar East Asia
Trial Performance of Murong-Xianbei Proto-Conquest Dynasty
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Rise of the Xianbei of Western Manchuria

Later Han Horseman without Stirrups

武威市雷臺漢將軍墓 甘肅省博物館

朝陽 十二台營子鄕 袁台子村 慕容鮮卑 前燕 古墳 Excavated in 1982.

th

4 century Murong-Xianbei Horseman
with Stirrups 朝陽 袁台子村古墳
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Murong-Xianbei Proto-Conquest Dynasty

CHAPTER FIVE

RISE OF THE XIANBEI IN MANCHURIA PRESAGING
A TRIPOLAR EAST ASIA
TRIAL PERFORMANCE OF MURONG-XIANBEI PROTO-CONQUEST DYNASTY

Because

of

numerical

inferiority

and

administrative

deficiency, the Maodun’s Xiongnu had never tried to conquer mainland
China, and remained as an extortioner. The occupation of North China
by the two Xiongnu Zhao states that triggered the Era of Five
Barbarians and Sixteen States turned out a failure. Former Zhao was
so much in the Chinese style that it was unpopular among the tribal
chieftains, breeding the seeds for internal revolt. Later Zhao was more
amenable to the steppe tradition, and hence was popular with the
Xiongnu, but the regime was too cruel to govern Chinese subjects, and
was destroyed by the Chinese rebellion.
The conquest of North China by the Former Yan in 352 with
less than 200,000 mounted soldiers was an epoch-making event,
though ephemeral, not only in the sense that it presaged the advent of
a series of full-fledged conquest dynasties of Manchurian provenance,
but also in the sense that the Murong-Xianbei experimented the
prototype of the “dual system” that served as a source of inspiration for
those latter-day conquerors. The Murongs ruled the Han Chinese
masses through the Han Chinese collaborators, selected informally,
under the control of the conquest elite. The Murong-Xianbei of western
Manchuria innovated an archetype of the dual system of governance,
taking advantage of both the tribal militaristic specialty and the
efficiency of Chinese-style bureaucracy. The centralized but tribally
based military organization functioning together with the civil
bureaucracy for the Chinese farmers and city dwellers compensated
for the weakness of numerical inferiority and administrative deficiency.
The civil bureaucracy was filled mostly by Han Chinese scholars and
ex-officials recruited from the old Chinese settlers in the Liaodong and
Liaoxi area, together with fresh refugees from mainland China.. The
5.1. Horseman with Stirrups
th

tribal army was mostly commanded by the Murong ruler’s brothers,

(Top) 4 century Former Yan Tomb

sons, and nephews. The Murong’s deeds in their final days, however,

Chaoyang 朝陽 袁台子村古墳;

especially the reckless recruitment of more than one million Han

th

(Middle) 4-5 century Koguryeo Tomb

Chinese peasants (to conquer South China), an excessive Sinicization

of Dancing, Ji’an 集安, Jilin; and

of the court, and the rapid expansion of tax-exempt landholdings by the

(Bottom) Astana Tomb No. 191, Turfan

Xianbei aristocrats and high-ranking officials, illuminated the cause of

Xinjiang Uiguhr Zizhiqu Museum

downfall to the latter-day conquest dynasties.
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1. Five Barbarians and Sixteen States in the Eastern World

Drought and the East-West Movement

1

See Lamb (1995: 157, 168).

DROUGHT, STIRRUPS, AND FOLK MOVEMENT

Lamb (1995: 161-2) contends that: the “migrations of
peoples during the long decline of the Roman empire is
characterized, like that in the last millennium before Christ, by
migrations predominantly in one direction. But, whereas in the
previous case the direction was from north to south, this time it
was from east to west. … In the former case, it seems clear that
there was … a spreading out of Arctic cold air. This time the
trouble was … more likely to have to do with drought – of which
we have, in fact, unmistakable evidence.”
A gradual, global warming began after 300 CE together
with “increasing dryness until about 400 CE.”1 According to
Lamb (1995: 159), for centuries during the heyday of Roman rule,
“from about 150 BCE until 300 CE or a few decades later,
caravans of camels used the Great Silk Road across Asia to trade
luxuries from China. But by the fourth century CE, as we know
from changes of level of the Caspian Sea and studies of the
intermittent rivers and lakes and abandoned settlements in
Xinjiang and central Asia, drought developed on such a scale as to
stop the traffic along this route.” According to Huntington (ibid:
161), “it was the drying up of pastures used by the nomads in
central Asia that set off a chain reaction of barbarian tribes and
unsettled peoples migrating westwards into Europe, where they
ultimately undermined the Roman Empire.”
According to Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 505), as early as
852 BCE a crude board supported the foot of a royal Assyrian
rider, and in the last centuries before the turn of the era, a leather
foot sling was depicted on certain Scythian and Indian
monuments, but the true stirrup that “made the horse a military
weapon of extraordinary effectiveness” was carried “from Inner
Asia to China” sometime between 200 and 400 CE, and then to
western Asia and Byzantium sometime between 400-600 CE.
Farris (1998: 77) states that the Xianbei “learned to use
the stirrup, at first slung over only the left side of the animal,”
around 300 CE, and “by 400, the Xianbei were dangling footrests
from both sides of the saddle; these early stirrups were circular
and composed of wood in the middle surrounded by riveted
iron.” According to Graff (2002: 42), “the earliest figurine with

5.2. One of the earliest wood and gilt
bronze stirrups excavated from the
Northern Yan tomb of Feng Sufu
(d.414), Beipiao in 1965. Height 23 cm.
Liaoning Provincial Museum

北票 西官營子 馮[跋 弟]素弗墓
Watt (2004: 130-1) based on the
Excavation Report in Wenwu 1973. 3.

5.3. Early fourth century pair of wood
and gilt bronze stirrups excavated from
the Koguryeo Chilsung-san Tomb
No. 96, Ji’an. Height 26.7 cm.

集安七星山96號(三室)墳 金銅鐙子
Wooden stirrup core (木心) covered by
the gilt-bronze plate (鍍金銅板表面).
Lee Hyung-gu 李亨求, 韓國古代文

化 (Seoul: Kim-yung-sa, 2004), pp. 304
-5, based on the Excavation Report by

張雪巖,“集安縣兩座高句麗積石墓
的淸理,” Archeology (古考), 1979,
No.1, Beijing, pp. 27-32 and p. 50.
Lee notes that this pair is one of the
oldest stirrups ever found in East Asia.
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5.4. Northern Yan bronze cauldron
excavated from the tomb of Feng Sufu
2

See also Graff (2002:35-9).

“At the turn of the third century China
witnessed a series of civil wars, hardly
surpassed by those of any other period
in their cruelty and disorder. What had
escaped the destruction caused by the
imperial princes…became the prey of
the Xiongnu, who…conquered the
Central Provinces…with much cruelty
and terror.” Schreiber (1949-55: 374-5)
3

4

See Barfield (1989: 102).

Quotes from Eberhard (1965: 123-4).
5

Shi Le (石勒), who founded Later

Zhao, and Shi Hu (石虎), who usurped
the throne from his cousin, all belonged
to the Jie (羯) tribe. The Jie people was
a branch of the Xiongnu living in the
Shanxi area, and hence the Later Zhao
can be classified as a Xiongnu state.

two stirrups probably dates from about 322, and the first actual
specimens of stirrups that can be dated precisely and with
confidence are from a southern Manchurian burial of 415.”
According to Watt (2004: 131), the pair of stirrups dated 415 CE
was excavated from the Northern Yan tomb of Feng Sufu at
Beipiao, but “somewhat earlier stirrups have been found in other
territories associated with the Murong Xianbei. One day the
Murong Xianbei may be credited with the invention of this
important device or its introduction into China.”
The drought period of 300-400 CE apparently coincides
with the innovation of stirrups and the Era of Five Barbarians
and Sixteen States in the eastern world (304-439), and also with
the Völkerwanderungen that was followed by the arrival, though
belated, of stirrups in the western world. We now examine what
Lamb calls the “east-to-west movements” in the eastern world
after Christ.
THE XIONGNU OCCUPY NORTH CHINA WITH UNWORKABLE SYSTEM
OF GOVERNANCE: THE FAILURE CASE

According to Wright (1978: 24), “between 281 and 302 a
frightful sequence of natural disasters—famine, plague, locusts,
floods—devastated the north.” In Western Jin (265-316), the
control of land and population by the powerful magnate families
had been expanding rapidly at the expense of government tax
revenue. Klein (1980: 22) states that Western Jin was “basically a
regime of large landholders, led by the strongest landholding clan,
the Sima,” and hence there was no attempt to check the growth
of tax exempt lands. In place of the universal farmer-conscripts,
there was an increasing reliance on professional military forces as
well as on the barbarian cavalry auxiliaries under the authority of
regional military leaders.2 Full-scale civil war, the War of Eight
Princes, raged in mainland China between 291-305.
The occupation of north China between 304-52 by the
two Xiongnu Zhao states commenced the Era of Five Barbarians
and Sixteen States. The Wei-Jin policy of keeping the son of
Shanyu as a hostage at court had produced a new type of sinified
and educated Xiongnu leader such as Liu Yuan (劉淵 r.304-10)
who was proclaimed king (漢王) in 304 and then emperor in 308,
establishing “a replica of the Jin court” at Pingyang (平陽). 3 Liu
Yuan’s son, Cong (聰 r.310-18), captured the Jin emperor at
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Luoyang in 311, and Liu Yao (曜 r.319-29), a member of the
ruling clan who had been orphaned and raised by Liu Yuan, was
proclaimed emperor in 319 with his capital at Xi’an (Chang’an).
The first ruler of Former Zhao (304-29), Liu Yuan,
“decided to become a Chinese emperor,” giving up the Xiongnu
tradition. “Great Han” was the name of his state until 318, acting
as if the legitimate heir of the Han dynasty punishing the
usurpers, the Sima family. Liu Yuan, as Eberhard (1965: 123)
notes, “appointed officials in the Chinese manner.” Graff (2002:
56) states that “from the very beginning the Liu rulers had made a
point of adopting the trappings of Chinese imperial government,
including the rituals, sacrifices, official titles, and a variety of
symbolic gestures.” The Xiongnu chieftains, according to
Eberhard, “were not trained enough to take over court charges,
and they hated the ceremonialism of the Chinese court.” As a
result, Liu Yuan “had to appoint more and more Han Chinese to
the important positions,” and this “created tensions between the
tribesmen and tribal leaders and the ruler.” The Former Zhao
dynasty was so much in the Chinese style that it was unpopular
among the tribal chieftains from the Mongolian steppe, breeding
the seeds for internal revolt. The Han Chinese bureaucrats at the
court were deemed a threat to tribal supremacy. Liu Yuan failed
“in transforming his tribal units into military cadres” of a
centralized army, and the disillusioned tribal leaders went over to
Shi Le in the east whose method of rule was more to their taste. 4
The Former Zhao state lived some years longer, thanks to the
active collaboration of the Han Chinese, but its fall was inevitable.
The Later Zhao (319-52) dynasty, established by the
famous bandit Shi Le (r.319-33) with its capital at Xiang’guo (襄
國), was more amenable to the steppe tradition, and hence was
popular with the Xiongnu. 5 While serving Liu Yuan as his general,
Shi Le had indulged in terror and wanton destruction of northern
China’s farm lands. Shi Le annexed Liu Yao’s remaining territory
in the west by 329, and came to rule the whole of North China.
The rulers of the Later Zhao, especially the notoriously cruel
despot Shi Hu (r.334-49 with its capital at Ye 鄴 after 335), could
secure tribal support but were ignorant of the art of governing
farmers. 6 According to Eberhard (1965: 122-3), the Xiongnu
tribes “simply set up their military camp in the heart of China and
from there made excursions into all four directions … The whole

Zhao Destroyed by Han Chinese Rebellion

6

資治通鑑 卷八十七 晉紀九 懷帝

[311]

石虎…殘忍無度…凶暴無賴…

每屠城邑 鮮有遺類…勒遂寵任之
7

資治通鑑 卷九十七 晉紀十九 成

帝 咸康八年 [342]…皆三五發卒…
興役無時 廢民耘穫…興繕滋繁 游
察自若…穆帝 永和元年 [345] 虎好
獵…乃造獵車千乘 刻期校獵 自靈
昌津 南至榮陽 東極陽都 爲獵場…
郡縣務求美色 多强奪人妻 殺其夫
8

Hu’s adopted son Ran Min (冉閔) was

a 12-year old follower of the roaming
Chinese rebels (乞活) when captured
by Shi Le in 311. He killed 200,000 JieXiongnu (胡羯) people in 349, founded
Wei (冉魏) in 350, and exterminated
the entire Shi lineage by 352.
Graff (2002: 59-60) notes that Former
Zhao “assigned Chinese [the tax-paying
subjects] and non-Chinese [the steppe
ruler-warrior compatriots 國人, guoren]
to separate system of administration in
314 [左右司隷/單于左右補]. As
emperor, Liu Cong ruled over some
400,000 households (戶) of Chinese
who were organized into units of 10,000
households,” and his heir apparent,
with the title of Great Shanyu, ruled
“some 200,000 encampment groups
(luo 落)” split into units of 10,000 luo,
placed under the military leaders [宗室

王]. “Since all of their men were
expected to be warriors, there was not
much difference between the
‘barbarian’ side of the administrative
structure and the military establishment.
The Great Shanyu…commanded the
army in the field.” The Chinese auxiliary
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troops were mostly used for “hauling
supplies or constructing siege works,”
and were sent home at the end of the
campaign. Graff (ibid: 61) contends that
the institutional distinction between

of China became their ‘hunting ground.’ … [T]his system
permitted them to preserve their old pattern of culture almost
entirely. … It is obvious that such a system could not last very
long.” 7 The regime, so cruel in its governance of the Han Chinese
subjects, was destroyed by the Chinese rebellion.8

Former and Later Zhao was overdrawn:
“Shi Le, like his counterparts in
Pingyang and Chang’an, relied heavily
on the cooperation of Chinese...
fortress chiefs — to make his power
effective in the outlying areas.”
9

See Holcombe (2001: 123). Sima Rui

(司馬睿) was appointed as governor of
Jian’ye (建業) in 307. According to
Graff (2002: 80), about 0.9 million
people in the south were registered as
northern migrants or their descendants
as of the late fifth century. Dien (2007:
4-5) notes: “The majority of… émigré
families [僑民] were landless and…
their area of influence was in the court
and the army. … [A]ttempts at enforced
recruitment of the serfs of the southern
landlords [土豪] into army led to
rebellions … The crucial element of
power…was…army raised in Shandong
and moved south. … The soldiers were
given land just north of the capital and
became military households … [T]he
junior officers rebelled … Liu Yu (劉裕)
…in 420, declared himself emperor …”
10

Wright (1957: 24-5) states: “The

Chinese ruling class which fled the
north to establish a series of weak
dynasties in Nanjing had suffered a
severe psychological shock. They
found themselves in a rich but recently
colonial area, much of it still populated

THE HAN CHINESE ÉMIGRÉ REGIME BELOW THE YANGZI RIVER

A member of the Western Jin imperial family, Sima Rui,
who had been serving as governor of the Jian’kang (建康/建業
Nanjing) area, founded the Eastern Jin dynasty in 317 that lasted
until 420. More than a million Han Chinese seem to have escaped
to the relatively placid south ruled by the Jin émigré regime during
the fourth century. A succession of short-lived southern dynasties,
the Liu Song, Qi, Liang, and Chen, were established by military
coups. Sheltered by the Yangzi River, Nanjing was to assume the
role of Chang’an and Luoyang, according to historians, as if
Constantinople was to replace Rome, until unified by Sui in 589. 9
Ledyard (1983: 331) contends that “the year 317 marks
not only one of the most important social and political divisions
in Chinese history, but also one in which a major part—better, the
major part—of China’s land is taken over by non-Chinese aliens.”
The area north of the Yangzi River at that time was not the North
China of today; for the Han Chinese of that time, it was China.
The south where the Chinese elite mass fled had been only a
colonial hinterland of the Qin-Han dynasties, characterized by the
Wu dialect of the semi-native Han Chinese, and by aboriginal
peoples, wet-rice cultivation, and alien climate and landscape.10
The Han Chinese inhabitants in the warm and watery
south were concentrated on the ancient heartland of the lower
Yangzi, including the fertile lands around Lake Tai and Hangzhou
Bay. This was the heart of the ancient Wu and Yue, and the Wu
of the Three Kingdoms period. The other population center was
the low-lying plains located upstream where the Han River enters
the Yangzi from the north and the Xiang River from the south,
with well-populated valleys on both sides (the modern-day
Hunan). Between the population centers lay vast expanses of
heavily forested mountains inhabited by the aboriginal peoples,
bringing about the southern tradition of waterborne
transportation. The area between the Huai River and the Yangzi
became the contested territory between north and south.
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The émigré families, Twitchett (1979: 5) notes,
“considered themselves to be the pure heirs of Han Culture, and
developed a distinctive highly refined literary style, their own
schools of philosophy and of Buddhism, and their own
sophisticated social mores.”

Hui Becomes the Leader of Xianbei Tribes

by aborigines. They felt themselves
exiles, and behaved like émigrés.”
See also Wright (1959: 43, 54-5).
Wright (1979: 5) states: “Arable lands...
lay along the valleys of tributaries--each valley separated...by…mountain

RISE OF THE MURONG-XIANBEI, A BRANCH OF DONGHU PEOPLE

ranges. In the sixth century, Chinese

One of the Tan Shihuai’s (r.156-80) vassals in his
empire’s Middle Province was named Murong. At the time of
Western Jin (265-316), we find quite a number of small Xianbei
states, including the state of the Murong (慕容 around
Chaoyang), the Tufa (秃髮), the Qifu (乞伏), the Tuoba (拓跋), the
Yuwen (宇文 in the valley of the Xilamulun River), and the Duan
(段 in the south around Shan’haiguan).
When Sima Yi of the Cao Cao’s Wei (220-65) launched
an attack on Gongsun Yuan in 238, he secured active support not
only from the Koguryeo king but also from Murong Mohuba (莫
護跋), who had settled in the Liaoxi area (棘城) at about this
time.11 Mohuba’s son Muyan (木延) also aided the Wei campaign
in 246 against Koguryeo. Muyan’s son Shegui (涉歸), however,
fought against the Jin, and was pushed back to the upper Liao
River region. Shegui died in 283, and his younger brother Shan
(刪) usurped the leadership. Murong Shan was killed in 285, and
the people proclaimed Shegui’s son Hui (廆 b.268 r.285-333) as
their chieftain. Hui attacked Puyeo in the very year he became the
chieftain of the Murong tribe, capturing ten thousand prisoners.
He launched an attack on the agricultural area of the Liao River
basin in 286 that had been occupied by the Han Chinese settlers
after the Wudi’s conquest of Old Chosun in 108 BCE. In 289,
Hui returned to Liaoxi and married a daughter of the Duan
Shanyu (who gave birth to Huang 皝, Ren 仁 and Zhao 昭). Hui
founded a new capital nearby the modern-day Chaoyang in 294
and “developed farming, and started the raising of silkworms,
activities which his father had initiated.” 12
“With a victory over the Yuwen” in 302, Schreiber
(1949-55: 401) notes, several thousand Xianbei families “living in
Liaodong and until then under the protection of the Yuwen went
over to Murong Hui.” Hui became “the chieftain of several
Xianbei groups [and] took for himself the title Great Shanyu” in
308 (ibid: 402). The Murong, the Duan, and the Tuoba in Liaoxi

settlement was just beginning here.”
11

Schreiber (ibid: 460) says that

“Although Gongsun Yuan [淵 d.238;
the grandson of Gongsun Du] was of no
advantage whatsoever to Wu (222-80),
the ruler of Wu, nevertheless, bestowed
upon him the title King of Yan [in 233].”
12

See Schreiber (1949-55: 391-400).

魏書 卷九十五 列傳 慕容廆 祖木
延 從毌丘儉征高麗有功…父涉歸…
遷邑遼東...死 廆代領部落
Huang (元眞 Yuanzhen) was Hui’s
third son but the first son of his Duan
queen. Han (翰) was Huang’s elder
brother. It was Ren who later rebelled
against Huang, and was killed in 336.
13

三國史記 高句麗本紀 第五 美川

王 二十年[319] 我及段氏宇文氏 使
共攻慕容廆

三國進攻棘城[義縣]

廆閉門自守... 二國疑宇文氏與廆有
謀 各引兵歸...廆以其子仁鎭遼東 ...
王數遣兵寇遼東 慕容廆遣慕容翰慕
容仁伐之 二十一年 [320] 遣兵寇遼
東 慕容仁拒戰 破之
晉書 卷一百八 載記第八 慕容廆
平州刺史…毖意廆拘留 乃陰結高句
麗及宇文段國等

謀滅廆以分其地

太興初

三國伐廆…明年

[318-21]

麗寇遼東 廆遣衆擊敗之
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Murong Xianbei Occupy Liaodong in 319

14

See Schreiber (1949-55: 412-3, 415).
15

See Barfield (1989: 109-111).

晉書 卷一百八 載記第八 慕容廆...
鮮卑人也…號曰東胡…曾祖莫護跋…
乃斂髮襲冠...先公以來世奉中國 太
康十年[289]敎以農桑 法制同于上國
永嘉[307-13]初…廆自稱鮮卑大單于.
..言曰 稼穡者國之本也 不可以不急
Hui put down for his sons the
principles of government (家令) and
one of them was [the Jinshu translated
by Schreiber (ibid: 424)]: “Agriculture is
the root that nourishes the state; one
must do everything to foster it.”
16

See Schreiber (1949-55: 409).

Klein (1980: 24) writes: “Because the
area was peripheral, landholding would
not have concentrated to as great a
degree as in the Central Plain, and it
would thus have been easier to collect

were, however, still fighting each other for tribal hegemony. The
Liaodong area was completely disconnected from the Western Jin
court because everything in Central China was in great confusion.
Liaodong was constantly under attack by all sorts of Xianbei
tribes, and hence “the Chinese settlers in Liaodong could not
apply themselves to their usual occupation (ibid: 402).” In 311, the
Xiongnu sacked the Jin capital at Luoyang. It was the final days of
the Western Jin dynasty that, long been engaged in fratricidal civil
war, lost most of North China to the Xiongnu.
The Han Chinese governor of Pingzhou was jealous of
the rapidly expanding power of Hui, and conspired together with
Koguryeo, Duan and Yuwen to jointly launch an attack on the
Murong and divide up Hui’s territory. In 319, the Koguryeo,
Duan, and Yuwen jointly attacked Murong Hui. 13 Hui, however,
could make those three armies “suspicious of each other,” and let
them take back their armies. Hui destroyed the Yuwen army
shortly thereafter, and conquered the Liaodong area.14 Schreiber
(1949-55: 419) states: “Hui made Murong Han Commander…of
Liaodong, assigned Murong Ren to Ping’guo. … Han was very
successful in getting Chinese and foreigners to live harmoniously.
… Ren…was as successful as his brother Han. … A year later
[321], when an army of Koguryeo again had invaded Liaodong,
Murong Ren had defeated them so decisively that for years
afterwards they did not invade the territory of Murong Ren.”

land taxes.”
17

17

See Schreiber (1949-55: 417).

資治通鑑 卷八十八 晉紀十 愍帝

建興元年 遼東張統據樂浪帶方二郡
與高句麗王乙弗利相攻連年不解 樂
浪王遵說統帥其民千餘家歸廆 廆爲
之置樂浪郡 以統爲太守 遵參軍事
“Lelang and Daifang…were governed
by a Chinese from Liaodong, Zhang
Tong. For years he suffered from
invasions by… Koguryeo. … Wang Zun
from Lelang, persuaded Tong to join
Murong Hui with his Chinese settlers,

2. The Murong-Xianbei Commencing the Dual System
ABSORBING THE HAN CHINESE SETTLERS AND FRESH REFUGEES

The Xianbei was counted as one of the Five Barbarians,
and the Former Yan (337-70) one of the Sixteen States. The
Murong Xianbei, Schreiber (1949-55: 374) notes, had “lived inside
the boundaries of China for several generations, absorbing
Chinese culture and customs before they started an independent
state of their own.” Hui became the chieftain at the age of
seventeen, but had the opportunity to receive a Chinese education
that emphasized the importance of agriculture and bureaucracy.15
Hui occupied the entire Liao River basin by 319. Hui encouraged
agriculture, employing the Han Chinese in Liaodong and Liaoxi as
farmers and administrators. A large number of Chinese refugees
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from North China also went over to Murong Hui. 16
North China was in great turmoil under the savage
Xiongnu at that time, but the émigré regime in the south was too
far away for the Chinese scholars and ex-officials to join. No one
was, after all, sure about the possibility of arriving in the south
safely. Many Han Chinese fled from the disaster in North China
and took refuge in Liaodong. Some had arrived in Liaodong from
the Shandong Peninsula “by boat with over a thousand families.”17
Hui was insightful, and therefore respected Han Chinese scholars
and officials, and made full use of them. From 302-20, according
to Schreiber (1949-55: 405), Hui “secured the collaboration of
many able Chinese who joined him because there was order in his
state, and Hui appreciated the help of able men. Whoever of the
Chinese refugees had talent and experience was given an office by
Hui.” The indigenous Han Chinese settlers from of old around
the Liaodong and Liaoxi area, and the fresh new refugees from
North China, mostly farmers but also including a large number of
scholars and former officials, vastly increased the population
under the rule of Hui.
Schreiber (1949-55: 406-9) states that, among the Han
Chinese scholars and ex-officials who joined Murong Hui, there
were “mature and experienced men from noble families,” men of
“skill in drawing up memorials or other official documents,”
“learned Confucian scholars,” former high-ranking Western Jin
officials, and experts in “astrology and the explanation and
application of the I-ching (Book of Changes).” These men were
appointed by Hui as chief counselors, director of school, tutors
for the heir apparent and the sons of high Xianbei dignitaries, or
high ranking officers. Ex-Jin officials joined Hui with their
Chinese settlers. 17 These were the core members of the Chinese
who had collaborated in the Murong’s stylistic development into
the imperial Confucian dynasty. Hui, Schreiber (ibid: 409) writes,
“really understood how to win over people and officials.”
What the Han Chinese had in mind at that time is
revealed in a statement such as this (ibid: 408): “The Murong are
known for their virtue and justice. They have the ambition to
become the first among the feudal lords. Moreover, their state is
prosperous and their people live in peace. If we join them now,
we may get a position where we can distinguish ourselves and,
incidentally, can protect our own people. Why do you hesitate?” 18

Absorbing Chinese Settlers and Refugees

more than a thousand families. Hui
established the District of Lelang for
them. Tong became the governor (ibid:
409).” Hui later made Zhang Tong his
general, and sent him in 320 to conquer
the one city in Liaodong that was still
held by a Koguryeo general (ibid: 416).
Zhang was apparently regarded as one
of the “experienced Chinese generals
(ibid: 418).” The Lelang Commandery
that Hui had established for Zhang
Tong must have been an administrative
unit in name only. The Murong Xianbei
had apparently started the practice of
setting up commanderies in name only.

5.5. Tomb paintings of farming from
(top) the Chaoyang 朝陽 袁台子;
(middle) Jiayuguan 嘉峪關 酒泉
Gansu; (bottom) 酪駝城 高台 Gansu

Murong Hui Establishes Own Government

18

資治通鑑 卷八十八 晉紀十 愍帝

建興元年 [313] 中國士民避亂者…
慕容廆政事修明 愛重人物 故士民
多歸之 廆擧其英俊 隨才授任…曰
…且等爲流寓 段氏彊 慕容氏弱 何
必去此而…嶷曰…中國䘮亂 今往取
之 是相帥而入虎口也 且道遠 何由
可達…慕容公 修行人義 有覇王之
志 加以國豊民安 今往從之 高可以
立功名 下可以庇宗族 汝何疑焉
19

20

Schreiber (1949-55: 410-1).

Schreiber (1949-55: 418-9) says: “the
supervision of all military affairs of the
Province You…was but an empty
gesture…for the northern part…was

occupied by the Duan Xianbei and the
southern part belonged to…Shi Le.”
21

Schreiber (1949-55: 422) continues:
“The neighbors were easily kept in
check, for it would take the Yuwen a

long time to recuperate from the serious
defeat they had just suffered. Koguryeo
was very much afraid of Murong Ren.…
the Duan...and...Tuoba...were vassals.”
22

Schreiber (1949-55: 424-6)

晉書 卷一百九

載記 第九 慕容皝

字元眞 廆第三子也…尙經學善天文
23

Schreiber (ibid) continues: “Murong
Huang even interfered with the

selection of textbooks in the school. He
replaced the manual Jijiu (急就) by the
Tai Shangzhang (太上章), a book that
he had authored. He also wrote fifteen
chapters of rules on conduct for the
students.”
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Hui seems to have been genuinely grateful to the Chinese
collaborators for teaching him how to rule the Chinese people in
Confucian ways, and was apparently never contemptuous of these
turncoats for their moral compromise. Rather, it was the latter-day
nationalistic Chinese chroniclers who despised and condemned
their collaboration with the “barbarian” conquerors.
Since the former Western Jin officials felt uncomfortable
about serving a non-Chinese “barbarian” chieftain, they urged Hui
to receive a legitimate imperial appointment from the Eastern Jin
(317-420) court in the south. The Han Chinese counselors urged
Hui to be on good terms with Sima Rui, saying: “Though you are
master over this region…, the tribes in the northeast are not yet
your subjects. They … refuse to acknowledge your leadership
because you have not yet received the recognition of the
Emperor.” 19 Hui sent an envoy to the Eastern Jin court in 317,
and the court conferred on him the title of Longxiang Jiangjun,
Great Shanyu, in 318.
Schreiber (1949-55: 418-9) quotes the Zizhi Tongjian: in
December 321, the Eastern Jin Emperor authorized Hui to be in
charge of “all the military affairs of the two provinces Ping and
You, and of the foreign peoples in the northeast of China” and
gave him “permission to establish his own government, as well as
name his own officials of state.” Apparently, Schreiber further
states, Hui’s “Chinese friends got a lion’s share of the
appointments” for all the “customary officials of a Chinese
province.” 20 Most Xianbei tribes were incorporated into one large
people, and all the Han Chinese settlers in this region also
acknowledged Hui as their rightful superior. Schreiber (1949-55:
422) states that, “after the year 325, Hui was the ruler of a well
consolidated state.” 21 The state of Former Yan was basically
founded under Hui’s long reign of 49 years (285-333).
The state which Hui left to his son Huang (r.333-49)
was bounded on the north by the Gobi desert; on the east it
reached Koguryeo; on the west it extended into the region of
Datong; and on the south it reached the area of modern Beijing.
Owing to the good Chinese education which Hui had made
available to his sons, Huang was also “well versed in Chinese
literature and had learned to esteem Chinese classical learning.” 22
Schreiber (ibid: 478-9) states: “Huang was a patron of literature
and education. His former palace served as a school for over a
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thousand students, the sons of his officials. … He…sometimes
taught or held examinations. In the school a monthly archery
competition was held in which … Huang himself participated.” 23
For many years, Schreiber (1949-55: 474) notes, “an
uninterrupted flow of refugees from Central China had flowed
into Yan… In addition to these, the prisoners of war who had
been transplanted from surrounding territories to Yan heightened
the need for more land reforms. Murong Huang designated a part
of the royal pasture for agricultural purposes.” 24
In November, 337, Huang proclaimed himself “King of
Yan,” and “converted his officialdom into that of a kingdom.”
Huang established a copy of the traditional Han Chinese
bureaucratic hierarchy, all with Chinese office appellations. 25

Mourong-Xianbei Introduce Dual System

24

“Unfortunately in fixing the taxes

Murong Huang followed the advice of
…an avaricious Chinese. … High taxes
were demanded supposedly to prepare
an efficient defense against a new
attack from Shi Hu (r.334-49).” (ibid)
25

See Schreiber (1949-55: 442).

Huang made appointments for the
positions of Chancellor of State (國相),
Minister of Military Affairs (司馬),
Master of Ceremonies (奉常), Colonel
of the Censure (司隷), Grand Servant
(太僕), President of the High Court of

DUAL SYSTEM: ROYAL MURONG COMMANDERS FOR TRIBAL ARMY,

Justice (大理), Prefect of the Masters

AND CHINESE SCHOLARS AND EX-OFFICIALS FOR THE BUREAUCRACY

of Documents (尙書令), Attendant

Lewis (2009b: 147) states: “the Murong built a large state
…as far south as the Huai River. Refugee Chinese literati served
as bureaucrats while nomad tribesmen formed the core of an
army that also included Chinese infantry and siege equipment.”
When Murong Hui, Schreiber (1949-55: 374) says, “laid
the foundation of his state, he got advice and collaboration from
many Chinese officials and scholars who purposely tried to
develop Murong State into a Chinese Empire.” According to
Schreiber (1956: 124), Hui could develop a unique Chinese-style
centralized bureaucracy within a few years “so that the Chinese
settlers and refugees could feel at home,” and yet did not alienate
his tribal followers. According to Barfield (1989: 110), “it was an
attempt to graft Chinese agricultural, political and social policy
onto the Murong’s tribal military power,” and “the Chinese
advisors never strayed into tribal affairs –there was not even a hint
that excess Xianbei become farmers, only that refugees under
Chinese-style administration be better employed.” The Xianbei
armies were commanded mostly by Hui’s sons and nephews, and
the Chinese officials seldom acted as army commanders. Military
units retained the Xianbei tribal organization, but the local tribal
leaders had to take orders from the supreme commander, Hui.
While the emperor’s sons and brothers of the Chinese
dynasties “often used the income of their feudal domains for a
life of leisure and luxury, the Murong princes assumed the most

within the Palace (納言令/常伯/侍中),
Superintendent of the Record Office (記

室監), and General who Disperses the
Enemy’s Cavalry (散騎常侍). The
Eastern Jin court endorsed Huang as
King of Yan on April 23, 341 (Ibid: 462).

魏書 卷九十五 列傳 八十三 慕容
廆 廆代領落..死 子元眞代立…自稱
燕王 [337] 置官如魏武輔漢故事
26

Quotes from Schreiber (1956: 121).

According to the Jinshu, when Huang
sent his son Ke (恪) on an expedition
against the Puyeo, Ke braved the
arrows and stones of the enemy and,
advancing with the vanguard, broke
through the lines of the enemy.

晉書 卷一百十一 載記第十一 慕容
恪 皝使恪與儁俱伐夫餘…恪身當矢
石 推鋒而進 所嚮輒潰
There are further examples noted by
Schreiber (1949-55): “Hui put his

Murong Family Assumes Military Leadership

son Huang…in command of the
vanguard of the best troops. …Han (翰)
with 1,000 horsemen invaded the camp
of…(ibid: 415)”; in 346, Huang
“sent…Jun, the three generals Murong
Jun (軍), Murong Ke, Muyu Gen (慕輿

根), and seventeen thousand
horsemen against [the Puyeo] (ibid:
474)”; and sent “an army under the
command of his two sons Ke (恪) and
Ba (覇=Chui 垂) against a group of
Yuwen (ibid: 457).”
27

This statement of Klein is based on
Schreiber (1956: 106-8).

Following the Fu Jian’s defeat in 383,
Murong Chui murdered the Qin general
assigned to supervise him and laid
siege to Ye in 384. Chui’s son Nong
and nephews, Jie and Shao, raised
troops to support Chui’s siege. Murong
Hong, the younger brother of the last
emperor of Former Yan, and Chui’s
other nephew Murong Chong, raised
troops and established Western Yan
(384-94). See Klein (1980: 45-6).
28

Hui politely answered: “What you

propose is too ambitious for me. But …
help me to build up my State.” Hui
made him “Changshi (長史), adviser on
military and civil affairs. One by one he
attacked the various weak and small
Xianbei groups and incorporated them
into his people (ibid: 411-2).”

資治通鑑 卷九十 晉紀十二 元帝
大興元年 [318] 三月 帝復遣使授慕
容廆龍驤將軍大單于… 廆辭公爵不
受…裵嶷言於廆曰 晉室衰微 介居
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important” civil and military positions. Moreover, “every one of
them served as general” in the battlefield: “Yan owed almost all of
its conquests to the able leadership and strategy of the rulers’
brothers and uncles. The destruction of the Yuwen and the
Koguryeo during the reign of…Huang was accomplished by his
brother…Han. In the conquest of Central China, Murong Jun’s
brothers, especially…Ke and…Chui, deserve a lion’s share of the
credit.”26 Klein (1980: 39) also states: “Those mentioned as the
leaders of the Former Yan state’s defense were all members of the
Murong family.” 27
Schreiber (1949-55: 375) states: “Disgusted with their
own Imperial House, the Sima family, and vehemently opposed to
the rule of the savage Xiongnu Turks, many of the Han Chinese
officials had joined the Murong, who had been able to keep order
in their little state (in Liaodong and Liaoxi) during all this political
turmoil. There they helped to organize a model Chinese court
with a Chinese educated Murong ruler as head, and to expand the
Murong state slowly to the south and the west.”
Pei Yi (裴嶷), a former Grand Administrator of Changli
(昌黎), “laid before Hui a plan,” saying that “the Imperial House
of the Jin is weak and powerless. Its influence is limited to the
south of the river Yangzi… You are the only one who can save
the heart of the Empire from the confusion... Though each of the
various tribes has its troops, these are mere conglomerations
without any purpose. They should be gradually annexed and their
resources added to ours for the campaign into Central China (ibid:
411).”28 Pei Yi may also be regarded as one of the distinguished
Han Chinese collaborators to appear in the Chinese chronicles.
The transformation of the Murong Xianbei from a tribal
group to a Dual-System state was the work of Murong Hui and
his son Huang. They established a centralized but tribally based
military organization commanded by their brothers, sons, and
nephews, and a Chinese-style civil bureaucracy for the farmers
and city dwellers of Liao River basin. A proto-conquest dynasty,
even ephemeral, could not have been founded in North China by
Huang’s son without the collaboration of Chinese administrative
experts. According to Barfield (1989: 97-107), the Murong
Xianbei founded a state with this type of dual militarybureaucratic organization for the first time in East Asia during the
Era of Five Barbarians and Sixteen States.
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It was only natural for the innovative Manchurian
nomads to take over part of the Chinese domain and rule it,
taking advantage of both their militaristic specialty and the
efficiency of Chinese-style bureaucracy. According to Fairbank
(1992: 111-2), “this pattern of dual Sino-nomadic government
was visible from the fourth century AD in southern Manchuria. It
would reach its peak in the complete control that followed the
Mongol and Manchu conquerors.” Barfield (1989: 106) contends
that “the organization that the Murong created was the base on
which their cousins the Tuoba built to unite north China.”
Schreiber (1949-55: 477-8) writes the following decree
issued by Murong Huang: “Loyal persons, alone, should be
recommended to the court as candidates for high governmental
positions. … With regard to clearing unfit persons out of
officialdom, I do not wish to effect changes at present, because
we still have to reckon with war and have to bestow official posts
as rewards for bravery and effectiveness in battle. We may start to
talk about changing officials when Central China is freed from its
oppressors.” Huang died three years before the conquest.
The advent of the Murong-Xianbei conquest dynasty
coincided with the appearance of stirrups in East Asia. The
conquest of North China by Former Yan (337-70) in 352 was an
epoch-making event, though ephemeral, not only in the sense that
it presaged the advent of a series of full-fledged conquest
dynasties of Manchurian provenance, but also in the sense that
the Murongs experimented with an institutional framework that
served as a source of inspiration for those latter-day conquerors.

Trial Performance of Proto-Conquest Dynasty

江表 威德不能及遠 中原之亂 非明
公不能拯也 今諸部雖各擁兵 然皆
頑愚相聚 宜以漸幷取 以爲西討之
資…以裵嶷爲長史

委以軍國之謀

諸部弱小者 稍稍擊取之

3. The Murong-Xianbei Conquer Central China: A Preview of
Conquest Dynasty
MURONG-XIANBEI YAN NEUTRALIZES YEMAEK KOGURYEO

Murong Huang proclaimed himself King of Yan in 337;
destroyed Koguryeo and relocated the capital to Longcheng (龍
城) in 342; and crushed the last uprisings of the Duan in 338, and
of the Yuwen in 344. In 346, Huang dispatched three of his sons,
including the crown prince, with 17,000 cavalrymen to attack the
Puyeo, capturing the king and over fifty thousand prisoners.29
Huang could further cement the alliance with the Duan-Xianbei

5.6. Three legged crow from (top) 4-5

th

century tomb, Urumqi, Xinjiang;
th

(middle) 4 c. Former Yan tomb,
Chaoyang 袁台子; and (bottom) late
th

4 c. Koguryeo Tomb of Wrestling, Ji’an

Murong-Xianbei Neutralize the Yemaek

29

資治通鑑

卷九十六

咸康七年

[341] 燕王皝以慕容恪爲...屢破高句

麗兵 高句麗畏之 不敢入境
魏書 卷九十五 列傳八十三 慕容
廆…子元眞... 自稱燕王 … 征高麗
[342] 大破之

資治通鑑 晋紀 穆帝 永和二年 燕
王皝遣世子儁 帥慕容軍 慕容恪 慕
輿根 三將軍 萬七千騎 襲夫餘…虜
其王玄及部落五萬餘口 而還
30

Jun (儁/雋) was Huang’s second son

and heir apparent who was born in 308
from Duan queen but did not marry a
Duan woman. See Klein (1980: 27-30).
31

資治通鑑 卷第九十七 晉紀 十九

成帝...翰言於皝曰 宇文彊盛日久...
今若擊之 百擧百克 然高句麗 去國
密邇 常有闚覦之志 彼知宇文亡 禍
將及己 必乘虛深入 掩吾不備 若少
留兵 則不足以守 多留兵則不足以
行 此心腹之患也 宜先除之... 高句
麗之地 不可戍守 今其主亡民散 潛
伏山谷 大軍旣去必 復鳩聚 收其餘
燼... 請載其父尸 囚其生 母而歸
俟其束身自歸 然後返之 撫以恩信
策之上也 皩從之
See Schreiber (1949-55: 466-8).
32

Schreiber (1956: 32) quoting Taipingyulan (太平御覽) by Li Fang (李昉
925-96). In November 352, Jun

proclaimed himself Emperor, saying: “I
have, urged by the Chinese people...
ascended the throne (ibid: 35).” When
Huang and Jun proclaimed themselves
King and Emperor, “they stressed…that
they assumed the dignity at the
insistence of” the Chinese (ibid: 124).
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through marriage. Huang, his fifth son Chui (垂 the founder of
Later Yan), and Chui’s son, Bao (寶), married Duan women.30
The Zizhi Tongjian records the advice of Murong Han
given to his brother, Huang, sometime before November 342:
“Our nearest neighbors, the Koguryeo, are always vigilant. They
know that as soon as we have annihilated the Yuwen, we will
attack them. Therefore, if we move to invade the territory of
Yuwen, they surely would attack our country while our army is
abroad. Were we to leave a few of our troops to guard the home
country, the army of Koguryeo would ravage the country. Were
we to leave a sufficient number of troops to prevent an invasion,
our expeditionary army would be too weak to conquer the Yuwen.
We should, therefore, first conquer Koguryeo.” Huang invaded
Koguryeo in November 342 with forty thousand of his elite
soldiers, and captured its capital Hwan-do. At that time, Huang
was further advised by one of his generals: “It is impossible to
keep Koguryeo occupied. The king managed to escape and the
people are scattered and hidden in the mountains. Upon our
departure they will emerge from their hiding places and gather
together. Let us take Chao’s mother along as prisoner, and remove
the corpse of his father to Longcheng. Under such circumstances
Chao [King Koguk-won r.331-71] will beg for the restoration of
his parents. Then you may return the corpse of his father and may
treat Chao with kindness and give him your confidence. In my
opinion this is the best way of handling Koguryeo.” Huang gave
his consent. 31
The Murong-Xianbei could not leave standing the threat
to their rear posed by the Yemaek people in central Manchuria
before proceeding with their campaign against mainland China.
Apparently, Huang effectively neutralized Koguryeo in 342, and
hence cleared the stage for his son to conquer north China. There
were no further armed conflicts between the Koguryeo and the
Murong-Xianbei until the downfall of Former Yan in 370.
When the Later Zhao state collapsed under the Han
Chinese rebellion, Murong Jun (r.349-60), Huang’s second son,
occupied north China and declared himself emperor in
November 352. According to Schreiber (1956: 123), “the vast
majority of the Chinese, made pliable by a series of ferocious civil
wars, welcomed any ruler who could promise peace and order.
The people [were] fed up with tyranny; they [looked] for a ruler
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who will rescue them from slaughter and chaos.”

The Murong-Xianbei Conquer Central China

資治通鑑 卷九十八 晋紀二十 穆帝
永 和 五 年 [349] 四月 虎卒太子世卽

SINICIZATION AND CORRUPTION OF THE RULING NOBILITY

位...燕王雋曰石虎窮凶極暴....中國

The death of Shi Hu, the Xiongnu emperor of Later
Zhao, on April 23, 349, threw North China into turmoil. By April
350, Ran Min of rebel provenance (乞活), the founder of Wei (冉
魏), could notify the Jin court in South China that he had already
exterminated the Xiongnu bandits who had been occupying the
Central Plain. Murong Jun mobilized 200,000 Xianbei horsemen,
equipped with stirrups, destroyed the Ran Min’s infantry army (步
卒) in April 352 in Hebei, and captured Ye on August 13, 352. The
Han Chinese officials at Murong’s court were the first to urge Jun
to proclaim himself emperor. They wanted an imperial court so
that they could advance to the high positions which only such a
court offered. Following the Chinese tradition, Jun feigned refusal
of their request at first, saying: “Our home originally was the
desert and the steppe, and we were barbarians.” 32
In January 353, Murong Jun established a full-fledged
imperial court at Jicheng. The capital was moved to Ye in 357.
When Jun died in 360, an eleven year old child (Wei 暐 r.360-70),
instead of Murong Ke, the capable younger brother of Jun who
was a natural leader commanding the loyalty of Xianbei soldiers,
ascended the throne. Somehow, Sinicization of the Murong’s
court was very rapid and so was the disintegration of the Former
Yan.33 The Murong’s deeds in their final days illuminated the
anathema to the later conquest dynasties.
After his successes in the west and in the south,
“Emperor” Jun began to contemplate final campaigns against the
Eastern Jin, the Chinese dynasty in the south, and against the Fu
Jian’s Qin, the Tibetan state in the west. At the beginning of the
year 359, Jun gave orders to the provinces and districts to survey
all Han Chinese men fit for military service. Every family was
allowed to keep one of the men; all the others had to enlist. The
Murong Yan were able to conquer Central China with 200,000
Xianbei mounted soldiers. And yet Jun intended to have at his
command an army of 1,500,000 foot soldiers to do away with the
Eastern Jin and the Former Qin. When Jun was lying on his
sickbed, the recruiting of the new [Han Chinese] army, which had
been postponed until that winter, was in full swing. From all the
districts and feudal states of Yan recruits flocked into the capital,

之民墜於塗炭…先取薊城次指鄴都...
以慕容恪爲...評...爲…選精兵二十餘
萬…十二月...閔...誅胡羯...二十餘萬
六年春正月...閔...盡滅石氏...曰吾屬
故晉人…卽位皇帝...國號大魏...三月
…雋拔薊…十月…雋還至龍城…四月

…閔…告晉曰逆胡亂中原 今已誅之
卷九十九 晋 紀 二十一 永 和 八年
[352]

四月...冉以所將多步卒 以燕

皆騎兵…大破之…執…閔…五月...
遣...慕容軍…慕輿根...等帥步騎二萬
助慕容評攻鄴...八月...等開鄴城納
燕兵...十一月...雋卽皇帝位...謂曰…
爲中國所推…九年...自龍城遷于薊宮
魏書 卷九十五 列傳 第八十三 廆
…子儁統任…建國十五年[352]置百官
33

See Schreiber (1949-55: 457).

Schreiber (1956: 120) notes: “An old
heritage of the Xianbei…was the law
that when the head of the family died,
the next younger brother…succeeded
him. The eldest son could become
head of the family only when there were
no paternal uncles left.”
34

Schreiber (1956: 54-5, 58, 63-4)

晉書 卷一百十 載記第十 慕容儁
儁于是復圖入寇 兼欲經略關西 乃
令州郡校閱見丁 精覆隱漏 率戶留
一丁 餘悉發之 欲使步卒一百五十
萬 期明年大集 將進臨洛陽 爲三方
節度 武邑劉貴 上書極諫 陳百姓凋
弊 召兵非法 恐人不堪命 有土崩之
禍...乃改爲三五占兵…是時兵集鄴城
盜賊互起 每夜攻劫 晨昏斷行

Mobilizing 1,500,000 Chinese Peasants
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資治通鑑 卷一百一 晉紀二十三 穆

Ye. Organized robbery became rampant. Bandits raided from
dusk till dawn and interrupted all communications. After Jun’s
death, the Great Army of Yan (the newly recruited army) simply
dispersed. Traveling from the capital Ye southwards was
hazardous at that time because many of the conscript peasants
had become highwaymen. 34
Eberhard (1965: 125) declares that “the Xianbei, as the
Turks, were pure horsemen. Infantry troops had no place in their
system.” When the Murong ruler conscripted more than one
million Chinese peasant soldiers to conquer Eastern Jin, Northern
Yan plunged into chaos. Nevertheless, the horsemen of Xianbei
were still strong enough to deal with rebellions within the empire.
How ineffective were the conscript Han Chinese soldiers
can best be seen in a memorial presented by Shen Shao, the
Grand Administrator of Changshan: “The strength of our
bowmen and cavalry [was] feared by Qin and Jin. Our [Xianbei]
soldiers have always been noted for flocking by the colors like
clouds and rushing against the enemy like the wind; yet why is it
that recently they [the new Han Chinese soldiers] are often tardy
in arriving at the appointed time or ineffective in combat? … The
local officials, when assessing labor and taxes, always … put the
poor and weak in first place. The ones who go to war and labor
and the ones who are left behind are in distress and without any
means to support themselves. … [T]he result is that they become
fugitives, and thereby … leave undone the important work of
agriculture and sericulture. What is of prime importance with
soldiers is not their number, but their willingness to give their
lives. One ought to train the [conscript peasant] soldiers and teach
them the art of war. When the soldiers are not actually on a
campaign, they should be allowed to follow the occupation they
have in private life.” 35
On his deathbed, Murong Ke, the regent, requested his
nephew, the child Emperor, to entrust the care of the whole
nation to his younger brother Murong Chui. Murong Ke died in
367. The young Emperor was not interested in governing, and let
the covetous Murong Ping, another uncle, take over the army and
officialdom. Ping plotted Chui’s assassination, driving Chui into
the arms of Fu Jian in 369. 36
The Murong nobility (貴戚/豪貴) had been entitled to a
certain amount of tax-exempt land and tenants (蔭戶). They

帝 升平四年 [360] 三月 所徵郡國
兵 以燕朝多難 互相驚動 往往擅自
散歸 自鄴以南 道路斷塞

5.7. Murong-Xianbei Art Objects from
(1) Chaoyang 朝陽市十二臺墓地;
(2) Fangshen 房身, Beipiao;
(3,4) Lamadong 喇嘛洞溝七號墓,
Beipiao 北票縣南八家鄕四家板村
(2) Liaoning Provincial Museum
(1,3,4) Liaoning Institute of Archeology

遼寧省文物考古硏究所
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began avariciously enlarging their domains, inducing free farmers
to become their tenants by asking less tribute than the
government tax collectors. In a short time the state treasury
became empty, while the court nobles accumulated riches. 37 Klein
(1980: 22 and 39) states: “the diversion of tax revenues away from
the state treasury and into the hands of noble landowners”
became as serious as in the Sima regime of Western Jin.
After occupying North China in 352, the Murong rulers
do not seem to have prudently selected the provincial Grand
Administrators and Magistrates from among the upright and
capable local Han Chinese. Rather, according to Shen Shao, they
selected them simply from the rank and file of the Xianbei
military officers or the members of noble families born into silk
garments who were without administrative experience, and
extorted taxes and corvée unfairly and avariciously. 38
Shen Shao continues: “Today the population of our
entire Empire amounts to no more than that of a large district of
the Han Dynasty; but we have their complete hierarchy of
officials; there are now more than four thousand ladies in the
harem and altogether ten times as many attendants and menials in
the palace while the armaments are neglected.” 39 The Murong
rulers had apparently established a complete duplicate of the
Chinese style imperial palace and bureaucratic hierarchy. Schreiber
(1956: 125) notes a cynical compliment: “As soon as the Murong
became sinicized, they gained the respect of the local [Han
Chinese] high officials and even of the Court in the South.”
The Murong Xianbei captured Luoyang in 365, only to
be conquered by Fu Jian (r.357-85) in 370. The compilers of the
Jinshu state that, at the end, Murong Ping’s soldiers were so
disappointed with the corrupt Yan regime that it was impossible
for Ping to repulse the Qin army, who had employed the defected
Murong Chui as a guide.40 Murong Ping fled to Koguryeo, but he
was arrested by the people of Koguryeo and sent to Qin. Fu Jian
accepted and honored the surrendered Murong ruling class,
including the corrupt Murong Ping; retained the Yan local
officials; and unified all of North China by 380. Fu Jian resettled
the Yan dignitaries together with 40,000 Xianbei households to
Chang’an in December 370.41
Former Yan had 157 commanderies (郡), 1,579 xians
(縣), 2,458,969 households, and a 9,987,935 population as of the
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晉書 卷一百十一 載記第十 慕

容暐

其尙書左丞申紹上疏曰…弓

馬之勁 秦晉所憚 雲騎風馳 國之
常也 而比赴敵後機 兵不速 濟者
何也…遂致奔亡...退離 蠶農之要 兵
豈在多 貴於用命 宜嚴制軍科 務
先饒復 習兵敎戰 使偏伍有常 從
戎之外 足營私業
See Schreiber (1956: 82-6).
36

See Schreiber (1956: 122).

37

Schreiber (1956: 81)

資治通鑑 一百一 晉紀二十三 太和
三年 [368] 燕王公貴戚 多占民爲蔭
戶 國之戶口 少於私家 倉庫空竭
用度不足...悅綰曰…豪貴恣撗

至使

民戶殫盡 委輸無入 吏斷常俸 戰士
絶廩…一切罷斷諸蔭戶…還郡縣...使
綰…出戶二十餘萬 擧朝怨怒…卒
38

資治通鑑 一百一 晉紀二十四 海

西 公下 太和四年 [369] 尙書左丞
申紹上疏 以爲守宰者 致治之本 今
之守宰 率非其人 或武臣出于行伍
或貴戚生長綺紈 旣非鄕曲之選 又
不更朝廷之職…百姓因弊…又官吏
猥多…皆由守宰 賦調不平 侵漁…
謂宜精擇守宰 倂官省職 存恤兵家
39

Schreiber (1956: 83 and 85)

晉書 卷一百十一 載記第十 慕容暐
其尙書左丞申紹上疏曰… 今之見戶
不過 漢之一大郡 而備置百官… 後
宮四千有餘 童侍厮養通 兼十倍...
戎器弗 營…軍士無襜褕之賚
40

See Schreiber (1956: 128) and Klein

(1980: 39). In 366-7, there seems to
have been widespread floods and
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catastrophic droughts that seriously

year 370.42

weakened the Yan state. See Schreiber
(1956: 72-5).

FU JIAN’S FORMER QIN AND MURONG CHUI’S LATER YAN:
SINICIZATION AND DISINTEGRATION

41

資治通鑑 卷一百二 晉紀二十四

太和五年[370]十一月...評犇高句麗…
執評送于秦..其餘州縣 牧守令長 皆
因舊以授之 十二月遷慕容暐及燕后
妃王公百官 幷鮮卑四萬餘戶于長安
Rogers (1968: 228) notes that the
extradition of Murong Ping “doubtlessly
indicates Koguryeo’s desire to make an
amicable settlement with the new
master of the Central Plain; this would
be in contrast with Koguryeo’s longstanding hostility toward the now
defunct Yan, based on the conflicting
aspirations of the two states for control
of the Liaodong region.”
42

晉書 卷一百十三 載記 第十三
43

Fu Jian’s (符堅) grandfather, Fu

Hong (氐王 蒲/符洪), was a chieftain
of the shepherd-agriculturalist Di (氐)
people. Fu Jian’s uncle (符健) had
served the Xiongnu Later Zhao court as
a leader of Tibetan auxiliaries, and then
declared himself emperor of Qin (秦) in
351. See Klein (1980: 37-44), Eberhard
(2005: 114), and Graff (2002: 64-5).

資治通鑑 卷一百五 晉紀二十六 太
元七年十月 秦王堅…寵育鮮卑羌羯
布滿畿甸 皆我之深仇…[弟符]融諫
曰…且國家 本戎狄也
The Qiang and the Di are traditionally
regarded as proto-Tibetans. According
to the brother (融) of Fu Jian, Di (氐)

The Tibetan tribes (including the Di 氐 and the Qiang
羌) were characterized by “weak tribal structures.” The Fu clan
(of the Di people) had forced the Yao clan (姚 of the Qiang
people) to submit to its rule. 43 Contrasting sharply with the
Murong rulers, Fu Jian did not depend on tribal organization,
tribal chieftains, hereditary nobility, or even his own kinfolk, but
instead organized the Former Qin state (351-94) on the basis of
Chinese-style bureaucracy, filling top governmental and military
positions with the Han Chinese, who apparently looked capable
but had questionable loyalty to the alien rulers. According to Klein
(1980: 35-7), Fu Jian “staunchly supported his able Chinese
ministers, headed by Wang Meng (王猛 325-75), over the
complaints and objections of the Di nobility.” Fu Jian’s regime of
meritocracy depended upon the “bureaucratic system of rule” for
its survival. The structural vulnerability was evident because, as
Klein (1980: 41-2) contends, “beyond selfish opportunism, there
could be no motivation for [the Chinese] officials unrelated to the
ruling house to remain dedicated to their” alien regime in critical
moment. According to the Zizhi Tongjian, Wang Meng, on his
deathbed in July 375, told Fu Jian to eschew the conquest of the
Jin dynasty in the south, and instead to eliminate the Qiang and
Xianbei people who had surrendered to him. Indeed, the 400,000
Xianbei men and women who had been settled at Chang’an in 370
went back to the east in March 386 after the death of Fu Jian in
July 385 and then established Western Yan. 44
Fu Jian mobilized 270,000 cavalry soldiers and as many
as 600,000 peasant foot soldiers, conscripting one out of every
ten, and then mounted against Eastern Jin a massive campaign. 45
The military debacle at the Battle of the Fei River in 383 led to the
death of Fu Jian, and a complete disintegration of the fragile Qin
state that was dependent upon the Han Chinese ministers and
generals as well as the defeated Xianbei people. The battle at the
Fei River depended on the support of the Han Chinese army
ranks and generals who could never be very enthusiastic in
attacking the pure-blooded Han Chinese state in the south. 46 The
Chinese support for Fu Jian’s rule was, Klein (1980: 40) notes,
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“contingent upon a sustained concentration of the power which
had forced them to submit.” When that strength faltered, their
support evaporated. The debacle at the Fei River in 383 and the
death of Fu Jian in July 385 opened the way for the reestablishment of various Yan states, activating all sorts of Murong
leaders who had submitted to Fu Jian. Murong Chui (垂 326-96),
Huang’s fifth son, declared himself Emperor of Yan on February
8, 386, establishing what came to be known as Later Yan (386407), with its capital at Zhongshan (中山 modern Dingxian).
Tuoba Gui followed suit, proclaiming himself King of Wei in
April 386 in the Dai region of northern Shanxi. A group of
Murongs had established Western Yan (385-94), conquered by
Chui in 394, and yet another group of Murong fugitives would
found Southern Yan (398-410) in modern Shandong province.
Unlike Fu Jian, and in keeping with the Murong
tradition, Chui adhered to the tribal tradition of assigning the key
military commands to his brothers, sons, and nephews, and never
gave real power to any Han Chinese officials. When Chui fell ill
and died in 396, Bao (instead of Bao’s brother Lin, who seems to
have been a more capable military leader) succeeded his father and
started reorganizing the Xianbei state into a Chinese state not only
in form but in real power, ensuring the death of Bao himself
within two years, and the demise of Later Yan by 407.47 Bao
(r.396-8) dissolved the military camps, and distributed soldiers
among the commanderies and counties. The Jinshu says that Bao
had delineated the old registers of gentry scholars (士族舊籍).
Klein (1980: 72) contends that Bao “made the troops into feudal
retainers” in order “to wipe away the distinctions between the
Xianbei military and the Han populace, and to take the final step
towards establishing a ‘Chinese state.’ ” 48
Challenged by the Tuoba, Emperor Bao had to flee to
the Murong’s home base, Longcheng in Liaoxi, in 397. Bao was
killed in 398, and his son Sheng (盛) was killed in 401, but Bao’s
brother Xi (熙) continued the Later Yan dynasty in Liaoxi until
407. The Later Yan kings kept fighting against King Kwang-gae-to
of Koguryeo (during 400-6). Peace was restored after the downfall
of the Murong rulers in 407 by a coup d’état staged by Ko Un,
who was enthroned as Emperor in November 407. According to
the Jinshu, Ko’s grandfather was of Koguryeo descent. Ko Un
(Gao Yun) was murdered by a person named Li Ban in September

Sinicization of Later Yan by Murong Bao

originated from the Rong-Di (戎狄) and
were the enemy of the Qiang-Jie(羌羯).
44

資治通鑑 卷一百三 晉紀二十五

寧康三年[375]七月 堅親至猛第…猛
曰 晉雖僻處江南 然正朔相承…勿
以晉爲圖 鮮卑西羌 我之仇敵 終爲
人患 宜漸除之..言終而卒 卷一百六
晉紀二十八 太元十一年[386] 三月
帥鮮卑男女四十餘萬口 去長安而東
…立西燕主…鮮卑旣東 長安空虛
45

Even the cavalry included 30,000

men drafted apparently from the rich
Han Chinese landed-gentry families
“who were not familiar with warfare.”

資治通鑑 卷一百五 晉紀二十七 太
元八年 [383] 秦王堅下詔 大擧入寇
民每十丁 遣一兵…良家子至者 三
萬餘騎...皆富饒子弟 不閑軍旅
46

See also Klein (1980: 43).

47

See Klein (1980: 52-72, 82).

48

The Jinshu suggests that the Tuoba

Wei could command 100,000 horsemen
at that time, while Bao could mobilize
only 37,000 cavalry soldiers together
with 120,000 Han Chinese foot soldiers.

晉書 卷一百十四 載記第二十四 慕
容寶 垂之第四子也…敦崇儒學 工
談論…以求美譽…敎閱戶口 罷諸軍
營分屬郡縣 定士族舊籍 明其官儀
…今魏師十萬…乃盡衆出距 步卒十
二萬 騎三萬七千…敗績以還…麟…
入中山…寶欲還北…乃還至龍城
Johnson (1977: 15) writes: “After
Murong Bao took the throne in Later
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Yan, the population was carefully
examined. The military encampments
were brought to an end, and their
inhabitants divided among the
prefectures and counties. The old
registers of the shi clans were given
definitive form.”
49

晉書 卷十 帝紀第十 安帝 義熙
三年 [407] 冬十一月...是世 高雲馮
跋殺慕容熙 雲僭卽帝位 五年 [409]
九月 離班弑高雲 雲將馮跋攻班殺
之 跋僭卽王位 仍號燕
晉書 卷一百二十四 載記 第二十四
慕容雲 寶之養子也 祖父和 高句麗
之支庶…馮跋詣雲…慕容氏世衰…
公自高氏名家…雲卽位天王位
資治通鑑 卷一百九 晉紀三十一 隆
安元年 [397] 寶以高雲爲建威將軍
…養以爲子 雲高句麗之支屬也 燕
王皝 破高句麗 [342] 徙於靑山 由
是 世爲燕臣
When Murong Huang destroyed
Koguryeo in 342, Ko Un’s grandfather
(高和) came to serve the Murongs.

資治通鑑 卷一百十四 晉紀三十六
義熙四年 [408] 高句麗遣使 聘北燕
且敍宗族 北燕王雲 遣…報之
北史 卷九十三 列傳第八十一 僭僞
附庸 馮跋 ...慕容永僭號長子 以跋

409. Ko’s general, the Han Chinese Feng Ba, killed Li Ban and
established Northern Yan (409-36), proclaiming himself the King
of Yan. 49
In 417, the Eastern Jin general Liu Yu came to occupy
Chang’an, the capital of Later Qin (後秦 384-417) founded by
the Qiang people, but returned south in order to establish his
own Liu Song dynasty (劉宋 420-79). Klein (1980: 91-2) states:
“the South was not, however, destined to conquer the North for
another nine hundred and fifty years, when Zhu Yuanzhang
[r.1368-98] drove another set of foreign rulers out of China from
his base in the Yangzi River valley.”
Former Yan recorded 2.5 million households and 10
million individuals in 369, and Northern Wei had a registered
population of nearly 5 million households and 32 million
individuals on the eve of the Six Garrisons revolt. By contrast,
the Liu Song dynasty in South China recorded only 0.9 million
households containing 4.7 million individuals in 464, and Chen
recorded 0.5 million households and 2 million individuals only,
because so many people escaped government tax and corvée as
the tenants of powerful magnate families. And yet the northern
conquest dynasty could not subjugate the émigré dynasties in
steamy-damp southern soil that commanded highly mobile water
forces on warships armored with ox hides. 50
The chaos in East Asia depicted as the Era of Five
Barbarians and Sixteen States was quelled at last by the TuobaXianbei Northern Wei, occupying the whole of North China by
439, and the Koguryeo of Yemaek-Tungus, occupying the central
and eastern Manchuria by the early fifth century. Sheltered by the
Yangzi River, a series of Han Chinese dynasties (called Jin-SongQi-Liang-Chen; 317-420-479-502-557-589) survived in the south
until the time of unification by Sui in 589, reminiscent of the East
Roman Empire that, centered at the impregnable Constantinople,
survived the onslaughts of the Huns and the Germans.

父安爲將 永爲垂所滅 安東徙昌黎..
遂同夷俗...慕容熙僭號 [401-7]...跋

THE DISTINCTIVE STYLE OF MURONG-XIANBEI ART

...誅熙 [407] 乃立...高雲爲主 雲以

The exhibition “China: Dawn of a Golden Age, 200-750
AD,” held in New York at the Metropolitan Museum of Art
(October 12, 2004 - January 23, 2005), included a group of
bronze and gilt-bronze objects, all from the area of present-day
Chaoyang and Beipiao in western Liaoning Province that could be

跋爲侍中 征北大將軍...明元初 雲
爲左右所殺 [409] 跋乃自立爲燕王..
跋撫納契丹等...跋弟弘...弘襲位..延
和元年 [432] 太武親討之..太延二年
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identified as specific to the Murong Xianbei. The openwork
pattern on a pair of saddle plates excavated at Chaoyang
(composed of hexagons surrounding animals and birds) is
believed to be unique to the Murong Xianbei. Watt (2004: XIX)
states that “the typical design on Murong Xianbei artifacts would
later be seen in the arts of the Northern Wei in China and the
Silla kingdom in Korea.” 51

[436] 弘..入于高麗..弘子朗..朗子熙

北史 卷八十 列傳 第六十八 外戚
馮熙...祖弘 北燕王...熙父朗內徙...
熙生於長安...妹爲文成帝[452-65]后
50

See Graff (2002: 125-32).

51

The pattern was adopted not only by

the Silla, but also by the Kaya in the

4. The “East-to-West” Movements in the Western World

Korean Peninsula, and later by the
Yamato people in the Japanese

THE ERA OF VÖLKERWANDERUNGEN (c.323?-374-453 CE)

Islands. The Koreans are very familiar

We now examine the “east-to-west movements” after
Christ in the western world. Hubert (1934: II-11) declares that
“these queer-looking [Celtic] barbarians, coming from so far, were
to the Italy of the fourth century before Christ what the Scourge
of God [the Huns] was to the Gaul of the fifth century after
Christ, an unavoidable, irresistible, God-sent calamity.” Grousset
(1970: 73) states: “For what reason did the historic Huns –the
descendants of the western Xiongnu-- leave the steppes north of
the Aral Sea and enter Europe? We do not know.”
The Han Chinese dynasties of Qin-Han-Jin (221 BCE316 CE) prospered through most of the Little Ice Age (c.400
BCE-300 CE) in warm mainland China, accommodating the
nomadic incursions in one way or the other. Being located at the
center of the warm Mediterranean region, the Roman Empire
also flourished during most of the Little Ice Age, containing the
barbarous Germans. The advent of global warming coupled with
droughts in the fourth century CE, however, began to activate all
sorts of barbarians in the east as well as in the west. The drying
up of pastures in central Asia had forced nomads and unsettled
peoples to migrate east and west. This drought period coincided
with the beginning of the Era of Five Barbarians and Sixteen
States in mainland China (304-439). It also coincided with the
triggering of a chain reaction in central Asia that resulted in the
invasion of Europe by the Huns, in 374, and the ensuing great
Germanic folk-movements. The whole of Europe was ravaged by
the wild Huns in continuous pursuit of runaway Germanic tribes.
With Attila’s death in 453, most of the Huns themselves withdrew
back toward the Russian steppe, but the once-dislocated

with these sorts of patterns and
designs, and are rather amazed by their
discovery in the Xianbei sites.

5.8. A fourth century Roman cavalry
general without stirrups (Germany)
52

According to Grousset (1970: 67-72),

a Mongol tribe called Yetai, initially
Rouran’s vassal, came down from the
Altai region to present-day Turkestan.
By c.440, they came to occupy
Sogdiana, Transoxania, Bactria and
eastern Iran. In the early sixth century,
the Yetai rulers “entrenched themselves
on both sides of the Hindu Kush, in
Bactria and Kabul,” replacing the last
Kushan rulers. They laid ruin the
Greco-Buddhic civilization of Gandhara,
and played “Attila of India” from their
Punjab base camp between 502-30, but

Byzantium Becomes Capital of Roman Empire

then somehow “vanished from history.”
A band of “Mongol stock” called Avars
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Germanic barbarians remained to become the new rulers of
Western Europe à la the Tuoba-Xianbei rulers in North China.52

reached Europe (ibid: 171-2) and,
acting as confederates of the Byzantine

CONSTANTINE MAKES BYZANTIUM THE CAPITAL OF ROMAN EMPIRE

Empire between 557-65, destroyed the

Emperor Diocletian (r.284-305) had established the
short-lived Tetrarchy, dividing the control of the Roman empire
between two Augusti and two Caesars, in order to meet, according
to Grant (1993: 17), “the increasing, simultaneous pressure on the
frontiers from the Germans in the north and the Persians in the
east” by providing “every potential trouble-spot…a commander
with imperial authority within a few days’ riding.” The Tetrarchic
division was not only “expedient for dealing with the military
emergencies of the day (ibid: 19)” but was also “a safeguard
against internal usurpers (ibid: 17)” characteristic of the latter half
of the third century.
In the eastern world, the Xiongnu Zhao states (304-52)
occupied North China, commencing the so-called Era of Five
Barbarians and Sixteen States, and beginning in 317, the Chinese
managed to establish a series of émigré regimes in the south.
In 306, the Roman troops in Britain hailed Constantine
(r.306-37) as Augustus. In 312, Constantine struck across the Alps
into Italy and killed Maxentius (r.306-12), son of Maximian (r.286305), at the Tiber River. Licinius (r.308-24), who had ruled over
the entire eastern part of the Roman world from Illyricum to the
Euphrates, was able to throw the invading Visigoths back across
the Danube in 323, but he was defeated and executed by
Constantine.53 The first Christian Roman emperor, Constantine
the Great, established new forts along the Rhine and Danube that
stabilized the frontier for a time, and founded a new city on the
site of Byzantium, making it the official capital of the Roman
Empire in 331.54 After the death of Constantine, a series of civil
wars between his sons and other claimants kept the Roman
Empire in a more or less permanent state of division. In 364, the
brother generals Valentinian I (r.364-75) and Valens (r.364-78)
partitioned the Empire as did the two sons of Theodosius,
Honorius (r.395-423) and Arcadius (r.395-408), in 395. Legally,
however, they might be regarded as “joint rulers of an undivided
realm.” 55
It was around this time that the drying up of pastures in
central Asia seems to have triggered a chain reaction that in due

Hunnic kingdoms founded by the
descendants of Attila’s people. They
occupied Hungary, possibly introducing
“the use of the stirrup into the West
(ibid: 176),” and “reigned from the Volga
to Austria (ibid: 173)” until subjugated
by Charlemagne in 805. The Avar
khagan was “baptized with the name of
Theodore (ibid: 175).” Beckwith (2009:
113-6) identifies the Rourans (whose
empire on the Mongolian steppe
collapsed in 552) with the Avars.
53

54

See Grant (1993: 23-48).

At the First Council of Nicaea held in

325, Constantine declared that Jesus
was “of one substance” with God.
Constantine and his successors funded
meetings of Christian leaders to define
the religion’s doctrines. See Grant
(1993: 173) and Heather (2006: 441).
55

Cary and Scullard (1979: 550) state
that the “temporary reunion under
Constantius II (r.337-61) and Julian

(r.362-3), and again under Theodosius I
(r.379-95), merely emphasized the
difficulty of holding it together.”
56

See Heather (2006: 456-7).

Davies (1996: 222-4) classifies the
Germanic peoples into three groups.
The Scandinavian (Viking) group gave
rise to the later Danish, Norwegian,
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course resulted in the invasion of Europe by the Huns and the
ensuing Germanic folk-movements.
Until the first century CE, the German tribal societies
had been fragmented and disorganized. The Roman legions could
indulge in punitive campaigns, destroying everything and everyone
that did not submit to them. By the beginning of the fourth
century, Germanic tribes were stretched along the whole length of
the Roman frontier, from the Rhine to the Black Sea.56 Powerful
coalitions began to emerge that pushed the Germanic
agriculturalist society towards greater social differentiation, larger
power blocks, and greater cohesion, and enabled more organized
predatory warfare across the Roman frontier. The Roman strategy,
according to Heather (2006: 458), just like the strategy of Han
Chinese rulers, was “to alight on a leader who was willing to help
keep the peace, then seek to promote his hold over his subjects by
targeted foreign aid, combined, very often, with trading privileges.
Annual gifts were a feature of Roman foreign policy from the
early centuries AD.”
Local German chiefs, Grant (1993: 55) notes,
“competitively desired access to Roman goods, and to the capacity
for doling out prestigious largesse which these goods afforded
them … engaging in petty border raids … in order to gain or seize
this type of benefit.” Just like the Han Chinese emperors,
Constantine was handing over huge subsidies in gold and
favorable trade, so-called “gift payments,” in order to keep the
barbarians quiet.57
The Visigoth tribes came to gravitate towards a single
leader, and organized incursions into the Roman Empire in 315
and 322. According to Grant (1993: 56), the cavalry of Visigoths
“rose rapidly in strength, borrowing its methods from the nomad
lance riders [the Sarmatians] of their neighbors in the eastern
interior.” To protect the agriculturalists in frontier areas,
Constantine drove the Visigoths away from the Danube in 328,
and hence they had to settle in Transylvania. Constantine,
however, imported a large number of Visigoths and other
barbarians to farm the deserted lands and to provide recruits for
the depleted frontier garrisons. The Goths “became settled,” were
“partly Romanized,” and “assimilated Roman military techniques,”
Grant (ibid: 55, 71) declares, “largely due to the initiative of
Constantine, and so, therefore, was the subsequent transformation

Roman Payments of Gifts to the Germans

Swedish, and Icelandic communities.
The West Germanic group, centered in
the North Sea coast, included Frisians,
Jutes, Batavians, Franks, Alamans,
Angles, and Saxons. They were the
ancestors of the lowland Scots, English,
Dutch, and Flemish. The East German
group, to the east of the Elbe, included
Swabians, Lombards, Burgundians,
Gepids, Vandals, Goths, and Alans.
Vandals and Goths were among the
principal actors of Völkerwanderungen.
The Alans had occupied the region
between the Volga and the Don,
Ostrogoths the region between the Don
and the Dniester, and the Visigoths the
region from the Dniester to the Danube.
57

Edward Gibbon (1737-94) notes that

“A regular payment of money and silk
was stipulated as the condition of a
temporary and precious peace; and the
wretched expedient of disguising a real
tribute under the names of a gift or
subsidy was practiced by the emperors
of China as well as by those of Rome.”
58

Hence many historians ask whether

Constantine was “the last Roman or the
first Byzantine [East Roman] emperor,”
implying that he was, as the founder of
a new empire, “responsible for the
downfall of the [West] Roman Empire”
in the hands of the Germans (ibid: 224).
The enlisted and disciplined Roman
soldiers had been rapidly replaced by
German mercenaries. The military men
“who stood nearest to” Constantine
were almost all the

Huns Crossing Volga and German Migrations

Germans: “The two top military officers,
who were now so often Germans, held
the posts, from the early 320s, of
Masters of Cavalry and Infantry (ibid:
69). … A very large proportion of the …
Roman army was likewise German
auxiliaries [led by their own tribal
chieftains]. The Germans were admitted
… both as top generals and as rankand-file soldiers, especially into the
mobile striking force (comitatenses), on
an unprecedented scale (ibid: 72).”
59

A Xiongnu tribe was driven out of the

Mongolian steppe by a rival tribe in 44
BCE and had to emigrate to the
Balkhash-Aral region. Grousset (1970:
55) believes that this Xiongnu tribe of
the west became the adversaries of the
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of the western empire into a German state.” 58
In 48 CE, a civil war broke out and the Maodun’s
Xiongnu Confederation disintegrated. In 89-93 CE, the allied
forces of Han Chinese, Southern Xiongnu, and Xianbei crushed
the Northern Xiongnu, making a large number of them flee to
the west. Many scholars believe that the Huns were the
descendants of these Northern Xiongnu people.59 According to
Beckwith (2009: 94), the Huns had settled themselves in an area
northeast of the Sea of Azov c.200 CE, and around 370 they
entered the Pontic Steppe proper under their leader, Balamber.
In 374, the Huns crossed the lower Volga, driving out
the Alans across the Don, and then the Ostrogoths to the west of
the Dniester by 375. This chain of events led to the Visigoths
from the lower Dniester region appearing on the northern bank
of the Danube in the summer of 376, culminating in the fall of
the West Roman Empire exactly 100 years later in 476. 60
In the eastern world, Tuoba Gui declared himself king
of Wei in 386 at the northernmost Shengle, just inside the Great
Wall, culminating in the unification of North China by 439.

Roman world under the name of Huns.
60

See Grousset (1970: 73) and

Heather (2006: 152-3). According to
Beckwith (2009: 96), a group of the
Huns launched an attack on the
Sassanid Persian capital at Ctesiphon
in 395-6, but the Persians defeated
them.
61

Grousset (1970: 74-5)
62

Heather (2006: 319)

“While for the other barbarians and for
us there were lavishly prepared dishes
served on silver platters, for Attila there
was only meat on a wooden plate. …
[H]is cup was of wood. His clothing was
plain and differed not at all from the
rest, except that it was clean. Neither
the sword…nor the horse’s bridle was

The Visigoths who arrived on the Danube, requesting
asylum inside the Roman Empire, were likely able to put about
20,000 fighting men into the field. The Visigoths were allowed to
cross the Danube into the East Roman Empire. Heather (2006:
445-6) states: “Around 110,000-120,000 armed outsiders played
some part in bringing down the western Empire” that maintained
a 300,000-600,000-man army as of 376.
The whole of Europe was ravaged by the Alans and
Goths escaping from the Huns, who were rapidly spreading from
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the Volga to the Danube. The portrait of the Xiongnu, or the
Huns, left both by the Chinese annalists and Roman chroniclers
sounds all identical: “flattened noses, high cheekbones, below
average height when afoot, and yet mounted those stocky savages
seem riveted to their ugly little horses, discharging their murderous
arrows.” 61 The sixth century historian Jordanes also recounted the
appearance of Attila (in Getica, translating into Latin what Priscus
had seen in person and said in Greek): “He was short, with a
broad chest and large head; his eyes were small, his beard sparse
and flecked with grey, his nose flat and his complexion dark.” 62
The Scythians were lightly equipped horse archers with a
composite bow measuring some 80 cm in length. The Sarmatians,
who replaced the Scythians in the first century as the dominant
power north of the Black Sea, specialized in heavily armored
cavalry using lance and long saber, and operated in a compact
mass. The Huns were highly maneuverable horse archers, but were
equipped with an asymmetric composite bow measuring some 130
cm in length and able to penetrate Sarmatian armor while keeping
the archer at a safe distance. The Huns waited until their
opponents broke formation to finish them off with the saber. 63
While the Murong-Xianbei, who had conquered North China by
352, were apparently equipped with stirrups, according to Heather
(2006: 157), “the Huns did not [yet] have stirrups, but used heavy
wooden saddles which allowed the rider to grip with the leg
muscles and thus create a firm firing platform.”
We have no information about the pre-374 activities of
the Huns in the further east. Furthermore, a great deal of history
about the German movements for the post-Constantine period
(337-75 CE) seems to have been lost, or has not been recorded at
all. The Vandal coalition that conquered Carthage in 439 was a
new political entity encompassing Alans, Hasdings, Silings, and
Suevi. The Franks started to feature as a significant force only
from the mid-460s. Heather (2006: 451) states: “All of the major
successor states to the west Roman Empire were created around
the military power of new barbarian super-groups, generated on
the march.”

Huns: Flattened Noses, High Cheekbones

adorned…with gold or precious stones.
…for the god-appointed conqueror,
plain was good (ibid: 320).”
63

See Heather (2006: 155-6).

Unlike the “self” bows made of a single
stave of wood, the composite bows
were made of separate sections of
wood that provided a frame for sinew
on the outside (that would stretch), and
bone plates on the inside (that would be
compressed when the bow was drawn).
Wood, sinew and bone were glued
together with adhesive concocted from
fishbone or animal hide. The composite
bows curved in the reverse direction
when unstrung. They could shoot well
over 400 meters with tremendous
striking power (ibid: 156).
Heather (ibid: 155) quotes Ammianus:
The Huns “are lightly equipped for swift
motion … They… divide suddenly into
scattered bands and attack…dealing
terrific slaughter… They fight from a
distance with missiles having sharp
bone… then they gallop over the
intervening spaces and fight hand to
hand with swords.” He further quotes
the 4th century historian Eunapius: the
Huns “were totally incapable…of
conducting a battle on foot, but by
wheeling, charging, retreating in good
time and shooting from their horses,
they wrought immense slaughter.”
64

See Grant (1993: 63-5) and Heather

(2006: 151-90).
WEST ROMAN EMPIRE SUCCUMBS TO THE GERMANS

Immediately after crossing the Danube in 376, the
Visigoths rebelled, and the East Roman Emperor Valens (r.364-

65

Cary and Scullard (1979: 551)

contend that “the Visigoths (with the

West Roman Empire Becomes German State

connivance of the East-Roman emperor
Arcadius) left their new homes in the
Balkans in search of better land.” The
Roman legions began to evacuate
Britain in 383. The Vandals, Alans, and
Suevi invaded Spain in 409.
66

67

See Beckwith (2009: 95-8).

Heather (2006: 449) notes that “In
the Carolingian Empire, the army

consisted of local landowners leading
armed contingents of their own
retainers.” In the Later Han and
Western Jin dynasties, the local landed
magnates also commanded armed
forces of their own retainers.
The Chinese landed magnate families
became demilitarized (civilian) gentry
under the conquest dynasties.
Under the Roman Empire, “a relatively
simple political deal…bound together
Roman center and [conquered] locality.
In return for tax payments, the
machinery of the state, military and
legal, protected a relatively small
landowning class from outside enemies
and internal ones (ibid: 448).” Local
landowners were civilians. See also
Cary and Scullard (1979: 550, 557).
The seventh century witnessed the
emergence of the Arabs who put an
end to the Sassanid Persian Empire
(226-642) and the East Roman North
Africa, making the caliphate a major
world power. By 715, the Arab empire
extended to the Pyrenees, ravaging
southern France in 720-5. The Moorish
kingdom in Spain survived until 1492.
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78) was killed near Hadrianople in 378. Under Valens’ successor
Theodosius I (r.379-95), the Goths were induced to settle down in
the Balkan lands. 64 It was the West Roman Empire (395-476) that
bore the brunt of renewed German invasions. The Visigoths
invaded Italy in 401.65 Exactly 800 years after Rome had been
sacked by the Celtic warriors in 390 BCE, the city was once again
sacked by the Visigothic king, Alaric (r.395-411), in 410.
By 420, the Huns themselves made their appearance on
the Great Hungarian Plain. Attila became the ruler of the Huns in
434, succeeding his uncle Ruga. Emperor Theodosius II (r.408-50)
of the East Roman Empire negotiated peace by paying Attila 700
Roman pounds of gold a year, increased to 2,100 pounds after a
defeat in 441. In 451, Attila sacked the northern cities of the West
Roman Empire along the Rhine in Gaul and Germania.66
The Huns themselves became the European superpower
and the terror of Europe below the Rhine and Danube. The last
Roman troops left Britain in 436. The Vandals devastated Gaul
and Spain before conquering North Africa, the breadbasket of the
West Roman Empire, in 439, the year the Tuoba-Xianbei
conquered the whole of North China in the eastern world. In 449,
the Angles, Saxons, and Jutes began the “conquest” of Britain (or
simply “massive migrations” into England), defeating the Celtic
Britons at Crayford in 457.
In 452, Attila crossed the Alps and invaded Italy. With
Attila’s death in 453, however, most of the Huns began to
withdraw back toward the Black Sea region of the Russian steppe,
and by c.470 the Huns disappeared from the European stage. In
476, the last West Roman emperor (Romulus Augustulus r.475-6)
was deposed by a Sciri German general, Odovacar (r.476-93), who
declared himself king of Italy but was killed in 493 by Theoderic
of the Ostrogoths (r.474-526), who conquered Italy in 489-93.
Theodoric established an Ostrogothic kingdom that included Italy,
Sicily, and Dalmatia.
The East Roman Empire, to be called a Hellenistic
Byzantine Empire, passed through a critical period after 378,
when the emperor Valens was killed in a battle against the Goths.
The Eastern Empire survived the collapse of its western
counterpart in 476. Cary and Scullard (1979: 556-7) state: “it
preserved Roman institutions for two further centuries, and
retained the use of Latin in its courts… [It is by] the seventh and
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eighth centuries … Greek ousted Latin as the official tongue.”
The eighth century saw the rise of Carolingian Franks
(751-843-987), and with the ninth century came the Northmen,
Magyars, the Viking’s siege of Paris, and the division of
Charlemagne’s (r.768-814) empire.67 Surprisingly, the line of East
Roman emperors, presumably the lineal descendants of Augustus,
went unbroken until the capture of Constantinople by
Muhammed II in 1453, thanks to the impregnability of its heavily
fortified walls, defensible both by land and by sea, and industrial
resources and reserves of military man-power that Asia Minor
provided.68
In mainland China, the Tuoba-Xianbei of Western
Manchurian provenance conquered and ruled North China. 69 The
southern Han Chinese émigré dynasties below the impregnable
Yangzi River could maintain, even precariously (either with
conquest dynasties in the north or being unified by the Sui-Tang
dynasties), the ancient Qin-Han cultural traditions ever after 317,
until subjugated by the Mongols in 1279.
The rulers of the émigré dynasties below the Yangzi
River firmly believed that they were the true heirs of Han Chinese
civilization, maintaining the irredentist dream quite a long while.
The rulers of the Byzantine Empire also believed that they were
the true heirs of Roman civilization. The East Roman Justinianus
emperors (518-610) tried their best to regain the Italic Peninsula
from the Germanic barbarians.

The Byzantine as Heirs of the Romans

68

See Cary and Scullard (1979: 533,

557) and Grant (1993: 119-120).
69

The Tuoba Wei rulers recruited the

provincial officials from the Chinese
landed gentry. The ambitious Han
Chinese tried to learn the Xianbei
language to become high officials in the
Tuoba court. Under the Roman Empire,
Heather (2006: 440-1) states, the
“conquered [provincial] elites [tried to
join] the imperial bureaucracy, which
became the new path to local
dominance. …The literary education…
of… elites --Latin in the west, Greek in
the east-- was not cheaply bought.
It required…a decade’s intensive
instruction with the grammarian, and
only the landowning class could afford
to invest so much in their children’s
education. … It was… necessary for
most forms of advancement. The vast
majority of the state’s new bureaucrats
came from the old town-council…
classes” of the conquered provinces.
In the post-Roman German kingdoms,
however, “military service for one’s
king, rather than a foot on the
bureaucratic ladder” became “the main
path to advancement,” and hence they
did not bother “any more with a full
Latin education.”
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The First Full-fledged Conquest Dynasty

See http://www.world-heritage-tour.org/asia/china/Yungang/map.html./longmen/

Tuoba Tao (Tai Wudi, r.423-52) in Cave
18 (dated 460-70), Yungang, Datong

th

“Barbarian warriors” on horses: clay figures of the 6 century

Gaxian Cave 祝文於室之壁
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The Tuoba-Xianbei Occupy North China

CHAPTER SIX

THE FIRST FULL-FLEDGED CONQUEST DYNASTY
COMPATRIOT MILITARY AND CHINESE ADMINISTRATORS

The Tuoba rulers established an almost complete replica of
the traditional Chinese bureaucratic hierarchy. The peasant masses
were administered by the Han Chinese officials recruited from the
Chinese

landed-gentry

through

a

refined

Nine

Rank

system

(introduced by the Cao Cao’s Wei in 220) under the control of the
Xianbei aristocrats who had monopolized all of the powerful positions
in the government and military.
The Tuoba rulers merged not only other Xianbei tribes, but
also the surrendered Xiongnu and Qiang tribes into their military units.
They converted selected Xianbei people into eight artificial tribes,
structured as military-service units bound to the state, in permanent
settlement around Pingcheng. This professional, hereditary army,
commanded by the emperor and his immediate followers, became the
primary striking arm. Those who were not included in the Capital Army
were settled on allocated pastureland under their hereditary chieftains,
acting as frontier garrison communities. Chinese peasants were called
up for logistical support roles in major campaigns and employed in
6.1. The Gaxian Cave Ancestral Temple

local constabulary service. The Xianbei, designated as Compatriots,

(嘎仙洞窟) located at 200 km

dominated the ranks as well as the leadership of the armies. They

northwest of Nenjiang (嫩江) city,

were clustered around the northern steppe lands with the capital of

Oroqen Zizhiqi (鄂倫春族自治旗=

Pingcheng at its center, far away from the Chinese peasant masses in

阿里河), discovered in 1980.

the Central Plain. Tribal people and military affairs were handled
according to traditional tribal ways. The Xianbei elites were guaranteed

1

魏書 卷一 序紀 第一 昔黃帝有

to occupy all of the powerful positions in the government and military.

受封北土

The Tuoba rulers replaced Confucianism, the cultural values

國有大鮮卑山 因以爲號...統幽都之

of the conquered, with the alien Buddhist ideology. They encouraged

北 廣漠之野 畜牧遷徙 射獵爲業

the veneration of the emperor as the Buddha Incarnate while he was

…北俗謂土爲托 謂后爲跋故 以爲

alive, and as the supernatural Protector of the State, posthumously.

氏…於弱水之北…以及秦漢…山戎

They established the Equal Field system that served as the institutional

匈奴之屬

basis for the fubing system introduced by Western Wei and maintained

子二十五人…昌意小子

累代殘暴...統國三十六

大姓九十九

by the Sui-Tang rulers. The wholesale Sinification of the Tuoba court

魏書 卷一百 列傳第八十八 烏洛候

began under the rule of the Han Chinese Empress Feng. Her grandson

在地豆干之北…西北有完水...干巳

transferred the capital from Pingcheng to Luoyang where the Xianbei

尼大水...世祖眞君四年來朝 稱其國

aristocrats were made to adopt the life-style of old Chinese dignitaries.

西北有國家先帝舊墟石室..告祭焉刊

The frustrated generals and soldiers in northern frontier garrisons
rebelled, and so commenced the “re-Xianbei-ization” process.

祝文於室之壁面還 [天子臣拓燾...]
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1. The Tuoba-Xianbei Occupy North China

Tuoba-Xianbei from Western Manchuria

2

See Janhunen (1996: 191-3) and

Klein (1980: 95).
TUOBA-XIANBEI TRIBE: A BRANCH OF DONGHU

Although Twitchett (1979: 3) asserts that the Tuoba were
Turks, it seems incontestable that they belonged to the DonghuXianbei of Western Manchuria. Holcombe (2001: 130) states:
“The people known as Xianbei are said to have originated in the
Xing’an Mountains of northern Manchuria. … [I]n 443, the then
reigning Tuoba Xianbei emperor [Tai Wudi] gave credence to a
report that his original ancestral temple had been discovered in a
grotto [Gaxian Cave] on the eastern slopes of the northernmost
reaches of the greater Xing’an range… [by] dispatch[ing] an
official to perform sacrifices there. [W]hen the Xiongnu…
defeated them around the beginning of the second century
BCE…they took refuge…at…Xianbei Mountain, from which
they purportedly derived their name.” 1
The Gaxian Cave belonged to the native territory of the
Shiwei and the historical Mongols. The Tuoba-Xianbei tribes
could have moved southwards by the end of the second century
CE into the steppe lands once held by the southern Xiongnu, the
northern part of (or north of) Shanxi.2
The Tuoba-Xianbei were the most westward and most
nomadic of the Manchurian tribes. They had settled around
Shengle in 258, and then extended their territory to the north of
Shang’gu (modern Huailai county of Hebei), and also to the
Ruyuan (the upper course of the Luan River), neighboring the
Yuwen Xianbei. In 315, Tuoba Yilu (猗盧) was appointed king of
Dai by the Jin Emperor, but was killed by his son. Yilu’s nephew
Tuoba Yulu (鬱律) succeeded to the throne in 316; he was killed
by a cousin in 321. Yulu’s son, Tuoba Yihuai (翳槐), succeeded to
the throne in 329. Shi’ijian (什翼犍 b.319 r.338-76), another of
Yulu’s sons, succeeded his brother Yihuai in 338 and founded the
Dai Kingdom. Dai was a traditional appellation for the north
Shanxi region.3
In 341, Shi’ijian lost his wife, who was a sister of
Murong Huang (r.333-49). Shi’ijian asked Huang for another
princess. Huang demanded one thousand horses as price for the
new wife. Shi’ijian refused to pay the price and added abuses to
his refusal. In 343, Huang sent his heir apparent, Jun (r.349-60),
and Ping with troops against the Tuoba. Shi’ijian and his entire

3

Graff (2002: 57); Klein (1980: 32-3)

魏書 卷一 序紀 第一

獻帝 [詰汾

r.189-220]命南移…始居匈奴之故地...

力微立..遷於定襄之盛樂[258]…在上
谷北 濡源之西 東接宇文部…猗盧
統一部[296] …始出幷州…北徙雲中
...晉愍帝進...爲代王[315]...什翼犍立
...稱建國元年 [338] 二年 始置百官
4

One year after Shi’ijian came to power

[339], he married the sister of Murong
Huang, who died in 341. Schreiber
(1956: 68) notes that Shi’ijian’s new
wife [married in 344] died in 360, and
he married yet another princess of Yan
in 362. See quotes from the Zizhi
Tongjian and Weishu by Schreiber
(1949-55: 473), and Xu (2005: 156).

魏書 卷一 序紀第一 昭成皇帝諱什
翼犍立...建國二年 [339] 慕容元眞妹
爲皇后...四年 [341] 皇后慕容氏崩...
七年 [344] 遣…秩 迎后慕容氏元眞
之女於境...慕容元眞…求交婚…以烈
帝女妻之
資治通鑑 卷九十七 晉紀十九 建元
元年 [343] 代王什翼犍復求婚於燕
燕王皝使納馬千匹爲禮 什翼犍不與
又倨慢無子壻禮…皝遣世子儁 帥前
軍師評等擊代 什翼犍帥衆避去
魏書 卷二 太祖紀第二 太祖道武皇
帝諱珪 昭成皇帝之嫡孫…年六歲昭
成崩 [376]...苻堅遣將...國衆離散 堅
使…分攝國事…[383] 苻堅敗于淮南
[385] 帝乃馳還…苻堅爲…所殺

登

國元年 [386] 帝卽代王位...四月改稱
魏王…車駕還盛樂

Founding Fathers of the Tuoba Dynasty
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魏書 卷二 太祖紀 第二 皇始元年

people fled into the mountains. In 344, Shi’ijian sent his brother
Zhi to Yan for his new wife. Several months later, Murong Huang
sent an envoy to Shi’ijian asking for a princess for a wife. Shi’ijian
consented and selected his own sister for Huang.4
Graff (2002: 64) quotes the Weishu: “by about 366, the
Tuoba claimed that they commanded several hundred thousand
mounted archers and their rich pastures supported a million
horses.” 5 Fu Jian, however, invaded Dai in 376, and Shi’ijian died
while hiding in the mountains. The Tuoba-Xianbei were then
ruled by Former Qin until the death of Fu Jian nine years later, in
385.
Tuoba Gui (珪 b.370 r.386-409), a grandson of Shi’ijian,
narrowly escaped death, thanks to his mother’s wits, in August
385. Tuoba Song (renamed Changsun Song after 496), whose
father had been appointed leader of the southern Tuoba tribes by
Shi’ijian and came to be recorded as the progenitor of Tang
Taizong’s (r.626-49) Empress Changsun clan, adhered to Tuoba
Gui at this critical moment. Song and his nephew Daosheng
(d.451) rendered the greatest military service to emperors Gui and
Si (嗣 r.409-23) in founding the Northern Wei dynasty. 6
Tuoba Gui declared himself king of Dai on February 20,
386, and then king of Wei (386-534) two months later,
establishing his capital first at Shengle. Gui proclaimed himself
emperor in 398, relocating the capital to Pingcheng (Datong).
When the young Tuoba Gui was challenged by his uncle in late
386, Murong Chui (r.386-96) sent his son, Lin, to help Gui defeat
his uncle’s army. Graff (2002: 69-70) states: “Under pressure from
hostile Xiongnu groups, the youthful Wei leader Tuoba Gui
offered his allegiance to Murong Chui and received badly needed
military assistance from the more powerful Later Yan state (386397-407). With Yan backing, Tuoba Gui was able to defeat the
Xiongnu challenge and incorporate many of the vanquished
tribesmen into his own following… establishing his dominance
over the nomadic peoples inhabiting the vast steppe region from
the Greater Xing’an mountains in the east to the great bend of
the Yellow River in the west.” Tuoba Gui, often jointly with the
Murong Lin’s army, could defeat the Kumo-Xi tribe in 388, the
Rouran tribe in 390, and also the Xiongnu tribes in 392. Gui
established military colonies in the Ordos Loop steppeland in 394,
and drove out the Rourans northward across the desert.

[396]…置百官… 天興元年 [398] 遷都

平城…天興三年 [400] 立皇后慕容氏
天賜三年 [406] 發八部五百里內男
丁築壘南宮
5

魏書 卷二十四 列傳 第十二 燕鳳

堅問鳳…空弦之士數十萬 馬百萬匹
6

魏書 卷二十五 列傳第十三 長孫

嵩代人也…父仁昭成時[什翼犍r.33876]爲南部大人 嵩…代父統軍…太祖

[道武帝 珪 r.386-409]承大統…累著
軍功…歷侍中,司徒,相

州刺史…太

宗卽位…聽理萬幾…節,督山東諸軍
事…世祖卽位 進爵北平王...薨年八
十…後高祖[孝文帝]追錄先朝功臣
…長孫道生 嵩從子也…進封上黨王
資治通鑑 卷一百六 晉紀二十八 太
元十年[385]八月...珪母賀氏…夜飮顯
酒令醉 使珪陰與舊臣…輕騎亡去…
故南部大人長孫嵩 師所部七百餘家
…歸珪 太元十一年 珪...卽代王位...
以長孫嵩爲南部大人…爲北部大人
分治其衆…長孫道生…侍從左右 出
納敎命…道生嵩之從子也 卷一百十
五 晉紀三十七 安帝 義熙六年[410]
正月 長孫崇 將兵 伐柔然 五月 崇
至漠北而還 柔然追圍之於牛川 魏
主祠 北擊…柔然可汗社崘 聞之遁
走 道死 卷一百十八 晉紀四十 義
熙十四年[418] 五月 魏主嗣…遣…
長孫道生…師精騎二萬 襲燕 卷一
百十九 宋紀二 武帝 永初三年[418]
五月 崇宿德舊臣 歷事四世 功存社
稷 卷一百二十三 宋紀五 文帝 元
嘉十六年[439]九月 柔然勅連可汗…
乘虛入寇…遣..長孫道生…拒之於…
崇擊破..於陰山之北…勅連聞之遁去
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The Tuoba-Xianbei and the Murong-Xianbei, in spite of
their multiple marriage ties, could not avoid an eventual
confrontation. Murong Chui sent his sons, Bao, Nong, and Lin, to
attack Tuoba Gui in May 395, but the Later Yan army was
completely routed in December. Chui personally attacked the
Tuoba and captured Pingcheng in May 396, but he died the same
month. Tuoba Gui immediately launched a full-scale invasion of
the Later Yan, and Murong Bao (r.396-8) fled to the old Murong
capital of Longcheng in Liaoxi in 397 where he died in 398, to be
succeeded by his son Sheng (r.398-401).7 Later Yan fell by the
coup staged by Ko Un in 407 and was succeeded by the Northern
Yan (409-36), subsequently conquered by Tuoba Wei in 436.
Gui’s grandson, Tuoba Tao (Tai Wudi 太武帝/燾 b.408
r.423-52), accomplished the unification of North China by
conquering the last of the Sixteen Kingdoms, the Xiongnu
Northern Liang in the Gansu area, in 439. According to the Zizhi
Tongjian, Tai Wudi, leading the Xianbei cavalry army augmented
with Xiongnu-Tibetan auxiliaries, reached the Huai River on
December 4, 450, and crossed the river; arriving at the Yangzi
River on February 28, 451.8 The area between the Huai River and
the Yangzi River, however, seems to have remained as the frontier,
contested by the Tuoba-Xianbei Wei and the Han Chinese émigré
regime in the South until the unification by the Sui.

Wei Army Remained the Xianbei Preserve

7

See Klein (1980: 52-9, 69-72, 80-1,

and 126). Huang was given a daughter
of Tuoba Yihuai as concubine. Murong
Jun and also his son Wei had a Tuoba
concubine (ibid 69). Schreiber (194955: 404) notes: “In the year 313, the
Tuoba…sent…an army from the west
against the Duan. Murong Han with his
troops invaded [Duan’s] territory from
the east. … Here we find Tuoba and
Murong Xianbei fighting as allies.”
When Tuoba Gui occupied Zhongshan,
he captured the young daughter of
Murong Bao and made her his empress
on March 8, 400. Emperor Tuoba Si (嗣
r.409-23) who succeeded Gui was the
son of a concubine, not of this Murong
empress.

資治通鑑 卷一百十一 晉紀三十三
隆安四年 [400] 高句麗王安 事燕禮
慢 二月 燕主盛…以驃騎大將軍熙
爲前鋒 拔新城南蘇二城 開境七百
餘里 徙五千餘戶而還 熙勇冠諸將
盛曰 叔父雄果 有世祖之風…初魏
主珪 納…之女…生子祠 及克中山

2. The Tuoba-Xianbei Refine the Dual System

獲燕主寶之幼女 將立皇后…三月戊
午 立慕容氏爲皇后

CENTRALIZED TRIBAL MILITARY ORGANIZATION

Tuoba Gui had attributed the downfall of Later Yan to
Murong Chui’s practice of dividing the military forces and
allotting them among his many sons to occupy strategic areas.
Lewis (2009b: 79-80) states: Tuoba Gui “reorganized the [selected
Xianbei] people into eight artificial tribes [八部] in permanent
settlement around the new capital (Pingcheng). These artificial
tribes, structured as military units, received provisions from settled
herdsmen and agriculturalists. By removing their traditional
leaders…Tuoba Gui converted the nomadic tribal armies into a
hereditary military-service class bound to the state. … This
professional, hereditary capital army became the largest single
force in the state, and its primary striking arm. Commanded by

8

魏書 卷四下 世祖紀 第四下 太

平眞君十一年 [450] 九月 輿駕南伐
皇太子北伐 屯于漠南…發州郡兵五
萬分給諸軍…十有二月 車駕至淮…
淮南皆降…車駕臨江…自歷陽至於
江西…至於廣陵 諸軍皆同日臨江…
正平元年 [451] 春正月 大會羣臣於
江上...輿駕北旋 三月 車駕至自南伐
See also Graff (2002: 125).
9

資治通鑑 卷一百十一 晉紀三十

三 安帝 隆安三年 [399] 三月 珪…

Xianbei in Steppe, Chinese in Central Plain

凡置三百六十曹

令八部大夫主之

卷一百十三 晉紀三十五 隆安四年
[400] 十二月 珪常以燕主垂諸子 分

據勢要 使權柄下移 遂至敗亡 元興
三年[404] 十一月 珪…八國 置大師
小師 卷一百十四 晉紀三十六 義熙
二年[406] 六月 魏主珪度平城 慾擬
鄴洛長安…發八部五百里內男丁 築
魏書 卷一百十三 官氏志九 第十九
天興元年[398] 置八部大夫…於皇城
四方四維面置一人 以擬八座 謂之
八國常侍…出入王命 天賜元年[404]
以八國姓族難分…令辯其宗黨
10

When Tai Wudi personally led an

attack against the Rouran in 449, Jieer
(羯兒), the grandson of Tuoba Gui, and
Na (那), a great grandson of an earlier
Tuoba ruler, “were the preeminent
leaders of the campaign.” Tuoba Huang
(晃 d.451), the crown prince, led an
attack on the Rouran in 450. See Klein
(1980: 125, 127-8)
11

資治通鑑 卷一百十七 晉紀三十

九 義熙十一年 [415] 博士祭酒崔浩
…曰 遷都於鄴…非久長之計也 山
東之人以國家居廣漢之地 謂其民畜
無涯 號曰牛毛之衆…分家南徙 不
能滿諸州之地 參居郡縣 情見事露
恐四方皆有 輕侮之心…水土疾疫…
今居北方 假令山東有變 我輕騎南
下 布濩林薄之間 孰能知其多少 百
姓望塵懾服 此國家所以威制諸夏也
資治通鑑 卷一百二十三 宋紀五 元
嘉十六年 [439] 崔公智略有餘…弓
馬之士而所見乃餘崔公同 深可奇也
In 439, Tuoba Tao deeply appreciated
the fact that Cui Hao’s thinking (of
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the emperor and his immediate followers, it assured their
superiority over any potential opposing force.” 9
The Wei rulers converted not only the Tuoba and other
Xianbei tribes, but also the defeated Xiongnu and Qiang tribes,
into their military units, enforcing “traditional universal obligatory
military service.” Hsiao (1978: 8) notes: “They were … expected
to perform their military duties on a largely self-supporting and
hereditary basis.” Those who were not included in the Capital
Army were settled on allocated pastureland under their hereditary
chieftains, acting as frontier garrison communities. The Xianbei
warriors lived in the northern steppe lands far away from the Han
Chinese peasant masses in the Central Plain. Northern Wei could
maintain a well-supplied cavalry force that could strike deep into
the steppe. Unlike the Chinese emperors, the Tuoba emperors
often took personal command of their armies during wartime. 10
In 415, the Dai area suffered a severe drought, and some
ministers advised Tuoba Si (r.409-23) to transfer the capital to Ye
in the Central Plain. The ever-loyal Han Chinese adviser, Cui Hao
from Qinghe, however, was strongly against the idea, saying: “The
removal of the seat of government would never make a sensible
long-term strategy. Our state has ruled the Chinese by keeping
them in awe. The Chinese in the east of the Tai Hang Mountains
believe that we inhabit a vast land and that we are as numerous as
the hair of oxen. If we relocate our people south and let them live
in the commanderies and counties, not only may they suffer
endemic diseases but, most importantly, the Han Chinese will
discover our numerical inferiority and become disdainful of us.
We should continue to occupy the North and, should a revolt
arise, simply let our light cavalrymen sweep down south, spreading
over the grass and woods to hide our small number, and awing the
Han Chinese into obedience with the dust of our horses hoofs.”11
The Tuoba rulers maintained large expanses of
cultivable land devoted to pasture and hunting grounds. The Wei
capital, Pingcheng, was “a steppe area at the center of the
dynasty’s military power.” 12 The Wei army remained the Xianbei
preserve, although the Han Chinese peasants were often called up
for logistical support roles in major campaigns or for corvée
service in the garrisons, and were also employed in the local
militia for constabulary service.
To counter the Rouran threat, Graff (2002: 98-9) writes,
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“the Wei rulers had established a dozen garrisons during the first
half of the fifth century. These stretched in an arc along the
northern frontier from Dunhuang…to Yuyi directly north of
modern Beijing. The sector of the line that covered Pingcheng
and the Dai region of northern Shanxi became known as the ‘Six
Garrisons.’ … These positions commanded the swath of
grassland south of the Gobi Desert, where invaders coming from
the north would otherwise have been able to pasture their
tired…horses before attacking the settled lands.” 13

Compatriot Aristocrats and Gentry Elites

attacking Northern Liang) was identical
with that of the great Xianbei generals.
Cui Hao was, however, accused of
slighting the Xianbei ancestors (書魏之

先世…暴揚國惡) in compiling the Wei
History. Hao and all his kinfolks were
purged in 450.
12

Holcombe (2001: 143) further notes:

“Xianbei cavalry stationed on the
COMPATRIOT ARISTOCRATS AND HAN CHINESE GENTRY ELITES

Central Plain retained a separate

Murong-Xianbei Yan had maintained an exact duplicate
of the traditional Chinese bureaucratic hierarchy, recruiting civil
officials from the qualified Han Chinese in the Liaodong-Liaoxi
area and among the refugees from the mainland. According to
Lewis (2009b: 148), “the Tuoba inherited the dual state fashioned
by the Murong, adopting the Yan model and largely staffing their
bureaucracy with former Yan officials.” Tribal people and military
affairs were handled according to traditional tribal ways, and the
Han Chinese areas were ruled by the Chinese administrators
recruited from the Chinese gentry families, though most high
positions in central government and military were reserved for the
Xianbei aristocracy. 14
In 398, Tuoba Gui ordered every male subject to bind
up his hair, and wear a cap. He began to conduct the rites to
Heaven in person. Gui also ordered the Han Chinese official,
Deng Yuan, to establish the full bureaucratic system of the HanJin periods including the system of offices and ranks.15 Between
396-9, the Tuoba rulers established an almost complete duplicate
of the traditional Chinese bureaucratic hierarchy, all with Chinese
office appellations, and also maintained stylized institutions and
diplomatic protocols with Chinese style ceremonial procedures.
The dual system with its civil bureaucracy attracted the educated
members of the Han Chinese gentry families to the Tuoba court.
The Tuoba conquerors did introduce the Equal Field
system on the basis of the government-owned uncultivated lands
in 485, but never attempted to destroy the private-property system
by taking away the gentry’s lands. Rather they let the peasant
masses in North China be administered by the Han Chinese elite
recruited from the landed gentry, who willingly cooperated with

identity---even sometimes physically
separate military camps---until after the
Sui reunification.”
13

Several hundred thousand Chinese

peasants were also “relocated to grow
food for the garrisons,” and their
descendants came “to adopt the
Xianbei language and culture” to form
the frontier Han Chinese (ibid).
14

15

See Barfield (1989: 118-9).

資治通鑑 卷一百十一 晉紀三十

三 隆安二年 [398] 十二月 魏王珪
卽皇帝位…命朝野 皆束髮加帽…魏
之舊俗 孟夏 祀天及東廟…夏祀天
親行…四方四維 置八部帥 以監之
魏書 卷二 太祖紀 第二 皇始元年
[396] 初建臺省 置百官 封拜公侯 將

軍刺史太守 尙書郞已下悉用文人…
天興元年 [398] 詔尙書吏部郞中鄧淵
典官制 立爵品 定律呂協音樂 儀曹
郞中…撰郊廟 社稷 朝觀 饗宴之儀
三公郞中…定律令 申科禁 太史令
…造渾儀 考天象 吏部尙書..總而栽
之 天興二年 [399] 初令五經群書各
置博士 增國子太學生員三千人

Ranking Chinese Landed-Gentry Families

Klein (1980: 189) notes that “Deng
Yuan’s grandfather had been a general
of the Former Qin state, and his father
had served…under the Later Yan.”
16

Holcombe (2001: 118) notes: “in
Merovingian Europe [476-750],

barbarian military strongmen eager to
seize control of the established Roman
administrative structure collaborated
surprisingly easily with members of the
old local Roman elite, who were
themselves often as anxious to defend
their own local autonomy….”
17

See Ebrey (1978: 17-8, 25), and Dien
(1990: 11-2).
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資治通鑑 卷一百十三 晉紀三十

五 安帝 元興三年 [404] 九月 魏主
珪…改補百官…親加銓擇 隨才授任
…王封大郡 公封小郡 侯封大縣 伯
封小縣…舊臣有功無爵者 追封之…
義熙二年 [406] 春正月…而未臨民
功臣爲州者 皆徵還京師
資治通鑑 卷一百二十三 宋紀五 文
帝 元嘉十六年 [439] 十二月 魏主
以索敞爲中書博士 時魏朝 方尙武
功 貴遊子弟 不以講學爲意 敞爲博
士…勸於誘導…貴遊…多所成立 前
後顯達 至尙書牧守者 數十人
資治通鑑 卷一百二十二 宋紀四元
嘉八年 [431]…皆賢雋之胄 冠冕周
邦…遂徵…州郡所遣

至者數百人

差次叙用…皆拜中書博士…崔浩…
欲大整流品 明辨姓族…是得罪千衆
九年 十二月 魏主徵諸名士之未仕
者 州郡多逼遣之 魏主聞之 下詔
令守宰以禮申諭
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the conquest dynasties to exploit the peasant, either as officials or
as arbitrators between peasant and officialdom. The landed gentry,
Dien (1990: 5) notes, “maintained order, collected taxes, and
served as spokesmen for their locality.”16
When the Nine Rank system was introduced in 220 by
Cao Cao’s Wei, a local Arbiter had classified candidates for office
into nine ranks of virtuous character and ability but, by the early
fourth century (most likely after c.250), it became a system of
appointment to office according to the rank of family in each
commandery or prefecture.17 The Tuoba rulers accepted, Ebrey
(1978: 53) says, “the heritage of the Wei and Jin nine-rank system
and the realities of local power.”
Tuoba Gui had at first (in 404) personally selected the
capable persons among the Tuoba nobles and appointed them as
prefects, grand administrators, and magistrates. He had to recall
most of them, however, as early as 406. The Zizhi Tongjian states
that, at the time of Tai Wudi, the Northern Wei court still revered
military achievement, and hence the sons of Tuoba nobles were
not motivated to learn the Classics. Tai Wudi thereby appointed a
learned person as his special advisor so that a large number of
Tuoba nobles could pursue literary learning under the advisor’s
guidance. It is recorded that dozens of them eventually became
ministers, grand administrators, and magistrates.
In 431, Tai Wudi recruited several hundred central
government officials from among the learned members of
Chinese landed-gentry families who were selected in the
prefectures and commanderies. He further let Cui Hao fix the
rank of family [surname and clan] in clear order. This inevitably
incurred the ill will of many people against Cui Hao. In 432, the
emperor ordered that the illustrious [Chinese] scholars should be
courteously persuaded, rather than coerced, into taking the
positions of magistrates, grand administrators, and ministers.18
Ebrey (1978: 53) states that Xiaowen’di (r.471-99) had
brought the recruitment system “directly under central control”
by making “an official list” of prominent Chinese gentry families
(士人/門閥) all over the country “in a highly articulated hierarchy”
on the basis of uniform criteria. Those families ranked highest
“came to look down on lower-ranking kinsmen (ibid: 55).”
Xiaowen’di determined the status of Han Chinese families by
associating their surnames with four administrative levels: the
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nationwide great surnames (四海大姓), the prefectural surnames
(州姓), the commandery surnames (郡姓), and the county
surnames (縣姓).19
Ebrey, in her case study of the Boling Cui family, notes
that some leaders of such locally respected families as Cuis were
appointed Grand Administrator of their home commandery in
order “to facilitate acceptance of Tuoba rule (ibid: 53).” Such
“provincial posts as Grand Administrators (太守) and Prefects (刺
史) did…bring great power over men and money.” The Tuoba
rulers made an official career under the conquest dynasty the
major source of prestige, power, and wealth for the gentry
families. 20 Ebrey (1978: 55) further notes that, throughout the
Tuoba Wei dynasty, “many Cuis served under the Prefect of Ding
prefecture [定州刺史 Governor of Ding Province, the unit which
included Boling Commandery 博陵郡], a respectable way to stay
near home either before or after entering the regular
bureaucracy.”21 A member of the Cui family was recorded to have
served the Murong-Xianbei Former Yan court as Director of the
Imperial Library (ibid: 62). Apparently, quite a few members of
the leading gentry families had already served the various alien
dynasties as local or central officials during the Era of Five
Barbarians and Sixteen States.
Klein (1980: 112) states that the Tuoba rulers “affirmed
the positions of the powerful Chinese clans by adopting their
model of local rule … and gained, thereby, their support. … [T]he
one area within which the Chinese were dominant in the …
government was at the level of prefecture (jun 郡 commandery). …
A full 85% of all known prefects [taishou 太守, grand administrator]
…were Chinese.” The Tuoba rulers had created a network of
“inspectors, answerable to the Court, who were sent to keep an
eye on the operations of the various branches and bureau of the
government … [These] positions were largely hereditary posts,
filled exclusively by Xianbei (ibid: 110).”
The Tuoba rulers enlisted the Han Chinese local landed
gentry as collaborators in governing the state because they valued
highly “their prestige and influence at the local level” based on
landed wealth, kinship organization, and network of social ties.
Although Xiaowen (r.471-99) expedited the gentry families
becoming a part of the central government, according to Mao
(1990: 96-7), “in the latter part of the Northern Wei there are

Gentry Collaborate with Conquest Regime

19

隋書卷三十二 志第二十七 經籍

一 氏姓之書…後魏遷洛…其中國士
人 則第其門閥 有四海大姓 郡姓
州姓 縣姓
Johnson (1977: 28-9) comments: “The
Tuoba, who thought in terms more
aristocratic than the Chinese, naturally
saw the great families in North China as
an aristocratic class comparable to their
own. … In Emperor Xiaowen’s system,
those who entered government service
did so on the basis of family rank.”
According to the Suishu, the Tuoba
imperial clans (帝族) had eight
lineages (氏) and ten surnames (姓).
According to the Zizhi Tongjian,
Emperor Xiaowen ordered that the
descendants of the meritorious eight
surnames (八姓) who came to occupy
the lowest positions (寒賤), even
though their ancestors had enjoyed the
rank of princely dignitaries (王公) since
the days of Taizu, should never be
appointed to low and obscure positions
but, whenever their origins were
ascertainable, should be treated as the
members of Four Chinese Surnames
(一同四姓). Further, the descendants
of the local chieftains (大人) who could
not attain high positions, or the
descendants of non-chieftains who
could attain high positions, were
ordered to be registered as clans (族).

資治通鑑 卷一百四十 齊紀六 明帝
建武三年 [496] 魏主…始改拔[拓]
拔氏爲長孫氏 達奚氏爲奚氏 乙旃
氏爲叔孫氏 丘穆陵氏爲穆氏 步六
孤氏爲陸氏 賀賴氏爲賀氏 獨孤氏
爲劉氏 賀樓氏爲樓氏 勿忸于氏爲
于氏 尉遲氏爲尉氏 其餘所改 不可

Compatriots Rule Bureaucracy and Military

勝紀…詔以代人先無姓族 雖功賢之
胤 無異寒賤…其穆陸賀劉樓于嵇尉
八姓 自太祖已降 勳著當世 位盡王
公 灼然可知者…勿充猥官 一同四
姓…其舊爲部落大人
三世官在給事已上

而皇始已來
及品登王公者

爲姓 若本非大人 …在尙書已上 及
品登王公者 亦爲姓 其大人之後 而
官不顯者 爲族
20

Ebrey (1978: 63-4) states: “Northern
Wei…was not a strongly centralized
empire. … [P]rovincial administrators

were allowed great leeway both in how
they ran their offices and whom they
chose to help them.”
21

The members of leading gentry

families could easily acquire the posts
of civil subordinates of the Grand
Administrator or Prefect in their home
area. See Ebrey (1978: 62).
22

See also Wright and Twitchett (1973:
28).
23

See also Klein (1980: 78, 95, 107).

Between 385-450, 83% of provincial
governorships (prefect of zhou 州刺

史) were held by Compatriots (ibid:
107). See also Graff (2002: 73, 99).
24

In fact, some members of the leading

gentry families, such as Cuis, achieved
the rank of generals or military staff
subordinate to a general, and
participated in the campaigns against
the South (during 499-504), and later
against the Rebellions of the Six
Garrisons. See Ebrey (1978: 64).
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[still] only traces of the beginning of the Chinese genteel families
becoming identified with the central government.” 22
Eberhard (1965: 4-5) describes the role of local gentry,
who connected the Han Chinese peasants with the Tuoba
conquerors, in the following fashion. A Chinese farmer would
probably never meet a Tuoba in his own village and environment;
many villages consisted only of lineage members; “his contact
with the rulers, represented by officials, was normally restricted to
the occasional visit of a low official of Chinese, not Tuoba origin,
whom he and his co-villagers would try to satisfy when he asked
for deliveries of grain and cloth.” The Chinese gentry in a village
negotiated tax collection with minor local officials recruited from
the local Chinese gentry families.
The Xianbei people were designated as Compatriots
(Guoren), citizens of the conquest regime, while the Han Chinese
were identified as “subjects.” Compatriots, Klein (1980: 96) states,
“dominated the ranks as well as the leadership of the armies.”
They were clustered around the central region of the state (the socalled “royal domain”) with the capital of Pingcheng at its center.
The Xianbei elites were guaranteed to occupy all of the powerful
positions in the government and military: “Seldom were nonCompatriots ever given important posts during the reigns of the
first three emperors [Gui, Si, Tao].”23 Graff (2002: 101-2) notes
that the Xiongnu people who had adhered to Wei in its early days
received Compatriot status.
Eberhard (2005: 127) contends that, under the reign of
Emperor Xiaowen, “the whole of the civil administration had
gradually passed into Chinese hands, the Tuoba retaining only the
military administration.”24 The prominent Han Chinese gentry
families, such as the Cuis, apparently came to share not only high
posts in the central government bureaucracy but also a more
active role in military matters beyond the realm of local militia for
constabulary service. According to Ebrey (1978: 65), however,
“despite these high posts, the influence of [high-ranking Han
Chinese elites such as] Boling of Cuis on major policy decisions
should not be overestimated. … There is no record that any of
the … Cuis holding higher central government posts were
involved in the formation of court policies. … One never hears
of the Cuis, or members of other leading Chinese families for that
matter, deposing emperors or manipulating their succession.
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When such affairs occurred, they were carried out by members of
the imperial family or other great Xianbei clans. After Emperor
Xiaowen died, power did not fall into the hands of the highest
Chinese officials, but…to the Tuoba princes and later relatives of
the empresses. … The power the Cuis gained from holding office
is perhaps better described as bureaucratic than political, and in
this period the bureaucracy was not especially strong.” 25
According to the Zizhi Tongjian, the number of Tuoba
nobles who held high-ranking offices still amounted to some
10,000 persons as of the 24th year of Xiaowendi’s reign (494). 26
Anyway, the Tuoba system of recruitment assured easy access to
local office for the members of leading gentry families, and their
lack of political influence and divorce from power struggles
assured the Han Chinese collaborators rather routine, uneventful
advancements to higher ranks as career functionaries.

Equal Field System Curbs Gentry Power

6.2. Tuoba Jun (Wencheng, r.452-65)
Yungang Cave 20 dated 460-70 Datong
25

Ebrey (1978: 67) further says that

“Because of the nine-rank system,
initial appointments were acquired
without any difficulty. Promotion to at
least rank five appears to have been

EQUAL FIELD SYSTEM CURBS THE GROWTH OF GENTRY POWER

routine…There are a few cases of men

During the chaotic Era of Five Barbarians and Sixteen
States, large areas of the north were devastated and depopulated,
and had fallen out of cultivation. The Tuoba rulers let the landless
peasants cultivate those deserted lands for agricultural production
by introducing the Equal Field system (Jun-tian’zhi) in 485 that
distributed uncultivated government lands to those who could till
them. This land-tenure system contained provisions for the
periodic reversion of allocated land back to the state, and hence
partially subverted the private ownership of the land that had
been the norm under all previous Han Chinese states.
The Equal Field system greatly increased the number of
taxable farms and agricultural production, strengthened the
government’s tax base and control over land, and enabled the
introduction of the fubing territorial soldiery system by Western
Wei in 550 that made possible the mobilization of large armies
under a central command. Much of North China could be
reverted to self-sufficient farming. The landless peasants were
now able to cultivate land of their own instead of becoming
dependents of large landowners. The system helped draw off
manpower from the powerful magnate families, prevented the
private landholdings growing out of hand into independent taxexempt power centers, and hence minimized the potential threat
of local magnates to the Xianbei suzerainty. The downfall of

being dismissed from office [because of
power struggles among princes], but
they generally regained their positions
within a brief period. … [Men of gentry
families] often gained office in their
teens or early twenties and served
continuously until their death.”
26

The emperor participated in the

evaluation of high ranking officials, and
those with the rank of magistrate and
below were evaluated by the chief
minister.

資治通鑑 卷一百三十九 齊紀五 明
帝 建武元年 [494] 九月 魏詔曰 三
載考績 三考黜陟…六品以下 尙書
重問 五品以上 朕將親與公卿論其
善惡…任城王[拓跋]澄 銓簡舊臣 自
公侯巳下 有官者以萬數 澄品其優
劣能否爲三等 人無怨者
27

See Twitchett (1979: 5-6), Dien

(2007: 7-8) and Klein (1980: 113, 119).
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Dual System Reinforced by Buddhism

Ebrey (1978: 83) states that the gentry
could hold on to the lands they already
possessed, but “found it impossible to
increase their holdings…rapidly enough
to keep up with the growth of the
lineage (which approximately doubled
every generation from 380 to 530).”

魏書 卷七上 高祖紀 第七上 高祖
孝文皇帝 太和九年 [485] 富强者幷

Northern Wei was not brought about by revolts of powerful Han
Chinese magnate families.27
The landed magnate families in North China were now
effectively constrained by the Equal Field system and gradually
demilitarized under the Tuoba-Xianbei conquest dynasty. The
Tuoba rulers would not tolerate the continued existence of
traditional local military power centers. The magnate families were
instead encouraged to pursue the privileged elite status of scholarofficials in the local as well as the central civil bureaucracy by
metamorphosing into demilitarized landed-gentry.

兼山澤 貧弱者望絶一廛 致令地有
遺利 民無餘財 或爭畝畔以亡身 或

DUAL SYSTEM REINFORCED BY THE ALIEN BUDDHISM

因飢饉以棄業 而欲天下泰平 百姓

Former Han had advanced into Central Asia in the first
century BCE, and Buddhism seems to have infiltrated mainland
China along the Silk Roads. The first official accounts showing the
existence of Buddhism in China come from the year 65 CE. A
large number of texts on Lesser and Greater Vehicles began to be
translated in Luoyang at the end of the second and beginning of
the third centuries which were a period of transition between the
two vehicles in India and Serindia. 28 Wong (2003: 82-3) notes that
Buddhism “began to infiltrate China beginning in the first few
centuries of the common era, with missionaries, travelers, and
merchants serving as carriers of ideas and art forms,” and was
firmly established “in China during the period of disunion.” 29
A Serindian monk came to Luoyang in 310 and became
the counselor of the Xiongnu Later Zhao rulers. The so-called
barbarian rulers were free from the Confucian prejudice and even
“the bloodthirsty despot Shi Hu” (r.333-49) could unreservedly
absorb the Buddhist religion. Ch’en (1964: 426) notes that Shi Hu
“said that since both he and the Buddha were non-Chinese, that
was all the more reason why he should embrace Buddhism.” Fu
Jian of the Tibetan Former Qin (351-94) converted to Buddhism,
and crowds of foreign religious masters and translators gathered
in Chang’an. Gaozu of Later Qin (384-417) put a religious master
from Kucha in charge of three thousand monks and laymen
experts in Chang’an to finish translating by 406 the Three Treaties
(Sanlun) and the commentary on the Sūtra, which constituted a
veritable encyclopedia of the philosophy of the Mahāyāna. 30
Ch’en (1964: 426) states that Confucianism is infused
with the concept of superior Han Chinese vs. inferior Barbarians.

豊足 安可得哉? 今遣使者 循行州
郡 與收守均給天下之田 還受以生
死爲斷 勸課農桑 興富民之本
Every man and woman had a right to
receive a certain amount of land for a
lifetime (forty mou of open field to adult
males and twenty mou to adult women).
The land was redistributed after their
death. (The “mulberry land” could be
inherited.) See Holcombe (2001: 136-7)
and Eberhard (2005: 128).
28

See Demièville (1986: 808-72). The

Hou Hanshu records that a vast temple
was built in 193 CE by a local official.
The texts of the Mahāyāna were
translated sometime during 266-310.
29

Demièville (1986: 838) notes: “The

infiltration of Buddhism into the …elite
was the work of intellectuals immersed
in the Daoist revival who…found a
reflection of their problems in the …
Mahāyāna. These doctrines seriously
began to affect the intelligentsia only
during the fourth century.”
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Eberhard (1965: 127) states that the Tuoba rulers “tried to replace
state Confucianism by state Buddhism [because] they knew…that
adoption of Confucianism equaled total adoption of all cultural
values of the conquered,” and carried the danger of an eventual
“political predominance of the Chinese.” Shamanism, however,
was regarded by the Chinese gentry as a sort of superstition
prevailing among illiterate Chinese, and hence could not be a
becoming religion of the rulers (ibid: 127); and they thought that
Buddhism “could be adapted to serve as an ideological tie, binding
conquerors together and setting them apart from the conquered
(ibid: 174).” The rulers of Tuoba Wei, according to Wong (2003:
108), “initially supported Buddhism, both to create for themselves
a cultural identity separate from the Chinese they conquered and
to consolidate the power of the state. As Buddhism spread to the
general populace, however, the religion proved more effective as a
cohesive force in building a society that transcended cultural,
ethnic, as well as social differences.”
The Tuoba rulers became lavish patrons of the Buddhist
temples. 31 Wong (2003: 84) says that “imperial donors gave on
behalf of the country in order to procure Buddhism’s
supernatural protection of the state.” Wright (1959: 57) states that
the ethic of Buddhism was “universalistic, applicable to men of all
races, times, and cultures,” and hence could “close some of the
social fissures that plagued these regimes,” and build “a unified
and pliable body social.” The Han Chinese peasantry converted to
Buddhism en masse. The Buddhist clergy, Wright (1959: 58-9) says,
“not only offered the consolation of a simple faith, but, as
favored instruments of government, often brought into the rural
areas medicine, relief grain, and other practical benefits which in
an earlier day might have been provided by local officials or rural
gentry.” Buddhism eventually fused into Daoism, Confucianism,
and all sorts of folk cults to become an almost undifferentiated
popular Chinese religion.
The Tuoba rulers, Wong (2003: 94) writes, “established
Buddhism as a state institution with a centralized administrative
structure. As the head of both church and state, the emperor was
deified and given divine status. Portrayed as a demigod, the ruler
assumed a higher stature that transcended his ethnic origins,
enhancing his authority and enabling him to consolidate the
power of the state. Buddhist ideology thus lent itself to the

Buddhism Flourishes in Tuoba-Xianbei Wei

30

See Demièville (1986: 847, 851-3).

資治通鑑 卷一百十四 晉紀三十六
安帝 義熙元年 [405] 正月 [後]秦
王[姚]興 以鳩摩羅什 爲國師 奉之
如神 親帥羣臣 及沙門 聽羅什講佛
經 又命羅什 飜譯西域經論三百餘
卷 大營塔寺 沙門坐禪者 常以千數
公卿以下 皆奉佛 由是 州郡化之
事佛者 十室而九
When Later Qin fell by a Xiongnu
leader, this community of expert
translators drifted northeast to the
Tuoba-Xianbei Wei area at Pingcheng.
Schreiber (1949-55: 479) notes: “On
the summit of the Longshan [Murong
Huang, r.333-49] erected a temple
which he called Longxiang Fosi (龍翔

佛寺). The name of Buddha is the only
indication of Buddhism in the records of
Former Yan... [T]he rulers of Later Yan..
Murong Xi [r.401-7], as well as Murong
Bao [r.396-8], had sramanas at court.”
31

資治通鑑 卷一百四十七 梁紀三

武帝 天監八年[509] 魏主..爲諸僧及
朝臣 講維摩詰經…時魏主專尙釋氏
不事經籍…於洛陽…自西域來者 三
千餘人 魏主別..立永明寺…以處之
32

Klein (1980: 124) notes: “The

Buddhist community was organized in a
bureaucratic hierarchy, its head
appointed by the emperor.” The Wei
rulers, Demiéville (1986: 853-4) notes,
“set up a kind of state church by putting
clergy under the jurisdiction of a civil
office…under a monk who was a
government official, with provincial
subordinates who were in charge of
local Buddhist communities.”

Persecution to Curb Buddhists’ Excesses

33

Wright (1957: 31) explains: “the

Northern Wei solution to the problem of
the conflict between secular and
religious loyalties [was the formula] that
the Emperor is the Tathāgata [ThusCome-One, i.e., Buddha]. This solution
contrasted with the southern pattern;
there the Buddhists went no further
than to persuade their monarchs to
adopt the sanctified Indian model of the
Cakravartin king who rules by and for
the Buddhist faith, to become a lay
patron, mahādānapati, rather than the
deified monach of a religiou state.”
Eberhard (1965: 127) states that the
Wei rulers encouraged “the veneration
of their emperor as the coming Buddha
Maitreya.” Demiéville (1986:855) notes:
“Statutes of the Buddha reproduced the
features of the Wei emperors … [T]he
first general administrator of the
clergy...had identified the emperor with
the Buddha: He loves the Way, he is
the Tathāgata of our time; it is right that
monks should pay him homage. He
who has the power to spread the Law is
the master of men. I bow down not
before the Son of Heaven, but before
the Buddha himself.”
34

See Wright (1959: 60).

Demiéville (1986: 856) notes: “Between
402 and 517, no less than nine peasant
rebellions sparked off by the Buddhists
are recorded. Such rebellions would be
fomented by some illiterate monk who
set himself up as an incarnation… of …
Maitreya, or else as the founder of a
new dynasty that was to establish the
Great Peace.”
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development of state cults under the Northern Wei, serving both
political and religious ends effectively.” 32 The Buddhist ideology
of Compassion and Wisdom was superimposed upon the Chinesestyle bureaucracy.
Without invoking a formal theocracy, the clergy’s
relation to imperial power was ingenuously solved, according to
Wright (1959: 61), by regarding “the reigning emperor as a
Buddha incarnate” that resolved “the conflict of loyalties.”
Dunnell (1996: 20) states: “Northern Wei rulers…have absorbed
…the cult of the bodhisattva Maitreya, the future Buddha, and
emperor worship, whereby the emperor…as a living Maitreya
became the object of all the hopes and expectations of a future
salvation, then, after death, was placed in the role of a Buddha
protecting the state and the nation.”33
Buddhism flourished under the Tuoba-Xianbei conquest
dynasties, but there were occasionally violent persecutions of the
Buddhists to curb their excesses. There appeared widespread
abuses of clerical privilege, by mass retreat into holy orders to
escape the corvée and taxation, and by the fraudulent transfer of
land titles to the tax-exempt temples. There also appeared
uneducated and undisciplined village clerics who, in their
preaching, exploited the apocalyptic vein in Buddhism for
subversive purposes.34 When the Buddhist community challenged
the supremacy of the state, there occurred persecutions: in 446
during the reign of Tai Wudi of Northern Wei (r.423-52), and also
in 574-8 during the reign of Wudi of Northern Zhou (r.560-78).
The most influential Han Chinese adviser, Cui Hao, who
considered Buddhism to be false and wasteful and hated it, had
insinuated an insurgent intention in the Buddhist community, and
thereby caused severe repressions of Buddhism by Tuoba Tao in
446. 35 On the other hand, in the Chinese émigré regimes below
the Yangzi, the Buddhist community was much smaller and hence
could not challenge the rulers and rebel. Demiéville (1986: 857)
notes that there “was no equivalent to the great repressions of
Buddhism that took place under Northern Wei and Zhou.”
In Northern Wei, the number of monasteries increased
from 6,478 to 30,000, and the number of monks and nuns from
67,258 to 2 million between 477 and 534, the end of the dynasty.
In the southern Han Chinese dynasties, there was a paltry increase
in the number of monasteries from 1,768 to 2,846, and in the
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number of monks and nuns from 24,000 to 82,700 during the
same period.36

Rouran Confederacy in Mongolian Steppe

35

資治通鑑 卷一百二十四 宋紀六

文帝 元嘉二十三年[446] 正月 崔浩
…素不喜佛法…每言於魏主 以爲佛
法虛誕 爲世費害 宜悉除之…入佛

3. Maintaining Ascendancy over Chinese and Other Nomads

寺…見…兵器 出以白帝…浩因說帝
悉誅天下沙門 毁諸經像 帝從之

THE INSTITUTIONAL BEDROCK FOR CONQUEST DYNASTIES

The functional dichotomy between the Xianbei and the
Han Chinese, a unique feature of the Dual System, seems to have
been conveyed succinctly in the statements of Gao Huan, the
Xianbei general who founded Eastern Wei. Gao Huan told the
Compatriots that “the Han Chinese are your slaves; the men till
for you; the women weave for you; for what reason do you bully
them?” while at the same time telling the Han Chinese that “the
Xianbei are your retainers; for a single measure of your grain and
a single length of your silk, they smash the bandits so that you
have peace and order; for what reason do you hate them?” 37
Organizing the conquered land with the Chinese style
bureaucracy with gentry officials ensured ascendancy of the
Xianbei over other nomads in material resources, while organizing
the centralized military force with tribal tradition enabled them to
retain the original military superiority over the subjugated Chinese
as well as the would-be savage invaders. This Dual System,
introduced by the Murong and refined by the Tuoba, became the
model for the latter-day Manchurian conquest dynasties such as
Liao, Jin and Qing, and enabled Manchuria to become the
incubator for almost all of the conquest dynasties.

36

37

Demiéville (1986: 856)

資治通鑑 卷一百五十七 梁紀十

三 高祖武皇帝十三 大同三年九月
[537] 歡每號令軍士…其語鮮卑則曰

漢民是汝奴 夫爲汝耕 婦爲汝織 …
汝何爲陵之 其語華人則曰 鮮卑 是
汝作客 得汝一斛粟 一匹絹 爲汝擊
賊 令汝安寧 汝何爲疾之
38

See Barfield (1989: 112).

Klein (1980: 99) notes that the Tuoba
leaders formed extensive “strategic
marriage alliances” not only with the
“influential Compatriot clans”
themselves (including the Murong,
Yuwen, and Duan tribal leaders) but
also with various Xiongnu-Turkic “heirs
to the six hundred year old line of”
Maodun: “It was vital to their claims of
legitimate rule that the Tuoba be able to

MAINTAINING ASCENDANCY OVER THE ROURANS

present themselves as heirs to the long

The Chinese dynasties had relied for defense on great
walls, gifts and subsidized trade, and periodic massive attacks on
the nomads. The strategy of the Manchurian dynasties that
occupied North China was to win over nomadic tribal leaders by a
series of marriage alliances, and to disrupt tribal confederations by
supporting rival leaders or destroying a growing power.
Manchurian rulers knew steppe conditions and how to deal with
their steppe cousins. 38 They tried not simply to defeat an army
but, as Barfield (1989: 124) says, “to destroy the economic and
political base of the nomadic state by robbing it of people and
animals.”

and prestigious line of Xiongnu rulers.”
See also Klein (1980: 100-4).
39

Klein (1980: 65) notes: “Barely two

months after the Western Yan had
fallen [394], a sector of the Rouran
people rebelled against the Tuoba rule,
which had been imposed on them three
years before, and fled west under the
leadership of Heduohan and Shelun.
Changsun Fei, a Wei general, pursued

Maintaining Ascendancy over Rourans

them and killed Heduohan. Shelun
consolidated his leadership over the
Rouran and led them north across the
desert.”

魏書 卷一百三 列傳 第九十一 蠕
蠕 [Ruăn-ruăn 茹茹] 東胡之苗裔…
自號柔然…太祖撫慰如舊 九年 [394]
社崘率部衆棄其父西走…社崘遠遁
漠北…遂幷諸部 凶勢益振…始立軍
法 千人爲軍 軍置將一人 百人爲幢
幢置帥一人…其西北有匈奴餘種..號
爲强盛…自號…可汗…猶魏言皇帝也
世宗[506] …曰 蠕蠕遠祖社崘是大魏
叛臣…阿那瓌啓云[520]...臣先世源由
出於大魏
資治通鑑 卷一百七 晉紀二十九 太
元十六年 [391] 冬十月 初柔然部人
世服於代… [376] 秦王堅滅代 柔然
附於… 魏王珪卽位…獨柔然不事…
珪遣長孫嵩長孫肥 追之
40

卷一百十二 晉紀三十四 元興元

年 [402] 正月 柔然社崙…帥其部落
遠遁漠北 奪高車之地 而居之…是
西北擊匈奴遺種…遂呑倂諸部… 雄
於北方 其地西至焉耆 東接朝鮮 南
臨大漠 旁側小國 皆羈屬焉 自號豆
代可汗
41

According to the Samguk-yusa, the

Kaya assigned the title of Khan for their
chieftain before 32 CE. In Silla, the title
Khaghan referred to the first among the
17 ranks of officers (appearing for the
first time in the Samguk-saki record for
the year 73 CE), and sons of Khaghan
became the Silla kings in 310 and 356.
Silla had also introduced the title of
Great Khaghan by 655 CE at the latest.
See Lee (1983: 33ff).
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At the time the Tuoba Xianbei began occupying North
China under the leadership of Tuoba Gui (r.386-409), the Rouran
were establishing a centralized state in the Mongolian steppe
under the leadership of Shelun (r.402-10). According to the
Weishu, the Rouran were descendants of the Donghu. They
constituted one of the proto-Mongol peoples.
According to the Weishu and Zizhi Tongjian, Tuoba Gui
launched an attack on the Rouran in October 391, and let
Changsun Song and Fei inflict heavy casualties on them. In 394,
Shelun led the Rouran tribes westward, away from the control of
the Tuoba. Chased by the Wei army, Shelun led the Rouran tribes
further northward across the desert, converting them into fulltime nomadism on the open steppe. 39 Klein (1980: 83) states: “By
chasing the Rouran into full nomadism,” however, the Tuoba “had
provoked the creation anew of a militarily strong steppe force,
united by the Rouran confederacy.” Shelun established a
centralized state on the Mongolian steppe, declaring himself
Khaghan (Qutbar qaghan 丘豆伐可汗 in place of the XiongnuTurkic title Shanyu) in 402. Klein (1980: 99) says that “any
Xiongnu remaining there survived only as subjects of the
Khaghan, a title which in itself expressed an end to Xiongnu
dominance.” It is recorded that Shelun organized his nomad army
in the decimal units of One Hundred led by a captain and One
Thousand led by a general. 40
The title of shanyu had originated with Maodun in 209
BCE, Klein (1980: 82) notes, “in imitation of the still new
institution of the universal emperor, huangdi, in China. By the end
of the Han period, however, shanyu had come to be a title
conferred by Chinese emperors on loyal steppe leaders.” Klein
guesses that perhaps the Rouran had borrowed this new title,
Khaghan, from the Tuoba or some another Xianbei tribe.41
The Weishu records “about twenty clashes between the
Northern Wei state and the Rouran in the first half of the fifth
century.” 42 Shelun was killed in a battle against the Wei
expeditionary army led by Tuoba Si (r.409-23) in 410. According
to the Zizhi Tongjian, Tuoba Tao had personally led an attack
against the Rouran in October 425 together with Changsun
Daosheng; another attack around Orkhon in May 429, capturing
300,000 persons and 1 million horses; and an even larger attack in
September 449. Tuoba Tao, who came to the throne at the age of
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fifteen, unified the whole of North China by 439. Tai Wudi waged
as many as twenty-one great battles during his 30-year reign.
By 452, Touba Wei maintained huge garrisons along the
frontier, and continued to attack the Rouran until 492, capturing
as many people and animals as possible. Tuoba Jun (r.452-65) had
organized an attack on the Rouran in 458, deploying 100,000
troops and 150,000 supply carts. Tuoba Hong (r.465-71) had also
launched a great attack on the Rouran in 470.43
COEXISTING WITH THE MACRO-TUNGUSIC KOGURYEO

The chaos that marked the Era of Five Barbarians and
Sixteen States was quelled at last by the Northern Wei of TuobaXianbei, occupying North China, and the Koguryeo of YemaekTungus, occupying most of the central and eastern Manchuria by
the early fifth century.
King Kwang-gae-to (r.391-412) of Koguryeo conquered
a total of 64 fortresses and 1,400 villages in his reign of 22 years,
and was recorded as the “Broad Expander of Domain.” 44 He
subdued the Sushen-Mohe tribes, chastised Eastern Puyeo,
constantly fought with the Murong Xianbei Later Yan, and
occupied the entire Liaodong area, establishing a proto-macroTungusic state. He also defeated Paekche in the Korean Peninsula,
extending the southern frontier down to the Im-jin River basin.
Like the Chinese emperors, King Kwang-gae-to created
a reign title, Yung-rak (永樂 Eternal Rejoicing), to designate his
era. This era name was identical to the one later adopted by the
Ming emperor, Yongle (成祖 r.1403-24). The epitaph of a
Koguryeo dignitary named Zhen was discovered at Duck-heungri, Nam-po City, in 1976. The epitaph says that Zhen was born in
332, died in the eighteenth year of “Yung-rak” (i.e., 408), and had
held the position of the Youzhou Governor (幽州刺史),
apparently appointed by King Kwang-gae-to.45
In 427, King Chang-su (r.413-91) relocated the capital
south to Pyung-yang, and then destroyed the Paekche capital at
Han-seong in 475, making the Paekche flee south and establish a
new capital at Kong-ju (Ung-jin). Koguryeo came to rule the
northern half of the Korean Peninsula together with virtually the
whole of central and eastern Manchuria. In 479, Xu (2005: 15960) notes, Koguryeo “schemed together with the Rouran to
capture and carve up” the land north of the Qidan, and “in fear

Wei Coexists with Macro-Tungusic Koguryeo

三國遺史 駕洛國記 亦無君之稱 越
有我刀干…神天干…神鬼干等

九干

者 是酋長…建武十八年 [32 CE]…
三國史記 卷第三 新羅本紀 第三
奈勿尼師今立[306-402]姓金 葛文王
之孫也 父末仇角干 三國史記 卷第
五 新羅本紀第五 太宗武烈王 二年
[655] 王女智照 下嫁大角干金庾信
42

See also Klein (1980: 85).

43

See also Barfield (1989: 123).

魏書 卷一百三 列傳 第九十一 蠕
蠕 永興二年 [410] 太宗討之 社崘遁
走道死… 神䴥二年 [429] 世祖[42352] 次于沙漠南…歸降三十餘萬

俘

獲首虜及戎馬百餘萬匹
魏書 卷四上 世祖紀 第四上 神䴥
二年 …北伐...次于沙漠 舍輜重 輕
騎兼馬至栗水 蠕蠕震怖…絶跡西走
44

廣開土王碑文 □至十七世孫國岡

上廣開土境平安好太王… 號爲永樂
大王 六年丙申 王躬率□軍 討伐殘
國 八年戊戌 敎遣偏師 觀息愼土俗
因便抄得莫□羅城加太羅谷..自此以
來朝貢□事 十七年丁未 敎遣步騎
五萬…所穫鎧甲一萬餘…廿年庚戌
東夫餘舊是鄒牟王屬民中叛不貢 王
躬率往討軍…所攻破城六十四
三國史記 高句麗本紀 廣開土王 一
年 北伐契丹虜男女五百口 九年 燕
王盛以我王禮慢

自將兵三萬襲之

十一年 王遣兵攻宿軍 燕平州刺史
慕容歸 棄城走 十三年 出師侵燕
十四年 燕王熙來攻遼東…卒不克而
還 十五年 燕王熙襲契丹…輕兵襲
我…不克而還 文咨明王 三年 [494]
夫餘王及妻孥 以國來降 十三年 遣
使入魏…進曰…夫餘爲勿吉所逐
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Relationship between Wei and Koguryeo

45

墨書銘

□□郡信都□都卿□甘

里 釋迦文 佛弟子□□氏鎭仕 爲建
威將軍國小大兄左將軍 龍驤將軍遼
東太守使持節東夷校尉幽州刺史鎭
年七十七薨爲以永樂十八年
46

魏書 卷一百 列傳 第八十八 高

句麗 世祖[太武帝]時 ...璉[長壽王]
始遣使者...拜璉爲都督遼海諸軍事征
東將軍 領護東夷中郞將 遼東郡開
國公 高句麗王...至其所居平壤城...
遼東南一千餘里

南至小海北至舊

夫餘...魏時 其地東西二千里 南北
一千餘里... 時馮文通[弘,北燕r.4306]率衆奔之...不送...敕璉令薦其女...

云女已出嫁 求以弟女 稱女死 至高
祖[孝文帝]時 璉貢獻倍前其報賜 亦
稍加焉...太和十五年[491]璉死 年百
餘歲 高祖擧哀於東郊 ...拜璉孫雲
[文咨明王]

使持節都督遼海諸軍事

征東將軍 領護東夷中郞將遼東郡開
國公...詔雲遣世子入朝...辭疾…神龜
[518-9]中雲死 靈太后爲擧哀於東堂
...又拜其世子安[安藏王]爲安東將軍

領護東夷校尉 遼東郡開國公高句麗
王...安死 子延[安原王]立 出帝初詔
加延...領護東夷校尉 遼東郡開國公
資治通鑑 卷一百三十六 齊紀二 武
帝 永明二年[484] 十月 時高麗方彊
魏置諸國使邸 齊使第一 高麗次之
47

48

See Rossabi (1983: 69).

三國史記 卷第十八 高句麗本紀

第六 長壽王 二十三年秋 魏人數伐
燕…燕王馮弘曰 若事急且 東依高
句麗
龍

二十四年 五月(436) 燕王率
城見戶東徙…魏主…令送燕王…

以王違詔議擊之…乃止 七十九年…
王薨…魏孝文聞之 制素委貌 布深衣

of their invasion, the Qidan chieftain,” leading his tribesmen
(numbering over 10,000 men), surrendered to the Tuoba Wei.
According to the Samguk-sagi, Koguryeo had provided shelter to
the Chinese ruler of Northern Yan and his family, who were
under attack from the Tuoba Wei in 436; and also to the king of
Puyeo in 494.
According to the Weishu, King Chang-su sent an envoy
to the Wei court for the first time during the reign of Tai Wudi
(r.423-52), and the Wei court bestowed on him the title
“Governor-General of Military Affairs in Liao-Parhae (都督遼海
諸軍事), High Commissioner for Dongyi Affairs, Duke of
Opening Country in Liaodong Commandery (遼東郡開國公),
King of Koguryeo.” Wei bestowed the almost identical titles to
subsequent Koguryeo kings until its downfall. When the last ruler
of Northern Yan, Feng Hong (r.430-6), fled to Koguryeo, Tuba
Tao demanded his repatriation, but Chang-su refused. According
to the Zizhi Tongjian, Koguryeo was so powerful at that time that
the Northern Wei let the residence of the Koguryeo ambassador
be located right next to that of Qi. Tai Wudi asked a daughter and
then a niece to Chang-su, but both requests were refused.
Emperor Xiaowen (r.471-99) asked the attendance of the crown
prince at the Wei court, but that request was also refused. 46
Xiaowen and his son Xuanwu, however, each obtained a nonroyal Koguryeo woman as Empress. (See sidetnote 61.)
After 1004, a fictitious kinship was established between
the emperors of the Liao and the Song, whereupon it became the
custom that, on receiving the news of the death of an emperor,
funeral ceremonies were held at both courts. 47 According to the
Weishu, when King Chang-su of Koguryeo died in 491 at the age
of 98, Emperor Xiaowen himself, wearing a white crown and a
hempen robe, conducted the mourning ceremony in the eastern
suburbs of Pingcheng.48
CONFIRMING RULERS’ ETHNIC IDENTITY IN BUDDHIST ART

The Tuoba Wei rulers, inspired by the Greco-Buddhic
Gandhara tradition, started creating in 460 the great sculptures in
such mystic forms on the famous Caves of Yungang at their
capital Pingcheng (Datong). The first five caves of the Yungang
sculptures, carved in 460-65, Klein (1980: 130) notes, are
“centered around monumental statues of Sakyamuni and

Buddhist Art Confirms Ruler’s Ethnic Identity
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Maitreya, and are modeled after the first five rulers (Gui, Si, Tao,
Yu, and Jun).”49
According to Wong (2003: 95-6), “the large number of
donor images at Yungang in the last quarter of the fifth century
represents a significant shift in patronage, from the imperial house
to other sectors of society… These…images generically represent
Northern Wei noblemen and noblewomen,” wearing Xianbei
costumes similar to those on the clay figurines found in the
Xianbei tombs. The images portray donors, who financed the
creation of those Buddhist art works, in pious attitudes
underscoring their loyalty and patriotism, and also their sentiment
of “linking the state to the realm of the gods.”
Historians of the period, Wong (2003: 95) writes, have
“remarked on the relatively high position of women in nomadic
societies. The visual presence of women donors as equals of their
male counterparts and the existence of all-female groups indicate
the nomadic women’s freedom to participate in public religious
activities.” It suggests, Wong (ibid: 97) continues, “aspects of the
nomadic society that were different from Chinese society, such as
the prominence of women in the public domain and the relative
lack of social differentiation … other than aristocracy.” 50
The great Longmen cave-temple complex just outside of
Luoyang was a continuation of the Yungang tradition. In the sixth
century Guyang Cave at Longmen, Wong (2003: 98, 99) writes,
“most of the individual images in the top rows of the north and
south walls date from the 490s up to about the 510s. They were
dedicated primarily by members of the Northern Wei imperial
house and ruling elite. Many male donors appear to have been
close aides of Emperor Xiaowen or top-level military
commanders who had accompanied the emperor on his southern
expeditions and had fought with him in other battles. ...[I]t overtly
states the donor’s loyalty to the state and the emperor, thus setting
the patriotic tone of his patronage activities and reiterating the
role of Buddhism in serving the state.” The donors recorded on
the inscriptions in Guyang Cave “mostly belonged to the top
ranks” among the officials serving the Tuoba state bureaucracy,
and belonged to the “eight royal clans” of the Xianbei tribe. 51

擧哀於東郊
魏書 卷一百 列傳 第八十八 高句
麗 璉死 年百餘歲 高祖擧哀於東郊
…神龜[518-9]中雲死

靈太后爲擧哀

於東堂
49

Klein (ibid) notes that Tuoba Yu “who

never actually reigned as emperor
but…defended Buddhism against his
father’s proscription, is represented as
Maitreya. … Tao’s persecution was
explained away as the fault of his
officials’ bad counseling.” Wong (2003:
93) notes that Tanyao (曇曜), the chief
of monks, “promoted the Buddhist ideal
of kingship...which… is promised
supernatural protection. ... Tanyao…
equated secular rulers with Buddhas. At
his suggestion, five colossal Buddha
images were carved to commemorate
the five founding rulers [Caves 16-20].”
50

Among the most important patrons of

Buddhism were Empress Dowager
Wenming (442-89) and Empress
Dowager Ling (d.528).
51

隋書 卷三十二 志第二十七 經籍

一 後魏遷洛 有八氏十姓 咸出帝族

ALONGSIDE ARISTOCRACY APPEAR CHINESE DONOR IMAGES

Wong (2003: 101) states: “in the Guyang Cave, alongside

6.3. Six Garrisons of Northern Wei
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Donor Images Show Chinese Local Officials

52

燕

北史 卷九十三 列傳第八十一 北
馮跋…遂同夷俗…自立爲燕王…

跋弟弘…弘襲位…弘子朗…朗子熙
北史卷八十 列傳第六十八 外戚 馮
熙..妹爲文成帝后 卽文明太后也..孝
文前後納熙三女 二爲后一爲左昭儀
魏書卷十三 皇后列傳第一 文成文
明皇后 馮氏…顯祖卽位 尊爲皇太
后…遂臨朝聽政…臨朝專政 高祖雅
性孝謹…承明十四年崩 [489]

images dedicated by members of the Northern Wei aristocracy are
other images, dedicated by devotional societies of local Han
Chinese. Some of these had more than two hundred members,
headed by [the] local community or administrative leaders and
joined by local clergy. The chiefs held official posts, mostly middle
to low-level ranks in local governments. ... [T]he coexistence of
Northern Wei nobles and Han Chinese as Buddhist patrons
within the same cave was politically significant. It signified the
local Chinese support of the Northern Wei government and
projected an image of solidarity among the nomadic and Chinese
groups. … The promotion of Buddhism…provided a common
religious identity for both the conquerors and the conquered.”

資治通鑑 卷一百二十二 宋紀四 元
嘉九年 十一月 初燕王[馮弘]嫡妃
王氏 生...[馮]崇… 及卽位 立慕容

4. Sinification and Rebellion by the Six Garrison Soldiers

氏爲王后…又黜崇 使鎭肥如…崇母
弟...[馮熙父]朗…奔遼西 設崇 使降

A WHOLESALE SINIFICATION

魏 元嘉十年 二月 魏主以馮崇爲…

Life in Northern Wei, Wright (1959: 65-6) states,
“tended to be more austere; food, clothing, and manners were
simpler; monogamy and the extended family prevailed in contrast
to widespread concubinage…in the south,” and the Tuoba people
“regarded southern literature as effete, the work of dilettantes, of
men who lacked the martial virtues.”
The wife of Emperor Wencheng (Tuoba Jun 濬 r.45265), Empress Wenming (文明皇后馮氏), was a granddaughter of
the last (Han Chinese) ruler of Northern Yan, Feng Hong (馮弘),
who fled to the protection of Koguryeo in 436. The empress
dowager (皇太后) Feng began to rule at the age of 25 in 466
through a stepson, Tuoba Hong (弘 r.465-71), and then through
Xiaowen’di (宏 r.471-99). Tuoba Hong came to the throne at the
age of 12 when his father, Emperor Wencheng, died (at the age of
26). Hong abdicated the throne at the age of 18 in 471 to his fiveyear-old son, ostensibly to devote himself to the study of
Buddhism. Two of Wenming’s (太皇太后) nieces, daughters of
her brother Feng Xi, were married to Xiaowen’di, and yet another
daughter of Xi became empress in 496, but none of Xi’s three
daughters gave birth to a future emperor.52 (See sidenote 61.)
The Sinification and bureaucratization of the Tuoba
court seem to have commenced under the guidance of Empress
Feng, most likely after the death of Tuoba Hong (太上皇帝) by

幽平二州牧 封遼西王
53

資治通鑑 卷一百三十六 齊紀二

武帝 永明五年[487] 十二月 魏主問
高祐曰 何以止盜 對曰…茍守宰得
人…唯才是擧…勳舊之臣..而才非撫
民者…不宜委之以方任…帝…命縣
立講學 黨立小學… 永明六年 [488]
十二月…魏主訪羣臣以安民之術 秘
書丞李彪上封事…河表七州人中 擢
其門才 引令赴闕 依中州官…可以
懷江漢歸 有道之情…魏主皆從之
54

資治通鑑 卷一百三十九 齊紀五

明帝 建武元年 [494] 正月 以爲州
郡貢察 徒有秀孝之名…朝廷但檢其
門望…則可令別貢門望 以敍士人…
夫門望者 乃其父祖之遺烈 亦何益
於皇家 益於時者 賢才而巳…今世
等無奇才 不若取士於門 此亦失矣
…太祖道武皇帝 創基撥亂…然猶分
別士庶 不令雜居…士人之子 効工
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poisoning in 476. In 487, Gao You, a cousin to the most
prominent Han Chinese minister Gao Yun, urged the empress
dowager to recruit officers (守宰) purely on the basis of talent,
and let them replace the meritorious nobles (勳舊之臣) of TuobaXianbei who were unable to rule the people properly. In 488,
capable Han Chinese were recruited from the prominent local
families in the south of the Yellow River to head the local
governments (中州官) of the Central Plain, and especially to
placate the new subjects between the Yangzi River and the Han
River (江漢歸). 53 In 494, the practice of recruiting officials
among those Chinese recommended to the court (by the prefects
and commanderies according to the ranking of families
determined by the fame of their ancestors) was, however,
criticized as being incapable of selecting wise and talented persons
and being, therefore, of no advantage to the ruling imperial
house.54
It was after the death of Empress Dowager Wenming in
489 that the wholesale Sinification efforts by Xiaowen’di were
clearly recorded in detail. Xiaowen’di replaced the traditional
imperial rite to the Heaven with the rites to Yao-Shun-Yu-ZhouConfucius in 492; undertook for the first time in February 493 the
Chinese-style imperial ritual of farming; leading 300,000 cavalry
soldiers on the pretext of conquering the South, moved the
capital in October 493 from the tribal borderland Pingcheng to
Luoyang; forbade the wearing of Xianbei clothing in November
494; prohibited the use of the Xianbei language at court (for the
young officials less than 30 years old, in particular) in May 495;
replaced the multi-syllable Xianbei surnames with single-syllable
equivalents in the Chinese style in January 496; forced his crown
prince to commit suicide in April 497, apparently because of his
opposition to the reforms; and began staffing the active
administrative posts almost exclusively with the Chinese.55
Holcombe (2001: 138) contends that, despite the fatal
consequences, at least “the underlying motive for all these actions
…seems to have been to lay the groundwork for the conquest of
the south and the reunification of the entire empire rather than
the inherent attractiveness of Chinese culture itself.” 56 Indeed,
Emperor Xiaowen had in person led a 300,000-armored-cavalry
force and crossed the Huai River on January 29, 495, in an
attempt to attack the Yangzi area, although he returned to

Wholesale Sinification by Xiaowen’di

伎容態 一朝而取 … 今因遷都之初
皆是空地 分別工伎
55

資治通鑑 卷一百三十九 齊紀五

明帝 建武元年 [494] 十二月 魏主
…禁士民胡服 建武二年 正月 魏主
済淮 二月至壽陽 衆號三十萬 鐵騎
彌望…四月…所未民者 唯漠北之與
江外耳..魏主欲變北俗…欲斷諸北語
一從正音…三十已上…習性已久 容
不可猝革 三十已下 見在朝廷之人
…若有故爲 當加降黜…見婦女 猶
服夾領小袖..何爲不遵前詔…不得爲
北俗之語於朝廷..居官..死葬河南..於
是代人遷洛者 悉爲河南洛陽人 建
武三年 五月 魏太子恂..常私著胡服
..輕騎奔平城..帝南遷洛陽 所親任者

多中州儒士 宗室及代人 往往不樂
資治通鑑 卷一百三十七 齊紀三 武
帝 永明十年[492] 正月 詔祀堯…舜
…禹…周公…宣尼(公子)…

魏舊制

每世 祀天於西郊 魏主與公卿從二
千餘騎 戎服遶壇… 三月 詔盡省之
十一年二月 魏主始耕籍田於平城南
Holcombe (ibid: 137) contends that not
only the decree forbidding the wearing
of Xianbei clothing “was ineffective” but
the “direction of influence went the
other way…the native Chinese costume
worn during the subsequent...Sui, Tang,
and Song dynasties originated with
Tuoba Xianbei Northern Wei..fashions.”
56

Ho (1998: 131) contends that the

“policy of systematic sinicization” was
“part of long-range planning for a
military conquest of the southern
Chinese dynasty—the only way to gain
legitimacy to supreme rulership of the
entire China world.”
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Garrison Rebellions and Re-Xianbei-ization

57

資治通鑑 卷一百四十一 齊紀七

建武四年 [497] 帝以北方酋長…聽
秋朝洛陽 春還部落 時人謂之鴈臣
58

Eberhard (1965: 175) notes that the

ordinary Tuoba men did not assimilate,
and “therefore, when Tuoba rule came
to an end, it was… easy for these
commoners to move back into the
steppe and continue their pre-conquest
life.” See also Eberhard (2005: 130).
59

資治通鑑 卷一百四十五 梁紀一

武帝 天監二年 [503] 十一月 魏旣
遷洛陽 北邊荒遠…奏 邊鎭事少 而
置官猥多 沃野一鎭 自將以下八百
餘人 請一切五分損二 魏主從之…

Luoyang by mid-March. The Zizhi Tongjian records the claim (as
of April 495) that the only people under Heaven that had failed
yet to become the subjects of the Tuoba sovereign were those in
the north of the Gobi desert and those below the Yangzi River.
The tribal chieftains in the north were allowed to have an
audience with the emperor in fall and return home in spring,
earning the name of “wild geese.” 57 The common Tuoba
continued to live as stock-breeders and warriors. 58 In Luoyang,
the high-ranking Tuoba aristocrats found themselves parted from
their tribes, living in idleness in an unaccustomed climate because
the active administrative posts were now mostly occupied by Han
Chinese. The Tuoba aristocrats in Luoyang soon adopted the
culture of the old Chinese dignitaries, and forgot their
compatriots in the steppes. Most Xianbei aristocratic clans that
were renamed in Chinese-style during that period retained their
monosyllabic surnames into the Tang period, claiming that
Luoyang or Chang’an was their official ancestral residence.

卷一百四十九 梁紀五 武帝 普通四
年 [523] 四月…鎭民請糧…不肯給..

RE-XIANBEI-IZATION

不勝忿 遂反…沃野鎭民破六韓拔陵

According to Johnson (1977: 133), “only 20.5% of the
high offices…were filled by Chinese in the pre-471 period,” but
the proportion became 64.8% in the post-471 period. Ebrey
(1978: 25-6) states that Emperor Xiaowen had let the prominent
Chinese families “involve themselves in aspects of court life
previously reserved largely for noble Xianbei families.”
“The cream of the Xianbei tribal army,” in the words of
Ho (1998: 130), had been “stationed in the six northern
headquarters, keeping constant vigilance against the fierce
marauding Rouran nomads.” The chief commanders (鎭將) of
the Six Garrisons seem to have been mostly the descendants of
Tuoba emperors with the title of king. Prior to the transfer of
capital to Luoyang, the members of the elite families of the Six
Garrisons used to be promoted to the highest offices. The
garrisons now looked desolate, and even the positions of garrison
officials were reduced by two-fifths. The frustrated generals and
soldiers in northern frontier garrisons, strongly resenting the
dominance of Chinese and Chinese culture at the court, rebelled
in 523. Enough was enough. 59
Wright (1978: 31) states: “A vast bloodletting ensued: the
sack of Luoyang and the massacre of two thousand courtiers

聚衆反 殺鎭將…諸鎭華夷之民 往
往響應 拔陵…圍武川鎭 又攻懷朔
鎭… 卷一百五十 梁紀六 普通五年
[524] 七月...廣陽王…上言 先朝都平

城 以北邊爲重 盛簡親賢…作鎭 配
以高門子弟 以死防邊 非唯不廢仕
宦…當時人物 忻慕爲之…帝鄕舊門
仍防邊戌…本鎭驅使 但爲虞侯白直
一生推遷 不過軍主 然其同族留京
師者 得上品通官…邊任益輕…邊人
無不切齒…八月改鎭爲州 以懷朔鎭
爲朔州 更命…雲州…時六鎭巳盡叛
60

魏書 卷七十四 列傳第六十二 爾

朱榮 高祖羽健 登國[386-96]初爲領
民酋長 率契胡武士千七百人從駕平
晉陽…以居秀容川 詔割方三百里封
之 長爲世業 [398]..曾祖...祖代勤 繼
爲領民酋長 代勤世祖敬哀皇后之舅
以外親兼數征伐有功 給復百年…父
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including an empress dowager and her puppet child-emperor
followed by ten years of civil war” that divided Wei into two parts.
A general from the Huaishuo Garrison placed a puppet emperor
on the throne and established Eastern Wei. Another general from
the Wuchuan Garrison placed yet another member of the Tuoba
imperial family as a figurehead emperor of Western Wei.
Erzhu Rong’s (493-530) ancestors were tribal chieftains,
possibly of the Qidan branch (契胡), who had from the time of
Gui served the Tuoba rulers, generation after generation. Tai
Wudi’s empress was a niece of Rong’s grandfather. Rong came to
command the garrison region in 524-6. Gao Huan (高歡 496-547)
from the Huaishuo Garrison and Yuwen Tai (宇文泰 507-56)
from the Wuchuan Garrison had both joined the rebellions in 525
and entered into the service of Rong in 528. Rong massacred
some 2,000 Wei rulers and officials in Luoyang in April 528, made
the 21-year old Ziyou (元子攸/孝莊帝 r.528-30) emperor, and was
able to suppress the Six Garrison Rebellions (523-30) before he
was murdered by the emperor on September 25, 530. Erzhu Zhao
(爾朱兆 d.533) succeeded his deceased uncle; made Ye (元曄/節
閔帝) the new emperor on October 30, 530; tracked and killed the
Emperor Ziyou; and let Gao Huan command the Six Garrison
soldiers in December 530, only to be deposed by Gao Huan in
March 532 and kill himself in January 533. 60
According to the History of Northern Qi (Bei Qishu), the
sixth generation ancestor of Gao Huan had served as the Grand
Administrator of Xuantu (Commandery in central Manchuria 玄
莵太守) under Western Jin (265-316). The fifth, fourth, and third
generation ancestors had served the Murong-Xianbei (285-370,
386-408), and when Murong Bao (r.396-8) was destroyed by the
Tuoba in 397, the third generation ancestor (Gao Huan’s great
grandfather who was, according to the Zizhi Tongjian, the grand
administrator of Yan commandery 燕郡太守高湖) began to serve
the Northern Wei in 399 as the General of Right. Gao Huan’s
grandfather (侍御史高謐) had also served Tuoba Wei, but was
sent to the Huaishuo garrison for an offense. The Bei Qishu states
that, since the Gao family had “lived in the northern frontier area
over many generations, they were assimilated to their tradition and
became identical to the Xianbei.” 61
According to the Bei Qishu, compiled between 629-36,
Gao Huan (高歡 Ko Hwan) was a Parhae (Bohai Xiu) person (渤

Massacre in Luoyang Followed by Civil War

…畜牧蕃息…朝廷每有征討..獻私馬
兼備資糧…高祖…遷洛後 特聽冬朝
京師 夏歸部落..榮襲爵...正光[520-4]
中…爲北道都督… 都督幷肆汾廣恒
雲六州諸軍事[雲州=懷朔鎭]…武泰
元年[528]…王公卿士皆斂手就戮 死
者千三百餘人 皇弟…靈太后 少主
其日暴崩…奉莊帝..榮還晉陽…擒葛
榮…建義三年 [530]…帝旣圖榮…俱
死…榮時年三十八
魏書 卷一百三 列傳第九十一 蠕蠕
正光四年[523] 沃野鎭人...反 諸鎭相
應..阿那瓌率衆討之…與爾朱榮隣接
資治通鑑 卷一百五十四 梁紀十 武
帝 中大通二年 [530] 十二月 爾朱
兆…德歡 相與誓爲兄弟…初葛榮部
衆流入幷肆者 二十餘萬…大小二十
六反 誅夷者半 猶謀亂不止…歡曰
六鎭反殘 不可盡殺 宜選王腹心 使
統之…兆以歡爲誠

遂以其衆爲焉

歡…宣言 受委統州鎭兵…四年[532]
四月 賀拔岳曰 高王 以數千鮮卑
破爾朱百萬之衆…
The Zizhi Tongjian states that “Gao
Huan destroyed a million Erzhu
followers with only a few Xianbei.”
61

北齊書 卷一 帝紀 第一 神武上

姓高名歡..渤海蓨人也 六世祖隱 晉
玄莵太守 隱生慶 慶生泰 泰生湖
三世仕慕容氏 及慕容寶敗…湖率衆
歸魏 爲右將軍 湖生…謐…坐法徙
居懷朔鎭 謐生皇考樹…神武旣累世
北邊 故習其俗 遂同鮮卑
高震 [700-73] 墓誌銘
唐…安東都護…渤海人 祖[高]藏
金史 卷八十三 列傳第二十一 張浩

Founders of Northern Zhou and Northern Qi

…遼陽渤海人 本姓高 東明王之後...
天會八年 [1130] 賜進士及第…初定
朝儀...拜尙書右丞上兼侍中 封潞王

資治通鑑 卷一百四十五 梁紀一 天
監三年 [504] 高肇本出高麗…帝…
專委事於高肇…天監十三年 魏主…
以...高肇爲大將軍 平蜀大都督 將
步騎十五萬 寇益州
魏書卷八十三下 列傳外戚第七十一
下 高肇 文昭皇太后之兄也 自云本
渤海蓨人...父颺...高祖初[471-99]入國
拜厲威將軍...遂納颺女 是爲文昭皇
后 生世宗 [r.499-515]...颺卒..賜爵渤
海公...肇出自夷土...延昌三年...征蜀
以肇爲大將軍..永熙二年 [533]...太師
大丞相...肇弟顯侍中高麗國大中正
魏書卷十三 皇后列傳第一 孝文昭
皇后高氏 司徒公肇之妹也 父颺...
凡四男三女 皆生於東裔... 后幼曾夢
... 而日光...照之... 后東西避之 光猶
斜照不已...遂生世宗
宣武皇后高氏文昭皇后弟[高偃]...之
女也...生建德公主 後拜爲皇后
Empress Gao of Xiaowen’di gave birth
to Xuanwu’di (元恪 b.486/r.499-515)
after dreaming of sun light chasing her
body-- the “light conception motif”
identical to the birth legend of the
Koguryeo’s founder, Chumong. (See
sidenotes 44-45 of Chapter 4.) Her
younger brother’s daughter became the
Empress of Xuanwu’di, and the latter’s
daughter also became an empress.
62

資治通鑑 卷一百六十五 梁紀二

十一 承聖二年 [553] 九月 契丹寇
齊邊…遂伐契丹…十月…至昌黎城..
齊主露髻肉袒 晝夜不息…奮擊大破
之 虜獲十餘萬口 雜畜數百萬頭…
還至榮州…十一月…突厥復攻柔然
…擧國奔齊…齊主自晉陽 北激突厥
迎納柔然…置之馬邑川…親追突厥
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海蓨人). According to the Weishu, compiled between 551-4, the

Empress Gao (Ko) of Xiaowen’di (r.471-99), who gave birth to
Emperor Xuanwu (r.499-515), was a younger sister of Gao Zhao,
(Ko Zho) who was recorded also as a Parhae (Bohai Xiu) person.
The Zizhi Tongjian says that Gao Zhao was a Koguryeo person.
According to the Weishu, his father came over to Northern Wei
early in the reign of Xiaowen’di and became a general. He was
awarded the title “Duke of Parhae” posthumously, the title then
being inherited by Gao Zhao’s eldest nephew. Gao Zhao led the
Shu Expedition with a 150,000-man army in 514 as Great
General. The Weishu records that Gao Zhao’s younger brother was
the Great Arbiter of the Koguryeo state (高麗國大中正). The
epitaph for Ko Jin (700-73), a grandson of Koguryeo’s last king,
states that he was a Parhae person. Gao Huan may, therefore, be
regarded as a descendant of the Koguryeo with the “Ko (Gao)”
surname.
Gao Huan at first made the 19-year old Lang (元朗/安定
王 r.531) the Wei emperor on October 6, 531, and then replaced
him with the 25-year old Xiu (元脩/孝武帝 r.532-4) on April 25,
532. On October 17, 534, Gao Huan made 11-year old Shanjian
(元善見/孝靜帝 r.534-50) the first emperor of Eastern Wei (53450), transferring the capital to Ye. Gao Huan’s second son Yang
(高洋 r.550-9) made himself the emperor of Northern Qi (55077) on May 10, 550. Yang personally led an attack on the Qidan in
October 553, capturing some 100,000 prisoners and millions of
livestock, and destroyed the Eastern Turks to accommodate the
Rourans who were driven into Qi by their attacks. 62
In June 533, Gao Huan had sent Yuwen Tai to recover
the Wei River valley. Yuwen Tai maneuvered to consolidate his
position in Guanzhong in connivance with the last Northern Wei
emperor Xiu in Luoyang, who fled to Chang’an on July 28, 534.
Here appear on the stage the dramatis personae. Emperor Xiu had
just acquired Li Hu (李虎 d.551), the grandfather of Tang Gaozu,
and sent him to serve Yuwen Tai in advance. The emperor had
positioned Changsun Zhi (長孫稚), the ancestor of Tang
Taizong’s empress, at a strategic province. Dugu Xin (獨孤信), the
future father-in-law of both Sui Wendi and Tang Gaozu’s father,
riding alone, followed the emperor. Dugu Xin’s general Yang
Zhong (楊忠), father of Sui Wendi, began to serve Yuwen Tai in
July 537. Li Hu and Dugu Xin belonged to the first eight
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members honored in 537 with the august title of “Eight Pillars of
State” that were headed by Yuwen Tai. 62
Emperor Xiu let Yuwen Tai marry his younger sister in
August 534, but could not escape death by poison on December
15, 535. Yuwen Tai let the 29-year old Baoju (元寶炬/文帝 r.53551) be enthroned as the first emperor of Western Wei (535-56),
following the Xianbei tradition, after performing the Rite to
Heaven at the western suburb of the ancient capital Xi’an on
January 1, 535.63 After Yuwen Tai’s death on October 4, 556, the
44-year old Tai’s nephew Hu (宇文護 513-72) began his rule of
the Northern Zhou (557-81) for 17 years in the name of his
young cousins on the throne. He was murdered by Tai’s fourth
son Yong (Wudi, r.560-78) on March 14, 572.64
According to the Zizhi Tongjian, Yuwen Hu, the de facto
ruler of Northern Zhou, began to command the Twelve Armies
(左右十二軍) on the Left and Right that had been established by
Yuwen Tai in December 550; forced Dugu Xin, Mingdi’ father-inlaw, to commit suicide on March 10, 557; ordered Yang Zhong to
attack the Northern Qi in alliance with the Eastern Turks; and
made Li Bing (李昞), father of Li Yuan, the Duke of Tang in
August 564. When Yang Zhong died on July 9, 568, Yang Jian
succeeded to his father’s title and became the Duke of Sui.
Immediately after killing Yuwen Hu in 572, Wudi let Changsun
Lan (長孫覽), Zhi’s (稚) grandson and the grandfather of Tang
Taizong’s Empress Changsun, exterminate the Hu’s close relatives.
The 15-year old Wudi’s son Yun (宣帝 b.559/r.578-80) married
Yang Jian’s eldest daughter (宣帝楊皇后 561-609) on September
19, 573.
According to the Zhoushu, compiled c.629-35, Yuwen Tai
was a Wuchuan (of Dai) man. His earliest ancestor is recorded to
have originated from Shen Nong (the inventor of agriculture and
medicine) of the Three August Ones. The claim of descent from
a creation demigod does not seem to have been intended to usurp
the Han Chinese ethnicity, but rather to give the claimant’s
obscure homeland greater status by including it within the
mythical geography of the original homeland of not only the
Three August Demigods and Five Emperors (San Huang 三皇
Wudi 五帝) but also of their descendants and the Zhou royal
house. The Yuwen rulers later proclaimed themselves rulers of
the Zhou, the dynasty that had swept out of the northwest and

“Sinicized” vs. Pure-Blooded Xianbei State
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資治通鑑 卷一百五十五 梁紀十

武帝 中大通六年 [534]

二月 魏主

乃以泰…統岳軍…方謀取關中 得虎
甚喜…使就泰 七月 帝使…長孫稚
…鎭虎牢…長孫子彦
…雲中獨孤信

鎭陝..稚之子

單騎追帝…十二月

信令都督武川楊忠 爲前驅 大同三
年 [537] 七月…信與楊忠 皆至長安
…丞相泰 愛楊忠之勇 留置帳下
See also Xu (2005: 93) and Eberhard
(2005: 133-5).
63

資治通鑑 卷一百五十七 梁紀十三

武帝 大同元年[535] 春正月戊申朔
是日 魏文帝卽位於城西 長安城西
也 天子卽位 御前殿 魏自高歡立孝
武帝 復用夷禮 於郊拜天 以後卽位
64

周書 卷十一 列傳 第三 晉蕩公

護…太祖[宇文泰]之兄…之少子也
Hu at first made Tai’s 15-year old third
son, Jue (Xiaomin’di 覺/孝閔帝 born
in December 542 from 馮翊長公主;
r.Jan.-Aug. 557), Heavenly King (天王)
of Zhou (changed to Emperor after
August 15, 559), only to be murdered
within a year and replaced by the 24year old Tai’s eldest son Yu (Mingdi 毓/

明帝 born in 534 from 姚夫人; r.55760) on September 28, 557. Mingdi was
poisoned to death three and a half
years later on April 20, 560, and yet
somehow managed to leave his dying
wish that the throne be succeeded by
his 18-year old younger brother Yong
(Wudi 邕/武帝 born in 543 from 叱奴

皇后; died on June 1, 578). Wudi
proved capable enough to eliminate
Yuwen Hu and conquer Northern Qi.
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Each Claiming Rightful Heir to Tuoba Wei

65

周書 卷一 帝紀 第一 文帝上 太

祖 文皇帝 姓宇文氏 諱泰...代郡武
川人也 其先出自炎帝神農氏 爲皇
帝所滅

子孫遯居朔野有...者…鮮卑

慕之奉以爲主 遂總十二部落 世爲
大人…其俗謂天曰宇謂君曰文 因號
宇文國 幷以爲氏焉..自陰山南徙 始
居遼西…九世至侯豆歸 爲慕容晃所
其子陵仕燕…封玄莵公…寶敗…

滅

率甲騎五百歸魏 拜都牧主 賜爵安
定候..遷武川 陵生系 系生韜…韜生
肱…[宇文太 肱]之少子也
66

資治通鑑 卷一百六十四 梁紀二

十 承聖元年 [552] 十一月 侯景之
亂 州郡太半入魏 自巴陵以下至建
康 以長江爲限
資治通鑑 卷一百六十九 陳紀三 天
嘉五年 [564] 初齊…爲齊律…又令
民十八受田 輸租調 二十充兵 六十
免力役 六十六還田 免租調 一夫受
露田 八十畝 婦人四十畝 奴婢依良
人 牛受六十畝…一夫一婦 調絹一
匹 綿八兩 墾租二石 義租五斗…墾
租送臺 義租納郡 以備水旱…
67

conquered the North China plain. 65 Yuwen Tai renamed “all the
offices of the government using the highly artificial nomenclature
found in the Rituals of Zhou (周禮),” says Wright (1978: 37).
According to the Zhoushu, one of Yuwen Tai’s ancestors
was admired by the Xianbei people and became the leader of
twelve Xianbei villages. Since heaven was called “yu” and the king
was called “wen,” the name of their clan as well as their state
became “Yuwen.” One of his ancestors moved south to Liaoxi,
but his 9th descendant was destroyed by Murong Huang. His son
began to serve the Murong, and was appointed as the Duke of
Xuantu. When Murong Bao was destroyed by the Tuoba [in 397],
he surrendered to the Northern Wei, and was graced with the title
of marquis. Graff (2002: 102-3) says: Yuwen Tai’s “great-greatgrandfather had gone out to join the Wuchuan garrison in the
early years of the fifth century … When the rebellions broke out
in the Six Garrisons in 523, his father organized a loyalist militia
to resist the rebels. [Yuwen Tai was sent by Gao Huan in 533] to
recover the Wei River valley. … [He] maneuvered to consolidate
his position in the northwest.”
The re-Xianbei-ization process started. Wong (2003: 82)
states that “historians use terms such as ‛Sinicization (漢化)’ to
denote the nomads’ adoption of Chinese-style institutions and
customs. Vice versa, they describe the reverse process…as
‛Xianbei-ization’.” According to Johnson (1977: 133), the
proportion of Han Chinese high officials fell to 43.1% in Western
Wei, and further fell to 16.7% in Northern Zhou.

According to Johnson (1977: 133),

the proportion was 66.7% in Eastern
Wei, and 61.8% in Northern Qi.
68

Eberhard (2005: 133) contends that
“All the Chinese and pro-Chinese

gathered round [Gao Huan. He] was
closely associated with the eastern
Chinese gentry, who were the actual
rulers of the Tuoba State.” Eberhard
continues: “All the still existing remains
of Tuoba tribes who had eluded
Sinification moved into this western
[Wei] empire (ibid: 134). Unlike the

5. Northern Zhou and Northern Qi: Heirs to Northern Wei
EACH CLAIMING THE RIGHTFUL HEIR TO TUOBA-XIANBEI WEI

Northern Qi came to occupy the whole of central China
north of the Yangzi River by 552, and implemented the Equal
Field system in 564.66 The Northern Qi rulers established, Wright
(1978: 38) notes, “an elaborate system of land allotment and
taxation in kind” in the North China plain, and it was a fact that
“the Chinese gentry and Chinese officials representing them at the
court were largely responsible for these policies and their
implementation in the provinces.” Indeed, just like the Emperor
Xiaowen’s court, nearly two thirds of the high officials in Eastern
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Wei and Northern Qi were Han Chinese.67
Many historians believe that Gao Huan was such a “proChinese” general that Eastern Wei and Northern Qi were
essentially “Han Chinese states,” while the Yuwen Tai’s Western
Wei and Northern Zhou may well be regarded as pure-blooded
Xianbei states. 68 Graff (2002: 115), however, states that “In the
populous east, the dominant Xianbei were a small minority in a
sea of Han Chinese. As the descendants of garrison soldiers who
had not looked favorably upon the sinicizing reforms of the Wei
Emperor Xiaowen, they sought to preserve their language,
customs and identity;” bloody purges of Chinese officials were
not infrequent occurrences; and under these circumstance, “the
incorporation of Chinese leaders into the regular military
establishment” was out of the question. Gao Huan, furthermore,
seems to have had little faith in the fighting quality of the Han
Chinese retainer-soldiers of landed-magnates (鄕里部曲). Even an
exceptionally distinguished Han Chinese general such as Gao
Aocao seems to have been apprehensive about combining the
Xianbei and the Han Chinese soldiers into a single fighting unit.69
According to Wright (1978: 38), in an age-old tradition
of Northern Wei, the Northern Qi rulers maintained “an imperial
guard of 120,000 Xianbei soldiers at the Emperor’s disposal; four
garrisons strategically placed to protect the capital at Ye; a military
headquarters at what is now the city of Taiyuan in Shanxi—
traditional staging area for the defense of the northwestern
frontier; [and] garrisons stationed along the Great Wall.”
The northwestern region of Shaanxi and Gansu had a
more variegated ethnic environment, and hence the rulers of
Western Wei and Northern Zhou did not have to worry about
being submerged in a sea of Han Chinese. 70 According to Wright
(1978: 36-7), the Yuwen could afford to soften “their Xianbei
atavism,” and “to adopt Chinese institutions and ideological
elements, necessary to the realization of their ultimate objective—
the control of North China and then all China.” In its efforts,
Wright (ibid: 45) continues, “to establish a claim to universal
dominion, we find its Xianbei-speaking military leadership
drawing on many strands of the Chinese political tradition;
renaming all offices in accordance with a political classics that
purported to reflect ancient Zhou practice; adopting the
government model outlined in the same classic [Zhou-li, the Rituals

Ethnically Variegated Northwestern Region

Chinese state of Qi, Zhou followed the
old Tuoba tradition. Old [tribal] customs
were revived, [and] family names that
had been sinified were turned into
Tuoba names again (ibid: 135).”
Wong (2003: 97) states that “the
Northern Wei’s sinicizing measures...
were largely revoked by the more
militaristic Western Wei and Northern
Zhou rulers, resulting in the so-called
‛Xianbei-ization’...process.”
69

Graff (2002: 107) states: “Although

Gao won the support of powerful Han
Chinese families…and made use of
their…militia when he defeated the
Erzhu [Zhao] at Hanling in 532, he had
little faith in the fighting quality of
Chinese soldiers,” and “on the eve of
the battle…he had said to [the
exceptionally distinguished Chinese
general, Gao Aocao]: The troops under
your command are Han. I fear they will
be of no assistance. Now what you
ought to do is take a thousand or more
Xianbei troops and mix them in with the
others.” Aocao politely refused it.

資治通鑑 卷一百五十五 梁紀十一
武帝 大都督高敖曹[d.538] 將鄕里部
曲…等三千人 以從 歡曰 高都督所
將皆漢兵 恐不足集事 欲割鮮卑兵
千餘人 相雜用之 何如 敖曹曰 敖
曹所將 練習巳久 前後格鬪 不減鮮
卑 今若雜之 情不相合..不煩更配也
Emperor Wenxuan (文宣/高洋 Yang
r.550-9) of Northern Qi made Yin (高

殷), from his Chinese queen, the crown
prince in spite of the contention that a
Chinese woman cannot become the
mother of Empire. Wenxian then hated
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Typical Actions Taken by Gentry Families

Yin (廢帝 r.Oct.559-Aug.560) who,
unlike him, acquired the character of
the Chinese and was fond of scholarly
learning. There is also a record of the
Queen Mother lamenting that she was
treated like an “old Chinese woman.”
When Wenxuan asked a Han Chinese
minister what persons should be
employed to administer the empire, he
answered that, since the Xianbei were
horsemen, the Chinese should be used,
offending the emperor to his demise.

資治通鑑 卷一百六十三 梁紀一九
大寶元年 六月…言漢婦人不可爲天
下母…帝不從 立李氏爲皇后…殷爲
皇太子 卷一百六十八 陳紀二 天嘉
元年二月 太皇太后[婁太后] 鮮卑也
怒且悲曰…我母子 漢老妪斟酌…天
子曰...況此漢輩 八月 太皇太后下令
廢齊主...以...演[高歡六子]入纂大統
資治通鑑 卷一百六十七 陳紀一 永
定二年 [558] 太子殷..好學…[文宣]
帝常嫌太子得漢家性質 不似我 欲
廢之...三年 杜弼爲長史…帝問治國
當用何人 對曰 鮮卑車馬客 會須用

of Zhou, with] a supreme autocrat at its apex.”
According to Ebrey (1978: 80), “after the division of the
court in 534, more and more posts went to successful military
officers, many from the old garrison system…who had revolted in
part to protest Chinese dominance in the government.” The
writings (顔氏家訓) of Yan Zhitui (顔之推), quoted by Wright
(1973: 240-1), suggest that, in the conquest dynasties of North
China, apparently “Confucian learning was largely neglected,” and
the Han Chinese elite in the south “sneered at northern poetry
and scholarship.” Much to Yan Zhitui’s disgust, the Han Chinese
elite apparently devoted more time to learning the Xianbei
language in order to become central bureaucrats, and more effort
to learning the lute in order to attract the attention of Xianbei
aristocrats and be promoted to the position of government
dignitaries. 71
The typical actions taken by the prominent Chinese
gentry-official families, such as the Cuis, in the chaotic decade of
the Six Garrisons Rebellion (524-34), is described by Ebrey (1978:
72) as follows: “They did not take advantage of disorder to
strengthen their local position or become local satraps. …
[A]lmost all … put first their responsibility as officials to their
immediate superiors and above all to the dynasty. …[S]elf-interest
should not be overlooked. The Wei court had become a bulwark
protecting their right to high office. [They] were…willing to fight
to preserve the status quo.”

中國人 帝以爲譏己銜之…斬之…
資治通鑑 卷一百五十七 梁紀十三

FUBING SYSTEM TO AUGMENT THE XIANBEI ARMY

高祖武皇帝十三 大同三年[537]九月

Emperor Xiaowen of Northern Wei had moved some
150,000 Xianbei soldiers from Pingcheng to the new capital,
Luoyang, in 495. When the first rebellion by the Six Garrison
communities was put down in 525, the Northern Wei court settled
some 200,000 surrendered rebel troops in the plains of central
Hebei (in the Ding prefecture where they rebelled again in 526).
Northern Qi maintained an imperial guard of 120,000 Xianbei
soldiers at the Emperor’s disposal. Emperor Wu of Northern
Zhou was able to mobilize a 200,000-man army in 564, and led an
army of 170,000 men to conquer Northern Qi in 575, but his
army seems to have been augmented by the territorial soldiery. 72
Northern Zhou and Northern Qi were destined to fight,
first and foremost, for the status of legitimate successor to the

…時鮮卑輕華人 唯憚高敖曹[d.538]..
爲軍司大都督...治河役夫多溺死 貴
曰 一錢漢隨之死 敖曹怒 拔刀斫貴
All these records, including the
disparaging expression for the drowned
Chinese workers, are not consistent
with the contention that Northern Qi
should be regarded as a Chinese state.
70

資治通鑑 卷一百十八 晉紀四十

安帝 義熙十三年 [417] 五月 關中
華戎雜錯 風俗勁悍
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Northern Wei dynasty. As Dien (2007: 9) puts it, “Warfare
between the two [Xianbei] states was continuous, each claiming to
be the rightful heir to the [Northern Wei]. Increasing losses and
the difficulty of replacing the Xianbei tribesmen led [them] to
seek other sources of manpower.” The Gao Huan’s regime in the
East selected Han Chinese men with extraordinary physical
strength and courage (勇力絶倫者). Although they might not
match the select Xianbei warrior who was allegedly worth a
hundred soldiers (百保鮮卑), they called them “brave warriors,”
assigning them to important frontier locations.73 The Yuwen Tai’s
regime in the ethnically variegated West enlisted more
systematically the frontier Han Chinese and various tribal peoples
including the Xiongnu-Turks, the Rong, and the Qiang-Di tribes,
and enrolled them in the centralized military organization called
fubing. In the words of Ho (1998: 131), “the ‘privilege’ of military
service was extended to propertied Chinese farmers.”74
According to the Zizhi Tongjian, Yuwen Tai introduced
the fubing system (territorially administered soldiery) for the first
time in 550 on the basis of the Equal Field system. He registered
men of brain and muscle (才力者) as fubing (府兵) who were
exempt from taxes and corvée obligations, received drilling in
battle array in off-seasons, bred horses, and accumulated
provisions for combat. Each fubing was supported by six
households.75 The fubing were lifetime professional soldiers subject
to lifelong military training and combat mobilization. They fought,
in the words of the Zizhi Tongjian, out of their attachment to their
farm and for the honor of their clans (戀田園恐累宗族).76 There
were 100 fubing headquarters, each led by a general, that were
distributed (分屬) to the Twenty-Four Armies. At the top of the
Twenty-Four Armies were six close associates of Yuwen Tai (the
Eight Pillars of State 八柱國 excluding Yuwen Tai himself and
King Yuan Xin 元欣) who were designated as “pillars of the
state” great general (zhuguo da-jiangjun), and below them were
twelve senior major-generals, each of whom had two armies (jun)
commanded by cavalry major-generals (驃騎大將軍開府 piaoji dajiangjun kaifu). Each army had an indeterminate number of
battalions (tuan), each led by two chariot-and-horse major generals
(車騎大將軍儀同三司 cheji da-jiangjun i-tong sansi). 77
The leaders of the Twenty-Four Armies, Graff (2002:
109) notes, “reported not to the emperor but to the headquarters

Enlisting Han Chinese and Tribal Peoples
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See sidenote 18, Chapter 7.

72

See Graff (2002: 98, 100, 104, 111-3),

Wright (1979: 38).
73

資治通鑑 卷一百六十三 梁紀十

九 大寶元年 [550] 齊主簡練六坊之
人..必當百人..謂之百保鮮卑..簡華人
之勇力絶倫者 謂之勇士 以備邊要
74

Holcombe (2001: 121-2) notes that:

“Shortly after 265, natural disasters on
the steppe induced some 20,000
nomadic camps (perhaps 100,000
persons) to enter the empire and settle
… In 284, another group of 29,300
Xiongnu were admitted. … By the year
300, it was complained…that Rong (戎)
and Di (狄) tribespeople constituted
half the [one million] total population” in
the Guanzhong area (關中). See Yü
(1986: 426) and Graff (2002: 108-11).

晉書 卷五十六 列傳第二十六 江統
…且關中之人百餘萬口…戎狄居半
75

資治通鑑 卷一百六十三 梁紀十

九 簡文帝…大寶元年 [550] 十二月
初魏敬宗 以爾朱榮爲柱國大將軍…
大統三年[537]文帝復以丞相爲之 其
後功參佐命 望實俱重者 亦居此官
凡八人 曰…宇文泰…元欣…李虎…
獨孤信…謂之八柱國 泰始籍民之才
力者 爲府兵 身租庸調 一切蠲之
以農隙 講閱戰陳 馬畜糧備 六家供
之 合爲百府 每府 一郎將主之 分
屬二十四軍… 餘六人[柱國大將軍]
各督二大將軍 凡十二大將軍 每大
將軍 各統開府二人 開府各領一軍
周書 卷二 帝紀第二 文帝下 大統
三年 徵諸州兵…所..始至 乃於戰所

Twenty-Four Armies Augmented by Fubing

The fubing families were removed from
the civilian household registers and reregistered by the military authorities.
According to Dien (1990: 354), the men
in the fubing battalion units “had only to
provide for a bow and a knife…. Armor,
lance, spear and crossbow were
supplied by the government.”
76

資治通鑑 卷二百三十二 唐紀四

十八 德宗 貞元二年 [786] 八月 府
兵自西魏以來興廢之由… 府兵平日
皆安居田畝 每府有折衝領之…以農
隙敎習戰陣..未嘗有外叛內侮殺帥自
擅者 誠以顧戀田園 恐累宗族故也
77

北史 卷六十 列傳第四十八 王雄

是爲十二大將軍 每大將軍督二開府
凡爲二十四員 分團統領是二十四軍
In the chaotic situation of the Six
Garrisons Revolt (523-35), some
members of Shandong gentry families
such as the Cuis happened to side with
Yuwen Tai and followed him all the way
to Guanzhong, and were promoted to
high military or civil posts in the
Western Wei court. Three Cui men
reached the position of Cavalry Major
General, and one of them was in
charge of one of the Twenty-Four
Armies. See Ebrey (1978: 70, 73, 74).
78

According to Graff (2002: 109), the

entire force consisted of about 50,000
in 550, and over 100,000 in the 570s.

資治通鑑 卷一百六十九 陳紀三 天
嘉五年 [564] 突厥..告周[武帝]欲伐
齊…徵二十四軍及左右廂散隷 秦隴
巴蜀之兵并羌胡內附者 凡二十萬人
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that Yuwen Tai had set up in his capacity as chancellor of Western
Wei (535-56).” According to Dien (1990: 357), “these were all
veteran generals who had been closely involved in establishing the
state” in 535; almost all were Xianbei; and thus one can see “a
highly homogeneous military elite which controlled the military
forces of the state.” The Twenty-Four Armies, augmented by the
fubing manpower, Graff (2002: 109) notes, were “the institutional
ancestor” of the Sui and early Tang military machine.
According to Graff (2002: 208-9), the fubing system was
to augment the manpower of the Twenty-four Armies (Jun) that
played, “the central role in Zhou’s annexation of Northern Qi” in
577.78 Dien (2007: 9) states that “the centralized military system,
called the fubing…gave the northwestern state an enormous
advantage, which they soon utilized.” The Western Wei rulers,
Graff (2002: 115) notes, often bestowed “multi-syllable Xianbei
surnames” on the frontier Han Chinese and the (Rong, Qiang and
Di) tribespeople “as a way of making them honorary Xianbei,”
and pretended, Dien (2007: 9) says, “that they were all Xianbei.”79
Lattimore (1934: 66-7) contends that the frontier Han
Chinese “takes on a new character…genuinely rooted in the
region…identify[ing] himself, in a quasi-tribal manner, with the
new frontier power.” These were the Han Chinese fubing soldiers
recruited by Yuwen Tai in 550 who served with the TuobaXianbei Zhou, rubbing shoulders with the Turkic-Tibetan recruits,
in the conquest of Gao Huan’s Qi in Central China in 577, and
also were the Liaodong “Chinese bannermen who served with the
Manchus in the conquest of China” in 1644.
In August 575, Zhou Wudi (r.560-78) led an offensive
strike eastward to Luoyang with an army of 170,000 men, but
failed. In October 576, Wudi first launched an attack on Taiyuan,
and then descended from the Shanxi highlands down to the Qi
capital, capturing Ye on January 19, 577. Wudi let Yang Jian
destroy the restoration movement of the Gao remnants in
February 577, and acquired (excluding only the Yingzhou area that
was held by Gao Baoning until his death in 583), altogether 50
provinces, 162 commanderies, 380 counties, and 3,032,500
households. Qi had occupied the area north of the Yangzi River
by January 555, but lost the area to Chen in December 573. The
Zhou army now turned against the Chen and was able to recover,
by December 579, the prefectures between the Huai and the
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Yangzi rivers. All of North China was brought under the Zhou
rule.80 Northern Zhou (556-81) now apparently became, in reality,
the sole heir to Northern Wei (386-534). Wudi, however, died at
the age of 36, on June 1, 578, in his campaign against Eastern
Turks. Wudi’s 20-year old son Yun (宣帝 Xuan’di 559-80)
succeeded him, but suddenly died two years later on May 11, 580,
leaving the eight-year old child Chan (闡/靜帝 Jing’di 573-81)
who was not the child of Yang Jian’s daughter. The Northern
Zhou dynasty was brought down by Yang Jian (Sui Wendi) in only
four years (on February 14, 581) after Wudi’s conquest of
Northern Qi. The direct male offspring of Yuwen Tai were
immediately slaughtered, and Jing’di himself was murdered three
months later, in May.

Distinctive Style of Tuoba-Xianbei Art

79

According to Wright (1979: 98), the

Western Wei rulers ordered in 554 that
“all military officers…to resume their
Xianbei surnames; even Chinese
officers were to take Xianbei surnames.
Furthermore, all soldiers serving under
a particular officer were to adopt the
surname of that officer.”
80

See Graff (2002: 111-3, 132) and

Wright (1978: 43, 75).

資治通鑑 卷一百六十六 梁紀二十
二 紹泰元年 [555] 正月 齊主使…
攻魏..江陵陷 因進軍臨江…立…[蕭]

THE DISTINCTIVE STYLE OF TUOBA-XIANBEI ART

淵明爲梁主...五月 盟於江北…南度

According to Wong (2003: 83), the vigorous support of
Buddhism by the conquest dynasties “created new loci of
Buddhism and Buddhist art...at or near political capitals: Ye under
the later Zhao (328-51), and later Eastern Wei (534-50) and
Northern Qi (550-77); Chang’an under the Former Qin (351-94)
and Later Qin (384-417), and Western Wei (535-56) and Northern
Zhou (557-81); Gansu under Northern Liang (397-460) and
Western Qin (385-431); and Datong in Hebei, and Luoyang in
Henan under the Northern Wei.” 81
The archeological finds from the Tuoba-Xianbei sites in
North China document the survival of the earlier tradition of the
art of the nomads from the Siberian and Mongolian steppes;
contacts with ancient Bactria in present-day northern Afghanistan;
trade with the Roman Near East; and contacts with India as
shown by early Buddhist images. One can also detect the
unmistakable reflection of Greek influence that had penetrated
into northwest India and Central Asia through the conquest of
Alexander the Great. The distinctive style of Xianbei art persisted
through the Pingcheng period of Northern Wei and survived into
the Northern Zhou state. 82

資治通鑑 卷一百七十一 陳紀五 太
建五年 [573] 齊北徐州民 多起兵以
應陳 十二月…盡復江北之地 太建
十一年 [579] 十二月…九郡民 並自
拔還江南…自是江北之地 盡沒于周
81

In August 555, Emperor Wenxuan

(Gao Yang 文宣帝/高洋 r.550-9) of
Northern Qi had assembled the clergies
representating both Buddhism and
Daoim in Ye to discuss in his presence
the similarities and differences between
the two religions, and then ordered all
the Daoist priests to shave their head
and become Buddhist monks.

資治通鑑 卷一百六十六 梁紀二十
二 紹泰元年 [555] 八月 齊主還鄴
以佛道二敎不同 欲去其一 集二家
論難於前 遂敕道士 皆剃髮爲沙門
…乃奉命 於是齊境 皆無道士
82

Watt, et al. (2004: XIX)
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Sui and Tang Cannot Be Classified
as Han Chinese Dynasties
Successors to the Xianbei Conquest Dynasties
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Successors to Xianbei Conquest Dynasties

Sui Grand Canals
Blunden and Elvin (1998: 105)

From left to right: Sui Yangdi (隋煬帝 r.604-18), Wendi (隋文帝 r.581-604),
Wudi of Northern Zhou (北周武帝 r.560-78) and the vanquished (by the Sui)
last ruler of Chen (陳後主 r.583-9) looking up Zhou Wudi allegorically.
Emperors of the Successive Dynasties (歷代帝王圖卷)
attributed to Yan Liban (閻立本 600-73) Museum of Fine Art, Boston.

Tang Provinces in 742 and 763
Twitchett (1979: 403, 488)
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How to Classify the Sui-Tang Dynasties

CHAPTER SEVEN

SUI AND TANG CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED AS HAN CHINESE
DYNASTIES: SUCCESSORS TO THE XIANBEI CONQUEST DYNASTIES
The Tang rulers regarded their dynasty as the direct heir to
the three preceding conquest dynasties: Tuoba-Xianbei Wei, Yuwen
Tai’s Zhou, and Yang Jian’s Sui. The Sui-Tang founders belonged to
the core ruling clans that had served the Xianbei conquest dynasties
generation after generation, and became very close to the emperor’s
7.1. The last ruler of Chen, vanquished

family by marriage. As successors to the Xianbei conquest dynasties,

by Yang Guang, looking up Wudi of

Sui and Tang adapted the “dual system” inherited from the so-called

Northern Zhou allegorically. (Close-up)

Northern Dynasties to the needs of unified mainland China. They
maintained the Buddhist ideology imposed upon the Chinese-style
bureaucracy, and reinstituted the Equal Field system, the innovations
of Tuoba Wei; and they kept recruiting the fubing army mostly from the
ethnically variegated Guanzhong and Shanxi area, an innovation of the
Yuwen Tai’s Zhou. Sui Wendi began recruiting the Han Chinese gentry
scholars for the lower level government service by formally
institutionalizing the irregular and rudimentary old Han examination

7.2. Tang Taizong (太宗), the Warrior,

system. The formalized recommendation-cum-examination system

with one of his six horses (昭陵六駿

emphasized filial submission and poetry, and came to produce about

enshrined as 開國功臣) that he rode

six percent of the total bureaucracy during the Tang. It was definitely a

to attack Luoyang in 621 which had the

Sui-Tang

Xianbei name for “crimson” (颯露紫).

completely monopolized by the hereditary Xianbei aristocracy.

Originally in Taizong’s Tomb, Liquan.

innovation.

The

high-ranking

positions

were

almost

When the Tang dynasty perished, the Tang aristocracy also
disappeared, together with its prominent collaborators, the ever-faithful
Chinese dignitaries. The martial Qidan-Xianbei, fresh from Western
Manchuria, had their own hereditary aristocracy. Huang Chao and Zhu
Wen had slaughtered many high-ranking Chinese gentry officials. The
Qidans chose few of the survivors as their collaborators; they preferred
to make their own choices. The Han Chinese Song-Ming rulers wanted
to build up their own new officialdom, though from the same landedgentry stratum, but equipped with an entirely different mindset -- the
inborn pride of serving the native dynasty. The proven system of “rule
by compatriot aristocracy and Chinese collaborators” continued in Liao,

7.3. Taizong acting-out the Chinese

Jin, Yuan, and Qing. If the Sui and Tang dynasties were ever classified

Emperor. Dunhuang Cave 220 of Zhai

as non-Chinese, then Chinese imperial history would become

clan (翟家). Its family members held

dynasties governed by a series of alien ruling houses “punctuated by

Tang military positions in 642 when the

native ones.” The Song and Ming dynasties would then have to be

cave was built. See Ning (2004: 59).

considered merely the “native interlude in Chinese dynastic history.”
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1. Tang Was Officially Heir to the Wei-Zhou-Sui

Heir to Wei-Zhou-Sui Conquest Dynasties

1

舊唐書 卷九 本紀第九 玄宗下 十

二載 [753] 以魏周隋依舊爲三恪及

In 753, Tang Xuanzong (r.712-56) designated a royal
scion of each of the Northern Wei, Northern Zhou, and Sui as
the Duke of Han (韓公), Duke of Jie (介公), and Duke of Xi (酅
公), respectively, according to the Jiu Tangshu, “as was done
previously (依舊).” 1 The Zhoushu records that a royal scion of
Northern Wei was invested as Duke of Han on September 14,
558; the Suishu records that the last emperor of Northern Zhou
was invested as Duke of Jie on February 19, 581; and the Jiu
Tangshu records that the last emperor of Sui was invested as Duke
of Xi on June 12, 618. 2
Ho (1998: 128) notes that “Yu (禹), the founder of the
Xia dynasty searched out and ennobled the descendants of
various ruling houses.” According to the Shiji, after conquering
Shang in 1045 BCE, King Wu (1049/45-1043 BCE), apparently to
propagate the idea that Zhou was a legitimate heir to the
preceding dynasties, selected a royal scion for each of Shen’nong,
Yellow Emperor, Emperor Yao, Emperor Shun, King Yu, and
Shang, and honored them with enfeoffment.3 The Tang rulers also
propagated the idea of their dynasty as the legitimate heir to the
preceding three dynasties, maintaining the ancient Zhou ritual of
selecting a royal scion from each of the three preceding dynasties
and honoring them in their representative capacity (Sanke 三恪).
According to the Xin Tangshu and Zizhi Tongjian, the
Tang rulers apparently regarded their dynasty as the heir to the
three preceding conquest dynasties: Tuoba-Xianbei Wei, Yuwen
Tai’s Zhou, and Yang Jian’s Sui. The Songshi (History of Song,
960-1127-1279) was compiled by Ouyang Xuan et al. in the final
days (1343-5) of the Yuan dynasty (1206-1368) on the basis of
various chronicles compiled from the time of Khubilai Khan
(r.1260-94). Even at that time, people seem to have accepted,
without reservation, the idea that “Tang was a successor to Sui;
Sui to Northern Zhou and Qi; and Northern Zhou-Qi to TuobaXianbei Wei.” 4
The Tangshu and Zizhi Tongjian record an interesting
episode that occurred in 750 and 753. An obscure Chinese man
(處士) named Cui Chang had attempted to make Tang officially
the heir to the Shang-Zhou-Han dynasties, and succeeded in
letting the senile Xuanzong (685-762) implement the idea, but

二王後 復封韓介酅等公
2

周書 卷四 帝紀第四 明帝二年

[558]封少師元羅爲韓國公 以绍魏後

隋書 卷一 帝紀第一 高祖上 開皇
元年[581] 以[北]周[靜]帝爲介國公
舊唐書 卷一 本紀第一 高祖 武德
元年 [618] 封隋[恭]帝爲酅國公
Dating is based on the Zizhi Tongjian.
3

史記 卷四 周本紀 第四 封商紂

子祿父殷之餘民...武王追思先聖王乃
褒封神農之後於焦

黃帝之後於祝

帝堯之後於薊 帝舜之後於陳 大禹
之後於杞
4

新唐書 卷五 本紀 第五 玄宗 七

載 [748] 以魏周隋爲三恪
資治通鑑 卷二百十六 唐紀三十二
玄宗 天寶七載 五月 擇後魏子孫一
人爲三恪
宋史 卷四百八十五 列傳 第二百四
十四 夏國上 昔唐承隋後 隋承周齊
上遡元魏
5

舊唐書 卷九 本紀第九 玄宗下

九載 [750] 處士崔昌上...以國家合承
周漢 請廢周隋不合爲二王後
新唐書 卷五 本紀第五 玄宗 九載
以商周漢爲三恪…十二載 [753] 復
魏周隋爲三恪
資治通鑑 卷二百十六 唐紀三十二
玄宗 天寶九載 八月 處士崔昌上言
國家宜承[殷]周漢 以土代火[魏]周
隋皆閏位 不當以其子孫爲二王後…
集賢殿學士衛包上言… 上乃命求殷
周漢後 爲三恪 廢韓介㔒公 以昌爲

Xianbei Roots of the Sui-Tang Founders
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左贊善大夫 包爲虞部員外郞... 天寶

only for 3 years (750-3). In 750, Cui Chang became a high official
for his suggestion and Wei Bao, Xueshi of Jixian-dian Academy,
who had supported Chang, was promoted. Three years later,
however, the Chinese idea man and his supporter were both
demoted for deluding (助邪) the emperor. 5 The scions of WeiZhou-Sui were restored to Sanke.
The object of this chapter is to show that the founders
of the Tang dynasty could justifiably lay claim to being the
legitimate heirs to the Tuoba-Xianbei Wei, Northern Zhou, and
Sui dynasties.

十二載五月 復以魏周隋後爲三恪…
衛包以助邪貶夜郞尉 崔昌貶烏雷尉
6

隋書 卷一 帝紀 第一 高祖文皇

帝姓楊氏 諱堅 弘農郡華陰人也 漢
太尉震八代孫鉉…仕燕爲北平太守...
鉉生元壽 後魏代爲武川鎭司馬 子
孫因家焉 元壽生太原太守嘏…嘏生
平原太守烈...烈生寧遠將軍禎...禎生
忠卽皇考也 皇考從周太祖起義關西
賜姓普六茹氏 位至柱國…隋國公
See Xiong (2006: 9).
7

資治通鑑 卷一百六十五 梁紀 二

十一 承聖三年[554] 泰廢魏主...復姓
拓跋氏 九十九姓改爲單者 皆復其
舊 魏初 統國三十六 大姓九十九...
泰乃以諸將功高者爲三十六姓 次者
爲九十九姓 所將士卒 亦改從其姓
Tuoba Wei had originally ruled 36 tribal
states and had 99 great surnames.
Yuwen Tai awarded the most
meritorious generals the 36 (state)
surnames, and the next ones the 99
great surnames, making soldiers adopt
the surnames of their generals. It is well
known that, for thousands of years,
extracts from the willow tree have been
used for pain relief and that the plant’s
active ingredient (salicin) has now
become a highly cost-effective
treatment to prevent strokes and heart
attacks and some cancers, but it is not
so well known that willow [P’u-liu-ju in
Xianbei, bur-qa-sun in Mongol, fodo-ho
in Manchu] constitutes one of the most
sacred tree gods in Eurasian
shamanism. As Rawski (1998: 232)

2. Xianbei Roots of the Sui-Tang Founders
YANG FAMILY SERVED XIANBEI DYNASTIES MORE THAN 211 YEARS

The founder of Sui dynasty, Yang Jian (Sui Wendi
b.541/r.581-604), belonged to a Guanlong aristocratic clan that
had served for six generations the Xianbei conquest dynasties.
According to the Suishu, the ancestor of the Yang clan was an
unknown ahistorical figure called Yang Zhen with the rank of a
junior military officer (Grand Constable 太尉) of the Han dynasty.
There are gaping holes in the record. The record of his lineage
jumps immediately to his 8th generation descendant who had
served Murong-Xianbei Yan as the Grand Administrator (Taishou
太守) of Beiping. One may thus question whether Yang Zhen had
actually ever lived. The dynastic biographies do not provide the
links from the Han to the Cao Cao’s Wei to the Western Jin. The
Suishu genealogy lists the more recent ancestors who had received
official positions from the Xianbei conquest dynasties. Yang
Zhen’s 9th generation descendant made his home at the Wuchuan
Garrison to serve the Tuoba-Xianbei. His son, Yang Jian’s 4th
generation ancestor, served Northern Wei as the Grand
Administrator of Taiyuan. Yang Jian’s 3rd generation ancestor
served as the Grand Administrator of Pingyuan, and his
grandfather was a prominent Northern Wei general. 6 After the
one odd Han progenitor, the generations for which names are
supplied had all served the Xianbei conquest dynasties.
Yang Jian’s father, Yang Zhong (507-68), first served the
Northern Wei, and when it split into the Western and Eastern
Wei, he (together with Dugu Xin) began to serve Yuwen Tai (507-
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56) of the Wuchuan Garrison (after July 537), and was rewarded
with enfeoffment as the Duke of Sui. When Yuwen Tai restored
to his own people the original Xianbei surnames, Yang Jian’s
father came to have the surname P’u-liu-ju, meaning willow. 7 Yang
Jian’s eldest daughter (樂平公主) was married in 573 to the Prince
Imperial of Zhou Wudi, who conquered Northern Qi in 577.
When his father died in 568, Yang Jian succeeded to his title and
became the Duke of Sui. He played a major role in the annexation
of the Northern Qi, and was appointed as commandant of a key
conquered area in the Great Plain with the title “Pillar of State.”
Emperor Wu died in 578 at the age of thirty-six. Wudi’s young
heir Yun (宣帝) also died of a sudden illness in 580, and the
throne went to an eight-year-old child, Yuwen Chan (靜帝). The
late emperor’s father-in-law, Yang Jian, usurped the Zhou throne
and founded the Sui dynasty in 581.8
According to the above genealogy, even when we assume
that the earliest ancestor of the Yang family was a Han Chinese,
they must have started speaking the Xianbei language sometime
before the fall of Former Yan in 370 (the time when Yang Zhen’s
8th generation descendant started serving the Murongs as a Grand
Administrator). The Xianbei must have been their family language
for more than 211 years by the time Yang Jian founded Sui in 581.

Yang Family Served Xianbei 211 Years

states, “Manchus revere the willow,
which represents fecundity.”
8

See Wright (1978: 54-7), Wechsler

(1979: 151), and Wright (1979: 63-4).
9

See Klein (1980: 88-9, 92, 101-2).

The Juqu clan descended from a
Xiongnu official whose title was Left
Juqu. Juqu Mujian (r.433-9) and Tai
Wudi (r.423-52) had exchanged each
one’s sister as consorts. One of
Mujian’s daughters was married to
Tuoba Jun (r.452-65). See 北史 卷九

十三 列傳 第八十一 北凉 沮渠氏.
資治通鑑 卷一百十九 宋紀一 武帝
永初元年[420] 七月 [北凉]河西王蒙
遜 欲伐[西]凉..歆大敗…遂勤兵 戰
于蓼泉 爲蒙遜所殺 歆弟…翻…敦
煌太守李恂 翻之弟…恂帥…入敦煌
二年 正月…蒙遜 帥衆二萬 攻李恂
于敦煌 三月…恂自殺 蒙遜屠其城
資治通鑑 卷一百七十三 陳紀七 宣

LI FAMILY SERVED XIANBEI DYNASTIES ALMOST 179 YEARS

帝 太建九年 [577] 六月 初魏虜西

Li Yuan (Tang Gaozu b.566/r.618-26), one of the most
powerful Sui generals, was a special favorite of Yang Jian and a
first cousin to Yang Guang (Sui Yangdi b.569/r.604-18), their
mothers being sisters.
According to the Old Tangshu, compiled c.941-5 under
the auspices of the Shatuo Later Jin (936-47) court, Li Hao (李暠
d.417) was a seventh generation ancestor to the founder of the
Tang dynasty, Li Yuan. According to the Weishu, Li Hao’s earliest
recorded ancestor was a general of Han (25-220). Hao’s greatgrandfather was a grand administrator, and his grandfather was a
general of Western Jin (265-316). According to Han Chinese
historians, these records on Li Hao’s pre-317 ancestors constitute
the necessary and sufficient basis to classify Li Yuan as a Han
Chinese and Tang as the paragon of the Chinese empire.
A Xiongnu people, the Juqu, established Northern Liang
(397-439) in today’s Gansu province. In 397, Li Hao was

凉之人 沒爲隷戶 齊氏因之 仍供廝
役 周主滅齊 欲施寬惠 詔…凡諸雜
戶 悉方爲民
10

舊唐書 卷一 本紀第一 高祖…姓

李氏 諱淵 其先隴西狄道人 涼武昭
王暠七代孫也 暠生歆[r.417-20] 歆生
重耳 仕魏爲弘農太守 重耳生熙 爲
金門鎭將 領豪傑鎭武川 因家焉..熙
生天錫 仕魏爲幢主..皇祖諱虎 後魏
左僕射 封隴西郡公 與周文帝及..稱
爲八柱國家…追封唐國公..皇考諱昞
周安州摠管 柱國大將軍 襲唐國公...
追尊元皇帝…高祖..七歲襲唐國公
北史卷六十 列傳第四十八 王雄 …
柱國大將軍…開國公李虎 …柱國大

Li Family Served Xianbei almost 179 Years

將軍…開國公獨孤信…與周文帝[宇
文泰]爲八柱國 … 大將軍…開國公
楊忠 是爲十二大將軍 每大將軍督
二開府 [周書: 每一開府領一軍兵]
是二十四軍
隋書一 帝紀第一 高祖上 皇考從周
太祖起義關西…位至柱國
魏書 卷九十九 列傳第八十七 李暠
…隴西狄道人…漢前將軍廣之後 曾
祖柔 晉…北地太守 祖…武衛將軍
父昶早卒 暠遺腹子也 皇始中[397]...
段業自稱涼州牧…暠爲…敦煌太守
業私稱涼王

暠詐臣於業

天興中

[400] 暠私署…涼公 年號庚子 居敦

煌…暠死[417]子歆統任 胡沮渠蒙遜
[r.401-33]…其先爲匈奴左沮渠…爲

諸胡所歸…天興四年…殺業 私署…
涼州牧…年號永安…玄始元年 [412]
…置百官…泰常中 [421] 尋滅敦煌
11

舊唐書 卷五十一 列傳第一 后妃

上 高祖.…隋文帝受禪 后聞以流涕
…恨我不爲男 以救舅氏之難 毅與
長公主…曰汝勿妄言滅吾族矣!
Yangdi was killed by a person with the
Yuwen surname (化及, d.619), a son of
the distinguished general Yuwen Shu
(宇文述) from the Wuchuan Garrison.

隋書 卷六十一 列傳第二十六 宇文
述…代郡武川人也 本姓破野頭 役
屬鮮卑俟豆歸

後從其主爲宇文氏

父盛周上柱國 述…平陳之役…征高
麗..敗績…除名爲民…二子化及智及
列傳第五十…弑帝於宮中…皆斬之
12

周書 卷三十 列傳第二十二 竇熾

兄子毅 漢…章十一世孫 章子統 靈
帝時 爲䧹門太守 避竇武之難[168]
以奔匈奴 遂爲部落大人 後魏南徙
子孫因家於代 賜姓紇豆陵氏 累世
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appointed by the Xiongnu ruler (Ye r.397-401) as the Grand
Administrator of Dunhuang in the far west. In 400, Hao declared
his independence from Northern Liang and established Western
Liang (400-21) at Dunhuang -- an odd place to found a state for a
person classified as a Han Chinese. Meng Xun (r.401-33) of
Northern Liang invaded Western Liang in July 420 and killed Qin
(歆 r.417-20), Li Hao’s son, in a battle in a western Gansu area.
Leading a 20,000-man army, Meng Xun attacked Dunhuang in
February 421, and the Taishu of Dunhuang, a younger brother of
Qin, killed himself. Meng Xun slaughtered the people of
Dunhuang. Tuoba Tao (Tai Wudi r.423-52) of Northern Wei
unified North China by annexing Northern Liang in 439.
According to the Zizhi Tongjian, the Northern Wei made the
Western Liang people slave households (隷戶) who were later
employed for stock breeding as slaves (廝役) under the Northern
Qi until emancipated (雜戶爲民) by Zhou Wudi in June 577. 9
The Old Tangshu records the direct ancestors of the
founder of Tang dynasty, Li Yuan (李淵), as saying that Li Hao’s
grandson had served Tuoba Wei as the Grand Administrator of
Hongnong. The 3rd generation descendant of Li Hao was a
prominent Northern Wei general who made his home at the
Wuchuan Garrison. The 4th generation descendant of Li Hao was
also a Northern Wei general. Li Yuan’s grandfather, Li Hu, is
counted as the 5th generation descendant. Li Hu (李虎) began to
serve Yuwen Tai after February 534 and became one of the Eight
Pillars of State, the chief commanders associated with Yuwen
Tai’s seizure of the throne for his son before his death in October
556 and founding the Northern Zhou in 557. Hu was ennobled as
the Duke of Tang in 564. The title was inherited by Hu’s son (李
昞), Dugu Xin’s son-in-law, who became the Great “Pillar of
State” General (Juguo Da Jiangjun), and then by Li Yuan.10
According to the above genealogy, even when we assume
that the earliest ancestor of the Li family was a Han Chinese, they
must have begun speaking Xianbei language sometime after the
unification of North China by the Tuoba Xianbei in 439 (when Li
Hao’s grandson started serving Northern Wei as a grand
administrator). The Li family must have been speaking the
Xianbei language almost 179 years by the time Li Yuan founded
the Tang dynasty in 618.
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Li Yuan’s Wife Was Yuwen Tai’s Granddaughter

LI YUAN’S WIFE WAS YUWEN TAI’S GRANDDAUGHTER

仕魏 皆至大官…毅…孝武西遷…拜

When Yang Jian liquidated all of Yuwen Tai’s sons and
their offspring and founded the Sui dynasty in 581, a daughter of
Dou Yi (518-82), the future Li Yuan’s wife, tearfully lamented: “It
is too regrettable that I am not a man -- so that I can save the
uncle’s family from demise.” Her father and mother, feeling afraid,
cautioned her: “You should not speak aloud such a dangerous
thing; our kinfolks can be liquidated!”11
Li Yuan was married to the second daughter of a great
Northern Zhou general, Dou Yi, whose wife was a daughter (襄
陽長公主) of Yuwen Tai. According to the Zhoushu and Zizhi
Tongjian, Dou Yi’s ancestor escaped from the Later Han to the
Tuoba-Xianbei in 168 (to serve as village chieftain) and his
descendants later followed the Wei rulers south, settling at the Dai
region and serving as high-ranking officials generation after
generation. Dou Yi became Great Sima in 580 and Dingzhou
Governor-General in 581. Li Yuan’s wife was a Yuwen Tai’s
granddaughter, and was brought up at the court of her uncle,
Zhou Wudi.12 When she was still very young, she had advised
Wudi to treat his Turkish wife warmly because Zhou may need the
help of the strong Turkish forces.13 She gave birth to Shimin
(Taizong r.626-49) in December 598. Though she (太穆皇后竇氏)
died at the age of forty-five, not living to see Shimin enable his
father to found the Tang dynasty, her daughter, Princess Pingyang
(平陽 d.623), apparently embodying mother’s courageous spirit,
raised a 70,000-man army at the Shaanxi area in 617 and, leading a
10,000-man army in person, fought battles to assist her father.14

右將軍…魏廢帝二年 授車騎大將軍
儀同三司 大都督…魏恭帝元年…開
府儀同三司…孝閔帝踐阼 進爵神武
郡公…加授上柱國 入爲大司馬[580]
隋開皇初

拜定州總管…二年[582]

薨…年六十四…二女卽唐太穆皇后
資治通鑑 卷一百七十三 陳紀七 太
建九年 紇豆陵毅本姓竇…本竇融之
後 以竇武之難亡入鮮卑拓跋 部使
居南境...世爲部落大人...魏穆帝[拓跋
猗盧 Yilu r.304-12]命爲紇豆陵氏
See also Wechsler (1979: 150-1, 188).
13

舊唐書 卷五十一 列傳第一 后妃

上 高祖 皇后竇氏京兆[關內/雍州]
始平人 隋定州總管...毅之女也 后母
周武帝[r.560-78]姊襄陽長公主…周武
帝特愛重之 養於宮中 時武帝納突
厥女爲后 無寵 后尙幼 竊言於帝曰
四邊未靜 突厥尙强 願舅抑情撫慰
…但須突厥之助 則江南關東不能爲
患矣 武帝深納之…崩…年四十五
周書 卷五 帝紀卷五 武帝 上…太
祖[宇文泰]第四子也
舊唐書 卷二 本紀第二 太宗上…世
民 高祖第二子也 母…皇后竇氏

LI SHIMIN’S WIFE WAS FROM THE CORE TUOBA RULING CLAN

14

Wright (1973: 239-40) notes that Li Shimin’s “paternal
grandmother had been of the great powerful Xianbei clan of
Dugu” and further notes that his maternal grandmother was a
daughter of Yuwen Tai and he “was thus by birth a member of
the Xianbei clan of Yuwen (ibid: 242).” Apparently assuming that
the father (李昞) of Li Yuan was a pure Han Chinese, Ho (1998:
131) declared that Shimin “was genetically 75 percent Xianbei.”
Shimin himself was married to a daughter of Changsun
Sheng (長孫晟 551-609) whose 7th generation ancestor Song (嵩)
was an elder of the Tuoba clan (宗室長因號長孫) and had
rendered distinguished service to the first four Tuoba rulers,

公主 高祖第三女也…在長安…遂散

舊唐書 卷五十八 列傳第八 平陽

家資…起兵以應高祖… 公主引精兵
萬餘與太宗軍會於渭北…獨有軍功
資治通鑑 卷一百八十四 隋紀八 恭
帝 義寧元年 [617] 九月…李氏…散
家眥 聚徒衆…至七萬…淵濟河…將
精兵萬餘 會世民..置幕府 號娘子軍
15

舊唐書 卷五十一 列傳第一 后妃

上 太宗文德…皇后長孫氏 長安人
隋右驍衛將軍晟之女也

Li Shimin’s Wife Was from the Core Xianbei Clan

唐書 卷七十六 列傳第一 后妃上
太宗..皇后長孫氏 河南洛陽人 其先
魏拓跋氏 後爲宗室長 因號長孫 高
祖…大丞相馮翊王 曾祖裕…父晟
資治通鑑 卷一百四十 齊紀六 明帝
建武三年 [496] 改跋跋氏爲長孫氏
魏書 卷二十五 列傳第十三 長孫嵩
代人也…父仁 昭成時[什翼犍 r.33876]爲南部大人 嵩…代父統軍…太祖

承大統…累著軍功…歷侍中,司徒,相
州刺史…太宗卽位…聽理萬幾…節,
督山東諸軍事…世祖卽位 進爵北平
王..薨年八十…後高祖[孝文帝]追錄
先朝功臣…長孫道生 嵩從子也…進
封上黨王…子抗…抗子觀...襲祖爵上
黨王..以其祖道生佐命先朝...子名稚
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Shi’ijian, Gui, Si, and Tao.15 The surname Tuoba was changed into
Changsun [lit. elder of clan] in 496. Sheng’s 6th generation ancestor
Daosheng (長孫道生) was enfeoffed as “King of the Supreme
Clan (上黨王),” and his 4th generation ancestor Guan (長孫觀) was
also a great general who was able to keep the title of king because
of the distinguished military service of his grandfather Daosheng,
while every other king who was not a direct descendant of the
founder of Wei dynasty was demoted to the rank of Duke in 492.
Changsun Sheng began to oversee the Eastern Turks in the reign
of Xuan’di (r.578-80) of Northern Zhou, and contributed greatly
to the subjugation of the Turks in the reign of Sui Wendi.16
Shimin, Lewis (2009a: 180) writes, “managed state affairs
with the help of the Empress Changsun. Thus the power of Tang
empresses…simply continued a northern [Xianbei] tradition in
which women actively participated in the affairs of the realm.” In
June 628, Empress Changsun gave birth to Gaozong (r.649-83)
who may as well be said to be, genetically, 87.5 percent Xianbei.

莊帝初 封上黨王 尋改馮翊王...子裕
資治通鑑 卷一百六 晉紀二十八 太

THE SUI-TANG FOUNDING FAMILIES

元十年[385]...珪母賀氏…故南部大人

The eldest daughter of Dugu Xin (d.March 557) was
married to the Yuwen Tai’s eldest son, Mingdi (r.557-60) of
Northern Zhou, the seventh to Yang Jian and the fourth to the
father of Li Yuan. Father of the founder of Sui dynasty, Yang
Zhong (507-68), grandfather of the founder of Tang dynasty, Li
Hu (d.551) were all members of the Tuoba-Xianbei military elite
who had settled at the Wuchuan Garrison and served Yuwen Tai
(d.October 556) in establishing Western Wei and Northern Zhou.
They were all from the core ruling clans that had served the
Xianbei conquest dynasties generation after generation and
became very close to the emperor’s family by marriage.
Wright (1973: 239-40) states: Shimin’s “families had
strong military traditions; horsemanship, archery, and the hunt
figured more in a boy’s training than book reading. …The sons of
great houses were given the rudiments of literacy and perhaps a
brief exposure to a Confucian Classics. In the three hundred years
preceding Shimin’s birth, one’s genealogy and family connections
had been decisive in gaining public office and wealth.”
Xiong (2006: 222) is rather specific about the ethnic
roots of the Sui-Tang founders: “the Northern aristocracy … had
been behind the creation of the Western Wei and Northern Zhou

長孫嵩 師所部七百餘家…歸珪
太元十一年 拓跋珪…卽代王位...以
長孫嵩爲南部大人…爲北部大人 分
治其衆…長孫道生…侍從左右 出納
敎命…道生嵩之從子也
資治通鑑 卷一百三十七 齊紀三 武
帝 永明十年[492] 春正月 魏宗室及
功臣子孫

封王子中…非烈祖之胄

餘王皆降爲公…唯上黨王長孫觀 以
其祖有大功 特不降
16

隋書 卷五十一 列傳第十六 長孫

覽 從子熾 熾弟晟 長孫覽…河南洛
陽人也

祖稚

魏太史…周明帝時

[557-60] 爲大都督 武帝在藩 與覽

親善 及卽位…超拜車騎大將軍…從
平齊進位柱國…宣帝時[578-80] 進位
上柱國大司徒…高祖[581-604]爲丞...
[從子]熾…稚之曾孫也 祖…魏太常
卿

冀州刺史

父..周開府儀同三司
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and provided dynastic founders for both the Sui and the Tang.”
Holcombe (2001: 144) tries to be a little bit more specific: “the
coup was accomplished by yet another, very possibly Xianbeilanguage-speaking, northwestern frontier general.” No historians
say that Western Wei and Northern Zhou were established by the
Han Chinese. And yet, virtually no historians dare to say that the
founders of both the Sui and Tang dynasties were from the
“Xianbei aristocracy.” They use highly ambiguous expression such
as “Northern” or “Northwestern” aristocracy without so much as
mentioning the fact that they spoke the Xianbei language. Most
historians seem somehow obliged to make an ambiguous
statement about the ethnic roots (such as “probably from the Han
Chinese or mixed-blood families strongly influenced by the
Xianbei military traditions”), and then hasten to present both Sui
and Tang as the paragon of Han Chinese dynasties.
The “Northwestern” area implies either “Guanlong” (關
右隴西 implying the southwest Shanxi, Shaanxi and Gansu) or
“Guanzhong” (關中 mainly the Wei River basin in Shaanxi,
centered on Chang’an). Xiong (2006: 223) states that the
Guanlong bloc had come into being in Western Wei times as is
indicated by the Suishu passage (presented in sidenote 45, Section
5): “After Taizu of Northern Zhou (Yuwen Tai) entered the pass
[into Guanzhong], he ordered the meritorious male offspring [of
the Xianbei aristocracy] to become chiefs of their clans.
Genealogical records were made to trace their ancestral lines.”

Concealing Sui-Tang Rulers’ Ethnic Roots

熊絳二州刺史…[熾弟]晟…武藝逸
羣…宣帝時 突厥攝圖請婚于周...因
遣晟...送千金公主…開皇二年[582]…
突厥大入…乞爲帝女…遣晟…賜公
主…持節護突厥…仁壽三年[603]..有
鐵勒…等十餘部 盡背達頭 請來降
附 達頭衆大潰 西奔吐谷渾…煬帝
…拜左領軍將軍…大業五年[609] 卒
時年五十八…後突厥圍䧹門 帝歎曰
向使長孫晟在 不令匈奴至此
Changsun Moji (長孫無忌), brother of
the Empress, had played the key role in
eliminating Jiancheng in 626 and
making Shimin emperor.
17

Mote (1999: 5) also asserts: “the Sui

and the Tang ruling houses arose in the
northwest border zone, … intermarried
with Turkic princely families.”
18

顔氏家訓 齊朝有一士大夫 嘗謂

吾曰: 我有一兒 年已十七 頗曉書
疏 敎其鮮卑語及彈琵琶 稍欲通解
以此伏事公卿 無不寵愛 亦要事也
19

資治通鑑 卷一百五十七 梁紀十

THE QI COURT SPOKE XIANBEI AND GAO HUAN WAS BILINGUAL

三 大同三年 [537] [高]歡號令將士

Western Wei (535-56), in which the Xianbei elements
remained strongest, became Northern Zhou (556-81), which was
able briefly to reunify North China by annexing Northern Qi in
577 and occupying the northern territory of Chen in 579.
Twitchett (1979: 3-4) declares that the “Guanlong
aristocracy…still spoke Turkish as well as Chinese… even well
into the Tang period.” Twitchett must have implied that “the
Guanlong aristocracy spoke the Xianbei language well into the
Tang period,” because he apparently has mistaken the Tuoba for
the Turks.17 The following statement is taken from the Yanshi
Jiaxun: “One day an official of Qi court told me, ‘I have a son
who is already 17 years old. He is quite good in composing letters
and memorials. I am having him taught the Xianbei language and

常鮮卑語[高]敖曹在列 則爲之華言
20

Men from military households were

enlisted at the age of 20 and served
until 60. When not on guard duty at the
capital or on an expedition, the soldiers
returned to their prefecture for farming.
See Graff (2002: 109-110, 189, 192).
21

Tang Gaozu was able to reinstitute

the Equal Field system in 624.

資治通鑑 卷一百九十 唐紀六 高祖
武德七年[624]初定均田租庸調法 丁

Xianbei Rulers Spoke Xianbei and also Chinese

中之民 給田一頃…租粟二石…歲役
二旬…工商雜類 無預士...二十爲丁
六十爲老 歲造計帳 三年造戶籍
資治通鑑 卷一百九十四 唐紀十 太
宗 貞觀十年 [636] 十二月 凡十道
置府六百三十四 而關內二百六十一
皆隷諸衛及東宮六率…每人 兵甲糧
裝各有數 皆自備 輸之庫 有征行則
給之 年二十爲兵 六十而免 其能騎
射者 爲越騎 其餘爲步兵 每歲季冬
折衝都尉 帥其屬敎戰 凡當宿衛者
番上兵部…皆二月而更
22

23

See Xiong (2006: 4, 115).

Xiong (2006: 53, 61) notes that the
southeast Hebei and northwest

Shandong area “had seen continuous
banditry since Northern Qi times,” and
“

it is no coincidence that a large-scale
rebellion” against the Sui regime
erupted “in the South and the North

China plain.” Ho (1998: 133) declares
that “No less unique in Chinese history
is the fact that the various steppe ethnic
groups…consistently dominated the
Tang polyethnic army,” including the
“polyglot mercenary army” that replaced
the fubing. The fubing army had been
supplemented by the tribal auxiliaries
that were led by their own tribal leaders,
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playing the lute. I want him to learn these things so that he can
become useful to the highest officials of the state and may gain
their favor as well.’ ”18 Schreiber (1949-55: 388) notes that “to
provide one’s own son with an elementary knowledge of the
Xianbei language, as a means of giving him a better opportunity
for a political career, makes sense only when the ruling class, the
Tuoba, spoke the Xianbei language.”
Many historians believe that Gao Huan was such a proChinese general that Northern Qi was essentially a Han Chinese
dynasty, while the Yuwen Tai’s Northern Zhou was a pureblooded Xianbei dynasty. Whatever the merit of their belief, the
Northern Qi court apparently spoke the Xianbei language. Since
almost the entire conquered population was Chinese, the Xianbei
conquerors must have known and used the Chinese language. The
Zizhi Tongjian indeed states that Gao Huan was bilingual: he always
spoke Xianbei, but spoke Chinese when the extremely capable and
proud Han Chinese general, Gao Aocao (d.538), was present.19 It
is obvious that the courts of Northern Zhou and early Tang must
have spoken the Xianbei language, although the formal language
of administration of the empire could have been Chinese.
Though the Xianbei rulers had been bilingual, Chinese, in due
course, seems to have replaced Xianbei as the spoken language of
the court, and the Tang rulers eventually came to speak primarily
Chinese. Unlike the official promotion of Buddhism, which was a
public and political act, the adoption of the Chinese language as
the common spoken language of the ruling class is hard to trace
and date; after all, scholars submerged in the Sinocentric ideology
have not taken this as a subject for investigation. On the other
hand, the Qidan-Xianbei in the western Manchurian steppe kept
on speaking the Xianbei language and maintained martial
tradition, eventually to lay claim to being the successor to SuiTang dynasties.

and also by the short-term “conscriptrecruits (bingmu)” who were usually
drawn from those prefectures without

3. Fubing Military Machine: Innovation by Western Wei

the fubing regimental headquarters.
FUBING COMMANDED BY THE GUANLONG ARISTOCRACY
24

隋書 卷二 帝紀第二 高祖下 開

皇十五年 [595] 收天下兵器 敢有私
造者 坐之 關中緣邊 不在其例

Yuwen Tai’s Western Wei had introduced the fubing
(territorially administered soldiery) system c.550 in order to
augment the manpower of the Twenty-four Armies by enlisting
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the Tibetans, the Turks, and the frontier Han Chinese in the
ethnically variegated Guanzhong area. The “soldiers of the
headquarters” served for a limited amount of time every year, and
were provided with a tax-exempt land allotment under the Equal
Field system that had been introduced by Tuoba Wei in 485.20 Sui
and Tang, as the successor states to Northern Zhou, organized
their empires, Twitchett (1979: 4) states, “by means of tried
institutions that had been employed” under the Xianbei conquest
dynasties, including the Equal Field system that provided both Sui
and Tang with the institutional mechanisms to field an enormous
fubing army under central command. 21
Under Yang Jian, the fubing system came of age, and the
organization of the military forces in the first half of the Tang
was also characterized by fubing. 22 According to Graff (2002: 190),
due to the fact “that they combined military service with farming,
the fubing have sometimes been characterized as a ‘militia’ by
Western authors. [T]his term is rather misleading when used in
connection with the fubing. Given their life-long military service
and the training they received over that period, it would be more
accurate to view them as a special type of professional soldier.”
According to Graff (2002: 190-1), 353 fubing regimental
headquarters were created by year 636 in the reign of Li Shimin,
and “no less than 261 of them were located in the Guanzhong
area, and many of the remaining 92 were” located in nearby areas
such as modern Shanxi. That is, most of the early Tang army was
recruited from the original base of Yuwen Tai and Li Yuan. The
Western Wei, Northern Zhou, Sui, and the early Tang could
successfully co-opt and mobilize the Turco-Tibetan tribes and
frontier Han Chinese who were well experienced with life under
the Xianbei conquerors. Few fubing regiments were ever set up in
the east (such as Henan and Shandong) and south (of
Huai/Yangzi River) because the Xianbei rulers simply did not
trust the Chinese people in the eastern and southern plains.23
According to the Suishu, when Yang Jian ordered the confiscation
of all weapons in the empire in 595, the area around Guanzhong
(關中緣邊) was exempted. 24 About a thousand years later, the
Manchu Qing could successfully co-opt the frontier Han Chinese
in Liaodong and the Mongols of Inner Mongolia to mobilize
them for the conquest of mainland China. The Qing rulers
treated the Liaodong Han Chinese as honorary Manchus, but

Fubing Recruited Mostly around Guanzhong

25

See also Wright (1978: 64). Wright

(1973: 241) notes: “It is suggestive of
the ethos … the Sui founder initially had
only one fully trained literatus among
his high officials, and this man’s advice
was once dismissed by his master with
the statement, ‛You bookworm! You are
not fit to decide this matter.’ ”

資治通鑑 卷一百七十七 隋紀一 開
皇十年 [590] 四月 上…不悅學 旣
任智以獲大位…每於殿庭捶人..數四
26

De Bary and Bloom (1999: 326-7)

孝經 開宗明義章 第一 曾子侍坐
子曰 立身行道 揚名於後世…孝之
終也 夫孝 始於事親 中於事君 終
於立身 士章 第五 子曰 資於事父
以事母 其愛同 資於事父以事君 其
敬同 故母取其愛 故君取其敬 兼之
者父也 故以孝事君則忠 以弟事長
則順 忠順不失 以事其上 然後能保
其爵祿 而守其祭祀 蓋士之孝也
27

隋書 卷四十二 列傳第七 李德林

子百藥… 朕方以孝治天下…公言孝
由天性 何須設敎 然則公子不當說
孝經也
28

See Wright (1979: 74).

The senior officials (and provincial

officials after 130 BCE) were urged to
recommend candidates for civil service
also in 178, 165, 141, and 135 BCE.
After 124 BCE, select young men
began to be educated in the Confucian
classics by erudite scholars (博士) in
the Imperial Academy (Taixue 太學).
To be granted government positions,
those who attended the Academy had
to undergo a written examination. This

Fubing Commanded by Guanlong Aristocracy

practice developed into the National
College (國子監) in Later Han. Franke
(1972: 3) says: “The Han examination
system had already declined during the
later part of the Eastern Han period.”
Elman (2000: 5) notes: “After 132 CE
local officials recommended candidates
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never trusted the mainland Chinese.
Of the sixty top Sui generals (Da Jiangjun), no less than
fifty-two had previously served under the Northern Zhou, while
the fathers or grandfathers of forty-six of them had served either
the Northern Wei or the Northern Zhou. Hence Wright (1979:
100) says that “these figures attest the overwhelming influence of
the Northern Zhou military elite on the Sui establishment.”

for office... [T]his simple recruitment
process was the forerunner of the
elaborate…civil examinations set up
during the Tang and Song dynasties.”

4. Sui-Tang Innovation: Institutionalizing the Examination
System

See Bielenstein (1986b: 516), Loewe
(1986: 153-4), Hulsewé (1986: 541),
Ch’en (1986: 769) and Dien (1990: 10).
29

“The great gentry clans of Nanyang

joined Guangwudi’s cause only after he
had ascended the throne … [M]ost of
Guangwudi’s thirty-five chief followers
came from the lesser gentry [who later
became] the great gentry (ibid: 275-6).”
30

See also Elman (2000: 6).

Lewis (2009a: 196) states that “Every
prefecture…recommended a quota of
men…who were sent to the court.
There they were interviewed by high
officials. Some were given posts, while
others were offered further training.”

資治通鑑 卷一百七十五 陳紀九 長
城公 至德元年 [583] 隋旣班律令…
吏卒增倍...民少官多…悉罷諸郡爲
州...時刺史 多任武將 類不稱職
31

At the time of Northern Wei and Qi,
only dozens of high officials were

appointed by the central government for
each prefecture, and these officials
administered the commanderies and

GOVERN THE EMPIRE ON THE PRINCIPLE OF FILIAL SUBMISSION

Yang Jian’s contempt for book-learning and for scholars
was well known, Wright (1959: 66) says, and yet the ritualsymbolic procedures of Confucianism were “refurbished for use
in the court and countryside to give the Sui an aura of legitimacy
and to demonstrate that the Sui was reviving the ecumenical
empire of the Han.” 25
The Classic of Filiality (Xiaojing 孝經), one of the Thirteen
Classics recording the discourse between Confucius and Zengzi,
states that “To…practice the Way; … filiality begins with service
to parents, continues in service to the ruler, and ends with
establishing oneself in the world (and becoming an exemplary
person). If one serves one’s prince with the filiality one shows to
one’s father, it becomes the virtue of fidelity (loyalty). If one
serves one’s superiors with brotherly submission it becomes the
virtue of obedience. Thus one may preserve one’s rank and office
… This is the filiality of the scholar-official.” 26 Though inclined
to be anti-intellectual, the Confucian moral principle of filiality
had such great appeal to Yang Jian as the basis of hierarchical
ordering of the conquest society as to exclaim, according to the
Suishu, “We now govern the empire according to the principle of
filial submission.”27
INSTUTIONALIZING THE CIVIL EXAMINATION SYSTEM

If the indoctrination of alien Buddhist ideology and
implementation of the Equal Field system were the innovations
of the Tuoba Wei, and introduction of the Fubing system was the
innovation of the Northern Zhou, then the institutionalization of
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Exam System as a Permanent Institution

the Examination System was the innovation of the Sui. The
unification of the whole of China had immensely increased
bureaucratic paper work, and consequently the demand for
anyone who could read and write. According to the Suishu and
Zizhi Tongjian, Sui had 190 commanderies, 1,255 counties,
8,907,546 households, and a population of 46,019,956 as of 609.
The Sui-Tang founders had extensively codified the law and
administrative system. Wendi faced, Wittfogel and Fêng (1949:
457) note, “new administrative problems which could not
be…solved by a hereditary officialdom. Additional intellectual
resources were opened up by the creation of an…examination
system which, in spite of many interruptions and changes,
continued to flourish until the end of the Manchu dynasty.”
Franke (1972: 1-3) states: “After the dissolution of the
[Zhou] feudal hierarchy and the breakdown of the authoritarian
regime of the Qin dynasty,” the Han emperor had to find able
men to replace “the hereditary nobility”; as early as 196 BCE,
Gaozu of Former Han had “requested the feudal princes, the
local prefects, and other officials” to recommend candidates “for
official positions,” and sometimes “the men thus recommended
had to undergo examination”; and the “predominant demand for
men ‘obedient to their elders and incorrupt (Xiaoliang-fangzheng 孝
廉方正)’…manifested…that [virtue and] moral qualities and not
technical abilities were decisive criteria for official appointment.” 28
“The main dividing line in Han China,” Bielenstein
(1986a: 274) explains, “was between rulers and ruled, between the
educated gentry from which the officials were drawn and the
peasant who could not read and write. …Great gentry [magnate]
clans…owned large tracts of land, and were…important on the
national level. The clans of the lesser gentry, which merged at its
lower levels with the rich peasantry, … wielded considerable local
power and had the resources to educate sons and to supply
officials.” The members of “the lesser gentry picked Guangwudi
as their candidate” for the emperor of Later Han (ibid: 275). 29
The Nine Rank system introduced in 220 by the Cao
Cao’s Wei, by which candidates to office were assigned ranks from
1 to 9 by a respected person of the commandery, enabled the
gentry families already established in officialdom to control the
process of recommending officials and secure an edge in the
competition for entry-level offices. Sui Wendi, while ordering

counties by recruiting locally the low
level officials at their own discretion.

資治通鑑 卷一百八十 隋紀四 煬帝
大業三年 [607] 牛弘等造新律 成
凡十八篇 謂之大業律…曰 魏齊
之時 令史從客而巳 今則不遑寧處
何故 炫曰 往者 州唯置綱紀 [長史
司馬] 郡置守丞 縣置令而巳 其餘
具僚 則長官自辟 受詔赴任 每州
不過數十 今則不然 大小之官 悉由
吏部纎介之迹 皆屬考功
32

隋書 卷二十八 志第二十三 百官

下三年..罷郡 以州統縣..舊周齊州郡
縣職 自州都 郡縣正已下 皆州郡將
縣令至而調用…直謂之鄕官 別置品
官 皆吏部除授..刺史縣令 三年一遷
唐書 卷四十四 志第三十四 選擧志
上 唐制 取士之科 多因隋舊…由學
館者曰生徒 由州縣者曰鄕貢…國子
監生…州縣學生…弘文館...崇文館...
孝經論語皆兼通之…立...以敎宗室子
孫及功臣子弟...吏民子弟學藝者…送
于京學…設考課之法 州縣鄕皆置學
焉…衆科之目 進士尤爲貴…方其取
以辭章 類若浮文而少實…皆文采浮
華…[763]上疏言 進士科起於隋大業
中 [605-17] 是時猶試策 高宗朝…加
進士雜文...故爲進士者皆誦當代之文
而不通經史...先是

進士試詩賦及時

務策五道...乃詔明經進士與孝廉兼行
卷四十五 志第三十五 選擧志下 凡
擇人之法有四 一曰身 體貌豊偉 二
曰言 言辭辯正 三曰書 楷法遵美
四曰判 文理優長…則先德行…得者
爲留…授官…姦利…或十年不得官
33

Graff (2002: 138) states:“although the

top echelon of the Sui administration

Emphasizing Filial Piety and Poetic Ability

continued to be dominated by men of
the same northwestern aristocracy
that had run the Northern Zhou state,
men from all regions of the empire
occupied lower-level offices.”
34

According to Schreiber (1949-55:

390-1), “love of singing and of playing
the lute (琵琶) had been a noted
peculiarity of the Xianbei.” The
collections of Xianbei songs, mentioned
in the Suishu, “bear testimony to the
love of the Xianbei for songs (ibid).”
Li Bo (李白 701-63) was a Turk born
somewhere along the Silk Road. His
poetry “is haunted by … symbolism
deriving from a totally non-Chinese
culture and by atavistic echoes of the
virile life of the…nomadic neighbors,”
captivating Du Fu (杜甫 712-70) and
other good Confucians of the Tang
(ibid: 42) who “could accept Li Bo more
wholeheartedly than could the scholars
of [Song-Ming] dynasties (ibid: 375).”
35

Ebrey (1978: 105) notes that an
examining official “had ranked a

kinsman [of Cui family] number one in
the jinshi examinations out of gratitude
for the generosity this man had once
shown in offering to contribute to the
expenses of his mother’s funeral.”
36

The selection process (xuan 選) is
described in the Zizhi Tongjian.

資治通鑑 卷二百一 唐紀十七 高宗
總章二年 [669] 大略唐之選法 取人
以身言書判 計資量勞而擬官 始集
而試觀其書判 巳試而銓察其身言…
詢其便利…集衆告之 然後類以爲甲
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recommendation of candidates for civil service to all prefectures,
abolished the Nine Rank system together with all commanderies
in 583.30 Yang Jian, Ebrey (1978: 80) notes, “decreed that all
regular bureaucrats in the provinces would receive their
appointments from the central government instead of the Prefect
[cishi 刺史].”31 The local government “officials could no longer
choose their own subordinates, restricting…opportunities for
patronage,” and the local family rank “was no longer an officially
recognized criterion for assigning office (ibid: 28-9).” There soon
followed the examination system as a permanent institution. 32
According to Wright (1979: 86-7), exams for xiucai (秀才) were
conducted in 595; and exams for the mingjing (明經 clarifying the
classics) and jinshi (進士 literatus presented to the emperor for
appointment) were conducted in 589, 603, 609 and 614.
Sui recruited a large number of lower ranking officials
by means of the newly established civil service examinations.33
The Tang dynasty was built on the foundations laid by Sui. The
examination system came to be designated as Keju (科擧). When
institutionalizing the rather irregular and rudimentary Han
examination system, the Sui and Tang rulers, as the heirs to the
Xianbei conquest dynasties, emphasized in examinations not only
the Confucian moral principle of filial piety but also “poetic
ability … especially so in the jinshi examination.” This, Mao
(1990: 107) notes, “signified a change in the character of the
genteel families…to accommodate a delight in poetry and song.”
Under the Tang, according to Wright and Twitchett (1973: 42), the
Han Chinese were “subject to foreign influences as never before
or since. … Poetry was not written for the eye alone. It was sung,
and the foreign tunes … introduced new and strange melodic
shapes, rhythms, and forms into poetry. … To the disgust of
conservative Confucian scholars, even the solemn ritual music of
the court…was gradually replaced by foreign music.” 34
Unlike the examinations in the Song-Ming dynasties,
Lewis (2009a: 204) says, “which relied on written papers whose
authorship was concealed from evaluators, Tang examinations
required an extended, ritually orchestrated interaction between
examiners and candidates. … More often, factions and networks
formed around particular candidates, and social or political ties
were manipulated to secure the desired results.”35 Personal
connections were important to obtain a post. When a Chief
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Minister was “criticized for mainly selecting his own friends and
acquaintances,” Ebrey (1978: 107) says, “he responded by arguing
that he could only judge the character of men he knew
personally.”
According to Elman (2000: 7), the candidates had to take
first the “qualifying examinations (ju 擧) demanding literary skills;
then, to enter officialdom, they had to undergo a selection process
that evaluated a candidate’s character and determined the level of
his appointment. Deportment, eloquence, calligraphy, and legal
knowledge were used to select new officials from the pool of
examination graduates.” As a result, next to connection-building
(i.e., developing patron-client relations), “literary composition was
the most popular field of learned life” in Tang society (ibid: 11). 36
Yang Jian, Mao (1990: 105-6) states, “abandoned the
system of Nine Grades [dismantling] the method of selecting
candidates for office on the basis of a grading system which relied
on the relative status of their families, and so there was an
increased possibility for those of humble background to enter
office.” Some exceptionally bright persons born to peasant
families occasionally rose to high official rank, but the landedgentry families that could afford the expense of tutoring their
children over an extended period of time became the primary
source of Han Chinese civil officials. 37
A good number of influential Han Chinese gentry
families of the Tuoba period remained in leading positions even
until tenth century, reflecting the stability and rigidity of the social
system. Based on this, Eberhard (1965: 170) concludes that “it
cannot be maintained that in medieval China the system of
official examinations [institutionalized by Sui Wendi] created an
open society on the basis of achievement.”
Franke (1972: 5) states: for admission to the “preliminary
informal examination [for Xiang’gong 鄕貢] by the provincial
authorities, …the candidate usually had to secure an introduction
from a person of importance. … Thus during the Tang period it
was still impossible to present oneself for examination without
the sponsorship of influential people.” It was the Han Chinese
Song dynasty that abolished the recommendation requirements
“for the examination on the prefectural level.” Any candidate
“who had the necessary literary education could present himself
for the examination,” and those who passed the prefectural

Subjective Evaluation of Exam Graduates

先簡伏射 乃上門下 給事中讀 侍郞
省 侍中審之 不當者駮下 旣審然後
上聞 主者受旨奉行 各給以符 謂之
告身 兵部武選亦然…以騎射及翹關
負米…黔中嶺南閩中州縣官 不由吏
部 委都督 選擇土人補授
Elman (ibid: 8-10) states: “When the
palace examination was formally
introduced by Empress Wu [in 677],
the...questions reflected the literary turn
toward belles lettres (雜文 za-wen),
which often included poetry, rhymeprose, or eulogies. Such belles lettres
had already been used in earlier Tang
dynasty…examinations for the…jinshi
degree. … The Tang turn toward poetry
questions and literary formalism...after
681...reflected…culture among Tang
aristocratic elites, who were dissatisfied
with the standards of classical learning
adopted in the mingjing ... Literary
criteria remained dominant...until the
end of the dynasty.”
Vita (1988: 97) states that “As a
consequence of a recruitment process
of state officials which increasingly
stressed literary skills, during the Tang
dynasty bureaucrat and literatus
became two roles much closer than we
might realize today.”
37

See Xiong (2006: 109, 122-6, 143-

71), and Guisso (1979: 321-2).
38

Johnson (1977: 58) states: “during

the Song dynasty...social origin...played
very little part in eligibility for office …
merchants and artisans having begun
to gain the right to hold office… [F]amily
status no longer mattered very much.”
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Aristocracy Still Dominates Bureaucracy

39

Ebrey (1978: 104-5) notes that “In the

Tang, relatives of emperor, the empress
dowager, the empress, and the sons of
the highest officials [above the rank
three] could enter the Chong-wen or
Hong-wen Pavilions which gave their
own relatively easy examinations.”
40

Under Sui Wendi, according to Xiong

(2006: 120-1), “there was not a single
appointee to a chief ministerial or board
presidential position” from the newly
conquered south. See also Wright
(1978: 202) and Franke (1972: 4).
41

See Jin (2000: 86, 92, 163), and also

Johnson (1977: 149) quoting Sun Kuotung (1965) for the estimate of 6%.

資治通鑑 卷二百 唐紀十六 高宗
顯慶二年 [657] 十二月 吏部侍郞…
以爲…每年入流之數

過一千四百...

卽日內外文武官 一品至九品 凡萬
三千四百六十五員

約準三十年...約

年別入流者五百人 足充所須之數
On the other hand, almost 10,000
persons passed the jinshi during the
reign of Song Taizong (r.976-97).

examination “were sent to the capital for the metropolitan
examination (ibid: 6).” Franke declares that it was therefore only
with the beginning of the Song period that “the examination
became the major road to power and wealth (ibid: 7).” 38
Wright and Twitchett (1973: 28) state: “Under the
Northern and Southern dynasties … prefectural and county
administrations [were] dominated by the member of prominent
local clans [gentry families]. These were replaced by central
appointees [the career officials who went through the selection
process], and locally recruited men were no longer employed
except in lowly positions. Both the personnel and the methods of
local government were thus brought firmly under central control.
… A sub-bureaucracy of local headmen and minor functionaries
[the substructure of clerks and local employees]…were at one and
the same time representatives of the local population… and also
minor employees of the state.”
Wright (1979: 85) notes that the Sui rulers applied the
“rule of avoidance,” preventing the prefectural (zhou) and county
(xian) officials from serving “in their place of origin”; fixed the
terms for “local officials at three years”; forbade local officials to
take their parents or adult sons to local posts; and let “itinerant
inspectors of the local governments serve as the eyes and ears of
the emperor.” Wright and Twitchett (1973: 32) state: “until 755
the Tang state remained a strongly centralized empire in which the
emperor and his executive ministers at the capital exercised real
direct authority over local government, and in which the codified
laws and administrative procedures laid out at the capital were
strictly enforced throughout the empire.”

宋史 卷二百九十三 列傳第五十二
王禹偁 至道元年 禹偁上疏…三曰

ARISTOCRACY KEEPS DOMINATING THE SUI-TANG BUREAUCRACY

…隋唐始有科試 太祖之歲 每歲進

The powerful Xianbei aristocracy still monopolized the
highest-ranking offices. As Franke (1972: 5) notes, the “aristocracy
had the right to nominate a certain number of their sons or heirs
to official positions without any examination.” 39 A substantial
proportion of the officials of the early Tang had served the Sui as
well, and most of them were the “carry-over” from the previous
Xianbei conquest dynasties.40 There were eighteen core members
who helped Yang Jian seize power, design Sui institutions, and
implement major policies, constituting the top ranking officials of
the three departments. According to Wright (1978: 94), “of the

士不過三十人,,,太宗...在位將逾二
紀 登第殆近萬人
Wechsler (1979: 179) notes: “For those
who intended to take the examinations,
Gaozu re-opened three Sui schools in
Chang’an; the School of the Sons of
State 國子學, the Superior School 太

學, and the School of the Four Gates
四學 … In 626 they had only 342
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eighteen, five were princes of the blood. Of those who had held
office under a previous dynasty, eleven had been officials of the
Northern Zhou. The fathers of fourteen of them had served
under the Northern Wei or one of its successor states. … Their
Confucian learning was rudimentary and their knowledge of
Chinese literature … thin; the overwhelming majority were
Buddhists.”
According to Twitchett (1979: 21), the examination
system indeed opened up “to a wider segment of the [Chinese]
population the opportunity of government service and the avenue
to social advancement,” but during the Tang “the examinations
never produced more than an elite stream of officials, probably
little more than 10 percent of the total bureaucracy,” and “just as
many of the examination candidates were aristocrats” who had
studied rather leisurely at the academies. According to Jin Zheng
(2000), only about 6,000 persons passed the jinshi exams during
the 289-years of the Tang dynasty. The annual average was about
20, and never exceeded 30 even during the peak. According to the
Zizhi Tongjian, about 500 new officials were required annually for
replacement, and hence the proportion of “Tang officials who
entered service because of passing an examination” is estimated at
most “around 6%.”42 Guanlong, especially the Guanzhong area,
was the home territory of the Western Wei, Northern Zhou, and
Sui dynasties, and hence, Xiong (2006: 224) notes, it “was the only
viable geographical area from which the court could draw
trustworthy talents. Consequently, the central officialdom could
not help but be dominated by that bloc.”
Empress Wu took over the political power of the court
in 659, and the first thing she did seems to have been to classify
the Wu clan as the First Rank in the Compendium of Genealogies
(氏族志/姓氏錄 Shi-zu-zhi). It is also recorded, however, that the
soldiers (士卒) who had reached the Rank Five by distinguished
military service were included in the Scholar Class (士流), called
the Merit Rank (勳格) at that time. 41 According to Twitchett
(1979: 21), the role of Empress Wu “in the emergence of the
examination stream within the bureaucracy was certainly
exaggerated … [T]he new bureaucrats were mostly recruited from
the lower levels of … aristocracy…and the aristocrats maintained
a greater degree of dominance than…believed to be the case.”
Empress Wu even selected officials through self-recommendation,

Examinations Produce 6% of Bureaucracy

students altogether, drawn almost
exclusively from the sons of the
imperial family, the nobility and the
highest ranking officials. Only in the
lowest ranking school of the Four Gates
was this exclusiveness slightly
relaxed.” As Kuhn (2009: 127) notes (in
relation to the Song system), the
students in these schools “enjoyed the
privilege of being exempted from the
prefectural exam…to proceed directly
to the metropolitan exam.”
42

資治通鑑 卷二百 唐紀十六 高宗

顯慶四年 [659] 六月 詔改氏族志爲
姓氏錄…以后族爲第一等 其餘悉以
仕唐官品高下爲準… 於是士卒以軍
功 致位五品 豫士流 時人謂之勳格
43

資治通鑑 卷二百三 唐紀十九 則

天后 垂拱元年 [685] 五月 制 內外
九品以上 及百姓 咸令自擧
資治通鑑 卷二百三十四 唐紀五十
德宗 貞元八年[792] 五月…往者 則
天…非但人得薦士 亦得自擧其才…
則天擧用之法 傷易而得人
44

According to Wright (1979: 96), Yang

Jian had established (in 582 at villagelevel and in 589 at county-level) local
groups “along time-tested lines,” each
with a headman responsible for tax
registers and tax allotments, but “under
the threat of group sanctions for tax and
corvée evasion.” This system of “mutual
surveillance” proved effective. Those
with official rank or titles were exempt
from tax and corvée levies (ibid: 95).
45

隋書卷三十二 志第二十七 經籍
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Adapt to the Needs of a Unified Empire

一 氏姓之書 後魏遷洛 有八氏十姓
咸出帝族 叉有三十六族 則諸國之
從魏者 九十二姓 世爲部落大人者
並爲河南洛陽人 其中國士人 則第
其門閥 有四海大姓 郡姓 州姓 縣
姓 及周太祖入關 諸姓子孫有功者
並令爲其宗長 仍撰譜錄 紀其所承
叉以關內諸州[雍州/京兆]爲其本望
Consequently, the statement that “soand-so was a man from Luoyang or
Chang’an (or Within the Pass)” more
often implies that he was a member of
the Tuoba-Xianbei aristocratic clans.

資治通鑑 卷一百四十 齊紀六 明帝
建武三年 [496] 魏主…詔…舊爲部
落大人 而皇始已來 三世官在給事
已上 及品登王公者 爲姓 若本非大
人…在尙書已上 及品登王公者 亦
爲姓 其大人之後 而官不顯者 爲族
46

Lewis (2009: 13) states that “during
the civil war that led to the Tang’s

founding, the single greatest rival of the
Guanzhong-based Tang house was the
scion of a wealthy northeastern [Hebei]
family of Xianbei descent, Dou Jiande
(竇建德 573-621).”
47

Ho (1998: 136) quotes the Zizhi

Tongjian: Taizong “resettle[d] some one

infringing the examination system itself. 43
According to Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 20), although
both the Sui and Tang dynasties recruited civil officers through
the examination system, “from the Sui and Tang periods on, the
yin privilege (蔭 the employment of sons because their fathers
held high government positions) had limited the effectiveness of
the newly created examination system,” and “this privilege was
particularly favored by the Liao regime and later by the Mongols,
evidently because it resembled in intent, if not in detail, the tribal
tradition of a hereditary officialdom.”
In order to meet the needs of a greatly expanded
empire, Sui and Tang ruled the peasant masses through the Han
Chinese local officials and the gentry elites of each region. 44 The
Sui and early Tang were, according to Twitchett (1979: 12-3), “not
periods of radical institutional change or innovation. Their real
achievement was the adaptation of existing methods of
administration [established by the previous Xianbei conquest
dynasties] to meet the needs of a greatly expanded empire… It
was a period of rationalization, simplification and streamlining of
procedures. … As late as 657, there were only 13,465 ranking
officials to control a population perhaps in excess of 50,000,000.
… Local implementation of government policy… depended very
much on compromises between the county officials [the central
appointees] and the large sub-bureaucracy of clerks [who were
not eligible for higher offices] and village headmen who were both
minor employee of the state, and also representatives of the local
[Han Chinese gentry] society. … In central government, the
emperor was just constrained by the entrenched interests of the
powerful [Xianbei] aristocratic group which still provided almost
the entire echelon of the administration. … Tang Taizong’s real
achievement was … to establish a firm ascendancy over the …
powerful aristocratic groups among his high-ranking officials.”

hundred thousand surrendered Turks in
the Ordos area…It is said that in the
year 630 the total of Turkish officers at

5. Xianbei Aristocracy and Han Chinese Collaborators

the Tang court almost matched that of
similarly ranked Chinese civil officials.
Consequently…nearly ten thousand
households of Turks came to reside in
the metropolitan Chang’an area.”

COMPOSITION OF THE TANG RULING CLASS

According to Johnson, it is “the generally accepted idea
that the medieval (denoting the period from the fall of Han to the
fall of Tang) Chinese ruling class was a hereditary aristocracy
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(1977: 1): many have called the period up through the Tang
dynasty aristocratic, in contrast to the more meritocratic and
socially mobile age that followed (ibid: the opening statement).”
According to the Suishu, at the time when Xiaowen’di
(r.471-99) of Northern Wei moved the capital to Luoyang [in
493], the Tuoba imperial clans (帝族) had eight lineages (氏) and
ten surnames (姓). Further, the Tuoba-Xianbei aristocracy had 36
clans and 92 surnames who had been serving as hereditary
chieftains of their villages. All these imperial and aristocratic
families came to be registered as Henan Luoyang men. As for the
Han Chinese gentry-scholars (士人) Xiaowen’di had ranked the
status of prominent families by associating their surnames with
four administrative levels: the nationwide great surnames, the
prefectural surnames, the commandery surnames, and the county
surnames. When Yuwen Tai entered the pass, all those
descendants of the various surnames who had rendered
meritorious services were ordered to become their clan leaders (宗
長) and, further, to compile their genealogies to record their
descent (譜錄). He then made the various prefectures within the
pass (關內) their place of registration (本望).45
Yuwen Tai had filled the civil and military bureaucracy
almost exclusively with the members of the hereditary Guanlong
aristocracy, the loyal supporters for his founding of Western Wei
and Northern Zhou. Although Yang Jian established Sui by
liquidating Yuwen Tai’s family, he also filled the high offices with
the Guanlong clans. Hence Wechsler (1973: 105) states that the
Guanlong bloc “was comprised of the descendants of the
[Xianbei] aristocratic families that had been in control of political
power in China since the Western Wei, Northern Zhou, and Sui
dynasties and that still dominated the court during the early Tang.”
Li Yuan, whose wife was a granddaughter of Yuwen Tai,
raised his standard of revolt against the Sui at Taiyuan. As a result,
there emerged the great clans of Taiyuan (the great families of
Shanxi of which the Wu Zetian’s family was one) that had served
as the power base for the Tang’s initial rise to power. According to
Wechsler (ibid: 105), “the executive body of Gaozu’s organization
(大將軍府)…was overwhelmingly composed of Sui civil and
military officials who either currently held offices in the vicinity
of Taiyuan…or retired…to their native places in the Taiyuan
region.”

Composition of the Tang Ruling Class

資治通鑑 卷一百九十三 唐紀九 太
宗 貞觀四年 [630] 四月...突厥...部
落或北附薛延陀或西奔西域 其降唐
者尙十萬口…分突利故所...以統其衆
五月..其餘酋長 至者皆拜將軍…五
品已上百餘人 殆與朝士相半 因而
入居長安者近萬家
48

Twitchett (1973: 49) further notes that

“these distinctions were expressed in
legal terms by scholar-official
households being listed in household
registers entirely separate from those of
commoner families. Scholar officials
registered in this way were accorded
the privilege of exemption from corvèe
labor, military service, land tax, and
market tolls; were not liable to corporal
punishment; and were entitled to
commutate punishments either to
money fines, or to a proportionate
reduction in rank… Even more
important, marriage between members
of scholar-official families and
commoners was forbidden.”
49

Wright (1979: 81) states that: “about

65 percent of top-ranking Northern
Zhou officials were of non-Chinese
origin. [Sui] Wendi… and most of his
friends and chief advisors came from
this group.” They placed strong
emphasis on martial virtues, and
personal participation in warfare and
hunting was highly valued.
The ruling families of the southern
dynasties, mostly made up of those
who had fled from the north, had
considered themselves the true heirs to
old Han Chinese culture.

Guanlong, Taiyuan, and East of Taihang

50

Lewis (2009a: 203) notes that “young
men aspiring to the highest posts…
even those eligible for hereditary [yin]
access to a post often attempted to

pass the jinshi… They proved so adept
at mastering the examination that it
became a new gateway to perpetual
status rather than a roadblock. … Top
educators were concentrated in three
metropolitan schools [國子學, 太學,

四學] in Chang’an … Schools in the
provinces were…largely reserved for
sons of local officials or scions of large
landholding families.”
Twichett (1973: 79) notes that there
was, however, the “possibility for
members of… minor locally prominent
clans to secure accelerated promotion
and to rise to the very highest offices
which had previously been more or less
monopolized by the greatest
aristocratic clans.”
51

Lewis (2009a: 197) presents the case
of the Cui family of Boling, one of the

so-called “four great Shandong families
(山東 四姓: 崔盧李張).” During the
Murong-Xianbei era of the 4th century,
the Cui family relied on their landed
estates, sometimes holding local office.
During the Tuoba-Xianbei era of the 5th
and 6th centuries, the Cuis occupied
the high court ranks while maintaining
economic influence at the local level.
Under Sui and Tang, the leaders of the
Cui family abandoned their local
estates and moved to Chang’an in
pursuit of positions in central
government. Such “great” collaborator
families “grouped themselves together
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Wechsler (1973: 106) states that during 618-21, Li Shimin
“was almost constantly engaged in campaigns of pacification…on
the northeastern plain, where he defeated two of the Tang’s most
powerful rivals… At the same time, he began…recruiting men for
his own staff from among the officer corps of his vanquished
enemies … These men later formed the nucleus of the Zhenguan
civil and military bureaucrats. Northeasterners on Taizong’s staff
became so numerous that … people at court charge[d] that
Taizong’s associates were all Shandong people.” The “Shandong”
here implies the northeastern plain in the east of the Taihang
Mountains, the area coextensive with Northern Qi. Certainly there
must have been the Xianbei aristocratic clans that had followed
Gao Huan (when Northern Wei split into eastern and western
Wei) and were classified neither as the Guanlong bloc nor as the
Taiyuan (Shanxi) bloc but, rather, as the Shandong bloc that was
the most powerful rival of the Tang founding family who had
served Yuwen Tai. 46 There must have been Chinese collaborators,
as well, who had served as the officer corps of Taizong’s
vanquished enemies and then recruited as Taizong’s staff officers.
The leaders of the great Xianbei aristocratic clans (i.e.,
the 92 surnames of the 36 clans mentioned in the Suishu), that
were ranked just below the imperial clans, consisted of the core
founding members and principal supporters of the Xianbei
conquest dynasties who became high-ranking officials. The
aristocratic lineages enjoyed hereditary appointments in the civil
bureaucracy and the military. During 632-8, at the order of Tang
Taizong, the compendium of genealogies (Shi-zu-zhi) was created
that defined the status of major lineages. According to Lewis
(2009a: 201), “most of the Guanzhong and Daibei [northern
Shanxi] elites” claimed “descent from a highly prestigious alien
lineage, such as the ruling house of the Northern Wei” or
“descent from a ruling or noble house of the steppes.” 47
Twitchett states that, under the conquest dynasties, “at
the highest level, the…emperor and…the upper echelons of
central government were dominated --almost monopolized-- by
the members of a comparatively small number of immensely
powerful [Xianbei aristocratic] clans. … At a rather lower level,
there was a rigid and formal distinction in legal status between
[the Han Chinese] scholar-official and commoner lineages.” 48
When Yang Jian usurped the throne in 581, the real power was
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held by the members of Xianbei military aristocratic clans. 49
The leaders of the great Han Chinese families consisted
of the prominent collaborators selected by the Xianbei rulers
among the ex-officials and gentry elites who had served the series
of conquest dynasties (beginning with Murong-Xianbei Former
Yan, and followed by Tuoba-Xianbei Northern Wei, Eastern/
Western Wei, Northern Qi/Zhou, and Sui) as officials in the
central or local government bureaucracy, and could enjoy the yin
privileges. 50 The Sui-Tang rulers began to fill less than 10% of the
bureaucracy through the newly instituted examination system, but
more than half of the exam graduates originated from the Han
Chinese gentry families. The newly established examination
system increased, even as it limited, the opportunities for social
mobility for the members of Han Chinese landed-gentry elites. 50
Until the end of the Tang period, however, the hereditary Xianbei
aristocracy remained all powerful.
Twitchett (1973: 54-7) quotes Shen Gua (1031-95) of
Northern Song: “not only the social origins of the political elite,
but the whole structure of society during the Six Dynasties, the
Sui, and the Tang, had been quite different from the social order
of [our] own day. … It is only among the four barbarians [四夷 a
generic expression for the Donghu-Xianbei, Dongyi-Tungus,
Xiongnu-Turks, and Tangut-Tibetans] that noble and base are
distinguished purely on the basis of their family. … At the end of
the Tang period, these customs fell by degrees into decline and
disuse.” Shen Gua apparently believed that the rigid “hierarchical
distinctions between various social groups” was “common to all
non-Chinese peoples,” and “had been introduced into China by
the Tuoba during the Northern Wei period.” Twitchett therefore
declares that “Shen Gua thus believed that while lineage, descent,
and recognized family standing had played a major role in the
recruitment of potential officials since the third century, under the
foreign influences which reached their peak under the Tuoba Wei
dynasty…a super-elite of extremely powerful clans emerged,
which survived, with some changes and additions, into the Tang
dynasty. … Shen Gua, however, adds a totally new factor … the
emergence by early Tang times of a larger, lower grade, locally
rather than nationally prominent group of a hundred or more
lineages calling themselves ‛scholar-official lineages.’ These too
were an exclusive group who married only among themselves and

Sui-Tang Society Was Different from Song

…through… exclusive intermarriage,”
securing “alliances with rising families
(ibid: 198).” Lewis further notes that
“The primary routes to office were
hereditary. Imperial relatives were
entitled to enter the bureaucracy at the
fourth or fifth rank, while great
grandsons, grandsons, and sons of
officials of the fifth rank or above were
entitled to entry at the seventh, eighth,
or ninth rank…[H]ereditary ‘aristocracy’
that held archaic noble titles…[were]
entitled…to entry-level posts at the fifth,
sixth, or seventh rank. By comparison,
the vast majority of examination
candidates entered at the lowest
tenth rank. The Tang also maintained
a distinction between ‘pure’ posts
[the first five ranks including major
scholarly offices and most important
prefectural posts] devoted to ritual
observance and high-level policymaking, and ‘turbid’ posts,
consisting of clerical work. Pure
posts most frequently went to those
who entered the bureaucracy
through hereditary privilege (ibid:
202-3).” See also Bol (1992: 42, 44).
52

貞觀政要 第七卷 論禮樂 第二十

九 五章 貞觀六年 太宗謂...房玄齡
曰 此有山東崔盧李鄭四姓 雖累葉
陵遲 猶恃其舊地 好自矜大 稱爲士
大夫 每嫁女他族 必廣索聘財 以多
爲貴 論數定約 同於市賈 甚損風俗
…理須改革

乃…刊正姓氏 普責天

下譜諜...撰爲氏族志

士廉等及進定

氏族等第 遂以崔幹爲第一等 太宗
謂曰 我與山東崔盧李鄭 舊旣無嫌
爲其世代衰微 全無官宦 猶自云士
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Prominent Chinese Collaborator Families

大夫 婚姻之際 則多索財物...我不解
人間何爲重之

且士大夫有能立功

爵位崇重 善事君父 忠孝可稱...可
謂天下士大夫...今定氏族者 誠欲崇
樹今朝冠冕...卿等不貴我官爵也...秖
取今日官品人才作等級

宜一量定

用爲永則 遂以崔幹爲第三等

THE PROMINENT HAN CHINESE COLLABORATOR FAMILIES

Cf. Interpretations of this passage by
Johnson (1977: 48-9), Ebrey (1978: 889), Wechsler (1979: 212-3), Twitchett
(1973: 62-8), and Lewis (2009a: 198206).

資治通鑑 卷一百九十五 唐紀十一
太宗 貞觀十二年 [638] 正月 山東
人士崔盧李鄭諸族..其子孫才行衰薄
官爵陵替...今三品以上 或以德行 或
以勳勞 或以文學 致位貴顯 彼衰世
舊門..捨名取實…專以今朝秩爲高下
53

See Twitchett (1973: 67-8). Johnson

(1977: 46) states: “Taizong’s protests
reveal a basic split in the ruling class of
early Tang…between powerful families
from the Northwest —most of whom
traced their origins back through the
Northern Zhou and Western Wei to the
Xianbei Six Garrisons of Northern
Wei— versus…old Chinese families.”
54

Johnson (1977: 141) states that,

despite the “explicit anti-great clan
policies of Taizong and Gaozong,” the
great Han Chinese “clans remained in
control of the central government until
the end of the dynasty.”
55

claimed favorable treatment in seeking official appointment …
such castelike and exclusive social groups, with the great Hebei
clans at the top and the very much larger group of locally
prominent lineages at the bottom, who in turn were rigidly
distinguished from the commoners.”

Bol (1992: 33) states: “Yan Zhitui’s

polemical contention…was aimed at
men…who he believed were selling out

The so-called great “Han Chinese” Shandong families, in
the words of Twitchett (1973: 50), “who claimed to be the
representatives of the purest Chinese cultural tradition, who
married only among themselves, and who looked down upon even
the Tang imperial house as social upstarts,” represented the group
of high-ranking Chinese collaborators in the east of the Taihang
Mountains, the area coextensive with Northern Qi, who had
already served the Xianbei conquest dynasties generation after
generation, as well as the Han Chinese gentry elite of, in the words
of Wechsler (1973: 89) “predominantly literati of modest
backgrounds,” who could begin their career in local office via the
newly institutionalized examination system but could eventually
hold high-ranking positions in the central government.51
In the chaotic situation of the Six Garrisons Revolt
(523-35), some members of the leading Han Chinese gentry
families, such as the Cuis, happened to side with Yuwen Tai and
were promoted to high civil or military posts, even to the extent
of being put in charge of one of the Twenty-four Armies. Ebrey
(1978: 74) states: “But the Cuis were basically outsiders,
descendants of an eminent Chinese family with no connection to
the garrisons. They were treated well, but never became part of
the inner circle around the rulers.” The offspring of such highranking Chinese collaborators could enjoy, thou not hereditarily,
the yin privileges in the Northern Zhou, Sui, and Tang courts.
The prominent Chinese gentry families had somehow
annoyed the early Tang rulers and hence, according to the Zhenguan Zhengyao, Li Shimin curtly spoke to Fang Xuan-ling, in 632, as
follows: “In Shandong, there are Cuis, Lus, Lis, and Zhengs. They
have been in decay for generations, and yet they are fond of
boasting their old fame, calling themselves shi-da-fu (gentry
officials). When these people marry their daughters off to other
clan members, they demand enormous dowry as if merchant
dealers, degrading public morals and manners. This warrants a
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Can’t Understand Why People Esteem Si-xing

reform.” Taizong ordered a thorough investigation of the
genealogies and histories of the leading Han Chinese gentry
families, and appointed a committee to draw up the genealogical
compendium (Shi-zu-zhi) covering the whole empire which would
rectify the falsehood. The first draft, however, assigned the
highest rank to the Cui Gan branch of the Cui families and,
according to the Zhenguan Zhengyao, Taizong rejected it, saying: “I
have never held any grudges against the si-xing people, but they
have been in decay for generations and few of them have taken
official posts. I do not understand why people esteem them. They
are only showing off their ancestors’ status. I want to rank the
clans rather to exalt the high ranking officials of our own
dynasty.”52 In short, Taizong ordered the committee to make
rankings simply on the basis of present offices and titles that were
obtained either by “virtue, meritorious deeds, or literary talent (德
行/勳勞/文學),” and ignore the undeserved folkloristic fame.
They accordingly made revisions, reducing the status of
the Cuis down to the third rank, and the revised genealogy was
approved by Li Shimin in 638. There followed many official
compilations of genealogies, but none of them survives in its
original form. They make all sorts of fabrications, but a few tiny
fragments quoted here and there do not give a reliable overall
picture of the originals.53 After all, according to Johnson (1977:
55), “the clan lists seem to have played no special role in the
selection of officials.”
Ebrey (1978: 31, 89) notes that the prominent gentry
families, “however, were not vanquished by these efforts. …
[They] used their many resources to prepare carefully for office,
and the government allowed them to occupy a disproportionate
number of posts. … When regional military forces threatened the
integrity of the dynasty in the later half of the Tang, the rulers
found in the members of the old families committed bureaucrats
and loyal supporters.” 54
Ebrey (1978: 118) gives two major reasons why the socalled “four great Shandong [Han Chinese] families” such as the
Cuis did “not gain greater power.” First of all, “the ruling houses
in the North were alien.” Second, “the Tuoba and later the Gao,
Yuwen, and Yang families kept a tight control over the most
powerful government positions, reserving them for their own
close allies, including leading Xianbei clansmen or later victorious

to conquerors who cared little about
culture.” Twitchett (1979: 4) notes: “In
the north-eastern plain the great
…clans… had gone to great lengths to
preserve their social and cultural
identity as the true heirs of the culture
of the Han period…avoid[ing]
intermarriage with the alien nobility.”
56

According to the Tangshu, ancestors

of such prominent collaborators as Du
Ruhui 杜如晦 and Fang Xuan-ling 房

玄齡 had served as central/provincial
officials (大將軍,刺史,太守, 工部尙

書,長史/鎭遠將軍,郡守,主簿,令) of
Northern Wei, Northern Zhou, and Sui.
Du Ruhui and Fang Xuan-ling had
never exercised military command.

資治通鑑 卷一百九十二 唐紀八 高
帝 武德九年 [626] 九月 諸將爭功
…房玄齡杜如晦等

專弄刀筆 卷二

百九十三 唐紀九 太宗 貞觀三年
三月 房玄齡 明達政事 補以文學
資治通鑑 卷二百 唐紀十六 高宗顯
慶四年[659] 十月 太宗疾山東士人...
王妃王壻皆取勳臣家 不議山東之族
以魏徵房玄齡李勣家 皆盛與爲昏常
Since Taizong spited the Shandong
gentry scholars, kings and princesses
obtained their spouses only from the
meritorious families, but the Han
Chinese Wei Zheng, Fang Xuan-ling,
and Li Ji (李世勣) families often
married the Shandong families.
57

Bol (1992: 38) states: “The lack of

interest in providing for the welfare of all
descendants distinguishes the great
clan from the ‘lineages’ that began to

Did Whatever Was Necessary to Gain Office

emerge among Song Shi-da-fu. [They]
no longer had a common home base
of extensive landholdings to fall back
on, much less a body of armed
retainers.” According to Johnson, the
medieval shi denotes “a loose category
of people whose status is earned rather
than a coherent group with ascribed
status: an elite, not an aristocracy
(1977: 16). … [J]oint clan property and
ancestral temples…for worship, did not
exist before the Song (ibid; 118).”
Ebrey (1978: 31) states: “The [socalled] aristocratic families in the Tang
are best seen as a status group, a
community with a distinctive way of life,
sustained by prestige [and marital
exclusiveness] more than power ....”
Ebrey (ibid: 10) continues: “By defining
the aristocratic families in this way, I am
excluding the families who in almost all
dynasties gained great wealth and
prestige as a result of their ties to the
imperial family as relatives or early
supporters. These families are called
here the nobility (gui-zu 貴族 or guiyou 貴右). They were usually given
hereditary titles… and stipends…”
58

Lewis (2009a: 195) also notes that
“Su Mian, whose administrative

encyclopedia (唐會要) was completed
in 803, observed that all those who
founded the dynasty and became high
ministers in the early decades came
from ‘noble lineages’ (guizu 貴族). He
observed that nothing like this group
had existed in earlier Chinese history.”
In early Tang, governors were often
military men, and hereditary.
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generals of garrison origin.” The status of the so-called great
Shandong Han Chinese families depended on gaining “respectable
offices” that were “dependent on favorable treatment by any
groups or individuals who controlled the court (ibid: 116-7),” and
hence, “through the Tang, despite pretensions of social and
cultural superiority,” they “continued to do whatever was
necessary to gain office (ibid: 117-8).” In fact, during the Tang,
quite a few Cuis ended their career in the bureaucracy as county
officials, such as magistrates (xianling 縣令), assistants (cheng 丞),
registrars (zhubu 主簿), or constables (wei 尉) (ibid: 108).
Graff (2009: 144-5) notes: “Those Tang officials who
were assigned to the… compilation of history [shi guan]…had
established their credentials by passing the…jinshi examination…
Many official historians later rose to become chief ministers,
members of the collective premiership … Rarely, if ever, did such
men …exercise military command.” 55
According to Lewis (2009b: 150-1): “Although some
literati through the centuries argued that Han Chinese should not
serve barbarian rulers, in practice most Chinese elites proved
willing to accept any conqueror.” The so-called “Han Chinese
aristocratic families” of Shandong may better be classified as “the
empire’s most prominent collaborator landed-gentry families.” 56
After all, there never had been any hereditary aristocracy in
Chinese society, after the ancient Zhou dynasty, to be classified
suddenly as the premier Chinese “aristocratic” clans. In China,
Mote (1999: 4) states, “there was no hereditary military aristocracy
… nor even a civil aristocracy. … China was from the beginning
[Qin dynasty] largely governed by men who gained their position
by their individual qualities, not by inheritance. They were drawn
from a society that had no legally established class distinction.”
The chosen few members of the landed-gentry families had
served as (high and low) functionaries for the Xianbei conquest
dynasties. Ebrey (1978: 114) states that “as a status group they had
advantages [in entering the local or central bureaucracy], not legal
privileges or monopolies, and their advantages were neither fully
perceived nor considered legitimate.” And yet, as if to maximize
the semantic confusion, Ebrey calls such prominent collaborator
families as the Cuis “aristocratic families.” The Xianbei conquest
dynasties indeed had the hereditary aristocracy who inherited
noble titles from an ancestor who gained the titles by virtue of his
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Limited Meritocracy in Aristocratic Society

service to the dynasty or imperial kinship, but Ebrey calls them
the “nobility” and excludes them altogether from her investigation
of “the Aristocratic Families of Early Imperial China.” 57
The Tang government had maintained a rather rigid
distinction between the officially recognized Han Chinese scholarofficial families and the commoners. In theory, commoners and
even merchants could take civil examinations. Twitchett (1973:
79), however, notes that there was “an unchanging permanent
castelike group of [Han Chinese] scholar-official clans” in Tang
society, and contends that the achievement of the Tang in
broadening the elite through the examination system has been
very much exaggerated. One may accurately say that an extremely
limited meritocracy was superimposed on an aristocratic society.
Twitchett contends that “the real breakthrough in social mobility
…seems…to have come not so much with the development of
the examination system in the late seventh century, as with the
greatly increased…possibilities for employment in provincial
government…which followed the decay of central…authority and
the transfer of effective political and military authority…to the
provinces a century or more later.” The latter-day military
governors (jiedushi) recruited men on the basis of military and
administrative expertise.
According to Twitchett (1973: 82), “Tang society at its
higher levels was far more distinctly stratified and hierarchical than
Chinese society has been … There existed a small and still
extremely influential super-elite of old, established aristocratic
clans whose roots were entangled in the complex political history
of the period of division in the fifth and sixth centuries [a typical
euphemism for the ruling Xianbei aristocratic clans].” Twitchett
(ibid: 51) quotes Su Mian’s writing (in 804-5): “all of the chief
ministers who assisted in the founding of the present dynasty
came from the great [Xianbei] aristocratic clans. … There has
never been any dynasty so (aristocratic in its origins) as our own
Tang house.”58 Twitchett, however, points out the “extinction of
the aristocratic clans at the end of the Tang (ibid: 52),” apparently
having only the Han Chinese Song-Ming dynasties in mind.
In the Han Chinese Song, the examination entry indeed
replaced the old Xianbei aristocracy with a meritocracy. Hence
Cheng Yi (程頤), quoted by Bol (1992: 327), had “recognized the
shi as a distinct, self-perpetuating social group” in Song society,

資治通鑑 卷一百九十五 唐紀十一
太宗 貞觀十一年 [637] 今朝廷…輕
州縣之選 刺史多用武人 或京官不
稱職 始補外任…上…曰 刺史朕當
自選

縣令…京官...各擧一人

十三

年...宗室羣臣襲封刺史…割地以封功
臣…時皇子爲都督刺史 多幼穉
59

Bol is quoting Er Cheng Ji 二程集,

一 (18.242-4).
60

Ebrey (1978: 33) notes: “When … the

Tang dynasty was overthrown,
members of the old families … are
mentioned less and less frequently in
the histories. Many were undoubtedly
killed in the rebellions and wars…from
860 to 960. But what seems most
important is that few of the new rulers
found their services of value. … The old
families had nothing left to offer.”
On the basis the commandery-level
clan lists (郡望表) discovered at
Dunhuang, Johnson (1977: 3) states
that “high proportions of important
officials …came from great [Chinese]
clans…almost 75%…under the Eastern
Jin…and…Southern Dynasties … In
the Northern Dynasties the proportions
were much lower, because many high
officials were not Chinese, and the
clan lists included almost no nonChinese clans. But if one analyses
only the background of Chinese
officials, the proportions are over 75%
for Northern Wei and Western WeiNorthern Zhou, and around 60% for
Eastern Wei-Northern Qi. … In Tang,
the proportions of great [Chinese] clan
representatives in high office fell from

Tang Aristocracy and Collaborators Disappear

these levels to 56.4% in the first half of
the dynasty… But the most remarkable
finding of all was that in the first century
of Northern Song, an extremely small
proportions of the chief ministers came
from this group of clans -- perhaps as
few as 2.5%. Apparently the nature of
the [Chinese] ruling class changed
drastically between Tang and Song.”
61

資治通鑑 卷二百五十二 唐紀六

十八 僖宗 廣明二年 [880] 十二月
…入長安…尤憎官吏 得者皆殺之…
黃巢殺唐宗室在長安者 無遺類…巢
卽皇帝位…唐官三品以上悉停任 四
品以下位如故
資治通鑑 卷二百六十五 唐紀八十
一 昭宗 天祐二年 [905] 五月 …良
由衣冠[官吏]浮薄之徒

紊亂綱紀

且王欲圖大事…不若盡去之 全忠以
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“but at times he spoke nostalgically of the clan system of the
Tang as being in accord with heaven’s pattern (天理) and of the
prospect of once more having a court with hereditary
ministers.”59 When Twitchett (1973: 83) declares that, “by the end
of the tenth century,” the process of radical social change had
“swept the last remnants of the old aristocratic order into final
oblivion,” he apparently does not take any of the subsequent
Liao-Jin-Yuan-Qing conquest dynasties into account.
When the Tang dynasty perished, the Tang aristocracy
also disappeared, together with its prominent collaborators, the
ever-faithful Chinese dignitaries. 60 The Qidan-Xianbei, fresh from
Western Manchuria, had their own hereditary aristocracy. Huang
Chao and Zhu Wen slaughtered not only the hated eunuchs, who
came to command even the elite military forces (神策軍), but also
a large number of high-ranking Han Chinese gentry officials.61
The Qidans chose few of the survivors as their collaborators; they
preferred their own choices. “Tang Restoration” by the Shatuo
Turks was a fiction. 62 The Han Chinese Song-Ming rulers wanted
to build up their own new officialdom, though from the same
landed-gentry stratum, equipped with an entirely different
mindset--the inborn pride of serving the native dynasty.

爲然…或門胄高華 或科第自進 居
三省臺閣…貶逐無虛日 搢紳[文官]
爲之一空 六月…故深疾 搢紳之士

6. Buddhism as the Unifying Ideology: Innovation by Tuoba Wei

言於全忠曰 此輩常自謂淸流 宜投
之黃河 使爲濁流 全忠笑而從之…
時士大夫避亂 多不入朝
62

The rulers of the Five Dynasties had
appointed mostly military men as
Prefects, Grand Administrators, and
Magistrates.

新五代史 卷四十六 雜傳第三十四
郭延魯 天福中 [936-43] 拜單州刺
史 卒于官 當是時 刺史皆以軍功拜
…武夫 爲害不細
舊五代史 卷九十八 晉書二十四 列
傳第十三 安重榮 自梁唐已來 藩候
郡牧 多以勳授 不明治道

Yang Jian was born in a local Buddhist temple in 541. He
was brought up by a nun until the age of twelve. He promoted
Buddhism as the unifying ideology for the Sui empire, presenting
himself as the surrogate of the Buddha. 63 Xiong (1993) notes that
“through his family tradition, Yangdi was exposed to Buddhism at
an early age and considered himself to be a Mahāyāna Buddhist.”
The founding family of the Tang dynasty, Wechsler (1979: 188)
says, “the Li clan, bearer of a strong northern tradition, was
naturally Buddhist.” Although quite a few Han Chinese ministers
seem to have urged Li Yuan to discard Buddhism, contending that
“prior to the era of Five Barbarians, monarchs were sagacious and
ministers loyal because of the absence of profligate Buddhism,”
Tang Gaozu and Taizong consistently supported Buddhism.64
Xuan Zang (玄奘/陳褘 602-64), the most renowned of all
Chinese Buddhist pilgrims, returned to Chang’an in 645 after

living for fifteen years in India, and commenced his great
translation project, supported by lavish imperial subsidies.
Taizong’s enormous interest in Xuan Zang was apparently derived
from his personal devotion.64 Gaozong and the Empress Wu were
both deeply religious. When the empress achieved supreme power
for herself, she established Buddhism as the state religion (in
691).65 Dunnell (1996: 19) explains “how Empress Wu cultivated
Buddhist sources of legitimation for her rule,” and also notes the
“repudiation of Wu Zhao’s reign in Confucian historiography.”
According to Wright (1959: 66-7), Buddhism, “by the
end of the period of disunion, had a wide following among
peasantry and elite in north and south alike. It thus commended
itself to the reunifying dynasty of Sui, and to its successor, the
great Tang, as an instrument for knitting together the two
cultures.” The Sui and Tang emperors “made it a matter of
imperial policy to patronize Buddhist establishments and clergy.”
The Chinese emperors had traditionally tried to attain
the legitimacy of their Mandate (受命而帝) in terms of Confucian
ideology of Virtue (合德). The rulers of conquest dynasties,
including the emperors of Sui and Tang, relied heavily on the
Buddhist ideology of Compassion and Wisdom to enhance their
legitimacy. Wright (1959: 70) states: “For the first two hundred
years of the Tang, Buddhism flourished as never before. …
Buddhist ritual now became an integral part of state and imperial
observances. …The Sui and Tang emperors had … unlike their
Han predecessors, whose position had been rationalized in the
ideas and symbols of native traditions, … relied heavily on an
alien religion to augment the credenda…of their power. …
Buddhism was woven into the very texture of Chinese life and
thought. These centuries were the golden age of…Buddhism.”
Wright (1959: 124) contends that Buddhism could never
have established itself in the Empire of Han.66 Thanks to the
ceaseless efforts of the Xianbei rulers of true piety, however,
Buddhism became the common faith of not only the conquest
elites, but also of all Han Chinese.67 The Buddhist temples
flourished as tax-exempt property-owning institutions, promoting
art, literature, and scholarship. There was a great increase in
charitable works of all kinds, led by Buddhist monks and actively
supported by the government. Buddhism merged into popular
Daoism, old and new Confucianism, and all sorts of folk cults. 68
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Legitimacy in Terms of Buddhist Ideology

63

Wright (1979: 57, 61, 75-7)

資治通鑑 卷一百七十五 陳紀九 宣
帝 太建十三年 [581] 是歲 隋主詔
境內之民 任聽出家 仍令計口出錢
營造經像 於是時俗隨風而靡 民間
佛書 多於六經數十百倍
64

資治通鑑 卷一百九十一 唐紀七

高帝 武德九年 [626] 四月 太史令
傅奕上疏…請除佛灋 曰…言妖…使
不忠不孝..遊食…逃租賦…至於有漢
皆無佛灋 君明信忠…漢明帝 [r.5775] 始立胡神 西域桑門 自傳其灋…

不許中國之人…髠髮…泊于符石 羌
胡亂華 主庸臣侒 政虐祚短…僧尼
徒衆 糜損國家…寺塔…虛費金帛
See Wright (1957).
Wechsler (1979: 180) notes that in 621
and 624, the Chinese “spokesman Fu I
presented memorials to the throne
attacking Buddhism as a foreign and
unwholesome religion…and called on
the emperor to expunge it from China.”
64

Wechsler (1979: 180-1, 219, 235)

65

See Twitchett and Wechsler (1979:

263, 265).

資治通鑑 卷二百四 唐紀二十 則天
順聖皇后 天授二年 [691] 四月…制
以釋敎開革命之階 升於道敎之上
66

資治通鑑 卷九十五 晉紀十七 成

帝 咸康元年[335] 初趙王勒 以天竺
僧…及虎卽位 奉之尤謹…國人化之
率多事佛…爭造寺廟 削髮出家…虎
…下詔 問…等 議曰…佛 外國之神
非天子諸華所應祠奉 漢氏初傳其道
唯聽西域人 立寺都邑 以奉之 漢人
皆不得出家 魏世亦然 今宐禁公卿

Tomb Guardians Display Non-Han Images

以下 毋得詣寺燒香禮拜..虎詔曰 朕
生自邊鄙…君諸夏 至于饗祀 應從
本俗 其夷趙百姓 樂事佛者 特聽之
The rulers of Han and (Cao Cao’s) Wei
dynasties had never encouraged
Buddhism. The “barbarian” rulers,
however, were free from Confucian
prejudice, and even “the bloodthirsty
despot Shi Hu (石虎 r.334-49),” could
unreservedly adopt Buddhism.
67

Wright (1959: 75) notes: “The Sui

and Tang dynasties made a practice of
building battlefield temples …and
endowing perpetual services for the
repose of the souls of the war dead.”
According to Wright (1959: 74), it
worked “as a social cement, binding
together all classes and races in
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Wright (1957) states that the “ideas and institutions of Buddhism
were used…to bring about cultural unity and to sanction the new
Sui hegemony … The Sui dynasty adopted many policies which
are characteristic of the state’s relation to Buddhism throughout
the Tang” and yet the “Confucian historians…regarded Buddhism
as an alien cultural excrescence, and the Buddhist periods of
Chinese history as shameful chapters in the life of a great people.”
Abramson (2003) states that “beginning in the seventh
century, [the traditional tomb guardians] were gradually replaced
by Buddhist protective deities known … as the Four Great
Heavenly Kings (四大天王). They display even more exaggerated
features…of barbarian images …[which was] not only the result
of … the near total acceptance of Buddhism’s extra-Chinese
origins…but also from a growing consciousness of the power
associated with fluid ethnic boundaries and the figure of the
barbarian (ibid: 141-2). … Non-Han troops, mostly with Inner
Asian ethnic origins, were a mainstay of the Tang armies, and
non-Han generals occupied the highest levels of the military. …
[I]t seems logical that images of protective deities would take on
features of their mortal equivalents (ibid: 145).”

common belief and activities. …
Buddhist teachings of compassion and
respect for life should have done much

7. Sui and Tang: Successors to the Xianbei Conquest Dynasties

to moderate the cruel punishments
decreed in Chinese penal code.”
68

Wright (1957: 32-3) states that “The
great clerics were given special
imperial honors and titles. Pu-k’ung
(705-74)…was allowed to go in and

out of the palace on horseback…The
hierarchy of clerical officials developed
on the Northern Wei pattern was a
bureaucracy responsible to the state
for the maintenance of order, propriety,
and conformity among believers, for
the official ordination of monks, and for
the chartering of Buddhist
establishments … Officials and nobles
were munificent patrons of Buddhism.”

Wright (1978: 11) contends that “Whereas [Sui] Wendi
and his son after him could blandly disguise the fact that their
ancestors had partaken of the ‘barbarian’ culture…, Charlemagne
[r.768-814, of the Carolingian Empire, 751-987] could not and
would not disguise his Germanic inheritance, and was restrained
by it…from ‘acting out’ the part of Roman Emperor.” That is,
the Sui-Tang rulers “disguised” their Xianbei inheritance when
“acting out” the part of Chinese Emperor.
The Eastern Turks were subjugated in 630 and Li Shimin
became both the Emperor of China and the “Heavenly Khaghan”
of the nomads (天可汗). He personally led troops in numerous
battles and displayed a profound knowledge of the steppe culture.
Ho (1998: 132) asserts that “the Turks and various steppe people
genuinely believed that [Tang Taizong] was ‘one of them.’ ” 69
Wright and Twitchett (1973: 1) assert that the Tang
rulers “saw their political model” in the great empire of Han, and
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yet admit that “the effects of the intervening Age of Disunion
(c.180-581), when invaders from the steppe displaced the Chinese
from the ancient centers of their culture in North China, were to
be seen in almost every aspect of Tang life.” They (ibid: 25)
further declare that “When the Sui had reunified China, it did so
as the successor to the Northern Dynasties, the series of …
non-Chinese regimes beginning with the Northern Wei…
The Wei had already formulated what were to become the basic
military, financial, and administrative policies adopted by…the Sui
and the Tang.” Although the Sui-Tang founders extensively
codified the law and administrative system, they were “neither
revolutionary nor innovative (ibid: 29).” Rather, they were simply
“the perfected end-product of centuries of development” under
the Xianbei conquest dynasties.
“The fundamental tension in Tang administrative
history,” Wright and Twitchett (1973: 31) write, “arose from the
fact that the institutions inherited from the relatively backward
Northern Dynasties were now called upon to deal with a far more
highly developed social situation [of unified mainland China].” 70
Chinese historians almost always mention the aristocratic
Tang empire together with the socially mobile Han Chinese Song
state. In the Tang-Song package of dynasties, the first is praised,
in the words of Wang (1963: 1), “as a period of vigorous growth
and brilliant achievements and the second as one of literary and
artistic maturity.” Franke and Twitchett (1994: 23) even declare
that Tang was a “purely Chinese state,” and then praise the Song
dynasty for its feats of “reunification (ibid: 11).” Rowe (2009: 2)
lines up Tang poetry, Song painting, and Ming porcelain in the
same breath. 71 Only by making Tang the paragon of Han
Chinese dynasties, can they uphold the traditional view of Chinese
imperial history as governed by a series of the Han Chinese ruling
houses “punctuated by alien ones,” pretending that the conquest
dynasties were simply the “barbarian interludes in Chinese
history.” If the Sui and Tang dynasties were ever classified as nonChinese, then Chinese imperial history would become dynasties
governed by a series of alien ruling houses “punctuated by native
ones.” The Song and Ming dynasties would then have to be
considered merely the “native interludes in Chinese dynastic
history.”

Native Interlude in Chinese Dynastic History

69

In 647, Li Shimin could assert that

“From the old days, everybody
honored Central China and looked
down upon the Barbarians; only I have
loved them without any distinction; and
hence these tribes depend on me as
parents.”

資治通鑑 卷一百九十三 唐紀九 太
宗 貞觀四年[630] 三月...稱天可汗
資治通鑑 卷一百九十八 唐紀十四
太宗 貞觀二十一年 [647] 五月 自
古 皆貴中華賤夷狄 朕獨愛之如一
故其種落 皆依朕如父母
Abramson (2003: 126) quotes Su
Mian’s (蘇冕) Tang Huiyao (唐會要):
“Taizong unsuccessfully tried to
popularize a new type of hat to replace
the futou [the traditional Han Chinese
cloth head-covering], arguing that the
latter emblematized the militarism of the
reign of the Emperor Wudi of the
Northern Zhou (北周 武帝 r.560-78).”
70

For instance, the Equal Field system

was “developed…in a situation of
underpopulation [but] now had to be
employed in many regions to ensure an
equitable distribution of land that was in
short supply. …The…tax …made no
attempt to derive revenue from the nonagricultural sectors (ibid: 31).”
71

Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 463) call

Tang, Song, and Ming “essentially
Chinese dynasties.” Kuhn (2009: 278)
lines up Han-Tang-Song as “the three
major early Chinese dynasties in the
first millennium.”
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Rise and Fall of East Asian Dynasties

Location of Koguryeo Mountain Fortresses 資治通鑑 卷一百九十八

唐紀十四 太宗 貞觀二十一年 [647] “高麗依山爲城 攻之不可猝拔”

Koguryeo tomb paintings (top) Sam-silKoguryeo Paek-am Fortress (at Taizihe River 太子河 白巖城 雉)

chong, Ji’an 集安 三室塚; (bottom)

Northwestern Front View Length: 2 km; Height: 6-8 m. Northeast of Liaoyang

Deok-heung-ri tomb of Zhen (遼東太守

大兄 鎭 331-408) 南浦 德興里.

Mural of Tang Honor Guards from the
tomb of Princess Changle (太宗長孫皇

后所生 長樂公主 下嫁長孫無忌之
子 沖) dated 643. Liquan, Shaanxi
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Unified China and Yemaek Kingdoms

CHAPTER EIGHT

UNIFIED MAINLAND CHINA AND THE YEMAEK KINGDOMS
As an heir to the Xianbei conquest dynasties, Sui Wendi
conquered South China, clearing the ground for his cousin, Li Yuan, to
commence the Tang dynasty with a unified mainland China. Eastern
Turks were subservient to Sui, and then subjugated by Tang by 630.
The Yemaek Koguryeo co-opted the Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus
in eastern Manchuria c.400 CE. Northern Wei had maintained peaceful
coexistence with Koguryeo, but the Sui-Tang rulers of Xianbei
8.1. Kingship in Silla (57 BCE-935 CE)

provenance made war on this macro-Tungusic state, generating a

had alternated among the Pak-Seok-

diastrophism. The recorded number of combat troops mobilized by

Kim clans but was monopolized by the

Yang Guang for the war against Koguryeo was more than twice as

King Naemul’s (r.356-402) Kim clan.

large as the number of soldiers mobilized to conquer South China.

King Jin-heung (r.540-76) occupied the

After each defeat, the conquest of Koguryeo became a greater

Han River area in 551, acquiring a

obsession of the Sui rulers. Every campaign, however, ended so

gateway to Tang; conquered Great

disastrously that before long the war-exhausted Sui Empire crumbled.

Kaya in 562; and advanced Silla’s

Tang was saved from reenacting the fate of Sui only by the Taizong’s

frontiers into the Ham-heung plain in

timely death in 649. Empress Wu, in alliance with the Silla, was able to

the northeast. According to the Hanshu,

conquer Paekche in 660 and Koguryeo in 668, but fighting against the

Wudi of Han (r.140-87 BCE) launched

Silla began in 671, and the Tang army was expelled from the Korean

an attack on the eastern Xiongnu in 121

Peninsula by 676. The Tibetans defeated a large Tang army in 678.

BCE, and captured the gold statue that

There emerged the Second Eastern Turkic Empire in 682 and also a

had been sculpted and used for the

full-fledged macro-Tungusic Parhae in 698. The Tang were expelled

Rites to Heaven by the Xiongnu king,

from the Liao River basin by the mid-eighth century, retreating behind

Xiu-tu. Ri-di (Il-je in Korean), the crown
prince, killed his father and surrendered

the Great Wall.
Tang was neither powerful for long, nor long-lived. Sui had

to Han Wudi who made him Tu-Hou in

lasted 37 years. The “barbarian” vigor of Tang lasted only 31 years,

appreciation of his military exploits in

until 649, and the imperial power was taken over by Wu Zetian by 660.

suppressing a rebellion. Since the

Empress Wu ruled China, first through Gaozong, then through her

Xiongnu king, Xiu-tu, used to make gold

young sons, and finally as empress of a new dynasty. It was the

statues for the Rites to Heaven, Wudi

Xianbei tradition of actively managing women in the Sui-Tang court,

bestowed the surname Jin (Kim,

coupled with alien Buddhist ideology, that enabled Wu Zetian to make

implying gold) upon Ri-di.

herself Empress of Zhou. After the early 8th century, the polarization of

漢書 卷六十八 金日磾傳 第三十八

land ownership destroyed the Equal Field system and hence the

金日磾 [134-86 BCE] ...本匈奴 休屠

foundation of fubing. Its territory being divided into a number of de-

王太子也 武帝元狩 [121-7 BCE]中...

facto independent states under military governors, Tang went into a

擊匈奴右地 虜獲休屠王祭天金人...

coma after the An Lushan rebellion (755-63), apparently died in the

日磾以父不降見殺...俱沒入官...時年

Huang Chao rebellion (875-84), and was officially buried in 907 by Zhu

十四矣..武帝封日磾爲秺候...七世內

Wen, a Han Chinese general of peasant-rebel origin.
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1. Sui Unifies China as the Successor to Conquest Dynasties

Unification: Sui Conquers South China

侍...本以休屠作金人爲祭天主故因賜
姓金氏云

The Rouran Empire (402-552) was superseded by the
Eastern Turkic Empire. The Turks established two vast empires
by the late sixth century. The seat of the eastern Turkic rulers
with the imperial title of Khaghan remained on the upper Orkhon
(553-630), near the future Karakorum, while the western Turkic
rulers with the lower title Yabghu (葉護) stretched their empire
(576-657) from the great Altai to Persia and the Caspian Sea. 1 As
mainland China was unifying under the Sui dynasty (581-618),
there arose the Turkish confederacy along the Eurasian steppes.
Fusing the mobile striking power of the Xianbei cavalry
forces into the massive territorially administered soldiery (fubing)
instituted by Yuwen Tai in 550, Yang Jian (Sui Wendi) commenced
the great task of unification. General Yang Su (楊素 d.606) began
to build a large number of battle ships in Sichuan to swoop down
the Yangzi River, with a navy (舟師), through the Three Gorges
(三峽). By late 588, the 518,000-man Sui army was positioned on
the north side of the Yangzi, from Sichuan to the sea. The
invasion of the south was launched in January 589, immediately
capturing Jiankang (建康 modern Nanjing) and the Chen
emperor. Yang Guang (楊廣 Sui Yangdi b.569/r.604-18), the
twenty-one-year-old commander de jure of the Southern
expedition, let the captured Chen ruler write letters instructing his
upriver commanders to surrender. The court nobles and ranking
officials of Chen yielded quickly, but extremely violent anti-Sui
rebellions led by the native southern magnates broke out in 590.
Graff states: the Sui “have challenged the time-honored privileges
of the southern magnates, which would have included…
immunity from taxation and the ability to conceal families of
tenants and retainers from the state authorities with impunity.”2
Yang Jian let general Yang Su crush the rebels. Xiong
(2006: 18) says that “Yang Su, notorious for his cruelty, was a
perfect match for the rebels.” Carrying on the campaign into
Zhejiang, and dispatching one of his generals into the
mountainous coastal regions further to the south, Yang Su could
quickly put an end to the rebellions before the end of the year
590. Jiankang, the home of the émigré Han Chinese regime from
317 on, was razed to the ground and the land returned to
agricultural use. Yang Jian let his son, Guang, assume the task of

The epitaph for King Mun-mu (r.661-82)
of Silla states that he was a descendant
of “Tu-Hou, the Rites to Heaven.”

國新羅文武王陵之碑...我新□□君
靈源自□繼昌基於火官之后峻構方
隆由是克□□枝載生英異秺侯祭天
之胤傳七葉以□焉
大唐[新羅人]故金氏夫人墓銘..太上
天子..少昊氏金天卽吾宗…遠祖□日
磾...仕武帝…拜侍中…封秺亭矦自秺
亭已降七葉..避…故吾宗遠異於遼東
陝西省西安郭家灘 西安碑林博物館
The epitaph of a Silla lady (833-64)
excavated at Xi’an reads that her
remote ancestor was Jin Ri-di (Kim Ilje) whose descendants, for some
reason, later escaped to Liaodong.
Some Korean historians speculate that
they eventually came down through the
Korean Peninsula to join the founders
[Pak-Seok clans] of the Silla dynasty.
1

See Grousset (1970: 61, 67-72, 193).

According to Xu (2005: 179, 182), the
Rouran were “gradually incorporated
into the Shiwei tribal complex” after
552, and the Tartar might be “the other
name of some Shiwei tribes.” The
existence of numerous Turkic
loanwords in Mongolic suggests that
there were periods when the linguistic
ancestors of the Mongols were
dominated by a Turkic population with
massive cultural and political power,
and vice versa. In contrast to Mongolic,
the Tungusic shows very few lexical
parallels with Turkic. See Janhunen
(1996: 172, 183, 186).

Tang Inherits the Unified Mainland China

2

Graff (2002: 132, 135) On the eve of

the Six Garrisons revolt, Northern Wei
had a registered population of some 5
million households and 32 million
individuals, while Chen at the time of its
downfall had a registered population of
only 0.5 million households and 2
million individuals: “The southern rulers
did not have full access to this
population for purposes of tax and
corvée because so many people were
sheltered as the tenants or dependants
of powerful families (ibid: 127).”

資治通鑑 卷一百七十六 陳紀十 長
城公十月…凡…兵五十一萬八千 皆
受晉王(廣)節度 東接滄海 西距巴
蜀..十二月…隋軍臨江…我有…量其
甲士 不過十萬
資治通鑑 卷一百七十七 隋紀一 文
帝 晉王廣帥大軍…建康甲士 尙十
餘萬人…晉王廣命陳叔寶 手書招上
江諸將…以楊素爲行軍總管 以討之
3

See Graff (2002: 135), Wright (1978:

142-56), and Xiong (2006: 17-20, 25).

隋書卷四十八 列傳第十三 楊素…
祖暄 魏輔國將軍…父敷 周汾州刺
史…武帝[560-78]親總萬機…平齊之
役…每戰有功…宣帝卽位 [578]…進
位柱國…先是 素數進取陳之計…大
擧伐陳…聚三硤…素親率…陳主遣..
皆懼而退走 巴陵以東 無敢守者…
至漢口…及還 拜荊州總管…以其子
玄感爲儀同…江南人…聚衆爲亂...以
素爲行軍總管 帥衆討之
4

資治通鑑 卷一百七十六 陳紀十

至德四年…冬十月…隋主每旦臨朝
日昃不倦 卷一百七十七 隋紀一 開
皇十年 四月…上性情忌…有過失…
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pacifying the vast southern hinterland. Yang Guang returned
north ten years later, in 600, as the officially appointed heir
apparent, in place of his elder brother, the deposed crown prince.3
Yang Guang, marrying a royal princess of a southern dynasty (梁
明帝之女), had ruled the newly conquered south for a decade (at
Jiangdu 江都), according to Twitchett (1979: 6), “by liberal and
imaginative policies which achieved the allegiance of the southern
ruling class,” and hence cleared the ground for his cousin, Li
Yuan, to commence a dynasty with a unified mainland China.
The founder of the Sui Empire, in the account of the
Zizhi Tongjian, toiled in the court everyday from early in the
morning till after the sunset, administering the details and beatings
upon all sorts of offenders with sticks, in person and in open
court, and often as many as 4 times a day. 4
Sui Wendi, Wechsler (1974: 9-11) notes, tried his best to
“weld together the highly heterogeneous peoples” and unite “the
many disparate political, ethnic, and cultural groups that had
developed during the Period of Disunion.” A new capital on a
grand scale exceeding 30 square miles was constructed on the site
of modern Xi’an. The Great Wall was repaired, rebuilt, and
extended. Sui produced a new legal code and rationalized the local
government system in 607.
Until the Sui time, transportation in mainland China had
been carried on within natural regional compartments such as the
Wei River valley in Guanzhong, the lower Yellow River valley, the
wide valley of the Huai, and the lower Yangzi. After unification,
Yang Guang joined the regional canal networks with the northsouth Grand Canal system (in 605-9), integrating North China,
the military-political heart, with South China, the fertile
agricultural heart. First of all, in order to facilitate the
transportion between Chang’an (長安/大興城) and the rest of
mainland China, the 300-li Guangtong Canal (廣通渠) to
Tong’guan (潼關) in the east was constructed in 584 in order to
replace transportation via the Wei River which was often silted
and dried up. In 605, mobilizing one million men, the Tongji
Canal (通濟渠) was constructed to connect the Yellow River with
the Huai River and, mobilizing some 100,000 men, the canal was
further extended to connect the Huai River with the Yangzi River.
Hangzhou was the southern terminus of the Grand Canal. 5
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Koguryeo Becomes Macro-Tungusic State

每於殿庭捶人 一日之中或至數四

2. A Proto-Macro-Tungusic State in Manchuria: Koguryeo
5

In preparation for a full-scale attack

THE SUSHEN-YILOU WERE THE SUBJECT OF PUYEO

on Koguryeo, Yangdi mobilized one

The Dongyi-zhuan in the Weishu of Sanguozhi gives a brief
description of the Yilou as of the 3rd century CE. The Yilou are
the descendants of Sushen people [and the ancestors of the
Mohe-Nüzhen people]. Yilou is located in the mountainous forest
region northeast of Puyeo that reaches the ocean. They look
similar to the Puyeo people, but their language is different from
that of Puyeo and Koguryeo. They produce grains, cows, horses,
and hemp. Each village has a chieftain, but as a people, they do
not have a king. They raise pigs for food, use skin for clothes, and
grease their bodies with fats in winter for protection against wind
and cold. They use long bows which are as powerful as
crossbows, apply poison on (blue) stone arrowheads, and shoot
arrows with deadly accurate marksmanship. They were the
subjects of Puyeo since the time of the Han dynasty. As the
Puyeo exacted heavy taxes and corvée, the Yilou rebelled in 220-6.
The Puyeo made quite a few punitive expeditions against the
Yilou, but could not subjugate them because, though the Yilou
were small in number, they dwelt in extremely rugged forests
difficult to penetrate.6
The records of the Dongyi-zhuan are brief but give a
rather clear idea of the ancient relationship between the Yemaek
people in central Manchuria and the Mohe-Nüzhen people of
eastern Manchuria.

million men and women (for the first
time) in 608 and constructed the Yongji
Canal (永濟渠) that joined the Yellow
River near Liyang (黎陽) with its
northwestern terminus at Zhuojun (涿

郡) -- the modern Beijing area.
6

三國志 魏書 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 挹

婁傳 在夫餘東北…濱大海 ... 其人形
似夫餘 言語不與夫餘句麗同 人多
勇力 無大君長 邑落各有大人 處山
林之間 其俗好養豬 … 其弓長四尺
力如弩 … 古之肅愼氏之國也 … 善射
射人皆入 ... 自漢以來臣屬夫餘 夫餘
責其租賦重 以黃初中叛之 [220-26]
夫餘數伐之 其人衆雖少 所在山險
鄰國人畏其弓矢 卒不能服
7

According to the Zizhi Tongjian, the

Koguryeo were roundly beaten by the
Murong Huang in November 342. They
were able to attack the Murong in June
385 to seize the Liaodong and Xuantu
commanderies by defeating the Later

KOGURYEO BECOMES A PROTO-MACRO-TUNGUSIC STATE

Yan forces, but were forced once again

By the turn of the fifth century, King Kwang-gae-to
(r.391-412) of Koguryeo decimated the Paekche army (in 395),
conquered Liaodong (c.392-9), and subjugated the Sushen people
(in 398). 7 Owing to the great military exploits of Kwang-gae-to,
Koguryeo ruled the Mohe tribes in eastern Manchuria including
the Blackwater-Mohe. As a result, there appear in various dynastic
chronicles rather conspicuous records of the Mohe soldiers
fighting for Koguryeo until the very last minute of its existence. 8
In the Samguk-sagi, there appear 6 records of Mohe
soldiers being mobilized to fight for Koguryeo. King Chang-su
(r.413-91), in personal command of 10,000 Mohe soldiers,

back to the Korean Peninsula by
November of the same year.

資治通鑑 卷九十七 晉紀十九 咸康
八年 [342] 十月 燕王皝 遷都龍城
十一月 皝自將勁兵四萬…以伐高句
麗…毁丸都城以還
資治通鑑 卷一百六 晉紀二十八 太
元十年 [385] 五月…燕王[慕容]垂
至常山…命帶方王[慕容]佐鎭龍城
六月 高句麗寇遼東 佐遣…將兵救
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Unified Mainland Confronts Koguryeo

之 爲高句麗所敗 高句麗遂陷遼東
玄莵…十一月…慕容農至龍城…將
步騎三萬…進擊高句麗 復遼東玄莵
8

廣開土大王碑文 八年 戊戌 [398]

敎遣偏師 觀息愼土俗 因使抄得...城
..男女三百餘人 自此以來 朝貢論事
金史 卷一 本紀第一 世紀 金之先
出靺鞨氏 靺鞨本號勿吉 古肅愼地
也 元魏時 勿吉有七部 曰粟末部…
曰黑水部 …唐初 有黑水靺鞨 粟末
靺鞨 其五部無聞 粟末靺鞨始附高
麗 姓大氏 李勣破高麗 粟末靺鞨保
東牟山 後爲渤海…黑水靺鞨居肅愼
地…亦附于高麗

嘗以兵十五萬衆助

captured a Silla province in 468; King Munja-myung (r.491-519)
sent a general with Mohe soldiers in 507 to attack Paekche; King
Yung-yang (r.590-618) personally led 10,000 Mohe soldiers and
attacked Liaoxi in 598; King Bo-jang (r.642-668) sent a general to
relieve the An-shi Fortress in command of a 150,000-man
Koguryeo-Mohe army in 645; the Koguryeo army, together with
the Mohe and Paekche soldiers, attacked Silla in 655; and King
Bo-jang sent a general in command of the Mohe soldiers to attack
a Silla castle in 661.9
According to the History of Jin, “150,000 BlackwaterMohe soldiers” fought on the side of Koguryeo against the Tang
Taizong’s army at the An-shi Fortress in 645. The Old History of
Tang records that 150,000 Koguryeo and Mohe soldiers came to
rescue the An-shi Fortress, and reports that Taizong buried alive
the captured Mohe soldiers, some 3,300 in number.10

高麗拒唐太宗 敗于安市
9

三國史記 高句麗本紀 長壽王 五

3. Unified Mainland China Confronts Macro-Tungusic Koguryeo

十六年 (468) 王以靺鞨兵一萬 攻取
新羅悉直州

SUI PERISHED BY DISASTROUS CAMPAIGNS AGAINST KOGURYEO

There appear 32 records of Paekche
battles against the Mohe soldiers in the
Paekche Pon-gi, and 23 records of Silla
battles against the Mohe soldiers in the
Silla Pon-gi of Samguk-sagi.
10

11

See sidenote 20.

See Barfield (1989: 136-8) and Graff
(2002: 143).

12

隋書 卷八十一 列傳第四十六 東

夷 高麗 開皇十八年 [598] 元率靺
鞨之衆萬餘騎寇遼西 榮州總管韋沖
擊走之 高祖聞而大怒…總水陸討之
…復遇疾疫…罷兵…大業七年 [611]
…車駕渡遼水 上營於遼東城…班師
…九年 帝復親征之…會楊玄感作亂
…十年 又發天下兵…至遼水…更圖
後擧 會天下大亂 遂不克復行

The Eastern Turks remained subservient to Sui during
597-615 as a consequence of the Wendi’s cunning promotion and
exploitation of splits within the Turkish leadership. By simply
manipulating intrigues, Yang Jian could split Turkic power,
eliminate refractory khans, and bring the remaining khans to
suzerainty.11 The Sui army occupied the area of modern Hanoi in
602, and invaded Champa around the area of modern Da’nang in
605. But this new dynasty was destined to perish in four decades
as a result of disastrous campaigns against the Yemaek people
who had established a proto-macro-Tungusic state in Manchuria.
Twitchett (1979: 7) declares: “a series of costly and abortive
expeditions against Koguryeo produced widespread disorders,
which destroyed Sui power.”
Koguryeo, just like Chosun in the time of Han, occupied
Manchuria east of the Liao River as well as the northern part of
the Korean Peninsula, with its capital located at Pyung-yang. In the
Sui period, Franke and Twitchett (1994: 4) state, “only one of
China’s neighbors, Koguryeo in northern Korea and southern
Manchuria, had any claim to be a ‘state’ with a mainly sedentary
population and stable institutions. All other border peoples, from
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Yunnan to the border of Hopei, were tribal peoples, many of
them living a seminomadic life without any permanent large-scale
structures of government.” Yang Jian, Xiong (2006: 20-1) notes,
seeing that “Koguryeo was becoming a dominant power in
Manchuria,” sent an intimidating letter to the ruler of Koguryeo,
chastising him “for expelling the Mohe and encircling the Qidan.”
Koguryeo was the first to open hostilities against the Sui.
According to the Suishu and Samguk-sagi, King Yung-yang (r.590618) of Koguryeo, leading a ten-thousand-strong army of Mohe
cavalrymen, invaded Yingzhou (modern Chaoyang) in early 598
and “triggered a violent response from Wendi.”12
Yang Jian mobilized the army and navy, appointed his
youngest son, Prince Liang, as the Chief Commander, and then
launched a full-scale expedition against Koguryeo on February 4,
598. The 300,000-strong army, however, first had difficulties with
food supplies, and then was caught in the usual heavy summer
rain that turned roads to mire. The Sui army suffered an epidemic
and food shortages, while its navy was destroyed in a violent
windstorm. The Sui army was withdrawn at the end of
September. Fewer than 20 percent of them returned home from
this expedition.
Yang Guang (Yangdi r.604-18), the second Sui emperor,
looked upon the eastern Turks as important allies. In 605, he
dispatched 20,000 Turks to destroy the Qidans, and threatened the
Koguryeo with an attack by the Turks if they did not submit to
his rule. When Yangdi visited the Turkish headquarters in 607,
however, the Khaghan was found negotiating with envoys from
Koguryeo.13 When Yangdi later attacked Koguryeo expecting
Turkish support, the Turks failed to appear.
Yangdi hastened the extension of the Grand Canal from
Hangzhou to the Luoyang region (Banzhu) in the northwest, and
then to the region of Beijing (Zhuo).13 Special war taxes were
levied on the rich in 610. The largest force in history, said to
number 1,133,800 combat troops and almost twice that number
of corvée labors for logistical support, was assembled at Zhuojun,
just south of modern Beijing. The Zizhi Tongjian further counts
10,000 watermen on 300 vessels, 30,000 javelin-men, 30,000
crossbowmen, 50,000 carts to transport clothing, armor and tents,
and 600,000 men to push wheelbarrows. The recorded manpower
mobilized by Yang Guang seems to have amounted to nearly

Yangdi Defeated in War against Koguryeo

13

三國史記 高句麗本紀 第八 嬰陽

王 九年 王率靺鞨之衆萬餘 侵遼西
…隋文帝聞而大怒

命…將水陸三十

萬來伐…軍中乏食 復遇疾疫 師還
死者十八九 十八年 初煬帝之幸啓
民帳也 我使者在啓民所...與之見帝
…帝…宣旨曰…苟或不朝…往巡彼土
…啓民突厥可汗也
14

隋書 卷四 帝紀第五 煬帝下 大

業八年 [612] 春正月 大軍集于涿郡
…左第一軍…第十二軍… 右第一軍
…第十二軍 …凡此衆軍…總集平壤
…百戰百勝之雄… 總一百一十三萬
三千八百人 號二百萬 其餽運者倍之
癸未

第一軍發

終四十日…九年

[613] 春正月 徵天下兵 募民爲驍果

集于涿郡…二月…復宇文述等官爵..
四月 車駕渡遼…六月 禮部尙書楊
玄感反於黎陽…上班師 高麗犯後軍
…十年 [614]

二月

詔百僚議伐高

麗 數日無敢言者…行幸涿郡…班師
According to Graff (2002: 127), on the
eve of the Six Garrisons revolt, Tuoba
Wei had a registered population of
approximately 5 million households and
32 million individuals. The Samguk-saki
records that Koguryeo had 0.69 million
households at its downfall. We may
infer from this figure that approximately
4.4 million individuals had inhabited the
Koguryeo’s domain of central and
eastern Manchuria and northern part of
Korean Peninsula by the 7th century.

資治通鑑 卷一百八十一 隋紀五 煬
帝 大業七年 [611] 討高麗…發江淮
以南水手一萬人 弩手三萬人 嶺南
排鑹手三萬人..勅河南淮南江南造戎
車五萬乘…供載衣甲幔幕 令兵士自

War-Exhausted Sui Empire Crumbles

挽之…發江淮以南民夫及船運… 諸
倉米至涿郡…又發鹿車夫六十餘萬
15

See Lee (1984: 47).

資治通鑑 卷一百八十一 隋紀五 煬
帝 大業七年 六月 來護兒 帥江淮
水軍…進入自浿水…簡精甲四萬 直
造城下…大敗…還者不過數千人…
宇文述…七月 至薩水 軍半濟 高麗
自後擊…凡三十萬五千 及還…唯二
千七百人…帝大怒 鎖繫述等…引還
16

See Wright (1979: 143-149).

17

See Wechsler (1974: 14-6).

資治通鑑 卷一百八十二 隋紀六 煬
帝 大業九年 [613] 八月 遣…李淵
…爲留守 關右十三郡兵 皆受徵發
18

The Turco-Tibetan leaders were

incorporated into the imperial family
system by the bestowal of the imperial
surname, marriage with princesses,
and assimilation of future leaders as
hostage princes at the Tang court. See
Franke and Twitchett (1994: 8, 14).
19

See Barfield (1989: 140, 142).
20

See Graff (2002: 196-7).

舊唐書 卷三 本紀第三 太宗下 貞
觀十八年…李勣爲遼東道行軍總管..
發天下甲士 召募十萬 並趣平壤 以
伐高麗…十九年 [645] 春二月 上親
統六軍發洛陽…五月 車駕渡遼 上
親率鐵騎與李勣圍遼東城 因烈風發
火弩 斯須城上屋及樓皆盡 麾戰士
令登 乃發之 六月 師至安市城 高
麗…師兵十五萬來援...秋七月
進軍攻…不克 乃班師

李勣
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three-quarters of the total estimated number of Tugusic people in
Koguryeo’s domain (4.4 million) at that time.14
The recorded number of combat troops mobilized for
the war against Koguryeo was more than twice as large as the
number of soldiers mobilized by Yang Jian to conquer South
China (said to number 518,000) in 589 that was personally led by
the then twenty-one-year-old Yang Guang. According to Xiong
(2006: 57), the total number of soldiers under arms in the fubing
system at that time was estimated at about 600,000. An
expeditionary army almost twice its size must therefore have
included a large number of poorly trained recruits, which could
only serve to weaken the combat effectiveness of the Sui forces.
The new recruits must have consisted mostly of Han Chinese
peasants (called up for temporary service as an extension of
corvée obligation) from those regions that did not have the fubing
headquarters, i.e., the eastern plain and the south.
Yang Guang ordered his army to begin their march
eastward on February 8, 612. Unlike the Han Chinese emperors,
Yangdi led his army in person. The Kogureyo fortresses along the
east bank of the Liao River held out against the Sui army until the
late summer rains made military operations impossible. The
40,000-man naval force from South China that had launched a
direct attack on Pyung-yang was annihilated. When Yangdi failed
to take Liaodong Fortress (modern Liaoyang), he had let a third
of his forces, some 300,000 strong led by Yuwen Shu (宇文述
d.616) and Yuwen Zhong (宇文仲 d.612), strike directly at Pyungyang. But the Sui army was lured into a trap by General Ulchi
Mun-deok and suffered a calamitous defeat at the Sal-su (Cheongcheon River). It is recorded that only 2,700 of the 300,000 Sui
soldiers who had crossed the Yalu River survived to find their way
back. Yang Guang had to lift the siege of Liaodong Fortress and
return to Luoyang.15
On April 27, 613, Sui Yangdi again crossed the Liao
River, but in the midst of the campaign, word reached Yangdi of
the revolt by Yang Xuan’gan (楊玄感 d.August 613), the Duke of
Chu (楚), president of the Board of Ritual (禮部尙書), and son of
the great Sui general Yang Su (d.606). He had been stationed at
Liyang (where the Yongji Canal joined the Yellow River to be
connected to the Tongji Canal) to supervise the transport of
supplies. On June 28, 613, Yangdi had to return with his army.
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The Sui army crossed the Liao River a third time in 614, but again
the fortresses along the river held. He ordered the armies to stand
by for a fourth expedition in 615, but by this time the country was
seething with rebellion.
After each defeat, the conquest of Koguryeo became a
greater obsession of Yang Guang. Every campaign, however,
ended so disastrously that before long the war-exhausted empire
crumbled.16 Sui Yangdi should have pondered the reason why the
Tuoba-Xianbei Northern Wei (386-534) had maintained a peaceful
coexistence with the macro-Tungusic Koguryeo.

Tang Replaces Sui, Confronts Koguryeo

舊唐書 卷一百九十九上 列傳第一
百四十九上 高麗…西北渡遼水至于
榮州…貞觀十九年…李勣...率步騎六
萬…太宗親御六軍以會之… 夏四月
李勣軍渡遼 進攻蓋牟城 拔之 獲生
口二萬…功沙卑城 拔之 虜其男女
八千口…進軍於遼東城...國內及新城
步騎四萬來援遼東…帝渡遼水...見士
卒負擔以塡塹者…親於馬上持之...燒
死者萬餘人 俘其勝兵萬餘口...師次
白崖城…其城因山臨水 四面險絶…
乃悉降…獲士女一萬 勝兵二千四百

4. Tang Replaces Sui and Also Confronts Koguryeo

…車駕進次安市城...高惠貞率高麗靺

鞨之衆十五萬來援安市城..收靺鞨三

In 613, during the Yang Guang’s second campaign
against Koguryeo, Li Yuan was put in charge of transporting
provisions at the Huaiyuan garrison in modern Liaoning province.
When the Yang Xuan’gan’s revolt erupted in June 613, Yangdi
(Yang Guang) appointed Li Yuan as commander of the GansuShaanxi area (關右) to repel the rebels by mobilizing all armies
under his command. In 616, he was awarded the post of
Commander (留守) of Taiyuan, which was the site of his nominal
fief, Duke of Tang. Li Yuan, at the age of fifty-one, struck a deal
with the Turkish khaghan, led 30,000-man troops out of Taiyuan
on July 5, 617 with his eldest son, Jiancheng (who was later
appointed heir apparent), and the second son, 19-year-old Shimin
(who had masterminded the revolt, later murdered his elder
brother, and forced his father to abdicate), and occupied Chang’an
on November 9, 617.17 At that time, Yangdi was on an inspection
tour at the Huai-Yangzi area. Li Yuan took the throne himself as
the first emperor of the Tang dynasty on May 20, 618, and the
whole of mainland China was pacified ten years later, by 628.
Barfield (1989: 141) notes that Li Shimin was a “master
of strategic retreat, letting larger armies exhaust themselves before
he attacked. He personally led troops in battle and had four
mounts shot from under him. He enshrined these horses in stone,
with an accurate rendering of each horse’s physical traits,
including the number of arrow wounds. Such concern with detail
about horses and battles was characteristic of steppe leaders.”
Shimin was adept at the game of steppe politics, displaying a

千三百 盡坑之…不能克…班師
資治通鑑 卷一百九十七 唐紀十三
太宗 貞觀十八年 十一月…帥江淮
嶺峽兵四萬 長安洛陽募士三千 戰
艦五百艘 自萊州 泛海 趨平壤…李
世勣爲遼東道行軍大總管 師步騎六
萬 及蘭河二州降胡 趣遼東...十九年
四月…拔蓋牟城 獲二萬餘口…襲卑
沙城…獲男女八千口…五月..攻遼東
城..所殺萬餘人 得勝兵萬餘人 男女
四萬口…六月..攻白巖城…得城中男
女萬餘口…車駕…至安市城…八月
…築山晝夜不息 凡六旬…勅班師…
21

See Lee (1984: 48).

22

舊唐書 卷一百九十九上 列傳 第

一百四十九 渤海靺鞨 史臣曰 隋煬
帝 縱欲無厭 興兵遼左…遂亡其國
我太宗文皇帝 親馭戎輅 東征高麗
雖有成功 所損亦甚…悔於出師…夷
狄之國 猶石田也 得之無益 失之何
傷 必務求虛名 以勞有用 但當修文
德以來之 被聲敎以服之 擇信以撫
之 謹邊備以防之 使重譯來庭
海入貢 玆庶得其道也

航
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Taizong Defeated in War against Koguryeo

23

資治通鑑 卷二百 唐紀十六 高宗

profound knowledge of steppe culture and nomad battle tactics. 18

顯慶二年 [657]…五月…請隔日視事
許之…四年 八月 自是 政歸中宮矣
Wu Zetian (武則天/武曌 624-705)
was “the daughter of Wu Shihuo [who]
was a member of a locally prominent
clan in Taiyuan [and] a gifted military
strategist … [W]hen Gaozu raised his
rebellion, he was given a staff position
… For his services … he was given a
dukedom, and Gaozu showed him
exceptional favor by selecting a second
wife for him from a collateral line of the
Yang, the Sui royal family. Wu Zhao
was born of this union” at Xi’an;
became a concubine of Taizong in 637;
concubine of Gaozong in 654; and then
empress on October 19, 655. See
Twitchett and Wechsler (1979: 245-6)

舊唐書 卷六 本紀第六 則天皇后…
幷州文水人也 父士彟

隋大業末爲

鷹揚府隊正 高祖行軍於汾 晉 每休
止其家 義旗初起 從平京城 貞觀中
累遷工部尙書 荊州都督
舊唐書 卷五十八 列傳 第八 武士
彟 家富於財…爲太原留守…勸高祖
擧兵 自進兵書及符瑞…及義兵將起
…以士彟爲大將軍…不預知
The sixth generation ancestor (洽) of
Wu Shihuo was a Northern Wei general
(平北將軍) who had settled in the
Wenshui area. Wu Shihuo’s great
grandfather (居常) was a general (鎭原

將軍) of Northern Qi; his grandfather
(儉) held a military post of Northern
Zhou; and his father (華) was an official
of Sui. 趙文潤, 王雙懷, 武則天評

傳, 西安: 三秦出版社, 2000.
24

See Skaff (2009: 183-4).

LI SHIMIN DEFEATED BY THE MACRO-TUNGUSIC KOGURYEO

As an heir to the Tuoba-Xianbei conquerors, Li Shimin
was able to rule both the steppe and mainland China. Turkish
tribes either went over to Tang or fled west. The Eastern Turks
under the Tang banner expanded Tang’s border deep into Central
Asia, extending Tang’s direct authority to Pamirs by 648. A Tang
army decimated the Western Turks in 657, and extended Tang
authority to the northeastern border of Persia.19 As far as the
“Eastern Barbarians” were concerned, however, it was an entirely
different story. Taizong, just like the Sui emperors, experienced
humiliating defeats in the battles against Koguryeo.
In 644, the Tang forces were sent to probe the Koguryeo
defenses in Liaodong. In the spring of 645, Li Shimin reached the
front and the invasion began. Once again, and unlike the Han
Chinese emperors, Taizong led his army in person. The Tang
army numbered no more than 113,000 combat troops because Li
Shimin did not want to repeat the mistake of Sui Yangdi: bringing
more men than could be fed.20
The army led by Taizong and general Li Shiji marched
on Liaodong, while a naval force numbering 40,000 men in five
hundred ships sailed to attack Pyung-yang from the sea. Li Shiji
was the general who was sent over the Gobi in 629 by Taizong in
command of 100,000 troops to conquer the Eastern Turks.
According to the Old Tangshu, the emperor personally carried the
heaviest earth bag to fill up the moat around the Liaodong
Fortress, and himself sucked the blood from an arrow wound
suffered by one of his generals.
Li Shimin managed to capture the Liaodong Fortress
and a number of others. The invasion force, however, was halted
before the An-shi Fortress (modern Yingzheng’zi), southwest of
Liaoyang. Although a minor link in Koguryeo’s chain of defensive
strongholds, it withstood a siege of more than sixty days, during
which the Tang army threw all its strength into as many as six or
seven assaults in a single day. The defenders, commanded by Yang
Man-chun, hurled back each fresh attack.21 Li Shimin had
personally commanded the generals and led the attacks. After two
months of futile attempts to take the fortress, and facing the
imminent onset of the bitter winter, he ordered a withdrawal.
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Taizong bestowed one hundred pil of silk upon the Koguryeo
commander of the An-shi Fortress in appreciation of his
successful defense and loyalty to the king. The whole expedition
ended in great disaster.
Early in 647, the Tang army once again attacked
Koguryeo, but the results were inconclusive. In 648 Li Shimin
announced that in the next year he was going to raise an army of
300,000 men to crush Koguryeo. Chagrined at his only major
defeat, Taizong died in the following year. Lewis (2009a: 34) states
that “Taizong’s timely death in 649 saved him from reenacting the
fate of [Sui Yangdi] who invaded the Korean Peninsula.”
The chronicler of Old Tangshu commented: “The avarice
of Sui Yangdi caused the expeditions across the Liao River that
had ruined the dynasty. The expeditions by Taizong gained some
but lost more. He himself regretted of having made such
campaigns. The barbarian land covered with gravel is useless even
when conquered, and there is nothing to lose when abandoned.
Futile hardships for vanity! It is better to communicate with them
through interpreters, and induce them to pay homage and
tributes.”22

Empress Wu First Conquers Paekche

25

資治通鑑 卷二百 唐紀十六 高宗

顯慶五年 [660] 百濟故有五部 分統
三十七郡 二百城 七十六萬戶…置
熊津五都督府 以其酋長爲都督刺史
26

Twitchett and Wechsler (1979: 282)

In 658, Empress Wu had ordered Xue
Rengui to attack the Koguryeo fort of
Chifeng (高麗之赤峯鎭). Koguryeo
dispatched General Du-bang-ru leading
30,000 soldiers to fight back. The Tang
force could destroy the Koguryeo army
with the help of the Qidan.

資治通鑑 卷二百 唐紀十六 高宗
顯慶三年 六月 榮州都督兼東夷都
護 程名振 右領軍中郞將薛仁貴 將
兵攻高麗之赤峯鎭拔之 斬首四百餘
級捕虜百餘人 高麗遣其大將豆方婁
帥衆三萬拒之 名振而契丹逆擊 大
破之 斬首二千五百級

EMPRESS WU CONQUERS PAEKCHE AND KOGURYEO

27

Li Shimin was succeeded by Gaozong (b.622/r.649-83),
who was sickly and weak-minded. Wu Zetian (624-705) ruled
China, first through Gaozong (660-83), then through her young
sons for a period of time (684-90) after Gaozong’s death, and
finally as empress of a new dynasty, Zhou (690-705). Empress Wu
is said to have been the first and the last woman ruler in China. 23
Gaozong, in poor health for some time, had been forced
to retire to a summer palace and to hold court only on alternate
days after May 657. According to the Zizhi Tongjian, Empress Wu
killed, first of all, the Gaozong’s uncle, the distinguished general
and the most influential senior minister Changsun Moji, in July
659, and began administering the empire in August, gradually
exterminating the powerful royal family members. Twitchett and
Wechsler (1979: 255) state: “the empress’s position became
virtually impregnable after the tenth month of 660, when
Gaozong apparently suffered a serious stroke. … [T]he empress
Wu was ruler of the empire in fact if not in name.”
Unlike Sui Yangdi and Tang Taizong, Empress Wu

第十 寶藏王 二十七年 分五部 百

三國史記 卷第二十二 高句麗本紀

七十六城 六十九萬餘戶 爲九都督
府 四十二州 百縣 置安東都護府於
平壤以統之

See Lee (198 4: 66-69).

資治通鑑 卷二百一 唐紀十七 高宗
總章元年 十月 擢其酋帥有功者 爲
都督刺史縣令 與華人參理…二年四
月 高麗之民 多離叛者 敕徙高麗戶
三萬八千二百於江淮之南 及山南京
西諸州空曠之地 畱其貧弱者 使守
安東
Yun Gae-so-mun (淵[泉]蓋蘇文
d.665) was the de facto ruler of
Koguryeo in its final days (642-65). The
epitaph for his eldest son (泉男生 63479) was discovered in Luoyang in 1921,
and he was designated as a native of
Pyung-yang-seong, Liaodong

Empress Wu Then Conquers Koguryeo
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Commandery. The epitaph for his son

enlisted, for a start, an eastern-peninsular ally, Silla, against the
Paekche in the rear of Koguryeo. In March 660, Empress Wu sent
an invasion fleet against Paekche under the command of Su
Dingfang, while Silla forces led by Kim Yu-sin marched to attack
Paekche in concert. Su Dingfang was the general who, leading
10,000 allied Uighur cavalry, had destroyed the Asana Helu’s (阿史
那賀魯) Western Turkish army in 657 in a battle fought at the
Irtysh (Yexi) River running parallel to the southern edge of the
Altai Mountain chain. The victory had consolidated Tang rule
over much of modern Xinjiang. 24 The 100,000-man Tang army
captured the capital of Paekche in August 660. The Paekche state
with 5 Regions (Bu) and 760,000 households was divided into 5
Dudufu (都督府), 37 commanderies, and 200 castles. 25
With Paekche secured as a base, Empress Wu planned a
multi-pronged invasion of Koguryeo by Tang forces advancing
both from Paekche and from Liaodong.26 But the Tang forces in
Paekche were tied down by a rebellion and were unable to join in
the assault. In 661, Su Dingfang sailed his fleet to the Tae-dong
River, making a frontal attack on Pyung-yang. The Tang force was
defeated by Yun Gae-so-mun. The remnants of the Paekche
resistance force, on the other hand, were annihilated in 663.
After the death of Yun Gae-so-mun in 666, a power
struggle broke out among his sons and younger brother. The
eldest son was driven out by the second son. He fled to the old
capital at Kug-nae-sung and then surrendered to Tang in June,
while the younger brother of Yun Gae-so-mun went over to Silla
in December. Empress Wu was too smart to miss such a golden
opportunity, and mounted a fresh invasion under the command
of Li Shiji in July 667. Silla launched a coordinated offensive in
August. The Tang army received active assistance from the
defector this time. Koguryeo held out for another year, but the
end came in September 668. The Koguryeo state of 5 Regions
(Bu), 176 fortresses, and 690,000 households was divided into 9
Dudufu (都督府), 42 prefects (zhou 州) and 100 counties (xian 縣),
and ruled by the Protectorate-General to Pacify the East located
at Pyung-yang (Andong Duhufu). The meritorious Koguryeo
collaborators were appointed as Dudu, Prefects, and Magistrates,
with the participation of the Chinese in administration. Since
many Koguryeo people revolted, as many as 38,200 wealthy and
powerful households were expelled in April 669 and resettled in

(獻誠 649-92) designated him as a
person of the Koguryeo state. The
epitaph for the third son (男産 639701) of Yun Gae-so-mun was
discovered in 1922 at Luoyang, and he
was designated as a Chosun person of
Liaodong. The epitaph for Ko Jin (高震
700-73), a grandson of Koguryeo’s last
king (Ko Bojang 高寶藏 r.642-68),
states that he was a Parhae person (渤

海人), implying that “Parhae” became
synonymous with “Koguryeo” by the
late eighth century. See Ancient
Epigraph of Korea 1,1992, pp. 491-544.
28

三國史記 卷第七 新羅本記 第七

文武王下 十一年 大王報書云 先王
貞觀二十二年 [648] 入朝 面奉太宗
文皇帝恩勑 朕今伐高麗 非有他故
憐爾新羅攝乎兩國…我平定兩國 平
壤已南 百濟土地 並乞爾新羅
A Tang general was appointed as the
chief of the Paekche Commandery at
first but, in order to placate the Paekche
people, he was soon replaced by a son
of the Paekche’s last king.
29

30

Samguk-sagi, Lee ed. 2 (1983: 150)

資治通鑑 卷二百二 唐紀十八 高

宗 儀鳳三年[678] 九月 上將發兵討
新羅…諫曰 今吐蕃爲寇…新羅…未
嘗犯邊

若又東征...不勝其弊 上乃

止...將兵十八萬 與吐蕃將…戰於靑
海之上

兵敗...所虜…黑齒常之…襲

擊…收餘衆還…永隆元年[680] 七月
吐蕃寇..衛將軍黑齒常之擊却之…擢
常之爲河源軍經略大使…開屯田…
歲收五百餘萬石 由是 戰守有備焉
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the vacant frontier provinces of mainland China. 27

Silla Expels Tang: Unification of Peninsula

The first contacts of Tibetans with the
outside world were two emissaries sent
to Sui in 608-9. The Lhasa kingdom

5. Unification of the Korean Peninsula: Silla Expels the Tang
Army

soon became the master of the high
Tibetan plateau, subjugated the
Tanguts (in northeastern Tibet) in 638,

According to the Samguk-sagi, Li Shimin had solicited in
648 the collaboration of Silla to conquer Koguryeo and Paekche,
promising the Silla the entire Korean Peninsula south of Pyungyang. When the Silla succeeded in destroying Paekche and
Koguryeo in coalition with the Tang forces, they were shocked to
see Empress Wu establishing Prefectures not only in the old
Paekche and Koguryeo territories but also, even nominally, in Silla
territory, appointing King Mun-mu as Great Governor-General of
the Kye-rim Prefecture (鷄林州大都督).28 Wu Zetian established
the Protectorate-General to Pacify the East (Andong Duhufu 安東
都護府) at Pyung-yang, giving it jurisdiction over not only the
former Koguryeo and Paekche territories but also the Silla land as
well. The reward to Silla for its alliance with Empress Wu was the
same treatment, at least formally, as the vanquished.
In July 670, the Silla army occupied 75 Paekche castles.
An armed clash between the Silla and the Tang forces south of
old Paekche capital occurred in Janaury 671. The Samguk-sagi
records the Silla army beheading 5,300 Tang soldiers and
capturing six Tang army officers in June, and attacking 70 Tang
vessels to capture a general and some 100 soldiers on October 6,
671. The Silla army, together with the remnants of the Koguryeo
army, attacked the Tang force in August 672, beheading several
thousands of Tang soldiers. The Tang army, augmented by the
Qidan and Mohe auxiliaries, attacked the northern frontier of Silla
in September 673, but the Silla army defeated the enemy,
beheading some two thousands altogether in nine battles. When
Silla occupied all of the Paekche territories and further absorbed
the Koguryeo rebels, Empress Wu dispatched a 200,000-manstrong army led by Liu Rengui, Li Bi, and Li Jinhang (劉仁軌/李弼
/李謹行) in January 674, but Silla was able to destroy the Tang
army led by Li Jinhang on September 29, 675, capturing 30,380
horses. The Silla also succeeded in putting the Tang army led by
Xue Rengui (薛仁貴) to flight in the same month, beheading 1,400
soldiers and capturing 1,000 horses. In the following months of

and proposed a marriage alliance with
Tang. In 641, Taizong gave Princess
Wencheng to the Tibetan ruler.
According to Lattimore (1940: 222-3),
the outlying Tibetans in the north and
northeast could be “conquered” by the
political power effected in the extreme
southeast only “by converting them into
conquerors” of the Turkistan-Gansu
oases. By 663, the Tibetan Empire
controlled the far northwestern reaches
where the Karakorum Range becomes
the Pamirs, including an area around
Kashgar, and dominated the Western
Turks. The Tibetans were able to
establish control over the whole of the
Tarim Basin in 670-7. Taking advantage
of Tibetan internal turmoil, however,
Empress Wu managed to recover
control over the Tarim Basin by 693.
The Tibetans entered into a brief
alliance with the Arab forces, but the
Tang armies ended Arab-Tibetan rule in
Ferghana in 715. After incessant
invasions, Tibet signed a peace treaty
with Tang in 821. In the late ninth
century, the Tibetan Empire suddenly
collapsed. See Beckwith (1987: 17-24,
30-6, 43, 54, 81-3, 167, 169).
Lama-Buddhism, Lattimore (1940: 21820) states, “was at first the instrument
of the secular kings, who used it to
circumvent the feudal power of local
nobles [regionalism]. The church was

Defense against Tibetans More Urgent

corporate; its institutions…established
in every locality. … The centralized
Lama church, however, “superseded
the kings themselves by subordinating
the state and incorporating it within the
church. No new form of state arose…to
displace …the church [supremacy].”
31

資治通鑑

卷二百二

唐紀十八

高宗 儀鳳元年[676] 二月 徙安東都
護府於遼東故城 先是有華人任安東
官者 悉罷之 徙熊津都督府 於建安
故城 其百濟戶口 先徙..皆置於建安
舊唐書 一百九十九上 列傳 第一
百四十九上 東夷 高麗 儀鳳中[6769] 高宗授 高藏開府儀同三司遼東都

督 封朝鮮王居安東 鎭本蕃爲主 高
藏至安東 潛與靺鞨相通謀反 事覺
召還配流...聖曆二年 [699] 又授高藏
男德武爲 安東都督 以領本蕃
唐書 卷二百二十 列傳 第一百四十
五 藏子德武爲安東都督 後稍自國
32

Lee (1984: 71-3)

See also Twitchett (1979: 441).
33

高震 [700-73] 墓誌銘

唐…安東都護…大曆八年…薨又洛陽
…公諱震…渤海人 祖[寶藏王/高]藏
…朝鮮郡王…禰…安東都護…公迺扶

餘貴種辰韓令族…繼代稱王 嗣爲國
賓…嗣子…韓國古代金石文 p.541- 4
34

舊唐書 卷一百九十九下 列傳 第

一百四十九下 北狄 渤海靺鞨 渤海
靺鞨大祚榮者本高麗別種也 高麗旣
滅 祚榮率家屬徙居營州 萬歲通天
年[696]契丹...反叛 祚榮與靺鞨乞四
比羽各領亡命東奔...則天命..先破斬
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that year, the Silla further won a series of battles (18 in number)
against the Tang army, beheading 6,047 Tang soldiers and
capturing 200 horses. The Silla navy defeated the Tang navy in 22
battles along the Paekche coast in the month of November 676,
beheading some 4,000. 29 The conflict between Tang and Silla had
in effect escalated into the Six-Year War (671-6) between the Tang
and the Yemaek cousins in the Korean Peninsula.
By the end of 676, Silla succeeded in expelling the entire
Tang army from the Korean Peninsula. On February 6, 676, the
Andong Duhufu and Ung-jin Dudufu (together with many Paekche
people) had to be relocated to Liaoyang in Liaodong (relocated to
Xincheng 新城 in February 677) and Jian’an (建安), respectively.
Silla came to occupy all of the Paekche territories and much of
the southern Koguryeo. On September 7, 678, Twitchett (1979:
284-5) quotes the Zizhi Tongjian, Empress Wu “was dissuaded
from mounting a major campaign against Silla, on the grounds
that defense against the Tibetans was then far more urgent a
matter than control of Korea. The plan to conquer and administer
Korea was abandoned.” The 180,000-man Tang army was indeed
destroyed by the Tibetans at Qinghai on September 12, 678, and
the Tang commanding general was rescued by the daring exPaekche general, Heuk-chi Sang-ji. 30
The Laiodong region came under Tang control after the
fall of Koguryeo in 668. When the Andong Duhufu retreated to
Liaodong in 676, Empress Wu dismissed all the Han Chinese (華
人) officials and, in order to placate the former subjects of
Koguryeo, enfeoffed the last king of Koguryeo, Bo-jang, as the
“King of Chosun,” and appointed him Governor-General (Dudu
都督) of Liaodong on February 24, 677. Bo-jang, however,
plotted rebellion in collusion with the Mohe people and hence
was recalled and banished in 681. Subsequently, his son, Teok-mu
(德武), was appointed as Andong Dudu (安東都督) in 699.31 Bojang’s grandson, Ko Jin (高震 700-73), succeeded Teok-mu. They
were able to secure virtual autonomy for the region they
governed, even to the point that historians sometimes refer to
Liaodong as “Lesser Koguryeo.” 32 Andong Duhufu was abolished
in 756, and Ko Jin’s son apparently could not succeed his father’s
position. Ko Jin’s epitaph, excavated at Luoyang, reads that he and
his father were both Protectorate-General to Pacify the East (安東
都護 Andong Duhu), and that Ko Jin was a “Parhae person.” 33
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A Full-Fledged Macro-Tungusic State

乞四比羽..祚榮合高麗靺鞨之衆以拒
...契丹及奚盡降突厥

6. The Full-Fledged Macro-Tungusic State: Parhae

道路阻絶 則

天不能討 祚榮遂率其衆東保桂婁之
故地 據東牟山築城以居之…驍勇善

A KOGURYEO VARIETY FOUNDS THE PARHAE-MOHE STATE

用兵 靺鞨之衆及高麗餘燼 稍稍歸

The remnants of the Koguryeo people, together with
the Sumo-Mohe tribe, established the Parhae (Bohai) dynasty
(698-926) in Manchuria. The founder of Parhae was [the son of] a
former Koguryeo general, Tae Cho-yung (大祚榮 r.698-719).
Upon the fall of Koguryeo, his family had settled at the modern
Chaoyang area (柳城) in Yingzhou (營州), but seizing upon the
occasion of an insurrection by the Qidan chieftain Li Jinzhong in
May 696, Tae Cho-yung led a band of followers eastward,
established the capital at the old “Kye-ru” place called Dong-mo
Mountain (東牟山/敦化敖東城) and, in 698, proclaimed himself
king of Chin (apparently also called Parhae-Mohe), renamed
Parhae in 713. The Tang army, sent by Empress Wu immediately
after the death of Li Jinzhong on October 22, 696, was
annihilated by Tae Cho-yung. The incursion of the Qidans and
the Turks into Liaoxi in 696-8 disconnected mainland China from
Manchuria. The Chaoyang area was recovered by Tang in 717 and
was governed by Yingzhou Dudu (營州都督平盧軍使).
The Parhae-Mohe section of the Jiu Tangshu (Old
History of Tang) states that the founder of Parhae Kingdom, Tae
Cho-yung, was of the Koguryeo variety. The “Tae” clan and Choyoung himself seem to belong either to the core Koguryeo royal
clan, Kye-ru, or to a naturalized Sumo-Mohe clan.34
The second king, Tae Muye (武王/大武藝 r.719-37),
greatly expanded the Parhae territory, adopted his own reign-title,
and awed the northeastern barbarians into obedience. The
Blackwater-Mohe tribes, however, sent an envoy to the Tang court
in 726, and let Xuanzong establish, although only nominally, the
Blackwater-zhou in their land. This provoked Tae Muye to launch
an attack on the Blackwater-Mohe c.726-32. In 732, Tae Muye
sent a naval expedition to raid the Tang port of Dengzhou in
Shandong Peninsula. Tang and Silla joined hands in 733 to strike
at Parhae in concert from two sides, but failed. Although the
Blackwater-Mohe Section of Xin Tangshu curtly states (in 13 letters
altogether) that tribute envoys (from the Blackwater-Mohe) came
to the Tang court ten more times between 766-820, they seem to

之 聖曆中[698-9] 自立爲振國王...南
與新羅相接...東北至黑水靺鞨..風俗
與高麗及契丹同…中宗卽位…將加冊
立 會契丹與突厥連歲寇邊 使命不
達 睿宗 先天二年[713] 遣...冊拜祚
榮爲...渤海郡王...開元七年 [719] 祚
榮死 玄宗遣使弔祭 乃冊立其嫡子
桂婁郡王大武藝襲父爲...渤海郡王...
十四年 [726] 黑水靺鞨遣使來朝 詔
以其

地爲黑水州...武藝...遣...發兵

以擊黑水... 二十年 [732] 武藝遣...
攻登州...詔…新羅發兵以攻其南境..
竟無功而還...二十五年 [737] 武藝病
卒 其子欽茂嗣立...冊...渤海郡王...
寶應元年 [762] 進封[渤海]國王
唐書 卷二百一十九 列傳 第一百四
十四 渤海 本粟末靺鞨附高麗者 姓
大氏...地直營州東二千里 南比新羅
...東窮海 西契丹...乞乞仲象者 與靺

鞨酋...東走...其子祚榮...因高麗靺鞨
兵拒...於是契丹附突厥王使道絶 不
克討...自號震國王..盡得扶餘沃沮弁
韓朝鮮海北諸國...睿宗[710-2]先天中
[712-3]遣使拜...渤海郡王...自是始去

靺鞨號 專稱渤海 玄宗開元七年...子
武藝立 斥大土宇 東北 諸夷畏臣之
…天寶末 [742-56]...徙上京[龍泉府]

直舊國三百里 忽汗河[牧丹江]之東
...至是遂爲海東盛國

地有五京 十

五府 六十二州 以肅愼 故地爲上京
曰龍泉府...其南爲中京曰顯德府 領
盧顯鐵湯榮興六州... 濊貊故地爲東
京曰龍原府… 沃沮故地爲南京曰南
海府... 高麗故地爲西京曰鴨淥府...
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“Parhaei-Mohe” Becomes “Parhae”

曰長嶺府...扶餘故地爲扶餘府 常屯
勁兵扞契丹…龍原東南瀕海 日本道
也 南海新羅道也 押淥朝貢道也 長
嶺營州道也 扶餘契丹道也
新五代史 四夷附錄 第三 渤海…唐
高宗滅高麗 徙其人散處中國…高麗
別種大乞乞仲象..子祚榮立...中宗時
置忽汗州…封渤海郡王…其國土産物
與高麗同
欽定 滿洲源流考 卷八 疆域一 渤
海…遼史言

渤海大氏始…東牟山…

舊唐書作桂婁之東牟山 桂婁爲高麗
部名 高麗五部 西漢以還桂婁部爲
王 三國志 魏書東夷傳 高句麗傳
…本涓奴部爲王

稍微弱 今桂婁部

代之 See also Twitchett (1979: 441).
35

The Cefu Yuangui (冊府元龜 卷九

百七十一 朝貢四, 卷九 百七十五
褒異二) records the Blackwater-Mohe
sending tribute-envoys to the Tang
court 8 times in 622-6, 3 times in 72830, and 7 times in 741-52.
36

The epitaphs for both third and fourth
daughters address Tae Hummu as
emperor (皇上).

冊府元龜 卷九百七十一 外臣部 朝
貢四 開元一十八年 [730] 五月 黑水
靺鞨遣使…朝獻方物
金史 卷一 本紀 第一 世紀 金之先
出靺鞨氏 靺鞨本號勿吉 古肅愼地
也 元魏時勿吉有七部 曰粟末部...
曰黑水部...唐初有黑水靺鞨粟末靺
鞨 其五部無聞 粟末靺鞨始附高麗
…開元中[713-41] 來朝 置黑水府 以

部長爲都督[725] 其後渤海盛强 黑
水役屬之 朝貢遂絶
37

See Lee (1984: 72).

have been subjugated by or put under control of Parhae by the
time of the An Lushan Rebellion.35 The Blackwater-Mohe was
thereafter replaced by Silla in the jurisdiction of the Pinglu-Ziqing
Military Governor (平盧淄靑節度觀察使;海運押新羅渤海兩蕃使)
who began to handle diplomatic contacts with only Parhae and
Silla.
The area of Dunhua (敦化), where the tomb of the
second daughter (貞惠公主 737-77) of the third king Tae Hummu
(文王 大欽茂 r.737-94) was excavated, is believed to have been
the first capital of Parhae for the period of c.698-742. According
to Twitchett (1979: 442), “Parhae reached the peak of its power
and attained a very high level of culture” during the 57-year
Hummu’s reign. Fanke and Twitchett (1994: 3) state that Parhae
“was an independent state, with five capitals, a sophisticated
Chinese-style bureaucratic government, an elite with a mastery of
literary Chinese, and a developed culture that had…flourished for
two centuries.” Parhae had maintained, Crossley (1997: 19) notes,
“a caste system of rank by birth, in which upward mobility for the
common people was virtually impossible.” Tae Hummu was
apparently addressed as Emperor in the Parhae court. The epitaph
for the queen of the 9th Parhae king, discovered in 2008 near the
tomb of the fourth daughter (貞孝公主 757-92) of Hummu at
Helong (吉林和龍市龍頭山), uses the term Empress (順穆皇后).36
NAME OF THE STATE “PARHAE-MOHE” BECOMES “PARHAE”

According to the Xin Tangshu, Tae Cho-yung was able
eventually to occupy almost the whole of the Puyeo-OkjeoPyunhan-Chosun territories and, after Tang Ruizong (r.710-2)
awarded him the title “King of Parhae Jun (渤海郡王),” he
dropped the “Mohe” from the name of his state (Parhae-Mohe)
and started calling it simply “Parhae.” The boundary of Parhae
reached Silla in the south, Qidan [not Tang, according to the Xin
Tangshu] in the west, the East Sea in the east, and the BlackwaterMohe in the northeast. According to the Jiu Tangshu, Tang
Daizong (r.762-79) elevated the title to “King of Parhae State (進
封國王)” in 762. Taking advantage of the An Lushan Rebellion
(755-63), Parhae had absorbed the Lesser Koguryeo and occupied
the Liaodong Peninsula by that time.37
When the Parhae envoy arrived at the Yamato court in
Japan for the first time in 727, they apparently claimed that
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.
“Parhae” was old “Koguryeo,” stating
that it recovered
Koguryeo’s old territory and was maintaining the Puyeo customs.
The Parhae sovereign’s message to the Yamato Kingdom in 798
declares that the King may dare say that Parhae has been faithfully
following the Koguryeo (or the footsteps of the Ko lineage).38 In
the records of Shoku-Nihongi for September 18, 758, January 1,
759, and December 17, 778, the envoys to and from Parhae are
called the envoys to and from Koguryeo [written Koryeo].
The leadership element of Parhae could have been
drawn from the Mohe-Nüzhen people (more specifically, the
Sumo-Mohe), but they, after all, had been part of Koguryeo. As
Henthorn (1971: 54) puts it, the Parhae state “was based upon the
foundations welded together by Koguryeo.” Parhae coexisted with
Tang and survived twenty years more until 926.

The Nature of Tungusic Parhae Dynasty

38

聖武 神龜四年 九月 渤海郡王使

首領…來着…十二月 渤海郡者 舊高
麗國 五年 … 上其王書 … 曰復高麗之
舊居 有扶餘之遺俗 續日本紀 二,
pp. 182, 186, 188.

渤海康王與日本國桓武書 [796]…可
尋於高氏 (日本逸史 卷七 類聚國
史 卷一百九十三) in 柳得恭, 渤海
考 國書考三 (compiled in 1779-84)
translated by Song (2000: 195).
39

遼史 卷三十八 志第八 地理志二

東京道 東京遼陽府 本朝鮮之地…
漢末爲公孫度所據..以勾麗王安爲平
州牧居之 元魏太武遣使...唐高宗平

THE PARHAE TERRITORY

高麗 於此置安東都護府 後爲渤海

The Liaoshi (History of Liao) clearly records that Parhae
established its prefectures (zhou) at the old Koguryeo fortresses
(cheng) such as the An-shi-seong (Anshi-cheng), the Kae-mo-seong
(Gaimou-cheng), the Paek-am-seong (Baiyan-cheng), the Liao-seong
(Liao-cheng), and the Shin-seong (Xin-cheng, near today’s Fushun), in
the Liaodong area, established the Nanhaifu at the Bi-sa-seong
(Beisha-cheng) that was located at the southern tip of Liaodong
Peninsula, and also established its prefectures such as Xianzhou
(顯州) and Qianzhou (乾州), somewhere in the Liaoxi area.39
The Parhae sovereign’s message to the Yamato court in
796 states that Parhae recovered the entire old Koguryeo territory
and its ruler’s authority now shines beyond the Liao River (遼外).40
Parhae came to occupy virtually the whole of Manchuria,
including the old Koguryeo territories in Manchuria, some new
Liaoxi area, and the Songhua-Ussuri basins as well as the whole
adjoining coastal zone along the East Sea. At the end of the
Tianbao era (天寶 742-56), Parhae moved its capital northeast
along the Mudan River (牧丹江), i.e., from the old capital (舊國
of the period c.698-742) to Ning’an (寧安), that came to be called
Shangjing (上京龍泉府) with the ensuing establishment of the
Five-Jing system containing Fifteen-Fu and Sixty-two-Zhou.
According to the Lie-zhuan section of Xin Tangshu, the
Middle Capital (中京) of Parhae, called Xiandefu (顯德府), had six
“zhou”: Xianzhou (顯州), Luzhou, Tiezhou, Tangzhou, Rongzhou,

大氏所有...遼河出東北山口..入于海
盧州…本渤海杉盧郡
鐵州…高麗爲安市城 唐太宗攻之不
下 薛仁貴白衣登城 卽此渤海置州
興州…本漢海冥縣地 渤海置州
湯州…本漢襄平縣地 渤海置州
顯州…本渤海顯德府地 世宗置 以
奉顯陵…東丹人皇王墓也…置醫巫
閭山絶頂築堂曰望海…穆宗葬世宗
於顯陵西山…有十三山
營州
辰州...本高麗蓋牟城…渤海改爲蓋州
瀋州…本挹婁國地 渤海建瀋州…
巖州…本渤海白巖城 太宗撥屬瀋州
…白巖縣 渤海置 遼州 本…渤海爲
東平府 唐太宗親征高麗 李世勣拔
遼城 高宗詔程名振蘇定方討高麗至
新城大破之 皆此地也 [遼 阿保機]
太祖伐渤海 先破東平府…有遼河
海州…高麗爲卑沙城 唐李世勣嘗攻
焉 渤海號南京南海府
乾州…本漢無慮縣地 靈山縣 本渤
海靈峰縣地
開州…本濊貊地 高麗爲慶州 渤海

Parhae Territory in Liaoshi and Xin Tangshu

爲東京龍原府 有宮殿...唐薛仁貴征
高麗...擒善射者於...
穆州...本渤海會農郡
同州...本漢襄平縣地 渤海爲東平寨
咸州..本高麗銅山縣地渤海置銅山郡
韓州…高麗置鄚頡府…渤海因之
銀州…本渤海富州 Yinzhou
信州…渤海置懷遠府 Xinzhou
金史 卷二十四 志第五 地理上 廣
寧府…本遼顯州…廣寧有遼世宗顯陵
閭陽 遼乾州 廣德軍…有凌河 有遼
景宗乾陵
欽定滿洲源流考 卷十 疆域三 渤海
國境…中京 顯德府…渤海白巖城 按
唐太宗貞觀十九年 伐高麗 旣得遼州 進
軍白巖城 克之置巖州…南京 南海府...

高麗時卑沙城... 渤海爲南海府 隋大
業十年 來護兒出海道至卑奢城敗高麗兵

卷十一 疆域四 顯州…本渤海顯德
府地…以奉顯陵…本漢無盧縣 卽醫
巫閭…自錦州…至顯州…遼西州…本
漢遼西郡地 世宗置州屬顯州…廣甯
本陽羅郡渤海顯德府 遼世宗改顯州
…乾州…本漢無慮縣…本渤海…縣…

乾州故城在廣甯府西南七里
40

渤海康王與日本國桓武書

[796]

土統舊封…遼外光耀 (日本後紀 卷
五 類聚國史 卷一百九十三) 柳得
恭, 渤海考 Song (2000: 193)
41

新唐書 志第三十三下 地理七下

自鴨綠江口舟行百餘里..東北三十里
…得渤海之境…又泝流五百里

至丸

都縣城…又東北泝流二百里 至神州
又陸行四百里 至顯州 天寶中 [742756] 王所都 又正北如東六百里 至

渤海王城
42

舊唐書 卷三十九 志第十九 地理
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and Xingzhou. According to the Liaoshi, every one of those six
prefectures of Xiandefu, including Xianzhou, belonged to the
domain of the Liao Eastern Capital (東京道 東京遼陽府), and
were located around the Liao River, some in the east and some in
the west.41 Apparently measuring the distances from an early
Parhae border prior to the An Lushan Rebellion, however, the
Geography Section of the Xin Tangshu mentions a place named
“Xianzhou” that had been located deep in the Long White
Mountains, saying that Xianzhou was briefly the capital of Parhae
sometime during the era of Tianbao, before being relocated to
Shangjing.42 On the basis of this single record, Chinese and
Japanese historians have, first of all, decided to identify the “Xianzhou” appearing in the Geography Section with the “Xian-defu”
appearing in the Lie-zhuan Section, and then begun “discovering”
every one of those six prefectures listed in the Lie-zhuan at all
sorts of odd places (such as 熊岳, 龍井, 西古城子, 茂山, 天寶
山, 延吉) in order to locate the entire “Xian-defu” of Parhae
deep in the Long White Mountains, drawing the maps of Tang
territory to include the whole Liaodong area until the fall of the
Tang dynasty in 907.
A map of Tang provinces in Twitchett (1979: 403, 488)
shows the Yingzhou and coastal region of Liaoxi to the west of
the Liao River included in Tang’s territory as of 742, but another
map shows the Tang borders pushed behind the Great Wall by
763. Tang’s Andong Duhufu had been established in 668 at Pyungyang; retreated to Liaodong in 676; relocated to Pingzhou in 714;
pushed out to Liaoxi in 743; and then abolished altogether in 756,
the year An Lushan proclaimed himself Emperor of the Greater
Yan. 42 According to the Lie-zhuan of Xin Tangshu, the boundary
of Parhae reached Qidan in the west, but Qidan had never
occupied Liaodong in Tang time. According to the Old History of
Five Dynasties, Abaoji, the founder of the Liao dynasty, launched
an attack on the “Liaodong of Parhae (渤海之遼東)” in 925.43
Chinese and Japanese historians, however, contend that the entire
Liaodong area was ruled by Tang until the very end of the
dynasty. Hence and contrary to the Liaoshi, Parhae could not have
established its prefectures there. These historians either believe
that the Liao had somehow created duplicate place names (of
those which are imagined to have been located in the Long White
Mountains area) anew in the Liaodong-Liaoxi area, or never
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mention the records of Liaoshi at all, dismissing it as utterly
unreliable.
The Jiu Tangshu was compiled by the Shatuo court of
Later Jin (936-46) between 941-5. The Liaoshi was compiled rather
hastily at the end of the Mongol Yuan dynasty (1206-1368) in a
mere eleven months between 1343 and 1344, and hence one can
find quite a few inconsistencies in the records. The Jinshi (History
of Jin) was also compiled by the Yuan court in less than twenty
months, from April 1343 to November 1344. The Xin Tangushu,
on the other hand, was compiled very “systematically” under the
auspices of the Han Chinese Northern Song court, that claimed
itself heir to the allegedly “Han Chinese” Tang dynasty, over the
17 year period from 1044 to 1060. The ideological basis of the
New History of Tang was the “Sinocentric Restoration of Han
Chinese Dynasty,” amplifying the subjective moral judgments.

Forming the Macro-Tungusic People

二

總章元年…置安東都護府於壤...

上元三年…移...於遼東郡...儀鳳二
年 又移置於新城 開元二年 移…於
平州置

天寶二年

移於遼西..至德

[756-7]後廢

FORMING THE MACRO-TUNGUSIC PEOPLE

Since the turn of the fifth century, Koguryeo began to
rule the Mohe tribes in eastern Manchuria. The Parhae dynasty
was established by the Yemaek people of central Manchuria
together with the Mohe people of eastern Manchuria who were
the descendants of the Sushen-Yilou people. The ethnic character
of the latter part of the Koguryeo Kingdom (c.400-668), just like
that of the Parhae (698-926), may be defined as macro-Tungusic.
The first half of the macro-Tungusic union that had lasted more
than two and a half centuries was apparently dominated by the
Yemaek Tungus, but the second half of the union that had lasted
more than two centuries may have been dominated by the MoheNüzhen Tungus. Unlike the Yemaek people, the Mohe-Nüzhens
had never been able to establish a state, not even a walled-town
state. Only by uniting with the Yemaek people, could the MoheNüzehns establish a full-fledged dynasty, Parhae, for the first time
in their ethnic history, upon the foundations welded together by
the proto-Macro-Tungusic Koguryeo.
According to Chinese chronicles, the language of PuyeoKoguryeo-Paekche was different from that of Sushen-YilouMohe. The latter is definitely classified as the Tungusic branch (of
the Altaic language family). It seems that modern linguists,
whether the Pro-Altaists or Anti-Altaists, are still not certain
whether to classify the Yemaek language of central Manchuria as

8.3. Parhae in Liaodong and Liaoxi
Di Li Tu in Cao Wanru (1990: 72)

8.4. The Sino-Japanese version of the
Tang-Parhae-Silla boundaries
43

舊五代史 卷一百三十七 外國列

傳第一 同光中 [923-6] 阿保機…三
年 擧其衆討渤海之遼東
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Yemaek in Manchuria and in Peninsula

遼史 卷三十六 志第六 兵衛志 五
京鄕丁...遼陽漢之遼東 爲渤海故國
中京 漢遼西地 自唐以來契丹有之
卷三十八 志第八 地理志二 東京遼
陽府 遼州 本…渤海爲東平府 唐太
宗親征高麗 李世勣拔遼城 …蘇定
方…至新城大破之 皆此地也 太祖
伐渤海 先破東平府…有遼河
44

45

See Janhunen (1996: 153).

See Lamb (1995: 156-69). The

Mayan civilization reached a zenith
around 750, but their society imploded
because of severe droughts between
760-910. See Peterson and Haug
(2005: 322-7). Graff (2002: 242-3)
notes that “In the early 870s, drought
and famine led to an intensification of
bandit activity in Henan as desperate
peasants swelled the ranks of the
roaming gangs.”
46

Buddhism was regarded as a

political-religious ideology to further the
secular objective of the state. After

just another Tungusic branch. Direct interaction and linguistic
assimilation between the Yemaek and the Mohe-Nüzhen for more
than 500 years (after c.400 CE) would inevitably have affected the
lexical and the structural properties of both languages. The
Korean language originating from the Puyeo-Kogurye-Silla
language and the Manchu language originating from the SushenMohe-Nüzhen language both reveal the phenomenon of vowel
rotation and a systematic shift of vowel qualities which led to the
restructuring of the vowel paradigm as well as to the reorientation
of the pattern of vowel harmony.44
With the appearance of the Mohe-Nüzhen Jin and Qing
empires, the “pure-blooded” Yemaek Tungus came to be confined
to the Korean Peninsula. The Yemaek cousins who stayed behind
in Manchuria came to be thoroughly assimilated into the so-called
“Manchu,” the macro-Tungusic people, under the leadership of
Mohe-Nüzhen. Their assimilation process might remind one of
the history of Viking kingdoms. The Danish-dominated Viking
empire (1397-1523) was dissolved by the Swedish rebellion, and
Denmark further lost southern Sweden around Lund in 1658. By
1814 there appeared the Swedish-dominated Scandinavia, in the
form of the Suedo-Norwegian union under the Swedish king (that
lasted until 1905), confining the once-dominant Danish Vikings to
the Jutland Peninsula and the two islands. It would perhaps be
difficult for the ancestors of the Viking warrior to comprehend
the modern-day Danish farmers, quite content with a bucolic life
of breeding pigs and cattle for meat and dairy products.

unification by the Silla, however,
Buddhism began to separate itself from
politics, losing its political influence but

7. Decline and Fall of the Dynasties in East Asia

gaining religious autonomy.
DYNASTIES WERE COLLAPSING EVERYWHERE
47

48

See Lee (1984: 59-61, 81).

The Unified Silla established a

National Confucian College in 682,
accepting only the members of the
aristocracy as students. A sort of state
examination system was introduced in
788, not as a system of selecting
government officials, but as a gesture

Periods of drought in the Mediterranean, North Africa,
and far to the east into Asia had two high points, between 300-400
and around 800. Many places where agriculture had been carried
on with elaborate irrigation networks were abandoned due to
widespread drought.45 The decline and fall of the Tang dynasty
had already begun in the middle of the eighth century. Franke and
Twitchett (1994: 5-6) point out that “around 840 the stability of
northern Asia began to unravel. First the Tibetan kingdom
suddenly collapsed … [T]he Uighur empire disintegrated … The
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Tang empire was destroyed by…rebellion…. In the last years of
the century, central authority began to break down in Japan …
[T]he Silla kingdom broke up into three regional warlord states…
Parhae went into a terminal decline … and in the far southwest
Nanchao too fell apart … and in AD 900 the international
situation had been fluid for some sixty years, and governments
were collapsing everywhere.”

Dynasties Were Collapsing Everywhere

to emphasize Confucian learning for the
aristocrats. See Lee (1984: 83-4).
49

The head-rank six lineages were just

below the true-bone royal clans. The
head-rank six through head-rank four
were allowed to occupy only the lower
positions, constituting the lower echelon

FALL OF SILLA IN THE KOREAN PENINSULA

of the aristocracy. Head-ranks from one

The three kingdoms in Korea proper had evolved from
pluralistic regimes into centralized aristocratic states centered
upon the kingship, giving former tribal or clan chieftains
appropriate ranks in the hierarchic bureaucracy. Military forces
were put under the authority of the king as commander-in-chief,
who often led troops in person and fought in battle. The council
of the high aristocracy made decisions on the most important
matters of state. Fortresses were built in the regions, and the
aristocratic castle lords served both as governors and military
commanders. Buddhism was seen as well-suited to the unity of
the nation’s people and hence was eagerly accepted by the royal
house and aristocracy.46
A Buddhist monk, Sun-do, came to Koguryeo in 372
from the Fu Jian’s Former Qin. In 384, the monk Malanant’a from
Eastern Jin brought Buddhism to Paekche. Buddhism was
officially accepted belatedly by the Silla in 535, overcoming the
initial hostility of the shamanistic aristocracy. The rulers of Three
Kingdoms thought that Buddhism would serve to enhance
harmony, unity, and cohesion for a centralized aristocratic state
headed by a king. The official Buddhist establishment, with its
hierarchy of administration at the provincial and national levels,
amplified the aspect of Buddhism as a doctrine for the protection
and well-being of the state. The Buddhist teaching of rebirth
based on karma was understood as a doctrine giving recognition
to the privileged position of the aristocracy. 47 The rulers of
Koguryeo, Paekche, and Silla, just like the rulers of TuobaXianbei Wei, Sui, and Tang, vigorously promoted Buddhism until
it became the dominant system of thought in the Unified Silla.
Many eminent Silla monks made the journey to Tang and India.
The Silla had never adopted the examination system.48
Rather, Silla continued as a hereditary aristocratic society, and

to three designated the common
people. The bone-rank system dictated
the kind of clothes, carriages, daily
utensils, and houses of the members.
50

When Korea proper was divided into

several kingdoms, ceaselessly fighting
each other for conquest or simply to
capture slaves, the rulers of each state
had to maintain not only a strong
autocratic rule for instant nation-wide
mobilizations, but also a rational and
fair institutional arrangement to
consolidate the loyalty of peasants.
After the unification by Silla, however,
the aristocratic system soon began to
degenerate into a ruthless means to
exploit peasants. See Lee (1984: 80,
93-8) and Han (1997: 134-7).
51

資治通鑑 卷二百 唐紀十六 高宗

顯慶二年 [657] 十月 蘇定方擊西突
厥沙鉢羅可汗 至金山北…至曳晊河
西…唐兵及回紇萬餘人擊之…沙鉢
羅…脫走趣石國
資治通鑑 卷二百一 唐紀十七 高宗
龍朔三年 [663] 九月 初百濟西部人
黑齒常之 [d.689] 長七尺餘 驍勇有
謀略…爲達率兼郡將猶中國刺史也..
保任存山…旬日間歸附者三萬餘人..
常之復取二百餘城…定方不能克..據
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Decline and Fall of the Silla Kingdom

險以應福信 百濟旣敗 皆帥其衆降
資治通鑑 卷二百二 唐紀十八 高宗
永隆元年 [680] 七月 吐蕃寇河源
左武衛將軍黑齒常之 擊却之
資治通鑑 卷二百三 唐紀十九 高宗
永淳元年 [682] 是歲 突厥餘黨 阿
史那骨篤祿 [Ilterish Khaghan r.68291]…等 招集亡散 據黑沙城反

資治通鑑 卷二百四 唐紀二十 則天
后 垂拱三年 [687] 突厥骨篤祿…寇
朔州 遣燕然道大總管黑齒常之擊之
…突厥皆散走磧北
52

See Barfield (1989: 145), Twitchett
(1979: 284), Lewis (2009: 33), and
Graff (2002: 206).

53

Lewis (2009: 180-1) notes that “the

Taiping (太平) Princess supported and
then carried on the work of her mother,
Empress Wu. The Anle (安樂) Princess
performed a similar service for Empress
Wei (韋皇后), who dominated the court
after 705. Indeed, the history of the
court in the first decade of the eighth
century [until June 20, 712] is largely a
battle between the Taiping Princess and
her two major enemies, the Empress
Wei and the Anle Princess.”
54

See also Twitchett (1979: 366), and
Graff (2002: 211).

maintained the indigenous link between the prerogatives of birth
and advancement to high office in government. Members of the
holy-bone and the true-bone lineage monopolized the throne and
top decision-making positions.49 The Council of True-Bone Nobles
made decisions on succession to the throne and the declaration of
war. Aristocratic holders of government office and military
command were rewarded with large amounts of land and
prisoner-slaves. Garrisons called Jeong or Bannermen (停/幢
differentiated with the color of the sleeves) were established in
each province, commanded by the true-bone generals.
By the mid-eighth century, the culture and arts of the
Unified Silla society seemed at the height of their glory. Beneath
the surface, however, power struggles between the leading (眞骨
true-bone) aristocratic clans and ruling (聖骨 holy-bone) royal families
set in motion the process of the nation’s decline and fall. 50 The
beginning of this turbulent period coincided with the beginning
of global drought c.800 CE. Ambitious nobles created private
military forces, arming their slaves and recruiting roaming
peasants. There occurred open contests for the throne, producing
twenty kings during Silla’s last 155 years (780-935). A contender
for the throne often had to ally himself with local chiefs. In the
countryside, the castle lords, some of them with a capital
aristocratic background but most of them indigenous local
headmen in the final days, usurped the positions of the provincial
magistrates who had been dispatched from the capital.51
The first large-scale peasant revolt broke out in 889, five
years after the Huang Chao Rebellion (875-84) in mainland China,
and then a succession of rebellions erupted across the Korean
Peninsula. Two leaders, one from poor peasant stock and the
other an outcast royal prince, eventually consolidated the peasant
rebel forces, and established the Later Paekche in 900 and Later
Koguryeo in 901, respectively.

資治通鑑 卷二百十一 唐紀二十七
玄宗 開元二年 [714] 十二月 置隴

DECLINE AND FALL OF THE TANG DYNASTY

右節度大使 須嗣…十二州…天寶六

Empress Wu, in alliance with the Silla, was able to
conquer Paekche in 660-3 and Koguryeo in 668, but fighting
against the Silla began in 671, and the Tang army was expelled
from the Korean Peninsula by 676. The Tang conquests in Central
Asia had surpassed those of the Han dynasty. The Tibetans,
however, defeated a large Tang army in the Qinghai region in 678.

載 十二月 至是 諸道節度盡用胡人
55

See Graff (2002: 208-9, and 239).

資治通鑑 卷二百五 唐紀二十一 則
天后 萬歲通天元年 [696] 九月 制
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There also emerged the Second Eastern Turkic Empire (682-741)
that came to rule the Mongolian steppe until replaced by the
Uighur Turkic Empire (744-840). While the Xianbei who had
settled themselves in the mainland China came to lose every
vestige of their military valor, the Qidan-Xianbei tribes upheld
their nomadic warrior tradition on the western Manchurian
steppe. In May 696, there occurred a devastating invasion of
Hebei led by a grandson of the Qidan tribal chieftain (大賀/李窟
哥) who had been appointed as Dudu of the Liaoxi steppe area (松
漠都督) by Taizong in 648. In March 697, Empress Wu was
forced to make huge payments to the Eastern Turkic Khaghan
(Mo-ch’o 默啜 r.692-716) who was able to destroy the Qidans by
June. There then emerged a full-fledged macro-Tungusic Parhae in
698, and the Tang were expelled from the Liaodong area by the
mid-eighth century, retreating behind the Great Wall. 52
Twitchett (1979: 74) states: Empress Wu “practiced a
tyrannical and repressive style of government, using secret agents
and constant purges. She attempted to eliminate the power of the
imperial clan, many of whom were killed, and she…attempted to
curb the power of the north-western aristocratic clans who were
the dynasty’s principal supporters. … The empress herself
recruited comparatively few men through the examinations. [But
the] bureaucratic elite who had entered service through the
examinations began to be appointed to the highest court offices.”
Before her death on November 26, 705, the 82-year old
Empress Wu (r.660-705) had to make her third son (Zhongzong
中宗/顯/哲 b.656 r.683/705-10) to ascend the throne on January
25, restoring the Tang name on February 5, 705. The restored
Tang court, however, continued to be dominated until 713 by a
series of women. Wu Zetian’s daughter-in-law, Empress Wei, the
wife of Zhongzong, poisoned her husband on June 2, 710 in
conspiracy with her daughter, Anle. Both Empress Wei and
Princess Anle were killed on June 20, 710. On June 24, Wu
Zetian’s only daughter, Taiping (663-713), literally pulled down
her 16-year old nephew (少帝) from the throne he had occupied
for only 18 days, to make her brother (Ruizhong 睿宗/輪/旦
662-716) emperor. Ruizong (r.684/710-2) was Wu Zetian’s fourth
son. He was persuaded by Princess Taiping to abdicate the throne
two years later, on August 3, 712, in favor of his son (Xuanzhong
玄宗/隆基 685-762), the grandson of Wu Zetian. Princess

Wu Zetian Became Ruler of Mainland China

天下繫囚及士庶家奴驍勇者 官償其
値 發以擊契丹 又令山東近邊諸州
置武騎團兵
資治通鑑 卷二百十二 唐紀二十八
玄宗 開元十年[722] 八月 諸衛府兵
…逃亡略盡…召募壯士充宿衛 不問
色役..分隷諸衛…兵農之分從此始矣
二十六年[738] 正月…諸邊之長征兵
召募向足 自今鎭兵 勿復遣
資治通鑑 卷二百十六 唐紀 三十二
玄宗 天寶八載 [749] 四月 自募置
彍騎 府兵日益墮壞 死及逃兦者 有
司不復㸃補 其六䭾馬牛 器械糗糧
耗散略盡…五月…其彍騎之法 天寶
[742-56]以後 稍亦變廢 應募者 皆市

井負販 無賴子弟 未嘗習兵 時承平
日久 議者多謂 中國兵可稍…猛將
精兵 皆聚於西北 中國無武備矣
資治通鑑 卷二百三十二 唐紀 四十
八 德宗 貞元二年 [786] 八月 自開
元[713-41]之末…始募長征兵 謂之彍
騎 其後益爲六軍...兵不土著 又無宗
族...㤀身徇利 禍亂遂生
56

See Twitchett (1979: 426-7, 433-5,

443, 449, 455-7, 461, 471).

舊唐書 卷二百上 列傳第一百五十
上 安祿山 營州柳城雜種胡人也…
母..突厥巫師…解六蕃語…開元二十
年[732] 張守珪爲幽州節度…拔爲偏
將...開元二十八年[740]…營州都督...
天寶元年 以平盧節度
資治通鑑 卷二百十四 唐紀三十 玄
宗 開元二十四年 [736] 三月 安祿
山者 本營州雜胡…其母巫也 父死
…再適突厥安…有史窣干者[賜名思
明] 與祿山同里閈 先後一日生…張
守珪以祿山爲捉生將…養以爲子 卷
二百十六 唐紀三十二 玄宗 十一載
[752]十二月

我父胡母突厥 十四載

Xuanzong after a Series of Woman Rulers

[752]十一月 祿山發所部兵 及同羅

奚契丹室韋 凡十五萬衆...叛於范陽
57

Lewis (2009: 124) notes that “men of

humble background had fertile estates
south of the capital, with several dozen
of them linked up one after the other.”

資治通鑑 卷二百二十六 唐紀四十
二 德宗 建中元年 [780] 正月 約百
姓丁産 定等級 改作兩稅法…徵科
色目 一切罷之…唐初…有田則有租
有身則有庸 有戶則有調 玄宗之末
版籍浸壞 多非其實..戶..以貧富爲差
資治通鑑 卷二百三十四 唐紀五十
德宗 貞元十年 [794] 五月…兩稅之
立 惟以資産爲宗 不以丁身爲本…
租出穀 庸出絹 調出繒纊布[綾絁綿
麻]…兩稅..但估資産爲差 便以錢穀
定稅…或增價以買..減價以賣…今京
畿之內 每田一畝 官稅五升 而私家
收租 殆有畝至一石者 是二十倍於
官稅也…夫土地王者之所有 有耕稼
農夫之所爲 而兼并之徒 居然受利
58

General Gao Xianzhi (高仙芝) of

Anxi led 10,000 cavalry across the
Pamirs in 747; conquered the Tibetan
client kingdom of Little Balur (Gilgit),
cutting Tibet’s communication with the
Arabs and the Western Turks; and was
thereby appointed as the military
governor of Anxi (安西四鎭節度使).
In 750, Gao conquered the kingdoms of
Turgesh (突騎施) in the Ili valley, Kish
(朅師) in north of India, and Tashkent
(石國) in Central Asia, but his army of
30,000 was routed by the Arab army
(led by the governor of Samarkand) on
the Talas River in 751. Tang lost all of
Central Asia by Gao’s defeat.
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Taiping, together with the entrenched Wu supporters, attempted
to murder Xuanzong (r.712-56) in June 713.53 Xuanzong,
however, with the help of a eunuch (Gao Lishi 高力士 d.762), a
Koguryeo person (Wang Maozhong 王毛仲 d.731), and others,
managed to kill the Princess on July 4, 713. Xuanzong was at first
an industrious ruler, but in his later years, as Twitchett (1979: 156) says, he “ceased to discuss policy regularly with…ministers, and
began…to use…the eunuch staff of the palace as personal
agents…and turned his attention to religion and the pursuit of
pleasure.” Although the Tang still managed to display grandeur
and prosperity, the Turkish khaghans were extracting huge
amounts of silk and other gifts from them. The Sogdian
merchants of the Turkestan oases acted as buyers of extorted silk
and other luxury goods for trade in the west.
As the number of large estates began to expand rapidly
in the early eighth century, less and less land became available for
redistribution. The formation of large private estates (zhuang yuan)
revived the old Qin-Han-type land system, leading to the collapse
of the Equal Field system, and destroying the very foundation of
the fubing regimental system. Empress Wu had established large
permanent armies manned by long-serving troops and a large
number of nomadic cavalry, and stationed them on the northern
frontier under regional commanders. Permanent military
governors began to be appointed in the frontier provinces after
710-1. They were selected exclusively from the Hu-persons (胡人)
after December 747.54 The year 722, or 738 at the latest, saw a
decisive shift toward a mercenary army, and Tang abandoned the
fubing system altogether in 749, relying on the mercenary army that
was to be maintained by the subsequent Han Chinese dynasties,
Song and Ming. A footloose mercenary soldier, the Zizhi Tongjian
explains, was not attached to his own cherished farm or his clan to
fight for its honor.55
An Lushan was born of a Xianbei father and a Turkic
mother (母突厥巫師) in the modern Chaoyang area of Liaoxi. The
Youzhou military governor appointed him a general in 732, and
then adopted him as his son. An Lushan became the Jiedushi for
three northeastern frontier provinces (Pinglu 平盧/朝陽 on
January 6, 742, Fanyang 范陽/北京 on March 5, 744, and
Hedong 河東/太原 on February 2, 751), and rebelled at Fanyang
on November 9, 755.56 The 150,000-man army of An Lushan,
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Rebellions by An Lushan and Shi Siming

that included a large number of the Qidan-Xi-Shiwei Xianbei (奚
契丹室韋) tribes, captured Luoyang in December 755. As if

舊唐書 卷一百四 列傳 第五十四

following the Murong-Xianbei tradition, An Lushan proclaimed
himself emperor of “Greater Yan” on January 1, 756, and
captured Chang’an in June 756, but was killed in January 657 by
his son (who was himself killed in March 759). Suzong
(b.710/r.756-62), who had usurped the throne from his father on
July 12, 756, , appealed to the Uighur Turks to help him recover
the capital. An elite 4,000-man Uighur cavalry force arrived in
September 757. Shi Siming, the childhood friend of An Lushan,
proclaimed himself emperor of Greater Yan (大聖燕王) on
January 1, 759, but was killed in March 761 by his son, who then
killed himself in January 763.
Ikeda On (1973: 121, 148) notes: “Under the Northern
Dynasties [485-581] and the early Tang the implementation of the
Equal Field system…made it imperative that the state should
register every household and individual and oversee the allocation
of every parcel of land.” Wright and Twitchett (1973: 36) note:
“The breakdown of the intricate system of population and land
registration after the rebellion [eliminated] a check upon excessive
accumulation of land. … de facto recognition was given to the
rights of individual landholders to the possession and free
disposal of their lands… The tendency was for the great landed
estate worked by tenant cultivators to become more and more
widespread. Great estates had always existed, usually in the hands
of the state, the imperial clan, the great aristocratic clans, high
officials, or religious foundations … After An Lushan [i.e., after
the destruction of registers] there was a free-for-all in which all
sorts of wealthy persons joined.” As happened in the Han
Chinese dynasties (206 BCE-316 CE), the control over land and
peasants by the great landed-gentry families rapidly increased. To
mask the illegal transfer of land, the peasant households were
removed from the state record, along with the state revenue. The
missing peasants became anonymous tenants of rich landedgentry families. The traditional grain tax on land, corvée (or silk as
substitute) on labor, and silk, cotton, hemp or other speciality tax
on households were formally abolished in 780 and replaced by the
property tax paid in cash or grain. 57
The number of military provinces increased from ten
“frontier” commands in 755 to about forty in 763, mostly located

麗奴..天寶六年[747]…爲安西節度使

高仙芝 本高麗人也…罵仙芝曰…高
唐書 卷五 本紀第五 玄宗天寶十載
高仙芝及大食戰于恆邏斯城 敗積
In December 755, Xuanzong summarily
executed Gao for his failure to defeat
the An Lushan rebels, and let another
general of Koguryeo origin (王思禮
d.761) command the army in June 756.

資治通鑑 卷二百十六 唐紀 三十二
玄宗 天寶十二載 五月 初高麗人王
思禮…天寶十四載 [755] 十二月 祿
山陷東京…仙芝乃師見兵 西趣潼關
上..令...斬仙芝 肅宗 至德元載 [756]
六月…以思禮爲行在都知兵馬使…
安祿山…將兵入長安…七月…肅宗
卽位…十月...上疏請...復兩京…令兵
部尙書王思禮副之...二載 [757] 二月
…關內節度使王思禮…
59

資治通鑑 卷二百二十 唐紀三十

六 肅宗 乾元元年[758] 十二月…平
盧節度使薨...高麗人李懷玉[正己]...
推..立之 節度使由軍士廢立 自此始
永泰元年[765] 五月…李正己得衆心
…奉…爲帥…時…節度使…收安史
餘黨 各擁勁卒數萬…自署文武將吏
不供貢賦..雖名藩臣羈縻而巳…大曆
十二年[777] 十二月…平盧節度使李
正己…擁兵十萬…雖奉事朝廷 而不
用其法令 官爵甲兵 租賦刑殺 皆自
專之…名藩臣 而實如蠻貊異域焉
舊唐書 卷一百二十四 列傳 第七十
四 李正己 高麗人也...寶應中 [7623] 得衆心... 朝廷因授平盧淄靑節度

觀察使

海運押新羅渤海兩蕃使...大

曆十三年[778]...初有淄靑齊海登萊沂
密德棣等州之地...復得曹濮徐兗鄆
共十有五州...貨市渤海名馬...最稱强

Disintegration of the Tang Empire

大...時年四十九...建中二年正己卒...
納…統父衆...僞稱齊王建置百官...年
三十四...貞元八年 納死 軍衆以 師
古代其位..平盧及淄靑節度營田觀察
海運陸運押新羅渤海兩使…自正己
至師道 竊有鄆曹等十二州六十年矣
...擒師道以斬其首...元和十四年[819]
60

資治通鑑 卷二百十六 唐紀 二十

五 睿宗 景雲元年[710] 六月 隆基
有二 奴 王毛仲...勇善騎射 常侍衛
右...毛 仲本高麗也...玄宗 開元十三
年 [725] 十一月…隴右…上初卽位
牧馬有二十四萬匹 以太僕卿王毛仲
爲內外閑廐使…至是有馬四十三萬
匹 牛羊稱是…上嘉毛仲之功…加…
開府儀同三司…十八年 十一月…毛
仲求兵部尙書 不得…寵任宦官...爲
三品將軍...高力士...十九年[731]正
月...述毛仲不忠怨望…賜死...自是
宦官勢益盛
資治通鑑 卷二百二十四 唐紀四十
代宗 大曆五年 [770] 正月 神策軍
使內侍監…專典禁兵…於北軍置獄
…羅告富室 誣以罪惡…籍沒其家
資治通鑑 卷二百六十三 唐紀七十
九 昭宗 天復三年...天寶[742-56]以
來宦官浸盛 貞元[785-805]以末 分
羽林衛爲左右神策軍…宦官主之...參
掌機密 奪百司權…臣光曰…漢不握
兵…太宗…深抑宦官 無得過四品…
高力士 省決章奏 乃至進退將相…
文武宣宜僖昭六帝 皆爲宦官所立
Xianzong (r.805-20) died from
poisoning by a eunuch. Kuhn (2009:
13) notes: “Muzong (r.820-4)…
playing…polo…suffered injuries to
which he succumbed… Jingzong
(r.824-6)…spent much time among…
eunuch polo players… was murdered
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in the interior, drastically reducing the authority of the Tang
court. The military commanders, many of them ex-rebels or aliens
(such as Gao Xianzhi of Koguryeo origin), began to take on the
character of independent “hereditary” military governors with
fiscal and economic authority, recruiting civil and military officials,
and commanding professional mercenary soldiers with loyalty to
the governors themselves. 58 The regional military governors, such
as Li Zheng’ji (李正己 732-81) of Koguryeo origin who had been
put forward by soldiers for the military governorship in the 760s
and came to hold jurisdiction over fifteen provinces as well as the
diplomatic contacts with the Silla and Parhae (during 763-819) as
the hereditary Military Governor of Pinglu-Ziqing, did not permit
interference from the central government. Li Zheng’jis son Na (納
758-92) had even established a full officialdom, styling himself the
King of Qi (齊王) in 782 in collusion with three other Jiedushi who
had claimed themselves to be the kings of Ji, Wei, and Zho,
respectively. 59 Li Zheng’ji, his son, and his grandsons (師古/d.806;
道/d.819) ruled almost 60 years as independent regional rulers.
Kuhn (2009: 10-1) states: “for more than 130 years, the
Tang empire’s system of government and administration had been
solidly grounded in the loyalty and self-understanding of an
aristocratic class and of educated officials [the collaborators] who
believed in the cultural and political achievements and superiority
of the dynasty. … The final disintegration of the Tang between
820 and 907 required several unqualified emperors and the most
adverse conditions at court to drive the dynasty to ruin.”
Wang Maozhong, another person of Koguryeo origin
who was trusted by Xuanzong, was entrapped and died in 731 by
the eunuch Gao Lishi and, according to the Zizhi Tongjian, the
Tang court came to be dominated by the eunuchs from that time
on. Traditionally, the eunuchs had never commanded an army, and
Tang Taizong prohibited the appointment of eunuchs as officials
above the Fourth Rank. In 770, the eunuch commander of the
imperial force even established the eunuchs’ own fearsome prison
to imprison rich people for extortion. After August 798, the only
central army that was not under the control of regional military
governors was commanded by the eunuchs. The six emperors
during the period of 826-904 were all installed by the eunuchs. 60
In mainland China, the fierce Xianbei horsemen had
long ago melted away; nor did the fubing army continue to exist.
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Putting down the rebellions of An Lushan and Shi Siming, the
Uighur Turks became the indispensable, albeit greedily
extortionate, protector of the Tang. Tang owed its continued
existence to the Uighur military support. When the Uighur-Turks
were destroyed in 840 by the Kirghiz-Turks from the Yenisei
region, the Tang court lost the Lord Protector.
On February 12, 843, the Kirghiz Turks sent an envoy to
the Tang court who was honored more highly than the envoy
from Parhae. The Kirghiz Turks, however, showed no interest in
playing the role of protector-cum-extortioner and, when the Pang
Xun (龐勛) rebellion erupted in 868-9, the Tang rulers had to
appeal to the small but valiant Shatuo Turkic tribe in the Ordos
steppe that had submitted to the Tang in 808. As a reward for his
service in putting down the rebellion, the chieftain of the Shatuo
Turks, Zhu-ye Chi-xin (朱邪赤心/李國昌 d.883), was appointed
military governor and granted the Tang imperial surname. His
third son, Li Keyong (李克用/武皇帝 856-908), leading a 40,000man army, helped the Tang court in 882-4 to pacify the rebellion
by Huang Chao (黃巢), who had captured Chang’an and
proclaimed himself Emperor of Great Qi on December 13, 880.61
Being divided into a number of de-facto independent
states under military governors who became hereditary satraps,
the Tang dynasty went into coma after the An Lushan and Shi
Siming rebellions (755-63), apparently died in the Huang Chao
Rebellion (875-84), and was officially buried in 907 by Zhu Wen, a
Han Chinese general of peasant-rebel origin. There appeared five
dynasties in rapid succession in North China, three of them (in
the middle) being founded by the Shatuo-Turks. At the same time,
there appeared ten province-size kingdoms in central and south
China that were ruled by the independent Tang military governors
who now declared themselves either kings or emperors. According
to Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 86), “the actual interregnum in
central power lasted all the way from the rebellion of 755 to 979.”
Chang’an had served as the global center for traders,
pilgrims, and students from all over the world. Chang’an was,
however, occupied by Huang Chao between December 5, 880 and
April 5, 883, and was abandoned altogether by Zhu Wen on
January 26, 904. Ever since, Chang’an was unable to recover the
status of a metropolitan capital of great political importance.

Rebellions by Pang Xun and Huang Chao

at their hands. … Wenzong (r.82640)…was neither…strong enough to
emancipate himself from dependence
on the eunuchs… died… Wuzong
(r.840-6) [and] Xuanzong (r.84659)…died from poisoning.” See also
Franke and Twitchett (1994: 5), and
Eberhard (1965: 144-5, 153-5).
61

See Barfield (1989: 166), Graff

(2002: 221), and Wang (1963: 19, 30).

資治通鑑 卷二百二十三 唐紀四十
九 德宗 貞元六年 [794] 五月…北
庭人苦於回鶻[回紇 before 788]誅求
…沙陀酋長…降於吐蕃
資治通鑑 卷二百三十七 唐紀五十
三 憲宗 元和三年 [808] 六月…沙
陀勁勇冠諸胡 吐蕃置之甘州 每戰
以爲前鋒 回鶻攻吐蕃…酋長朱邪盡
忠 與其子執宜…歸於唐…置之鹽州
爲市牛羊 廣其畜牧 善撫之 …每有
征討 用之 所向皆捷 靈鹽軍益彊
資治通鑑 卷二百四十六 唐紀六十
二 文宗 開成四年[840] 十一月…沙
陀朱邪赤心…攻可汗…自殺…回鶻
遂衰 赤心執宜之子也 五年 九月…
初伊吾之西 焉耆之北 有黠戞斯部
落...堅昆...結骨…阿熱始自稱可汗…
回鶻別將..引..十萬騎 攻回鶻大破之
資治通鑑 卷二百四十七 唐紀六十
三 武宗 會昌三年 [843] 二月 黠戞
斯遣使者..班在勃海使之上…求冊命
…上恐加可汗之名 卽不修臣禮 踵
回鶻故事 求歲遣及賣馬 猶豫未決
62

Abramson (2003: 132-3) states: “It is

significant that, during the early part of
the Tang, when civil and military virtues
were celebrated equally and official
careers frequently demanded abilities
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Hiding the Xianbei Roots of Sui and Tang

and accomplishments in both arenas,

8. Hiding the Xianbei Roots of the Sui and Tang

the massive stone sculptures of
exemplary officials outside the imperial
mausolea…lack any civil-military
distinction; they all carry swords and
wear identical robes, as well as having
identical physiognomies. … Even
though identifiably Han figures,
generally individuals of low status,
sometimes diverged from these ideals,
they mostly did so incrementally.”
63

The Jinshi declares that the official
progenitor of the Wanyan clan had

originally come from Koryeo. This fact,
however, does not make Jin a Korean
dynasty. According to the Weishu, the
Empress Gao of Xiaowen’di (r.471-99),
who gave birth to Emperor Xuanwu
(r.499-515) of Northern Wei, was a
younger sister of Gao Zhao. According
to the Zizhi Tongjian, Gao Zhao was a
Koguryeo person. Xuanwu’di also
married a niece of Gao Zhao. Mixed
blood or not, these facts do not make
Northern Wei a Korean dynasty. A
Koryeo woman became the empress,
called Empress Ki, of the last Yuan
emperor. She gave birth to the Prince
Imperial, who ascended the throne of
Northern Yuan (1368-91) in 1370.
These facts do not make either Yuan or
Northern Yuan a Korean dynasty; both
were pure-blooded Mongol dynasties.
Six Mongol princesses in direct descent
from Chinggis Khan, plus one
commoner woman, married Koryeo
kings, giving birth to three royal heirs,
but neither does this fact make Koryeo
a Mongol dynasty.

XIANBEI CLANS, CALLED NORTHWESTERN ARISTOCRATIC CLANS

Wright and Twitchett (1973: 42-3) declare that “the
distinctive life-style of [Sui-Tang] period, [was very] different from
the scholarly self-image reflected by Chinese scholars of later
generations and by their Western imitators. The Tang elite were
far more active and led far less bookish lives … They were
horsemen and hunters who practiced archery and falconry and
played polo. … Their womenfolk led equally active lives.” And yet,
they conclude that “the Tang was the last dynasty when a
member of the elite was expected to have learned the basic
martial arts; the last dynasty when military and civil careers were
not sharply separate.” 62 Apparently they regard only the Song and
Ming, and never even one of the Liao, Jin, Yuan, and Qing
conquest dynasties, as successors to Sui and Tang.
Twitchett (1979: 4) somehow feels obliged to take
extreme care in making the following statement: “the Sui first
came to power as the successor of the [Tuoba-Xianbei] Northern
Zhou. … The foundation of its empire was…simply a court coup
which placed on the throne one noble north-western family [the
euphemism for one Xianbei ruling clan] in place of another. The
succession of the Tang, in its turn, simply transferred the throne
to yet another of this close-knit group of [Xianbei] families, and
throughout the seventh and early eighth centuries the Sui royal
family of Yang, the Dugu, and members of the Northern Zhou
royal family of Yuwen remained ubiquitous and extremely
influential. … The Sui court did not merely perpetuate the
political dominance of this small group of great north-western
aristocratic clans [again, the euphemism for the great Xianbei clans]; it
also continued to organize its empire by means of tried
institutions that had been employed under the northern [conquest]
dynasties… Tang continued along almost identical lines. There
was thus a powerful continuity, both in terms of the dominant
social group, and of political institutions, running from the [TuobaXianbei] Northern Wei through the early Tang.”
Even before making these statements couched in careful
euphemism [deciphered above in the square brackets], Twitchett (1979:
2) puts forth the familiar predetermined conclusion at the very
beginning of the Introductory Chapter—namely, that “the unified
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empire set up by the Qin and the Han had been shattered” by 220
CE, but “the single most important long term development
during these centuries was the final re-establishment of Chinese national
unity” in the name of the Sui and Tang.
Lewis (2009b: 150-1) states that “nomadic chiefs ruled
over both Chinese and nomads… This first happened under the
Northern Wei, and it recurred throughout later Chinese history.”
Although intermarriages with the Chinese cannot make the
Xianbei aristocracy the Chinese aristocracy, the expression of
“mixed-blood aristocracy” has served as a typical euphemism for
the “Xianbei aristocracy” as a prelude to classifying it tacitly as the
Han Chinese aristocracy. 63 Most historians keep writing that the
founders of Sui and Tang were from “mixed-blood” families of
the [amorphous] “Northwestern” aristocracy, and then hasten to
present both Sui and Tang as the paragon of Chinese dynasties. 64
The Sinocentric historiography cannot explain the
gigantic scope and cost of the campaigns waged against the
proto-macro-Tugusic Koguryeo, and the persistence with which
they were pursued by Sui Wendi-Yangdi and Tang Taizong. The
great apprehension harbored by the nascent Sui-Tang dynasties of
Xianbei provenance against the potential threat of the emerging
macro-Tugusic force becomes a conundrum in Sinocentric
historiography, even with the benefit of hindsight after the
destruction of the Qidan-Xianbei Liao by the Nüzhen-Tungus
Jin.65

Making Tang Paragon of Chinese Dynasty

64

Most historians regard Tang Taizong

as “an ideal Han Chinese emperor,”
embodying civil (wen) and military (wu)
virtue, and conceptualize Tang as “one
of the greatest native dynasties” in
Chinese history, asserting as if to salve
their nagging conscience that, after all,
“at no time was there a pure Chinese or
pure Inner Asian identity.” See WaleyCohen (2006: 2-3 and 113).
65

Northern Zhou Wudi (r.560-78)

reunified North China, and his son
Xuan’di (b.559/r.578-80) rebuilt
Luoyang, that had lain in ruins after the
fall of Northern Wei, as the eastern
capital. The Sinocentric historiography
can not understand why Sui Yangdi
“followed the style of his brother-in-law
Zhou Xuan’di,” and rebuilt Luoyang,
employing Yuwen Kai, the same
architect who had built the Sui capital
Daxingcheng (大興城 in 582) for
Wendi, as the eastern capital between
605-6 “in line with a Northern Zhou
tradition.” See Xiong (1993: 73-5, 81).

9. Tang-Song Transition: Decisive Rupture in History of China

66

Ho (ibid: 133) further notes the fact

that “the author of the phonetic

Ho states: “the fourth…century and the following fifth
and sixth centuries seem to constitute a special chapter in which
the blending of various streams of ethnicity in the bodies of the
‘Chinese’ of entire North China may have reached an extent never
equaled in subsequent Chinese history (1998: 136); the spirit of
tolerance and of cosmopolitanism exhibited by Tang Chinese is
almost exact opposite to [alleged] ‘Han chauvinism,’ arrogance,
and xenophobia (ibid: 134); and the kind of true metropolitanism
that characterized the life, outlook, and attitude of the Tang
Chinese is almost unique in world history (ibid: 135).”66
Kuhn (2009: 1) states that the transition from Tang to

dictionary Qie-Yun (切韻), Lu Fayan(陸

法言), …was a member of aristocratic
Xianbei family. … The three…leading
poets…Bo Ju-yi (白居易), Yuan Zhen
(元稹), and Liu Yu-xi (劉禹錫) were
respectively of Central Asian, Xianbei,
and Xiongnu descent. … The great
architect Yu-wen Kai (宇文愷) was of
mixed Xiongnu and Xianbei descent,”
rather oddly, in defense of his
sinicization (漢化) thesis (ibid: 134).

Descendants of Xianbei Conquest Dynasties
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周書 卷五十 列傳第四十二 異域

突厥

阿史那子...其後曰土門…而求

婚於我 太祖[孝文帝 r.535-51]許之
十七年[551]以[西]魏長樂公主妻之...
魏廢帝[r.551-4]元年

土門發兵擊茹

茹…阿那瓌自殺…土門遂自號伊利
可汗 猶古之單于也…土門死 子科
羅立…號乙息記可汗…羅立死 弟俟
斤立

號木汗可汗[r.553-72]…其地東

自遼海以西 西至西海萬里 南自沙
漠以北 北至北海五六千里 皆屬焉
…明帝二年[558]...

時與齊人交爭…

俟斤又以他女許高祖[周武帝r.56078]…[保定]三年[563] 詔隨公楊忠率

衆一萬 與突厥伐齊…五年[565] …
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Song “marks the most decisive rupture in the history of imperial
China. The…hereditary aristocratic families…vanished… A newly
emerging class of scholar-officials, trained in Confucian doctrine
…was…to take on responsibility for reshaping Chinese tradition
…as to call the Song transformation a Chinese renaissance.”
Tang (618-907) may more simply be understood as the
sixth generation of the Xianbei conquest dynasties, including
Murong-Xianbei Former Yan (352-70), Tuoba-Xianbei Northern
Wei (386-534), Western Wei (535-56), Northern Zhou (556-81),
and Sui (581-618). Qidan Liao (907-1125) may then be regarded as
the seventh generation Xianbei conquest dynasty. Sui and Tang
were the social, cultural, and political descendants of the Xianbei
conquest regimes that drew together the Chinese and nonChinese cultural strands with cosmopolitanism and creativity in all
the arts.

神武公竇毅…往逆女…俟斤死 弟他
鉢可汗立[r.572-81]…朝廷旣與和親
歲給繒絮錦綵十萬段…帝冊趙王[宇

Appendix 8.1. The Eastern and Western Turkish Empires

文招]招女爲千金公主以嫁之…大象
二年[580]…且逆公主
隋書卷八十四 列傳第四十九 北狄
突厥之先…沙鉢略妻

宇文氏之女

曰千金公主 自傷宗祀絶滅 每懷復
隋之志 日夜言之於沙鉢略 由是悉
衆爲寇 空弦之士四十萬…沙鉢略以
阿波驍悍

忌之…襲擊其部…阿波..

西奔達頭可汗…沙鉢略之從父也 舊
爲西面可汗…遂與沙鉢略相攻..連兵
不已…時沙鉢略爲達頭所困 又東畏
契丹…高祖報書曰…今日看沙鉢略
共兒子不異…以磧[Gobi]爲界…[開
皇]十七年[597]…上欲離間北夷...[大
業]十一年[615]…始畢…入寇

圍帝

於雁門…隋末亂離…勢能中夏…竇
建德 王世充…皆北面稱臣
68

Turan Khaghan (都藍 r.588-99), a

son of Ishbara, was succeeded by his
cousin, Jamqan Khaghan (啓民 r.599-

A Turkish leader named T’u-men (阿史那土門 r.552-3),
initially the Rouran’s vassal, married the Xianbei Princess Changle
of Western Wei in 551 and destroyed the Rouran Empire in
January 552, establishing the Eastern Turkish Empire. T’u-men
died in 553, and his sons (K’o-lo d.553, and Muqan r.553-72)
succeeded him to become Dong-mian (facing-east) Khaghan, while
T’u-men’s brother Istämi (室點密 r.552-76) and his son Tardu (達
頭 r.577-603) began to rule the Western Turkish Empire with the
subordinate title (葉護 Yabghu) of Xi-mian (西面) Khaghan.
In 567, Wudi (r.560-78) of Northern Zhou married a
daughter of Muqan Khaghan, apparently to consolidate their
alliance against the Northern Qi. The Zhou court paid 100,000
units of various silk products to the Turks every year as a reward
for their military alliance. Taspar Khaghan (他鉢可汗 r.572-81),
the younger brother of Muqan, was succeeded by a grandson of
T’u-men, Ishbara Khaghan (攝圖/沙鉢略 r.581-7), who had
married a princess of the Yuwen family (宇文招女 千金公主) in
June 580. The Zhou princess made every effort to persuade the
Ishbara Khaghan to revenge the downfall of Yuwen Tai’s family
(in 581) in the hands of the usurper, the founder of the Sui
dynasty, Yang Jian.67 In 582, Tardu proclaimed himself Khaghan
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of the Western Turkish Empire (步迦可汗), and then kept
attacking the Eastern Turks under Turan-Jamqan khaghans. 68
Beckwith (2009: 114) identifies the Rourans (蠕蠕/柔然/
茹茹) with the Avars, and states: “The Turk pursued the remnants
of the Avars across the length and breadth of Eurasia, conquering
as they went, until they had united under Turkic rule the entire
Central Eurasian steppe and had come into direct contact with
the…Persian, and Eastern Roman empires. The Avars were given
refuge by the Eastern Roman Empire. Partly through clever
alliances with other peoples they made their way into the
Pannonian Plain, where they settled and continued to call their
ruler the khaghan, to the great annoyance of the Turk.”69
The Eastern Turks, stretching from the Greater Xiang’an
Range to the Altai Mountains, extracted silk from the Northern
Zhou-Qi courts, and the Western Turks traded it to Persia and
Byzantium.70 By the time of Tardu’s grandson (射匱), the Western
Turkish Empire extended from the Altai Mountains to the
Caspian Sea, and his son relocated the capital to Tashkent.71
When the Eastern Turks were engaged in a civil war
after the death of Taspar Khaghan, Sui Wendi encouraged the
rivalry and feuding among the Turkish royal clans, and Yangdi was
able to dispatch 20,000 Turks to destroy the Qidans. Li Shimin
sent a large army to the steppe in 629 and captured the last Dongmian khaghan in 630. The remaining Turkish tribes either went
over to the Tang or fled west. The Turks under Tang were able to
defeat the western Turks in 657, and the Tang court was able to
impose new rulers on them. The Turks, however, revolted in 679
and were able to establish the Second Eastern Turkish Empire in
682 under the leadership of Khutlugh (骨篤祿 r.682-92). 72 In
710-1, the Eastern Turks defeated the Western Turks based in
Zungaria, northern Tarim, and eastern Transoxania. The last
khaghan of the Second Eastern Turkish Empire, Tängri (登利
r.734-41), was murdered by a prince. The Uiguhr Turks, one of
the subject tribes, were able to establish the Uiguhr Turkish
Empire (744-840).73
The vast Western Turkic realm became divided into five
independent regions consisting of (1) Zungaria, northern Tarim,
and eastern Transoxania; (2) southern Central Asia; (3) lower
Volga and the North Caucasus steppe to the Don; (4) the lower
Danube area and the lands to the west; and (5) Volga-Kama area.74

Eastern and Western Turkish Empires

609), who conspired to kill the Zhou
Princess (who had married Ishbara
Khaghan 宇文招女 千金公主) and
then married Sui princesses (安義/義

成公主). Jamqan was succeeded by
his son, Sibir Khaghan (始畢 r.60919), who took his stepmother (the Sui
princess 義成) as wife but allied
himself with Li Yuan, the founder of
Tang, to destroy the Sui dynasty.
69

See also Grousset (1970: 171-6).

70

See Barfield (1989: 133).

71

資治通鑑 卷一百八十七 唐紀三

高祖 武德二年[619]七月…射匱者達
頭可汗之孫也…東至金山 西至海…
子統葉護...移廷於石國北千泉…西域
諸國皆臣之..各遣吐屯監之督其征賦
Kuwayama (1988: 21) notes that TonYabghu “annexed the Tiele, … fought
against Sassanian Persia, … came into
contact with Kāpiśī, …and made all of
them come under his jurisdiction.”
72

When the Qidans broke away from

Turkish control and raided North China,
Khutlugh’s younger brother, Mo-ch’o
(默啜 r.692-716), destroyed the Qidan
army in 696 in return for huge gifts from
Empress Wu.
73

See Barfield (1989: 136-51) and

Beckwith (2009: 116-8, 131).

舊唐書 卷一百九十五 列傳第一百
四十五 回紇 其先匈奴之裔也 在後
魏時 號鐵勒部落…臣屬突厥
74

See Beckwith (2009: 115-6).
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A Tripolar Appraoch to East Asian History

V{tÑàxÜ a|Çx
Ordo-Tribal Army
and the Dual Government System
The Qidan-Xianbei Establish
A Proto-Pan-Manchurian Conquest Dynasty
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One of the Many Successor States to Tang

“世傳東丹王是也” 耶律阿保機 太子耶律倍 東丹國(舊渤海 926-82)王

Liao Brick and Wooden Pagodas

King of Dongdan (Eastern Qidan) and his company: Abaoji conquered Parhae,

(top) Ningcheng 寧城 崇興寺雙木塔

and appointed as its king his eldest son, Bei. Boston Museum of Fine Arts

(bottom) Chaoyang 朝陽 北(塼)塔
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Proto-Pan-Manchurian Conquest Dynasty

1

資治通鑑 卷二百五十二 唐紀六十

CHAPTER NINE

八 僖宗 乾符二年 [875] 黃巢...以

ORDO-TRIBAL ARMY AND DUAL GOVERNMENT SYSTEM

販私鹽爲事…屢擧進士不第 遂爲盜

QIDANS ESTABLISH A PAN-MANCHURIAN CONQUEST DYNASTY

卷二百五十四 唐紀七十 僖宗 廣明
二年 [880] 十二月…入長安…尤憎

While the Xianbei cousins who had settled themselves in

官吏 得者皆殺之…黃巢殺唐宗室在

mainland China came to lose every vestige of their military valor, the

長安者 無遺類

Qidan tribes which originated from the Yuwen-Xianbei could apparently
uphold their nomadic warrior tradition on the western Manchurian

2

Wang (1963: 27-8) notes: “Zhu Wen

(朱溫/全忠) had been Huang Chao’s

steppe. When the Tang dynasty of Tuoba-Xianbei provenance was
deposed, the Qidans felt fully justified in their claim to the throne.

(黃巢) general and was prefect of

The Dual System of governance was blatantly dualized by

Tongzhou (同州) when he surrendered

the Liao rulers in the form of a mutually independent dual government

to the Tang imperial commander in …

under the emperor’s inner council. The northern area of less than one

882. He was the third son of an

million Qidan-Xianbei people was governed according to tribal law by

impoverished teacher. When his father

officials dressed in the traditional Qidan costume. The southern area of

died, he was brought up to be…a

three million Chinese was governed by a Chinese-style bureaucracy

manor steward in the household where

staffed at first almost entirely by the Han Chinese who were the

his mother worked as a servant. He…

talented literati or ex-officials, captured by or voluntarily allied

formed his own bandit gang [and] some

themselves with the Liao, and then by the Han Chinese who were

time in 876-7, he…joined Huang Chao.”

recruited from the gentry families through the recommendations and
examinations, all dressed in the Chinese style.

資治通鑑 卷二百六十三 唐紀七十

The Qidan and other conquered tribes were mobilized to

九 昭宗 天復三年 [903] 正月…全

serve in the supra-tribal military units, called ordo, or in the regional

忠以兵驅宦官…二月…時宦官盡死

tribal armies. An ordo army of a hundred thousand horsemen was

卷二百六十五 唐紀八十一 昭宗 天

always ready to strike before the tribal armed forces and militia could

祐二年 [905] 五月 李振…曰 朝廷

be mobilized. Few Qidan officials and cavalry soldiers were stationed

所以不理 良由衣冠浮薄之徒 紊亂

in the southern Han Chinese territories, and the grasslands of tribal

綱紀 且王欲圖大事 …不若盡去之

regions remained the domain of the Qidan and other tribal followers.

全忠以爲然…或門胄高華 或科第自

To the devout Liao rulers, Buddhism was an “imperial religion” that was

進 居三省臺閣…貶逐無虛日 搢紳

compatible with their cherished tribal beliefs. The Qidans, however,

[文官]爲之一空 六月… 李振屢擧

could not successfully co-opt the Tungusic people for their empire

進士 竟不中第 故深疾 搢紳之士

building, showing a much less successful conquest performance than

言於全忠曰 此輩常自謂淸流 宜投

the Tuoba-Xianbei, who chose peaceful coexistence with Koguryeo.

之黃河 使爲濁流 全忠笑而從之…

The Han Chinese and many western scholars assert that the
Qidan-Xianbei conquerors soon became sinicized, and their rule that of

3

As a boy, Li Keyong (李克用 856-

a typically Chinese dynasty. The Qidans, in fact, continued to maintain

908) had followed his father (朱邪赤心

the center of political and military power in their old tribal territory. They

d.883) to put down the Pang Xun (龐

never abandoned their typically tribal political and military organization

勳) mutiny in 868-9, and later helped

nor their former secular traditions or religious beliefs, and the mass of

the Tang court to subdue the Huang

the Qidan people continued to pursue pastoral activities.
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1. Birth of a Proto Pan-Xianbei-Tungus Conquest Dynasty

Qidan-Xianbei, Claimant of Tang Successor

Chao rebels in 875-84. Li governed
Hedong from his base at Taiyuan.

With the collapse of the Tang Empire, there appeared a
host of successor dynasties to the Tang in North China, every one
of them claiming imperial status, that included a dynasty of lowly
Chinese peasant origin, three dynasties of the Shatuo Turks, and a
dynasty founded by a Han Chinese usurper general. The five
short-lived dynasties north of the Huai River are, Standen (2007:
9) notes, “cast as ‛Chinese’ resisting the inevitable predations of
the ‛barbarian’ Qidan.”
When the Tang dynasty of Tuoba-Xianbei provenance
was deposed, the Qidan which originated from the YuwenXianbei were, according to Eberhard (2005: 199), “among the
claimants to the Chinese throne…feeling fully justified in their
claim.” The Jinshi (金史 志 選擧一) states that “Liao arose as a
successor to Tang (遼起唐季),” and Mote (1999: 8) states that Liao
took the Tang’s “universal imperial system as its political model.”
Owing to the strength of Shatuo Turks in the west and the
Tungusic enemies behind (i.e., the Parhae in Manchuria and the
Koryeo in Korean Peninsula), however, the expansion of the Liao
empire was bound to be slow.

Wang (1963: 5, 29) notes: “The Tang
restoration in 923-6 [by Keyong’s son
Cunxu] revived features of Tang
government which had already been
proved ineffectual.” Eberhard (1965:
154-5) notes that the Shatuo rulers also
played polo (a non-Chinese game), of
which the emperors of Tang were very
fond. The founder of Tang dynasty was
born to the Tuoba-Xianbei ruling clan,
but then the Shatuo, in their own way,
tried their best to become “imitators of
Tuoba-Xianbei (ibid: 147).” The Shatuo
Turks had lived in the Ordos steppe
where the Tuoba-Xianbei formerly
maintained pastures for their horses,
and the emperors of the Shatuo
dynasty, “liked to visit the famous
Buddhist caves at Longmen … built by
the Tuoba about 500 (ibid: 146-7).”

“TANG RESTORATION” BY THE SHATUO TURKIC DYNASTIES

資治通鑑 卷二百七十一 後梁紀六

Huang Chao (?-884) had failed the jinshi examination,
and then joined the peasant rebellion to become its leader (87584). “Wherever his troops went,” Wang (1963: 85) states, “he did
not spare the scions of the ruling families, and at Chang’an [in
880] he encouraged a veritable blood-bath.” The hated ruling
families were the families of the hereditary Xianbei aristocrats and
the high-ranking Han Chinese collaborators. 1
Zhu Wen (Quanzhong 852-912), the founder of Later
Liang (907-23), was a lower class eastern Chinese who had
supported Huang Chao, but went over to the Tang and became a
military governor in 882. Zhu took the Tang court under his
control by 903-6, liquidating eunuchs, purging scholar officials,
killing most of the imperial families, relocating the capital to
Luoyang on April 9, 904, and replacing Zhaozong (r.888-904) with
a 13-year old emperor on August 15, 904. Eberhard (2005: 182-3)
states: Zhu “himself was of peasant origin, and so were a large
part of his subordinates. All of them were opposed to the

貞明五年[919] 十月 晉王[後唐莊宗]
... 石敬瑭[後晉高祖] 與梁人戰…劉
知遠[後漢高祖]…爲殿…敬瑭以是親
愛之..其先皆沙陀人 敬瑭 李嗣源[後
唐明宗]之壻也…同光元年[923] 李繼
韜...募士...郭威[後周太祖]往應募
4

遼史 卷一 本紀第一 太祖…姓耶

律氏...字阿保機…天顯十一年[936]...
冊敬瑭爲大晉皇帝...十二年...晉…請
上尊號及歸䧹門以北與幽薊之地 仍
歲貢帛三十萬疋
資治通鑑 卷二百八十一 後晉紀二
高祖 天福三年 [938] 七月 帝事契
丹甚謹 奉表稱臣 謂契丹主爲父皇
帝 每契丹使至 帝于別殿 拜受詔敕
歲輸金帛三十萬之外

“Tang Restoration” by the Shtuo Turks

The Sixteen Prefectures are also called
the Yan-Yun region (䧹門以北 與幽薊

之地) or, in the words of Mote (1999:
65) and Davis (2004: Ix), the “defense
line” for “the entire North China.” Mote
(1999: 65) notes: “In fact, the ceded
territory included nineteen, not sixteen
prefectures, but the phrase the ‘Sixteen
Prefectures’ became fixed ....” Jin
initially set its capital at Luoyang and
then at Kaifeng.
5

舊五代史 卷七十六 晉書二 高祖

紀第二 天福二年 [937] 春正月…詔
曰 應天開國… 宜於唐朝宗屬中取
一人封公世襲 兼隋之酅公爲二王後
以後周介公備三恪 主其祭祀
新五代史 卷八 晉本紀第八 天福四
年 [939] 九月 封李從益爲郇國公以
封唐後…十一月 立唐高祖太宗[91849]莊宗明宗愍帝[923-34]廟于西京
In 937, Jin Gaozu (石敬瑭) said that,
because he founded the state by the
Mandate from Heaven, he ought to
select a descendant of the Tang
imperial house to be invested as a
hereditary duke (Duke of Xun), while
designating the Duke Xi (酅國公) of
Sui as the heir to the two royal princes
(二王後). Together with the Duke Jie
(介國公) of Northern Zhou, they would
constitute the San-ke (三恪 the
designated heirs to the “three ancestor
dynasties”). Apparently for the sake of
the “threesome,” the Duke of Han (韓

國公), representing Northern Wei, had
to be replaced by the Duke of Xun (郇

國公), representing the ritual heir to the
Tang royal line.
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gentry.”2 Once having grabbed absolute power, Zhu and his lowly
followers vengefully enjoyed the great slaughter of the Xianbei
aristocrats, eunuchs, and Han Chinese gentry elite.
Having been a military governor for twenty-four years,
Zhu Wen ruled, in his capital at Kaifeng (Bianjing), with his
trusted relatives and retainers -- the provincial army officers.
According to Wang (1963: 104), “under this first plebeian ruling
group since the Former Han dynasty,” members of the Chinese
provincial families who had risen to power by military activities
dominated the court. Most of the palace commissioners and
attendants had “gained office and wealth from lowly origins in the
last quarter of a century (ibid: 108).”
In 923, the small Shatuo tribe led by Li Keyong’s first
son, Cunxu (李存勗/莊宗 b.885/923-6), managed to overthrow
the Han Chinese Liang dynasty, using the slogan of the Tang
Restoration, and adopted the dynastic designation of Tang with its
capital at Luoyang. 3 The Han Chinese gentry preferred the Turks
led by a chieftain with the imperial surname of Li to the savage
Liang rulers of peasant origin, and hence actively helped the
Shatuo Turks to rule millions of Chinese. Eberhard (2005: 183-4)
states: “All the Chinese historians are enthusiastic about the Later
Tang (923-36),” even naming it the “Restoration of Tang,” while
downgrading the pure-blooded Chinese Liang dynasty, because of
its lowly peasant origin and its stance “against the gentry.”
As Wang (1963: 109) writes, “Li Cunxu had built his
power, as Zhu Wen had done, on the provincial form of
government” in which the military governor had his own trusted
retainers, preventing the eunuchs from controlling the armies. The
provincial staff, mostly consisting of men of lowly origins, could
often rise to the highest court offices without the “benefit of
either blue blood or a literati education (ibid: 112).” The
Restoration of Tang, in the sense of rule by the hereditary
aristocracy and Han Chinese gentry-officials, could not be
achieved by the Shatuo Turks, but by the Qidan-Xianbei.
Mingzong (李嗣源/明宗 Siyuan r.926-33) of Later Tang
was Li Keyong’s adopted son. Mindi (閔帝 r.933-4), Mingzong’s
younger son, killed himself in 934 but Mingzong’s son-in-law Shi
Jingtang was able to establish the Later Jin dynasty (後晋 936-46)
by allying himself with the Qidan. Liao Taizong (Deguang r.92647) defeated the Li Chongke’s (末帝 r.934-6) Later Tang forces
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near Taiyuan in 936, and made Shi Jingtang the emperor of Jin.
Shi Jingtang (Jin Gaozu, r.936-42) offered Taizong a subordinate
position in a father-son relationship as well as annual payments of
gold and silk. He also offered to Liao the Sixteen Prefectures,
“giving the Liao Empire unimpeded access to North China,” in
the words of Mote (1999: 13). 4
Shi Jingtang claimed that his dynasty was heir to the
preceding three dynasties: Northern Zhou, Sui, and Tang.
Ancestral temples were erected in the western capital for the five
emperors of Tang that included the Li Keyong’s Tang: GaozuTaizong (r.918-49) and Zhuangzong-Mingzong-Mindi (r.923-34).5
Shi Jingtang had maintained a strict protocol of subjectsovereign relationship (奉表稱臣) with respect to Liao Taizong,
who was addressed as Father Emperor (父皇帝). Shi Jingtang’s
young successor (出帝 r.942-7) repudiated his subject status to
the Qidan, inviting an invasion by the Liao army in 944.
The Shatuo Tang rulers had established the institution
of the Imperial Bodyguard (Shiwei Qinjun 侍衛親軍) in order to
check the power of regional governors. 6 The Shatuo Jin rulers
greatly strengthened the Imperial Bodyguard, but when the
commander of “almost the entire Emperor’s Army,” who was an
uncle of the emperor (Du Chongwei), “surrendered to the Qidans
in December 946, the whole empire was at their mercy,” Wang
(1963: 191) writes. Deguang entered the Jin capital Kaifeng on
January 1, 947. 7 The Imperial Bodyguard was disarmed and its
horses confiscated. Deguang took several thousands of Jin
officials with him as he headed home on March 17, 947, taking
along with him the palace women, eunuchs, and musicians, and
leaving behind his brother-in-law Xiao Han as the military
governor of Bianzhou (Kaifeng).8
Liu Zhiyuan (895-948), Jingtang’s trusted commander of
the Imperial Bodyguard, was the Jiedushi of Hedong (河東節度使)
with its seat at Taiyuan, which had been the strategic refuge of the
Shatuo imperial house, when he declared himself emperor of
Later Han (後漢 947-51) on February 15, 947. By pure luck,
Deguang died on April 21 and his successor had to be chosen,
generating a military vacuum and allowing Liu to enter Kaifeng on
July 11, 947. 9
The court of Shatuo Han was, in the words of Wang
(1963: 5), “an enlarged Jiedushi establishment.” The Imperial

Deguang Makes Shi Jingtang Jin Emperor

6

The earliest reference to the Imperial

bodyguard appears under the year 927.

資治通鑑 卷二百七十六 後唐紀五
明宗 天成二年 [927] 十月 以…石
敬瑭爲宣武節度使兼侍衛親軍馬步
都指揮使
7

Standen (2007: 83) states: “Another

Jin general who had surrendered took
the Jin capital Bianzhou for Liao.
Deguang kept on Feng Dao (馮道) as
chief minister and received the
surrender of almost all the capital and
provincial officials. Most of them
reacted to the Liao conquest as just
another change of dynasty, in which
Deguang was understood to have full
possession of the Mandate … It was
some weeks before the Hedong
governor, Liu Zhiyuan, reneged on his
initial acceptance of Deguang and
declared himself emperor.”
8

See Standen (2007: 77-9, 81-3, 128).

新五代史 卷五十二 雜傳第四十 杜
重威… 其妻石氏 晉高祖之女弟 高
祖卽帝位…拜…刺史 以典禁兵…遷
侍衛親軍都指揮使…開運元年 [944]
加…北面行營招討使… 詣契丹請降
…召諸將告以降虜…以上將先鋒 乃
皆聽命…於…曰 臣以晉軍十萬先降
資治通鑑 卷二百八十六 後漢紀一
高祖 天福十二年[947]正月 百官..迎
契丹主…獨出班胡語 三月…餘留大
梁 復以변州爲..以蕭翰爲節度使 翰
述律太后之兄子 其妹復爲契丹主后
9

See Wang (1963: 149, 187, 191-4).
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Shatuo Turks Replaced by Han Chinese

10

Guo Wei’s father (Jian) had served Li

Keyong (晉王) as prefect of Shunzhou.
Guo Wei (郭威 904-54) was orphaned
young, and was imprisoned in February
923 for a murder but was set free by
the son (李繼韜 d.923.12.) of the
adopted son (嗣昭) of Li Keyong’s
younger brother (李克柔). Guo Wei
briefly served in the Liang army. He
served Shi Jingtang in 926-7 to become
a senior aide in the Imperial Bodyguard.
Sometime before 937, he began to
serve Liu Zhiyuan (劉知遠) who was
then the inspector-in-chief of the
Imperial Bodyguard. Guo Wei came to
command almost the entire Later Han
army by 948.

新五代史 卷十一 周本紀第十一 太
祖…父簡 事晉爲順州刺史…子威少
孤…殺之…繼韜惜其勇…置麾下 繼
韜叛晉附于梁 後莊宗滅梁…後爲侍
衛軍吏 漢高祖爲侍衛親軍都虞候…
嘗以威從…隱帝卽位…使西督諸將
資治通鑑 卷二百八十八 後漢紀三
高祖 乾祐元年 [948] 八月 以郭威
爲…諸軍皆受 威節度… 後漢紀四
隱帝 乾祐三年 十一月…帝自卽位
以來…樞密使兼侍中郭威 主征伐
11

資治通鑑 卷二百九十二 後周紀

三 太祖 顯德元年[954] 十月…今以
農夫百 未能養甲士一…命大簡諸軍
精銳者升之上軍…又以驍勇之士 多
爲藩鎭所蓄 詔募天下壯士…命太祖

Bodyguard was rebuilt (ibid: 195), and soon superseded the
governors as the dominant force, also countering the Qidan raids
(ibid: 206). The teenage emperor Yindi (r.948-51), however,
allowed a Han Chinese general, Guo Wei, to command the entire
Army. Guo Wei established the Later Zhou dynasty (後周 95160), presaging the appearance of the Song. 10 The founder of the
Han Chinese Song dynasty (960-1127-1279), Zhao Kuangyin (趙
匡胤 r.960-76), was the commander of the Palace Corps (DianQian-Jun 殿前軍) that had been created by Guo Wei in 954 to
counter the power of the Imperial Bodyguard (ibid: 206).11 The
Shizong (Chai Rong 郭柴榮 r.954-9) of Later Zhou initiated (on
January 8, 956) and the Taizong (Kuangyi 匡義 r.976-97) of Song
completed the conquest of the Ten Kingdoms by May 979.
Guo Wei (Zhou Taizu r.951-4) had claimed that he was a
descendant of the younger brother (虢叔) of King Wen (周文王
1099/56-50 BCE) of ancient Zhou, and adopted the dynastic
designation of Zhou, paying homage in person to the shrine of
Confucius on June 1, 952. Shizong, the adopted son of Guo Wei,
reaffirmed that he was led by the divine wisdom of the August
Emperors (Yao-Shun), the Xia-Yin Founders (Yu-Tang), and the
Zhou Kings (Wen-Wu-Cheng-Kang). He rebuked the Southern
Tang rulers claiming to be the scion of the Tang royal family (自
謂唐室苗裔) and serving the Qidan, discarding the Han Chinese
(捨華事夷).12 Davis (2004: Ixi) states: “Zhou dynasty… represents
the return of Chinese rule…a factor clearly behind Ouyang Xiu’s
enthusiasm for the regime” who had emphasized the fact that
Shizong “invited to court the masters of Confucian crafts and …
eliminated 3,336 Buddhist temples (ibid: 115).”
The Han Chinese founders of both the Zhou and Song
dynasties had served, from father to son, the Shatuo emperors as
generals. Overtly ignoring the three Shatuo dynasties, Chinese
historians cast the Five Dynasties as “Chinese,” eventually to be
consolidated by the pure-blooded Han Chinese Song dynasty, the
successor to the allegedly “Han Chinese” Sui-Tang dynasties.

皇帝[趙匡胤] 選其尤者爲殿前諸班
宋史 卷一 本紀第一 太祖一 諱匡

THE QIDAN, ANOTHER CLAIMANT TO THE SUI-TANG SUCCESSION

胤 姓趙氏 涿郡人也…弘殷 是爲宣

The Qidan originated from the Yuwen-Xianbei that had
been crushed by the Murong-Xianbei in 344 and split into the
Shiwei, Xi (庫莫奚), and Qidan branches. The Qidan lived around
the Xilamulun River, with the Xi in the south and west, and the

祖…周…敬左驍騎衛上將軍…援唐
莊宗[r.923-6]…留典禁軍…漢乾祐中
[951-6]…指揮使 周…顯德三年[956]
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Shiwei in the north. The Qidan-Xianbei later became the
tributaries of the Tuoba-Xianbei Wei. In 479, a large section of
the Qidan tribes, threatened by the expansion of the Rouran
Empire (402-552) in Mongolia, moved southeastward into the
middle valley of the Liao River. The Qidan tribes became
dependent on Koguryeo in 553. During the Tang campaign
against Koguryeo in 645, however, the Qidans fought on the side
of the Tang. In return, the Tang court bestowed on the chieftain
of the Qidan confederation the imperial surname of Li in 648,
and tried to control the Qidan tribes indirectly. 13
The Qidan-Xianbei tribes came to occupy the Liaoxi
area near modern Jehol and, in 696-7, launched a massive invasion
of Hebei. Empress Wu sought help from the khaghan of the
Eastern Turks, who were able to so thoroughly destroy the Qidan
as to eliminate their threat to the Tang for more than two
centuries. The Eastern Turkic Empire (682-741) was replaced by
the Uighur Turkic Empire (744-840). The Qidan became vassals
of the Uighur Turks, who taught the Qidan to grow melons and
encouraged the use of camels. The Uiguhr Turks were destroyed
by the wild Kirghiz Turks in 840.14 After 842, no information
about the Qidan appears in the dynastic chronicles until the 890s,
the final days of the Tang empire. While the Xianbei cousins who
had settled themselves in mainland China came to lose every
vestige of their military valor by this time, the Qidan-Xianbei
tribes could apparently uphold their nomadic warrior tradition on
the western Manchurian steppe. According to Grausset, the
Kirghiz Turks were driven out of the Orkhon area in the early
920s by Abaoji (Liao Taizu 阿保機 b.872 r.907-26), and went
back to the Yenisei steppes, creating a power vacuum on the
Mongolian steppe for almost three hundred years until unification
by Chinggis Khan in 1206.15
According to Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 22), “the Qidan
were one of three peoples descended from the Xianbei, the Xi
and the Shiwei being the other two. … If the Xianbei handed
down their name to the Shiwei, and if the Shiwei, northern
cousins of the Qidan, were ancestors of the Mongols, then the
Qidan belonged to a proto-Mongol tribal complex. … Added
weight is given to this assumption by Shiratori’s belief that the
Qidan language was predominantly Mongol.” According to
Janhunen (1996: 191, 193), if we assume that “the Qidan and

Qidans Originated from the Yuwen-Xianbei

…分典禁兵…卒…太祖 宣祖仲子也
…後唐天成二年[927] 生於洛陽…漢
[947-50]初..會周祖…應募居帳下...廣

順[951-4]初..副指揮…世宗卽位[954]
復典禁兵…拜殿前都虞候 三年[956]
拜殿前都指揮使...六年[959]殿前都點
檢…恭帝卽位…檢校太尉
12

資治通鑑 卷二百九十 後周紀一

太祖 廣順元年 [951] 春正月 漢太
后下誥 授監國符寶 卽皇帝位… 曰
朕周室之裔 虢叔之後 國號宜曰周...
二年[951]六月 帝如曲阜 謁孔子祠
卷二百九十二 後周紀三 世宗 顯德
三年[956] 二月 宣祖皇帝[趙弘殷]爲
馬軍副都指揮使…至滁州…傳呼開
門 太祖皇帝[宿衛將趙匡胤]曰 父子
雖至親 城門王事也 ... 帝[世宗郭柴
榮]…命…襲…[南]唐主...自謂唐室苗
裔 南唐祖唐太宗之子吳王恪 … 惟泛
海通契丹 捨華事夷 禮義安在
新五代史 卷十二 周本紀 第十二
世宗 …太祖遂以爲子…二年…大毁
佛寺… 嗚呼…方內延儒學文章之士
考制度…定…皆可施於後世… 卽位
之明年 廢天下佛寺三千三百三十六
舊五代史 卷一百一十五 周書六 世
宗紀第二 顯德二年 [955] 詔曰…雖
堯舜禹湯之上聖 文武成康之至明…
13

Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 44, 45-8)

資治通鑑 卷九十七 晉紀一九 建元
二年[344] 皝自將伐逸頭歸…宇文氏
由是散亡..徙其部衆五千餘落於昌黎
魏書 卷一百 列傳第八十八 失韋
國...語與庫莫奚 契丹 豆莫婁國同...
庫莫奚國之先

東部宇文之別種也...

契丹國 在庫莫奚東 異種同類
北史 卷九十四 列傳 第八十二 奚
本曰庫莫奚 其先東部胡宇文之別種

Para-Mongolic Murong-Tuoba-Qidan Xianbei

也 初爲慕容晃所破 [344]…契丹國…
與庫莫奚異種同類並 爲慕容晃所破
…太和三年

[479]

高句麗竊與蠕蠕

謀欲 取地豆干以分之 契丹舊怨其
侵軼… 天保四年 [553]…寄於高麗…
隋開皇四年 [584] …契丹…背高麗
隋書 卷八十四 列傳第四十九 契丹
室韋 契丹之先 與庫莫奚異種而同
類 並爲慕容氏所破… 室韋 契丹之
類也 其南者爲契丹 在北者號室韋
分爲五部…其國無鐵 取給於高麗
舊唐書 卷一百九十九下 列傳一百
四十九下 北狄 契丹 居…鮮卑之故
地…分爲八部…諸部皆須議合

不得

獨擧 本臣突厥…不利則遁保…鮮卑
山…太宗伐高麗…授其蕃將…爲左武
衛將軍

貞觀二十二年…賜姓李氏…

則天怒其反亂…攻陷冀州...俄而奚及
突厥之衆掩擊其後…以…東走
14

Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 23)

新唐書 卷二百一十九 列傳 第一百
四十四 北狄 契丹 本東胡之種...攻
崇州…武后怒…突厥默啜襲破其部
15

Grausset (1970: 125) See also

Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 48-51, 65),
and Barfield (1989: 121,161,164-9).

遼史卷二 本紀第二 太祖下 天贊
三年 [924] 六月 大擧征 吐渾 党項
阻卜等部 八月 至...古單于國... 九
月...次古回鶻城...攻阻卜...金河水
取烏山石...十一月 獲甘州回鶻都督
The Kirghiz Turks never attempted to
incorporate the Uighur elite to found an
empire, learning the art of maintaining
the tributary connection. The Uighur
elite fled south (to the northwest region
of the Gansu corridor and farther west
in the northern Tarim Basin) and
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several other…tribal groups of Southern Manchuria spoke
language of the Para-Mongolic branch, this branch must have
gradually taken shape among the southern tribes of the Xianbei,
to whom both the Murong and the Tuoba belonged. It is possible
that the Tuoba language was an early form of Qidanic, perhaps
even a language directly ancestral to Qidan. The Murong, Tuoba
and Qidan may then be regarded as three successive waves of
Para-Mongolic expansion. … It is equally possible that the PrePara-Mongolic homeland was located in the very territories of the
Tuoba and Qidan, from where the branch represented by the
Shiwei and the historical Mongols was taken northwards by an
ethnic movement.”
The Qidan-Xianbei tribes were primarily pastoral,
practicing hunting, fishing, and crude auxiliary agriculture. The
original core of the Qidan native territory was located on the
Liaoxi steppe, especially in the basin of the Xilamulun. This is the
region where the Qidan established their Supreme and Central
Capitals, and the hydronym Liao became the basis of their
dynastic name.16 The Qidan spoke a proto-Mongolian language
but, having been located between the deserts and steppes in the
west and the plains and forests in the east, the Qidan-Xianbei
culture had traits in common with both the Turks and the
Tungusic peoples.17 The relationship between the Xianbei and the
Yemaek Tungus had also been close enough for the History of Liao
to assert that the Liao state had originated from the old Chosun
land and maintained the customs and tradition of “the Ki-ja’s
Eight Clauses of Instruction” as the Chosun.18
Abaoji, like his father, was elected chieftain (i-li-chin) of
the I-la (later the Yelü 耶律) tribe in 901. The I-la tribe had ranked
next to the Yao-lian tribe of the khaghans, and his uncle had
served as prime minister and chief commander of the Qidan
forces. Abaoji himself had served as the commander of the
khaghans’s personal guard. Abaoji laid the foundation for the Liao
dynasty (907-1125) by gaining hegemony over the Liaoxi steppe
(the modern Jehol and Xilamulun areas) before he was elected
commander in chief at the age of thirty-one in 903; uniting the
Qidan-Xianbei tribes through war and marriage alliances; making
a series of spectacular raids on Youzhou and Hedong in 902-5 to
capture 95,000 Han Chinese and resettle them in his own
territories as farmer groups; rushing off to Datong with a 70,000-
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man cavalry in 905 to help Li Keyong resist Zhu Wen and
swearing brotherhood with Keyong, who had been governing
Hedong from his base at Taiyuan; being elected as Khaghan in
907; sending cavalry forces to help Keyong’s son, Cunxu, succeed
his father in 908; and establishing control over a number of
Parhae cities in the Liao River basin. Among those Han Chinese
captured were, Standen (2007: 69) notes, a large number of literati
and ex-officials, “who developed ministerial careers in the nascent
Liao bureaucracy.” 19
According to the Liaoshi, Abaoji was elected as the
khaghan of the Qidan confederation by the chieftains of the
Qidan-Xianbei tribes in December 906, and acclaimed the
emperor (卽皇帝位) of Qidan in January 907. Three months later,
on April 18, the ex-Huang Chao general of lowly peasant origin
named Zhu Wen deposed the Tang emperor, and made himself
emperor (自立爲帝) of Liang. Abaoji began to use the reign title,
Shence (神冊), in February 916. The name of Great Liao for the
state was adopted in 937 (國號大遼).20 Standen (2007: 8) states:
“If we see the Liao as one —indeed, the most politically
successful— of the many successor states to the Tang, it makes
perfect sense for it to begin as the Tang ends. The Liao were as
much a product of the late Tang as were the Five Dynasties.”
Abaoji, Kuhn (2009: 22) writes, “built a Supreme Capital though
he and the Qidan nobles continued their nomadic practice of
touring their territory, living in yurts, and ruling from temporary
residences (nabo) according to the season.”
The rulers of the Five Dynasties, while claiming imperial
status, “sought accommodation or peaceful relations, or even
acknowledged Liao overlordship,” says Standen (2007: 8). Li
Cunxu had “sent his aunt and uncle as hostages to the Liao court
(ibid: 72).” When Li Cunxu established the Shatuo Tang dynasty
in 923, the “cordial intercourt relations” with the Qidan “allowed
both rulers to expand in other directions” until their deaths in 926
(ibid: 74).20 Li Cunxu conquered Shu (Sichuan) in 925, and Abaoji
conquered Parhae (Bohai) in January 926.

Abaoji Laid Foundation for Liao Dynasty

became rulers of two sedentary oasis
city-states (Qocho and Beshbalïq) in
Turkestan, and transformed themselves
from the nomadic protector-extortioner
into the international middlemen,
trading horses and jade for silk, and
leading a settled life. The Uighurs
invented their own script by improving
the Sogdian alphabetic script.
16

See Janhunen (1996: 145).

According to Fairbank and Goldman
(1992: 113), the Qidan had been only
semi-nomadic, relying to some extent
on agricultural crops, especially millet.
According to Twitchett and Tietze
(1994: 57), the Qidan had begun to
practice more advanced agriculture, to
foster the production of iron and salt,
and to encourage weaving under the
chieftainship of Abaoji’s father, Salati.
17

See Grousset (1970: 133-134).

Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 46) note
that “the Qidan may have spoken either
a proto-Mongolian language influenced
by Tungusic vocabulary or a Tungusic
language influenced by Mongolian
vocabulary, in either case using many
Turkic loan words.” The Qidans created
the large Qidan script of characters
(logogram) in 920 by adapting the
Chinese script to the highly inflected
Qidan language; and then created a
small script (phonogram, representing
sounds which, taken together, formed a

THE QIDAN UNIFY MANCHURIA BEFORE OCCUPYING NORTH CHINA

word) in 925 by adapting the Uighur

In the early years of Abaoji’s time (901-9), Abaoji had
mounted a series of campaigns against the Shiwei in northern
Manchuria, and could incorporate some of the Shiwei tribes into

alphabet. In 1922, two inscriptions in
Qidan writing dating to the early twelfth
century were discovered in Mongolia.

Abaoji Conquers Parhae Unifyng Manchuria

18

遼史 卷三十七 志第七 地理志一

遼國其先曰契丹 本鮮卑之地… 上京
道 上京臨潢府 本漢遼東郡西安平
之地...名曰皇都
遼史 卷四十九 志第十八 禮志一
遼本朝鮮故壤 箕子八條之敎 流風
遺俗 蓋有存者 [Ki-ja/Jiji]
遼史卷一 本紀第一 太祖上 …姓耶
律氏…字阿保機 母夢日墮懷中有娠
The Liaoshi states that the mother of
Abaoji became pregnant after she
dreamed that the sun sank into her lap.
The Samguk-sagi and Samguk-yusa
state that the mother of Chumong, the
founder of Koguryeo, became pregnant
by the sunlight that clasped her and
cast its rays over her body. The “light
conception motif” was shared also by
the Tuoba. (Refer to the sidenotes 44
and 45 of Chapter 4.) The Mongols (of
the Qidan-Xianbei provenance)
believed that Chinggis Khan was
conceived “by a ray of light which
penetrated through the rooflight of the
tent.” Ratchnevsky (1991: 17)
19

See Standen (2007: 68-9, 71),

Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 56-67), and
Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 573-7).
The Qidans did not have surnames.
20

The dynasty’s name became Qidan

in 983, and then in 1066 the name was
changed back to Liao.
21

22

Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 60, 65)

遼史 卷三十 本紀 第三十 天祚

皇帝四 耶律大石…[1125] 遣書回鶻
王…曰 昔我太祖…北征…詔爾祖…
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the Qidan confederation while, Xu (2005: 183) notes, “some other
Shiwei tribes started their migration westward.” Biran (2005: 15)
states that “the rise of the Liao shifted many Turkic tribes
westward where they started making their way into the Middle
East, and likewise brought the ancestors of Chinggis Khan to
Mongolia.”
Abaoji (r.907-26) launched an attack on Mongolia in 912,
and also led a great expedition into the steppe in 924, conquering
northern Mongolia around the Orkhon River. He also established
his sovereignty over the Uighurs Turks, who had settled in the
Gansu corridor. 21 Grousset (1970: 128) notes that Abaoji offered
the Uighur Turks the opportunity to reoccupy the Orkhon region,
but the Uighurs, “having adopted sedentary ways, rejected the idea
of a return to nomadic life.” 22
Abaoji conquered Parhae (Bohai) in 926, just before his
death at the age of fifty-four, unifying virtually the whole of
Manchuria. After conquering Parhae, instead of annexing its
territory, Abaoji made it a vassal kingdom by changing its name to
Eastern Qidan State (Dongdan). Abaoji appointed his 28-year old
eldest son (Bei 倍/耶律突欲/讓國皇帝/東丹王 899-936), named
his successor in 916, as its king.23 Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 66)
note: “Why Abaoji acted so cautiously toward Parhae is not
entirely clear. …[H]e may…have wished to avoid antagonizing its
numerous and potentially hostile population.” The Parhae retained
a great degree of autonomy under their own leaders and paid
tribute as vassals rather than taxes as subjects until the early
eleventh century [120 years later in 1046], when they were fully
incorporated into the Liao system of government (ibid: 79).24
The defeat of Parhae in 926, Ledyard (1983: 346) says,
“was the final blow to Korean pretensions to the territory north
of the Yalu…and…its defeat takes Korea out of Manchuria for
the rest of history up to the present time.” The ephemeral Former
Yan (337-70) was able to occupy only the Liaoxi and Liaodong,
without conquering the Koguryeo, before launching their attacks
on North China. The Northern Wei (386-534) was unable to
occupy even the Liaodong before conquering North China in 439.
The Qidans, however, had conquered the Parhae and unified
almost all of Manchuria before occupying North China. Hence
Ledyard (1983: 323) says: “Unlike the earlier case, in which the
various [Xianbei] Yan states and Koguryeo had ended up in a
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standoff, the Qidans now quickly disposed of their eastern
Manchurian rival, Parhae. Thus, for the first time in history, all of
Manchuria, east and west, was controlled by a single state.”
Breaking the custom, Empress Dowager Yingtian (述律/
應天皇太后 879-953) who had participated in the Abaoji’s
campaign against Parhae together with her eldest son Bei, refused
to be buried alongside her husband. She instead cut off her hand
and had it placed in Abaoji’s tomb. In command of her own army
of horsemen, she took control of all military and civil affairs, and
enabled Abaoji’s second son, then 24-year old Deguang (Taizong
德光/堯骨 r.927-47), to succeed to the throne. Bei fled to Later
Tang in 930. According to Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 68-9),
Deguang “had distinguished himself on the battlefield during the
invasion of Hebei in 921-2 and played a major role as a
commander in the western campaign of 924-5.” Deguang
mounted an expedition against the Tangut tribes in 933;
personally led 50,000 cavalry force to destroy the Later Tang army
near Taiyuan, acquiring the Sixteen Prefectures in 936 from the
founder of Shatuo Jin dynasty as a payment for his help; adopted
a new dynastic name, Liao, in 937; conquered Jin and occupied
Kaifeng for three months in early 947; and died shortly thereafter
on his way back to the north.
The eldest son of Bei, who had refused to follow his
father and instead accompanied Deguang on the southern
expedition of 947, became the third emperor, Shizong (院/兀欲/
世宗 b.918/r.947-51), but was replaced five years later by the
Deguang’s eldest son (璟/述律/穆宗 Muzong r.951-69). Muzong,
however, was succeeded by the Bei’s line (the second son of
Shizong 景宗/賢) to remain there until the end of the dynasty. 25
The Qidans established their Western Capital at Datong,
and Southern Capital at Yanjing (Beijing), now the administrative
center for the entire settled region of the Han Chinese. Liao came
to occupy Manchuria, Mongolia, and the northeastern part of
China (adding the Hedong region, east of the Yellow River, by
1076), stretching from the borders of Korea in the east to the
Altai Mountains in the west, and monopolizing direct
communication with Central and Western Asia. China inherited
from Qidan the medieval European name Cathay (Kitaia,
Cathaia), the name that still remains the standard designation for
China throughout the Slavonic world, including Russia.

Deguang Acquires the Sixteen Prefectures

汝思故國耶 朕卽爲汝復之…爾祖卽
表謝…以爲遷國于此 十有餘世 軍
民皆安土重遷 不能復返矣
23

The Liao Eastern Capital at Liaoyang

came to control the former Parhae
territories, while the Southern Capital at
Beijing controlled the Yan-Yun region.

遼史 卷一 本紀第一 太祖…姓耶律
氏...字阿保機…天顯元年[926]…平渤
海…太祖崩 皇后攝軍國事…三年...
詔…遷東丹民以實東平 其民或亡入
新羅女直 因詔困乏不能遷者
遼史 卷七十二 列傳第二 義宗 名
倍 小字圖欲 太祖長子…從征渤海
…破之 改其國曰東丹…以倍爲…主
之… 建元甘露 稱制 置左右大次四
相及百官 一用漢法 歲貢布十五萬
端 馬千匹 上諭曰 此地瀕海 非可
久居 留汝撫治…太宗旣立[927]…唐
…迎倍 [930]…後明宗養子…弑其君
[閔帝]自立 倍密報太宗曰 從珂弑
君盍討之 及太宗立石敬瑭爲晉主…
從珂遣壯士[936]…害之 時年三十八
Bei, who had gone over to the Later
Tang, informed Deguang in 934 that the
opportunity for invasion was ripe.
Hence he was killed by the last Later
Tang ruler (Li Siyuan’s adopted son, Li
Chongke, who had usurped the throne
in 934) in 936.
24

遼史 卷十九 本紀第十九 興宗二

重熙十五年

[1046]

渤海部以契丹

例通括軍馬
25

See also Standen (2007: 7) and Kuhn

(2009: 23).
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Ordo-Tribal Armies and Dual Government

26

The term for the residence or camp of

a ruler is ordo in Mongolian and ordu in
Turkic. Ordo was known in both
Xiongnu and Xianbei societies (ibid:
508-9). Frank and Twitchett (1994: 22)
note that: “Not only the emperor but
also the…empress and princess…had

While the Shatuo Turks, the founders of three out of
the Five Dynasties, had failed to institutionalize an administrative
apparatus for an enduring conquest dynasty, Qidan-Xianbei Liao
became the successful and legitimate successor to the series of
Xianbei conquest dynasties, namely, the Yan dynasty of MurongXianbei, and the Northern Wei, Western Wei, Northern Zhou,
Sui, and Tang dynasties of Tuoba-Xianbei.

their own ordo” which included
servants, retainers, and dignitaries.

2. Ordo and Tribal Armies with the Dual Government System
遼史 卷三十一 志第一 營衛志上…
居有宮衛 謂之斡魯朶…立國規模…

THE SUPRA-TRIBAL ORDO AND THE TRIBAL ARMIES

太祖曰弘義宮

Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 559) quote the Liaoshi:
“Under the military system of the Liao empire, all persons
between fifteen and fifty years of age were placed on a military
register. Each regular [zhêng 正] soldier had three horses, one
forager [打草穀], and one orderly.” 26 The Qidan tribes were
mobilized to serve in the military units called ordo (斡魯朵 wu-luduo from which derives “horde”), the backbone of the Liao
military system, or in the local tribal armed forces (部族軍). 27
Sometime after 922, Abaoji had created a supra-tribal
ordo as a personal bodyguard army and an enlarged household
management service organization of the emperor (宮衛騎軍).
According to Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 515-6), the Liao “ordos
developed from a personal body guard into a ‘guard’ army, elite
[shock] troops similar to the garde regiments of Napoleon.” The
“total number of ordo horsemen at the close of the Liao dynasty”
amounted to 101,000 “mounted soldiers” from 203,000 ordo
households with 408,000 adult males. These figures represent the
“maximum” totals including the Qidans (正丁/戶) and the nonQidans (the Parhae, non-Parhae barbarians, and Chinese 藩漢轉
丁/戶) in the ordos. 28 A Song official named Fu Pi is quoted by
Tao (1983: 78) as saying: “the Qidans had not only adopted
Chinese institutions but also had a formidable military machine,
which the Han Chinese did not have.” 29
Besides the ordo troops, Liao maintained the tribal armed
forces and the Han Chinese militia. The tribal chieftains held both
military and civil authority, and commanded a special detachment
called Jiu (乣) for permanent guard and police duties. Unlike the
tribesmen, the conscript Chinese militia men (漢人鄕兵) did not

應天皇后曰長寧宮

太宗曰永興宮 世宗曰積慶宮 穆宗
曰延昌宮 景宗曰彰愍宮 承天太后
曰崇德宮 聖宗曰興聖宮 興宗曰延
慶宮 道宗曰太和宮 天祚曰永昌宮
又孝文皇太弟有敦睦宮 丞相耶律隆
運[韓德讓]有文忠王府 凡州三十八
…爲正戶八萬 藩漢轉戶十二萬三千
共二十萬三千戶
遼史 卷三十四 志 第四 兵衛志上
兵制 凡民年十五以上 五十以下 隷
兵籍 每正軍一名 馬三疋 打草穀
守營鋪家丁 [forager, orderly] 各一人
人鐵甲九事..馬甲皮鐵…弓四箭四百
長短槍..斧鉞…皆自備…人馬不給糧
草 日遣打草穀騎四出抄略以供之…
州縣起漢人鄕兵…隨軍專伐園林 塡
道路 御寨及諸營壘..軍退 縱火焚之
27

遼史 卷三十五 志第五 兵衛志中

遼太祖宗室盛强…宮衛內虛 經營四
方…皇后述律氏居守之際 摘藩漢精
銳爲屬珊軍 太宗益選天下精甲…大
帳皮室軍 太宗置 凡三十萬騎 屬珊
軍 地皇后置 二十萬騎 宮衛騎軍
太祖…乃立斡魯朵法裂州縣 割戶丁
…世建宮衛 入則居守…不待調發州
縣 部族 十萬騎軍已立具矣…兵甲
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commonly own weapons because they accompanied the Liao
armies for the express purpose of cutting down trees, repairing
roads, and providing auxiliary services when attacking cities. A
supra-tribal ordo army of a hundred thousand horsemen was ready
to strike before the tribal armies and militia could be mobilized.
The Qidans, like the Turks and the Mongols, fought in cavalry
armies that were essentially self-supporting. The tribal armed
forces at the frontier garrisons numbered somewhere between
seventy-five and one hundred thousand regular soldiers.30
The Liao military system was very much centralized and,
Standen (2007: 134) writes, “did not provide the same potential as
that of the Southern regimes [Five Dynasties] for establishing
regional power basis.” Few Qidan officials and warriors were
stationed in the southern Chinese territories, and the grasslands
of tribal regions remained the domain of the Qidan and their
“barbarian” followers. According to Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 67), “so completely was the army a Qidan monopoly that, until the
very last, military secrets were withheld from Chinese officials.” 31

Ruling Han Chinese with Chinese Officials

犀利 敎練完習 簡天下精銳… 十二
宮一府…丁四十萬八千 [正丁 十六
萬 蕃漢轉丁 二十四萬八千] 出騎
軍十萬一千
大首領部族軍 遼親王大臣 體國如
家 征伐之際 往往置私甲以從王事
大者千餘騎 小者數百人…部族根本
衆部族軍 衆部族分隷南北府 守衛
四邊

各有司存…北部凡二十八部

南部凡一十六部
28

The “minimum” total of adult males in

the ordo households is estimated to
have been 280,000: 120,000 Qidans;
60,000 non-Parhae barbarians; 40,000
Parhae; and 60,000 Han Chinese. The
“minimum” totals of Liao population at
the close of the dynasty are estimated
(ibid: 55-8) to have been: 750,000

HEREDITARY ARISTOCRACY AND HAN CHINESE CIVIL OFFICIALS

Qidans (40% in ordos); 200,000 non-

In 902-5, Abaoji had settled the displaced Han Chinese
on the upper reaches of the Luan River to develop agriculture,
while the captured nomadic tribesmen were used to strengthen his
military force. The Chinese farmers could make his Yelü (I-la)
tribe economically much more powerful than other tribes.
Han Yanhui, a Han Chinese from an official family of
Youzhou, oversaw the settlement of displaced Chinese peasants
and the establishment of a Tang-style administration for the
Chinese populations (after 916) in the reign of Abaoji (r.907-26).
Han was, Standen (2007) states, “given free rein to design the
institutional structures of a new regime more or less from
scratch” (ibid: 111), and is most famous “as the constructor of
Tang-style institution in Liao” (ibid: 176). 32 Another Han Chinese
named Zhang Li crossed over to the Liao in 936, and served as a
chief minister alongside Han Yanhui within the Liao’s Southern
Administration, advising Deguang (r.926-47) that “the South
should be governed by the people of Middle Kingdom.”33
Standen (2007: 158) states that, by the time of Shizong’s
rule (r.947-51), “there was no longer … a shortage of Chinese
bureaucrats in the Liao regime, and the work of establishing an

Parhae barbarians (43% in ordos);
550,000 Parhae (18% in ordos); and
2,550,000 Chinese (6% in ordos).
29

The Liaoshi surveys 12 ordo units,

recording the size of the cavalry arm;
the number of regular, barbarian, and
Chinese households; and the tribal
units and administrative districts
attached to each ordo. When the
households selected for ordo service
remained in their original homes, the
old region was recorded; when they
were transferred to the ordo camp, no
attached place of residence was
recorded. Wittfogel and Fêng (1949:
510, 515).
30

See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 512-

23, 527).

Crossing Over with Unbounded Loyalty

31

32

See also Xu (2005: 261-2).

Han Yanhui (882-959) was sent as an

envoy to the Qidan court by the military
governor of Youzhou (Liu Shouguang

劉守光 d.914), where Abaoji detained
him to perform menial labor. Empress
Shulü, however, urged Abaoji to make
use of Han’s virtues and talents.
Standen (2007: 110) writes that Han
Yanhui "began to teach the Qidan how
to set up a court and institute
government agencies, to build city
walls, and establish markets and wards
in order to manage the hanren (漢人),
causing each one to have a spouse,
and to bring wasteland and abandoned
fields under cultivation ... which would
in turn improve tax returns."

遼史 卷七十四 列傳第四 韓延徽…
燕帥劉仁恭…授幽州觀察度支使…
來聘 太祖怒其不屈 留之 述律后諫
曰…賢者也 奈何困辱之…太宗朝…
爲政事令…世宗朝 遷南府宰相 建
政事省 設張理具…太祖初元 庶事
草創 凡榮都邑 建宮殿 正君臣 定
名分 法度井井 延徽力也
33

遼史 卷七十六 列傳第六 張礪

…初仕唐爲…翰林學士…入契丹…
從太宗伐晉[947]…諸將…殺掠 礪奏
曰 今大遼始得中國 宜以中國人治
之 不可專用國人及左右近習…則人
心不服…上不聽…朋…蕭翰…曰 汝
何故於先帝言國人不可爲節度使…
礪憤卒[d.947]
34

See also Standen (2007: 108-116,

124, 137, 168). “Zhong (忠) now meant
hierarchical loyalty” (ibid: 174).
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administrative apparatus for which the earliest arrivals were
enlisted had been…completed by 947.” 34 There were plenty of
talented frontier Han Chinese literati and ex-officials who were
accustomed to seizing opportunities in such a chaotic era,
transgressing ethnic boundaries of allegiance, and willing to serve
with “unbounded loyalty” any new alien conquest dynasty without
ever feeling morally uncomfortable. 35
Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 77) state that “the most
striking feature of Liao administration was the dual system of
government.” The Liao rulers implemented a mutuallyindependent dualistic form of administration, with a Northern
Administration “responsible for the Qidan and tribal peoples,
wherever they lived” and a Southern Administration, organized on
the Tang model, “responsible for the Han Chinese population
[wherever they lived], as had been the Chinese office (Han-er si 漢
兒司) that Abaoji had set up in his early years.” 36 It was indeed “a
dual state.” The southern area of three million Chinese in sixteen
prefectures was governed by the Chinese-style bureaucracy staffed
almost entirely by the Han Chinese, who were the talented literati
or ex-officials captured by or voluntarily allied themselves with the
Liao at first, and then by the gentry elites who were recruited
through recommendations, examinations, and hereditary yin
privileges. The Han Chinese, in the words of Wittfogel and Fêng
(1949: 454), “even held a number of high positions in the
northern government.” The important decisions were, of course,
a preserve for the Qidan officers at the court.37
The northern area of less than one million Qidan people
was governed by traditional tribal law.38 More telling, perhaps, was
the fact that the officials of the Southern Administration,
including the Liao emperor, dressed in Chinese style, while the
officials of the Northern Administration, including the Empress
Dowager, the arch-representative of the old tribal ways, dressed in
the traditional Qidan style. 39
The Qidan rulers continued the dual government system
until the end of the Liao dynasty, recruiting Han Chinese civil
administrators from the gentry families through examinations as
early as Deguang’s reign. They established an examination hall in
the Southern Capital in 977 (in the reign of Jingzong, r.969-82);
gave the first (Sui-Tang style) Jinshi examination (held 54 times in
the Southern Capital until the end of the dynasty producing about
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2,000 Han Chinese graduates) exclusively for the Han Chinese in
988; and maintained their own Hanlin academy. The candidates
were examined in poetry and the classics. 40
The History of Jin states that Liao arose as a successor to
Tang (遼起唐季), and hence the Liao government “chose its men
by means of the Jinshi system of Tang … [but] employed only two
or three out of every ten persons who had passed the final tests.
… [O]nly a fraction of the officials…held the Jinshi degree.”41
According to Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 455-6), the number of
persons who passed the metropolitan examinations amounted to
only around 20 (less than 30 at the maximum) per annum on
average, but Han Chinese of literary attainment were give places
in the empire’s bureaucratic hierarchy on the basis of official
recommendation without taking the Jinshi degree. The scions of
high Chinese officials had also enjoyed the hereditary (yin)
privilege of entry to office.42 And yet, Twitchett and Tietze state
(1994: 92), the examination system carried, as it did in the SuiTang dynasties, the “symbolic significance as the public adoption
of one of the normative activities of a regular Chinese dynasty.”
The Qidans were employed under the traditional system
of “hereditary succession to office (shixuan 世選).”43 According
to Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 461), Liao was dominated by the
tribal aristocracy “which traditionally considered political positions
in terms of hereditary prerogatives.” Hereditary officials,
including the position of ministry chiefs, were in principle
appointed to specific offices from specific families or certain
lineages of specific clans according to the rule of hereditary
selection (ibid: 450-1).44 The “tribal system of hereditary officials
(shiguan 世官),” however, did not “assign a position to a specific
heir. … [It permitted] considerable scope for the evaluation of
personal differences and qualifications within a general frame of
stratification and privilege (ibid: 454).”
Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 79-80) write that “Liao
emperors were constantly on the move … personally to make all
the important decisions … On these peregrinations he was
accompanied by most of the great officers of the Northern
Administration … By contrast, only a handful of officials from
the Southern Administration --a single prime minister and a small
group of secretaries and drafting officials-- formed a part of his
regular entourage. …Thus the Southern Administration was

Hereditary Officials from Qidan Aristocracy

35

Prominent collaborators (such as 韓

德讓/耶律隆運, 王繼忠, 陳昭袞)
were honored with the imperial
surname, Yelü (賜國姓), and treated as
the aristocratic Qidan.
36

遼史 卷四十五 志第十五 百官志

一 太祖神冊六年[921] 詔正班爵…
官分南北 以國制治契丹 以漢制待
漢人國制簡朴...北面治宮帳部族屬國
之政 南面治漢人州縣 租賦軍馬之
事…因俗而治…
37

Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 195) note

that the “power of the Chinese officials
was restrained by the overlordship of
an alien group of conquerors who, while
willing to delegate numerous
administrative functions, were equally
eager not to delegate the essentials of
political and military power.”
38

Fairbank and Goldman (1992:113)

See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 55-8) for
the estimated population.
39

Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 77) note

that Taizong ordered that “the officials
of the Northern Administration and the
empress dowager wear Qidan costume
and that the officials of the Southern
Administration and the emperor himself
dress in Chinese style.”

遼史 卷五十六 志第二十五 儀衛志
二 國服 會同中 太后 北面臣僚國
服 皇帝 南面臣僚 漢服
40

See Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 91-2)

and Kuhn (2009: 25). In the final
chaotic days of the Liao dynasty, it
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Buddhism Reaches Its Peak in Liao

seems that a Qidan person could also
receive the Jinshi degree, as did Yelü
Dashi (耶律大石) in 1115.
41

“Selection of Officials (選擧)” section

in the History of Jin quoted by Wittfogel
and Fêng (1949: 454-6).

essentially an executive organizations for the southern areas and
their settled populations. The high-sounding titles of its officers
should not conceal the fact that routine decision making and all
military authority were concentrated in the emperor’s Qidan
entourage drawn from the Northern Administration.” The
southern officials were specifically excluded from decisions on
military affairs at court.

金史 卷五十一 志第三十二 選擧一
在漢之世 雖有賢良方正諸科以取士

BUDDHISM REACHES ITS PEAK IN LIAO

而推擇爲吏…公卿子弟入備宿衛 因

Kuhn (2009: 115) explains that, in Liao, “the shamanistic
rituals of the tribe still flourished. The Qidan worshipped the sun,
venerated the tribal ancestress and the spirits of the ancestors,
made…sacrifices…” Buddhism was, however, an “imperial
religion” that was compatible with their cherished tribal beliefs.
The devotion to Buddhism by Abaoji and Deguang was
well documented in the Liaoshi. Deguang’s reign was characterized
by great activity in the printing of Buddhist texts. Dunnell (1996:
48) notes: “Xingzong (r.1031-55) was celebrated…as a bodhisattva
and cakravartin (a king who turns the wheel of the law)…[A] stele
was erected…likening the Liao sovereign to a bodhisattva of
unbounded powers, who had inherited the wisdom of the Golden
Wheel.” According to Kuhn (2009: 115), “Daozong (r.1055-1101)
participated in discussions on Buddhist doctrine and ordered the
heir apparent to copy Buddhist texts.” According to Wittfogel and
Fêng (1949: 292), the Liao rulers “continued to pay lip service to
Confucianism, but within the Qidan world only a limited group
favored this doctrine whose anti-barbarian overtones were still
resented by the northern nobility in the Jin period.”
The Buddhist scriptures were used in educating the heir
apparent. In the Liao dynasty, it was the Buddha’s birthday, not
the birthday of Confucius, that was included in the list of national
festivals. The registered number of monks and nuns increased
from about 50,000 in 942 to 360,000 in 1078. The most powerful
and wealthy ruling clans in the Liao empire made enormous gifts
to the temples. The Buddhist temples were engaged in charitable
activities such as granaries for the poor, charity schools, and
lending grain at low nominal interest rates. Of course, there also
were excesses, such as leasing land and then enslaving the tenants;
lending money at exorbitant interest rates; indulging in
licentiousness on the part of monks; avoiding military service and

被寵遇…遼起唐季 頗用唐進士法取
人 然仕於其國者 考其致身之所自
進士纔十之二三耳 金承遼後 凡事
欲軼遼世
42

Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 461) note:

“De-rang (德讓/耶律隆運), son of the
chancellor Han Kuang-si (韓匡嗣),
obtained office (北部宰相/大丞相)…
without passing an examination [and]
opened the way for many of his
relatives to achieve leading positions …
[without passing the] examination….
[N]or are any of the descendants of the
first famous Liao Chinese, Han Yanhui
(韓延徽), known to have held a jinshi.”
43

See Twitchett and Tietze (ibid: 92).
When the Murong and the Tuoba

founded conquest dynasties, they also
graced the meritorious generals (功臣)
with noble titles and let their legitimate
sons inherit high (大官世選) and low
(小官世選) government positions.
44

遼史 卷四十五 志第十五 百官志

一 太祖神冊六年[921] 北宰相府 掌
佐理軍國之大政 皇族四帳世預其選
…南宰相府 掌…軍國之大政 國舅
五帳世預其選
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Conquest Dynasties: Myth of Assimilation

payment of taxes; and wasting enormous resources for the
construction of temples.45

遼史 卷一 本紀第一 太祖上 四年
[910]

以后兄蕭敵魯爲北府宰相 后

族爲相自此始
THE MYTH OF ASSIMILATION

The emperor clan Yelü (耶律) and the

The Han Chinese and many western scholars assert that
the Qidan conquerors soon became sinicized (and hence
civilized); and that their rule, that of a typically Chinese dynasty,
was “dominated” by the Han Chinese literati-officials. The Qidan
rulers, however, not only monopolized military authority but
made all the important routine decisions; continued to maintain
the center of their political and military power in their old tribal
territory of northern Jehol (上京臨潢府); never abandoned their
typically tribal political and military organization nor their secular
traditions or religious beliefs; and let the mass of the Qidan
people continue to pursue their pastoral activities.46
Wittfogel (1957: 326) contends that “comparative
analysis shows that none of the four major conquest dynasties of
China [Liao, Jin, Yuan, and Qing] confirms the myth of
absorption, not even the last.”47 The conquerors from the
Mongolian steppes or Manchuria resisted sinification.48 While
preserving their own tribal tradition, they let the Chinese people
maintain their own way of life, allowing the cultural heritage of
Chinese civilization to survive. Different rules were applied to
their Han subjects, but that did not mean the Han Chinese were
misgoverned. According to Franke and Twitchett (1994: 39), “the
Han Chinese…never once rose up against the Qidan, and at the
very end, when the southern Han Chinese section of the Liao
came under threat simultaneously from the Song and the
Nüzhens, the population fiercely resisted the Song and then gave
up the Southern Capital to the Nüzhen without even token
resistance.” 49

empress clan Xiao (蕭) had constituted
the two royal clans and monopolized
the highest Liao government positions,
the Yelü clan heading the Northern
Chancellery and the Xiao clan heading
the Southern chancellery.
45

Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 294-6)

“A set of the newly printed Liao Canon
was presented to the king of Koryeo in
1063; another set followed in 1074(ibid:
294).” Daozong composed and copied
Buddhist texts with his own hand.
46

See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 4-5)

and Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 79-80).
Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 7) note that
the Qidan soldiers continued to depend
upon fermented mare’s milk or kumiss
for their main nourishment. When Liao
collapsed, “most of those who left their
homesteads drove their carts either into
the western borderlands or eastward
into the camps of the … Nüzhen.”
47

Obviously, Wittfogel’s contention is

rejected by most Han Chinese scholars,
who believe that the “nomadic and
seminomadic barbarians” have always

3. Han Chinese Song: the Age of Confucian Rule

been assimilated into Chinese
civilization (though occasionally leaving

BIRTH OF THE HAN CHINESE SONG DYNASTY: NATIVE INTERLUDE

some marks on it), eventually becoming

The sudden death of the Emperor Shizong (954-9) of
the last of the Five Dynasties (後周 951-60) put a six-year-old
boy on the throne. The Han Chinese commander of the Palace
Corps, Zhao Kuangyin (趙匡胤 r.960-76) was elevated to emperor

integral parts of the Chinese people
and Chinese history, as manifested by
the reality of the now People’s Republic
of China.

Han Chinese Song: Age of Confucian Rule

48

Mote (1999: 47) quotes a statement

made by Abaoji and recorded by Yao
Kun (姚坤) who was dispatched by
Mingzong of Later Tang (Li Keyong’s
stepson, Siyuan) in June 926 in order to
report the death of Zhuangzong (Mingzong’s stepbrother, Cunxu) to the Liao
court: “I can speak Chinese, but I never
speak it in the presence of my tribal
people. I fear that they may emulate the
Chinese and grow soft and timid.”
49

Lorge (2005a: 64) notes that, when

Hailing (r.1149-61) of the Jin dynasty
launched an offensive against Southern
Song across the Huai River in 1161,
“most Chinese people did not respond
to the Song calls” for an uprising.
50

Eberhard (2005: 187-8)
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by his troops in 960. Song Taizu turned at once against the
kingdoms in the south, leaving the north of China in the hands of
the Qidan, the “not exactly an heroic policy.” 50 The easy conquest
of south was possible by purchasing peace with the Qidan.
After a thirty-year war against the Song, the Liao rulers
abandoned their dream of conquering South China. They had to
satisfy themselves with the territory acquired by Deguang from
the Shatuo Jin rulers that included Datong and Beijing.51 The
Qidans launched an attack on the Song in 1004, and concluded
the Shanyuan peace treaty (on January 13-8, 1005) which called for
the Song to deliver to the frontier prefecture of Xiongzhou
100,000 bolts of silver and 200,000 taels of silk annually to the
Qidans. The treaty of 1042 increased the annual payments to
200,000 liang of silver and 300,000 pi of silk. The Song court was
made to accept inferior status and continue to pay “tribute (貢)”
in the name of a contribution to the Liao’s military expenses.
Stable relations (defined as the “relationship of equality” by
Chinese historians) were maintained only because the Song were
willing to present vast amounts of Chinese wealth annually to the
Qidans, as well as to the Xi Xia (982-1038-1227) after 1044. 52

Kuhn (2009: 31-2) notes that the native
home of Taizu was in Zhuo district of

CONFUCIAN SCHOLAR-GENTRY REPLACE HEREDITARY ARISTOCRACY

Hebei and that he was born in the

Kuhn (2009: 1) states that “the ‘old world’ of the
northern hereditary aristocratic families, with genealogies going
back hundreds of years, finally vanished in the turmoil … A newly
emerging class of scholar-officials, trained in Confucian doctrine
and graduated in a competititve civil service examination system,
was…to take on responsibility for reshaping Chinese tradition” 53
The conquest dynasties had relied on the Xianbei
aristocracy and, as collaborators, the Han Chinese gentry-officials.
Hence Kuhn (2009: 1) says: “During the Song dynasty, a new selfconsciousness and self-esteem took shape among the people who
identified themselves as descendants of the Han Chinese. The
social system they invented during the Song [dynasty] became the
paradigm for what Chinese and Westerners of the twentieth
century would refer to as ‘traditional China.’ ”
The Han empire (206 BCE-220 CE) was, according to
Kuhn (2009: 2-3), “built on a foundation of territorial and
administrative unification laid by the Qin dynasty (221-206 BCE).
The Tang empire (618-907) profited from the consolidating

Jiema garrison of Luoyang: “A modest
man who detested luxury…, he
sympathized with the common people
… and concerned himself with the
economic well-being of the nation.”
51

See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 6-7).

Wang Jizhong (王繼忠) was a Song
general captured by the Laio army in
1003. Wang argued the benefits of a
peace, and drafted the letters asking
the Song to send envoys to negotiate.
See Standen (2007: 158-168).
52

See Barfield (1989: 174), Jagchid and

Symons (1969: 132), and Twitchett and
Tietze (1994: 109, 122).
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Self-Esteem as Descendants of Chinese

achievements of the Sui dynasty (581-618). But the Song rulers
faced a different and more difficult situation. The dynasty’s
founder, Emperor Taizu, did not find the same sort of wellprepared ground…that the Sui had bequeathed to the Tang. He
and his brother successor, Emperor Taizong (r.976-97), … third
emperor, Zhenzong (r.997-1022) … understood that they must
create precedents … [They] deliberately strengthened the civil
principle over the military principle. This new order was sustained
by the rise of a class of elite civil servants who were chosen on
the basis of a nationwide examination in the Confucian classics.
Getting a classical education became the key to a career of
influence, privilege, wealth, power, and…fame. New officials were
recruited from the children of the scholar-official elite, the landowning gentry, and wealthy merchant families” who could afford
the costly and time-consuming Confucian education. 54
After 973, the administration of the Song prefectures
began to be transferred from the potentially dangerous military
men to civil officials recruited through the Confucian examination
system who, Bol (1992: 52) writes, “were willing subordinates,
without independent power” base, and “depended on a superior
authority for their political position.” The authority to command
entire armies was taken away from regional commanders and
given to civil officials of the central government. 55
The focus of examinations shifted away from literary
skills and poetry to skill in Confucian thinking on matters of
statecraft. Kuhn (2009: 129-31) states: “the parallel-style prose
[characterized by the syntactical parallelism, allusions, and refined
diction]…was pushed into the background by the nonpoetic
ancient-style prose [that] is tightly linked to Confucian learning.”
The scholar-officials sought in the Confucian canon the ways to
diagnose the crises of their time and the formulas for their
solution. The Song jinshi exam emphasized substance over style.
The Tang had been dominated by the landed aristocracy.
There was now vastly increased upward social mobility among the
Chinese landed gentry.56 “Starting in the Tang dynasty as a modest
mechanism to broaden the social base for selecting officials,”
Elman (1991) states, “civil examinations under the Song dynasty
became a powerful educational gyroscope”: the examinations and
Confucian learning, not the hereditary aristocracy, became the
passport to “to serve the imperial state at its highest echelons of

遼史 卷十四 本紀第十四 聖宗五
統和二十二年 [1004] 南伐…宋遣...
請和 以太后爲叔母 願歲輸銀十萬
兩 絹二十萬匹 卷十九 本紀第十九
興宗二 重熙十一年 [1042] 宋遣富
弼…宋歲增銀絹十萬兩匹 文書稱貢
Kuhn (2007: 8) notes that “Four times
before the final collapse--in 1005, 1123,
1142, and 1208--the Song accepted
humiliating treaties that downgraded
the dynasty to vassal status…
Pragmatic chief councilors…convinced
the emperors that paying annual
subsidies to the alien regimes was far
more economical than financing longlasting war campaigns with uncertain
outcomes.”
53

Kuhn (2009: 276) states that the

“competence, and dedication of Song
officials distinguished them…from their
aristocratic predecessors in the Tang
dynasty.”
54

Kuhn (2009: 39) notes that, in 973,

Taizu initiated a palace examination
under his own personal supervision,
and awarded about 350 jinshi degrees
during his rule: “Throughout Taizong’s
tenure, 5,816 candidates [10,000
according to Jin (2000: 163)], many of
them from humble backgrounds,
became degree holders. [In 1000 CE
during Zhengzong’s] reign, the number
of degree-holders who passed the final
(jinshi) examinations… reached 1,583.”
55

Standen (2007: 97) notes that “the

first two Song emperors succeeded in
separating military command from

Gentry-Scholars Replace Aristocracy in Song

administrative jurisdiction so that
governors no longer controlled the
empire’s best armies.” See also
Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 88).
56

Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 94-5)

note that “the establishment of official
families…found special ways to get
degrees for their sons … by the yin
privilege … by passing various special
…examinations outside the regular
competition, and, most amazingly, by
simply taking the examinations and
failing them time after time!” The
gentry’s aim “was to preserve the
family’s elite status by training sons to
become…degree-holders (ibid: 103).”
The government also sold “the lowest
literary degrees [allowing] men of
wealth [to] rise for a price into the upper
class (ibid: 104-5).” Kuhn (2009: 124)
quotes the findings by E. A. Kracke that
“approximately 57 percent of the
successful candidates originated from
families without a father, grandfather, or
great grandfather in the official ranks.”
57

The “Cheng-Zhu (程朱) Daoxue (道

學)” designates the philosophy of the
Cheng brothers (程顥 Hao 1032-85/程

頤 Yi 1033-1107) of Northern Song that
was later synthesizd by Zhu Xi (朱熹
1130-1200) of Southern Song and
came to be called Neo-Confucianism.
58

Lee (ibid: 126) says that the official
recognition and sponsorship were

considered to be a great honor, and
“developed further when Mongolian
rulers controlled the appointment of
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power.” Unlike the practice in Sui and Tang, Franke (1972: 6)
emphasizes, “no recommendations were required” to take exams
in Song. As a status group, the civil service scholar-official families
formed the bureaucratized gentry-literatus (shidafu). The landless lower
classes, however, were effectively eliminated from officialdom.
To meet the educational needs of the common people,
the number of private shuyuan (書院) established by local families
rapidly increased. The limited size of the bureaucracy, Bol (1992:
333) says, “made it impossible for most shi (士), once they gained
office, to make office holding the long-term family occupation. …
Few made government their full-time career. … Government
service was seldom a career possiblity.” In no time, however, there
appeared in Northern Song the Daoxue (Learning of the Way) of
Cheng brothers preaching that “the primary goal” of learning
should be self-cultivation and sage-like ethical conduct according
to what one has learned. 57
The shuyuan, as an institution to prepare students for the
exams as well as for learning for one’s own sake, supplemented
and even supplanted the government-managed local (prefectural
and county) schools. Imperial “plaques were awarded to various
academies,” and “all the famous academies in the Northern Song
received officially printed classics or land from the government,”
notes Lee (1994: 126).58 Zhu Xi of Southern Song, born in Fujian,
believed that the institution of shuyuan would, Lee (ibid: 136)
writes, “incorporate the educated elite, the literati, in and out of
office, into the state and local-community continuum.”
Through Confucian education, most of the landedgentry families transformed themselves into, first of all, influential
local literati and, for the chosen few, the privileged scholar-offical
families. 59 In the Northern Song dynasty, most of the village level
public functions, performed by local government officials down
to the early Tang, began to be taken over by the local gentryscholars who were licenced to undertake the local management
function by receiving their examination degree. Their brokerage
function in local administration extended into the allocation and
collection of taxes (keeping the above-quota collections as
personal fees) as well as all sorts of public works. The 20,000-man
imperial bureaucracy withdrew from local affairs. The Song
provincial officials administered the villages in close cooperation
with the landed-gentry literati. By taking over the responsibility for
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Neo-Confucianism Replaces Buddhism

moral and economic welfare of local society, the shizu (士族)
members could survive without attaining government office.
The traditional Han Chinese Confucianism eventually
appropriated select ideals (such as ethical universalism,
compassion, and individual salvation) of Buddhism to be reborn
as Neo-Confucianism “which could,” in the words of Chen (1964:
395), “serve as counterarguments to the Buddhist way of life and
doctrines” in the form of a newly formulated “system of ethic
and metaphysics,” and hence “marked a return by the Chinese
thinkers to their own cultural heritage.”
In the Han Chinese dynasties of Song and Ming, the
hereditary aristocratic ruling class of the conquest dynasties was
completely replaced by the scholar-officials through the NeoConfucian civil examination system, and consequently few
scholar-intellectuals cared to become monks. The withdrawal of
interest and patronage of the elite caused the degeneration of
monastic communities and the decline of Buddhism. “Inevitably,”
Wright (1959: 95) states, “many of the once great and imposing
temples fell into ruins,” and “the rural clergy tended to become
little more than priests of an undifferentiated folk religion [say, lay
Buddhism], serving local peasant need without demanding
adherence to any creed or regimen (ibid: 106).” 60
Kuhn (2009: 29) quotes a memorial submitted by Chen
Liang (陳亮 1143-94) of Song: “This dynasty bases the state on
Confucianism; the strengthening of Confucianism is unique
among the previous dynasties (本朝以儒立國 而儒道之振 獨優於
前代).” Kuhn continues: “Confucianism came to regulate not just
the public behavior but the private lives of the upper class (ibid: 3)
and strengthened a sense of Chineseness among the descendants
of the Han that would endure for centuries (ibid: 9).”
The century and a half of the Northern Song dynasty
(960-1127), with its capital at Kaifeng, the center of the transport
network of the eastern plain, is admired as one the most creative
periods in Chinese civilization.

directors of academies….[M]ore than
60% of academies founded in the Ming
times were initiated by the
government.” Kuhn (2009: 127) notes
that the Hall of Learning (commonly
known as the Imperial University)
opened in 960, and the School of the
Four Gates, where students received
stipends and enjoyed exemption from
the prefectural exam, opened in 1043
59

Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 104-6)

Kuhn (2009) notes that those who
passed the prefectural examinations,
conducted in early autumn, “were
qualified for employment as teachers in
local or family schools, as
administerators of granaries or temples,
and as subofficial local administrators.
…By 1106 only about 3 percent of
people taking the prefectural exam (out
of 80,000) became graduates. …In the
thirteenth century…only 1 percent of
candidates, or less, was allowed to
pass the prefectural examination. …
[T]he examination for the jinshi degree
…took place in the capital once every
three years (ibid: 122).”
In Southern Song times, around 6.5
percent of the prefectural degreeholders on average were able to obtain
the jinshi degree. The total number of
jinshi degree-holders is estimated to
have been a minimum of 28,933 during
the entire Song dynasty and a
maximum of 70,000 between 960 and

4. Koryeo Unifies the Korean Peninsula

1229 (ibid: 123).

A BUDDHIST STATE RULED BY THE LANDED ARISTOCRACY

60

Wang Keon (b.877 r.918-43) emerged from a powerful

During its heyday under the

conquest dynasties, Buddhism had

Buddhist-Aristocratic Koryeo Society

captured the imagination of the Han
Chinese intellectuals. With a drastic
increase in upward social mobility in
the native Song-Ming dynasties,
however, few gentry-scholar elite
found refuge in Buddhism. Kuhn
(2009: 110-1) states: “Many Confucian
scholar-officials, [including] Ouyang
Xiu, denounced Buddhist doctrine as
foolish, delusional, and harmful to
Chinese customs and practices…
which…denied the substantiality…of
the world and thus led to nihilism.”
61

高麗史節要 丙申十九年 [936] 秋

九月..王率三軍至天安合兵進次一善
神劒而兵逆之隔一利川而陣

王與

萱觀兵而...領黑水達姑鐵勒諸蕃勁騎
九千五百
62

The Stipend Land was allocated to

officials, in lieu of salary, and the Merit
Land was granted in perpetuity and
cultivated by tenant farmers. There
were also public lands tilled by
peasants paying one-fourth of the
harvest to the state.
63

Wang Keon bestowed the royal

surname on powerful castle lords, and
formed matrimonial alliances with local
clan leaders, taking six queens and 23
wives. He had concluded a marriage
arrangement with the last Silla king,
each marrying one of the other’s
daughters.
64

In the Koryeo dynasty, over 6,000
men passed the examination that

tested their ability to compose Chinese
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local clan (豪族) in the Kae-seong area that had been engaged in
extensive maritime commercial activities. He had at first served as
a commander of the Later Koguryeo (901-18) army, and then was
put forward by the generals for the kingship. He established the
Koryeo dynasty (918-1392), winning the surrender of the last
ruler of Silla in 935 and destroying the Later Paekche (900-36). It
is recorded that, among the 86,500 soldiers mobilized by Wang
Keon at his final battle against the Later Paekche in September
936, valiant Blackwater Nüzhen and Uighur Turkic cavalry
soldiers made up 9,500 of them.61
Wang Keon and his immediate successors restructured
the entire society and relieved the misery of the common people
by establishing a more equitable land-tax system and emancipating
a large number of slaves. 62 Wang Keon broke the bone-rank order
of the Silla society, and drew on hereditary aristocrats from many
different clans.63 Thousands of non-aristocratic provincial
strongmen were named vassals of merit. A large number of local
aristocratic clans, including the aristocrats of Silla’s head-rank six
lineages and the powerful clans of the Kae-seong area,
participated in the central bureaucracy. This made necessary an
examination system for appointment to government office. In
958, for the first time in Korean history, Koryeo adopted the
Tang-style examination system (頗用唐制) to select civil officials,
and also established a Chinese-style government apparatus.
As in Sui and Tang, the protected appointment system
(yin) enabled the powerful hereditary aristocratic clans to continue
dominating officialdom. Furthermore, a large number of
protection beneficiaries had anyway passed the examinations
because it gave greater prestige. The Sui-Tang examinations had
emphasized filial piety and poetry. The Koryeo examination
system did not particularly emphasize the Confucian Classics
either, and had also focused on the ability to compose Chinese
literary forms such as poetry, rhyme, prose, and policy essay.64
The aristocrats monopolized the highest offices in the
government, married their daughters to the monarchs, controlled
extensive wealth, and dominated educational institutions.
Marriages and examinations permitted some social mobility, but
Koryeo was essentially a hereditary landed-aristocratic society.
Lee (1984: 132) states that Koryeo was “a thoroughly
Buddhist state.” The founder, Wang Keon, stated in the first of
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his Ten Injuctions: “The success of the Great Enterprise of
founding our dynasty is entirely owing to the protective powers of
the many Buddhas. We therefore must build temples for both
Chan (Zhen) and Textual Schools and appoint abbots to them
(ibid).”65 Koryeo established the “monk examination” system on
the model of the state civil service examination, and gave clerical
ranks for those who passed the examination. Monks received land
allotments, and were exempt from taxes and corvée. Monasteries
expanded their land holdings through donations from the royal
house and aristocracy, setting up relief granaries. 66

Koryeo Military Machine to Fight Invasions

literary forms (such as poetry, rhyme,
prose, sacrificial ode, and the problem
essay), while scarcely 450 passed the
examination that tested knowledge of
Confucian Classics. See Lee (1984:
118-9). Duncan (2000: 278) notes that
the large numbers of central aristocrats
who chose to take the examination had
already secured posts in the central
bureaucracy. “Even eligibility to sit for
the merit-based government service

KORYEO MILITARY MACHINE TO FIGHT AGAINST INVASIONS

examinations was determined by

Koryeo created hereditary military households (軍戶/府
兵) from among the young and vigorous peasants (良人), a la the

hereditary social status (ibid: 49).”

fubing system of the Western Wei, Sui and Tang. The full-time
military forces of the central government consisted of 45
regiments of 1,000 soldiers each that were organized into three
core combat divisions (for the defense of the frontiers and
capital) with 32 regiments, one police division with 7 regiments,
one honor guard division with 2 regiments, one palace (and city
gates) guard division with 1 regiment, and two Royal Guards
(king’s personal bodyguards) with 3 regiments. The 45,000 rank
and file (of the Two Guards and Six Divisions) were mostly fulltime professional soldiers (京軍) from the hereditary military clans
(軍班氏族). Every professional military household was granted
soldiers’ land (軍人田), and was allocated two supporting
households (養戶) to cultivate its land. The provincial forces
consisted of the combat-ready frontier garrison forces (兩界州鎭
軍) manned by the self-supporting farmer-soldiers in the border
garrison administrative units, and the constabulary militia of parttime peasant soldiers in the circuits. Total Koryeo military force in
normal times was recorded to have amounted to 120,000 men. 67
The Qidans had conquered Parhae in 926. In order to
prepare a defense against the possible invasion of the Liao army,
King Jeong-zong (r.945-9) of Koryeo mobilized 300,000 soldiers,
called the Lightening Army, and established the Lightening Army
Command.68 Schultz (2000: 6) states: “In wartime, special
mobilizations, supplementing the capital armies and guards,
formed into five emergency armies that were usually placed under
the command of a special commander appointed for the

科目一 光宗九年..始設科擧 試以詩

高麗史

卷第七十三

志第二十七

賦頌及時務策取進士..明經醫卜等業
65

Buddhism was the dominating culture

of the late Silla and became the state
religion of Koryeo with two major
schools – Doctrinal and Meditation –
providing different paths to
enlightenment. The Buddhist
establishment became closely
intertwined with secular affairs, and
became rich through vast landholdings.
The Meditation school had spread in
the closing days of Silla, and also
predominated in Koryeo because of its
simple message of meditation and
reliance on sudden enlightenment. The
impoverished peasant found it the
major source of consolation. In the
closing years of Koryeo, however, new
interest grew in Neo-Confucianism.
66

See Lee (1984: 133-4, 166).

The spread of Neo-Confucianism,
however, gave rise to open attacks on
the abuses of the temples and monks.
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The Koryeo Fight against the Qidan Liao

67

See Lee (1984: 116-8).

高麗史 卷第八十一 志 第三十五
兵一 太祖…置六衛 衛有三十八領
領各千人…唐府衛之制矣 恭讓王元
年 [1389] 府兵領於八衛…四十二都
府之兵十有二萬…禁衛禦外侮也 自
事元以來…文恬武嬉 禁衛無人…遼
金氏…莫敢旁窺…以祖宗之軍政...我
國百姓有事則爲軍…故軍民一致
A supreme (上) or great (大) general
commanded the Two Guards (二軍/鷹

揚軍,龍虎軍) and Six Divisions (六衛/
左右衛,神虎衛,興威衛,金吾衛,千牛
衛,監門衛). The regiment (領) was
commanded by a general.
68

高麗史 卷第八十一 志 第三十五

兵制 定宗二年 [947] 以契丹將侵選
軍三十萬號光軍置光軍司
靖宗八年 [1041] 判國子監諸業學生
年壯不成才者充光軍

occasion. The troops served for the duration of the crisis.” This
Koryeo military machine proved to have been powerful enough to
defend against a series of massive Qidan invasions.
Wang Keon regarded himself as the successor to the
Koguryeo dynasty. The irredentist spirit of the founder of the
Koryeo dynasty was evident in the very name, Koryeo, a
shortened form of Koguryeo. In fact, many Chinese dynastic
chronicles, as well as the Kojiki and Nihongi, had always refered to
Koguryeo as Koryeo. Wang Keon welcomed the ruling class and
the last crown prince of the Parhae dynasty that was destroyed by
the Qidan Liao. More than fifty thousand Parhae people took
refuge in Koryeo, and the crown prince was officially included in
the Koryeo royal clan. The influx of Parhae refugees, including
officials, artisans, and peasants, continued throughout the tenth
century. Most Nüzhen tribes had been under Parhae rule, but
when Parhae was destroyed by the Qidan, they looked upon
Koryeo as the suzerain power. Some Mohe-Nüzhen tribes of
Parhae moved into the Ham-heung plain in the Korean northeast
and also into the Yalu River area. The Koryeo court gave them
land and dwellings, thus furnishing them with the means to
maintain their livelihood.69

In 1041, the students who performed
poorly in the National Academy (國子

KORYEO FIGHTS AGAINST QIDAN-XIANBEI LIAO

監) were transferred to the Lightening

Wang Keun, the founder of Koryeo, had left behind for
his successors the Ten Injunctions, of which Article 5
commanded the later kings to reside more than 100 days a year in
the Western Capital (Pyung-yang). Article 4 commanded the later
kings to avoid the ignobility of copying the Tang tradition that
had been cherished in old days, and never to imitate the barbarous
Qidan tradition, either. In October 942, the Qidan envoys brought
a gift of fifty camels, but Wang Keon, angry at the destruction of
Parhae in 926 by the Qidan, banished the thirty Qidan envoys to
an island and let the camels starve to death. As Abaoji had styled
himself emperor in 916, Kwang-jong (r.949-75) of Koryeo also
styled himself emperor by calling Kae-seong the “Imperial
Capital” in 960.70
Ledyard (1983: 323) notes that “As the self-proclaimed
successor to Koguryeo … Koryeo considered the northern
territories in Manchuria its rightful legacy. The Qidans, as
conquerors of Bohai … obviously had other ideas. Koryeo was

Army.
69

See Henthorn (1971: 96).

高麗史節要 乙酉八年 十二月 [925]
契丹滅渤海 渤海本粟末靺鞨也 唐
武后時

高句麗人大祚榮走保遼東

睿宗封爲渤海郡王

因自稱渤海國

倂有扶餘肅愼等十餘國..而與契丹世
讎 契丹主大擧攻渤海圍忽汗城滅之
改爲東丹國 其世子大光顯 及將軍
申德 禮部卿大和均 均老司政大元
均 工部卿大福譽 左右衛將軍大審
理 小將冒豆干 檢校開國男朴漁 工
部卿吳興等 率其餘衆 前後來奔者
數萬戶 王待之甚厚 賜光顯姓名王
繼 附之宗籍 使奉其祀 僚佐皆賜爵
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Birth of the Respect-the-Greater Strategy

ultimately successful in laying claim to and holding the old Bohai
lands south of the lower Yalu, which were the bone of contention
in a series of Koryeo-Liao wars lasting from 993 to 1018.”
In 993, Liao had sent an invasion force, claimed to
number 800,000, across the Yalu under Xiao Sun’ning, viceroy of
the Liao Eastern Capital. Xiao had identified the Koryeo with Silla
and the Liao with Koguryeo, and demanded the cession to Liao
of the former Koguryeo territories both south and north of the
Yalu. Through the diplomatic maneuvers of Seo Hui, however,
Koryeo was able to persuade the Qidan army to withdraw
voluntarily. The Qidan ostensibly could not deny Seo Hui’s
assertion that Koryeo was the successor to Koguryeo and thus
could lay claim to the territories on both sides of the Yalu
formerly under Koguryeo dominion, including the Liao’s Eastern
Capital. In fact, the Qidans were engaged in a battle against the
Northern Song at that time, and hence were unable to bring their
full strength to bear on Koryeo. The Qidan Liao, and later the
Nüzhen Jin, avoided engagements on both mainland China and
the Korean Peninsula fronts simultaneously. 71
After concluding the Shanyuan peace treaty with the
Song in 1005, the Liao launched full-scale campaigns against
Koryeo, beginning in 1010 and lasting for about ten years, but
they gained no real success.
The Liao army of 400,000 men, led by Emperor
Shengzong (r.982-1031) himself, invaded Koryeo in November
1010 and captured the capital by January 1, 1011. Koryeo
mobilized 300,000 soldiers. Fearing that their supply lines might
be cut, the Qidan suddenly withdrew without gaining any
particular advantage. In 1014-5, Koryeo was attacked by ordo army
and well-trained tribal troops selected from the Supreme and the
Central Capital area.72 There were attacks on Koyreo in 1016 and
1017. The Qidan invaded again in December 1018, this time with
a 100,000-man army led by Xiao Baiya, but virtually the entire
army was annihilated at Kui-ju in February 1019 by the 208,300man Koryeo army led by Kang Kam-chan. Xiao Baiya was
stripped of all his titles and offices, and disgraced.73

According to Lee (1984: 126), “It was
Koryeo that supplied their needs of
grain, cloth, iron agricultural
implements, and iron weapons, for
which they exchanged horses and furs.
There were many Nüzhen who
remained in their original places of
abode and yet put their trust in Koryeo.”
70

高麗史節要 癸卯二十六年 (943)

王…召…親授訓要…其一曰

我國家

大業 必資諸佛護衛之力 故創禪敎
寺院...其三曰 凡元子不肖者與其次
子 次于皆不肖者 與其兄弟之中群
下推戴者繼承大統 其四曰 惟我東
方 舊慕唐風 文物禮樂 悉導其制
殊方異土 人性各異 不必苟同 契丹
是禽獸之國 風俗不同 言語亦異 衣
冠制度 愼勿效焉 其五曰…西京水
德調順爲我國地脈之根本 宜當四仲
巡 駐留過百日 以致安寧
Wang Keon had strong reservations
about the Chinese tradition of requiring
the eldest son to take the throne. In
good Altaic fashion, Article 3 clearly
commanded the choice of the most
capable heir by saying that when the
eldest son is unworthy, a younger son
should be chosen; and when all the
younger sons are unworthy, one of the
brothers may ascend the throne.

高麗史節要 壬寅二十五年 [942] 冬
十月 契丹遣使來歸橐駝五十匹 王
以契丹 嘗與渤海連和 忽生疑貳不
顧舊盟 一朝殄滅 此爲無道之甚 不
足遠結爲隣 絶其交聘 流其使三十

BIRTH OF THE “RESPECT THE GREATER” (YIELD TO THE STRONGER)

人于海島 繫橐駝萬夫橋下 皆餓死

STRATEGY IN THE KOREAN PENINSULA

高麗史節要 庚申十一年 (960)...以

Every Qidan invasion of Koryeo ended in failure, but in

開京爲皇都西京爲西都

Koryeo Tainted with Manchurian Character

71

Rogers (1983: 155) notes: “Xiao …
complained that Koryeo, despite its

proximity to Liao, ‘crossed the sea to
serve Song.’… Seo Hui …[argued] that
hostile Nüzhen tribes in the Yalu region
prevented similar relations with the
Liao. If Koryeo were permitted to
establish forts in strategic locations to
control the Nüzhens it would seek to
cultivate relations with Liao.” Koryeo
thereby obtained the Qidan’s consent to
build forts in the area up to the Yalu as
a means to regulate the Nüzhens.

高麗史節要 癸巳十二年 [993] 冬十
月

蕭遜寧...書云八十萬兵...語熙曰

汝國興新羅地 高句麗之地我所 有也
而汝侵蝕之 又與我連壤 而越海事
宋大國 是以來討 今割地以獻 而
修朝聘 可無事矣 熙曰 非也 我國
則高句麗之舊也 故號高麗 都平壤
若論地界 上國之東京 皆在我境 何
得謂之侵蝕乎 且鴨綠江內外亦我境
內 今女眞盜據 其間頑黠變詐道途
梗澁 甚於涉海 朝聘之不通 女眞之
故也 若今逐女眞 還我舊地 築城
堡通道路 則敢不修聘...熙復奏曰臣
與遜寧 若盪平女眞 收復舊地 然後
朝觀可通 今...收江內請俟得江外 修
聘未晩
The Nüzhens and Koreans, notes
Standen (2007: 94), “sought advantage
from the Liao-Song rivalry ... Both
sought Song military help...but Zhao
Kuangyi [Taizong] was unwilling to
upset the peace [in 994]... Accordingly
the Nüzhens were forced to reaffirm
their allegiance to Liao, and the
Koreans deepened their relationship,
even receiving a royal bride from the
Liao consort house [蕭恒德女 in 995].”
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February 1020 the Koryeo court, keeping its cis-Yalu territory,
promised to abandon its hostile stance against Qidan (as an
inferior state paying tributes 稱藩納貢) and to break its relations
with the Song. Thenceforth their relationship was peaceful. The
Koryeo was never defeated in war against the Qidan. After
experiencing the repeated ravages of warfare, however, the
Koryeo rulers learned the wisdom of the “Respect-the-Greater”
or “Yield-to-Stronger” strategy. They decided to make peace with
the Qidan-Xianbei Liao state and avoid any further futile
destruction. When the Nüzhen Jin appeared later as the new
“Stronger,” never mind whether they were barbarous nomads or
primitive woodsmen, the Koryeo readily accepted the suzerainsubject formality without mounting a single battle.
The military machine that had enabled the peninsular
kindoms to cope with the gigantic scale invasions from the Sui,
Tang, and Liao gradually became ineffective through negligence.
Although the Koryeo managed to resist the Mongol invasions for
30 years (1231-59), the military machine became completely nonfunctional by the time the Chosun people faced the invasions of
the Japanese (1592-8) and later the Manchus (in 1627 and 1636).
The Yalu River has ever since been the definitive
northern frontier for the peninsular Yemaek cousins. The Yemaek
Tungus in Manchuria, who had already gone through the process
of forming the Marco-Tungus under Koguryeo (after c.400) and
Parhae (698-926), began the process of becoming an integral part
of the greater (Xianbei-Tungus) Manchurian people under the
Liao, Jin, Yuan, and Qing that came to occupy the whole of
Manchuria.
The Song and the Koryeo maintained rather irregular
relations with each other, partly because of the reservations
harbored by the Song about the Koryeo. Not only Koguryeo,
Paekche, and Silla, but also Koryeo were hereditary aristocratic
societies headed by a king who had promoted Buddhist doctrine,
unagreeable to the Neo-Confucian literati of the Song court.
According to Ledyard (1983: 347), “a substantial body of Song
opinion, led by Su Dongpo (Su Shi 蘇軾/東坡 1036-1101), still
considered Koryeo tainted with a ‘Manchurian’ character that in
their view utterly impaired its usefulness as an ally. But another
Song group, for which Fu Pi (富弼) can serve as the spokesman,
seems to have grasped the reality that Koryeo was a valid and
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credible enemy of the Manchurian forces – in other words, that it
was now a peninsular power defending a Chinese style of
civilization against northern enemies. But Su’s views largely
prevailed.” In fact, the Fu Pi’s view would be more befitting to the
fanatically Neo-Confucian Chosun dynasty that replaced Koryeo.

Qidans Could Not Co-opt Tungusic People

72

Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 520)

Franke (1994: 219) notes that, when
the Qidans waged a campaign against
Koryeo in 1010, “the Nüzhens took the
Korean side. The Qidans suffered a
heavy defeat and retreated. But for the
Nüzhens, this victory of their Korean

5. Qidan’s Failure to Assimilate the Tungusic People

ally had the result that their emissaries
for quite some time thereafter reached

THE QIDAN ESTABLISH A PROTO-XIANBEI-TUNGUS STATE

Song China only as members of

The Qidan Liao were able to establish only a protoXianbei-Tungus state of sorts in Manchuria. Wittfogel and Fêng
(1949: 195) state: the Parhae were “conquered after a violent
military assault,” and they were “governed with great severity.
Repeated attempts to shake off the hated Liao yoke resulted in
intensified measures of repression. ... Under these circumstances
the number of Parhae who became Qidan soldiers was unusually
small, particularly in their old eastern homeland.” The (minimum)
estimated Parhae population at the close of the Liao dynasty was
550,000 persons including 220,000 adult males. Only about of
18% (40,000 persons) of Parhae adult males were included in the
ordos, while more than 40% of adult males of the Qidan and other
non-Parhae tribes were mobilized as the ordos (ibid: 56-8).
The Parhae court capitulated in the first month of the
year 926, but a part of the population rebelled in the third and in
the seventh month. The Qidan rulers ruthlessly carried out mass
deportation and treated the remaining population with great
suspicion. A serious revolt directed by a Parhae general occurred
in the year 975. The movement was defeated, but the Liao army
did not manage to capture the Parhae general. 74 There was the
great Parhae Rebellion in 1029-30 that was led by a descendant of
the Parhae royal family who was an army commander at the
Eastern Capital (東京遼陽). In 1116, the hated Qidan viceroy was
murdered, and a Parhae officer declared himself emperor of a
new state at the Eastern Capital that was later destroyed by the
Aguda’s Nüzhen army. Many refugees fled into Koryeo.75
When the Qidans conquered Parhae, the BlackwaterMohe tribes that could be incorporated into the Liao state were
called the Tamed Nüzhens, and the rest of the tribes were called
the Wild Nüzhens who inhabited the so-called “White Mountains,

Korean embassies.”
73

Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 112)

高麗史 世家第四 顯宗元年 [1010]
十月...以...康兆...率兵三十萬軍于通
州以備契丹...契丹主

自將步騎四十

萬渡鴨綠江
遼史 卷八十八 列傳第十八 蕭排押
尙衛國公主 拜駙馬都尉...遷東京留
守...復攻宋...專任南面事 宋和議成
爲北部宰相...再伐高麗 至開京...而
還 渡茶陀二河 敵來射 排押委甲仗
走 坐是免冠...弟恒德 字遜寧...尙
越國公主 拜駙馬都尉...爲東京留守
...至高麗北鄙 比還 道遠糧絶 士馬
死傷者衆 坐是削功臣號
74

See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 405).

“The Parhae were…not permitted to
play their national game of polo [until
1038] because it offered an opportunity
for military training (ibid: 195).”

遼史 卷八十一 列傳第十一 蕭孝忠
重熙七年…時禁渤海人擊毬 孝忠言
「 ..若非毬馬 何以習武 且天子以四
海爲家 何分彼此 宜弛其禁」 從之
75

Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 113, 144)

Less Impressive Conquest Performance
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遼史 卷三十 本紀 第二十八 天祚

Black Water” area. The Chinese chronicles give the Parhae state
and its people a separate identity from the Nüzhen tribes (女直).
The Parhae (Bohai) people in those chronicles therefore seem to
include only the Koguryeo and the Sumo-Mohe (粟末靺鞨)
people who had originally founded Parhae, while the Nüzhens
include all the rest of the Mohe-Nüzhen tribes. 76
The Nüzhen tribes that had been settled in the Liao
basin were thoroughly detribalized. Those in the farther north in
eastern Jilin province, Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 141) write,
“were considered a subordinate nation and had close and regular
contact with the [Liao] court. But by far the largest and most
significant group were the Wild Nüzhen, who inhabited the
middle and lower valley of the Songhua and the eastern mountains
of Heilungjiang. Although they were nominally vassals of the Liao
court, they were subject to no real control.”
In 986, according to Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 528),
“the [Liao] empire’s highest official, the northern chancellor, led
an army against the Nüzhen. The extensive booty seized, one
hundred thousand captives and two hundred thousand horses,
suggests the strength of the attacking Liao forces.” The Liao army
launched another punitive attack on the Wild Nüzhens in 1026,
capturing a large number of men, horses, cows, and pigs.77 The
incessant rebellions waged by the Tungusic people drained the
energy of the Liao, perhaps accounting for the inability of the
Qidans to conquer the area south of the Sixteen Prefectures.
After conquering the Tungusic people, the QidanXianbei had never systematically attempted to co-opt them for
empire building. Consequently, their conquest performance in
North China was much less impressive than the Murong-Xianbei
or Tuoba-Xianbei conquest dynasties that simply chose to coexist
with the macro-Tungusic Koguryeo. Neither could the Nüzhen
Jin, destroyer of the Qidan Liao dynasty, successfully co-opt the
Qidan. Therefore they were able to occupy only North China.
The Mongols, however, could thoroughly assimilate the Qidans
and co-opt the Turks to realize a pax-Mongolica. The Manchus
absorbed the entire marco-Tungus in Manchuria, and were able to
co-opt and mobilize the Mongols of Inner Mongolia that
included the Mongolianized Qidans, realizing a pax-Manjurica.
The original core of the Qidan native territory was
located in the basin of Xilamulun. When the Yuan rulers fled to

皇帝二 天慶五年 [1115] 下詔親征
…女直軍陷黃龍府..女直主聚衆…曰
..蓋苦契丹殘忍…

遣駙馬蕭…將騎

兵五萬 步卒四十萬 親軍七十萬…
東京故渤海地 太祖力戰二十餘年乃
得之 而…嚴酷 渤海苦之…高永昌
僭號…阿骨打…卽位皇帝
76

金史 卷一 本紀 第一 世紀 金之

先 出靺鞨氏 靺鞨本號勿吉 古肅愼
地也
部...

元魏時勿吉有七部

曰粟末

曰黑水部...唐初有黑水靺鞨粟

末靺鞨 其五部無聞 粟末靺鞨始附
高麗… 其後渤海盛强 黑水役屬之…
五代時契 丹盡取渤海地 而黑水靺
鞨附屬于契丹 其在南者 籍契丹號
熟女直 其在北者 不在契丹籍 號生
女直 生女直地有…長白山…黑龍江
The Qidan-guozhi reads: “the [Chinese
people of] Liaodong used to be at odds
with the Nüzhen and Bohai.” The
Liaoshi reads: “Bohai, Nüzhen, and
Chinese nationals were settled in the
fortified border cities of the northwest.”
Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 197, 522)

新五代史 卷七十二 四夷附錄第一
契丹…有窺中國之志 患女眞渤海等
在其後 欲擊渤海
舊五代史 卷三十四 唐書十 莊宗紀
第八 同光四年[926]契丹寇女眞渤海
遼史 卷一百三 列傳第三十三 文學
上 重熙四年 況渤海女直高麗合從
連衡不時征討
遼史 卷二十八 本紀第二十八 天祚
皇帝 天慶六年 春州渤海二千餘戶
叛 七年 女直軍攻春州...渤海人皆降
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the Mongolian steppe in 1368, some Mongol tribes came to
occupy the Xilamulun region, absorbing the native Qidan tribes
there. The Qidan seem to have become extinct as a separate
population by the end of the Yuan period.78

Western Liao (Qara Khitai; Black Qidan)

77

遼史 卷十一 本紀 第十一 聖宗

二 統和四年… 討女直所獲生口十
萬餘 馬二十餘萬 及諸物
遼史 卷十七 本紀 第十七 聖宗八
太平六年…入女直界 俘獲人馬牛豕
不可勝計

Appendix 9.1. The Western Liao Dynasty (1124-1211/1213/1218)

Mote (1999: 120) quotes the Aguda’s
lament: “From the beginnings of our

In January 1122, the Nüzhen Jin army captured the Liao
Central Capital, and in March the last Liao emperor, Tianzuo (天
祚帝 r.1101-25), fled from the Southern Capital (燕). Yelü Dashi
(耶律大石 b.1087/r.1124-43), an eighth-generation descendant of
Abaoji and the chief of military affairs in Liao’s final days,
together with other Liao dignitaries, acclaimed Yelü Chun (淳)
emperor at the Southern Capital. The Jin army captured the
Western Capital in April; Chun died of illness; and his widow,
Empress Xiao Defei (蕭德妃), was made regent. She took over the
military and civil governance in June 1122 and, personally
commanding the Qidan and Xia soldiers, routed the huge Song
army from the south. The empress regent was executed by
Tianzuo, the last living Liao emperor, in February 1123.
The Jin army captured the Southern Capital in May
1124; Yelü Dashi left for Mongolia in July; and Tianzuo was
captured by the Nüzhen army in February 1125.79 Dashi
established his headquarters at Kedun (Zhenzhou), the former
Qidan military and administrative center of the Orkhon River
region, collecting the 20,000-man Qidan tribal garrison forces and
more than 10,000 pre-Chinggis (Jajirad, Dila and Naiman) Mongol
tribes. 80 Among the “eighteen tribes” in the area, we find the
Dahuang (big yellow) Shiwei tribe that was, according to Biran
(2005: 28), “a branch of the Shiwei confederation, from which the
Mongols later emerged. Although originally residing in Manchuria,
by later Liao times they were part of its northwestern route.” 81
Yelü Dashi was 38 years old when he enthroned himself
as the first emperor of Western Liao (Qara Khitai/Black Qidan)
in 1124. Dashi recognized his inability to challenge the Jin Empire
and also the relative weakness of the central Asian kingdoms.
Dashi led his army westward in search of new territories, hoping
to return some day to restore the Liao dynasty.82
Dashi was joined by Turkic tribes that enlarged his force

uprising we have all borne together the
cruelties inflicted by the Qidans …”
78

See Janhunen (1996: 145).

9.1. Western Liao (1124-1213)
79

See Biran (2005: 146-7) and Mote

(1999: 202-3, 205).

遼史 卷二十九 本紀 第二十九 天
祚皇帝三 保大二年 [1122] 正月 金
克中京…三月…上聞…入…謨立淳
…從之…四月…金已取西京…六月
…淳死 衆乃議立其妻蕭氏爲皇太后
主軍國事…三年…二月…誅蕭德妃
…四年 金人旣克燕…七月…大石…
自立爲王 率所部西去
遼史 卷三十 本紀 第三十 天祚皇
帝四 耶律大石者 世號爲西遼…太
祖八代孫也...登天慶五年[1115] 進士
第 擢翰林應奉…保大二年[1122] 金
兵日逼 天祚播越…淳爲帝..淳死..立
其妻..爲太后 以守燕...大石不自安...
自立爲主 率...至可敦城 駐北庭都護

No Need for Dual Government System

府 會…七州及大黃室韋…十八部王
衆...諭曰…復我疆宇...遂得精兵萬餘
...明年兵行萬里…軍勢日盛…至...西

域…回回國王來降…立大石爲帝…
年三十八…改元延慶[1124-33]…冊元
妃蕭氏爲昭德皇后…曰 朕與卿等行
三萬里…康國元年[1134-43]…率七萬
騎東征…曰 我大遼自太祖 太宗艱
難而成帝業…期復大業… 行萬餘里
無所得...勤兵而還...康國十年沒
...廟號德宗…子夷列年幼

遺命皇后

權國…感天皇后[蕭塔不烟]

稱制

改元咸淸[1144-50] 在位七年 子夷列
卽位

改元紹興[1151-63]…得八萬四

千五百戶 在位十三年沒 廟號仁宗
子幼

遺詔以妹[耶律普速完]...權國

稱制 改元崇福[1164-77] 號承天太后
..在位十四年 [夷列]次子[耶律直魯

古/末主]..卽位 改元天禧[1178-1211]
在位三十四年..乃蠻王屈出律…而據
其位 遂襲遼衣冠…死 遼絶 [d.1213]
80

According to Biran (2005: 27), Kedun
was established in 1004 after a

successful expedition by the Liao army,
and was the most important Liao
garrison on the Orkhon River. See also
Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 150-3).
81

Several others among them were
also from Manchuria.
82

See Biran (2005: 1, 146).

83

Biran (2005: 143) states: “Even

before the immigration of the Qara
Khitai into Central Asia, the Khitans,
who … spoke a para-Mongolic
language, were enumerated among the
Turkic tribes by Muslim authors.”
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to 40,000 households. According to Biran (2005: 146), “after the
conquest of Balāsāghūn…10,000 Qidans, who had already arrived
in the west before the immigration of the Qara Khitai and were
formerly subjects of the Western Qarakhanid, also joined the
Dashi.” 83 The expedition in March 1134 to restore the Liao
dynasty, however, ended in failure.
Yelü Dashi subjugated the Uighur Turks at Hami and
Turfan, and established a foothold in Transoxania. He gradually
conquered the whole area between the Oxus River in the west and
the Altai Mountains in the east, establishing a Central Asiatic
empire known to the Chinese the Xi Liao and to the Muslims as
the Black Qidans, “because it adopted black for symbolic and
ritual purposes,” notes Mote (1999: 206). Western Liao, with its
capital at the old city of Belasaghun on the Chu River near the
lake Issyk-kul, came to occupy the Muslim Turkestan south of the
Lake Balkhash, extending from Hami to the Aral Sea and
including Samarkand, Bukhara, Balkh, Kashgar, Khotan, Besh
Balikh, Talas, and Tashkent. “In size the Xi Liao state is” in the
words of Wittfogel and Feng (1949: 659), “comparable to its two
great contemporaries in the Far East, Jin and Southern Song.”
The arrival of these rather Mongolic Qidan tribes to subjugate
Turkic nomads of Central Asia presaged, by a hundred years, the
arrival of the pure-blooded Chinggis Khanite Mongols
themselves.
The Western Liao army retained the decimal
organization in multiples of hundreds, thousands, and tens of
thousands. Biran (2005: 148-9) states: “The minimal age for
enrollment in the Qara Khitai army was eighteen years... [N]o
permanent Qara Khitai forces were stationed in the conquered
territories. The standing army ... was salaried. ... The paid army
enabled the Gürk-han (葛兒罕 Geer-han, Universal Khan) to
enforce strict discipline among his troops ... and ... to forbid the
pillage of its subject territories.” The army commanders were
noble Qidans belonging to either the Yelü clan or the consort
clan, the Xiao. The standing army numbered 80,000-100,000 men
cavalry forces, reinforced by the auxiliary armies of the subject
kingdoms and other Turkic tribes. The Gürk-hans did not allocate
appanages to their commanders (ibid: 153).
“Since most of the sedentary population of the Qara
Khitai was included not in their central territory but in the
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subordinate kingdoms,” says Biran (2005: 114), there was no need
for the dual government system and the Liao-style Southern
Administration. The Black Qidan court was organized in the
fashion of the Liao Northern Administration, and the “officials
were generally described as amīr (military commanders), a
designation which emphasizes their military roles (ibid: 109).”
According to Biran (2005: 114), only the “principle that
guided the adoption of the dual administration in Liao times:
‛Ruling according to what is common [in each region] brings best
results’ was continued and is apparent especially in the
administration of the subject territories.” Consequently, the
Qidans rarely intervened in their vassals’ internal affairs.84
According to Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 666-7), the Western Liao
had emphasized the spirit of “cooperation” and hence stationed
no Qidan army in a vassal sate, though the overlordship was real.
Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 3) state: “Liao culture was
directly perpetuated in the state of Qarāra-Khitāy,” and Black
Qidan ruled “by virtue of a political organization which
impressed contemporary writers with its power and
statesmanship.” The Black Qidans, says Biran (2005: 172), “did
not embrace Islam ... [and] continued to adhere to the Qidan
tribal religion as well as to Buddhism.” Wittfogel and Fêng (ibid:
671) state that “Buddhism, the ‘civilized’ concomitant of Qidan
shamanism during the Liao period, maintained its popularity
among the Qara Khitai until the end of the dynasty.” 85
The Western Liao throne (Zhilugu 直魯古/末主 r.11781211) was usurped in 1211 by the Naiman prince Güchülüg
(r.1211-18) who, Wittfogel and Feng (1949: 652) note, “adopted
the dress and customs of Western Liao and made Zhilugu the
imperial father and his wife the empress dowager.” 86 The last
emperor of Western Liao, Zhilugu, died in 1213. Chinggis Khan
ordered the Mongol general Djebe to attack Güchülüg in 1216.
Güchülüg fled westward, but was captured by the Mongol general
in 1218 with the aid of a former attendant of Zhilugu and was
executed. When Qara Khitai was conquered by Chinggis Khan,
most of the Black Qidans in the west, just like the Qidans in the
east, joined the Mongols.87

The Black Qidans Joined the Mongols

84

The main obligation of the non-Qidan

subject rulers was the payment of tax in
the form of annual tribute, in addition to
the occasional military obligation. The
conquered sedentary population usually
did not bear arms (ibid: 116-7 and 150).
85

Wittfogel and Feng (1949) note: “the

Buddhist monk who bore the title of
grand preceptor, a mark of distinction
under the Liao dynasty, was…equally
honored by the Xi Liao (ibid: 665) …
The Naiman chief, Güchülüg, who had
been a Christian, adopted Buddhism
after marrying a Qara Khitai girl. …
[T]he Qara Khitai never adopted the
religion of Islam (ibid: 671).”
86

According to Wittfogel and Feng

(1949: 650-1), Chinggis Khan defeated
the Merkits at the Irtysh River in 1208,
and Güchülüg (屈出律), who had taken
refuge there, fled to Western Liao. The
Uighur king, hearing of Chinggis Khan’s
prestige, killed the state supervisor
installed by the Western Liao and
submitted to the Mongols in 1209.
87

See Biran (2005: 2, 201).

Grousset (1970: 186) notes that several
Qidan clans made a further westward
migration to the Ural and Volga regions,
joining the ruling class of the Kipchak
Turks, the masters of the Russian
steppe, by the middle of the eleventh
century.
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Socio-Military Organization
The Mohe-Nüzhens Establish
A Pan-Manchurian Conquest Dynasty
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A Pan-Manchurian Conquest Dynasty

The scaling ladder and catapult
illustrated in the Song manual of
Collection of the Most Important Military
Techniques (Wujing Zongyao 武經總

要) written in 1040-4. The Qidan and
Nüzhen added the expertise in
siegecraft and seige warfare to their
Jin (金): the Pan-Xianbei-Tungus Conquest Dynasty

mastery of cavalry warfare.
Franke and Chan (1997) note the
custom of the Nüzhens: “The married
women plait their hair into a round topknot. The men plait the hair into a
queue which dangles down their back
(ibid: 131); the word shaman is derived
from…the old Nüzhen language (shanman 珊蠻, Manchu saman) (ibid: 138);
In … illness they …prefer shamans and
prayers. …If a nobleman dies they burn
alive his favorite slaves and … horses
(ibid: 137); Those who had killed a
person or committed robbery were
killed…and their family members were
enslaved (ibid: 142); Before…battles …
the (whole army) … prayed to Heaven
and Earth (ibid: 140); willow shooting (a
part of the worship of Heaven) and polo
playing [were] performed at … festive
occasions … The custom to shoot at
willows from a galloping horse must
also be seen as a method of military
training in a society where combat on
horseback was normal (ibid: 147-9).”
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Mengan-Mouke Socio-Military Organization

1

金史 卷一 本紀第一 世紀 金之先

CHAPTER TEN

出靺鞨氏 靺鞨本號勿吉 古肅愼地

THE MENGAN-MOUKE SOCIO-MILITARY ORGANIZATION

也 元魏時 勿吉有七部 曰粟末部…

NÜZHENS ESTABLISH A PAN-MANCHURIAN CONQUEST DYNASTY

曰黑水部…唐初 有黑水靺鞨 粟末
靺鞨 其五部無聞 粟末靺鞨始附高

The home base of the Liao was destroyed by the Mohe-

麗 姓大氏 李勣破高麗 粟末靺鞨保

Nüzhen woodsmen from eastern Manchuria. The art of conquest

東牟山 後爲渤海…黑水靺鞨居肅愼

apparently became public knowledge by this time, and no time lag was

地..附于高麗

嘗以兵十五萬衆助高

needed henceforward for one conquest dynasty to be replaced by

麗拒唐太宗 敗于安市 開元中 來朝

another. The entire Nüzhen population was organized into a

置黑水府 以部長爲都督…其後渤海

comprehensive socio-military tribal institution called Mengan-Mouke

盛强 黑水役屬之 朝貢遂絶 五代時

under the hereditary chieftains with assigned land for farming. The

契丹盡取渤海地而黑水靺鞨附屬于

settling of Mengan-Mouke troops at the strategic military colonies

契丹 其在南者籍契丹 號熟女直 其

throughout the conquered land to perform garrison duties was a

在北者 不在契丹籍 號生女直 生女

practice of both the Nüzhens and the latter-day Manchus. The origin of

直地有…長白山 混同江亦號黑龍江

the remarkable regimentation of the tribal population under the

所謂 白山黑水 是也

Mongols is traceable to the Nüzhen tradition. The army units in Jin,

Tao (1976: 3-4) notes that the name

Yuan, and Qing were also the basic units of their tribal society.

Nüzhen first appeared in the Liaoshi in

Since the Nüzhen tribes were organized into the Mengan-

903, and most Chinese chroniclers

Mouke system, the Jin rulers found it unnecessary to set up separate

believed that the Sushen were the

(Northern-Southern) governments; they simply filled the high-ranking

ancestors of the Mohe and the Nüzhen.

positions with the Nüzhen aristocracy. The examination system played

The chroniclers used the name Sushen

a much greater role in recruiting the Han Chinese officials from landed

to designate the ancestor of almost all

gentry under the Jin than under the Liao and Yuan. The Jin established

peoples in eastern Manchuria such as

a Nüzhen Jinshi degree, but the Nüzhens as a whole continued to

the Yilou, Wuji, and Blackwater Mohe

advance their careers without meeting degree qualifications. The

(ibid: 55). Modern anthropologists,

Nüzhen military men and aristocrats occupied the most important

however, believe that the ethnogenetic

positions in the government and made all the important decisions. The

origins of the peoples of Manchuria

Han Chinese scholar-officials, constituting less than 60 percent of the

were extremely diversified. Tao (ibid: 6)

total number of officials, were employed mostly as clerks, judges, and

interprets the traditional view of

accountants. The Jin emperors made huge donations to the Buddhist

Chinese chroniclers in the following

temples that set the example of patronage for the Nüzhen aristocracy.

fashion: “The Nüzhen may have been

Though deficient in cohesion, the Liao and the Jin represent the

subject to the Mohe for a long time, and

grouping of the Xianbei and the Tungus within the framework of a Pan-

hence were also called Mohe or

Manchurian conquest dynasty for the first time in their ethnic history,

Heishui Mohe. … When the Nüzhen

presaging a more cohesive union to be realized by Mongol Yuan and

became the most influential tribe…the

the surprisingly cohesive union to be achieved by Manchu Qing.

Mohe…disappeared in history, probably

In the Han Chinese Song, the hereditary aristocracy of the

because the Nüzhen had subjugated all

conquest dynasties was completely replaced by the scholar-officials

the Mohe tribes, and all the Mohe

selected from the landed gentry through the examination system based

called themselves Nüzhen. Thereafter,

on Confucian Classics.
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1. Eastern Manchurian Woodsmen Replace the Western
Manchurian Nomads
THE MOHE-NÜZHENS OF EASTERN MANCHURIA

According to the Jinshi, the Mohe-Nüzhens of eastern
Manchuria were the descendants of the Sushen-Wuji. The SumoMohe and the Blackwater-Mohe were two of the seven original
Mohe tribes. The Blackwater-Mohe became the subjects of
Koguryeo, and their 150,000-man army fought on the side of
Koguryeo against Tang Taizong in 645. The Sumo-Mohe also
became the subjects of Koguryeo and, after the downfall of
Koguryeo, founded Parhae together with the Koguryeo people.
When Parhae became powerful, the Blackwater-Mohe became the
subjects of Parhae. When Qidan conquered Parhae, some of the
Blackwater-Mohe tribes became the subject of Qidan. Those
Blackwater-Mohe people who were incorporated into the Liao
state were called Tamed Nüzhen, and those beyond the control of
the Liao were called Wild Nüzhen. The territory of Wild Nüzhen
included the Long White Mountains and the Amur River area.1
Both the Liaoshi and Jinshi differentiate the people of
“Parhae” (founded by the Sumo-Mohe and Koguryeo people)
from the people of “Nüzhen” (here meaning the Wild Nüzhen,
the descendants of the untamed Blackwater-Mohe). According to
the Liaoshi, the Liao army had launched a punitive attack on the
Wild Nüzhens in 986, capturing 100,000 persons and 200,000
horses, and another attack in 1026, capturing a large number of
men, horses, cows and pigs. Campaigns were launched against
Koryeo beginning in 1010 and lasting for about ten years. The
Qidans put down a major Parhae rebellion in 1029 and another
one in 1116. The northeastern frontier kept reporting alliances
among the Parhae, Wild Nüzhen tribes, and Koryeo, necessitating
repeated expeditions by the Liao. The frequent revolts and wars
along its northeastern flank drained the Qidan Liao dynasty.2
Aguda (阿骨打/太祖 b.1068/r.1113-23) was a leader of
the Wanyan clan that first appeared in Korean history when a
mission that included the chieftains of thirty Wild Nüzhen clans
paid tribute to Koryeo in 1012. According to the Jinshi, the
“primal ancestor (始祖)” of the Wanyan clan, Hanbu, came from
Koryeo. Hanbu’s descendants settled down near the present Ashi
River (阿什/安出虎 Anchuhu/alčun which means gold in Nüzhen

Woodsmen of East Replace Nomads of West

historians referred to the two simply as
Nüzhen.” The Wild Nüzhen tribes had
maintained a semi-egalitarian society,
electing brave individuals as chieftains
and every member having the same
millet gruel and roast meat for food.
Aguda did not expect his officials to
kowtow before him. Franke (1994: 265)
2

See Barfield (1989: 175-7).

遼史 卷十一 本紀 第十一 聖宗二
統和四年 [986] 討女直所獲生口十
萬餘 馬二十餘萬 及諸物
遼史 卷十七 本紀 第十七 聖宗八
太平六年 [1026] 入女直界 俘獲人
馬 牛豕 不可勝計
新五代史 卷七十二 四夷附錄 第一
契丹 有窺中國之志 患女眞 渤海等
在其後 欲擊渤海
舊五代史 卷三十四 唐書十 莊宗
紀第八 同光四年 [926] 契丹寇女
眞渤海
遼史 卷一百三 列傳第三十三 文學
上 重熙四年 [1035] 況渤海女直高
麗合從連衡不時征討
遼史 卷二十八 本紀第二十八天祚
皇帝二 天慶六年 [1116] 春州渤海
二千餘戶叛 七年 女直軍攻春州…
渤海人皆降
3

金史 卷一 本紀第一 世紀 …金之

始祖諱函普 初從高麗來…兄阿古迺
好佛 留高麗不肯從…始祖居完顔部
僕幹水之涯…其後…歸太祖…阿古迺
之後… 太祖 [1114]…招諭渤海人曰
女直渤海本同一家…黑水舊俗無室㢚
負山水坎地 梁木其上 覆以土… 綏
可…始築室…定居于安出虎水之側矣
See also Tao (1976: 16-21) and Franke
(1994: 219-21, 224, 226).

The Founders of Mohe-Nüzhen Dynasty
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金史 卷二 本紀第二 太祖 收國元

language) which flows into the Songhua River. The capital of early
Jin, Shangjing (上京 the present Acheng 阿城 in Jilin), was on the
bank of the River Ashi. The Wanyan clan was able to dominate
the other Wild Nüzhen tribes during the eleventh century. The
Liao court appointed Wukunai (烏古迺/景祖 1021-74), a sixthgeneration descendant of Hanbu and the grandfather of Aguda,
as military governor of the Wild Nüzhens (生女直部族節度使/太
師). Holipo (劾里鉢/世祖 b.1038/r.1074-92), Wukunai’s second
son and Aguda’s father, inherited the Jiedushi in1074.
Aguda had refused to dance for the Liao emperor at the
Fish Head Party (頭漁宴) on the Amur River in February 1112;
was proclaimed ruler of the Nüzhens by the tribal elders after the
death of his elder brother Wuyashu (烏雅束/康宗 b.1061/r.110313) in October 1113; destroyed the 100,000-man Qidan army with
10,000 Nüzhen warriors in November 1114; proclaimed himself
the emperor of Jin in January 1115; destroyed a huge Qidan army
reportedly containing 700,000 men under the personal command
of the last Liao emperor (Tianzuo) in December 1115; captured
the Liao Eastern Capital in May 1116 and the Supreme Capital in
May 1120; and captured the Central Capital (in Jehol) in January,
the Western Capital in April, and the Southern Capital, Beijing, on
December 5 in the year 1122. Aguda had declared on October 1,
1114, apparently to lure the Parhae people, that “the Nüzhen and
the Parhae were originally the one and the same family.” 3
Aguda died on August 28, 1123, and was succeeded by
his younger brother, Wuchimai (吳乞買/太宗 b.1075/r.1123-35).
Taizong, assisted by Aguda’s sons, accomplished the Great
Enterprise, capturing the last Liao emperor on February 20, 1125
and entering the Song capital, Kaifeng, on December 10, 1126. 4
The last two Song emperors were captured by February 1127.
The Murong-Xianbei of the Yan dynasties (designated
either as the Former, Later, Western, or Southern Yan, 337-410)
had fallen victim to another Xianbei tribe, the Touba, that went on
to unify North China, establishing Northern Wei (386-439-534).
Seven hundred years later, the Qidan also fell victim to another
Manchurian tribe, the Nüzhens, who went on to conquer North
China, establishing the Jin dynasty (1115-1234) and seizing the
whole Central Plain from Northern Song by 1126. Franke (1994:
215) declares that, with the Jin dynasty, the Mohe-Nüzhen
“Tungusic people appear for the first time in world history as an

年[1115]正月…卽位皇帝…十二月…
遼兵號七十萬…追及遼主..遼兵大潰
金史 卷二 本紀第二 太祖 二年
[1114] 十月 …曰女直渤海本同一家…

初命諸路以三百戶爲謀克 十謀克爲
猛安...遼都統..將步騎十萬..太祖自將
擊之...遼人嘗言女直兵若滿萬則不可
敵 至是始滿萬云… 收國元年 [1115]
正月 卽位皇帝…國號大金
Franke and Chan (1997: 158-9) write
on Yang P’o (楊朴): “The Yang family
was one of the great Po-hai clans. Yang
P’o [persuaded Aguda to be invested
with the title of emperor] … was also
responsible for establishing court rituals
and …polished…state letter to the Liao.
4

天會十三年[1135] 贊曰太宗以斜也

宗幹[太祖庶長子]知國政以宗翰[國
相之長子]宗望[太祖第二子]總戎事
5

6

Lattimore (1944: 44-5)

See also Tao (1976: 4-8) and Franke
(1994: 217-8).
7

See also (ibid: 6-11, 22).

8

金史 卷五 本紀第五 海陵 正隆四

年[1159] 二月 調諸路猛安謀克軍年
二十以上五十以下者 皆籍之
金史 卷四十四 志第二十五 兵 金
興 用兵如神...曾未十年遂定大業...
俗本…皆良將…皆銳兵…地狹産薄..
以能寒暑 徵發調遣事同一家…以寡
制衆…及其得志中國…部長曰孛堇..
猛安者千夫長也 謀克者百夫長也…
士卒之副從曰阿里喜..太祖卽位二年
[1114]…以三百戶爲謀克 謀克十爲猛
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identifiable entity and as a great political power.”
The shamanistic Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus seem to have
migrated from Tranbaikalia to Manchuria via the upper Amur
River area. They dwelled in subterranean houses, practicing
hunting, fishing, patchy farming (planting millet and buckwheat),
pig raising and horse breeding. Farming was largely the work of
women. The men hunted and fished. They kept dogs, reindeer,
and horses chiefly for mobility. 5 The Nüzhens knew how to
weave, plant hemp, and cultivate silkworms. They dressed in white
linen in summer, and wore furs in winter. Just like the Yemaek
Tungus, they used kang (炕), a bed built of bricks or clay that was
heated with a fire underneath. When a man died, a brother could
take his wife, preferring brother to brother inheritance. The
Nüzhens worked hard in order to earn a meager living but, once
in war, they devoted themselves to fighting, as if it were a family
affair, in order to capture booty. Ratchnevsky (1991: 5-6) says:
“The collective spirit of the herdsmen, who depended on a
politico-military organization of the community to protect their
herds from enemy attacks during the annual migrations,
contrasted with the free life of the forest hunters, who relied on
the personal skill of the individual. The forest peoples considered
their way of life to be the best in the world; herding sheep was
regarded as a disgrace.” 6
The Nüzhens were forest tribes and yet had a fine
cavalry. Their tribal organization, and their archery and
horsemanship perfected by hunting, had produced a military
tradition similar to their nomadic neighbors. Tao (1976: 9) says
that “Because every male adult member of the tribe participated
in hunting and fishing, he was automatically a soldier of war. …
[A]ll warriors were mounted. … Nüzhen cavalry derived
formidable strength and great mobility from its practice of
providing each soldier with an assistant and several horses…[that]
led many historians to consider the Nüzhen a nomadic people.” 7

Mohe-Nüzhens Appear as Identifiable Entity

安..首領而部伍其人...大定[1161]之初
散契丹隷諸猛安謀克 至三年 詔河
北山東等路所…以驅丁 充阿里喜…
是時…猛安二百二 謀克千八百七十
八 戶六十一萬五千六百二十四…;
至章宗明昌[1190-6]間 欲國人兼知文
武 令猛安謀克擧進士 試以策論及
射…泰和[1201-8]間 又制武擧...所謂
渤海軍 則渤海八猛安之兵也 所謂
奚軍者…所謂鎭防軍 則諸軍中取以
更代戌邊者也…諸路所募射糧軍..雜
役者也…軍帥之上置萬戶 萬戶之上
置都統..亦稱軍帥爲猛安…天德三年
[1151]…罷萬戶之官…大定二十八年
[1188]...馬至四十七萬 牛十三萬
Crossley (1997:26-9) states: the Mouke
was “the fundamental organizational
unit” of Jin society. Each hereditary
headman (Bojin) became the captain
over the Mouke which constituted the
“basic unit in the imperial armies of the
Jin.” Rather than designating blood
relationships, Mouke may have implied
“living together” in a village, or “moving
together” to herd and hunt animals, or
to make war together as “extended
lineage groups,” in spite of the fact that
they had observed the rule of exogamy.
Individuals began to adopt their Mouke
names as surnames, transforming the
Mouke [Mou-k’o] into a lineage concept
of ancestral affiliation. Rewards,
promotions, and land grants went to the
Mouke as a group. Mote (1999: 218)

2. The Nüzhens Refine the Dual System of Governance
THE SOCIO-MILITARY MENGAN-MOUKE SYSTEM

A Nüzhen clan usually formed a village or walled town
under a hereditary headman called Bojin (po-chi-lieh 孛菫/孛極烈).

states: the Mengan-Mouke system
“guaranteed recruitment as well
as support for the fighting forces and
united military obligations with civil
governing.” See also Franke (1994:
273-7) for the Jin military organization.

Socio-Military Mengan-Mouke System

9

According to Hsiao (1978: 9), four or

five “ families were grouped together to
provide one regular (正軍) and one
auxiliary soldier (貼軍).” See also
Franke (1994: 273, 274).
10

Franke and Twitchett (1994: 23) note

that “the imperial guards and, above all,
the personal regiments (Mouke) of the
emperor and of the princes functioned
to some extent like the Liao ordo,”
including a great number of slaves.
11

See Franke (1994: 276). Franke and

Chan (1997: 142) note that “the name
for a myriarch is given as t’e-mu [忒母]
… Manchu tumen, Mongol tümen.”
12

According to Franke (1994: 274), the
Nüzhens absorbed the conquered
tribes, including the Qidans, as new
Mengan and Mouke units under the
command of their own chieftains.
Hereditary office was a considerable
inducement for the surrendered tribal
leaders to join the Mengan-Mouke
system with their subordinates.

金史 卷二 本紀 第二 太祖 天輔三
年 [1119] 遼人…各率衆來降 命各
以所部爲謀克
13

Mote (1999: 224) states: “[E]stimates
of the total military population of the
mengan units that were moved into
China… are in the neighborhood of 3

million persons. Many of the individuals
in those units were captives and slaves
… Nüzhens thus probably numbered
half of the 3 million total figure.”
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Lineages, forming villages or walled towns, were the basic
organizational units. Large-scale tribal hunting by encirclement
(called tawei 打圍) provided the training for military maneuvers.
The entire Nüzhen population was “formally” organized by
Aguda (in 1114) into the socio-military Mengan-Mouke (猛安-謀克)
system with assigned land for farming. 8
A Mouke was the basic socio-military unit, normally
consisting of 300 households and providing 100 regular and 100
auxiliary soldiers in time of war. Soldiers would bring their own
supplies and weapons, and for each soldier there was an assistant
called a-li-xi (阿里喜). All able-bodied males in a household served
as soldiers, and male slaves served as auxiliary soldiers. A Mengan
(Manchu minggan, Mongol mingan) was composed of seven to ten
Mouke (Manchu mukūn, implying clan, herd, or extended family). 9
Hsiao (1978: 8-9) states that the tribal “families were permanently
grouped together under their hereditary commanders,” and they
were “expected to be self-supporting by combining the functions
of fighting and farming.”10 A Nüzhen chieftain could mobilize the
mounted warriors from Bojin under his control. In war, the Bojin
himself became a head of a hundred men (Mouke), or a head of a
thousand men (Mengan). When the Wanyan clan came to control
all the Nüzhen tribes, the Bojin became the hereditary military
officers. Modeled on the Liao military hierarchy, several Mengan
formed a Wanhu (萬戶 ten thousand households) and, in times if
war, the office of chief commander (都統) was activated. 11
There were also various tribal units, but, as Hsiao (1978:
8) explains it, “the core of Jin military power was the MenganMouke, a basically decimal and hereditary military system that
originated in Nüzhen society in predynastic days. … Although
many Qidan, Bohai, and Northern Chinese were absorbed into
the organization during the process of empire-building by the Jin,
the Nüzhen remained at the core. And in spite of the adoption of
the Chinese political system after North China had been
conquered, the Mengan-Mouke remained the organization that
covered the conquering and military sector of the society.” 12
Tao (1976: 27) states that the Mengan-Mouke system, “like
the Eight Banners system of the Qing dynasty, was not only a
military but a socio-cultural institution. The army units in both the
Jin and the Qing were also the basic units of their tribal society.
The settling of these units at strategic places with the additional
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task of cultivating land was a practice of both the Nüzhen and the
Manchus. … Politically the Mengan and Mouke were local
officials… Militarily the Mengan and Mouke functioned as police,
garrisoning strategic posts and watching over conquered peoples
in their domain.”
The Jin rulers settled large detachments of Mengan
troops in extensive military colonies throughout the conquered
parts of North China to perform garrison duties, appropriating
Chinese farmlands and greatly increasing the number of slaves. 13
Many Nüzhens, however, had remained in Manchuria during the
Jin period, and continued to live in the old traditional manner.
When the Nüzhens were settled in North China to perform
garrison duties, they still had their traditional walled towns and
headmen. The Nüzhens were kept separate from the Chinese
population. Many features of the Liao military system, Hsiao
(1978: 9) states, were “adopted with some modifications by the
Yuan successors.” The Mengan-Mouke system was maintained by
the Mongol Yuan in the form of Qianhu (千戶) and Baihu (百戶),
and the origin of the remarkable regimentation of the population
under the Mongols could be traced to the Jin period. 14
The Nüzhens sustained their troops in North China by
making themselves part-time farmers, but most of their revenues
were taxes collected from the Han Chinese peasants. There was
virtually no intermarriage between the conquerors and the
conquered. 15 According to the 1183 census, the whole MenganMouke population amounted to 6.16 million, living in 0.62 million
households. The number of Mengan was 202, and that of Mouke
1,878. Until the end of the Jin dynasty, The Mengan-Mouke system
remained the basic organization of the military machine.16
Jin also mobilized the Han Chinese militia to provide
auxiliary services when waging a campaign. According to Franke
and Twitchett (1994: 13), Emperor Hailing (r.1149-61) had
mobilized 120,000 Mengan-Mouke men and 150,000 Han Chinese
militia (plus 30,000 sailors for warfare on the waterways and lakes)
for a campaign against the Song in 1159-60.

No Need to Set Up “Northern” Government

14

See Tao (1976: 115-6).

15

See Tao (1976: 29 and 47).

16

Franke (1994: 276) According to Tao

(1976: 51), the population of North
China amounted to 48.5 million in 1195,
while the total population of Nüzhens in
1182 amounted to about 6.2 million. A
little less than one-third of the Nüzhens
were still living in Manchuria. According
to Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 115),
the Qidans remaining from the Liao
dynasty were about 4 million, and the
Han Chinese subjects about 35 million.
17

金史 卷三 本紀第三 太祖 天會

五年[1127] 八月 詔河北河東郡縣職
員多闕 宜開貢擧取士 以安新民 其
南北進士 各以所業試之
天會八年[1130] 十月 詔遼宋官上本
國誥命 等第換授
天會十年[1132] 正月 詔曰昔遼人分
士庶之族 賦役皆有等差 其悉均之
天眷元年[1138] 五月 詔以經義 詞
賦兩科取士
See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 462).
18

“Some critics charged,” Mote (1999:

242) notes, that the examination had
fostered “only superficial command of
solid Chinese classical studies and
historically informed statecraft.”
Franke (1972: 8) states that, under the
“Liao, Jin, and Yuan dynasties, the
examination system operated…only

TRIBAL ARMY AND CHINESE-STYLE BUREAUCRACY

with regard to the Chinese officials; and

The Nüzhen Jin had inherited the dual administrative
structure of the Qidan Liao dynasty, maintaing the Qidan prefects
and counties almost intact. Since all of the Nüzhen tribes were

since most of the major positions were
filled with non-Chinese recruited in
another way, the examination system

Tribal Army and Chinese-Style Bureaucracy

played only a minor role in the whole
official administration.”

金史 卷五十一 志第三十二 選擧一
金設科皆因遼宋制… 世宗大定十一
年[1171]創設女直進士科…所謂策論
進士也… 凡諸進士擧人 由鄕至府
由府至省 及殿庭 凡四試…則官之
19

Tao (1976: 55-6)

Mote (1999: 276) notes that in 1213,
“9,000 qualified candidates [who had
passed the local exams] sat for the
examinations at the capital, and [only
about] 800 were granted the degree.”
20

“Only 26 out of 208 high-ranking

Nüzhen officials were Jinshi degree
holders. For them…group privileges
and hereditary privileges remained the
chief means of entering and rising in
the hierarchy (ibid: 272).”
“In 1193, there were 11,499 officials, of
whom 4,705 were Nüzhens and 6,794
[59%] were Chinese (ibid: 270).”
21

Tao (1976: 58) The examination

system, Mote (1999: 272) states,
“supplied the government’s staffing
need only at the lower levels… Chinese
understood that their careers would be
limited to the lower ranks of office.”
22

Franke and Twitchett (1994: 24) note
that: “The early Qidans selected their

leaders at a council of tribal chieftains
and frequently held such a council
when planning a campaign. … The
Nüzhens, too, had the custom before
campaign of convoking a military
assembly… By far the most illuminating
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organized into the Mengan-Mouke system, the Jin rulers found it
unnecessary to set up a separate northern government as did the
Qidans. They simply filled most high-ranking positions of the
central government with the Nüzhen aristocracy, preserving the
Qidan and Chinese local functionaries to rule the newly acquired
Liao and Nothern Song territories. The Jin rulers, however,
eliminated the differentiation in the rates of taxes and corvée
obligations between the gentry-scholars and peasants (士庶). 17
Mote (1999: 275) states that “the Jin allowed easy
transfter of Nüzhen officials … from their mengan and mouke
offices into the higher civil bureaucracy; but that source could not
satisfy the need for officials in the day-to-day work of governing
in the districts and prefectures…or in the central government.”
Under the Jin, the examination system played a greater role than
under the Qidan Liao and Mongol Yuan. The earliest
examinations, held in 1123 and 1124, aimed at recruiting a large
number of Han Chinese personnel from landed gentry to rule the
much expanded territory in North China. According to Tao (1976:
59), 9,084 persons passed the Jinshi examinations during the 76year period of 1123-99, implying 120 persons per annum on
average. Tao states that most of the Han Chinese “recruited in the
early Jin were former Liao officials, who came from the Yan-Yun
region [燕雲 ex-Liao territories in North China] and Liaodong
regions.” The examinations for the Han Chinese “from the
Liaodong and Yan-Yun regions had poetry as their subject
matter,” while the Han Chinese of the newly conquered North
China took the examination on the Confucian classics. 18 Even
“the quotas were so devised” that the Han Chinese from the
Liaodong and Yan-Yun regions, “who were trusted by the Nüzhen
… found it easier to attain positions in the government.” 19
The highest positions with executive power were of
course mostly held by the Nüzhens. Until Shizong (r.1161-89)
established a Nüzhen Jinshi degree in 1173, there had been no
degree requirement for Nüzhen officials. In order to make the
Nüzhens (國人) the warriors of literary-military accomplishments
(兼知文武), Zhangzong ordered the Mengan-Mouke to take the
Jinshi examinations on policy essays and marksmanship (策論及射)
sometime between 1190-5. The Nüzhens, however, Franke (1994:
270-3) states, “as a whole continued to advance their careers
without degree qualifications.” 20 Only 49 Nüzhen officials with
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Nüzhen Aristocrats and Chinese Officials

the Jinshi qualifications are found in the Dynastic History of the Jin,
and only 5 of them had aristocratic family background. 21
The Nüzhens, Tao (1976: 117) notes, “suppressed the
scholar-officials who ventured into opposition, and made others
obedient instruments of the highly centralized imperial court.”
Usually the Wanyan clansmen held all the prominent positions in
the government, but there were also tribal meetings in which all
the chieftains could participate in making decisions on important
matters. 22 Hailing (海陵王/迪古乃 b.1122/r.1149-61), Aguda’s
grandson, who had killed his stepbrother (熙宗/合刺 Xizong
r.1135-49), transferred the capital from Shangjing to Yanjing (燕京
/中都) in April 1151, and firmly established a despotism by 1156
without the Chinese-style checks and balances in order to curb the
power of the traditional aristocracy. He abolished most of the
hereditary officials who inherited their officies automatically and
could not be dismissed by the emperor.23
Franke and Twitchett (1994: 29-30) note that, under all
the conquest dynasties, “officials of all ranks could be punished
with beatings (杖) … Such corporal punishment…had been
common under Sui Wendi…[and] had sometimes been carried out
under the Tang… By contrast the Song adhered…to the age-old
[Han Chinese] principle according to which corporal punishments
did not extend to the gentry… The flogging of officials,
particularly beatings administered to ministers … negated the
fundamental social and legal barriers that had strictly separated the
members of the bureaucracy and the masses of commoners in
traditional China.” According to the Zizhi Tongjian, Sui Wendi had
personally administered beatings with a stick, often as many as
four times a day and in open court, to all manner of offenders. 24
The Nüzhens attained high-ranking government posts
through, as Tao (1975: 61) notes, “hereditary selection, and
transfer from the military service,” and less important positions
through the Nüzhen Jinshi examinations.25 The Nüzhens did not
have to pass the difficult Confucian examinations; their Jinshi tests
were simpler and partly military in character. Furthermore, the
practice of transferring meritorious military leaders to the civil
bureaucracy also favored the Nüzhens in attaining high posts in
the government, as the military organization remained very much
a Nüzhen preserve during most of the dynasty. The practice of
protection (yin) privilege contributed to the self-perpetuation of

…examples of joint decision making
were the Mongols’ diets or tribal
convocations, the khuriltai. At these
meetings a new ruler would be elected.”
23

Franke and Twitchett (1994: 25-6)

Tao (1976: 45) notes: “although in the
…Song the power of the administrative
council grew considerably, the very
existence of [Presidential Council,
Secretarial Council, and Court Council]
ensured a relatively enlightened
despotism. But [Hailing discarded]
whatever checks and balances existed
in the Chinese political heritage.”
24

Franke and Chan (1997: 144) note:

“The Nüzhen custom of inflicting
corporal punishment also on higher
officials contrasts strongly with the
Chinese attitudes …” Tao (1976: 45-6)
states: “The flogging of officials … was
much more common among the Qidan
and Nüzhen… This…was…a deliberate
means to belittle and humiliate the
hitherto much respected scholarofficials in Chinese society, and was
followed by the Yuan and Ming rulers.”
25

Shizong (1161-89) established the

Nüzhen Jinshi degree to provide
increased opportunities for the Nüzhen
from non-official family background to
acquire government posts, and this
policy was imitated by the the Manchus.
See Tao (1976: 52-8). “Using the
Nüzhen language and script,” Mote
(1999: 273) notes, the Nüzhens were
subject “to much simpler standards,
and they passed at much higher rates.”
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Patronage of Buddhism by the Jin Rulers

26

See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 8),

Franke (1994: 272), and Tao (1976: 614). Tao (1976: 66) notes: “protection,
which assumed unusual importance in
the Liao, manifested itself in all postLiao conquest societies… [In] Jin…40
percent of the officials came from the
ranks of the protected sons.”

金史 卷二 本紀 第二 太祖 天輔六
年 [1122] 若能速降…官皆仍舊…有
能率衆歸附者 受之世官…十二月…
上至燕京…遼百官詣軍門叩頭請罪
七年 新附之民有材能者 可錄用之
金史 卷三 本紀 第三 太宗 二年…
諸闕員 可選勳賢有人望者就注擬之
27

According to Franke (1994: 270),

however, 59 percent (not 40%) of Jin
officials were Han Chinese as of 1193.
Tao’s interpretation of the Yuanshi
records (as 40%) seems to have been
based on Yao Ts’ung-wu’s article in the
Bulletin of the College of Arts, National
Taiwan University, Vol. 11, 1962, p. 21.

元史 卷一百六十三 列傳 第五十
張德輝…冀寧交城人…世祖…問曰…
或云 遼以釋廢 金以儒亡 有諸 對
曰 遼事臣未周知 金季乃所親睹 宰
執中雖用一二儒臣

餘皆武弁世爵

the officials as a class, protecting those who already held office.26
Tao (1976: 93) states that the Nüzhen aristocrats
occupied the “most important positions in the government,” and
“made all the important decisions” while even the Han “Chinese
prime ministers could not participate in the processes of decision
making (ibid: 92).” When Khubilai Khan “asked Zhang Dehui in
1247 whether the utilization of Chinese scholar-officials was
responsible for the fall of the Jin, Zhang replied that the scholarofficials constituted less than 40 percent of the total number of
officials and were employed as clerks, judges, and accountants, and
that the Nüzhen military men and aristocrats made all the
important decisions on state affairs. Therefore the Chinese
scholars should not bear the responsibility (ibid: 93).” 27
Outside the cities that were garrisoned by Nūzhen
soldiers, the rural Chinese may well have never encountered a
foreigner. Frank and Twitchett (1994: 35) state: “The lowest
echelons of administration that had the most direct contact with
the ordinary people were more largely staffed by Chinese
personnel. It was only in the higher political and military offices
whose activities impinged only indirectly on ordinary people that
the foreigners were overrepresented.”
Within a half century, the Nüzhens transformed their
rustic tribal society into a dynastic empire that was by no means
inferior to the traditional Chinese dynasty. Ledyard (1983: 324)
states: “However ‘barbarous’ were Liao and Jin from a Chinese
point of view, their diplomatic and political institutions were of a
basically Chinese mold. They founded dynasties, established their
own calendars, exchanged ambassadors, and followed ceremonial
and protocol procedures of acknowledged Chinese origin.”

及論軍國大事 又不使預聞 大抵以
儒進者三十之一 國之存亡 自有任

PATRONAGE OF BUDDHISM BY THE JIN RULERS

其責者 儒何咎焉

Before the establishment of the Jin dynasty, the
Nüzhens had come into contact with Buddhism from Koryeo.
The Jinshi says that the elder brother of Hanbu, the founding
ancestor of the Wanyan clan, was a Buddhist. According to the
Essentials of Koryeo History, Hanbu himself was a Koryeo monk.28
Ch’en (1964: 412) observes that Taizong “was credited
with providing annually for a feast to feed over ten thousand
monks and nuns, while under…Xizong, over a million monks
were said to have been ordained.” The Jin emperors such as

28

Tao (1976: 13). Franke (1994: 313)

高麗史節要 乙未十年 [1115] 昔我
平州僧今俊 遁入女眞 居阿之古村
是爲金之先 或曰平州僧今幸之子克
守 初入女眞
29

The Nüzhens had developed effective
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Hailing and Shizong made huge donations to the clergy and
temples that set the example of patronage for the Nüzhen
aristocracy. The Jin followed the Liao practice of a strict state
control of Buddhism. Franke (1994: 313-4) states that “The Liao
had forbidden the unauthorized ordination of monks as early as
991, and the Jin repeated this prohibition in 1130. Full ordination
was possible only after the novices had passed an examination. A
state-controlled hierarchy of Buddhist monks existed. In case of
minor offenses, these monk-officials had complete jurisdiction
over the monks and nuns.” The private foundation of temples
without government authorization was prohibited.

Southward Flight of Han Chinese Repeated

seige machines, including ladders,
bridges, and catapults, and also
firearms, including bamboo guns,
cannons, grenades, and rockets.
30

Mote (1999: 289) says: “The Song

dynasty escaped extinction in the years
1126-31 by the narrowest of margins.”
31

金史 卷三 本紀第三 太宗 天會

四年 [1126] 十二月 宋主桓降
金史 卷四 本紀第四 熙宗 皇統二

3. Southward Flight of the Han Chinese Repeated

年[1142] 二月 歲幣銀絹二十五萬兩,
匹 畵淮爲界 四月…以臣宋告中外
金史 卷七十七 列傳第十五 宗弼…

THE NÜZHENS UNIFY MANCHURIA AND CONQUER NORTH CHINA

Between 1117 and 1123, the Song rulers negotiated the
recovery of their lost territories with the Jin by offering a military
alliance against the Liao. The Nüzhens, however, did not need the
assistance of Song troops to conquer the Liao. After all, the Song
army failed to capture Yanjing, and the Jin armies instead
occupied all of North China by 1127, including the Song capital,
Kaifeng.29 Zhao Gou (趙構 Gaozong r.1127-62), Huizong’s (徽宗
r.1100-25) ninth son and the younger brother of Qinzong (欽宗
r.1125-6), the last Song emperor, claimed the throne on May 1,
1127 in the south of the Yangzi River, with its capital at Lin’an (臨
安 Hangzhou). 30 The Song dynasty prior to 1127 is called
Northern Song and, thereafter, Southern Song (1127-1279).
In Chinese history, the year 1127 marks the second time
(after 317) the Han Chinese were driven out of the Central Plain.
In 1142 the Song court agreed to vassalage (臣 chen) and payment
of tributes to the Jin. The border between Jin and Southern Song
was formally settled along the line from the Huai River in the east
to Tasan Pass, Shaanxi, in the west. 31
The Southern Song lost control over many regions in the
south, including Tali and Vietnam long before it was annihilated
by the Mongols in 1279.32 Being protected, however, by the
impregnable Long River and horse-repellent rice paddies, the Han
Chinese could continue to enjoy personally the literary and artistic
life that became the hallmark of Southern Song. Lattimore (1944:

皇統二年[1142]二月 송주견...曰臣構
言…淮水中流爲界 西有…世世子孫
謹守臣節...歲貢...般送至泗州交納
金史 卷六 本紀第六 世宗上 大定
五年[1165]正月 宋…以國書來…稱姪
宋皇帝 稱名再拜奉書于叔大金皇帝
After the Hailing’s (r.1149-61) abortive
invasion of Southern Song in 1161 and
the latter’s own failed counter-invasion
in 1163, the Nüzhens agreed in 1165,
Lorge (2005a: 66) notes, to “change the
relationship between the two emperors
from ‘ruler-official’ to ‘uncle-nephew.’”
Hailing had launched an offensive
across the Huai River with an army
claimed to be one million strong (more
like some 240,000 Nüzhen and other
tribal horsemen, and 270,000 Chinese),
but “the Nüzhen army was also needed
in the north to put down the various
rebellions (ibid: 63).” The Nüzhen
commanders assassinated Hailing on
November 27, 1161. The Song army
crossed the Huai River in 1163, but was
annihilated by the Nüzhen horsemen
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Neo-Confucianism to Maintain Social Order

to be recorded in history as “the Rout of
the Fuli Expedition (ibid: 65).” See also
Jagchid and Symons (1989: 134-5) and
Franke and Twitchett (1994: 19, 224).

宋史 卷三十三 本紀第三十三 孝宗
一 隆興元年[1163] 正月…張浚…都
督江淮東西路軍馬…四月..議出師渡
淮…五月…渡江…大潰于符離
32

Hsiao (1978: 6-7) notes that the ranks

of the mercenary army, numbering over
one million soldiers and costing more
than 80% of government revenues

98) says that in spite of “their military weakness they kept up a
high and even luxurious culture in terms of philosophy, literature,
and art. Orthodox Chinese history considers that all through this
period it was the Song who maintained the true line of Chinese
dynastic succession.” Kuhn (2009: 279) says that the Song
“painted what they saw with a new realism freed from the
phantasmagorial subjects dominating Tang arts.”
The émigré dynasties below the Yangzi River believed
that they were the true heirs to the ancient Chinese civilization,
just like the Byzantines behind the impregnable walls of
Constantinople never ceased to call themselves Romans, and
firmly believed that they were the direct inheritors of GrecoRoman traditions and the legacy of the early Roman Empire.

throughout most of the two Song
dynasties, were mainly filled with
starving vagabonds and criminals.
33

Wang Anshi (王安石) was born in

Linchuan (撫州臨川), Jiangxi, South
China. De Barry and Bloom (1999: 609)
note that when Shenzong (r.1067-85)
“asked what Wang Anshi thought of
the famous founder of the Tang dynasty
as a model for later rulers,” Wang urged
him to “take the sage kings Yao and
Shun” as his standard. Wang applied
the principle of “equalization… to the
land tax…which was designed to
accomplish the same aim as the
legendary ‘well-field’ system without
actual redistribution of land …upon
which…those with less productive land
paid proportionately less (ibid: 611).”
Wang’s reforms (during 1069-76 under
the reign of Shenzong) were directed
toward the rationalization of state
finances and material improvements for
the peasant mass, but his reform was
dismantled in 1086 by the anti-reform
clique representing the interests of the

ZHU XI PRESCRIBES ADHERENCE TO CONFUCIAN SOCIAL ORDER

Wang Anshi (1021-86) of Northern Song had pursued
drastic reforms to attack corruption and inequalities, in the words
of Fairbank and Goldman (1988: 97), by “limiting land-holding
and private wealth,” and by a “vigorous state intervention in the
economy.” 33 Wang Anshi had emerged from a new elite group of
southern bureaucrats who, emphasizing the practical application
of the Confucian classics, challenged their more conservative
landholding colleagues from the North. Lattimore (1944: 99) says
that Wang tried to shift “control of agricultural life and revenue
from the landlord class to the government, without destroying the
structure of the landlord class as such. … What defeated him
was the fact that too many of the men who were servants of the
state in public life were rent-collecting landlords in private life.”
Kuhn (2009: 121) records the episode that supposedly had
occurred in 1071: “When Emperor Shenzong remarked that
Wang Anshi’s New Policies were for the benefit of the people,
not the shidafu, his senior stateman, Wen Yanbo, dryly taught the
ruler: ‘You govern the nation with us, the officials, not with the
people.’ ”
The Neo-Confucianism may be regarded to have
emerged, after soul-searching self-examination among the literati
elite, as an alternative to Wang’s radical approach. It may reflect
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the desire to remedy social defects and evils, Lattimore (1944: 99)
contends, “ by improving the honesty of officials through
education and training, without removing from them their greatest
temptation, which is the autocratic control over the lives and
fortunes of tenant peasants that is inherent in the landlord
system.” The new version of Confucianism was synthesized by
Zhu Xi of Southern Song, and later named Neo-Confucianism by
the Jesuits. Zhu Xi, in his teens, had been attracted to Chan
Buddhism, and later brought “self” into fundamental question.
Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 98) state: “ Like other Song
writers,” Zhu Xi “decried the value of Sui-Tang Confucianism”
that lacks a broad philosophical view of the universe and the
individual’s place in it. “The Neo-Confucian effort to up-date the
Chinese philosophic tradition…by reinterpretation” was, Wright
(1957: 39) contends, “carefully disguised appropriations from
Buddhism.”
The Sui and Tang rulers had emphasized poetry and the
ideology of filial piety in their civil service examinations. Although
Zhu Xi emphasized filiality, De Barry and Bloom (1999: 749)
write, he had strong “reservations about the Xiaojing (孝經) as a
Classic of Filiality.” In place of the Five Classics, Zhu Xi selected
the Four Books as containing the essence of Confucianism.34
According to Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 98), Zhu Xi’s
“cosmology asserted a dualism, that the great immutable
principles of form (理 li) give shape to the material stuff (氣 qi)
that, when shaped by li, creates existent reality. Behind this duality,
however, is the Dao (道), the Way, the vast energizing force that
provides the universe and all things in it. Only through disciplined
self-cultivation could a man get some understanding of the Way
and in pursuit of it form his character. The Neo-Confucianists of
Song believed that the true Way for the moral improvement of
the individual and the world had been set forth by Confucius and
Mencius… Their aim…was…to ‘repossess the Way.’ In effect Zhu
Xi found a means of smuggling a needed element [in the form of
li and dao] of Buddhist transcendentalism [that regards reasoning
as the key to knowledge of reality] into Confucianism [in which
the key words had been xiao 孝 and ren 仁]. This new philosophy

Examination Became Main Avenue to Power

landed-gentry. Wang’s idealistic reforms
th

were denigrated until the 20 century.
34

The Five Classics are Classic of

Changes (周易/易經 Yijing), Classic
of History (書經 Shujing), Classic of
Poetry (詩經 Shijing), Record of Rites
(禮記 Liji), and Spring and Autumn
Annals (春秋 Chunqiu). The Four
Books are Confucius’ Analects (論語
Lunyu); Mencius (孟子); the Doctrine of
the Mean (中庸 Zhongyong); and the
Great Learning (大學 Daxue).
35

See Franke (1972: 13), Elman (2000:

4), and Kuhn (2009: 99-106).
36

The teaching by Cheng Yi and Cheng

Hao brothers was, however, open to
various interpretations. Zhu Xi’s
teaching, furthermore, tended to foster
righteous morality over practical
knowledge, promoting fruitless factional
infighting among scholar-officals. Wang
Yangming (王陽明1472-1529) pursued
the idea of Zhu Xi’s contemporary, Lu
Jiuyuan (陸九淵), and propagated, à la
Buddhist enlightenment, a more
contemplative approach (of intuition
and meditation) to moral training and
self-cultivation. According to De Bary
and Bloom (1999: 856), Wang believed
that “if one clearly perceives one’s own
innate knowing [mind], then one
recognizes that the signs of sagehood
…exist in…oneself.… Wang’s
confidence in … one’s own mind as the
ultimate authority rests … on his faith”
in the fundamental rationality of man.
The rulers, especially those of a

Confucian Bureaucracy and Mercenary Army

conquest dynasty, became wary of
possible disruption of the established
social order, and began to crack down
on Wang’s adherents. The Qing rulers
decried Wang’s idea as too abstract,
too individualistic, and passive. See
also De Bary and Bloom (1999: 857;
699, 720), Fairbank and Goldman
(1998: 140), and Franke (1972: 19).
37

Ho (1998: 143) quotes the statement

made by the Qing emperor Yongzheng:
“Do they know that…the one who
benefits the most [from the teachings of
Confucius] is the ruler himself?”
38

Franke (1972: 6-7) states that “to

study, to get the metropolitan degree, to
become offical, to become wealthy”
became a common saying. The
selection process, Elman (2000: xxix)
writes, “permitted some circulation of
elites....but the educational curriculum
[classical literacy] and its formidable
linguistic requirements effectively
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…was promoted by its adherents as a challenge to the court and
the literati to be less selfish and live up to their Confucian ideals.”
By late in the Southern Song dynasty (around 1227-41),
the Four Books with Zhu Xi’s commentaries became the basic texts
of the Confucian school. These texts provided the orthodox
uniformity of Confucianism for the examinations in the Yuan,
Ming and Qing dynasties, leaving no room for active and original
individual thinking. 35 The role of the county magistrates and
prefects in Ming-Qing local governance was essentially the
collection of taxes and court litigation [penal judgments], Elman
(2000: xxvii) writes, “which suggests…that the classical training
they received and were tested on to become officials had little
relevance for the execution of their actual duties.” 36
Zhu Xi, however, prescribed that the sole means of
realizing the True Way (and achieving the proper relation of self to
society) was to follow the Confucian order of society, with an
autocrat at its apex. Neo-Confucianism, in the words of Wright
(1968: 39), “develops the concept of loyalty from what it was —a
relationship ultimately determined by the conscience of the
subject— into what it became —imperative to unquestioning and
total subordination to any ruler, however idiotic or amoral he
might be. The new Confucianism was more totalitarian in intent
than the old one had been.” The rulers of mainland China have
ever since vigorously indoctrinated the population with the Zhu
Xi’s Confucian ideology as an effective means of governance. 37

eliminated the lower class from the
selection process.” There were no
public schools for Confucian education
in Ming-Qing China. In dynastic
schools, “individual preparation for
future examinations” had long since
displaced actual instruction (ibid: xxx).
39

See Franke and Twitchett (1994: 40),

Crossley (1997: 21), and Fairbank and
Goldman (1992: 115). Eberhard (1965:
135) states: “From about 500 CE on,
first the Tu-que, then others, developed
their own systems of writing…so that
they could govern without Chinese

CONFUCIAN BUREAUCRACY AND MERCENARY ARMY IN SONG

The officialdom dominated by the hereditary Xinabei
aristocracy in the conquest dynasties was replaced by that of the
Confucian scholar-officials in the Han Chinese Song dynasty. The
examination entry replaced the aristocracy with a meritocracy.38
Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 94-5) say that “becoming
classically educated and taking the examinations had become a
certification of social status, whether or not one passed and
whether or not one became an official [although] the yin privilege
by which higher officials could nominate their offspring as
candidates for appointment still operated to make official class
partly self-perpetuating.”
After the complete collapse of the Equal Field system by
749, the polarization of land ownership removed the foundation
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of the fubing system. The governments of late Tang and Song had
to depend upon a full-fledged mercenary army, a situation that did
not guarantee a high degree of professionalism. The Song rulers
absorbed “unruly elements into the army in order to reduce the
possibility of internal disobedience and uprisings. As a result,
Hsiao (1978: 6-7) writes, the ranks of the Song army were mainly
filled with starving vagabonds, idlers, and criminals,” and the
“poor training and idleness created an inefficient army” that was
despised as an “undisciplined, parasitic army.” In the 1060s, it cost
more than 80 percent of the Song government revenues to
support the mercenary army. Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 109)
say that the “civilian domination of the military,” as part of the
ruling elite’s control of the state, “left the state militarily weak.”

Myth of Assimilation of Conquest Dynasties

clerks. From then on, most conquerors
developed their own scripts, which
usually remained unknown to the
Chinese…preventing leaks of
government secrets.” Aguda ordered
Xiyin to create the (large) script in 1119.
The small script was created in 1138.
40

Lama (1235-80) and was declared to
be the national script of Yuan in 1269.
41

4. The Myth of Assimilation
NÜZHENS ALSO TRIED TO MAINTAIN THEIR ETHNIC IDENTITY

When the Nüzhen conquered the Liao, they inherited
the manageable population of Han Chinese, but when they took
over the whole of North China from Song, they found almost 40
million Han Chinese under their rule. Like the Qidan, the
Nüzhens also tried to maintain their ethnic identity, prohibiting
marriage with the Han Chinese and setting up Nüzhen language
schools.39
Franke and Twitchett (1994: 31-2) say that, unlike the
earlier conquerors “like the Xianbei or Tuoba, who never had a
script of their own, each of the alien rulers between the tenth and
fourteens centuries ordered the creation of national script. … The
Qidans introduced in 920 the so-called large Qidan script and in
925 the small script that seems to have been syllabic… The
Nüzhens, as well, developed two scripts, also called large and
small. … The Mongols…used the alphabetic script of the
Uighurs … This is still today the official script … in the Inner
Mongolian Autonomous Region.” 40
Shizong (世宗/烏祿 b.1123/r.1161-89), a cousin of
Hailing who had been murdered by the insurgent troops on
November 27, 1161, was a grandson of Aguda and a son of a
Parhae woman (遼陽人) whose clan helped Shizong in his rise to
power.41 Shizong opposed ethnic integration; tried to make

The alphabetic script of the Uighurs

was devised by the Tibetan Phags-pa

Hailing’s mother had the surname

Tae (大). The descentants of old
Parhae-Koguryeo people, such as
Zhang Hao, seem to have played an
important role in the early days of the
Jin dynasty and also in making Hailing
and Shizong emperors.

金史 卷八十三 列傳第二十一 張浩
遼陽渤海人 本姓高 東明王之後…
浩以策于太祖 天會八年[1130] 賜進
士及第…初定朝儀…海陵召爲戶部
尙書...貞元元年[1153] 定都燕京…拜
尙書右丞相兼侍中…世宗卽位...曰...
卿…當戮力贊治…俄拜太師尙書令
Franke and Chan (1997: 170) note: “the
Tae (大) family was the royal clan of the
Po-hai kingdom, and their descendants
continued to play a political also after
the foundation of the Jin dynasty.”
42

Shizong discouraged fraternizing

between the Nüzhen garrison families
and Chinese peasants by making them
live in groups. In 1187, Shizong ordered
the punishment of all Nüzhens who
adopted Chinese surnames, and
reprimanded Nüzhen officials who

To Preserve Ethnic and Cultural Identity
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bowed in Chinese fashion. The Jin

hunting popular among the Nüzhens; instituted a program to train
Nüzhen elites in warfare and hunting; compelled aristocrats to set
up camp in Inner Mongolia or Manchuria to toughen them up by
experiencing a harsher life and to develop their skills in riding and
shooting; practiced Nüzhen rituals; offered the Nüzhen Jinshi
examinations in the Nüzhen language in 1173; forbade the
imperial guards to speak Chinese in 1174; ordered translation of
the Chinese classics in 1183 so that the Mengan and Mouke could
read Classics in Nüzhen language before inheriting their positions
after 1186; prohibited the Nüzhen to wear Chinese clothes in
1187; and set up the Nüzhen Imperial Academy at the capital and
local schools in all the routes (lu) in 1188 in order to promote
Nüzhen learning.42 Zhangzong (章宗/麻達葛 b.1168/r.11891208), a grandson of Shizong, also encouraged use of the Nüzhen
language; forbade the wearing of Chinese clothes; practiced
Nüzhen rituals; and ordered the Mengan and Mouke who wanted to
take the Jinshi examination to take the test on archery.43
The Shizong’s “experiment, which was not a success, was
considered both a model and a warning by the Manchu emperors
who later ruled China,” notes Crossley (1997: 23). According to
Elliott (2001: 276-7), Huang’taiji, Qing Taizong, had instructed his
princely audience: “it [is] feared that [Nüzhen] children and
grandchildren would enter the Chinese way. Over and over
[Shizong of Jin] repeated: ‘Do not neglect the old ways of the
ancestors. Wear Nüzhen clothing. Learn the Nüzhen language.
Practice archery and horsemanship every day.’ … By the time of
Aizong [r.1223-33], the [Nüzhen] Way was destroyed. The [Jin]
dynasty had been wiped out.” 44
In order to preserve their ethnic and cultural identity, the
Mongols and the Manchus devised various measures to prevent
the corrosive effect of sinicization on their tribesmen. An
important measure was the retention of reservoirs of their own
cultures in their homeland, in Mongolia and Manchuria
respectively, which were closed to Chinese immigrants and hence
protected from the penetration of the Chinese culture. 45
Tao (1976: 92-93) contends that the collapse of the Jin
dynasty was due to the rulers’ inability to achieve complete
Sinicization, and that the alien dynasties that adopted Chinese
institutions more thoroughly were able to enjoy longer rule in
China than those that did not. According to Tao (ibid: 111), “the

empress was always chosen from a
small number of consort families, all of
whom could claim Nüzhen nationality.
See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 8).
43

金史 卷八 本紀第八 世宗下 大

定二十三年[1183] 九月 譯經所進所
譯 二十六年 三月 制猛安謀克克皆
先讀女直字經史然後承襲 二十七年
十二月 禁女直人不得改稱漢姓 學
南人衣裝 二十八年 命建女直大學
Mote (1999: 239) states: “a great effort
also was made to restore the old
communal ways of cooperative
planting, plowing, and harvesting, in the
hope of thereby regaining social
cohesiveness and shielding ordinary
Nüzhens from the intrusive influences
of Chinese rural society all about them.”
See also Tao (1976: 69, 71, 76-8, 85).
44

In fact, as early as in 1126, the

Nüzhen rulers had ordered all the Han
Chinese to shave the hair on the front
of the head. This order was apparently
not implemented but this, Mote (1999:
228) notes, “prefigures the action of
descendants of the Nüzhens, the
Manchus,” who forced the Chinese,
“with intimidating massacres of whole
towns,” to have forehead-shaving.
45

46

See Tao (1976: 116-7).

Tao (1976: 92-94) admits that the
last Jin ruler, Aizong (哀宗), was

not a bad ruler. He made every effort
to reconstruct the state and fought to
the last breath, committing suicide in
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Mongols refused to accept the Chinese way of life, and this is
probably one of the reasons they did not maintain their power in
China very long. … [T]he Manchus ruled the Chinese much
longer, but only after they adopted the Chinese culture and
achieved a Sino-Manchu synthesis.”46 Tao might be reflecting the
PRC doctrine when he claims that “When the Chinese believed in
their ability to assimilate barbarian elements, they accepted alien
rule time and again. The Nüzhen and Manchus eventually did
transform themselves into Chinese, and after their dynasties
vanished they ceased to be a distinguishable ethnic and cultural
group in China.”
And yet, even Tao (1991) proposes the thesis that the
alien conquest dynasties “such as the Tuoba Northern Wei and
the Northern Zhou left important traces on the fubing militia
institution, the equal field system, and Tang bureaucracy (ibid:
121);” and furthermore, that it was “the influence of Nüzhen
rule” in North China that brought forth a similar evolution
toward “centralized despotism” in Southern Song (and later also
in Ming): “the three-council system in the south underwent a
similar simplifying reconstitution in which the administrative
organ began to monopolize state power and the emperor played a
more important role in decision-making (ibid: 130).” 47
The core tasks of the Sinocentric historians have been,
first, to present the Sui-Tang dynasties as the paragon of the Han
Chinese dynasties; second, to present the Northern and Southern
Song dynasties as honorable successors to the “Han Chinese SuiTang” dynasties; and third to propagate the (logically inconsistent)
myth of assimilation for every one of the conquest dynasties.
Thus Franke and Twitchett (1994: 2) declare that “the Nüzhen …
soon became essentially a Chinese dynasty.”

Nüzhens Fail to Assimilate the Qidans

the besieged Caizhou (蔡州). The
Nüzhens lost Yanjing in 1215, but
continued to fight against the Mongols
for another twenty years until 1234 -one year after they lost the new capital
Bianjing. The Jin armies, Mote (1999:
248) states, “mostly stood their ground
and fought to the death against a
fearsome enemy. …The last remnant
… perished with honor.” The Mongol
power was simply too great to resist.
47

The “preoccupation with self

defence and survival…entailed the
rise of…centralized control (ibid).”
48

Mote (1999: 237) states: “In

retaliation the Qidan population was
subjected to rigorous suppression…
and forced to surrender horses, so
that…they had to take up agriculture
to survive. In the history of the Qidan
people this became an era of grim
suffering and humiliation.”
49

Franke (1994: 241 and 244) states:

Hailing’s (r.1149-61) “ruthless action
[in 1161] aggravated the unrest among
the Qidans … The Qidans…refused to
mobilize for war against Song and had
taken up arms againt their Nüzhen

THE NÜZHENS ALSO FAIL TO CO-OPT THE QIDANS

overlords. The center of the rebellion

Under the Jin, Franke (1994: 281, 293) says, “the Qidan
people remained much more of a close ethnic entity [that] can be
attributed to the remote and marginal areas in which they lived,
where they could maintain their traditional tribal way of life. …
The Qidan rebellion of 1160-2 reduced the herds of Jin to near
extinction.”48 When the Mongol army temporarily seized the
eastern capital of Jin (Liaoyang) in 1212, the Qidans rebelled
against the Nüzhens. The Qidans, according to Allsen (1994:

was … the region near the modern
Great Wall. … Shizong (r.1161-89) …
was able to defeat the rebellious
forces in…1162. … The existing Qidan
military units were disbanded … Only
those Qidan leaders who had
remained loyal were allowed to keep
their former ranks.”
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Koryeo Claims Successor to Koguryeo

50

See Allsen (1994: 352, 358).
51

See Tao (1976: 15).

高麗史 世家第二 定宗三年 [948]
東女眞大匡蘇無盖等來 獻馬七百匹
及方物 世家第三 成宗十二年 [993]
西北界女眞報契丹謀擧兵來侵 世家
第四 顯宗元年 [1010] 十月...以...康
兆...率兵三十萬軍于通州以備契丹...
契丹主 自將步騎四十萬渡鴨綠江
52

金史 卷一 本紀 第一 世紀 景祖

諱烏古迺...自始祖至此巳六世...遼主
...以爲生女直部族節度使…舊無鐵…

呼節度使爲太師…自景祖...皆有是稱

352), “had been unwilling subjects of the Jin state … Dongjing
was again occupied [by the Mongols] in 1215 and subsequently
became the main base for the Qidan rebel leader…who now
formally acknowledged Mongolian suzerainty.”49
In face of the Mongol invasions, Xuanzong (r.1213-23)
moved his capital to Keifeng in 1214. According to Hsiao (1978:
12), “the Mongols’ seizure of the Jin capital, Zhongdu (中都), in
1215 relied as much on the Qidan troops known as the Jiu (乣)
army, which had recently defected from the Jin side, as upon the
Mongolian troops.” When the Mongol army mounted campaigns
against the new Jin capital, Kaifeng (that fell to the Mongols in
1233), many Qidan commanders came over with their units intact
and participated in operations against the Jin.50 Apparently, the
Nüzhens could not successfully co-opt the Qidan-Xianbei people
into their ranks after the fall of the Liao dynasty.

穆宗…募軍得甲千餘 女直甲兵之數
始見于此..金人自此知遼兵之易與也
高麗史 世家第十一 肅宗七年[1102]
東女眞酋長盈歌遣使來朝..金之穆宗
八年 東女眞將軍高夫老等…來獻馬
..曰女眞居黑水者部族日强兵益精悍

王乃始通使自是來往不阻 盈歌旣破
蕭海里…遣其族弟斜葛報聘 世家第
十二 睿宗三年[1108] 尹瓘以平定女
眞新築六城…築三城...以實新築九城
世家第十三 睿宗四年 東蕃使..曰昔
我太師盈歌嘗言我祖宗出自大邦至
于子孫義合歸附 今太師烏雅束亦以
大邦爲父母之國..請舊地若還許九城
53

Rogers (1983: 159) states: “Jin and
Koryeo had one important thing in

common: the founders of both states
claimed for their efforts the auspices of
ancient Koguryeo.”
54

高麗史節要 乙未十年[1115] 生女

眞完顔阿骨打 稱皇帝 更名旻國號
金…諸部落無城郭 分居山野 無文

5. Koryeo Survives with the “Respect the Stronger” Strategy
KORYEO AND JIN BOTH CLAIM THE SUCCESSOR TO KOGURYEO

In 948, a Nüzhen chieftain sent 700 horses, together
with other native products, to Koryeo, marking the beginning of
relations between the two peoples in the tenth century. In 993, the
Nüzhens informed the Koryeo of the Liao’s plan of invasion.
And yet, when the Liao was to invade Koryeo in 1010, the
Nüzhens came to the aid of the Qidan with 10,000 horses.51
Tao (1976: 16-8) states that “it is safe to assume that
Hanbu (Shizu 始祖) moved from Koryeo to Manchuria in the
early to middle tenth century and settled in the Mudan River
region. After four ‘generations’ Suiko (綏可/獻祖 Xianzu) moved
to the banks of the Haigu River, near the present Ashi River …
and the Liao government appointed Shilu (石魯/昭祖 Zhaozu) as
a Liao official. … [A]ll the neighboring clans and Wanyan lineages
obeyed Wukunai [烏古迺 1021-74] making the Nüzhen the most
powerful tribe in the middle Songhua region and the Wanyan men
firmly established in its central leadership. …Yingko [Muzong
b.1053/r.1094-1103]...stopped the sending of horses as tribute
to…Liao and Koryeo…Yingko’s ambition…engendered a clash
… Under the leadership of Wuyashu (烏雅束 r.1103-13) the
Nüzhen defeated Koryeo several times, forcing peace in 1113.
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Having eliminated the danger of fighting on two fronts, the
Nüzhen turned their attention to Qidan borders.” 52
The founders of both the Koryeo and Jin dynasties, in
quest for their origins, claimed to be the successor to ancient
Koguryeo: the former by naming his new state Koreyo, a
shortened form of Koguryeo, though its rule barely extended to
the Yalu River; and the latter, facing up to Wang Keon’s prior
claim despite having occupied vast Manchurian domains, by
propagating the idea that the founder originally came from the
land of the old Koguryeo. Parhae had referred to itself as
Koguryeo (written Koryeo in the Kojiki, Nihongi and ShokuNihongi) in official communications with the Yamato Kingdom,
and the state-founding ideology of the ruling Wanyan clan was to
perceive the wild Nüzhens as the remnant people of Parhae with
Koguryeo ancestry. 53
The Jinshi states, at the very beginning, that the founder
of Jin (implying the ancestor of the Wanyan clan, Hanbu) had
originally come from Koryeo. 54 Franke (1994: 219) assumes that
Hanbu had lived c.900. The “Koryeo” in the record of the Jinshi
could therefore refer either to the Wang Keon’s Koryeo (9181392), or the old Koguryeo land, or the Later Koguryeo (901-18).
The Koryeo court apparently understood it to mean Wang Keon’s
Koryeo, while the Emperor Qianlong of Qing read it Koguryeo
(or the old Koguryeo land) and understood it as a misprint for
Silla (57 BCE-935 CE). 55 If we take Franke’s idea on the timing
of Hanbu’s existence, the “Koryeo” may well have referred to the
“old Koguryeo land.” Tao (1976: 16), however, contends that
“Hanbu came from Korea, which was Koryeo, not Koguryeo (37
BCE-668 CE), for there were only four ‘generations’ between
Hanbu and Wukunai [1021-74].” In the Essentials of Koryeo History,
the founder of the Jin dynasty is said to be a native of the Pyungsan area of Hwang-hae province in Koryeo, and the records seem
to be more consistent with Tao’s idea.

Maintains “Respect the Stronger Strategy”

字…馬多駿 其人鷙勇 爲兒能引弓
射鳥鼠 及壯無不空弦 走馬習戰爲
勁兵 諸部各相雄長 莫能統一其地..
每來朝以麩金貂皮良馬爲贄…或曰
昔我平州僧今俊 遁入女眞 居阿之
古村 是爲金之先 或曰 平州僧今
幸之子克守 初入女眞 居阿之古村..
娶女眞女 生子曰[烏魯-德帝,斡魯]
高麗史 世家第十四 睿宗十年[1115]
或曰 平州僧金幸之子克守 初入女
眞阿之古村 娶女眞女 生子曰..古乙
..活羅…劾里鉢盈歌…烏雅束阿骨打
55

欽定滿洲源流考

卷七 部族 完顔 五代 金史世紀
金之先出靺鞨氏古肅愼地也..金之始
祖 初從高麗來 按通考及大金國志
云 本自新羅來 姓完顔氏 考新羅與
高麗舊地相錯 遼金史中往往 二國
互稱不爲分別 以史傳按之 新羅王
金姓 相傳數十世 則金之自新羅來
無疑建國之名 亦應取此 金史地理
誌 乃云以國有金水源爲名 史家附
會之詞未足憑耳

居完顔部

卷七 部族 完顔 遼 祥符三年 契丹
征高麗道由女眞 女眞復與高麗合兵
拒之 契丹大敗而還 自天聖後屬契
丹世襲節度使兄弟相傳 其帥本新羅
人 號完顔氏 女眞服其練事以首領
推之自哈富…哈富生…生…次太祖次
太宗…國號大金
卷七 部族 元…金始祖 本從新羅來
號完顔氏 所部稱完顔部 新羅王金

KORYEO MAINTAINS THE “RESPECT THE STRONGER” STRATEGY

In 1117, Aguda demanded the Koryeo court to establish
an Elder-Brother-Younger-Brother relationship. The demand was
ignored. The Jin rulers had openly declared that their progenitor
was a Koryeo person, and therefore they revered Koryeo as the
land of their parents. Capturing the last Liao emperor in February

姓則金之遠派出
The Chronicle of Great Jin states that
the founder of the Jin dynasty, though
recorded to have come from Koguryeo
in the Jinshi, had originally come from

Ideology of Silla Successionist in Koryeo
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Silla with the clan name of Wanyan.

1125, however, Wuchimai (Taizong r.1123-35) demanded (in May,
1125) that the Koryeo court enter into a suzerain-subject
relationship. The Koryeo rulers had avoided being drawn into the
conflicts among the Liao, Song, and Jin, but by the time the
Nüzhens laid siege to the Song capital of Kaifeng (in January
1126), they clearly recognized that they had no alternative but to
consent to the Jin’s demand as the price of Koryeo’s territorial
integrity. The Nüzhen army entered Kaifeng in January 1127.
Observing Koryeo’s ready submission in April 1126 “in
the absence of any conspicuous military threat or jade-silver
allurement,” Wuchimai greatly appreciated the wisdom of
Koryeo’s Respect-the-Stronger strategy.56 The relations between
Koryeo and Jin were thenceforth peaceful -- perhaps too peaceful.
The absence of an external threat against Koryeo fostered an
internal plot to supplant the king, monarchs falling into pleasureseeking, and an excessive civil supremacy disdainful of the now
useless military officers. The humiliated generals at last staged a
coup d’etat in 1170, and seized absolute power for a period of
one hundred years until 1270, with unexpected ramifications for
Koryeo’s resistance against the Mongols, a brand-new “Stronger.”
Koryeo, Ledyard (1983: 324) writes, “managed to hold
on to what it had and still add the cis-Yalu area. And while the
Song lost all of northern China to the Nüzhens, Koryeo managed
to settle its affairs diplomatically and thus warded off a Nüzhen
invasion.” Amazingly enough, the Koryeo dynasty (918-1392)
survived and outlived the Qidan Liao (907-1125), the Nüzhen Jin
(1115-1234) and the Mongol Yuan (1206-1368), while the Song
dynasty (960-1127-1279) was pushed further and further south,
only to be completely wiped out.
Ledyard (1983: 346) states: Koryeo “people themselves
debated the historical nature of their dynasty: some considered it
to have inherited the tradition and legitimacy of Koguryeo, others
believed that it was the true successor of Silla. Koryeo’s founders
doubtless took the former view, as is suggested most directly by
their choice of the name of their state. But socially and politically,
Koguryeo’s fortunes were subverted by the host of Silla officials
that swarmed north to Kae-gyong, and after the confrontation
between the two polar views in the first half of the twelfth
century, there was no question but what the Silla tradition had
won.” In face of the vigorous Qidan-Nüzhen Manchurian powers,

Since the Silla royal surname of Kim
(Golden) had been transmitted from
generation to generation over many
dozens of generations, the Chronicle
continues, the royal surname of Silla
without doubt became its dynastic
name. The Geography Section of the
Jinshi, however, states that the dynastic
name Jin (implying Golden in Chinese
and Alchun in Tungusic 國言金曰按出

虎 以按出虎水源於此) was based on
the Nüzhen name of the river Ashi, a
southern tributary of the Lower
Songhua. See Janhunen (1996: 155).

欽定滿洲源流考 卷首諭旨 上諭頃
閱金史世紀云 金始祖居完顔部 其
地有白山黑水…本朝肇興...與大金正
同 史又稱金之先出靺鞨部古肅愼地
…我朝得姓曰愛新覺羅氏

國語爲金

曰愛新 可爲金源同派之證
56

高麗史節要 丁酉十二年[1117] 金

主阿骨打...書曰 兄大女眞金國皇帝
致書又弟高麗國王 自我祖考 介在
一方

謂契丹爲大國

高麗爲父母

之邦 小心事之 契丹無道 陵轢我
疆場奴隷我人民 屢加無名之師 我
不得已拒之 蒙天之祐 獲殄滅之 惟
王許我知親 結爲兄弟 以成世世無
窮之好 仍遣良馬一匹 書至 大臣
極言 和親不可 御史中丞金富轍 上
疏以爲

金人新破大遼

請爲兄弟之國

遣使於我

以成永世和親之計

我朝不許 臣竊觀 漢之於匈奴 唐之
於突厥 或與之稱臣 或下嫁公主 凡
可以和親者無不爲之 今大宋與契丹
迭爲伯叔兄弟 世世和通 以天子之
尊 無敵於天下 而於蠻胡之國 屈
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Parhae-Silla as Northern-Southern States

the Silla tradition did not provide any motivation for expansion
even as far as the Yalu River, much less beyond it.
In Koryeo, the faction adhering to the legacy of
Koguryeo, represented by the monk Myo Cheong (妙淸) who
urged the king to move the capital to Pyung-yang, proposed the
king not only declare himself emperor and adopt his own reign
name, but also launch an attack against the Jin. The irredentist
faction lost their battle in February 1136 against the Sillasuccessionist faction represented by the Kim Pu-sik (1075-1151), a
royal Silla descent satisfied with the peninsular status.57 Kim Pusik had in fact personally observed the destruction of the Song by
the Nüzhens when he was sent as an envoy to congratulate the
last Northern Song emperor, Qinzong (欽宗 r.1126-7), on his
accession in 1126. He acquired a realistic perception of the
international balance of power at first hand.
The ideology of the Silla successionist, i.e., divesting
itself even of a theoretical claim to Koguryeo’s Manchurian
domains, accorded well with the rulers of Jin, reducing tension at
the northern frontier and consequently the necessity for military
preparedness of Koryeo, to the advantage of its civilian
bureaucrats. The triumph of the Silla-successionist faction in 1136
inaugurated the dominance of the civil officialdom until the
military coup in 1170.
When compiling the Samguk-sagi (completed in 1145),
Kim Pu-sik adhered to the Respect-the-Stronger ideology. He
postulated Koryeo as the heir to Silla with a peninsular setting,
adding the 260-year history of “Unified” Silla (676-935), and
ignoring the history of its contemporary, Parhae (698-926).

而事之者 乃所謂聖人 權以濟道 保
全國家之良策也 昔成宗之世[981-97]
馭邊失策 以速遼人之入寇 誠可爲
鑑戒 臣願盛朝 思長圖遠策 以保
國家 使無後悔
己亥十四年 [1119] 遣中書主事…聘
于金

國書有况彼源發乎吾土之語

金主拒不受
乙巳三年

[1125]

五月遣…如金

金以國書非表又不稱臣不納
丙午四年 [1126] 夏四月 遣...如金
稱臣上表…金回詔曰 以小事大 乃社
稷之圖...加非兵草之威 誘不玉帛之
惠 自然來者 不曰良哉 且君父之心
予巳堅 篤 而臣子之義 汝毋易忘
According to the Jinshi, the Koryeo
envoy arrived at the Jin court on June
1, 1126.

高麗史

世家第十四

睿宗十二年

[1117]…兄大女眞金國皇帝致書于弟

高麗國王… 我祖考…高麗爲父母之
邦小心事之… 許我和親結爲兄弟...
世家第十五 仁宗四年[1126] 金回詔
曰…上表稱臣…以小事大乃社稷之圖
57

Ledyard (1983: 152) notes that the

military leaders of the new state badly
needed the expertise in administrative

PARHAE AND SILLA AS THE NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN DYNASTIES

affairs which the aristocracy of the

The writings by Il-Yeon, Yi Kyubo (1168-1241), Yi
Seung-hiu (1224-1300), and Yu Deuk-gong (1748-1807) track the
efforts of the spiritual heirs of Koguryeo to redress Kim Pu-sik’s
distortions and lay a historical foundation for a de jure claim to
Koguryeo’s Manchurian domains, including the Liaodong area.58
Yu Deuk-gong deplored the failure of the Koryeo court to
compile “the History of the Northern Dynasty and the History
of the Southern Dynasty,” that is to say, the History of Parhae
and the History of Unified Silla, concurrently.
Yu Deuk-gong wrote the preface to his Parhae History

defunct Silla state could offer, and the
Silla ethos quickly gained the
ascendancy in Kae-seong.
58

See Samguk-yusa (三國遺事)

written by the monk Il-Yeon (一然) in
c.1281-3; “Ode to King Tong-myung” in
Dong-guk Yi-sang-guk-jip (東國李相國

集) written by Yi Kyu-bo (李奎報) in
1193; Zhe-wang Ungi (帝王韻紀

Bureaucracy Replaces Warlord Confederacy

Rhymed Record of Theocrats and
Kings) by Yi Seoung-hiu (李承休);
and Parhae-Ko completed in 1784 by
Yu Deuk-gong. Yi Kyu-bo amplified the
national ethos rooted in the heritage of
Koguryeo with his ode to its legendary
founder Tong-myung based on the Old
History of Three Kingdom (舊三國史)
that antedated Kim Pusik’s work.
59

高麗不修渤海史

柳得恭 渤海考
知高麗之不振也

昔者高氏居于北 曰高句麗 夫餘氏
居于西南 曰百濟 朴昔金氏居于東
南 曰新羅 是爲三國 宜其有三國史
而高麗修之 是矣 及夫餘氏亡高氏
亡 金氏有其南 大氏有其北 曰渤海
是爲南北國 宜其有南北國史 而高
麗不修之 非矣 夫大氏者何人也 乃
高句麗之人也

其所有之地何地也

乃高 句麗之地也 而斥其東斥其西
斥 其北而大之耳 及夫金氏亡大氏
亡 王氏統而有之 曰高麗 其南 有
金氏之地則全 而其北有大氏之地則
不全 或入於女眞 或入於契丹...渤
海爲遼所滅…其忽汗城之也 世子以
下奔高麗者 十餘萬人 無其官則必
其書矣...張建章唐人也 尙著渤海國
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as follows. 59 The Koryeo did not compile the History of Parhae,
and so the growth of Koryeo’s national power was limited. In
former times, the Ko clan resided in the north, calling their state
Koguryeo; the Puyeo clan resided in the southwest, calling their
state Paekche; and the Pak-Seok-Kim clans resided in southeast,
calling their state Silla. These were the Three States whose
histories merited recording, and the Koryeo rightly obliged with
their compilation. With the fall of the Puyeo clan and the Ko clan,
the Kim clan occupied the south, and the Tae clan occupied the
north, calling their state Parhae. Silla and Parhae should,
respectively, be called the southern and northern states with
southern and northern dynastic histories, and yet the Koryeo
compiled only the history of (Unified) Silla. This was wrong. After
all, who were the Tae clan? They were precisely the Koguryeo
people. Whose territory did the Tae clan occupy? It was precisely
the Koguryeo territory, and they could expand it further to the
east, west, and north. With the fall of the Kim clan and the Tae
clan, the Wang clan unified the nation and called their state
Koryeo. They were able to occupy the whole of the Kim clan’s
territory in the south, but they were unable to occupy the whole
of the Tae clan’s territory in the north. A portion of the northern
territory was lost to the Nüzhen, and a portion of it to the Qidan.
… Even though the Parhae was destroyed by the Liao, … when
its capital was captured, the Crown Prince and 100,000 Parhae
people escaped to Koryeo. … Zhang Keon-zang (Zhang
Jianzhang) was a Tang person, and yet he had compiled the History
of the Parhae State. Why was it, then, that the Koryeo people were
unable to compile the History of Parhae?

記 以高麗之人 而獨不可修渤海之
史乎
Zhang Jianzhang (張建章 806-66)

Appendix 10.1. Kingship and Aristocracy in the Korean Peninsula

was sent to Parhae by the Governor of
Youzhou. He left modern-day Beijing in
833, boarded a ship at Dengzhou,
Shandong Peninsula, and arrived at the
Supreme Capital of Parhae in late
autumn of 834. Zhang returned to
Beijing in August 835, and wrote the no
longer extant History of Parhae (渤海

記) that was apparently read by Yu

WARLORD CONFEDERACY REPLACED BY CENTRAL BUREAUCRACY

Wang Keon (王建 r.918-43), the founder of the Koryeo
dynasty, was put forward as king by his fellow generals. The
kingship in Koryeo was relatively weak, and a small number of
warlord-aristocrats (功臣豪族) that monopolized the State Council
governed the new nation through oligarchic group-decisions.60
The fourth king, Kwang-zong (r.949-75), created a huge
military force called the Lightening Army (光軍) directly under
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royal command in response to the threat of the Qidans. With its
backing, Kwang-jong could destroy the confederation of powerful
warlords. He reformed the bureaucracy, said to have been inspired
by the Zhenguan Zhengyao (貞觀政要), and styled himself emperor,
designating the capital as the imperial capital (皇都).61 During 9831076, there emerged the Tang-style Three Chancelleries (三省)
and Six Boards (六部), as well as the Song-style Royal Secretariat
(中樞院) and Three Censorates (三司).
The Koryeo kings, however, replaced the warlord
confederacy with a centralized civil bureaucracy only by creating a
new class of powerful capital-based (de facto) hereditary aristocrats
(yang-ban 兩班,士族) headed by the top-ranking officials of the
Secretariat-Chancellery who constituted the Privy Council (宰樞會
議). The newly created civil aristocrats enjoyed hereditary access to
office through the protection privilege (蔭敍), and consolidated
their closed stratum by intermarrying among themselves and with
the royal family.62 Kwang-jong had introduced the examination
system in 958 but, Duncan (2000: 49) states, “even eligibility to sit
for the merit-based government service examinations was
determined by hereditary social status.” The established civil
aristocrats in the capital area, augmented by a small number of
new recruits from the local-strongman stratum (鄕吏戶長 local
landed magnates 豪族 originating from the Silla-Koryeo
transition), came to dominate the central bureacracy. 63

100-year Military Dictatorship in Koryeo

Deuk-gong. See 王承禮 渤海簡史

(黑龍江人民出版社, 1984), 宋基豪
譯 (翰林大學, 1987), pp. 157-8.
60

Shultz (2000: 15-6) notes that

“Dynastic codes mandated that the
censorial offices criticize improper royal
behavior. ... The Censorate (三司: 司

憲府, 司諫院, 弘文館) not only
criticized the general state of affairs. It
also attacked repeatedly the king’s
enjoyment of polo, making it a cause
célèbre, until Uijong (毅宗 r.1146-70)
finally abandoned the game in 1152.”
61

See Duncan (2000: 14, 22, 94).

62

Duncan (2000: 23, 28, 94-5, 273-4)

63

Duncan (2000: 96) notes: “the large

number of protection beneficiaries (蔭

敍)…passed the higher examinations
[進士,明經科 because] it endowed
greater prestige than other ways of
gaining offical posts.” The large

CIVILIAN SUPREMACY REPLACED BY MILITARY DICTATORSHIP

numbers of men who chose to take the

In the newly institutionalized bureaucracy, the military
came to hold inferior position. The highest-ranking general was
placed below the highest-ranking civil officer. In times of massive
foreign invasion or mass revolt, civil officials assumed top military
command.64 The economic position of military officers kept
deteriorating, and they came to harbor a long list of grievances.
The pendulum, however, swings both back and forth. The rivalry
between military and civilian officials ushered in a 100-year
military dictatorship (1170-1270).
In 1170, a group of generals led by Yi Ui-bang (李義方),
Yi Ko (李高) and Jeong Jung-bu (鄭仲夫), staged a coup d’état,
detained the king, and murdered a large number of arrogant
civilian officials. Though the civil bureaucracy was retained, the
Council of Supreme Generals (重房) became the center for

examination had already secured posts
in the central bureaucracy (ibid: 278).
Perhaps Kwang-jong had intended to
recruit the local elites (地方豪族, 鄕

吏) through the exam system in order
to counter the entrenched warlordaristocrats in the capital area, but “once
these newer descent groups were
ensconced at the capital, they too
established hereditary lines of civil
officials and intermarried closely with
the older descent groups, in effect
becoming new recruits to the old central
civil establishment (ibid: 95).”

Choi Nurtures Civil Officials to Counter Coup

64

Civil officials such as Kang Kamchan

(姜邯贊 948-1031) led a 208,300-man
army and annihilated the Qidan army in
1019; Yoon Kwan (尹瓘 d.1111) led a
170,000-man army and pacified the
Nüzhens in 1107; and Kim Pusik (金富

軾 1075-1151) quelled the rebellion by
Myo Cheong (妙淸 d.1135) in 1135-6.
65

See Shultz (2000: 30).
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decision-making. Many of the generals held concurrent posts in
both military and civilian agencies. Yi Ui-bang, who had ruled with
extreme cruelty, was eliminated by Jeong Jung-bu in 1174.65
The generals kept conspiring against each other until the
rise of Choi Chung-heon (崔忠獻 1149-1219) in 1196, who was
able to arrest the anarchy and restore order to the nation by
institutionalizing a formal military dictatorship. This was four
years after Minamoto Yoritomo (源頼朝 1147-99) commenced
the Kamakura shogunate (鎌倉幕府 1192-1333) in the Japanese
Islands.

Yi Ui-bang’s younger brother, Yi Rin (李

隣), was the sixth generation direct
ancestor to Yi Seong-kye (李成桂), the
founder of the Chosun dynasty.
66

“Eighty men were found to be holding
positions in the top offices of the civil
dynastic structure during Choi Chungheon’s rule... Civilians occupied...at
least 54 percent of… these officies
(ibid: 72).”
67

See Shultz (2000: 48-9). Three

months after Choi assumed power, “he
held a formal examination that was
[passed] by thirty-seven men --one of
the largest groups to pass the
examination during the Koryeo dynasty.
The Choi leaders subsequently held
more frequent examinations, which
were passed by larger groups than
inprevious years when civilians were in
total control (ibid: 48).”
68

The Directorate of Decree Enactment

served as the highest organ of the Choi
“shougunate.” Lee (1984: 146) states
that: “Until the collapse of military rule
the position of chief of this office (別監)
continued to be occupied by whatever

CENTRAL BUREAUCRACY SURVIVES THE MILITARY DICTATORSHIP

Since the “greatest threat to his authority came from
other military officers who controlled forces capable of leading
countercoups,” Shultz (2000: 47) notes, Choi recruited many
central aristocrats into the civil bureaucracy, and also incorporated
many scholars (such as Yi Kyu-bo) into his private administrative
system as retainers (門客).66 According to Lee (1984: 146), “as the
supreme arbiters of power in Koryeo, the Choi established a
Personnel Authority (政房) in their own residence to handle
official appointments. ... Men of civil attainments were attached to
this office. ... It was this development that paved the way for the
gradual reappearance of civil officials in positions of power.” Choi
revived the civil service examination to increase the number of his
followers among the civil bureaucrats, while assuming the highest
civil posts himself in order to assure his control over the central
bureaucracy.67 Choi further created a governing authority (敎定都
監) that gave formal legitimacy to his military rule. 68 Choi U (崔瑀
r.1219-49), Chung-heon’s son, continued the policy of enhancing
civilian collaboration and curtailing the influence of the Council
of Generals.69 The pre-1170 capital-based hereditary civilian
aristocrats were able thereby to survive the military era and form
the nucleus of the late Koryeo central bureaucracy. 70
The Choi “shogunate” maintained the formal dynastic
structure with the king and civilian officials, but superimposed its
private system of supreme authority on the dynastic agencies. The
king was peripheral to this system. Choi Chung-heon, Shultz
(2000: 54) writes, “set out to build a structure that would assure
his family control over the dynasty for the next sixty years. The
result was a dual administration that permitted the traditional
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dynastic organs to function while building an auxiliary series of
private agencies that were directly answerable to his commands.”
In the same manner, Choi depended on the dynastic armed forces
(二軍六衛 the Two Guards and Six Divisions) to support his
regime for awhile, and then slowly enlarged his private armed
forces. The six massive waves of Mongol invasions that began in
1231 (ending in 1259) quickly destroyed the dynastic armies (京軍
/保勝,精勇軍), and the defense of the kingdom was relegated to
the Choi’s private forces that indulged in scorched earth strategy
after relocating the capital to the Kang-wha Island in 1232.71

Khubilai Props Up Marginalized Koryeo King

military man actually held the reins of
power. ... The issuance of orders by the
Choi to collect taxes or to investigate
wrongdoings by officials was done in
their capacity as directors of this office.”
69

Shultz (2000: 56)

70

See Duncan (2000: 95) and also

Shultz (2000: 188-9).

KHUBILAI PROPS UP THE MARGINALIZED KORYEO KING

71

Choi and his descendants ruled Koryeo for 64 years as
military dictators until 1258, when a group of generals (led by
Kim In-jun) threw out the Choi family. The new military leaders
dispatched the Crown Prince (Won-zong r.1259.6.-74) to the
Mongols in April 1259, commencing protracted peace
negotiations with the Mongols. By May 1270, the generals were
eliminated by civil officials, who restored authority to the king and
returned to Kae-seong, concluding peace with the Mongols. It
was the Choi’s confidants, the civil officials nurtured by Choi, who
brought an end to military rule. In the Japanese Islands, the
military dictatorship continued in the name of the Muromachi
shogunate (1333-1573) and the Tokugawa shogunate (1603-1868).
Won-zong came to Beijing with his Crown Prince in
December 1269, and requested in February 1270 an imperial
princess from Khubilai Khan for marriage with his son. Khubilai,
as if possessing a profound knowledge of peninsular affairs,
decided in October 1271 to marry one of his daughters to the
Koryeo king (忠烈王 r.1274-1308), apparently to rule Koryeo by
resuscitating the kingship that had been marginalized to an
extreme under the military dictatorship.72 The transfusion of royal
Mongol blood helped prop up the Koryeo kings. The collapse of
Mongol Yuan in 1368, Duncan (2000: 201) states, left the kings
“without any external backing. Although Kongmin (恭愍王
r.1351-74) and U (禑王 r.1375-88) continued to rely on eunuchs
and other persons of non-yangban backgrounds, such as the monk
Sin Don (辛旽 d.1371), the kings and their trusted retainers were
isolated entities, lacking any cohesive social base that would enable
them to offset yangban (aristocrats) power.”

than 10,000 men in 1216. See Shultz

Choi's house troops numbered more

(2000: 59). “Chung-heon personally
drilled the Tobang (都房 the private
guard detachment numbering 5,000
men) ... Many of the men he recruited
into the Tobang came from … the king’s
palace guards (二軍/近杖 Two
Guards), thus hastening the
evisceration of the dynastic forces (ibid:
60, 62).” After the dynastic troops
faded, another military arm in Choi’s
private forces called Sam-byul-cho (三

別抄 Three Patrols, initially the Yabyul-cho 夜別抄, the night patrol to
prevent crimes) became the primary
force to fight against the Mongols.
Choi’s private armies were financed by
personal resources as well as dynastic
revenues. The rapid expansion of
private estates “seriously encroached
on the dynasty’s ability to collect
revenue (ibid: 187).”
72

高麗史 卷二十六 元宗 二十一年

[1270] 二月 王謁帝王...上書都堂請

婚曰...世子適會來觀伏望許降公主..
則小邦萬世求倚供職
See also sidenote 41 of Chapter 11.
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Herditary Landed-Aristocracy in Silla-Koryeo

元史 卷七 本紀 第七 世祖四 八年
[1271] 春正月...高麗國王...遣使奉
表爲世子...請婚...十一月...建國號
曰大元
73

A slave had simply been defined as

an enemy of the state (e.g., a prisoner
of war or a rebel) or a social outcast
(e.g., a convict). The early Chosun
scholar-officials, however, defined the
relationship between slave and owner
as identical to that between subject and
king in the Confucian social order. This
allowed intermarriage between a slave
and a free person (良賤交婚), which in
turn allowed a rapid expansion in their
number through reproduction. Among
the total population of less than 10
million in the late 17th century, less
than 10% were aristocrats, less than
60% peasants and other free people,
and more than 30% slaves. Every
soldier of the 20,000-man central army
(侍衛軍) had possessed horses and
slaves, and a military officer (甲士)
owned 5-10 slaves. The official price of
a slave as chattel was about a third of
the price of a horse in 1400. In 1732,
the Chosun counteracted a law
(從母從良法) to make offsprings of a

HEREDITARY LANDED ARISTOCRACY RULED SILLA AND KORYEO

A Confucian academy (太學) is recorded to have been
established in Koguryeo in 372, and in Silla (國學) in 682. The
Unified Silla introduced a species of examination system (讀書三
品科) in 788. Koryeo established the civil examination system (進
士,明經科) in 958, and there also appeared the governmentsponsored Confucian school system (國子監,國子學,太學) as well
as private schools, including that of Choi Chung (崔沖 984-1068
九齋學堂). The Koguryeo, Silla, Paekche, and Koryeo, however,
remained essentially as the (de jure or de facto) hereditary landedaristocratic societies based on a large number of slaves (奴婢). 73
Although the rigidly defined (de jure Bone Rank 骨品)
caste system disappeared and there occurred conspicuous upward
social mobility among the local warlords after the fall of Silla, the
central bureaucracy in Koryeo was soon monopolized by the new
capital-based (de facto) hereditary bureaucrats. The prefectures and
counties, however, remained under the rule of semiautonomous
local hereditary landed magnates (豪族/鄕吏戶長).74
Duncan (2000: 97) states that, in Koryeo, the central
bureaucracy was “made up of capital-based segments of localstrongman kinship groups,” and, “by the late thirteenth century,
the capital-based descent group segments had begun to redefine
themselves in a way that put greater emphasis on their histories as
central officeholders.” It is at this point that their interests began
to diverge from those of the local magnates: many of them “no
longer maintained close ties with their ancestral seats in the
countryside; they used their status and power as central
government officials to develop independent bases of economic
power in their private estates (ibid: 98),” producing a gulf to
separate them from the herediatry local warlords.

slave father and non-slave mother free
persons, abolishing the age-old
principle of making a person a slave
when either one of the parents was
slave (一賤則賤). In 1744, an owner
who killed his slave was condemned to
severe punishment by law (大明律/

續經國大典), and the enslavement of

NEO-CONFUCIANISM IN LATE KORYEO AND EARLY CHOSUN

King Chung-seon, Deuchler (1992: 21) notes, “once
pondered the reason why in Korea, long familiar with Chinese
culture, the scholars were all adhering to Buddhism and occupied
themselves with trivialities of writing style.”75 Yi Je-hyeon (李齊賢
1287-1367) held the Koryeo kings responsible for the desolate
state of educational facilities, and his disciple, Yi Saek (李穡),
became instrumental in the revival of the Confucian Academy,
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Sung-kyun-kwan (成均館) in 1367, in the reign of King Kong-min.
A reformist ideology emerged in Koryeo society that
addressed itself to social problems. The Neo-Confucians in late
Koryeo became activists to implement a reform program that
would Confucianize Korean society. Deuchler (1992: 27) states:
“After the failure of Wang An-shi’s (1021-86) reforms in eleventhcentury China, their program was to become the most ambitious
and creative experiments in the East Asian world.” 76 According to
Deuchler (1992: 292), the Neo-Confucian training equipped the
reformists with “a professionalism that made them comparable to
their contemporaries of late Yuan and early Ming rather than to
the Song Neo-Confucians. As the actual initiators of the dynastic
change [from Koryeo to Chosun], they directly involved in policymaking at all levels.” The volume of legislation addressed to social
problems “far surpassed the scope of legislative activities
ordinarily to be expected at the outset of a new dynasty. It soon
became clear that the early legislators [of Chosun dynasty]
attempted to introduce into Korean society notions and concepts
which ran counter to established tradition (ibid: 3).” 77

a person who could not repay a debt

LANDED ARISTOCRACY ALSO RULED CHOSUN AS SCHOLAR-OFFICIALS

75

In mainland China, the hereditary aristocratic families
that had ruled the previous Buddhist Xianbei conquest dynasties
continued to rule the Buddhist Sui and Tang dynasties (581-618907).78 The Buddhist Unified Silla (676-935) and Koryeo (9181392) in the Korean Peninsula were also ruled by the (de jure or de
facto) hereditary aristocracy. In the Confucian Han Chinese SongMing dynasties, however, the aristocracy was replaced by a
meritocracy. In Song (960-1127-1279), civil officials were selected
from the Chinese gentry families (士族) through the Confucian
examination system and, Deuchler (1992: 291) notes, “very few
high officials traced their ancestry back to Tang” [aristocratic or
collaborator families]. Historians, however, agree that there was a
high degree of continuity in the ruling class between the Buddhist
Koryeo and the Confucianist Chosun. Deuchler (1992: 292) states
that “in Korea there was no radical break between the ruling class
of Koryeo and that of early Chosun. The Confucian scholarofficials emerged from the old [Buddhist] aristocratic matrix.” 79
The Koryeo aristocrats had overwhelmed the kings by
monopolizing the powerful offices of the central bureaucracy,

(債務奴隷) was also prohibited. In
1783, the law (大典會通) prohibited
making the family members of a convict
into slaves (刑罰奴隷連 坐制).
Slavery was abolished as late as in
1894, and the lands that had been
cultivated by slaves came to be farmed
by tenants. See Lee (1998).
74

The Tang ruling class was a more

formally constituted aristocracy than the
de facto hereditary landed aristocracy
of Koryeo. After all, the Koryeo central
aristocracy had originated from the
humble local warlords of the ninth and
tenth centuries who had diverse social
backgrounds.

Chung-seon (忠宣王 r.1308-13)

abdicated in favor of his son in 1313,
and retired to the Yuan capital, founding
the famous library, Hall of the Ten
Thousand Scrolls (萬卷堂), which
provided an ideal meeting place for
Chinese and Korean scholars of the
Neo-Confucian school (程朱學).
76

Deuchler (1992: 27) explains: “Neo-

Confucianism contained clear precepts
of sociopolitical renovation and
anchored the guarantee of their
workability in the exemplary world of
the sage kings of Chinese antiquity.”
77

Deuchler (1992: 22-3) states: the

“anti-Buddhist [排佛崇儒] feelings at
first were not strong. After all, Buddhist
temples had protected the Confucians
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during the Military Period. ... The tone
of the Confucians changed, however,
under King Kong-min. ... Lingering
domination of pro-Mongol forces and
the meteoric rise of a Buddhist monk,

enduring military dictatorship (1170-1270), Mongol rule (12701364), and also dynastic changes. They were able to prosper in
Chosun by metamorphosing into the Neo-Confucian reformist
scholar-officials, purging their compatriots (including the king)
who witlessly kept adhering to the age-old Buddhist ideology.80

Sin Don, to the pinnacle of decisionmaking power radicalized the
Confucians’ demands for renovation.”
Confucianism became the declared
state religion of the Chosun dynasty.
78

Deuchler (1992: 290) states: “During

Tang, the upper stratum of society was
constituted of ‛great families’ ... the
aristocratic status of such families was
upheld by birth … Therefore the upper
echelons of government were virtually
monopolized by aristocrats.”
79

Duncan (2000: 151) also states: “The
overwhelming majority of the most

powerful (yangban) descent groups of
the early Chosun were descended from
prominent members of the Koryeo
central bureaucracy, and they
continued to hold great landed estates
farmed by slaves and tenants,”
confiscating the lands and slaves
owned by the Buddhist temples.
80

Deuchler (1992: 293) states that,

“In contrast to the Southern Song
where the Confucian-educated elite no
longer coincided with the officeholders,
and the officeholders came to supplant
the hereditary aristocracy, in Chosun
Korea the Neo-Confucians established
themselves as the officeholders, the
sadaebu, and constituted the new
dynasty's hereditary elite.”

CONTINUITY AND CHANGE: SIMILARITY AND DIFFERENCE

Deuchler (1992: 293) raises a fundamental question: “In
Korea, there seems to have been at once more continuity and
more change than in China. How is this paradox to be explained?
While in Song China the aristocratic tradition was destroyed by
the perfected examination system, in Korea the strong aristocratic
elements in society and politics survived the change of dynasties
[from Koryeo to Chosun].” That is, in China, the aristocracy
could not survive the Tang-Song dynastic change although the
contrary was the case in Korea. Deuchler (1992: 297) then gives
her own answer: “In Korea, the examinations were never intended
to introduce egalitarian standards for recruiting men to
government service. On the contrary, the selection of talents was
regarded as being intimately related to sharply delineated social
boundaries. ... This dual emphasis on inherited status and
scholarly achievement created the typical aristocratic-bureaucratic
hybrid [hereditary shidafu 世襲士大夫], the scholar-official of the
Chosun period. With the preservation of the aristocratic element
of heredity, the traditional status hierachy of Korean society was
maintained and even reinforced, and consequently examination
success and high office were preponderantly reserved to a
relatively small number of productive lineages.”
The lingering confusion in the minds of historians,
however, will never be resolved until they are able to perceive the
qualitative difference between the Han Chinese Song-Ming
dynasties on the one hand and the Liao-Jin-Yuan-Qing conquest
dynasties on the other that followed the Tang dynasty.81 In
mainland China, the Buddhist-Xianbei “hereditary” aristocracy of
the conquest dynasties, including the Sui and Tang dynasties, was
completely replaced by the Neo-Confucian “non-hereditary”
scholar-officials in the Han Chinese Song-Ming dynasties. The
“hereditary” aristocratic rule, however, continued in the Liao-JinYuan-Qing conquest dynasties. In the Korean Peninsula, the
hereditary Buddhist central aristocracy in Koryeo was replaced by
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the “de facto hereditary” Neo-Confucian central bureaucrats in
Chosun. The enduring importance of “hereditary aristocratic”
rule in the Koryeo-Chosun transition marks a major difference
between the Korean and Han Chinese historical experience, but it
rather conspicuously resembles the hereditary nature of the (postTang) non-Chinese conquest elite in mainland China.
According to Deuchler (1992: 294), the rulers and the
Neo-Confucian scholars of the Han Chinese Song dynasties
“chose to ignore Zhu Xi’s rigid system of major and minor
descent lines perpetuated by primogeniture, perhaps because it
was incompatible with egalitarian trends in Song society. In
contrast, the Koreans interpreted the Neo-Confucian societal
blueprint more literally as a scheme suitable for narrowing the
broad ascription of status by birth common in Koryeo. The new
‛bureaucrats’ of Chosun adopted the restrictive Confucian descent
calculation to enhance their social position and political power in
the long term and insure against any egalitarianism.”
In mainland China, the Confucian examination system
contributed to some degree of social mobility. In Chosun, NeoConfucianism rather helped sustain the landed-aristocratic
element by preserving the de facto hereditary claim to power of the
small sadaebu (shidafu) group that monopolized Confucian
learning.82 Hence, historians have no alternative but to note the
facts that the sadaebu in Chosun (1) “made good use of descent
and heredity to monopolize the political life and the economic
resources;” (2) were therefore “a practically enodogamous group
whose membership was basically determined by the fact of birth;”
and (3) aristocratized the central bureaucracy in Chosun, resulting
in a weak kingship that prevented autocratic rule.83

Hereditary Neo-Confucian Ruling Class

81

Deuchler (1992: 291), for instance,

states that “in early Song, the old Tang
aristocracy fell from power ... This shift
is generally attributed to the new civil
examination system.” Of course, in the
words of Duncan (2000: 152), “the new
class of civil bureaucrats shi that
emerged in the Northern Song was
qualitatively different from its
predecessors, [and the] Korean elites
never underwent such a profound [alien
vs. native] transformation.”
82

See Deuchler (1992: 294).

83

See Deuchler (1992: 298 and 301).

Duncan (2000: 235) states that “The
Ming emperors ruled in an autocratic
fashion all but unimaginable in Korea.”
84

Deuchler (1992: 303) notes that "At

the biginning…a few commoners are
known to have climbed through the
examination system into government
office ... As the dynasty moved into its
second century, social discrimination
intensified and made the dividing line
between yangban and commoners
increasingly inflexible."

DYNASTIC CHANGE: WHAT WAS THE NATURE OF REFORM?

85

Sui Wendi had greatly amplified, among the Confucian
ideologies, the aspect of filial submission in order to rule the Han
Chinese. The early Chosun reformists, since they were not alien
conquerors, chose the strategy of amplifying the Confucian
emphasis on bloodlines and genealogies, as well as the importance
of a primary wife, in order to form a more exclusive landed
aristocratic stratum with enhanced privileges. Contrary to the
Cheng-Zhu ideal and also contrary to the tradition of Koryeo
society, the Chosun reformists (who were mostly the members of

(2000: 201, 234-5) and Han (1997: 179,

See Deuchler (1992: 291), Duncan

212). In early Koryeo, much of the
country’s lands were under the control
of local magnates. The Koryeo rulers
had guaranteed the local magnates the
hereditary claim to membership in the
central bureaucracy, and access to the
civil service exam. The early Chosun
reformists, however, had smuggled the

Chosun Exam System Reduced Mobility
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ancient Zhou-li (周禮) ideology of

the great central aristocrats) aimed to narrow down the eligibility
for aristocratic membership by demoting the legal status of local
landed-magnates, excluding the sons of secondary wives of
central aristocrats, peasants, technical officials, men of servile
rank, eunuchs, artisans, and merchants from taking civil service
examinations, and substantially increasing the number of slaves. 84
Primogeniture was unknown in Sui and Tang as well as
in Koryeo. The Tang society was patrilineal, while the Koryeo
society was not. The Chosun reformists adopted a primogenitureflavored patrilineal system to restrict the membership in the
landed aristocracy. They eliminated the old territorial status system
that had protected the interests of the local aristocrats who,
Duncan (2000: 276) says, “before long…descended to the status
of hereditary clerks and runners in the service of centrally
appointed prefects and magistrates.”85 They minimized local
autonomy by eliminating local institutions of self-governance and
by strengthening the power of the provincial goverors appointed
by the central government.86
Duncan (2000: 263) states that the so-called reformist
program of early Chosun “had little to do with the Cheng-Zhu
program of social reconstruction through individual selfcultivation and locally autonomous institutions.” It was simply to
restructure institutions “around the interests of the central
aristocracy (ibid: 277).” As a result, the local magnates who had
constituted a powerful social group in Koryeo were completely
marginalized by the central aristocrats in Chosun society.
The conquest dynsties in mainland China induced the
Han Chinese gentry elite to be immersed in Confucian learning
(to prepare examinations), while they themselves kept pursuing a
martial life-style and were content with a rather rudimentary
knowledge of the Confucian Classics — namely, an amount
deemed sufficient to control the lower-ranking Chinese scholarofficials. Unlike the conquest aristocracy in mainland China, the
Chosun reformists decided to transform the central aristocrats
into “de facto hereditary scholar-officials” by minimizing the yin
privilege (the free riders), and forcing them to take the difficult
examinations on Neo-Confucian knowledge. In mainland China,
the alien aristocratic elite could rule through the Han Chinese
scholar-officials who maintained civil order and collected taxes
from the peasants for the conquerors. In the Korean Peninsula,

centralization into the Cheng-Zhu
reformist program.
86

Duncan (2000: 234)

states: “The highly centralized Chosun
system was actually radically
different from the decentralized…
Mongol system in which the Grand
Secretariat and Censorate at the capital
handled only the metropolitan area
while replicate or branch Grand
Secretariat and Censorate administered
other areas of the empire.”
87

According to Han (1997: 108), the

incessant fighting among the Three
Kingdoms were essentially to capture
slaves rather than to acquire lands. It is
told that the Chosun rulers had greatly
reduced the number of slaves after the
dynastic transition, but about one third
of the total population of early Chosun
were still slaves (ibid: 243-6).
According to Lewis (2007: 64, 250-2),
convicts had provided an almost infinite
supply of expendable labor in the early
Qin-Han times for all sorts of dangerous
services, including frontier soldiery and
government iron smelting works. The
women and children of criminals
(sentenced to more than three years of
hard labor in Qin times) were made
slaves. It is no wonder that, “although
the Han initially attempted to simplify
Qin laws and make them less brutal, it
soon reverted to largely following the
Qin pattern.” Harsh laws were designed
not only enforce strict public order, but
also to create a bottomless pool of
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the central aristocrats of Koryeo metamorphosed into “de facto
hereditary” Neo-Confucian scholar-official rulers of Chosun by
making the passing of the Confucian exam compulsory, while
monopolizing the Confucian education, central bureaucracy, and
landed estates. The central bureaucrats ruled the whole country,
with their residential base in the capital area. They farmed their
own lands, scattered all over the country, directly through their
own tenants and slaves. They could not abolish slavery because
they could not rule the tenants without the intermediary-cumsupplementary services of their slaves. The Chosun society, unlike
the Han Chinese society, had been as heavily dependent on slavery
as the conquest regimes in mainland China.88
The Han Chinese Song and Ming did not create such a
narrowly confined “(de facto) hereditary scholar-official class.” At
least in theory, the Song-Ming society could be characterized as an
open meritocracy, allowing not only the landed gentry but also the
peasants and merchant to take the examinations.87 Furthermore,
the countryside could enjoy substantial autonomy under the
provincial officials dispatched by the central government, and
could maintain a sort of self-government under the leadership of
local gentry-scholars who had passed the exam but were not lucky
enough to be chosen for the few available official positions in the
central bureaucracy.
Though one may be able to document numerous
exceptional episodes, the Three Kingdoms as well as Koryeo, just
like every one of the Xianbei-Tungusic societies in Manchuria,
were in essence (de jure or de facto) aristocracy-slavery (貴族/奴隷)
societies. While the martial aristocracy of the conquest dynasties
in mainland China continued to rule through the Han Chinese
collaborator scholar-officials, most central aristocrats in Chosun
discarded the vestiges of militarism and became Neo-Confucian
scholar-officials on their own. While the civil bureaucracy
recruited from the landed-gentry families in the Chinese SongMing dynasties were not hereditary, the Chosun scholar-officials
were de facto, if not de jure, hereditary landed aristocrats. The
Buddhism-Confucianism transition in the Korean Peninsula did
not bring with it the transition from a closed aristocracy to an
open meritocracy. Here we see the so-called “aristocraticbureaucratic hybrid” (世襲士大夫 hereditary shidafu) in the
aristocracy-slavery Chosun society.

“forced labor” that constituted “the
foundation of the Qin and Han states.”
The servile population of this sort,
however, tended to be, in the words of
Rowe (2002: 496), “swept away in the
cataclysm of dynastic change” in
mainland China.
Ch’ü (1961: 188) notes: “the family
members of a criminal were often
enslaved and given to meritorious
officials, who held noble ranks. This
was the only authorized means in the
Ming dynasty…to possess slaves, and
thus, legally speaking, a commoner
was not allowed to have a slave.”
Mote (1999: 366) states that in China
“the exceptions to…liang min (良民)
were …statistically insignificant [and]
they could work their way out of it.”
Duncan (2000: 235) states that
“Whereas slavery was abolished in
Ming China, it was extremely important
to the operation of the state and the
livelihood of the official class in early
Chosun.”
88

Duncan (2000: 235) states that

“Whereas Ming Taizu in effect created
a new ruling class by seeking out
supporters from a wide variety of social
groups --including the Red Turbans and
other rebels, militia leaders, and village
chiefs, as well as the scholarly classes
of South China-- the early Chosun
kings had to recruit support from a
strongly aristocratic yangban class.”
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The Mongols Co-opt the Turks
to Rule All under Heaven
Crippled the Dual-System and Expelled by Chinese Rebellion
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Shiwei Mongols of Yuwen-Xianbei Origin

Mongol horses and
Chinggis Khan’s Cavalry
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Co-opt Turks to Rule All under Heaven

1

舊唐書 卷一百九十九下 列傳 第

CHAPTER ELEVEN

一百四十九下 北狄 室韋者 契丹之

MONGOLS CO-OPT TURKS TO RULE ALL UNDER HEAVEN

別類也..東至黑水靺鞨 西至突厥 南

CRIPPLED THE DUAL-SYSTEM AND EXPELLED BY REBELLION

接契丹…其國無君長…而附于突厥
兵器有角弓楛矢尤 善射 時聚弋獵

The “Shiwei-Mongols” of Yuwen-Xianbei provenance unified

事畢而散…畜宜犬豕…大室韋部落…

the Mongolian steppe and destroyed the Manchurian conquest dynasty

傍望建河居 其河源出突厥東北界…

in North China. The occupation of the Xiongnu homeland by the

屈曲東流…又東經 蒙兀室韋之北…

Xianbei people of western Manchuria occurred the first time in 93-180

忽汗河合 又東經南黑水靺鞨之北…

in the aftermath of the disintegration of Maodun’s empire, the second

東流注于海

time in 402-552 by the Rourans, and the third time in 1206 by Chinggis

Xu (2005: 173, 175, 178) notes that “all

Khan. The third occupation has lasted until today, resulting in an

the Shiwei tribes inhabited the north of

ethnonymic unification of the entire “Mongolian” steppe, but blurring

the Qidan who were centered in the

the ethnic and linguistic demarcation on the steppe.

Xilamulun and Laoha River valley,” and

Chinggis Khan’s family had been outer vassals of the Jin

hence the location of the Shiwei may be

court, and many features of the Mongol military system were derived

“delimited as in the middle section of

from its counterpart in the Nüzhen system. A tribe or clan exceeding a

the Nenjiang River.” Lattimore (1932:

thousand fighters was divided into several units of 1,000. Each unit

34) states: “In the Nonni valley… were

was assigned grazing land, and the families were also put under the

tribes that showed a merging of the

same administration, commanded by the hereditary military officers.

characteristics of Tungus hunters and

The Mongol military, just like the Mengan-Mouke army of Jin, was an

Mongol pastoral nomads.” Ratchnevsky
(1991: 7) states: “The origin of the

all-embracing

organization,

encompassing

all

the

military,

administrative, and fiscal functions, and involving the entire population.

Mongol nation is usually traced back to

Chinggis placed his personal followers and the members of

the Meng-ku tribe which formed part of

his family at the head of the newly created Mengan units as chiliarchs

the Shiwei confederation… Vladimirtsov

or at the head of the larger army comprised of many Mengan units as

would have been thinking of the Meng-

myriarchs. He thus changed the fickle confederation of treacherous

ku when he wrote: ‘Kabul-khan gave

tribal armies into a disciplined and centralized army led by

the name Mangqol to his confederation

commanders personally loyal to him. In order to overcome numerical

in memory of an old and powerful

inferiority, the Mongols effectively co-opted for empire building almost

nation or tribe.’ Li Xinchuan reports:

the entire Turkic peoples that had been scattered all over the Eurasian

‘The Menggu live to the northwest of

continent. Sharing identical ethnic roots, the Qidans melted into the

the Nüzhen; during the Tang dynasty

Mongols, achieving ethnonymic unification of all Xianbei descendants

they formed the tribe of the Mengwu.”

by designating them as “Mongols.” The Mongols borrowed many of the

See also the sidenote 1 of Foreword.

Central Asian administrative and governing techniques, and ruled the

According to Janhunen (1996: 163),

Han Chinese mostly with foreigners, without yielding the administrative

“the Nonni basin…would appear to be a

machine to the Chinese administrators selected from the landed

good candidate for a region from where

gentry. The Mongol yoke, without the buffer of Han Chinese scholar-

the Mongols could have spread both

officials, provoked such a strong nationalistic sentiment among Han

northwards, to the Upper and Middle

Chinese against the alien conquerors as to be overthrown by mass

Amur, and westwards, to the steppes of

rebellions, just like the Xiongnu Later Zhao regime in 350.
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1. Mongolian Nomads Destroy Manchurian Conquest Dynasty

Woodsmen Metamorphose into Nomads

Western Manchuria [implying the region
at the mouth of the Amur in the west of

MACHURIAN WOODSMEN METAMORPHOSE INTO NOMADS

Greater Xing’an Range, including the

Grousset (1970: 193) suggests that the proto-Mongol
peoples included not only the Xianbei, but also the Rouran, the
Yetai, and the Avars. The name Mong-ol (蒙兀) first appeared in
the Jiu Tangshu, compiled between 940-5. The chroniclers believed
that the Mong-ol tribe was a branch of a larger ethnic grouping
known as the Shiwei. 1 The Shiwei originated from the YuwenXianbei that had been crushed by the Murong-Xianbei in 344 and
split into the Shiwei, Xi, and Qidan branches. The Beishi and
Weishu contend that the Shiwei and Qidan both originated from
the Yuwen-Xianbei. The Suishu and Tangshu contend that the
Shiwei and Qidan are of the same descent. Because of the cold
climate, the livelihood of the Shiwei depended less on farming and
rather heavily on raising pigs and cattles. Because they produced
no iron, the Suishu says, the Shiwei people depended on the iron
supplied by the Koguryeo.2
The occupation of the Mongolian steppe by the Xianbei
people of the western Manchurian steppe had occurred first in
89-93 CE, and lasted until the death of the great Xianbei leader
Tan Shihuai (r.156-80). While the Tuoba-Xianbei were conquering
North China, the Rourans from western Manchuria were able to
establish a centralized state on the Mongolian steppe by 402 under
the leadership of Shelun (r.402-10) that was superseded by the
Eastern Turkic Empires (552-630/682-741) and then by the
Uiguhr Turkic Empire (744-840). The 150-year period from 402552 stands as the second time the Xianbei people occupied and
ruled the Mongolian steppe.
According to Grousset (1970: 125), the Kirghiz Turks
who had destroyed the Uighur Turks were driven out of the
Orkhon area in the early 920s by the Qidan, and went back to
their traditional homeland on the upper (i.e., southern) Yenisei
River, the Yenisei steppes, leaving the Turkic heartland very much
fragmented. The Liaoshi states that Abaoji (872-926), the founder
of the Qidan Liao dynasty, had led a great expedition in 924 into
northern Mongolia, reaching the old Uighur capital of Ordubalïq
on the Orkhon River.
In 901 and again in 904-9, Abaoji mounted a series of
campaigns against the Shiwei in the north, and as a result, Xu

Shilka-Argun rivers and the Hulun-Buir
lakes].”
2

See Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 44)

and Allsen (1994: 329).

資治通鑑 卷九十七 晉紀一九 建元
二年[344]皝自將伐...宇文氏由是散亡
魏書 卷一百 列傳第八十八 失韋
國..語與庫莫奚契丹..國同...庫莫奚國
之先東部宇文之別種也...契丹國在庫
莫奚東 異種同類
北史 卷九十四 列傳 第八十二 奚
本曰庫莫奚 其先東部胡宇文之別種
也 初爲慕容晃所破... 契丹國...與庫
莫奚異種同類 並爲慕容晃所破
隋書 卷八十四 列傳第四十九 契丹
..與庫莫奚異種而同類...室韋 契丹之

類也 其南者爲契丹 在北者號室韋
分爲五部…其俗丈夫皆被髮..衣服與
契丹同…氣候多寒 田收甚薄 無羊
少馬多猪牛…其國無鐵 取給於高麗
唐書 卷二百一十九下 列傳第一百
四十四 契丹 本東胡種... 室韋 契丹
別種 東胡之北邊…西突厥 南契丹
...大室韋瀕於室建河...河南有蒙瓦部
3

According to the Liaoshi, Abaoji

mounted attacks on the Shiwei in 901,
904, 905, 907, 908, and 909. See also
Drompp (2005: 200-1).
4

Grousset (1970: 193) notes that “the

Qidan…spoke a Mongol dialect
which…by contact with the Tungusic
languages, had become strongly
palatalized.” According to Janhunen
(1996: 145-6), the Qidan spoke Para-
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Temujin Unifies the Mongolian Steppe

Mongolic (a language collateral to the
ancestor of all the actual Mongolic
languages) that had a dialectical
distinction from Proto-Mongolic,
spoken by the historic Mongols.
5

A direct descendant of the Liao

imperial family, Yelü Chucai, actively
participated in drawing the blueprint for
Mongol administrative organization as
the chief adviser to Chinggis Khan and
his son Ögödei (after 1227).
6

Ratchnevsky (1991: 6) notes that

“Some of Chinggis Khan’s forebears
belonged to the forest peoples, having
been given the demeaning soubriquet
hoi-yin irgen when … a grandson of
Kabul Khan and the brother of
Chingghis Khan’s father, Yisugei,
migrated to the Tayichi’ut.” Ratchnevsky
(ibid: 8) further notes that “The
transition [from hunting-gathering] to
animal husbandry brought the Meng-ku
a degree of prosperity.” Janhunen

(2005: 183) notes, some of the “Shiwei tribes started their
migration westward.”3 Klein (1980: 83) has contended that “by
chasing the Rouran into full nomadism [in 394, the TuobaXianbei] had provoked the creation of a militarily strong steppe
force, united by the Rouran confederacy.” One might then just as
well say that “by chasing the Shiwei Mongols into full nomadism
in the early tenth century, the Qidan-Xianbei had provoked the
creation of Chinggis Khanite Mongolian force.” 4 Wittfogel and
Fêng (1949: 3) state that the Mongols retained a close affinity to
the Liao culture due to the “fundamental similarities between
Qidan and Mongol tribal society.” 5
Perhaps by taking advantage of the power vacuum on
the steppes or simply by being pushed out by Abaoji, the ShiweiMongol tribes migrated from their original homeland in the
Nenjiang valleys and the forests of the Lesser Xing’an Range in
northern Manchuria to the Shilka-Argun River basin (with the
Shilka-Argun rivers to the west and the Greater Xing’an range to
the east) sometime during the tenth century. They finally settled in
the Onon-Kerulen area in the eleventh century, converting
themselves into full-time nomads.
The Mongols were a new face in the land of fragmented
Turkish tribes, and had no supratribal centralized leadership of
their own. Because the Chinggis Khan’s forebears belonged to the
forest peoples, they were “given the demeaning soubriquet hoi-yin
irgen (forest people)” when they first arrived at the new world. 6

(1996: 161) states that “When it comes
to a more restricted geographical
source for the historical Mongols, there
can hardly be any alternative to
Western Manchuria. Supposing that
there was a rather close linguistic
relationship between the Mongols and
Tatar, it is possible that the latter were
the very group remaining in the original
homeland, while the Kereit and Naiman
represented the results of westward
expansion.” See also Allsen (1994: 32933) for the ethnogenesis of Mongols.
7

Ratchnevsky (1991: 12, 14, 16)

TEMUJIN UNITES ALL THE TRIBES ON MONGOLIAN STEPPE

Temujin’s great-grandfather, Kabul Khan, founded the
first Mongolian state, likely at the Argun River basin or the OnonKerulen area. Altan (Golden) Khan was the nomadic name for the
Jin emperor, and the Nüzhen court tried to bring the Mongols
into their tributary network (c.1135). A son of Kabul Khan was
elected khan, and under his leadership the Mongols inflicted a
heavy defeat on the Jin. His state collapsed, however, at the
beginning of the 1160s. Ratchnevsky says that “Disunity and
conflict were rife among the Mongol tribes; they had neither ruler
nor leader… In this period of poverty, misery and decline,
Temujin was born [somewhere along the Onon River, c.1162].
The Mongol people longed for unity and for a state of order in
which human life and property would be secure.” 7
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Oscillation between Mongols and Tungus

Temujin did not owe his power to election. He rose to
the leadership of a great nomadic empire from an extremely
marginal position. The loyalty of the Mongols to their leaders
rested on an individual and personal relationship, for the Mongol
tribes at that time, unlike the Xiongnu-Turks in the old days, had
no concept of loyalty to hereditary aristocratic chieftains. By 1206,
Temujin (c.1162-1227) were able to conquer the Naimans. Khuriltai
was summoned to the source of the Onon River and he was
enthroned as emperor, receiving the title Chinggis Khan. 8
This new steppe empire established by the ShiweiMongol of Yuwen-Xianbei provenance was bound to confront
the Jin Empire in North China established by the eastern
Manchurian woodsmen. After all, the Shiwei had also led the life
of typical woodsmen. The homeland of Shiwei was the area south
of the Amur River in the general vicinity of the Lesser Xing’an
Range, and the Shiwei had eked out a meager existence through a
combination of primitive agriculture, pig-raising, hunting, fishing,
and pastoralism. 9 A branch of these Manchurian woodsmen had
metamorphosed into Mongolian nomads within a couple of
hundred years. Thus Janhunen (1996: 158) states that if we
“accept the hypothesis that the Qidan were linguistically related to
the Mongols, we see that the political history of Manchuria
involves a regular oscillation of the power between Mongolic and
Tungusic elements.”
The ethnonym Mongol, originally peculiar to a small
Shiwei-Xianbei tribe, was elevated above other tribes by Chinggis
Khan, resulting in an ethnonymic unification over the entire
Mongolian steppe. Most Turkic tribes in the now “Mongolian
steppe,” including the Önggüd, began to call themselves
Mongols.10 According to Janhunen (1996: 160), “the linguistic
Mongolization of Mongolia had…taken place during the more
than three centuries that separated the fall of the Uighur (840)
and the proclamation of the Mongol Khanate (1206).”

Kabul’s grandfather, Kaidu, laid the
foundation for the growth of Mongol
tribes. Kabul “gave the name Mangqol
to his confederation in memory of an
old and powerful nation or tribe (ibid:
7).” The Jin emperor Xizong (r.1135-49)
“invited Kabul Khan to court, probably
on the occasion of the emperor’s
coronation (ibid: 9).” Chinggis’ father,
Yisugei, was a brave warrior, but could
not unite the Mongol clans (ibid: 14).
See also Barfield (1989: 188).
8

See Allsen (1994: 329). According to

Ratchnevsky (1991: 89-90), Chinggis
(Genghis) Khan, unlike the Gürk-han
(Universal Ruler), implies a “firm and
strong khan” or “Ruler of the World.”
9

Ratchnevsky (1991: 40) notes: “The

generosity with which Temujin treated
his own people became widely known
…People came individually or in groups
from other tribes to enter into his
service. … [Although] the tribal rulers
stood by Jamuka … the…people began
to regard him as their champion in the
struggle to unite the Mongol tribes.”
10

Franke and Twitchett (1994: 12)

note that the Mongols absorbed “Turkic
speaking tribes like the Önggüd.”

2. The Mongols Co-opt the Turks to Rule All under Heaven
CO-OPTING THE TURKS AND ASSIMILATING THE QIDANS

In 89-93 CE, a combined force of Xianbei, southern
Xiongnu, and Later Han armies had routed the northern

11.1. A Mongol hunter

Mongols Co-opt Turks for Empire-Building

11

Elliott (2006: 39) notes that “Chinggis
aimed to create a unitary Mongol

identity when in 1206 he christened all
his followers ‘Mongol.’ [A]t the time
these included [not only the Mongol]
tribespeople but but also Onggirad,
Tayichighud, Kereyid, Naiman, and
Merkid.” Ratchnevsky (1991: 73) notes
that Temujin made alliances with nonMongol tribes, “sealed by an oath.”
12

See Grousset (1970: 255, 393).

The initial population of Mongols is
estimated to have been no more than
700,000 people. Janhunen (1996: 161)
13

元史 卷十一 本紀第十一 世祖八

至元十八年[1281] 五月 詔括契丹戶
See Kim (2004: 504).
14

Janhunen (1996: 145) notes: “The

Mongol conquest of the Jin may have
been a more serious blow to the Qidan,
and towards the end of the Yuan period
… the Qidan were becoming extinct as
a separate population. … The original
core of the Qidan native territory was
located…in the basin of the Xilamulun
… The present-day inhabitants of this
region are Mongols of the Ju Uda
League…which spread to the region
when the Mongols of the Yuan dynasty
had to evacuate the Beijing region.
Quite possibly, it was this…wave of
Mongol occupation that absorbed the
last remnants of … the Qidan ethnic
group.” Janhunen (ibid: 148) continues:
“The subsequent fate of all the
presumed Qidanic groups was to lose
their ethnic and linguistic identity.”
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Xiongnu, causing the western migration of a large number of
northern Xiongnu as far as the southern Russian steppes. In 630,
Tang Taizong destroyed the First Eastern Turkic Empire (552630), and some Turkic tribes fled west. Before Chinggis Khan
united the Mongol tribes in 1206, however, most of the
Mongolian steppe was still occupied by the Turks. Now under the
combined pressure of both the Mongols and the Manchurian
dynasties (Liao and Jin), a large number of the Turks still
remaining on the Mongolian steppe were once again forced to
decamp towards Central and West Asia, unintentionally opening
the route for the Mongol conquest of Eurasia and paving the
steppe turnpikes for the trans-continental Mongol empire.
Crossley (2006: 79) states that Chinggis had imposed
“upon the diverse groups of what is now the Mongolian steppe,”
that included “many Turkic-speaking groups,” the definition of
“Mongol,” once they acknowledged “him as the only leader” and
affiliated themselves “with Chinggis’s organization.”11 In order to
overcome numerical inferiority, a nomadic conqueror always tried
to draw under his banners all sorts of nomads he collected on his
way to conquest. The purely Mongol component of Chinggis
Khan’s army amounted to less than 130,000 at the time of his
death. Batu (r.1227-55) could successfully wage the European
campaigns of 1236-41, occupy the whole of ancient Scythia
(including the steppes north of Black Sea and Caucasus), and also
enforce suzerainty over the Russian principalities, leading less than
4,000 pure-blooded Mongol troops (that were allocated
specifically to him by Chinggis Khan’s dying wish), only by
mobilizing the Turks that had settled in those regions a long time
ago.12 The Mongols effectively co-opted almost the entire Turkic
peoples that had been scattered all over the Eurasian continent for
their empire building.
Sharing identical enthnic roots, the Qidans thoroughly
melted into the Mongols and, unlike the Turks, simply
disappeared from history after the Mongol rule. The Yuanshi
records the Khubilai’s order in 1281 “to place the Qidan
households under surveillance,” and it was the last time the Qidan
appeared in a historical chronicle.13 The victorious homecoming
of the Mongols resulted in the loss of ethnic identity of the
vanquished cousins and an ethnonymic unification of “the entire
Xianbei descendants” to form “a single Mongol entity.” The
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disappearance of the Qidans is attested by the fact that, several
centuries later, as Crossley (2006: 65) states, the Qing rulers
regarded all “those living north of Liaodong, in the general
Xing’an region, were Mongols, no matter what their ancestry.” 14
The Shiji used the generic name Donghu to designate the
ancestor of almost all the tribes in western Manchuria, including
the Xianbei and Wuhuan. Modern anthropologists, on the other
hand, believe there were highly diversified ethnogenetic origins for
the peoples in western Manchuria. When the entire Donghu came
to be dominated by the Xianbei tribe for a long time, the Wuhuan
disappeared from history, and the peoples of western Manchuria
were called the Murong-Xianbei, Yuwen-Xianbei, Tuoba-Xianbei,
etc. According to the Hou Hanshu, even the Northern Xiongnu
who were subjugated by the Xianbei in 89-93 had called
themselves Xianbei (自號鮮卑). The Yuwen and others were then
subjugated by the Murong, and the Murong by the Tuoba. When
the Qidan became the most influential tribe, the Tuoba
disappeared in the chronicles, probably because the Qidan had
subjugated all the Tuoba tribes remaining in western Manchuria,
and all the Tuoba started calling themselves Qidan. Thereafter,
historians referred to the two simply as Qidan. Likewise, when the
Mongol-Xianbei became the rulers of all under heaven, the
Qidan-Xianbei disappeared from history. Now we are left with
only the Mongols (sans Xianbei).

All Xianbei Descendants Became Mongols

Mote (1999: 59) notes: “The Mongols
effectively eliminated by absorption half
or more of the tribal peoples named in
the Liao records.”

11.2. Qidan-Xianbei Depicted as the
Mongols. Blunden and Elvin (1998: 18)
15

Chinggis Khan was “the descendant

of a princely family that had received…
investiture...from the Jin court…Temujin
himself had attended the Jin court…as
one of its outer vassals (ibid: 14).”
16

A tribe or clan exceeding a thousand

THE MONGOL MILITARY MACHINE: CENTRALIZED TRIBAL ARMY

fighters was divided into several units of

The Mongols had been, Franke and Twitchett (1994: 10)
note, “frontier dependents of the Jin for many years before
Temujin’s rise to power,” and hence many features of the Mongol
military system were derived from its counterpart in the Nüzhen
military system under the Jin, although Temujin’s bitter
experiences with fickle tribal politics full of treachery greatly
influenced his military strategy and political organization.15
Chinggis Khan united the diverse Mongol tribes, and
organized them into a centralized military machine. Rossabi (1988:
6) states: “he assembled a private army (nököd), composed of loyal
and trustworthy friends and allies and divided into groups of a
thousand, each constituting a chiliarchy and led by a chiliarch, who
superseded the authority of the old tribal and clan leaders.”
Chinggis placed his personal followers and the members of his

1,000, while the Mengan with a smaller
number of fighters was supplemented
by assembling kinsmen who had been
scattered in other clans or tribes, or
even by co-opting war captives.
17

See Hsiao (1978: 9-14, 25, 37, 154).

According to the Secret History of the
Mongols, Chinggis divided his followers
into units of 1,000 (mengan), appointing
for each a chiliarch (mengan-u noyan),
and small units of 100 (ja-un) and 10
(har-ban) commanded by centurions
(jaun-u noyan) and decurions (harban-u

Chinggis Adopts Nüzhen Military System
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noyan). Chinggis later created the rank

family at the head of the newly created Mengan units as chiliarchs
(mengan-u noyan), or at the head of the larger army comprised of
many Mengan units as myriarchs (tümen). Chinggis thus changed
the fickle confederation of treacherous tribal armies, united only
in a fluid association, into a disciplined and centralized hierarchical
force led by commanders personally loyal to him.16
All male adults between fifteen and seventy years of age
were liable for military service when needed. Each unit was
assigned grazing land, and the families were also put under the
same administration that was commanded by hereditary military
officers. The hereditary Mengan chieftains constituted an officer
corps. The chieftains exacted levies from the self-sufficient
military families under their jurisdiction and also depended on the
spoils acquired in campaigns. After the founding of the Yuan
dynasty, officers became a hereditary salaried aristocracy. Chinggis
Khan’s army amounted to 95 Mengan and 129,000 fighters by the
time of his death. They were all composed of Mongols except the
five Mengan of Önggüd Turks.17 The Chinggis Khan’s Mongol
army was, just like the Mengan-Mouke of the Nüzhen military
machine, an all-embracing organization, encompassing all the
military, administrative, and fiscal function, involving the entire
Mongolian population.18
Chinggis Khan also created the Kesig (lit. Guard in Turn),
fashioned after the very much strengthened Imperial Guardsmen
of the Song dynasty, from among the sons and younger brothers
of commanders of proven loyalty, the offspring of aristocratic
families all over Mongolia, and the royal hostages offered by
surrendered kings to serve as his own bodyguard and also as the
personal domestic staff of the imperial household. The Kesig was
a hostage camp, an academy for young aristocrats promised a
future of prominent official positions, a form of privileged
apprenticeship for the future ruling class, a key link in maintaining
Khan’s personal relationship with aristocracy and, at the same
time, a rudimentary executive organ to transform the loose
confederation of nomadic chieftains into a centralized autocratic
despotism. The quota of 10,000 men for the Imperial Guard had
been set up by Chinggis Khan.19
The secret weapon of the Mongolian army was its
mobility, discipline, and maneuverability, together with effective
coordination acquired from tribal hunting expeditions.20 The

of myriarch (tümen-u noyan) for the
units of 10,000. As a method of
ensuring their loyalty, the Mongol rulers
let military officers (as well as the civil
bureaucracies) enjoy the hereditary
privilege (yin-bu) of inheriting offices.
See Endicott-West (1994: 602).

元史 卷九十八 志第四十六 兵一…
考之國初…長萬夫者爲萬戶 千夫者
爲千戶 百夫者爲百戶 世祖時 頗修
官制 內立五衛 以總宿衛諸軍…外
則…萬戶千戶百戶..萬戶千戶死陣者
子孫襲爵…百戶老死…皆不得襲…
蒙古軍皆國人 探馬赤軍則諸部族也
…十五以上 七十以下…十人爲一牌
…上馬則備戰鬪 下馬則屯聚牧養…
漢軍...二十戶出一卒...其繼得宋兵號
新附軍 叉有遼東之糺軍 契丹軍 女
直軍 高麗軍 雲南之寸白軍….則皆
不出戌他方者 皆鄕兵也
18

19

See Hsiao (1978: 3-4, 8-9, 11).

See Hsiao (1978: 34- 40). Song Taizu
had designated the elite troops,
including the offspring of influential
families, as the Imperial Guardsmen
(Jinjun 禁軍) and kept about half of
them in the capital region, effectively
ensuring the loyalty of influential
families and discouraging regional
uprisings. The Imperial Guard corps
were divided into a couple of mutually
independent contingents in order to
provide a counter-balance (ibid: 33).
Franke and Twitchett (1994: 23) state

that: “the kesig organization …assumed
the functions of an administrative body
[in addition to the bodyguard-household
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Mongols burned down cities and destroyed farm fields to convert
them into steppe. In Eastern Iran, four-fifths of the population
was slaughtered. Keenly aware of their numerical inferiority, they
had deliberately adopted the terror tactic of massacre to obtain
prompt submission and prevent rebellion.
To overcome the shortage of manpower, the Mongol
rulers incorporated all sorts of ethnic groups into their armies.
The surrendered peoples were obliged to provide auxiliary troops
to assist the Mongolian siege and blockading operations. 21 Hsiao
(1978: 12) notes that after the “beginning of the conquest…
foreign elements were rapidly absorbed into the ranks of the
Mongolian army. Not only were there many Turkish cavalrymen
in Central China…there were many Jin defectors. Owing to the
Mongolian shortage of manpower and to their lack of experience
in siege techniques, it was necessary for the Mongols to use all the
help they could [get] against the Jin. … When Muqali was ordered
to re-attack the Jin in 1218, it is said that he had with him 13,000
Mongolian troops and 10,000 Önggüd [Turkic] troops, which he
supplemented with an unspecified number of surrendered
Chinese and Qidan troops.” After 1268, “the Han armies were put
in the hands of local civil officials, [but]…the Mongolian armies
were still kept under the control of their commanders (ibid: 14).”
The incorporation of non-Mongolian armies did not affect the
structure of the Mongol army itself (ibid: 15).

Foreign Elements in the Mongol Army

functions]. From the time of Khubilai,
the kesig lost some of its previous
political importance. … An important
function of the guards was…that of a
reservoir of reliable manpower at the
emperor’s disposal for employment as
his personal agent. Even as late as
1346, guard members (kesigden) were
dispatched to the provinces as
supervising governors (darughachi).”

元史 卷九十九 志第四十七 兵二
宿衛者 天下之禁兵也 方太祖時 以
...爲四怯薛…太祖功臣…其世領怯

薛之長…怯薛者 番直宿衛也...或由
天子所親信...宰相所薦擧…然皆天
子左右服勞侍從執事之人
20

Meat, the principal diet of every

Mongol horseman, could be dehydrated
and condensed by freeze-drying it in
the cold of winter, and easily be carried
in bags before being served (together
with some dairy products, vegetables,
grains, or roots, if available), simply by
boiling it in a portable cauldron.

CRIPPLE DUAL SYSTEM AND OVERTHROWN BY CHINESE REBELLION

Ögödei (Ugedei r.1229-41), the third son of Chinggis,
destroyed Jin by 1234. After the conquest of Jin, the Mongols had
time to collect many civilized advisors and to learn the art of
ruling an empire in North China that was already well experienced
in alien domination. Khubilai (r.1260-94), the third son of
Chinggis’ fourth son Tolui, was able to declare himself the
emperor of Yuan (1206-1368) in 1271, eight years prior to the
final extinction of the Southern Song.
According to Franke and Twitchett (1994: 41), the
Mongols “avoided the dependence on Chinese officials that had
characterized the Qidan and Nüzhen empires. … For the first
time…Chinese elite, with a few personal exceptions, was excluded
from government service.” Hsiao (1978: 51) states that “the
Mongols and their Central and Western Asian collaborators, the

21

See Hsiao (1978: 15-6, 74, 174).

11.3. The catapult similar to the one
used by the Mongols.

Chinese Elite Excluded from Bureaucracy

22

Rawski (1996: 837) states: “Unlike
Qidan, Nüzhen, and Tangut, which

were neither alphabetic nor phonetic,
the early Mongol script (and Manchu,
which was based on the Mongol script)
was alphabetic.” Ledyard (1983: 348)
notes: “Uighur literary influence,
Central Asian administrative and
governing techniques, and Christian
and Islamic religious currents
penetrated Mongol life before Chinese
practices did … [T]he effect was to
provide the Mongols with many
services and techniques that insulated
them from the need to seek similar
things from China [which] was not the
only form of higher civilization they had
encountered, and they were therefore
less susceptible to its lure.”

高麗史 卷第八十九 列傳 第二 后
妃二 畏吾兒古回骨也 元古無字 八
思巴始制蒙古字 然往來書多用畏吾
兒字
23

See Jin (1990: 232-6, 242-44), and
Mote (1994: 639) Elman (2000: 4)

states: the Neo-Confucian “vision was
…established…in 1240 and began to
influence civil examinations thereafter,
but it was not politically or educationally
empowered as the official classical
curriculum until 1313-14 under the
Yuan dynasty.” It was the Yuan rulers
who were so attracted by the ideology
as to make the Zhu Xi’s version the
sole basis for the civil service exam.

元史 卷八十一 志第三十一 選擧一
…元初

太宗始得中原…耶律楚材言

以科擧選士 世宗旣定天下..立法 事
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Se-mu, both of whom constituted a tiny minority in the entire
population, were politically privileged over the conquered
majority.” The Mongols adopted the Uighur script as their written
language.22 The Han Chinese officials in the service of the
Mongol government achieved their positions primarily on the
basis of personal appointment.
The civil service examination system was introduced on
a very small scale as late as in 1315. A total of approximately
1,200 persons passed the Jinshi exam between 1315-35 and 134168 with a quota of 25% for each of the Mongols, Se-mu (色目人),
Northern Chinese (漢人), and Southern Chinese (南人). 23 As in
the previous conquest dynasties, the non-Chinese officials could
attain high office without examinations, or at most by submitting
to a nominal testing.24
Many Han Chinese, Franke and Twitchett (1994: 41)
note, “served as clerks and minor functionaries,” while the “gentry
from Central and Western Asia” acted as “managers, tax farmers,
and intermediaries. Some Chinese literati refused to serve their
new masters and deliberately withdrew from public life to live as
recluses.” The Mongols ruled the Han Chinese, as Wittfogel and
Fêng (1949: 9) say, “without yielding the administrative machine to
the Chinese officialdom. … So deep was the Mongols’ distrust of
their Chinese subjects that in the Chinese territories even the local
offices were often held by members of the conquering groups”
or, worse still, by the illiterate and corrupt petty Chinese
functionaries. They paid little attention to “the cultural
peculiarities” of the Chinese and treated them “just like slaves.”
The Han-ren of North China had been under the rule of
many conquest dynasties, and hence they, Hsiao (1978: 51) notes,
“were more accustomed to foreign domination and showed little
sign of dissatisfaction under Mongol rule.” On the other hand,
the Nan-ren of South China “showed no loyalty towards the new
conquerors,” and popular uprisings repeatedly erupted “from the
conquest of the Song dynasty to the downfall of the Yuan
dynasty.”
Until that time, none of the Xianbei-Nüzhen conquest
dynasties that had ruled the Han Chinese with the Chinese-style
bureaucracy filled with Chinese gentry-officials had ever been
destroyed by popular Chinese rebellions supported by ill-treated
gentry-scholars. The Mongol yoke, without the buffer of Han
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Mongols Provoke Nationalistic Sentiment

Chinese gentry-officials, had provoked unprecedentedly strong
nationalistic sentiments among the Han Chinese against the alien
conquerors. The Mongol rulers were thrown out by the Han
Chinese rebellions just as occurred in 350 (led by Ran Min of
rebel provenance) in the Xiongnu Later Zhao regime (319-50-52).

未果行 至仁宗延祐間[1314-20] 始…
舊制而行之…而由刀筆吏得官者多..
蒙古色目人..用朱氏章句集註…漢人
以程氏朱氏爲主…鄕試行省..天下選
合格者三百人赴會試 於內取中選者
一百人 內蒙古 色目人 漢人 南人

PAX-MONGOLICA

Chinggis Khan usually sent an order of submission to a
foreign ruler, before an attack on his state. If the foreign ruler
agreed, he would be allowed to retain power, paying taxes and
performing other required services.25 Unlike the Han Chinese
courts, however, the Manchurian Jin court flatly refused the
Mongol demands that the emperor accept Chinggis Khan as his
sovereign and that Shaanxi be evacuated. Instead of yielding to
extortions (in the traditional Chinese fashion), they fought the
Mongols until the dynasty was itself completely destroyed. The
last Jin emperor killed himself in a beleaguered city.
When the Han Chinsese confronted the Xiongnu-Turks
in the Mongolian steppe, they were able to hold on to North
China by paying tributes. When they confronted the TuobaXianbei Wei, Qidan-Xianbei Liao, and Mohe-Nüzhen Jin from
Manchuria, they were able to maintain their cultural and political
integrity in the south. The Song rulers mistook the MongolXianbei for just another (peace-by-tribute) Xiongnu of the
Mongolian steppe, and collaborated with the Mongols in crushing
the Manchurian Jin dynasty in 1234. Grossly underestimating their
Mongol adversaries, the Song forces further attempted to recover
territories in North China that the Nüzhen Jin had seized in 1126,
thereby provoking the wrath of the Mongol rulers. The MongolXianbei, unlike the Xiongnu, were the global conquerors with
aspirations to rule over “All under Heaven,” and hence they
completely wiped out the Song dynasty. The feat of conquering
the whole of mainland China was belatedly emulated by the
Nüzhen-Manchu Qing from eastern Manchuria.
The Mongols had commenced their drive against the Jin
in 1209 and captured the Jin capital of Beijing in 1215, but the
Nüzhen royal family fled south to Kaifeng, where they staved off
a final defeat for almost two decades (1214-33). Janhunen (1996:
134) contends that “none of the Mongol conquests in East Asia
was easy, for their military actions lasted 20 years against the

分卷考試 各二十五人
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See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 9) and

Endicott-West (1994: 587-600).
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Jagchid and Symons (1989: 19-20)
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See Ratchnevsky (1991: 140-2).

Beijing was made the Southern Capital
by Liao to serve as the administrative
center for the conquered land. Jin ruled
from Beijing, called Zhongdu (Central
Capital). Kaifeng in Henan was the
capital of Northern Song, and
Hangzhou in Zhejiang was the capital
of Southern Song.
27

See Fairbank and Goldman (1992:

122-123) and Hsiao (1978: 57-60).
28

Manz (1989: 5) notes that the

governments of four great territories
had contained “agents representing the
princes of the four main uluses as well
as the Great Khan.” The troops sent to
conquer had been “drawn from all the
uluses…and led by princes…from
several dynastic lines. [However] with
the death of Mönke Khan in 1259, the
unity of the Mongol empire collapsed.”
29

More than 200,000 horses were

distributed among the relay stations in
service of the imperial postal system,

Pax-Mongolica, Patronizing all Religions
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the yam (Mongolian, jam).

Western Xia (1207-27), 24 against the Jin (1210-34), 40 against
Korea (1219-59), and 44 against the Song (1235-79).”
By 1221, Chinggis Khan had conquered Central Asia
and modern Afganistan, and the Mongol army reached Crimea.
Chinggis Khan died in August 1227 on his final campaign against
the Western Xia. In 1271, Khubilai Khan transferred his capital
from Karakorum (和寧) in the mountainous region on the upper
Orkhon down to Beijing, now called the Great Metropolis, Dadu
(大都).26 The Yuan was the first foreign dynasty to conquer and
rule all of mainland China. The Mongols were garrisoned at key
points. Manchuria, Mongolia, Turkestan and Tibet were placed
under administrative systems different from those employed in
mainland China below the Great Wall.27
Chinggis had divided his empire into four great
territories (uluses). Although the four Mongol dynasties eventually
became independent, the Yuan emperor was, at least in theory, the
ruler of the entire Mongol empire of Chinggis-khanite apanages,
realizing the Pax Mongolica.28 From Manchuria to the Caspian, an
iron discipline was imposed in order to ensure the unmolested
travel of caravans. 29
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See Rossabi (1994: 457-62).

Rawski (1998: 244-5) states that “The
appointment of hPags pa as state
preceptor in 1260 gave [him] … overall
religious authority over the Yuan
empire. …The khan acknowledged the
superior spiritual leadership of the
religious leader, who in turn
acknowledged Khubilai as protector of
the faith [cakravartin; reincarnated line
of spiritual descent]. … Under the Yuan,
Tibet had been indirectly ruled by Sa
skya pa prelates…who would enlist
their patron’s military force to enhance
their own authority within a weak and
decentralized Tibetan polity.”
31

32

See Eberhard (1965: 133).

The descendants of the generals

inherited the offices from generation to
generation. See Hsiao (1978: 26-7).
The Mongol soldiers were ill adapted to
farming life, and their families suffered
from the chronic absence of male
adults and exploitation by corrupt
military superiors. The solidarity
between the military households and
their superiors disappeared. The
Nüzhen soldiers of Jin had been
allocated land in North China, leading a
decent agricultural life to support their
military duties, as did the bannermen of
Qing much later. According to Hsiao
(1978: 20), “the Mongolian soldiers
were utterly unable to make a decent
living on Chinese land” because, unlike
the Nüzhens and Manchus, the

THE MONGOLS RESIST SINIFICATION

According to Rossabi (1994: 457), Khubilai “himself
continued to observe the practices of the Mongols’ shamanistic
religion.” The Tibetan Buddhists, however, declared that “the
heads of religion and of the state are equal,” and identified
Khubilai with the Boddhisattva of Wisdom, portraying him as the
Universal Emperor (ibid: 461-2). Ch’en (1964: 419-20) states that
Khubilai “named hPhags-pa his imperial preceptor [and head of
the bureau to supervise the religion] and made Lamaism the
national religion of the Mongols.” The Mongol rulers, however,
had enough confidence in their power and authority to patronize
all other major religions, including Islam and Christianity. 30 Mote
(1994: 643) states that “The Mongolian emperors…patronized all
the religions they encountered.”
The Mongol rulers resisted Sinification by conducting
their business in the Mongol language, living in tents erected on
the palace grounds, spending their summers in Mongolia, and
maintaining the tradition of choosing the emperors through
bloody competitions. Khubilai Khan discouraged Mongols from
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Mongols Avoid Sinification until Very End

marrying Chinese, and he himself took only Mongol women into
the palace.31
As the Yuan empire was at peace for a long time after
the annihilation of the Southern Song, the fighting capacity of the
Mongol military households lost every vestige of vigor.32 The
Mongol court and nobility were divided, and engaged deeply in
succession struggles, each contender striving to control the
Imperial Guard that functioned like the Roman praetorian
cohorts. By the 1350s, the Han Chinese rebellion raged all over
the country.
The Mongols were still very much Mongols when the
Yuan dynasty’s days ran out. Barfield (1989: 225) states that
“Nomads always preferred a mobile defense…to the risks of
holding fixed positions. … When confronted with a determined
Ming advance from the south, the Mongols chose to retreat in
favor of last ditch resistance. …In nomad fashion, though long
removed from steppe life, the Yuan leaders abandoned China in
the same casual way their ancestors acquired it.” 33 The Mongol
rulers simply fled with their troops, founding the Northern Yuan
in their old homelands. Janhunen (1996: 166) notes that the
Chinese “linguistic and cultural impact was most effectively
avoided by the Mongols, who simply removed their troops from
China after the collapse of the Yuan dynasty.” The Mongols, as a
result, continued to be a major power for several centuries.34
Surprising because largely unknown, the first emperor of the
Northern Yuan was half Korean.

Mongols had no “agricultural
experience before they entered China.”
33

See also Ledyard (1983: 326) and

Janhunen (1996: 166).
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See Franke and Twitchett (1994: 2).
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See Lee (1984: 148).

11.4. King Kongmin and Mongol Queen

3. Koryeo Yields to the Stronger and Preserves Its Dynastic
Existence

In Koryeo, a group of discontented military generals had
revolted in 1170. They chastised the king for allowing the abuses
practiced by the civil aristocratic families and the Buddhist
establishment; purged a large number of arrogant civilian
aristocrats; and then enthroned a new king, commencing a century
of military rule. The military rulers fell exactly one hundred years
later, in 1270, in the aftermath of the Mongol invasions.
When the Nüzhen Jin came under sustained Mongol
attack, the Qidan asserted their independence, but pressure from

11.5. King Kong-min hunting
36

高麗史 卷二十五 元宗 庚申元年

[1260] 皇弟適在襄陽班師北上 王…

奉幣迎謁[於梁楚之地]..皇弟驚喜曰
高麗萬里之國 自唐太宗親征而不能
服 今其世子 自來歸我 此天意也
A hastily convened khuriltai at Kaiping

Koryeo Surrenders under Civilian Leadership

elected Khubilai (世祖 r.1260-94) as
the fifth Khan on May 5, 1260.
A protracted succession struggle
followed, destroying the unity of the
Mongol Empire. See also Rossabi in
Franke and Twitchett (1994: 421-3).
37

Timur, Manz (1989: 14) notes,

“adhered to this restriction with
scrupulous correctness, and used
simply the modest title of amir
(commander).” Timur was illiterate, and
“made no secret of his early career as a
livestock-thief (ibid: 15).” See also
Manz (ibid: 1, 57, 156).
38

Thakston (1996: 30). A great-great-

grandson of Timur married a daughter
of Yunus Khan, who was in direct
descent from Chaghadai, the second
son of Chinggis, and from this union
came Babur (1483-1530), the founder
of Mughal dynasty (1526-1877).
39

th

The 25 king was Chung-yul (忠烈

王, 諶, 昛 b.1236 r.1274-98.1. and
th

1298.8.-1308); the 26 Chung-seon (忠

宣王, 璋 r.1298.1.- 1298.8. and 1308th

13); the 27 Chung-suk (忠肅王, 燾
th

r.1313-30, 1332-39); the 28 Chunghye (忠惠王, 禎 r.1330-32, 1339-44);
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the Mongols drove them into Koryeo territory in 1216.35 The
Mongol-Koryeo coalition forces destroyed the Qidan in 1219, but
after this incident the Mongols demanded heavy annual tribute.
The Koryeo military rulers refused to pay tribute on several
occasions, inviting thereby a series of Mongol invasions beginning
in 1231. Ordering the peasantry to keep fighting in the mountain
fortresses, the Koryeo military rulers relocated their capital to the
Kang-wha Island in 1232, and stubbornly resisted the Mongols
for almost 30 years. The Choi rulers, having grabbed power in
1196, were liquidated by other generals led by Kim In-jun in
March 1258, and the new new military leaders decided to dispatch
the crown prince to Mongolia for the peace negotiation.
In April 1259, the Koryeo crown prince went to
Mongolia and then proceeded to the southern Chinese frontier
for an audience with Möngke Khan (憲宗 r.1251-9), only to hear
of his death on August 11 at Szechwan. Khubilai commenced the
succession struggle against his youngest brother, Arigh Böke, and
at this crucial juncture (1260-4), the Koryeo crown prince had
wisely decided to go to the camp of Khubilai. This so pleased
Khubilai that he exclaimed: “Even the Taizong of Tang could not
conquer this far away state, and yet the Koryeo crown prince has
come here to follow me! It is the will of Heaven.” Since the
Koryeo king (Ko-zong, r.1213-59) predeceased Möngke Khan in
June 1259, Khubilai let the crown prince return to Koryeo in
February 1260 and succeed to the throne (Won-zong, r.1259-74).36
The final conclusion of peace negotiations, however,
had to wait ten more years until after the liquidation of General
Kim In-jun, in December 1268, who had been reluctant to leavge
Kang-wha Island. The civilian leadership was at last able to
eliminate the remnants of military rulers altogether by May 1270
and depart from the island with the hitherto neglected king.

st

and the 31 Kong-min (恭愍王, 顓
r.1351-74). Khubilai’s (世祖) prince
imperial was his second son, Zhenjin
(眞金). Zhenjin’s first son was the
Prince of Chin (晉王, Kammala 甘麻

刺, 1263-1302) who was the father of
th

the 10 emperor (晋宗/泰定帝 r.1323th

28) and grandfather of the 11 emperor
(天順帝 Asazibao, r.1328). Zhenjin’s

SON-IN-LAW (KÜRGEN, KÜRÄGÄN, GÜREGEN, GURKANI) STATE

The Uighur Kingdom of Qocho in the northern Tarim
Basin was subordinated to the Western Liao some time after 1130,
but rebelled against the Black Qidan and declared their allegiance
to Chinggis Khan in 1209. In appreciation of their voluntary
submission, the Uighur ruler was allowed to marry one of
Chinggis’s daughters and, Drompp (2005: 199) writes, “thus
enjoyed a level of prestige and at least symbolic autonomy rivaled
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by no other people who had been absorbed by the Mongol
state…in stark contrast to the fate of their neighbors the Tanguts
[of Western Xia], whose resistance to Mongol rule led to their
annihilation.”
Timur (Temür c.1336-1405) was born to the Barlas Turkic
tribe that controlled the region of Kish in Transoxania near
Samarkand that had been part of the Chagadayid khanate. Since,
by tradition, only Chinggis Khan’s descendants could adopt the
title of khan, Timur ruled in the name of a puppet khan. To
bolster legitimation through association, however, Timur assumed
the title of kürgen (son-in-law) after he kept a wife (in 1397) of his
vanquished rival (Husayn) for himself who was a descendant of
Chinggis Khan. 37 In India, the Mughal dynasty always called itself
Gurkani (Timur’s title Gurkân), the Persianized form of kürgen.38
In 1274, the crown prince (忠烈王 r.1274-1308) of the
24th Koryeo King (Won-zong 元宗) married a daughter of
Borzigin Khubilai, who was the third son of Borzigin Tolui (d.1233)
and grandson of Chinggis Khan (Borzigin Temuzin r.1206-27). The
second son and prince imperial of Khubilai, Zhenjin, had been
groomed to be the next emperor, but died in 1285 still in his
forties, and Zhenjin’s third son became the 6th Yuan emperor
(Borzigin Temur 成宗 r.1294-1307). Now the queen of the 25th
Koryeo king became the paternal aunt of the new Yuan
emperor.39 In 1296, the 26th Koryeo king (忠宣王 r.1308-13)
married a daughter of the Prince of Chin (the eldest son of
Zhenjin) who was a sister of the 10th Yuan emperor (Borozigin
Yisuntemur), but obtained his heir from a commoner, a Mongol
woman. In 1316, the 27th king (忠肅王 r.1313-39) married a
granddaughter of the prince of Yunnan, the 6th son of Khubilai.
When she died, he married a daughter of the prince of Wei, the
eldest son of the second son of Zhenjin, in 1324, but it was a
Korean queen who gave birth to the 28th and 31st kings. The
28th king (忠惠王 r.1339-44) married a granddaughter of the
second son of Khubilai’s 7th son and obtained the 29th king
(忠穆王 r.1344-8) from her, while obtaining the 30th king (忠定王
r.1349-51) from a Korean queen. 40 The 31st king, Kong-min
(恭愍王 r.1351-74), married a granddaughter of the Prince of
Wei. Altogether, six Mongol princesses in direct descent from
Chinggis Khan married Koryeo kings, giving birth to two royal
heirs. The Mongol mother of the 27th king was a commoner. The

Son-in-Law (Kürgen) States of the Mongols

second son was Darmabala (塔刺麻八

刺) and the third son was the 6th
emperor, Temür Öljeitü (成宗, r.12941307). The Prince of Wei (魏王, A-muga 阿木哥) was the first son of
Darmabala, and the eldest step-brother
th

to the 7 (Wuzong 武宗 r.1307-11)
th

and 8 (Renzong 仁宗 r.1311-20)
emperors.

高麗史 卷第八十九 列傳 第二 后
妃二 忠烈王齊國大長公主名忽都魯
揭里迷失元世祖皇帝之女母曰阿速
眞可敦 元宗十五年[1274] 忠烈王以
世子在元尙公主...忠烈王四年[1277]
...王及公主到京師謁帝…公主又抱

世子見于太子妃妃名之曰益智禮普
化…六年 帝流皇子愛牙赤于大靑島
公主迎于城外…二十二年…明年
[1296]…公主…疾薨…壽三十九…忠

宣王二年[1309]

武宗[r.1307-11]降制

曰…季女鍾愛...高麗王璋妣皇姑…
40

th

Khubilia’s 6 son was the Prince of

Yunnan (雲南王, 忽哥赤), father of
the prince of Ying (英王, Yesen Temür

也先帖木兒). Khubilia’s 7th son was
the Prince of Xiping (奧魯赤) whose
second son was Temür Buka (鎭西武

靖王, 焦八, 朔思班).
41

高麗史節要 卷十九 元宗二 辛未

十二年 [1271] 蒙古至元八年 冬十
月 帝許世子婚
元史 卷二百八 列傳 第九十五 外
夷一 高麗 至元十一年 [1274] 五月
皇女忽都魯揭里迷失[阿速眞皇后
女]下嫁于世子愖…十八年 二月 又
請易宣命職銜 增駙馬字 從之

Resuscitate Marginalized Koryeo Kingship

42

See Yoon (2006: 40-50). Nayan was

a great-great-grandson of Otchigin (斡

赤斤). The outbreak of rebellion in
Manchuria, a region theoretically under
Khubilai’s direct jurisdiction, was a
challenge to his authority as Khan of
Khan, and Khubilai personally led the
punitive campaign.
43

See Rossabi (1994: 436-7).

The first Mongol invasion force (of
October, 1274) amounted to 25,000
Mongol and Han Chinese soldiers,
8,000 Koryeo soldiers, and 900 ships
with 6,700 Koryeo sailors aboard. The
second Mongol invasion force (of May
1281) amounted to 3,500 ships and
100,000 soldiers who sailed from South
China, and 900 ships with 15,000
Koryeo sailors aboard and 40,000
soldiers (that included 10,000 Koryeo
soldiers) who left from a Korean port.
The two invasions ended in complete
disaster because of heavy storms.
44

After May, 1274, the Mongol generals

encountering the Koryeo king began to
observe the protocol proper for an
emperor’s son-in-law and, after 1294,
proper for a husband of the emperor’s
aunt (武宗皇姑 齊國大長公主).

蒙兀兒史記 卷一百五十一 諸公主
表三 然蒙兀駙馬之親 等於宗王其
忽里勒塔之會 駙馬與諸王將相列右
公主與后妃列左 並得參預立君等大
議
45

中國正史朝鮮傳 三 (1989: 441)
高麗史 卷三十三 世家 卷三十三

忠宣王…元宿衛凡十年 武宗仁宗龍
潛與王同卧起晝夜不相離..與王定策
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following are the particulars of Koryeo becoming a kürgen state.
In February 1270, the 24th Koryeo king (Won-zong) and
the crown prince had an audience with Khubilai Khan. In 1271,
the year Khubilai declared himself the emperor of the Yuan
dynasty, Khubilai decided to betroth his then-thirteen-year-old
youngest daughter to the 35-year old Koryeo crown prince. The
wedding took place three years later, in May 1274, and the crown
prince (King Chung-yul b.1236) ascended the throne in July
1274.41 The Khubilai’s daughter (齊國大長公主 1258-96) gave
birth to the heir apparent, Chung-seon, in September 1275.
In 1214, Chinggis Kahn had allotted the area between
the Argun River and Hulun-Buir Lakes, in the west, and Greater
Xing’an Range, in the east (that had served as the operational base
for Chinggis’s forefathers), to his favorite youngest brother,
Temüge Otchigin, who could soon expand his domain to the
Liaodong area by 1230 (which was lost to Khubilai in 1287 in the
aftermath of the rebellion led by the rebel prince Nayan), to the
area around the Songhua River, and then eventually to almost the
whole of north and west Manchuria.42 Batar (2006: iii) contends
that Khubilai made Koryeo a son-in-law state in order to prevent
the encroachment of the Otchigin forces into Liaodong and the
Korean Peninsula. Khubilai, however, seems to have intended to
rule Koryeo by resuscitating the kingship (that had been radically
marginalized under the 100-year military dictatorship) with a
transfusion of royal Mongol blood.
The Koryeo court sent marmots, otters, silver, falcons,
ceramics, and medicines as tributes, and Khubilai reciprocated. He
gave lavish gifts, permitted Koryeo merchants to trade in China,
supplied the Koryeo with grain and meat in time of distress, and
sent Mongol troops to oust the rebel forces. The Koryeo, on the
other hand, constructed hundreds of warships and provided the
necessary sailors, soldiers, and provisions to support the Mongol
campaigns against the Kamakura shogunate on the Japanese
islands in 1274 and 1281.43
The first Mongol Queen was a paternal aunt to the 6th
Yuan emperor (r.1294-1307). The 25th Koryeo king, Chung-yul,
who had enjoyed the privileges of being the emperor’s son-in-law
at first (1274-94), now enjoyed the status of emperor’s uncle at the
Mongol court ceremonies, though often irritated by the
uncontrolled exercise of power of his young Mongol queen at his
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own Koryeo court.44 Thereafter, a succession of Koryeo kings
had princesses of the Yuan imperial house as their primary
consorts, seemingly ensuring a slow but sure genetic conquest of
the Koryeo rulers.
As a son-in-law (kürgen) state to Yuan, the Koryeo court
could maintain its position as sovereign ruler of an independent
state and, as an emperor’s son-in-law, the Koryeo king possessed
the legal right to vote at the khuriltai. Genetically, however, the
Koryeo kings began to converge rapidly with the pure-blooded
Mongol princes. The crown princes resided in Beijing as members
of the Kesig until called to the kingship, at which time they took
Mongol names and wore the Mongol hair style.
The 26th king, Chung-seon, with 50% Mongol DNA,
married (in 1296 as crown prince) a daughter of the Prince of
Chin, Kammala, the first son of Khubilai’s prince imperial Zhenjin.
Chung-seon (1275-1325) ascended the throne in January 1298,
only to be replaced by his father, the former king, eight months
later in August 1298. The official excuse for his abrupt recall to
the Yuan capital was the radical reforms undertaken by him, but
the real cause seems to have been marital discord with his Mongol
queen. While in exile at the Yuan capital (1298. 8.-1308. 6.), he
intrigued with the emperor’s nephew, Yakhudu (a descendant of
Tolui) and the grand councillor of the right (Harghasun 答刺罕),
in 1307, to enthrone Darmabala’s second son (Borozigin Haisan/
Khaishan 武宗 r.1307-11) as the 7th Yuan emperor and make
Darmabala’s third son (Borozigin Ayurbalbad 仁宗 r.1311-20), the
heir apparent. Darmabala was the second son of Zhenjin. As a half
Altan uruq (Golden Clan) and a kürgen, the Koryeo king (then in
exile at the Yuan court) had found himself smack in the middle of
court intrigues for the Yuan throne between the faction in support
of the Zhenjin’s nephew (the late khaghan’s cousin Ananda 阿難
達) and the faction in support of Zhenjin’s grandsons. Emperor
Wuzong not only made Chung-sun immediately resume the
kingship of Koryeo, replacing his father, but also, in 1308,
awarded him the title of “Prince of Shenyang (瀋陽王),”
promoted to “Prince of Shen” two years later. 45 The Yuan
emperor declared in 1310 that any Shenyang officials who
bypassed the Prince of Shen would be punished. When there
appeared the 8th emperor (Ayurbalbad), he was forced to hand
over the kingship to his son (in 1313), and yet his relation with the

Emperor’s Son-in-Law and Prince of Shen

元史 卷二十三 本紀二十三 武宗二
至大三年 [1310] 賜高麗國王王璋功
臣號 改封瀋王
高麗史節要 卷二十三 己酉元年
[1309]...政丞...於[忠宣]王請還國 時

帝及皇后皇太子待王甚寵 故王不納
46

高麗史節要 卷二十三 三十三年

前王與皇姪…太子及右丞相塔刺罕
等定策迎入懷寧王海山爲帝
高麗史 卷三十六 忠惠王八年[1339]
我祖…佐仁宗皇帝平定內亂行至央
骨迎立武宗皇帝爲定策一等功臣
高麗史節要
[1308]

卷二十三

三十四年

元遣使來冊王爲征東行中書

省右丞相高麗國王依前開府儀同三
司太子太師上柱國駙馬都尉瀋陽王
高麗史節要 卷二十三 二年 [1310]
帝命瀋陽路官吏毋得隔越瀋王奏請
違者理罪
Wang Ho, the Prince of Shen, was a
son of Chung-seon’s elder brother, who
could not be made a Koryeo king
because his mother was not a Mongol
princess. Wang Ho, however, could
marry a daughter of the prince of Liang,
a son of Kammala and an elder brother
of Chung-seon’s Mongol queen, and
hence could continue to pursue
intrigues in order to gain possession of
the Koryeo kingship until his death in
1345. Thereafter, the position was not
filled for 9 years, and then Ho’s
grandson (Toqtoho-buqa 篤朶不花)
was appointed Prince of Shen in 1354.
47

高麗史

[1313]

卷三十四

忠宣王五年

科擧之設王嘗以姚燧之言白

于帝許之…其原蓋自王發也...右丞相
禿魯罷帝以王爲相王固辭

Koryeo Woman Became Empress of Shundi
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When the Prince of Wei was exiled to

the Jeju-Daechung Islands in 1317-23
(by his youngest step brother, the 8

th

emperor) on the charge of insurrection,
Chung-suk had provided him kind
hospitality and became his son-in-law in
1324. Koryeo seems to have been a
favorite place for the Yuan court to
banish imperial princes. For instance, a
Khubilai’s son was banished in 1279,
and another son in 1310-2. The last
Yuan emperor (r.1333-68) had also
been banished to Koryeo in 1330.

高麗史 卷三十四 忠肅王 丙辰三年
[1316] 秋七月 王娶營王女亦憐眞八

刺公主 丁巳四年 [1317] 潤月 元流
魏王阿木哥于耽羅尋移大靑島 戊午
五年 [1318] 秋七月 元遣吏部尙書
…來責問慰接魏王 癸亥十年 [1323]

冬十月 帝召還魏王阿木哥…德妃宴
魏王于永安宮
春正月

甲子十一年

[1324]

帝流孛刺太子于我大靑島

八月 王娶魏王阿木哥女金童公主
卷三十六 忠惠王 己卯八年 秋七月
元流明宗太子…我大靑島年十一歲
元史 卷三十八 本紀第三十八 順帝
一 至順元年 [1330] 遂徙帝于高麗
使居大靑島 卷一百十五 列傳 第二
眞金 世祖嫡子也…中統三年封燕王
新元史 卷一百十三 列傳十 塔刺麻
八刺至元初[1264]生於燕邸及燕王爲
皇太子…二十二年[1285]皇太子卒…
卒年二十九[1292 廟號順宗] 三子長
武宗次仁宗庶長子阿木哥…母郭氏
本世祖宮人…武宗卽位[1307-11]封魏
王…以罪謫徙耽羅 復移於大靑島…
泰定元年[1324]召赴關…子阿魯至順
元年[1330]封西靖王…次孛羅帖木兒
襲封魏王 至正十三年[1353]..討河南
妖賊 嗜酒不設備爲賊所劫執被害
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new emperor was amicable enough to retain the position of the
Prince of Shen, appointing his nephew Wang Ho (暠) as heir
apparent and then transferring the position of the Prince of Shen
to Ho in 1316.46
According to the History of Koryeo, King Chung-seon had
proposed the implementation of the civil examination system to
Emperor Renzong (Ayurbalbad) in 1313, and the Yuan court,
following his suggestion, instituted the system in 1315. Renzong
had offered him the position of the grand councillor of the right,
but he declined the offer. 47 Chung-seon was exiled to Tibet in
1320 by the 9th Yuan emperor (Borozigin Sidibala 英宗 r.1320-23),
Renzong’s son, but returned to Dadu when his wife’s younger
brother became the 10th emperor (Borozigin Yisuntemur r.1324-8).
The 27th king, Chung-suk, was born of a non-royal
Mongol queen, but in any case with 75% Mongol DNA now,
married the daughter of a Khubilai’s grandson (the Prince of
Ying) in 1316. When she died in 1319, Chung-suk married in 1324
a daughter of the Prince of Wei (魏王阿木哥), Darmabala’s first
son (庶長子) and Khubilai’s great-grandson.48 These two Mongol
princesses, however, could not bear future Koryeo kings. It was a
Koryeo woman, Queen Hong, who bore the 28th and 31st Koryeo
kings, reducing both sovereign’s Mongol DNA down to 37.5%.
The 28th king married a granddaughter of a Khubilai’s grandson
in 1330, who ruled as regent for seven years on behalf of the 29th
and 30th teenage kings. The 31st king, Kong-min, married a
daughter of the Prince of Wei, Jr. in 1351. Kong-min’s father-inlaw was the son of the Prince of Wei (子襲封魏王) and a brother
of Chung-suk’s Mongol queen (i.e., a grandson of Darmabala).49
Kong-min, as if to show off his 62.5% Koryeo DNA, expelled
the Mongol forces from the Korean Peninsula in 1364.
Apparently his Mongol queen (魯國大長公主) did not mind,
possibly because her father, the Prince of Wei, Jr., had been
purged owing to his failed military campaign in southern China in
1353. She died in childbirth in 1365.
Seemingly in a retaliation of sorts, Koryeo exported a
woman to become the second empress, called Empress Ki, of the
last Yuan emperor (Shun’di, r.1333-68, d.1370) in 1340. The first
empress had been implicated in treason and purged in 1335.50
According to Dardess (1994: 580), in view of “the effect of her
new status on the complex issue of Yuan relations with Korea,”
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many Mongols had opposed making her empress. 51 She gave
birth to Ayushiridara who became heir apparent in 1353.
Ledyard (1983: 325) states: “Koryeo was able to preserve
its dynastic existence…although…Koryeo’s northern territory…
was removed and placed under the direct Mongol administration.”

The Twilight of the Mongol Yuan Empire

49

th

The 28 king, Chung-hye, married the

granddaughter of a grandson of
th

Khubilai’s 7 son. They had one
daughter who married the Prince of Lu
(魯王) in 1354, and became missing at
the scene of hostilities in 1368. Zhu

TWILIGHT OF THE MONGOL EMPIRE

Yuanzhang found her and returned her

Because the Mongols did not have an orderly system of
imperial succession, the new emperor had to slaughter a large
number of his predecessor’s or rival’s supporters. According to
Hsiao (1978: 53), the tradition of “joint family property and the
lack of a smooth system of succession forced the Mongolian
rulers at Dadu repeatedly to meet serious challenges from their
brothers, who often based themselves in the steppe region.”
When Mönke, Tolui’s son, proclaimed himself Khagan in 1251,
the descendants of Ögödei and Chaghadai “denied the
overlordship of Tolui’s house. In 1268, they rallied under Qaidu,
grandson of Ögödei, to form a separate Mongolian state in
Turkestan and Semireche and fought to challenge” the legitimacy
of Khubilai, the nominal Khagan of the Great Mongolian
Empire. Hsiao (1978: 53) writes: the “descendants of younger
brothers of Chinggis Khan, Nayan and Qadan, echoed them in
Manchuria in 1287. Peace was not achieved until 1303, after
Qaidu’s death, so that for a prolonged period of time the Yuan
had to station large garrisons in the steppe region.” The Yuan
dynasty was torn by heavy demand for garrison troops, both in
their steppe homeland where the rebellious brothers were
watching vigilantly for a chance to challenge the Mandate of
Heaven and in discontented South China that had not been
accustomed to life under conquest dynasties.
After the rule of the 8th Yuan emperor (Renzong, r.131120), there was a rapid turnover of six emperors in a 12-year period
until the enthronement of the fifteenth and the last Yuan emperor
(Toghon Temür/Shun’di, r.1333-68). In 1360-1, “Alqui Temür, a
descendant of Ögödei,” notes Hsiao (1978: 53), “made an attempt
to challenge Toghon Temür’s authority from his steppe base.”
According to Lattimore (1934: 47), “the Mongols were driven
from China in the first place largely because of disputes
(especially between Northern and Southern Mongols) over the
succession to the throne, and these disputes were continued, after

to Koryeo in 1370.

高麗史節要 卷二十九 庚戌十九年
帝…遣還忠惠王女
According to the Chronicle of Koryeo
(Spring, 1360), King Kong-min was
afraid of riding horseback, but was
taught to ride in the rear garden of the
palace at night by the Mongol queen.
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元史 卷一百一十四 后妃一 順帝
答納失里皇后 至順四年[1333] 立爲
后 元統三年 [1335] 后兄…以逆謀
誅...因遷后出宮…完者忽都皇后奇氏
高麗人 生皇太子愛猷識理達臘…初
…進爲宮女…立爲第二皇后
元史 卷四十六 本紀 第四十六 順
帝九 至正二十五年[1365] 詔立次皇
后奇氏爲皇后
51

The Jin emperors always chose their

empresses from a small number of
Nüzhen consort families. In marked
contrast, Batar (2006: 7) notes, three
Koryeo women became empress of the
Mongol Yuan dynasty.

高麗史 卷三十五 忠肅王 戊辰十五
年[1328]帝[天順帝r.1328/明宗r.1328
-9]封…金深女達麻實里爲皇后 先是

深女爲仁宗皇帝[仁宗r.1311-20]偏妃
52

Lattimore (ibid) continues: “They

continued, in fact, for three centuries,
and were only terminated by
recognition of the Manchu line as …
paramount overlords of the Mongols.”

End of Mongol Power in Korean Peninsula

See also Lorge (2005: 91-94).
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See Lattimore (1934: 16, 42).

Leading 170 households, Yi Seong-

kye’s fourth generation ancestor (李安

社) had migrated from Jeon-ju to Samcheok, and then to the Yanji-Tuman
area, eventually settling at Ou-dong (斡

東/延吉 城子山城). He was
appointed in 1255 as the Chief of One
Thousand (chiliarch 首千戶) and
governor (達魯花赤 daruhachi) of Oudong (inhabited by about 5,000
households) by the Otchigin Mongol
clan (headed by a grandson of
Otchigin, Tagachar 塔察) whose
authority extended to eastern
Manchuria at that time. Daruhachi
were, Hsiao (1978: 154) notes,
“appointed by the Mongolian court [as
personal representatives of the Khan]
to the cities in the newly conquered
sedentary regions to exact revenues
and maintain order. … [They] were
placed above titular officials … Their
function was mainly supervisory rather
than executive. With few exceptions,
only Mongols and the Semu were
qualified to serve as daruhachi.”
Yi Seong-kye’s great grandfather (李行

里) moved south and settled in the
Ham-heung area (雙城) in 1290, and
was also appointed as the Chief of One
Thousand in 1300. As a result, his
grandfather Yi Chun (李椿 d.1342) and
his father came to rule both the Koryeo
and Nüzhen people in the frontier area.
See Yoon (2006: 227-33). The raids of
the Japanese pirates became rampant
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the loss of the empire in China, in wars for tribal hegemony.” 52
The Gobi desert, lying east and west, has always been
the natural line of cleavage in tribal history between Inner and
Outer Mongolia. 53 The fact that in 89-92 CE, the Southern Turks
had joined the Han forces to crush the northern Turks may attest
to the importance of the fundmental factors of geography.
Drought and famine had caused a series of popular Han
Chinese rebellions after 1325. The Red Turbans Rebellions rose in
the 1330s. The bandit leaders appealed to the White Lotus cults,
impersonating the Future Buddha, to incite and mobilize the
Chinese peasants. At the request of the Yuan court, Koryeo had
dispatched a small army, including a general named Choe Yeong,
to assist in crushing the Han Chinese rebellions (led by a salt
merchant 張士誠) in 1354-5. Koryeo became keenly aware of the
decaying might of the Mongol military forces. In 1356, the year
Zhu Yuanzhang claimed himself duke of Wu, King Kong-min
(r.1351-74) sent an army to attack the Yuan commandery
headquarters at Ssang-seong (雙城), Ham-gyeong province, and
was able to abolish the Yuan liaison organ, the Eastern Expedition
Field Headquarters. The cooperation of Yi Ja-chun (李子春
d.1361), who was a local magnate and father of Yi Seong-kye (李
成桂 1335-1408, the founder of Chosun dynasty), had played a
decisive role for Koryeo to recover its lost territory. 54
The red-turbaned bandits ravaged North China in 13579 and invaded Koryeo in 1359. More than 200,000 bandits
invaded Koryeo in October 1361, and captured the capital in
November, but they were destroyed and expelled in January 1362
by the 200,000-man Koryeo army led by numerous capable
generals including Choe Yeong and Yi Seong-kye. Two Yuan
imperial seals were retrieved from the bandits, and were later
returned to the Yuan court. 55
Although King Kong-min had a Mongol wife and a
Mongol grandmother, he had purged the pro-Yuan faction in
1356, eliminating Empress Ki’s brother, who came to exercise
mighty power in the Koryeo court. Eight years thereafter,
Empress Ki at last managed to persuade her son, Prince Imperial
Ayusiridara, to send an army and replace the King Kong-min, but
the Mongol force was annihilated in 1364, marking the end of
Mongol power in the Korean Peninsula. 56
The Mongols soon abandoned mainland China and, in
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1368, fled back to their old homelands. According to the Essentials
of Koryeo History, Shun’di, who in his youth had once been
condemned to exile to Koryeo, made preparation to escape to Jeju
Island in 1367. 57 The last Yuan emperor seems to have been
apprehensive about returning to the Mongolian steppe, the nest
haunted by deadly treacherous cousins. He was, indeed, killed in
May 1370, within two years after his return to his own homeland.
When the family of the Empress Ki assembled Yuan
refugees in Manchuria in 1368 with the intention of avenging the
downfall of their clique, Henthorn (1972: 129) writes, “King
Kong-min dusted off the tradition that Koryeo was the successor
to the old state of Koguryeo and thus the rightful sovereign of
Manchuria and sent two of his best generals, Chi Yongsu (池龍壽)
and Yi Seong-kye. … [the Koryeo army] took the city of Liaoyang
[遼城 in November 1370]. The Koreans were unprepared to hold
their gains and recalled their armies, although they repeatedly
brought up their claim to all lands east of the Liao River. Ming
forces soon moved into the area [in 1387], permanently settling
the question.”58
Ayusiridara (r.1370-8) had commanded the entire Yuan
armies by the emperor’s order, in 1367, and succeeded Shun’di in
1370 at Yingchang (應昌). According to the Xin Yuanshi, the
Koryeo called the new court (across the Gobi, at Helin 和林)
Northern Yuan, and King Kong-min (r.1351-74) asserted that,
“since he was also a descendant of Khubilai, he was obliged to
assist the new emperor in recovering the lost empire.” Ayusiridara
was able to rout the Ming army so decisively in 1372 as to make
the Ming never again dare to cross the dessert. He was later
succeeded by his younger brother, who ruled for ten years (137887). According to the Mingshi, however, Ayusiridara was succeeded
by his son in 1378. The son ruled until 1390 when the throne was
usurped and assumed a new dynastic name, Tartar (韃靼).59
Lorge (2005b: 108) states that “after the losses of 1372,
the Hongwu emperor [Ming Taizu] shifted to a defensive stance
with respect to the steppe.” Ledyard (1983: 326-7) states: “the
Mongol rulers… maintained themselves as ‘Northern Yuan’ for
several decades after 1368 and were not…driven from the Liao
area until 1387. The lingering of the Northern Yuan presented the
rulers of Koryeo with extensive problems. Some conservative
forces… managed to promote…relationship with them; for their

Norhtern Yuan Followed by Tartar Dynasty

after 1350. The Muromachi shogunate
(1338-1573) lacked the power to
constrain the Waegu. Choe Yeong,
however, together with Yi Seong-kye,
succeeded in destroying the pirates.
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高麗史節要 卷二十七 元至正二

十二年 [1362] 春正月 崔瑩等率兵
二十萬...圍京城…太祖[李成桂]以麾
下兵二千人先登大破[紅頭賊]..斬首
凡一十餘萬獲元帝玉璽二顆..一十餘
萬奔還渡鴨綠江
56

元史 卷一百一十四 后妃一 順帝

…初奇氏之族在高麗者

高麗王怒

盡殺之

怙勢驕橫

至正二十三年

[1363] 后謂皇太子曰 汝何不爲復讎

耶?遂立高麗王族人留京師者爲王…
用兵一萬…過鴨綠 水伏兵四起 乃
大敗 餘十七騎而還 [1364] 后大慚
… 二十十八年 [1968] 從帝北奔

新元史 卷二百四十九 列傳 第 一
百四十六 外國一 高麗 至正 十三
年 [1353] 冊立皇太子…太子奇皇后
所出也 奇氏高麗人本微賤…皇后兄
子奇轍爲大司徒富貴震一時..十六年
[1356] 有密告奇轍潛通 雙城叛民謀

逆祺殺之夷其族…二十三年 皇太子
欲爲奇皇后復仇 乃立德興君…爲國
王…發遼陽行省兵送之…祺聞其事…
書曰 世祖皇帝…釐降帝女於忠烈王
且許以不革國俗 以至於今…二十四
年[1364]…以大兵一萬圍義州爲崔瑩
等所敗 一軍皆沒
57

高麗史節要 卷二十八 元至正二

十七年 [1367] 春二月 時元帝欲避
亂濟州仍輸御府金帛
58

高麗史 卷四十二 世家 卷四十二

Rise of Chosun Dynasty in Korean Peninsula

恭愍王五 [1370] 十一月 遼瀋元係
本國舊界…結親甥舅 任爲行省管轄
59
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part, the Northern Yuan forces kept on the best terms…with
Koryeo as a support for their position in Manchuria. …”

新元史 卷二十六 本紀 惠宗四

至正二十四年 [1364] 崔帖木兒與高

4. Rise of the Chosun Dynasty in the Korean Peninsula

麗人戰於定州敗績...二十八年七月皇
太子總天下兵馬裁決庶務如前..行上

CHOSUN GIVING UP EVEN THE DE JURE CLAIM ON LIAODONG

都 九月…詔高麗王將兵入援…三十

As the professed successor to Koguryeo, Koryeo used to
claim all lands east of the Liao River. The Ming army, however,
occupied the Liaodong area in 1387, and further proclaimed in
February 1388 their intention to occupy even the northeastern
frontier area of Koryeo that had been administered directly under
the Yuan commandery. Choe Yeong, who had recently seized
power by driving out the rival faction, decided to launch an attack
on Liaodong, appointing Yi Seong-kye as deputy commander in
April 1388.60 Yi Seong-kye, however, turned his army back at the
Wi-wha Island (in the mouth of the Yalu River) in May, seized
power in June 1388, and founded the Chosun dynasty in 1392.
Chosun retained the cis-Yalu territory, but gave up the
Liao River basin in order to avoid a confrontation with Ming.
Disappointing the irredentists, the rulers of the Korean Peninsula
chose stability and peace rather than contesting the Liaodong area.
Many Nüzhens joined the Chosun garrisons established in the
vicinity of the Yalu, and others entered trade, frequently assuming
Korean surnames.61
Chosun accepted the suzerain-subject relationship with
Ming. Yi Seong-kye had already adopted a friendly posture toward
Ming by aborting the invasion of Liaodong and overthrowing the
Koryeo dynasty in July 1392. By adhering to the traditional Sa-dae
(Respect the Greater) strategy, the Chosun dynasty yielded to the
Stronger, now the Han Chinese Ming, and the Chosun was able to
maintain its independent nationhood free from the ravages of
warfare, and even obtain the Ming’s help in repulsing the Japanese
invasion that erupted two hundred years later, on April 13, 1592.

年[1370]

昭宗皇帝諱愛猷識理達臘

惠宗長子也母曰完者都皇后 至正十
三年冊立爲皇太子 二十八年從惠宗
奔上都 三十年夏四月惠宗[順帝]崩
於應昌太子卽皇帝位…宣光元年 明
太祖洪武四年也[1371] 遼陽行省..等
州降於高麗 十月高麗兵陷五老山寨
新元史 卷二十六 本紀十八 至正三
十年[1370] 皇太子..卽皇帝位...應
昌陷..奔和林...改元宣光...二年[1372]
..大破明...自是明兵不復渡漠..三年遣
...使於高麗...王[恭愍王 r.1351-74]曰
...王亦世祖之孫也

宜助朕復正天下

是時高麗稱和林爲北元...五年...明太
祖...手書通好..八年 帝崩於金山...廟
號曰昭宗... 弟脫古思帖木兒嗣 惠宗
第二子也 改元天元 在位十年
明史 卷三百二十七 列傳 第二百十
五 韃靼…卽蒙古 故元後也…元主
奔應昌…洪武三年[1370]…元主已殂
…太子…居和林…十一年 [1378] 故
元太子…卒 太祖…遣使弔祭 子…
繼立…二十三年 [1390] 有...簒立 稱
可汗 去國號 遂稱 韃靼云
According to Crossley (2006: 59), after
the fall of Yuan, “the Chakhar,
Uriangkha, Khalkha, Ordos, Tümed,

FOUNDING A STATE ACCORDING TO THE NEO-CONFUCIAN IDEAL

and Kharachin” tribes withdrew from

During the 14th century, the Koryeo central aristocrats
and Buddhist temples had greatly expanded their holdings of
landed estates and slaves, depleting state revenues. A group of
reform-minded Neo-Confucian scholar-officials used the military

mainland China, and these federations,
“referred to themselves as the Northern
Yuan. … The Oyirods of the Lake
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strongman, Yi Seong-kye, to put their ideas into practice. Yi and
his supporters ruled indirectly through the puppet Koryeo kings
for four years (1388-91), and then established a new dynasty
(1392-1910), setting up the structure of government and society
according to the Neo-Confucian ideals. 62 Yi Seong-kye and his
supporters accomplished at least seven objectives: they wiped out
the political influence of the Buddhist establishment; discouraged
shamanistic practices; reformed the degenerate social systems; set
afire all the existing registers of public and private land in 1390;
nationalized every plot of land within the state, uprooting the
established landed-aristocracy; implemented an equitable landtiller system in 1391; and improved the status of slaves while
reducing their number.
The founder of Chosun had recognized a far greater
number of lineages as nobility than did the true-bone aristocracy
of Silla and the small hereditary aristocracy of Koryeo. Since the
protected appointments (yin) were strictly limited, the examination
system and Confucian academic training became very important
for the recruitment of government officials. The new ruling class
inherited their status as nobility essentially by passing the
Confucian examinations and securing official appointment. The
official ideology of the Chosun state had stressed self-cultivation,
frugality, and thrift in daily life. 63
Tae-jong (r.1400-18) put various military groups under
the direct command of the king and restructured the central
government under the State Council (abolishing the Privy
Council), but made the Six Ministries report directly to the throne.
During the reign of Se-jong (r.1418-50), the northern boundary
along the Yalu and Tumen rivers was secured firmly. The pillaging
by Japanese pirates was drastically reduced.64

Chosun State Based on Neo-Confucian Ideal

Balkhash region, the Khorochins at the
perimeter with Ming Liaodong, and the
Buryats of the extreme north…had
remained comparatively autonomous.”
See also Lorge (2005b: 107).
60

the Koryeo army mobilized in 1388
amounted to 38,830 regular soldiers
and 11,600 corvée auxiliaries, but it
was officially called (軍號) a 100,000man army. It seems that the usual ratio
of exaggeration was about 2 to 3 in
those days.
61

See Crossly (1999: 87).

62

Chosun became a highly centralized

Neo-Confucian bureaucratic state. The
central government appointed all local
officials, and instituted a system of
checks and balances (i.e., criticism and
surveillance) defined by a statutory
national code that was designed to
prevent the concentration of power and
arbitrary decision-making by the king or
by any officials. The institutionalization
of the new dynasty was finalized by the
publication of the State Code (經國大

典) in 1485. See Lee (1984: 164-5).
63

5. Restoration of the Han Chinese Dynasty: Ming (1368-1644)

According to the Chronicle of Koryeo,

See Lee (1984: 174) and Lee and

de Bary (1997: 261-5, 302).
Appointed from the newest graduates

NATIVE INTERLUDE IN CHINESE DYNASTIC HISTORY

of the civil service examination, the

Zhu Yuanzhang (Ming Taizu/Hongwu r.1368-98 朱元璋
/洪武) was born in 1328 to a poor peasant family in Haozhou (濠
州), northern Jiangsu, about 160 kilometers northwest of Nanjing.

court diarists took notes, in “straight

Most of his family died of starvation, and he became a Buddhist
novice at the age of 16 to get enough to eat. In 1352, Zhu joined

them to adhere to the ideals of Zhu Xi’s

brush” for posterity, of all the activities
of the king and the officials, obliging
Neo-Confucian norms.

Ming Fills Interval between Mongols and Manchu

64

King Se-jong launched an expedition
in 1419 against Tsushima Island to
destroy their base, and then allowed
the Japanese to engage in trade at

three ports under the strict supervision
of Chosun officials. Chosun maintained
the Neighborly Relations (交隣)
strategy with Tokugawa Japan.
The phonetic script Hangul was
invented in 1446, enabling the Koreans
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a local rebel force associated with the northern Red Turbans in
Anhui to become second-in-command, capturing Chuzhou in
1354. The bandit leader (郭子興) died in 1355, and Zhu took over
the leadership of the rebel army. 65 Zhu Yuanzhang captured
Nanjing (建康) in 1356 and proclaimed himself Duke of Wu,
presenting himself as a national leader against the Mongols rather
than as a popular rebel. Destroying the rival forces in South
China, Zhu Yuanzhang proclaimed himself Prince of Wu in 1364,
and then emperor of the Ming dynasty in 1368 when he captured
Beijing. The unification of the mainland was completed by 1382.

to write without using Chinese letters.
The progress in agricultural technology

FROM YUAN MILITARY SYSTEM TO MERCENARY ARMY

(such as improved seeds, wet-farming,

Ming Taizu had stationed his sons in the northern
border territories, while keeping only the legitimate heir (his
deceased eldest son’s fifteen-year-old son, Jianwen 建文/惠帝
r.1398-1402) in the capital, Nanjing. Taizu’s fourth son, Zhu Di
(Yongle 朱棣/永樂/成祖 r.1402-24), who was a popular and
experienced frontier military commander, killed the boy emperor
and then transferred the capital to his former princely fief, Beijing.
Many Western Mongols (including the Uriyangqad and Oyirods)
helped Yongle in his war against the Nanjing court.66
In 1409, Yongle sent a force of 100,000 troops to attack
the Eastern Mongols. In 1410, Yongle himself marched with
500,000 troops. He organized an army for a campaign against
Oirat Mongols in 1414, and won a victory at the Kerulen River.67
Yongle mounted another major campaign against the Eastern
Mongols in 1422, and led his fifth steppe campaign in 1424, the
last Ming expedition on the steppe. He died en route to Beijing.
Yongle’s exploits may be compared to those of Qin Shihuangdi
and Han Wudi. His successors, however, had absolutely no taste
for renewing steppe campaigns. After Yongle’s death, the Ming
court reverted to the more traditional Chinese pattern of fixed
defenses.68 The reinforcement of the Great Wall was an
expression of the siege mentality of the Ming court that proved
to be a futile effort.
Lattimore (1934: 47-8) states that “the Yuan dynasty was
followed, in China proper, by that of the Ming which filled the
interval between the Mongol Empire and the Manchu conquest.
… It is true that Ming generals campaigned far to the north, in
Outer Mongolia, and that great victories were recorded. These

and transplanting) enabled the Chosun
commoners to enjoy an agreeable level
of material comfort.
65

See Lorge (2005: 108-117). The Red

Turbans were led by Han Shantong (韓

山童) and his son (韓林兒) in North
China and by Chen Youliang (陳友諒)
in the central Yangzi River area.
66

67

See Lorge (2005:116).

Yongle let Zheng He, a Muslim Turk,

undertake seven grand diplomatic naval
expeditions between 1405 and 1423,
visiting 30 countries as far as the
African east coast with 26,800 men in
the very first voyage. The shipyards
near Nanjing alone built 2,000 vessels,
including about 100 state-of-the-art
treasure ships unprecedented in human
history; 370-440 feet in length and 150180 feet abeam, weighing 3,000 tons
apiece with 4-9 masts up to 90 feet
high, 16 water-tight compartments, and
stern-post rudders. Persuaded by the
Confucian bureaucrats, however,
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From Yuan Military System to Mercenary Army

victories, however, never amounted to conquest … [T]he armies
concerned were not genuine invading Chinese armies … [T]he
Chinese operated by backing one Mongol tribal group against
another, and claimed their victories as Chinese conquests.”
“Inspired by the Mongol Yuan dynasy’s garrisons and
modeled after the fubing of Tuoba Wei, Sui, and Tang times,” Zhu
Yuanzhang had created two million hereditary military households
that were subject to reduced tax and labor requirements. At least
on paper, there were 1,198,442 regular soldiers in this system.69
The army of hereditary military families with assigned lands,
Ebrey (1996: 194) explains, “came nowhere near paying for itself
or maintaining itself as an effective military force. Soldiers who
were not paid deserted or sold their lands.” 70 The Ming
government, Hsiao (1978: 7) reports, was “forced to abandon its
largely self-supporting, hereditary military class and to rely instead
upon mercenaries. The support for this mercenary army…
imposed a crushing financial burden on the Ming government and
ultimately proved to be an important factor in its downfall.”
For a Manchurian or a Mongolian dynasty, Beijing was
ideally located to serve as the dynastic capital because of easy
access to tribal troops from Manchuria or the Mongolian steppe.
With a vigorous martial leader like Yongle, who understood
frontier warfare and tribal politics, a northern capital was an asset.
But for a Han Chinese court in the absence of Shihuangdi, Wudi,
or Yongle, Beijing was a liability. It was remote from the bulk of
China’s resources and, furthermore, put the court directly on a
vulnerable frontier defense line, liable to sudden nomadic attack.
The Ming emperors did not campaign on the steppe
after Yongle’s death, while refusing for a long while to make peace
treaties with the nomads. The Ming rulers reasoned that the Song
court had paid huge subsidies to the Qidan, Nüzhen, and
Mongols, only to lose first North China and then be completely
swallowed by the Mongols. They believed that subsidies had
simply enhanced the power of nomads, ultimately leading to the
destruction of the Song dynasty. 71
The Ming court, however, belatedly recognized the fact
that the gifts and subsidies to nomads were cheaper than raising
troops or building walls for defense. In 1449, the Ming suffered
the embarrassment of Emperor Yingzong being captured by the
Oirat Mongols, reminiscent of the Xiongnu encirclement of Han

Yongle’s successors prohibited foreign
contact altogether, letting the Zheng
He’s Armada rot and leaving the world
to be explored by Europeans. See
Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 137-8).
68

See Barfield (1989: 235-7).

69

Quoted from Wakeman (1985: 25).

See Lorge (2005:111) and Hsiao (1978:
4). Local militia units, on the other
hand, performed low-level tasks under
the control of civil authorities.
70

Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 134)

state that “The whole military farming
program was a blueprint put out with no
preparation. …The army went more
and more unpaid, and its ranks were
thinned by desertion. Military units
shrank in size down to about 10 percent
except on the frontiers, where the army
had to be supplied.” Lorge (2005: 128)
states: “the hereditary military system
was virtually dead by the 1570s”
Wakeman (1985: 30) notes that, after
1472, “late Ming rulers devoted more
and more attention to repairing the
Great Wall [with brick].”
71

See Barfield (1989: 246-9).

72

Lattimore (1934: 47-8) notes that “In

1449, only eighty years after the
establishment of [Ming], the Mongols
actually invaded China, captured the
Emperor… In 1554 Beijing was again
besieged …by…a comparatively small
tribe…” After Yongle’s death, until the
fall of Esen in 1454, the Ming were in
fact paying tributes to the Mongols.

Han
F Chinese Rule of Liaodong Restored
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Jagchid and Symons (1989: 138) quote

Gaozu in 200 BCE. The Ming peace treaty with the Mongol tribal
leaders provided subsidies, trade rights, and title of Khan to every
minor chieftain that was to cement the fragmented political
structure on the Mongolian steppe.72

a passage in the Ming Shilu: “It was
impossible to satisfy their desires…
[They] increased their demands each
year. Sometimes they asked for many
expensive and luxurious things which
we did not have. Even so, the court
always tried to give those things to
them if they were ready in hand…. The
barbarian chief, …if he got…less than
what he asked…always got very angry
…” See also Elverskog (2006: 20-3).
73

The quote is from Kim (2004: 550).
According to Kim (ibid: 536), the

Chronicle of Liaodong (遼東志一 地理

志) records that, among the 275,155
households in the Ming pale (c.1400),
about 70% were the Han Chinese (漢

人), and the remaining 30% were the
Koryeo natives (高麗土着民), the
Qidan-Mongols, and the surrendered
Nüzhens (歸附女眞人). If we apply
the ratio of 6.4 persons per household
on average, there were about 1.23
million Chinese and 0.53 million nonChinese. See Kim (ibid: 598-601).
74

See Barfield (1989: 235-6 and 251).

Spence (1990: 26) states: “the policy of
the Ming was to control the Nüzhen by
formally defining their territory as a part
of China’s frontier defensive system, by
offering them honorific titles, and by
granting them trading privileges.”
75

Crossley (1999: 72-3) notes: “Nüzhen
‘tribute’ missions to the Ming capital

were actually expeditions for imposing
upon the…Ming court…collecting

HAN CHINESE RULE OF LIAODONG AFTER A LAPSE OF 1070 YEARS

The Ming army occupied Liaodong in 1387. This was
1070 years after 317 that the Han Chinese rule over the Liaodong
area, with its long-abandoned Chinese settlers, was restored. The
Ming, unlike the Mongol Yuan, lacked the power to maintain
military control over the whole of Manchuria outside Liaodong
and a narrow coastal strip of Liaoxi. The Ming pale was
constructed during 1437-42 and 1479-81 to defend the Liaodong
area from the intrusion of the Mongol-Xianbei and the Nüzhens.
The pale, surrounded by the Bian Qiang (邊牆) that was, “unlike
the Long Wall, makeshift fences made of earth, stones, bricks, and
woods,” delineated the Ming boundary in Manchuria.73 The Ming
court granted honorific titles and tributary benefits to about 200
petty Nüzhen tribal leaders outside the boundary in order to
maintain influence in the region and keep them out of the sphere
of Koryeo influence.74
According to Di Cosmo and Bao (2003: 1-4), even after
the downfall of the Mongols, the Nüzhens “continued to
entertain lord-vassal relationships with Mongol chiefs … [T]he
Ming had to compete with Korea over the economic and political
control of the Nüzhen tribes. Hence, the early years of the
Yongle reign were marked by intense diplomatic and military
activity, aimed at the same time to reduce the Korean presence in
the region and to establish a formal relationship of subordination
of the Nüzhen tribes to the Ming dynasty. … [T]he Ming court…
gave their chiefs Ming titles and initiated formal tributary relations
… [C]hieftains…had received from the Ming government military
titles and authorization letters (or imperial licenses) that allowed
them to present tribute. … [T]hey represented an important
source of revenues for the Nüzhen, and a chieftain who had
succeeded in conquering the people of another wei (衛所)…would
also appropriate the Ming issued credentials. This type of ‘tribal’
expansionism would allow an ambitious leader to increase the
number of missions taken to China, and with them, his profits. At
times the Hada tribes are said to have been able to control all
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Encounter of Rulers of Chosun and Ming

1,500 Nüzhen-owned licenses.” 75
Lattimore (1934: 48-9) states: “the Chinese power must
have been confined, in direct administration, to the most ancient
‘Chinese pale’ … the lower valley of the Liao and the Liaodong
peninsula. … Among the Tungusic tribes of the northern forests,
it would appear that the Ming Chinese operated by the device
(standardized from old) of granting titles and subsidies to certain
of the chiefs, and supporting them against possible tribal rivals.
The subsidized chiefs were then listed as ‘tribute bearers.’ By this
means the Chinese cultural influence penetrated far beyond the
limits of true political authority; but unfortunately, it has become
the custom to take any kind of evidence of Chinese penetration
as proof of government control.”

bribes in goods and cash to ensure
another year of amicability, and
wringing high prices for their horses …
in the legalized extortion that
constituted the Ming ‘tributary’
system with the Nüzhens and the
Mongols. Putative tributaries were
accustomed to write the court in
advance notifying it of their desires,
specifying such and such a title
(inevitably accompanied, it was
understood, by cash payment), so
many bolts of silk, and certain items of
clothing. … [M]ore than one headman

ENCOUNTER OF THE FUTURE RULERS OF CHOSUN AND MING

had brought along his mother to

Zhu Yuanzhang had chastised the newly established
Chosun (1392-1910) court on account of some “disrespectful”
expressions included in diplomatic correspondence addressed to
him. In June 1394, Yi Seong-kye (太祖 r.1392-98) dispatched his
fifth son, Bang-won (李芳遠), to resolve the discord with the
Ming Taizu. On his way to the Ming capital (京師/金陵 modernday Nanjing), Bang-won, who would become Taizong (太宗
r.1400-18) six years later by eliminating his young step-brother (世
子 芳碩), dropped in Beijing to visit the King of Yan (燕王), who
would become Emperor Yongle (永樂帝/成祖 r.1403-24) eight
years later by eliminating his young nephew (建文帝 r.13981402).76 Suh Keo-zeong (徐居正 1420-88) made a brief record of
their encounter in an essay (筆苑雜記, 1487). The two future
rulers (潛龍), perhaps because of their inborn militant nature,
could apparently have a heart-to-heart talk. Prince Bang-won had
a premonition of the rise of Yan King in the near future, and Yan
King took the Chosun prince into his confidence. Emperor
Yongle kept telling the Chosun envoys that he recognized the
greatness of Taizong at first sight.

personally collect their booty. The

CHOSUN SAVED FROM THE JAPANESE INVASION BY THE MING ARMY

Toyotomi Hideyoshi (豊臣秀吉 1536-98) succeeded in
unifying the Japanese islands by 1590, bringing an end to the
Warring States period that began in 1467 (with the outbreak of

results were further drain on the
strained resources of the Ming empire.”
And yet the Nüzhens harbored all sorts
of “grievances” against the “arrogant”
Ming rulers. Even the early Chosun
rulers insisted on sending three “tribute
missions” a year, but the Ming court
ordered (in 1393) that only one “tribute
mission” be sent every three years.

朝鮮王朝實錄 太祖 四卷 二年九月
二日(1393) 奏聞使南在回自京師曰:
“帝厚待之, 且命曰: ‘爾國使臣行
李往來, 道遠費煩, 自今三年一朝
76

The Neo-Confucian founders of the

Chosun dynasty (開國功臣) had
controlled the top decision-making Privy
Council (都評議使司) on the basis of
the codified ideal of the Confucianist
government (朝鮮經國典) compiled by
Chung Dojeon (鄭道傳). Bang-won
liquidated Chung Dojeon, assassinated
the designated heir, Bang-seok,
disposed of the rival claim of his older

Chosun Saved from the Japanese by Ming

brother, Bang-gan (芳幹), and took
the throne for himself, removing the
caretaker brother (芳果/定宗 r.13981400). Taizong abolished the private
armed forces, instituted centralized
military command, and converted the
Privy Council into a State Council with
six ministries reporting directly to the
throne. See Lee (1984: 172-3)
77

Gari Ledyard in KEJ (1983: 3-326)
See also Lee (1984: 209-14).

78

Lorge (2005: 133) notes: “Japanese
units were forced to travel in large
groups and stay in fortified positions
because of incessant…ambushes.”

79

明史 卷二百三十八 列傳第一百

二十六 李成梁 高祖英自朝鮮內附
萬曆元年…建州都指揮王杲…成梁
…斬之 十年…其子阿台…射死…世
廕指揮僉事…如松…成梁長子…二
十年…反寧夏…盡滅…朝鮮倭患
See Lorge (2005: 131-5). Li Rusong
was the eldest son of Li Chengliang
(1526-1615). Crossley (1997: 49-52)
notes: “Li Chengliang’s formal rank
was military governor of Liaodong from
1570 to 1591, and from 1601 to 1609.
…His ancestors [were] Koreans who
had migrated to Liaodong...”
80

Since the Ming, Spence (1990: 18-9)

writes, “regarded Korea as a loyal and
dependent ally to be protected at all
costs, Chinese troops were sent in
force to help the hard-pressed Koreans.
The war might have continued, at
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the Ōnin War). He then decided to ship the now useless warriors
and potential trouble-makers to the Korean Peninsula in 1592,
declaring that they were on their way to conquer Ming China. He
presumably wanted to obtain new territories to reward his restless
generals and, according to Ledyard, “his post-war plans included
the installation of the Japanese emperor (Go-Yōzei 後陽成/周仁,
r.1586-1611) in Beijing and the establishment of his own
headquarters at the Chinese port of Ningbo (寧波/明州), from
which he would rule all of Japan, Korea, China, the Ryūkyūs,
Taiwan, and the Philippines.” 77 In 1591, he had asked the Chosun
court to voluntarily comply with his megalomaniac project to
build a pan-Asian empire, but his demand was rejected out of
hand. The invasion began in April 1592, exactly 200 years after the
founding of the Chosun dynasty. The Neo-Confucian Chosun,
long dominated by scholar-officials, was utterly unprepared for the
invasion force totaling over 158,000 veteran warriors brandishing
harquebuses. The Japanese land forces had quickly swept over
nearly the whole peninsula, but they soon began to be harassed by
guerrilla attacks in the rear, while the Japanese navy was
thoroughly destroyed by Admiral Yi Sun-sin (b.1545/d.November
19, 1598) that blocked the coastal supply routes. The regional
guerrilla forces sprang up spontaneously all over the country, and
rallied around capable leaders. 78
In 1592, the Ming army of Liaodong had been engaged
in the campaign against the Mongol rebellion in Ningxia, and only
a small 5,000-man force was available to help Chosun repel the
invaders. By January 1593, however, the Ming court could
dispatch a 40,000-man expeditionary force, well-equipped with
cannon, led by Li Rusong (d.1598), of Korean descent and born
in Liaodong.79 The ravages inflicted on the Chinese coastal
provinces by Japanese pirates after 1358 had incurred the ill will
of the Chinese toward the Japanese even before the founding of
Ming in 1368.80 Toyotomi Hideyoshi died on September 18, 1598,
leaving a deathbed order for the complete withdrawal of the
invasion forces. While the Ming and Chosun were fully engaged in
the War against the Japanese invasion forces, the Nüzhens of
Manchuria grew in power and were soon to conquer the Ming.
In the Japanese Islands, the Tokugawa clan had defeated
the followers of Hideyoshi and established a new military regime.
The Tokugawa shogunate (德川幕府 1603-1867) asserted that
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they had settled scores on behalf of the Korean people, and
requested the Chosun court to maintain friendly relations. Even
though diplomatic relations with the new ruler of the Japanese
Islands were restored in 1609, the animosity of the Korean people
against the Japanese remained alive long thereafter. The Japanese
were never permitted to go beyond Pusan, and the shogun was
obliged to communicate with the Chosun court either through
sporadic Chosun emissaries to Edo or through the medium of
Tsushima, a Tokugawa island domain that also maintained a semitributary relationship with Chosun.
Toyotomi Hideyoshi had unified the Japanese Islands in
1590 and then let his army invade the Korean Peninsula in 1592,
only to be defeated there. His regime was destroyed by Tokugawa
Ieyasu (德川家康 1543-1616) at the Battle of Sekigahara (關ケ原の
戰) in 1600. Tokugawa’s regime officially adopted the policy of
seclusion (“closed country”) in 1633-9 and rigidly maintained it
until 1853.81 On the Japanese Islands, the megalomaniac thesis of
Hideyoshi in 1592-98 was followed by the isolationist antithesis of
the Tokugawa shogunate in 1639-1853, arriving at the synthesis of
“Japanese ethos and Western technology” in the name of the
Meiji Restoration (1868-1912). In mainland China, the Ming, who
had helped the Chosun repulse the Japanese invaders, prohibited
foreign contact altogether after the death of the exploratory
Emperor Yongle. The state itself became bankrupt and was
destroyed by the Manchus by 1644. Oddly, it was the ravaged
Chosun in the Korean Peninsula that avoided any dynastic change
and survived another 312 years, until 1910.
The anti-Buddhist founders of the Chosun dynasty took
Ming China as the Neo-Confucian ideal. After being saved by the
Ming army, the Korean tendency to look toward the Han Chinese
Middle Kingdom over the shoulder of their Manchurian cousins
was very much magnified, casting a long shadow to cause an
enduring cognitive dissonance about their identity.

Thesis, Antithesis, and Synthesis in Japan

terrible cost to all three countries, had
not domestic turmoil in Japan, coupled
with effective disruption of Japanese
supply lines by the Korean navy, led to
the recall of Japanese troops...in 1598.”

11.6. Japanese Invasion of Korea
81

Ostensibly to keep the virus of

Christianity out of Japan, “all Japanese
were prohibited in 1636 from leaving
Japan or from returning to Japan if
already abroad, and ships large enough
to sail to foreign countries were
banned” by edicts. See Reischauer
(1970: 89).
82

The Batu’s khanate of Kipchak, with

its capital at the lower Volga (near the
Caspian in the midst of subjugated
Kipchak Turks), was to be known to
history as the Golden Horde (Altan-

THE MOGOLS IN WEST ASIA ADOPT ISLAM AND SPEAK TURKIC

ordo). These Mongolian rulers in

In 1229, two years after Chinggis’s death, his third son
Ögödei (Ugedei, 1186-1241) became the Khaghan (the Khan of
Khans); his grandson Batu (c.1207-55; son of his first son, Jochi)
became the Khan of the Golden Horde; his second son,
Chaghadai (c.1185-1242), received jurisdiction over Central Asia;

Europe survived as unassimilated
foreigners encamped on European soil
until 1502, long after the Chinggis
khanites had been driven out of China,
Persia, and Turkestan.

Mongols in West Speak Turkic Adopting Islam

83

See Weatherford (2004: 177-85).

”Because his mother and his two wives
were Christians…Hulegu…nourished
respect within the Christian
communities across the Middle East
and…his Christian vassal kingdoms,
Georgia and Armenia (ibid: 181).”
Morgan (2009: 164-6), however, writes
about the massacres of millions
(claimed by the contemporary
chroniclers) that had been inflicted not
only by the Tolui’s campaign of 1219-23
in eastern Iran but also by his son
Hülegü in Baghdad.

11.7. Arghun (r.1284-91), the grandson
of Hülegü, seated alongside his wife.
84

See Manz (1989: 10) and Morgan

(2009: 168-9). Manz (ibid: 7) notes that,
in the western part of the Mongol
empire, the spoken language of the
ruling class was gradually replaced by
Turkic: “Unlike the official conversion to
Islam, which was a public and political
act, the Mongols’ adoption of Turkic is
hard to trace and date.”
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and his fourth and the youngest son, Tolui (c.1190-1233,
Khubilai’s father, r.1227-9), was granted lands in North China and
in the Mongol homeland. The Mongol campaigns against Russia
started in 1237. Rossabi (1988: 10) states: “Representatives of all
four Chinggisid lines, together with one hundred fifty thousand
Mongol, Turkic, and Persian troops, took part in the campaigns.”
The Batu’s Mongol army captured Moscow in 1238,
struck at Poland in 1241, and then turned south toward Hungary.
Batu, however, withdrew his troops to Russia upon hearing of the
death of Ögödei on December 11, 1241.82 Ögödei’s son, Güyüg,
became Khaghan in 1246 but died in 1248. With Batu’s support,
Tolui’s first son, Möngke (r.1251-9), became Khaghan in 1251.
In 1253, Möngke ordered his younger brother, Hülegü,
to conquer the Islamic cities of Baghdad, Damascus and Cairo.
He ordered another younger brother, Khubilai, to conquer Dali
and then Song. Hülegü conquered and reconquered everything
along a distance of several thousand kilometers from Karakorum
to face Ismailis the Assassin at Alamut in northern Persia in 1256.
The Imam of this heretical Shiite sect had wielded enormous
political power by luring young men with hashish as a foretaste of
“paradise full of earthly delights,” and then ordering these eagerto-die youths to wage Jihad and assassinate the alleged enemies of
Islam. The Mongols bombarded the Ismaili stronghold and
climbed up the steepest escarpment, exterminating the Hashshashin
by early 1257.
Ever after overthrowing the Umayyad caliphate (661750) and founding the new city of Baghdad in 762, the caliphs of
the Abbasid dynasty ruled the entire Muslim world. Hülegü
mobilized the Armenian, Georgian, and various Turkic tribal
armies to supplement the Mongols, and captured Baghdad in
February 1258, executing the 37th successor to the Prophet
Muhammad. The Crusaders from Antioch and Seljuk sultan’s
army from Anatolia assisted the Mongols’ assault on Damascus.83
By 1259, Hülegü’s army reached the Mediterranean, as did the
Batu’s army via Europe in 1241. The (chiefly Turkish) slave army
of the Mamlük sultanate that ruled Egypt (from 1250 until the
Ottoman occupation in 1517) with a puppet caliph in Cairo,
however, defeated the Mongols near the Sea of Galilee on
September 3, 1260. The Mongols apparently reached their limit in
the West, leaving the Arabian Peninsula and North Africa
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unconquered. Hülegü (c.1217-65) founded the dynasty of Il-Khan
(Subordinate Khan in Persian, 1256-1353) encompassing modernday Iran, Iraq, part of Syria, and eastern Anatolia.
The Mongols of Mongolia and Zungaria retained the
Mongolian language and shamanism (until they converted to
Buddhism). The Mongols had co-opted the Turks but, in the west,
the Turks were far more numerous than the Mongols. All the
Mongols in the west began to speak Turkic and officially adopted
Islam.84 After almost 40 years of Buddhist rule, Manz (1989: 7)
writes, “in 1295 the Il-khan Ghazan (r.1295-1304) made a public
confession of Islam … His actions were imitated later by Özbek
Khan of the Golden Horde (r.1312-41), then in the Chaghadayid
khanate, within the western section under Tarmashirin Khan
(r.1326-34), and within the eastern section a generation later,
under the Khan Tughluq Temür (r.1347-63).” According to
Quataert (2005: 15-6), the Turco-Mongolian Islam, unlike PersianArabic Islam, retained many shamanist rituals and practices. 85
Manz (1989: 3) states that the Mongols created a new
culture combining the “heritage of their subject populations -both the Turkic nomads…and the settled peoples of…agricultural
regions. The spoken language of this new culture was Turkic, its
religion Islam and its political legitimation Mongolian.” Timur (c.
1336-1405) and the Ottoman Turks reconquered the territories of
the previous Mongol Empire and more, not as alien conquerors
like the Mongol sultans and Seljuk Turks but as semi-indigenous
Islamic forces.86 The Seljuks that Turkicized Anatolia were
replaced in 1390 by the Ottoman Turks, who went on to conquer
Byzantium in 1453, and reassembled under their rule the territory
of the old East Roman empire and more.

Conquest as Semi-Indignous Islamic Force

85

Even the Buddhism that came to

be practiced by the Mongols had
retained many shamanist rituals.
According to Buyandelger (2009: 66-7),
“to attract converts, the lamas took on
the roles of shamans by offering rituals
of healing, magic, and exorcism…in
which lama oracles would go into a
trance similar to Mongol shamanistic
spirit possession. … incorporating the
local rituals of worshiping mountain
cairns (ovoos) and…introducing deities
that protected livestock and life.
Buddhism also substituted the
shamanic guardian and ancestor deities
with personalized lamaist deities. The
lamas taught tarani (incantations) for
individual protection, destruction of evil,
good luck, and healing illness.” See
also Rossabi (1994: 471-2).
86

Manz (1989: 1-2) notes that, from

1382 to 1405, Timur’s armies “crisscrossed Eurasia from Delhi to Moscow,
from the Tian Shan…to…Anatolia,
conquering and reconquering… While
the Seljukid and Mongol sultans had
ruled as outsiders, Timur successors
ruled as indigenous leaders.”
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The Manchus Co-opt the Mongols to
Rule over the East Asian Continent
Eight Banners and Neo-Confucian Civil Governance
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The Last Phase of Tripolar East Asia

Nurhachi (1559-26) attacking the Hada
in 1593. Manzhou Shilu 滿洲實錄
(The Manchu Veritable Records)
Tombs of Nurhachi (福陵隆恩殿) & Huang’taiji (昭陵正紅聞) Shenyang (瀋陽)

Qianlong Emperor (r.1736-96) Hunting

Willow Palisade Liutiaobian 淸代柳條邊

楊樹森, 遼寧省: 人民出版社, 1978

Zungar Campaign (1757-9)
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Manchurian Woodsmen Conquer China

CHAPTER TWELVE

THE MANCHUS CO-OPT THE MONGOLS TO RULE OVER
THE EAST ASIAN CONTINENT
EIGHT BANNERS AND NEO-CONFUCIAN CIVIL GOVERNANCE
Virtually all of the Nüzhen tribes were grouped into a highly
militarized form of social organization, called the Eight Banners, that
constituted the hereditary socio-military system for soldiers to provide
active combat duty on rotation, to register and protect their families and
slaves, and to supervise work on their land. Banner units were
organized along traditional tribal lines and also formed a talent pool
from which individuals could be chosen to function as civil bureaucrats.
12.1. Nurhachi (b.1559 r.1616-26)

The Mongols of Inner Mongolia and Western Manchuria, that now
included the Mongoliaized Qidan-Xianbei, were successfully co-opted
and mobilized as the Mongol Eight Banners. The Han Chinese in the
Liaodong area were also mobilized as the Han Chinese Eight Banners.
Lattimore contends that the frontier Chinese take on a new character,
genuinely rooted in the region, identifying themselves, in a quasi-tribal
manner, with the new frontier power. Less than 150,000 (Manchu,
Mongol, and Liaodong Han Chinese) bannermen, together with the
Chinese collaborator Wu San’gui, took over Ming China. After
suppressing the Three Feudatory Rebellions, the Manchu rulers
positioned 42,253 Banner soldiers at the 18 strategic garrison cities.

12.2. Dorgon (1612-50), Regent for
Shunzhi (b.1638 r.1644-61)

Immediately after the conquest, many of the Chinese
bannermen from Liaodong were appointed to the government
bureaucracy. The Chinese officials were thereafter selected mostly
from the gentry families through the examination system, and the
gentry-scholars who could pass the examinations came to form the
public functionaries that worked for the stability of rigid Neo-Confucian
social order in mainland China. They enjoyed enormous social prestige
even when not holding official positions. Local officials managed their
provinces in close cooperation with the local degree-holders. They
secured maximal returns by collaborating with the conquest regime.
The Liaodong dialect of the Han Chinese bannermen was
taken to Beijing by the Manchu conquerors; consoldiated its position as
the language of civil servants (Mandarin) through the examination
system; and eventually became the official language of modern China.
In order to rule the Han Chinese, the Manchu aristocrats and

12.3. Yongzheng (b.1678 r.1723-35)

bannermen elite learned a minimum knowledge of the Confucian
classics in specialized institutions.
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1. Fall of the Han Chinese Ming Dynasty

Ming Adopts Jin-Yuan Governance System

1

Tao (1976: 45-6) states that the

flogging “was much more common
MING FOUNDERS DID NOT REVIVE THE SONG INSTITUTION

among the Qidan and Nüzhen [which

The savage despotism of Zhu Yuanzhang (Ming Taizu
r.1368-98) made flogging with bamboo staves in open court a
regular feature of Ming terrorism.1 According to Fairbank and
Goldman (1998: 128), the character of the Ming dynasty “began
with the mentality of the dynastic founder … He was a peasant
who had starved and begged as a boy, got his literacy from
Buddhist priests, and joined an anti-Mongol religious sect. Rising
as a rebel warlord, he bested his competitors in violence in the
lower Yangzi region.” The emperor’s personal troops functioned
as a special police force acting outside of the established legal
system with its own fearsome prison for political offenders.
Frontier commands were placed under the control of Zhu’s sons.2
Franke and Twitchett (1994: 42) state that the Ming
rulers did not “resume the more sophisticated models of
government provided by the Song,” but instead adopted “the
institutional developments of the Jin and Yuan eras.” They also
contend that the Ming rulers reverted “to the Tang models that all
the conquerors had admired.” All the top positions of the
Secretariat were abolished, and the heads of the Six Boards
reported to the emperor personally. 3
The first civil service examination was held at the lowest
level in 1368, leading up to the metropolitan exam in 1371. After
1384, the system of examinations and renewal exams became the
central institution in upper-class life. 4 After relocating the capital
from Nanjing to Beijing, Yongle (r.1402-24) devoted himself to
military affairs, leaving the Confucian officials in charge of the
civil bureaucracy. Ming rule was decisively shifted to civil officials
after his death.
Positions in the bureaucracy and the military officer
hierarchy were dominated by officials selected through the NeoConfucian exam system which was administered at the county,
provincial, and capital levels with specified regional quotas.5 The
competition among the landed gentry families to “join officialdom
quickly exceeded Song levels,” says Ebrey (1996: 190). Although
the early Ming emperors established autocracy, Elman (2000: 618)
notes, the “Ming literati ensured that the dynasty would maintain a
political balance between the court and the bureaucracy and use

was] a deliberate means to belittle and
humiliate the hitherto much respected
scholar-officials in Chinese society.”
Historians regard the flogging practiced
by the Ming court as a glaring example
of the “barbarization” of the Chinese.
2

See Fairbank and Goldman (1998:

130, 132) and Lorge (2005a: 109-110).
The emperor’s personal troops (called
the Embroidered Uniform Guard) were
introduced in 1382 with 16,000 men,
eventually grown to 75,000.
3

See Lorge (2005a: 109-110, 128-9).

4

Elman (2000: 4) states that the Neo-

Confucian orthodoxy “appeared very
late in the Southern Song dynasty; not
at all under the Liao, Xi Xia, or Jin
conquest dynasties; late again under
the Yuan; [but] very early under Ming
despots.” Lorge (2005a: 109-110)
notes: Taizu experimented with the
exam system, but “more faith was put in
recommendations and a national school
system…. [He was] a northerner, and…
was…suspicious of the southeastern
elites who dominated the exams. ...
[The exams were suspended in 1373
by the disgusted emperor] who found
the graduates literary but impractical.
Further recruitment by recommendation
stressed virtue over book learning, but
the exams were revived again in 1384.”
5

See Lorge (2005a: 117).
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Selecting Officials from Gentry by Exam

6

Elman (2000: xxvii) notes that the

primary role “of the county magistrates
and prefects in Ming-Qing local
governance” was “tax collection or
court litigation, which suggests…that
the classical training they received and
were tested on…had little relevance for
the execution of their actual duties.”
Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 140)
note: the “Neo-Confucian…training…
taught…that ethical conduct was the
root of good government, while
technology was a matter for…inferiors.
This stress on moral principles…
provided the stuff of factional attacks
between rival groups of scholarofficials… [and] fostered a righteous
morality over practical knowledge.”

Cheng-Zhu learning as the standard to select officials.”
Ever after the Zhu Xi’s interpretation of the Confucian
classics (Four Books) was adopted as state dogma, there remained
no room for original ideas in the examination system. Any
deviation from the orthodox interpretation led to failure. 6 The
exam system not only served to recruit loyal civil servants of a
standard type but also to guarantee a thorough indoctrination in
the Confucian ideology among the whole educated class; “in this
way, particularly from the Ming dynasty on, an unparalleled
uniformity of thought was enforced not only among the officials
but throughout the whole leading class,” says Franke (1972: 13).
The Ming rulers further institutionalized the dominance
of local landed-gentry elites, Lorge (2005a: 110-1) explains: “The
entire population was divided into communities of 110 adjacent
households as the basic unit of self-government and state control.
Each year one of the heads of the ten wealthiest households held
the position of community chief, who served as representative to
the local magistrate and the local tax collector. … Thus, those in
power at the local level were explicitly charged with deciding local
issues, and anyone who was not satisfied…and moved to the next
level was actively discouraged by the magistrate from doing so.”
MING DESPOTISM EXECUTED BY THE EUNUCHS

12.4. A Manchu Warrior
7

Historians, for instance, make the
accusation that “precisely when

western maritime nations were sending
ships into Asia,” the Ming dynasty “was
withdrawing from the sea (ibid: 216).”

Since Ming “was the only extended period of native rule
over all of China proper,” Ebrey (1996: 215) states, “historians
wish they could assign more accomplishments” to it, but “the
Ming period is generally judged rather harshly.” 7
Zhu Yuanzhang had aimed at extreme frugality, and set
the land tax at about 10 percent of the product, arranging to have
every specific revenue transferred directly to each authorized
expenditure. Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 132-3) note that this
“fragmentation of revenue and expenditure” eliminated the use
of the financial resources for internal rebellions, but also starved
the central governmnet of revenue.8
Ebrey (1996: 194) states: Zhu Yuanzhang “had stipulated
that eunuchs should not be allowed to learn to read or to interfere
in politics. Within decades, however, palace eunuchs were …
playing major roles in military affairs and…the appointment and
promotion of officials. During the last century of the Ming
70,000 eunuchs were in service throughout the country, 10,000 in
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Wish to Assign More Accomplishments to Ming

capital. They had their own bureaucracy, parallel to that of the
civil service.” 9
Although the gentry scholars were constantly terrorized
by the corrupt eunuch dictatorship, Fairbank and Goldman (1998:
128) note, “great achievements in education and philosophy,
literature and art, reflected the high cultural level of the elite
gentry society” that had, in the words of Ebrey (1996: 201), the
“resources to pursue a rather idyllic version of the literati life…
and occasional office holding.” 10
In spite of the Ming’s anti-commercialism, the villagers
and townspeople were left to run many of their affairs on their
own, and the growth of cities accompanied the spread of the
interregional trade in salt and cereals (as well as tobacco and sugar
cane in the south).11 Rich merchant families emerged, and many
of them could afford to join the landed-gentry families in
competition for officialdom.
By the year 1600, on the eve of the dynasty’s violent end,
the empire of Ming was the most sophisticated of all the nations
on earth in literature, printing, art, and urban life. At the very
moment when the Ming dynasty seemed at the height of its glory,
however, the state and economy began to unravel. The eunuch
domination of the Court had, on the one hand, paralyzed the
bureaucracy and military. On the other hand, accroding to Ebrey
(1996: 214), the central governmnet’s revenue could not keep up
with the population growth “because of long-standing tendencies
for peasants to lose their land and rich landlords to find ways to
minimize their tax payments. Short of revenue, the government
[could not] respond effectively to natural disasters, such as those
brought on the early seventeenth century by the ‘little ice age’…
[F]amine became serious… [A]rmy deserters…[formed] gangs
and [ravaged] the countryside.” 12 The Ming dynasty began to
crumble from within.
By 1636, two rebel leaders had emerged. Li Zicheng
(from Shaanxi, c.1605-45), a former shepherd and postal relay
station worker, in the north and Zhang Xianzhong, a former
soldier, in the area between the Yellow and Yangzi rivers. Those
who brought order to the chaos in mainland China were the
Nüzhen woodsmen of Eastern Manchuria.

8

“The Tang, the Song and the Yuan

never imposed such a rigid fiscal
structure… nor did their top government
officers assume so little operational
responsibility (ibid: 137).” Ebrey (1996:
214) notes: “The government became
progressively less solvent, and by the
early seventeenth century was nearly
bankrupt. …Military campaigns…in
Korea against the Japanese…had cost
…twenty-six million ounces of silver.”
9

A school for eunuchs was set up to

educate them in bureaucratic
procedures and documentary forms.
10

Ebrey (1996: 190) notes that “literati

culture was especially vibrant in the
Lower Yangzi region, where levels of
ubanization were very high and the
publishing industry grew rapidly.”
11

The “large-scale production of

ceramics, silk, and cotton cloth” also
promoted international trade and a
massive inflow of silver. See Fairbank
and Goldman (1998: 141).
12

According to Lamb (1995: 212), there

was a “Little Ice Age” from the middle
of the 16th century to the end of the
17th century.
13

See Janhunen (1996: 101-6, 157),

Crossley (1999: 74-84), Im (2000: 21-4)
and Li (2002: 13). The Pozhu River (婆

猪江), a northeasterly tributary of the
Hun River (渾江) that flows to the
Yalu River, became the Tong’jia’jiang,
the River of the Tong family. The
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Nüzhens Bring Order to Chaos in China

Manchus had only given names

2. Manchurian Woodsmen Conquer China with Eight Banners

although they often assumed some sort
of surnames such as Aisin (Golden)

NURHACHI AND HUANG’TAIJI, FOUNDERS OF THE QING DYNASTY

Gioro Nurhachi. See Im (1981: xiii).

The Mohe-Nüzhen tribes had traditionally dwelt in
fortified villages under the control of lineage headmen subject to
the beile (Mong. beki; Turk. beg; prince, nobleman) lord of tribal
federation. Nurhachi (奴爾哈赤 b.1559/r.1616-26) was born to a
beile chieftain of the Jianzhou tribes that had been hunting and
farming around the region of the Chang’bai Mountains. The
lineage of Nurhachi and his sixth generation ancestor, Mönke
Temür (猛哥帖木兒), used the Tong (佟) surname that could have
descended from the ancient surname “Jiagu,” called “(Aisin) Gioro”
in Qing times. 13
In 1433, Mönke Temür was killed in tribal fighting, and
his younger brother made the decision to move, Elliott (2001: 53)
says, “away from the Korean border, which recurrent attacks by
Korean forces had proved inhospitable.” The Jianzhou tribes
migrated, Li (2002: 13) says, “following several defeats at the hand
of the Koreans,” to the Pozhu River valley c.1436. The general
vicinity of Pozhu valley, the original homeland of Koguryeo,
became the base for the Jianzhou tribes long before the conquest
of Liaodong by Nurhachi.
According to Li (2002: 28), Nurhachi had lost his
mother when he was young, and for a time he had to make, “a
living by collecting ginseng and cones and selling them in the
Fushun market,” and “lived in the household of the Ming general
Li Chengliang (李成梁 1526-1615) in Fushun.” According to the
Mingshi, Li Chengliang was of Korean descent and father of
Rusong who led the Ming army that was dispatched in 1593 to
help Chosun repel the Japanese invasion forces. When Nurhachi’s
father and grandfather were both killed in the midst of a tribal
battle in 1582, Nurhachi succeeded to the leadership of the
Jianzhou Left Branch at the age of twenty-four.
Nurhachi founded his first walled city, Fe Ala, in 1587;
led his first of eight tribute missions of Nüzhen chiefs to Beijing
in 1590; offered the Ming his assistance to fight against the
Japanese invasion forces in the Korean Peninsula in 1592; was
conferred the title of Dragon-Tiger General by the Ming court in
1595; established his first capital at Hetu Ala in the early 1600s;
subjugated most of the other Nüzhen tribes by 1613; declared

The Nüzhens may be classified into
three groups: the Jianzhou (建州)
tribes; the detribalized (or tamed 熟)
Hunlun (呼蘭/海西 Haixi) tribes
farming and trading in the east of the
Liao River and north of Shenyang
(Mukden 瀋陽/奉天/盛京) mingling
with the Chinese settlers (Nikan 尼堪);
and the Savage (生/野人 Yeren) tribes
further north around the Mudan River
(牧丹江) up to the Ussuri, Lower
Songhua, and Middle Amur region.

12.5. Oboi the Regent (1661-9) and
Kangxi (b.1654 r.1661-1722)

12.6. Ceremonial armor of the Eight
Banners in Qinalong period.
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himself the Khan of Latter Jin in 1616; destroyed the Ming forces
at Sarhū in 1619; conquered the entire Liaodong area by 1621; and
moved his capital to Shenyang (renamed Mukden, florescence) in
1625.14
On lunar New Year’s Day in 1596, Nurhachi told Shin
Chung-il, an envoy from the Chosun court, that “from this day
forward, our two countries will be as one, our two families will be
one, forever united and amicable, for generations, without end.”
Nurhachi sent a letter to the Chosun court, reading: “the
honorable Korean country and our Nüzhen nation, we two
countries, will advance toward customary good relations, and our
two peoples will not…raise troops against each other.” 15
In sixteenth-century Manchuria, Chinese-style intensive
agriculture was conducted only in the southernmost region below
Shenyang. The Ming rulers had maintained strong garrisons in the
Liao River basin under their own generals. Ming military
recruitment for service in Liaodong was surging among the
Nüzhens and Koreans.16 Crossley (1999: 47-8) reiterates Owen
Lattimore’s view that the Liaodong-Jilin region “prior to the
Ming-Qing transition was a ‘reservoir’ in which the fluid elements
of Chinese, Mongol, Korean, and native cultures swirled in
response to political and economic currents,” and that “the
Nüzhens cum Manchus must have been cultural ‘chameleons’ [like
transfrontier or creole], blending alternatively with the Mongols,
the Chinese, or the Koreans as advantage dictated.”
Nurhachi’s only literate son (eighth, and born of a
secondary consort), Huang’taiji (皇太極 b.1592/r.1627-43), was
elected the khan of Nüzhen tribes in 1626. Huang’taiji devoted
the first ten years of his reign to consolidating his father’s gain. In
1635, he imposed a new pan-Manchurian identity with a single
name of “Manchu” upon all his subjects, a disparate collection of
tribes incorporated in the banner system, claiming that, in the
words of Crossley (1997: 79), “the Aisin Gioro lineage [has] roots
deep in eastern Manchuria, sharing ancestry with the fishing and
gathering peoples of the upper Amur (whom he was busily
conquering and impressing into the Eight Banners), with the
Mongols, and with Korea.” Huang’taiji declared himself the
Emperor of Great Qing on May 14, 1636, making Nurhachi the
founder-emperor of the Qing dynasty.17

Nurhachi, Founder of the Nüzhen Empire

14

See Elliott (2001: 52-6) and Li (2002:

26-30).
15

An excerpt from the memoir (建州紀

程圖記) of Shin Chung-il (申忠一)
translated by Crossley (1997: 57-60)
that recounts his visit in the winter of
1595/96 to Nurhachi’s (奴爾哈赤)
headquarters at Fe Ala (佛阿拉) on the
upper Hun River. The Chosun court
used to confer titles and rewards (for
being vassals) on the Nüzhen chiefs.
Shin’s mission was to maintain the
integrity of the northern border. See
also Li (2002: 15).
16

See Crossley (1999: 85), and

Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 143).
17

See Elliott (2001: 63) and (2006: 39).

18

King Kwang-hae was obliged to send

troops to assist the Ming army in 1619,
but seems to have instructed them to
surrender without active fighting.
Nurhachi apparently knew the
circumstances and hence released all
the Chosun nobles and soldiers
captured at the battle of Mt. Sarhū.
The official excuse for invading Chosun
in 1627, mentioned by Huang’taiji in a
letter dated on March 18, 1627, seems
to have been the sheltering of the Ming
general and guerrilla leader Mao
Wenlong by the Chosun court. See Di
Cosmo and Bao (2003: 32).
19

The crown prince of Chosun was

taken hostage to Shenyang on April 10,
1637, and returned home on February

Huang’taiji, the Emperor of Manchu Qing

18, 1645. Many Korean historians
believe that King Injo murdered the
crown prince on April 26, 1645 (and his
wife in the following year, 1646), being
suspicious that the eight-years of being
held hostage brainwashed the crown
prince into a pro-Manchu perspectivecum-mentality. See Memorials from
Shenyang (2008: 964).
20

Spence (1990: 27) notes that the
banners “served as identification

devices in battle, and membership in a
given banner was used as the basis
for population registration in daily life.”
See also Crossley (1997: 207) and Im
(1981: 32-3, 38). The Nüzhens were
organized into a 300-man company
unit (niru, arrow) under the leadership
of a clan (hala) head (called niru-iejen, master of the arrow) or a village
leader who became a hereditary
officer. Typically, five arrows were
combined into a regiment, with five
regiments to the “banner.” Each
bannerman had to maintain three
horses and provide his provisions and
weapons in wartime. In Kangxi’s 1696
expedition against Galdan, a banner
soldier carried four horses and one
servant. See Spence (1974: 18-20).
Im (1981: 33) explains: “one hundred
soldiers were selected from each
company to form the cavalry unit [and]
the other two hundred fought as foot
soldiers.” Reservists (zidi) were
required to farm, and received basic
military training under their company
captain to fill in gaps left by the deaths
of regular soldiers (ibid: 37).
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THE MANCHUS SUBDUE CHOSUN BEFORE CONQUERING CHINA

Seon-jo (r.1567-1608) was succeeded by his second son
Kwang-hae (b.1575/r.1608-23), whose skillful foreign policy kept
Chosun from being drawn into the conflict between the Nüzhen
and the Ming. Although a sense of gratitude ran deep in the
minds of Koreans who were indebted to Ming for their survival,
Kwang-hae had personally gone through the ravages of the
Japanese invasion (1592-8) at the age of 17-23, and understood
the reality of regional power balance. In the midst of his endeavor
to enhance the state of military preparedness (by repairing
defensive strongpoints, renovating weaponry, and instituting
training programs), however, Kwang-hae was removed from the
throne by the faction in support of his nephew In-jo (b.1595/
r.1623-49) who, too young to remember savage international
warfare, foolishly switched to a pro-Ming and anti-Nüzhen policy.
Consequently, Lee (1984: 215) notes, “the Manchus now came to
feel it necessary to eliminate the threat to their rear posed by
Korea before proceeding with their campaign against Ming.” 18
Huang’taiji invaded Chosun in 1627 with a 30,000-man
army, but withdrew in exchange for a pledge from the Chosun
court to do honor to Latter Jin as an older brother. Declaring
himself emperor of the Qing in 1636, he demanded a suzerainsubject relationship. When In-jo refused to meet his demand,
Huang’taiji himself led an army of 100,000 men and invaded
Chosun in December 1636. King In-jo surrendered on January 30,
1637, and vowed to sever his ties with the Ming, to pay homage to
the Qing court, and to dispatch troops to assist the Manchu
campaign against the Ming, delivering his two sons as hostages. 19
The Qing invasion was of short duration, but the
northwest region through which the Manchus had passed was
ravaged. Prior to 1020, the Yemaek cousins in the Korean
Peninsula had maintained an effective military machine to fight
against the massive invasions and defend their nationhood, but
they learned that, by adopting the “Sa-dae (Respect the Greater)”
strategy, territorial integrity could be maintained without warfare.
The powerful military machine was abandoned, but simply by
“yielding to the stronger,” be it the Qidans, the Nüzhens, the
Mongols or the Han Chinese, the Korean dynasty could maintain
its independent nationhood free from the destructions of warfare.
When the Koreans prematurely relinquished their neutral stance
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or stood up against the obvious Stronger, however, they suffered
wholesale destruction until they, voluntarily or involuntarily,
changed their stance. A Manchurian force, in particular, could not
allow to stand the threat to their rear posed by the Koreans before
proceeding with their campaign against mainland China. The
Koreans had to be either neutralized or subdued.

Eight Banners: Socio-Militarized Organization

Wakeman (1985: 55) states: “Both
banner administration and…control of
the military forces remained…in the
hands of the gusa ejen appointed by
Nurhachi. The banner system thus
represented a compromise between
Nurhachi’s direct personal control…and

EIGHT BANNERS: HIGHLY MILITARIZED SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

Nurhachi created four banners in 1601, each of a
different color (either yellow, white, blue, or red). In 1616, the year
Nurhachi declared himself the Kahn of the Latter Jin, each of the
four banners was split into two (one being the plain banner and
the other being bordered), completing the formation of the Eight
Banners. The Khan commanded the upper three banners, and his
sons and nephews, the imperial clansmen, were appointed as the
banner lords (beile) of the five lower banners.20 The Manchu Eight
Banners (Manzhou Baqi) were such a highly militarized form of
social organization as to merit the claim by Elliott (2001: 348):
“Every Manchu man, woman, and child, with the sole exception
of the emperor, belonged to the Eight Banners.”21
Banner units were organized along traditional tribal lines,
and constituted a hereditary socio-military system for all ablebodied freemen (between fifteen and sixty years of age, and at
least 165 cm tall) to provide active combat duty on rotation; to
register and protect their families and slaves; and to supervise
work on their land, paying tax-in-kind and labor service. The
family members of company (niru) bannermen were placed under
the jurisdiction of the same hereditary company captain (niru-iejen, mostly the chieftains who brought their tribesmen over to
Nurhachi’s side), headed at the top by the banner commander
(gūsai ejen, the distinguished military leader), above whom was the
imperial beile. The lands assigned to bannermen were kept
scattered, intermingling with land belonging to other banners and
hence, Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 146) note, “the banners did
not become territorial units.” Each banner soldier or officer
received three to thirty (mostly Chinese) slaves and bondservants
with lands for cultivation (that became tax-exempt after 1644),
and “enjoyed booty in warfare, and stipends of rice and cash in
peacetime (ibid: 146).” 22
The banner elites were recruited from the village leaders,

the…beile’s aristocratic privilege.”
21

In fact, by giving up the banner

status, they could conduct commercial
activities or manual labor. The banner
garrison solders in mainland China,
however, were forbidden by law to
engage in trade or agriculture.
22

In traditional Nüzhen society, slaves

called Aha (阿哈) performed menial
tasks, and the bondservants called Booi
(包衣/家奴) rendered domestic service
to the household master or the tribal
leaders. Many were those who were
punished for political or bureaucratic
crimes. Elliott (2006: 440) notes that
“Although a majority of the one million
Chinese who came under Later Jin rule
after 1621 were permitted to live more
or less before, virtually all of those
captured at Fushun in 1618 and at
Mukden the following year became
slaves or bondservants.” Slaves were
public property and the masters to
whom they were assigned could not sell
or grant them freedom. The Imperial
Household Department (內務府) was
staffed by the booi, drawn from the
“bondservant companies” of the upper
three Banners, who rendered various
personal services to the emperor,
supervising the eunuchs. Some of the
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booi came to serve in powerful

tribal chieftains and surrendered Ming officers, and were trained
to perform both military and civil tasks, in the words of Crossley
(1999: 287), “to further the ends of conquest and occupation.”
The banner elites, Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 147) state,
“formed a talent pool from which individuals could be chosen to
function as civil bureaucrats.” Crossley (1997: 127) states that the
pre-conquest ideal “of the bannermen as comprehensive state
functionaries” [soldiers, clerks, or officials] continued to shape the
Qing “educational policies after the conquest.”
Rawski (1998: 63-4) states that “in 1634 the military
offices created by Nurhachi were translated into Manchu titles of
nobility.” The banner elite “who were not of imperial descent and
Aisin Gioro who did not belong to the zongshi (宗室),” could earn
hereditary nobility from the emperor, and their descendants could
receive higher titles through their own achievements. Rawski (ibid:
59, 63) notes that, although the banner nobles also filled positions
in the civil services, they were particularly dominant in the highest
decision-making inner-court posts (amban/councilors).
The banner soldiers were, says Michael (1964: xxiii),
“prohibited from leaving their units to become farmers or to
follow any other profession. They were to remain a privileged,
salaried group isolated from the general Chinese life.” The free
bannermen, notes Im (1981: 52), “preferred to turn over farming
to the slaves and Chinese tenants. … They rapidly became
accustomed to their elite status as conquerors.”
The Banner system assumed the function of tribal
organization that controlled all of the Nüzhen tribes militarily,
politically, economically, and socially. According to Elliott (2006:
31), one of the strengths of the banner system was that “it
provided the framework for maintaining all of society on a
permanent wartime footing.”

positions as intimates of the emperor
and received the titles of nobility. Some
other booi became banner officers
through battle valor. See Elliott (2001:
51, 82-3), Im (2000: 41-2, 49-52, 88,
220), Rawski (1998: 166-74), Kessler
(1976: 28-9), and Torbert (1977).
Cao Xi (曹璽), the ancestor of Cao
Xueqin (雪芹 1715-63), the author of
The Dream of the Red Chamber (紅樓

夢), was the slave of a Manchu noble,
but came to Beijing as a bondservant in
the Plain White Banner (正白旗). His
wife, Xueqin’s great-grandmother,
became the Kangxi emperor’s wet
nurse. Rawski (1998: 173) notes that “A
granddaughter of theirs eventually
married a Manchu prince.” Spence
(1990: 106-9) writes that the Cao family
“had lived for years on a grand scale in
Nanjing” as a great absentee landlord
with a web of princely friends, but “was
subsequently punished for dishonesty
and incompetence by Emperor
Yongzheng and suffered confiscation of
most of its holdings.” Xueqin was aware
of the culture and grandeur of the
Manchu ruling class, and he himself
had tasted “the nectar of luxurious living
beyond the imagination of most
Chinese families” as well as “the gall of
bankrupt gentility.” All these elements
were reflected in his autobiographical
writing, infused with contemporary
Daoist-Buddhist allegorical overtones.
23

See Peterson (2002: 61-2) and
Spence (1990: 30).

GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY TO THE CIVIL BUREAUCRACY

Under Nurhachi, Li (2002: 60) notes, “the main
governmental functions were channeled through the eight
banners’ leadership.” With a drastic increase in the non-banner
Chinese population, however, the Manchus needed a centralized
administrative system under the supreme ruler’s direct control. By
1627, Huang’taiji began to establish a Ming-style bureaucracy in
Sheng’jing (盛京 Shenyang/Mukden) and, says Elman (2000:
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164), “initiated examinations for Machus, Mongols, and Chinese
banners in their native languages … as early as 1634.” In 1629,
Huang’taiji created the Secretariat staffed by Manchu, Mongol and
Chinese scholars, called Literary Office (Wenguan), that was
reorganized in 1636 into the Three Palace Academies (Three Inner
Courts as the emperor’s personal staff). The Six Ministries were set
up in 1631 with four presidents—two Manchus, one Mongol, and
one Chinese. The Censorate was established in 1636, and the
Ministry of Colonial Affairs (理藩院) in 1638 that administered
the Mongols. Educated Han Chinese who surrendered were
offered a chance to serve in the rapidly expanding bureaucracy.
Governmental functions were transferred from the banners to the
newly created central bureaucracy. 23 “By the time the Manchus
entered North China,” Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 147) state,
“they were fully prepared…to rule in the Chinese way. 24

Governmental Function to Civil Bureaucracy

12.7. Manchu Warriors on Horseback
24

Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 3) note

that the Manchus ”translated into their
native tongue…the histories of the…
Liao, Jin, and Yuan.” The Manchus had

3. Manchus Co-opt the Mongols and the Liaodong Han Chinese

apparently studied the conquest
experiences of “their Altaic cousins.”

MANCHUS CO-OPT THE MONGOLS AS A JUNIOR PARTNER

To clear the way for a successful campaign against
mainland China, a Nüzhen force from eastern Manchuria had
either to subjugate or to co-opt not only the Yemaek Tungus in
Korea proper but also the Mongols (now including the
Mongolianized Qidans) in the west. The Manchus were able to
co-opt the Mongols for “the Great Enterprise” who remained as a
faithful ally until the very end of the Qing dynasty.
In the west of the Greater Xing’an Range at that time
were the Chahar Mongols ruled by Ligdan Khan (r.1603-34), a
descendant of Dayan Khan (1460-1521?), whose ambition was to
form an empire by subjugating other Eastern Mongol tribes in
Inner Mongolia. 25 According to Lattimore (1934: 29), the Mongol
ruling princes were “all descendants of different sons or brothers
of Chinggis Khan; or, in the case of the Kharchin princes in
Jehol, of his daughter.” Due to the incessant fighting among the
heirs of Chinngis Khan, the Mongols had been very much
fragmented. The Manchus offered an alliance to the other Eastern
Mongols, defeated Ligdan Khan, and obtained the support of the
Mongols in Inner Mongolia for the cause of the Manchu empirebuilding. Elliott (2001: 63) notes that “in 1636, an imperial seal of

25

Elverskog (2006: 19) notes: “Dayan

Khan is often presented as a second
Chinggis Khan.”
26

Rawski (1998: 198-9) notes that “the

‘jade seal’ was believed to have been
the state seal since Han times. Lost
during the Nüzhen conquest of Kaifeng,
the seal was recovered in 1294…and
the last emperor of Yuan took it with
him when he fled China [in 1368].” In
1362, the Koryeo army destroyed the
Red Turban invaders that had ravaged
North China in 1357-9, and retrived two
imperial seals from the bandits that
were later returned to the Yuan court.
27

Qing Taizong’s mother (Nurhachi’s

secondary consort, Xiao-ci 孝慈) was
the daughter of a Mongol chieftain, and

Manchus Co-opt Mongols to Rule East Asia

hence Huang’taiji was genetically 50%
Mongol. Shunzhi’s (r.1643-61) mother,
Huang’taiji’s empress Xiao-zhuang,
was a descendant of Chinggis Khan’s
brother. Shunzhi was genetically 75%
Mongol. Shunzhi’s mother, Crossley
(1997: 76) states, “is a reminder…of
the legacy of Chinggis for the Aisin
Gioro lineage.” Kessler (1976: 54)
notes that Shunzhi’s empress Xiao
Kang (孝康) had a Liaodong Chinese
bannerman father (正藍旗都統 佟圖

賴) and an Aisin Gioro mother, i.e.,
Kangxi (r.1661-1722) was 37.5%
Manchu, 37.5% Mongol, and 25% Han
Chinese. Yongzheng’s (r.1723-35)
mother (德妃) was from the Uya (烏

雅) clan of Hulun tribes. Qianlong
(r.1736-96) also had a Manchu mother
(鈕祐祿). See Crossley (1999: 213)
and 清史稿 卷一百六十七表七.
28

Qing implemented a quasi-feudal

system by rewarding Mongol nobility
with territorial domains that fragmented
the steppe. The mobility of nomads,
which had always been a key to their
power, was impeded. See Jagchid and
Symons (1989: 21). Lattimore (1934:
77) notes that “The basis of Mongol
land tenure is that all land belongs to all
the tribe … Manchu policy… tended to
create a…principality [a petty state].”
29

Lattimore (1934: 71) writes that, if a

Mongol leader looked too creative, “he
was promoted to some supervisory
position in Beijing, which kept him…
away from the…tribal affairs.” See Elliot
(2001: 75) and Crossley (2006: 78-9).
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the Yuan emperor was presented to Huang’taiji by the widow of
Ligdan khan,” and Rawski (1998: 198) states that the acquisition
“of the ‘seal transmitting the state’ (傳國璽) … was hailed as
concrete proof that he had received the mandate of Heaven.”26
Lattimore (1934: 29) says that the “recognition of the Manchu
Emperors as overlords of the Mongols [bogdo kaghan; Great Khan
of Khans] was largely the result of negotiations to end the fighting
among different descendants of the heirs of Chinggis.”
Lattimore (1934: 16) states that the alliance between the
Manchus and the Eastern Mongols “built up a frontier power in
Inner Mongolia which protected the Manchu conquests in China,”
and hence “was one of the essential preliminaries to the…
conquest.” Between 1621 and 1635, Nurhachi and Huang’taiji
established a parallel structure of eight Mongol banners (Menggu
Baqi). Each Mongol banner company was headed by a hereditary
tribal chief. The Qing dynasty depended heavily on Mongol
troops to defend its Inner Asian frontier. The unification of all
Eastern Mongols by the Manchus began with Inner Mongolia,
extending their control into Outer Mongolia much later (in 1691).
Perdue (2005: 124) states that the intermarriage with
Mongolian noble families further cemented the alliance between
the two peoples: “From 1612 to 1615 Nurhachi and his sons
together married six Mongolian women. Huang’taiji expanded the
marriage alliance policy, marrying twelve of his daughters to
Mongolian chieftains.” 27 Di Cosmo and Bao (2003: xii) state that
the “marriages and oaths of alliance allowed the Manchu
leadership to re-weave the threads of the Manchu-Mongol
relationship into a solid fabric of alliance and subordination that
…secured the incorporation of the south Mongol tribes in the
Eight Banner system.” Lattimore (1934: 29) contends that the
Mongols “had never looked on the Manchu Emperors as alien
conquerors,” and “felt that they were equals of the Manchus as
founders of the Manchu Empire.”
The descendants of Chinggis Khan received positions
of rank in the Qing administration, commanding their own tribal
people. The Qing rulers effectively divided and immobilized the
Mongols by organizing them under separate leagues with assigned
pasturage.28 By restricting military and administrative activities of
hereditary princes within their own regions, the Manchus
prevented the formation of national unity among the Mongols
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and the emergence of too creative tribal leadership. 29
According to Li (2002: 64-5), “the Manchu leaders
showed little interest in becoming Buddhist themselves,” but they,
at Huang’taiji’s initiative, “took advantage of the Mongols’
adherence to Buddhism” by styling themselves “as protectors of
Tibetan Buddhism, which helped consolidate their rule over the
Mongols and foreshadowed their claim to Tibet.” Elverskog
(2006: 3, 6) states that the Manchu emperors “used Buddhism to
rule the Mongols” and “were able to ensure the undying loyalty of
the Mongols” who became “stalwart defenders of the Qing state
precisely because it had become identified as a multiethnic
Buddhist empire.” 30
Crossley (2006: 70-1) states: “Acknowledged noblemen
of the Mongol Eight Banners and of the Khalkha khanates lived
much like as Manchus of the Aisin Gioro or the titled [noble]
families. …Commoners of the Mongol Eight Banners, distributed
among the capital and provincial garrisons with other bannermen,
were perhaps the most privileged group of the garrisons.”

Styling as Protectors of Tibetan Buddhism

12.8. Banner Garrisons (Manchu City)
30

“It was the Mongol general…who

defeated the British at Dagu Fort in
1859. Some Mongols were so
loyal…that they even attempted an
imperial restoration in 1917 (ibid: 6).”
31

See Im (1981: 35). Wakeman notes

that “While the [Ming-time] garrisons
within the Great Wall were manned by

HUANG’TAIJI ENLISTS THE LIAODONG HAN CHINESE

conscripts replacing the old hereditary

Also mobilizing the Han Chinese around the Liao River
basin (called Nikan), Huang’taiji established two full Chinese
banners (Hanjun Baqi) in 1637, increasing the number to four in
1639, and then to eight in 1642, just in time for the conquest of
China that began two years later. Almost 40 percent of the
conquest force in 1644 consisted of the Liaodong Han Chinese
bannermen (漢軍旗人). The Liaodong Chinese banner companies
were mostly headed by the surrendered Ming officers who had
brought with them the soldiers and military households under
their command, and became hereditary captains.31
After Han Wudi had conquered Old Chosun in 108
BCE, a large number of Chinese came to settle in the Liao basin
area. The descendants of these settlers came to constitute the core
of the Han Chinese Eight Banners.32 Lattimore (1934: 66-7)
contends that the frontier Han Chinese “takes on a new character
…genuinely rooted in the region…identify[ing] himself, in a
quasi-tribal manner, with the new frontier power that is beginning
to press inward on China. … [T]hese were the Chinese
bannermen who served with the Manchus in the conquest of
China.” Through distinghuished military service, some Han

jun, in the northeast there continued to
exist military households (1985: 38).”
According to Kim (2004: 536), the
Chronicle of Liaodong (遼東志一 地理

志) records that the Ming pale had
275,155 households while the number
of soldiers amounted to 124,729 men
around 1400 CE. That is, approximately
45% of total households in the pale
seem to have been military households.
32

See Elliott (2006: 45), (2001: 75, 77).

Kessler (1969) states that “many
Chinese considered [the Liaodong Han
Chinese bannermen] racial renegades
and no better than Manchus.”
33

See Crossley (1997: 86), (1999: 118),

Rawski (1998: 71-2), and Wakeman
(1985: 173, 185, 200).
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Manchus Enlist Liaodong Han Chinese

34

See Im (2000: 55) and (1981: 35).

The Portuguese-style cannons were
introduced to the Ming armies (at first
from the Macao foundries in 1623) by
Mateo Ricci’s Jesuit converts. See
Wakeman (1985: 74-7,169,501,556-7).
35

Percentages derived by averaging

the minimum and maximum estimates
by Elliott (2001: 363-4).
See also Fairbank and Goldman (1992:
146-7) and Spence (1990: 41).
36

Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 146),

Elliott (2001: 364), and Im (2000: 65).
37

See Wakeman (1985: 171-98, 521,

646-74). Dennerline (2002: 117) notes
that while Wu Sangui entered Guizhou

Chinese commanders were able to found hereditary noble lines.33
The Ming forces armed with cannon were a formidable
opponent to Manchu incursions but, Torbert (1977: 16) notes, the
Ming generals Kong Youde and Geng Zhongming surrendered in
1633 with a number of cannons and “set to work producing more
of them.” The Chinese bannermen were well experienced with
casting and using cannons, and their “Portuguese” artillery force
was called Ujen Cooha (重火器兵). According to Im (1981: 8), “the
Manchu and Mongol bannermen’s main weapons were the bow
and arrow used on horseback, while the auxiliarly Chinese armies
used muskets and artillery pieces, which were praticularly useful in
offensive operations against fortresses and walled cities.” The
Liaodong Han Chinese cavalrymen used firearms in addition to
bows and arrows, and the Chinese artillerymen continued to be in
charge of all heavy Portuguese-style cannons in siege warfare. 34
Out of the approximately one million total male banner
population in 1648, about 16 percent were Manchus and 8 percent
Mongols, while 13 percent were Liaodong Chinese bannermen, and
the remaining 63 percent the bondservants.35

from Sichuan, Dodo’s second son Doni
“entered Yunnan-fu on January 25,
1659, as the Ming Yong-li emperor fled
to Burma.” Rowe (2009: 25) notes that
Yong-li was apprehended by Wu
Sangui and “executed in May 1662,
extinguishing the Ming once and for all.”
38

See Crossley (1997: 106-7) and
Wakeman (1985: 295).

明史 卷三百九 列傳第一百九十七
李自成…充銀川驛卒…數犯法… 崇
禎元年 陝西大饑…十六年…十月…
進攻西安…十七年正月…大順… 三
月十九日…帝遂朋… 山海關總兵吳
三桂…京師陷… 自成…親部賊十餘
萬 執吳襄於軍 東攻山海關… 乞降
於我大淸…五月二日…淸兵入京師
39

Kessler has examined each du-fu’s

provincial registration (for Chinese) or

150,000 BANNERMEN CONQUER THE MING EMPIRE

On September 21, 1643, Huang’taiji suddenly died.
Following a complicated process of compromise and consensus,
his younger brother Dorgon (1612-50, 多爾袞, Nurhachi’s 14th
son from third wife, the beile of Plain White Banner) became the
regent for Huang’taiji’s five-year-old ninth son, Fu-lin (Shunzhi 福
臨/順治 b.1638/r.1644-61). In seven years, Dorgon accomplished
the conquest of mainland China, laid solid foundations for a new
empire, and made every Chinese adopt the Manchu hair style.
The rebel Li Zicheng had occupied Xi’an in October
1643, proclaimed himself Emperor of Shun (順) in January 1644,
and seized the Ming capital on March 18. In April 1644, Li
himself led an attack on Wu Sangui who had just repositioned his
garrison troops from Ningyuan (寧遠) to Shan’haiguan. The
“150,000 invincible bannermen” of Manchu, Mongol and
Liaodong Han Chinese together with the 40,000-man Ming soldiers
of Wu Sangui, who threw in his lot with the Manchus, marched
down the coast, and entered Beijing on May 2, 1644. 36 The boy
emperor, Shunzhi, began reigning in the new capital.
Ajige (阿濟格 1605-51) destroyed the remnants of Li
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Zicheng. Li was killed by villagers in September 1645. Dodo (多鐸
1614-49) was transferred from Xi’an to conduct a southern
expedition on April 1, 1645, and was able to enter Nanjing
without opposition on June 8.37 Ajige and Dodo were Dorgon’s
uterine brothers. In July 1645, Dorgon ordered all Chinese,
Wakeman (1985: 647) writes, “to shave their foreheads and plait
their hair in a tribal queue like the Manchus. …[T]he command to
cut one’s hair or lose one’s head not only brought rulers and
subjects together into a single physical resemblance; it also
provided them with a perfect loyalty test.” The haircutting
command caused widespread resistance to the conquerors but, by
December 17, 1645, “Dodo was able to tell Dorgon [that]
Jiangnan and Zhejiang [were] completely pacified.” Hence
Kutcher (1997: 723) could say that “the most marked feature of
that conquest, the sign of obedience, was the shaved forehead…”
Wu Sangui (1612-78) was a native of the Ming Pale in
Liaodong. Wu Sangui’s father, Wu Xiang (錦州總兵官), was the
son-in-law of General Zu Dashou. Both the Zu and Wu families
had served the Ming for generations as professional soldiers. The
last Ming emperor hanged himself as the rebels broke into the
Fobidden City on March 19, 1644, and Wu’s father and the entire
Wu household were slaughtered. Wu decided to march with the
Manchus on Beijing to destroy the usurpers, if not to save the
Ming dynasty. The Manchus continued Wu in power and honor,
but kept him away from North China, assigning him and several
other turncoat Chinese generals the protracted task of hunting
down the remnants of Ming royal families and their supporters. 38
The vigor and intelligence, or rather the ingenuity, of the
Qing rulers enabled the conquest of all of mainland China, using
remarkably few human resources and without resorting to the
massacres and terrorizing destructiveness of the Mongols.

150,000 Bannermen Conqeur Ming China

his banner registration (for Manchu,
Mongol, or Chinese bannermen) as well
as his biographical collection. “During
Shunzhi’s reign (r.1644-61), 77.6% of
the governors-general and 75.5% of the
governors were Chinese bannermen. In
Kangxi’s early years (1662-83) this
group accounted for 60 and 56.1% of
new zong-du and xun-fu, respectively.”
The percentage of both Han Chinese
and Manchu then began to increase:
”Manchus now possessed the
necessary linguistic and administrative
skills to be appointed du-fu. … [T]he
dynasty had firmly established its rule
and no longer feared sharing...with Han
Chinese.” By 1743, only one of the
twelve governors-general was Han
Chinese, but as many as 9 of the 17
governors were Chinese. It was during
the period of decline and collapse
(1796-1911) after the White Lotus and
Taiping rebellions that the Han Chinese
came to hold a clear majority (ibid).
See also Crossley (1999: 120), Michael
(1965: 93, 117), and Im (2000: 101).
40

See Elman (2002: 361), (2000: 164).

Wang (2009: 162-4) states: “Zhang
Cunren (張存仁 d.1652), Governor
General of Zhejiang province, reported
in a memorial…to hold civil service

MANCHUS RULE HAN CHINESE WITH CONFUCIAN BUREAUCRACY

examinations. [Because] the educated

Immediately after the conquest, Wakeman (1985: 447)
states, the “rapid transfer of allegiance by the operational
administrative staff of the [Ming] imperial bureaucracy vastly
facilitated the Qing occupation.” The Qing rulers appointed many
of the Liaodong Han Chinese bannermen to the middle and higher
reaches of the bureaucracy. According to Kessler (1969), in 1667,
the Liaodong Chinese bannermen held 28 of 29 du/fu posts (督撫

will [then] purge their minds of rebellion
in hopes of becoming officials. …
[W]hen examinations were held in 1645
… Dorgon was surprised to learn that
3,000 xiucai degree holders had sat for
the provincial examinations in the
Shuntian area alone. The following year

Governing Mainland with Han Chinese

when the metropolitan examinations
were held, the quota for [jinshi] was
increase to 400. … [D]uring the sevenyear span of Dorgon’s regency a total of
1,068 candidates were awarded the
[jinshi] degree. … As the new officials
were called upon to replace [the corrupt
and ineffective] holdovers from the
previous regime, the bureaucracy came
…to identify with the new dynasty. …
[The questions predominated in the
exams during 1646-9 were] how to rid
the…bad policies and practices of the
former regime, how to achieve
amicable working relations between
Manchu and Han officials… how to…
obtain…talented people for government
service … what means were available
to meet current military expenses while
simultaneously lowering taxes…how
…to restore normal conditions to the
peasantry, and how to cause people…
to…put aside any idea of rebellion.”
41

According to Chu (1961: 21), the

proportion of Han Chinese among the
prefects (正五品知州) of Zhou was
83.3% in 1745 and 85.3% in 1850, and
their proportion among the magistrates
(從七品知縣) of Xian amounted to
93.8% in 1745 and 92.2% in 1850.
42

See Im (2000: 161) and Im Kaye

Soon, “Education of the Manchus
during the Qing Dynasty,” Journal of
Social Sciences and Humanities,
Volume 65 (June, 1987), for the
education of the imperial family and
bannermen in specialized institutions
(宗學/覺羅學;世職官學;八旗官學;景
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governor-general/governor: 正二品總督/從二品巡撫), “the chief
agents of imperial authority outside the capital.” 39 The Han
Chinese officials then began to be selected from the gentry
families through the examination system. The very first Palace
Examination was held in 1646, merely two years after the
conquest.40 High-ranking positions were largely monopolized by
the Manchus (and Mongols), but the low-ranking provincial
positions in mainland China were almost exclusively filled by Han
Chinese gentry scholars. 41
The Manchu imperial family and bannermen were
educated in special dynastic schools that taught the Manchu
language, horseriding, archery, and a minimum knowledge of the
Five Classics and the Mandarin dialect required to rule the Han
Chinese. 42 After 1651, the Manchu and Mongol bannermen could
take a simple jinshi examination in their own language, called the
Translation Examination for bannermen, at the garrison. Those
who attained the literary degree were listed on the waiting list of
the Board of Civil Office; had an audience with the emperor; and
then appointed to the seventh-to-ninth rank clerk positions. Im
(1981: 93-4) states: “After six years service as clerk, an individual
could, if he wished, return to a military post at the garrison. … If
he wished to remain a civil servant, he could become a candidate
for assistant district magistrate… Theoretically, [these] clerks had
to keep on practicing archery and horseback riding.” The banner
captains “had easier access to positions as civil administrators in
the…government. As bureaucrats they enjoyed power and wealth,
although their positions in the civil government were not inherited
(ibid: 49-50).”43
After 1687, the bannermen could participate in the same
examinations taken by the Han Chinese, but they had to prove
their ability in archery and horsemanship first. Most Manchus still
did not compete with the Chinese in provincial and metropolitan
examinations. In 1697, the imperial families were encouraged to
take the civil examinations with other Manchus. The Manchu
bannermen, however, had little reason to master Confucian
learning. During the reign of Qianlong (r.1736-96), a total of sixty
persons were appointed as the Compiler to Hanlin Academy to
serve the emperor directly as personal secretary. All of the twentyfive Han Chinese had the jinshi degree, but only four out of the
thirty-five bannermen-appointees (旗人) had the jinshi degree.44
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山官學;咸安宮官學). See also Elliott
ENHANCED ROLE OF THE EXAMINATION SYSTEM

The landed gentry were the backbone of Manchu rule in
mainland China. Although the Qing government, Rowe (2009: 29)
notes, “carved out imperial, banner, and official estates in the
environs of Beijing … it did this primarily in areas that had been
decimated by the Li Zicheng rebellion. Elsewhere, it announced
its intent to respect existing ownership rights.” By passing the
Confucian civil service examinations, members of the Chinese
landed gentry became functionaries of the Qing dynasty and
moved up the ladder through the system, acquiring due privileges.
Franke (1972: 8) states: the examination system “had
assumed its final shape” in the Ming dynasty, “which was taken
over without any major change” by the Qing dynasty. 45 There was
a change, however. A total of 22,980 persons had passed the jinshi
exams during the 273-year (1371-1644) rule of the Ming dynasty,
but 25,441 persons passed during the 258-year (1646-1904) rule of
the Qing dynasty, implying an increase in the average annual
number from 84 to 99.
There were three main grades of examinations for the
Han Chinese. The lowest grade examination (kekao 科考) was
held in the prefectural capital (府都) after the preliminary
qualifying examinations (tongshi 童試) for tongsheng (童生 apprentice
candidates) administered in the county seat that were open to all but
the mean people (賤民). The successful candidates were given the
rank of shengyuan (novice scholars 生員), popularly called cultivated
talent (xiucai 秀才). The second grade examination (xiangshi 鄕試)
for juren (selected men 擧人) was held in the provincial capital (省都)
every three years, and the third (huishi 會試) for jinshi (presented
scholars 進士) in the capital every three years with re-examination
in the imperial palace (dianshi 殿試) under the supervision of the
emperor. Quotas were set at all three levels of examination.
The members of the degree-holders class (shenshi 紳士)
were exempt from the corvèe labor service and the tax replacing
it; enjoyed the legal privilege of commutation for minor offenses
(being exempt from the demeaning humiliation of being lashed);
enjoyed enormous, broadly recognized prestige evidenced
outwardly by special scholar’s gowns and hat-buttons; and were
free from the oppression of the underclerks (which is to say,
received courteously by officials).46 To retain their status, however,

(2001: 296-301) and Elman (2000:164).
43

In Manchuria, Lattimore (1932: 64-5)

says, there were “numerous families,
both of Manchu and Chinese
Bannermen…which lived on the wealth
that some relative had acquired…as
official in China… Many Manchus had
moved to Beijing, leaving their lands in
the hands of tenants …[who] usurped
them…when the Empire fell…”
Lattimore (1932: 70) continues: “The
richest prizes were to be had in China,
and to be gained through careers in the
imperial service. … Even in a small
community [in Manchuria] there would
be Banner families whose members
had held high office all over China….”
44

See Elman (2002: 166-7), Jin (1990:

308-9), and Wittfogel and Fêng (1949:
13). During the time of the Ming, out of
the 170 minister-level officers, 90
percent had served as the Compiler to
Hanlin Academy (翰林院編修). During
the time of the Qing, only a few Han
Chinese who could obtain the higest
grades at the Palace Examination could
become Compilers. Jin (1990: 259)
45

Elman (2000: 381-2) notes that the

eight-legged essay style (ba-gu-wen

八股文) had appeared by 1465-87 and
was “derived directly from parallel
prose styles requiring balanced phrases
and arguments in a series of four and
six characters (四六之流派).” It
replaced the poetry and rhyme-prose
style (shifu 詩賦) of the Tang period.

Partnership between Manchus and Gentry

46

Chu (1961: 182) states: shengyuan

“were not under the ordinary jurisdiction
of the local officials … In case of minor
offenses, the magistrate had to request
the…director of studies (敎官) to inflict
the chastisement…at the Ming-lun hall
(明倫堂). … In case of more serious
crimes…the local official was required
to report to the governor-general, the
governor, or the provincial director of
studies, asking to have the guilty
person deprived of his degree or title.”
47

See Elman (2002: 377-9) and Franke
(1972: 8-10). The offically instituted
local schools (地方官學), Franke

(1972: 13-4) notes, “were…places for
official registration or …the supervision
of scholars. …The real teaching centers
were the shuyuan … [M]ost of them
were…subsidized by the government
and were under the control of the local
officials.” Elman (2000: 373) states:
“apprenticeship for the examination
meant beginning to learn to write
characters at the age of 5, memorizing
the Four Books and the Five Classics
by the age of 11, mastering poetry
composition at age 12, and studying
ba-gu [eight-legged] essay style
thereafter.” Elman (1991: 14) states:
“By 1850, approximately two million
candidates sat for county examinations,
held twice every three years. Of these,
only thirty thousand (1.5%) achieved
licentiate status. Fifteen hundred of the
latter passed the triennial provincial
examinations, and of these, only three
hundred would pass the triennial
metropolitan examinations.”
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all shengyuan had to submit to regular (biennial) recertification
exams (suikao 歲考 lit. “yearly tests” for licensing) at the prefectural
capital. They were never free of the stress and threat of
examinations.47 To rule the empire, Qin Shihuang’di forbade
scholars to read classics, but the Manchu rulers induced the Han
Chinese gentry scholars to get trapped in the Confucian honeypot,
so to speak, drowning themselves in the Confucian Classics.
According to Elman (2000: 241-2), even if “a degreeholder never held office, [the] labor tax benefits and legal privilege
[were] sufficient social reward to merit investment of family
resources for the required training.” Thousands of exam
candidates “congregated biennially at counties, townships, and
prefectures, and triennially in provincial and national capitals, and
these goings-on took on local significance as social, economic,
cultural, and political events ... with the likelihood that only one in
a hundred would pass ... who ranged … from under twenty to
over sixty years of age (ibid: xxxi-ii).”
The position and power of landed gentry depended on
the certification of educational qualifications by state examination
degrees. From the perspective of the Han Chinese in mainland
China, Elman (2002: 361) writes, the Qing government “was a
meritocracy in which social prestige and political appointment
depended…on written examinations.” Qing emperors legitimated
their rule of Han Chinese by “deftly appropriating the civil values
of classical learning;” maintaining the Neo-Confucian bureaucracy
composed of Chinese officials; and presenting themselves as sagemonarchs working with Confucian scholar-officials. “Filiality [孝]
was developed to new heights as an essential prerequisite for
rulership,” states Rawski (1996: 834).48 The Manchu rulers’
acceptance of “the gentry’s role as public functionaries was a
major factor that worked for the stability” of the Qing Empire,
says Michael (1964: xxiii).
The candidates preparing for the examinations had to
master classical written Chinese, Elman (2000: 374-5) says,
“whose linguistic terseness, thousands of unusual written graphs,
and archaic grammatical forms required memorization and
constant attention from childhood to adulthood.” As a result, the
literati elite all over mainland China, regardless of their own
vernacular dialects, could communicate in written form using a
brush (bi-hua 筆畵).
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During the Qing time, according to Michael (1964: xxvxxvii), “there were only some 40,000 civil and military officials—
most of whom were in the capital.” There were some 1,000,000 to
1,500,000 degree-holding (lesser) gentry who “never became
officials but carried on in their home districts and provinces a
great variety of functions. … The services…ranged from
arbitration, welfare activities, and the management…of the vital
public works to the education of the future gentry generation and
the maintenance of the Confucian system itself. … No local
officials [the upper gentry] could manage his district without the
practical cooperation of the [lesser] local gentry” who were the
most literate, wealthy, and respected individuals in their local
communities.49 The institutionalized cooperation of the landed
gentry enabled the Qing, in the words of Rowe (2009: 32-3), “to
keep the civil administration small” and “well under a million
troops (including both the bannermen and the Green Standard
Army) to pacify and defend a population of four to five hundred
million.”
There were more than ten times the number of degreeholding literati who were relentlessly trying but continuously
failing to pass the examinations. The most well-known case may
be that of Yuan Shikai (袁世凱 1859-1916) who had tried
repeatedly but, being a man of action, failed to pass even the
lowest examination. His rise to the highest official position was
owing to the patronage of Li Hongzhang (1823-1901) and the
unflinching support of Empress Dowager Cixi (1835-1908),
symbolizing the final days of the Qing dynasty. Passed or failed,
Yuan Shikai may be classified as a scholar-official, qualitatively
different from Sun Wen, Jiang Jieshi or Mao Zedong.

Gentry’s Role as Public Functionaries

Franke (1972: 27) notes that “The
constant drilling in traditional Confucian
moral principles and the writing of
formalized essays kept the minds of the
gentry so occupied that they had little
time for independent thought.”
48

Rowe (2009: 69) notes: “During

Qianlong’s reign the examination
curriculum gradually shifted to place
greater emphasis on mastery of prose
and poetic style and on philological
erudition.”
49

“To prevent a link between [career]

officials and [lesser] gentry, no official
was permitted to serve in his home…
province [law of avoidance], and each
term of office was too short [less than 3
years] to allow for acquaintance and
connection with the local social
leadership (ibid: xxx).” Lattimore (1944:
33), however, contends that “this did
not prevent a mandarin from dealing
mildly with the scholar-gentry landlords
in the province to which he was
appointed, since after all they were ‘his
own kind of people.’ ” The magistrate,
the centrally appointed jinshi degreeholder, had to coerce into line the

MANCHUS CONSOLIDATE THE NEW EMPIRE

seldom-respected but firmly entrenched

The Manchu partnership with the Mongols lasted until
the very end of the Qing dynasty. Many of the Liaodong Han
Chinese bannermen spoke both Manchu and Chinese, and hence
most of them were co-opted as honorary Manchus. The
partnership with Wu Sangui (d.1678) and two other Chinese
collaborators who took over large satrapies in South and
Southwest China (雲南吳三桂/廣東尙可喜/福州耿精忠), however,
could not last long. In 1673, the three feudatories rebelled (三藩
亂), but crushed by the 160,000-200,000-man banner forces

clerical commoner sub-bureaucracy by
promoting solidarity with the respected
lesser local gentry elite, the so-called
“his own kind of people” in local society.
50

See Im (1981: 13, 22, 24, 158).

According to Elliott (2001: 369), the
total number of Banner soldiers
stationed at 19 provincial garrisons in

Manchus Consolidate the New Empire

mainland China amounted to 40,556
men at their foundation and 58,036
men in 1776. The maximum Manchu
male Banner population is estimated to
have been 210,506 in 1648 and
586,665 in 1720 (ibid: 364). See also
(ibid: 307-14, 348). It seems that only
some 20% of the total male Banner
population constituted the salaried
regular Banner soldiers, and the rest
represented non-adult males or
unemployed adult males (reservists)
who could not obtain regular salaried
military positions in the garrison.
51

Banner soldiers at the garrison cities

numbered as much as 4,126 in Nanjing
or 2,232 in Hangzhou but a mere 555 in
Taiyuan. In 1764, 12.4% of the Banner
forces were stationed in Xinjiang as a
defense against Russia. See Im (1981:
11-3,158). To prevent sinicization of the
(southern) garrison bannermen, Kessler
(1976: 107) states, Kangxi “replaced
them continuously with fresh men from
Beijing.”
52

Elliott (2000: 617) notes that “the

bodies of bannermen who died ‘abroad’
—that is, in the Chinese provinces—
[were] repatriated to Beijing, while
permitting the local burial of Manchus
who died on duty in Mukden [east of
Shan’haiguan], Jilin, and Heilongjiang.”
53

Emperor Kangxi. as Spence (1974:

19-20) notes, gave a vivid picture of the
second expedition against Galdan on
the Kerulen River in March-July 1696:
the western army that struck from
Ningxia numbered 10,790 troops, and
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augmented by the surrendered Ming soldiers (called Lüying 綠營
軍, the Green Standard Army). “Emperor” Wu Shifan (吳世璠),
Sangui’s grandson, committed suicide in 1681. Taiwan was
incorporated into the empire as a prefecture of Fujian in 1683,
rooting out the Ming loyalists who harassed the southern shores
from the island. “Until the opening of Xinjiang” in the mideighteenth century, however, “that portion of the banner
population directly involved in the conquest had been as mobile as
the front itself,” says Crossley (1990: 13).
The Manchus established banner garrisons, numbering
from a couple of hundred to several thousand soldiers, and
financed by the provincial governments. 50 According to Im (1981:
13), about 8 percent of the total number of banner soldiers were
stationed in the Beijing area, 35 percent in Manchuria and 45
percent (est. 42,253 men around 1760) in 18 strategic provincial
cities, to police mainland China and maintain surveillance of the
Chinese civil administrators.51 The Manchu Cities (Garrisons) had
parade grounds, school buildings, and the residences for
provincial authorities, where bannermen were allotted a place to
live with their households behind a wall that separated them from
local Han Chinese. The so-called Tartar Quarters became part of
the landscape and, as Waley-Cohen (2001: 18) says, “a daily
reminder of the Qing’s original status as occupying conquerors.” 52
The Manchus were not bound by the Chinese tradition
that required the eldest son, whether an idiot or a rogue, to take
the throne: “Instead, in good Altaic fashion, they were free to
choose the most capable heir,” says Elliott (2001: 356). Kangxi,
the third son of Shunzhi, made it a law (太子密建法) that the
emperor’s choice of heir be written in his own handwriting (勅諭);
be stored in a box (密建函) behind a hanging board on the ceiling
above the throne; and be revealed only in the presence of
ministers after his death.
Over a period of 134 years, three capable and hardworking emperors, Kangxi (b.1654/r.1661-1722), Yongzheng
(b.1678/r.1723-35) and Qianlong (b.1711/r.1736-96), consolidated
the new empire, in the words of Rowe (2009: 33), organizing “the
state apparatus into a rather tight and impressively efficient
bureaucratic machine.” Guy (2010: 4) states that “the governors
of Qing…performed with competence,” although “less than half
the Qing provincial governors were jinshi-degree holders … [and]
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even under the Qianlong emperor…only 26 percent (60 of 232)
of the governors held the degree (ibid: 15).”
Kangxi, who ruled for sixty years, pacified the Three
Feudatory Rebellions (1673-81), personally led the campaigns to
drive the Galdan (r.1671-97) forces out of Outer Mongolia (in
1690-7), enjoying the excitement of war, and occupied Lhasa in
1720. In order to maintain “discipline and training,” Kangxi
instituted, Kessler notes (1976: 205), “thrice-yearly hunting trips
beyond the Wall” mobilizing “as many as seventy thousand”
bannermen on these occasions. Qianlong, who decided to rule
exactly for sixty years by abdicating one day short of the length of
his grandfather Kangxi’s reign, completed the conquest of the
western Mongols in Zungaria (the area east of Tarbaghatai and
west of the Altai Mountains) in 1757-9 and the Muslim Turks and
Uighurs in Turkestan (the area south of Tianshan and north of
the Kunlun Mountains) by the mid-1770s, and began to rule Tibet
after 1791. All of these lands were inherited by the PRC. 53
In order to reduce the collective influence of imperial
princes and banner nobles on the emperor’s decision-making, the
function of traditional inner-court Council of Deliberative
Princes and Ministers (Yizheng’wang dachen huiyi 議政王大臣會議)
was gradually transferred to the Grand Council (Junji’chu 軍機處)
of the emperor’s select personal confidants who supervised and
directed the formal outer-court bureaucracy, run according to
statutory laws and administrative codes. 54 After 1693, the secret
“palace memorial (zouzhe 奏摺)” system that bypassed the the
outer-court was developed as a major source of intelligence
gathering for the emperor and inner-court ministers, reaching a
wide range of select elite officials in the provinces. 55 Important
documents were written only in Manchu. The Manchu rulers,
Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 149) say, “followed the Qidan,
Nüzhen, and Mongol examples in creating a Manchu
documentation that was generally unavailable to Chinese officials.”
The provinces had Manchu governor-generals who often
resided in the walled garrison compounds, and Chinese governors
who also resided often in the Manchu cities with their families
“like hostages.”56 The capable Chinese, recruited through the
examination system, did the work while the loyal Manchus
checked up on them.
According to Crossley (1999: 128), Emperor Qianlong

the central army that struck from Beijing
across the Gobi numbered 8,130, “with
four horses, one servant, eighty days’
basic rations, and an extra two pecks of
rice per month for each active
combatant soldier. ...As Galdan began
to flee we moved into pursuit, first
strengthening a base camp in which to
leave the sick horses and the servants
who had been marching on foot, then
leaving behind the slower Green
Standard Infantry, then abandoning the
cannon, and finally sending Maska on
ahead as commander of a flying
column.” Galdan died in 1697, and
Outer Mongolia was put under the firm
control of the Qing, but the Zungars in
the west of the Altai Mountains reached
the peak of their power under Galdan’s
nephew (Tsewang Rabdan r.16971727). It was only when internecine
struggles for leadership destroyed the
unity of the Zungars that Qianlong
could exterminate the Western
Mongols. See also Purdue (2005: 28992), and Rowe (2009: 63-71).
54

See Bartlett (1991: 1-7, 48-52, 177-

81) and Ho (1952). The Grand Council
began as a small informal body of
advisors on military matters in the reign
of Yongzheng (r.1723-35). According to
Bartlett (1991: 180), “When the council
was first established [in 1738], it had
only one Chinese member… Manchus
and Mongols predominated…with only
two jinshi holders among the thirty-eight
members … The Manchus’ dominance
does not appear quite so strong…in
terms of each councilor’s number of
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years on duty [i.e., only 64% vs. 36%].”
The emperors trusted the Council
members, many of whom served as
governors. See Guy (2010: 361).
55

A personal memorial was delivered

directly to the emperor by the sender’s
own servant. The original was returned,
punctuated by the emperor’s interlinear
vermilion comments, to the original
sender by the same hand. Emperor
Yongzheng received an average of ten
lengthy memorials a day. See Spence
(2002: 123, 165-7, 175), Zelin (2002:
200-2) and also Rowe (2009: 41-3).
56

57

See Im (1981: 16, 24).

According to Elliott (2001: 341-3), a

proclamation of 1762 made the Han
Chinese bannermen free to quit the
banners, and “those who stayed
became Manchu.” By 1779, the Han
Chinese bannermen “had been
eliminated from all Manchu cities save
Beijing and Guangzhou (ibid: 351).”
58

See Fairbank and Goldman (1998:

148), Michael (1964: xxxiv-xxxv), and
Kessler (1976: 108).
59

欽定 滿洲源流考 卷十六 國俗

commanded in 1740 that “selected Mongols, Koreans, Tai Nikan
(the Chinese population of eastern Liaodong and Jilin), and all
‘Fushun Nikan’ be enrolled in the Manchu banners.” After a
protracted process of weeding out the Chinese bannermen, all
banner people came to be recognized as Manchus (or Mongols).
The only Han Chinese troops whose existence was recognized
were the Green Standard Army that had participated in the
campaigns under Qianlong. Though they numbered three times
larger than the Eight Banners, they were fragmented into smaller
units scattered all over the countryside, and used mainly as the
local constabulary on the post routes and against bandits under
the command of various local officials, without any training as a
striking force.57
In 1792, Qianlong styled himself “Old Man of the Ten
Complete Victories,” including victories in three wars of conquest
in Xinjiang (the Zungar, Yili, and Muslim campaigns of 1755-59);
two wars fought on the Sichuan-Tibetan borderlands (the
Jinchuan wars of 1747-9 and 1771-6); wars in Burma (1766-70),
Taiwan (1787-8) and Vietnam (1988-9); and two wars against the
Gurkhas in Nepal (1990-2), as if to commemorate the “Pax
Manjurica.”58
The victories in warfare were extensively commemorated
in art and literature, in monuments and public buildings, in ritual
celebrations, in rewards, and in celebrating marches. According to
Waley-Cohen (2006: 22), such a “militarization of culture” in the
Qianlong era could not but affect even the Han Chinese people,
as manifested by the active “militarization of local society” in
mainland China “during the nineteenth century.” Perhaps the
martial legacy of the Manchu Qing had been conducive also to
the advent of such legendary modern Han Chinese military
leaders as Li Hongzhang (1823-1901), Yuan Shikai (1859-1916),
Jiang Jieshi (1887-1975), and Mao Zedong (1893-1976).

十三 …太宗…諭衆曰…恐日後子孫
忘舊制廢騎射以效漢俗
See Elliott (2001: 277), and also Waley-

4. The Manchus Try to Maintain the Conquerors’ Identity

Cohen (2006: 18).
TO MAINTAIN RACIAL PURITY, MARTIALISM AND FRUGALITY
60

Crossley (1990: 26-7) further notes:

“In 1779 Hongli in exasperation ordered
that translations of edicts issued in

Huang’taiji, the de facto founder of the Qing dynasty,
had expressed his grave worries over the future: “What I fear is
this: that the children and grandchildren of later generations will
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abandon the Old Way, neglect shooting and riding, and enter into
the Chinese Way.” Qianlong ordered this statement be engraved
onto stelae and displayed whenever bannermen underwent
military training.59
The Qing emperors idealized the Manchu identity with
the martial (wu) values such as archery, equestrianism, military
conquest, imperial expansion, and the frugal way of life
accompanied with such a culture. Waley-Cohen (2006: 1) states:
“They contrasted these values specifically with the scholarly,
literary emphasis of Chinese culture in general and the
extravagant culture of consumption that had come to characterize
the late Ming period.” The Qing emperors believed that “it was
precisely the dilution of such ideals through acculturation to
Chinese ways (wen) that had brought about the demise of their
ancestors, the Nüzhen Jin (ibid: 3).” They tried to hold the
hereditary bannermen together as a cohesive and effectively ruling
group by promoting their martialism and frugality. The “martial
values” and “military culture” had been “deeply embedded in elite
culture (ibid: 14),” and success in military service enhanced the
“access to political power (ibid: 19).”
The Manchu emperors spent summers in Inner
Mongolia (at Chengde in Jehol/Rehe), maintaining physical fitness
by riding, hunting (at Mulan, the huge hunting park north of
Rehe), and shooting. Emperor Qianlong prescribed rigorous study
of the Manchu language and of military skills for banner
education. He formalized the Old Manchu Way: immersion in the
military arts of riding and shooting, the speaking and writing of
Manchu, shamanism, frugality, and reverence for the lineages. He
stated that “whether you have studied classical literature [the Four
Books and Five Classics] is a matter of no concern to me.” 60
According to Elliott (2001: 355), the “performance of
songs at the Qianlong court celebrating the twelfth-century
victories of the Nüzhen Jin dynasty over the Song” was an
“indication of the sense the Manchus had of following in the
footsteps of the Mongols, the Nüzhens, and the Qidans.”
The Kangxi Emperor, in the words of Oxnam (1973:
286), “knew the rudiments of the Chinese language, …was willing
to play the role of good Confucian emperor, … [and] found it
easier to dismount from the horse of conquest.” Although the
Manchu “emperor presented himself to Han Chinese as the heir

Manchus Try to Maintain Conquerors’ Identity

Mongolian should be submitted to him
for grammatical review, as was already
the practice for Manchu; thus the
emperor proposed to augment his
normal duties of edict review by
becoming a Manchu and Mongolian
language turtor as well.” Rawski (1996:
829) notes: “Until the Jiaqing reign
(嘉慶/颙琰 Yongyan r.1796-1820), the
court required banner officials,
generals...and Manchu officials
receiving edicts written in Manchu to
write in Manchu to the throne.”

12.9. Emperor Qianlong arriving at a
village on inspection tour and camping.
61

Rawski (1998: 198-200, 231, 240-1).

Rawski (1996: 835) notes: “Later Qing
rulers were depicted as Manjusri, the
bodhisattva of compassion and
wisdom. … Thangkas depicting the
Qianlong emperor as Manjusri…now
hangs in …the Potala in Lhasa, Tibet.”

Racial Purity, Matiality, and Frugality

Jagchid and Symons (1989: 21) state
that “During the later Qing period, as
the Manchus became less reliant on
Mongol military power, the registration
of Mongols for military service...grew
lax. …Almost half of the male Mongols
…join[ed] monasteries. This massive
exodus …diminished the potential for
…Mongol military threat…because
monks produced no offspring.”
According to Rawski (1998: 199),
“because Islam did not allow
unbelievers to act as patrons [official
protectors] of the faith,” the Manchu
rulers preached religious tolerance for
the Muslims, providing funds for the
construction of their mosques.
62

See also Im (1981: 35-6, 51).

12.10. Putuo-zongcheng Temple at the
Summer Palace, Chengde (Rehe).
Qianlong built this replica of the Potala
Palace, the Dalai Lama’s palace-temple
at Lhasa, in 1771 to commemorate the
eightieth birthday of his mother, the
Dowager Empress Xiaosheng.
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to the Chinese dynastic tradition, a Confucian monarch,” and to
the Mongols and Tibetans as “Khan of Khans” cum Protector of
Buddhism as the “Buddha Reincarnate,” every Manchu ruler had
“identified shamanism with [the sacred] Manchu tradition” and
“promoted the Aisin Gioro family rites” by disseminating through
“the banner organization” the court “shamnistic code” which
“strongly emphasized ancestor worship.” 61 The Manchus, Spence
(1990: 41) notes, kept “to their own private religious practices,
which were conducted by shamanic priests and priestesses in
temple compounds to which the Chinese were denied access.”
The Manchus tried to maintain their racial purity by
banning marriage between the banner members and the Han
Chinese. The general ban on intermarriage remained in effect for
250 years until lifted a year after the Boxer Rebellion (i.e., only ten
years before the collapse of the dynasty in 1911). Although
marriages were permitted between the families of Manchu and
Liaodong Han Chinese bannermen, Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 112) state, this constituted no break in the general policy because the
“Chinese bannermen were considered Manchu and, particularly
when they lived in the north, behaved as such, acquiring not only
the speech, but exactly the manners and even gestures of the oldfashioned Manchus of Manchuria.” 62
The Qing rulers thought that the Han Chinese practice
of binding the feet of their women was extremely barbarous, and
hence they proscribed foot-binding for Manchu women. Walking
through life with “big feet,” Manchu women were not bound by
the same rigid social conventions which prevailed among the Han
Chinese. 63
No combination of efforts, however, could save the
Manchus from the fate of ethnic self-destruction. By the end of
the Qianlong period (r.1736-96), the great majority of bannermen
in the provincial Manchu garrison cities, too small to maintain a
self-contained life and public banner schools, could not speak the
Manchu language, though memorials were routinely sent in
Manchu until the end of the Qing dynasty. 64
Although the Manchu and Han Chinese bannermen
were mostly promoted to governorship in the early days, Guy
(ibid: 67) states that “By the nineteenth century, the vast majority
of those promoted [from junior territorial office to
governorships] were Chinese civilians [with jinshi-degree]. … In
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the Tongzhi reign [r.1861-74], the figure was 80 percent.”

Ideology of Manchu Rulers on Ethnic Origin

63

Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 12) say

that “the only unmarried woman in the
THE IDEOLOGY OF MANCHU RULERS ON THEIR ETHNIC ORIGIN

world whose position is analogous to

According to Elliott (2000: 608), “the very first lines of
the Manchu Veritable Records (dating from before 1644)—an
account of the mythical origins of the Manchus and the exploits
of the Qing founder, Nurhachi—is a reference to…the Changbai
Mountains [長白山/白頭山 the ritualized Manchu ancestral birthplace]
…from [which] flow three rivers, the Yalu, the Sungari, and the
Aihu.” Elliott quotes Shengzu Shilu: “Northewest of the Yalu River
is all the territory of China [Qing]; to its southeast is the territory
of Korea [Chosun] … Southwest of the Tumen is the territory of
Korea, while to its northeast is the territory of [Qing] … but the
area between the Yalu and the Tumen is still unknown (ibid:
623);” and further quotes Gong Chai: “Manchuria [Manzhou]…is
the dynasty’s auspicious place of origin (ibid: 632).” 65
In an imperial edict (dated September 20, 1777)
commissioning the “Researches on Manchu Origins” (Manzhou
Yuanliu’kao, completed six years later in 1783), Emperor Qianlong
(r.1736-96) presented his own disquisition on the history of
Manchuria. In the preface to the Researches on the Manchu Origins,
Qianlong states that the ancestors of the Jin imperial clan had
lived among the Mohe confederation within the territory of the
ancient Sushens, where were found the Long White Mountains
(Chang’bai-shan) and the Black Water (Hei-shui). This was the very
scene of the rise of the Nüzhens. The Qing rulers believed that
the founders of the Jin dynasty were their direct ancestors, and
they initially called their nation Latter Jin until 1636. Qianlong
suggested that “Man-zhou (滿洲)” may be traced to “Man-zhu (滿
珠)” which may in turn be traced to “Zhu-shen (珠申),” a fairly
recent reflex of the remote name of “Su-shen (肅愼).” 66
The Qing rulers traced the Manchu origins not only to
the Sushen-Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus, but also to the Three Han,
Silla and Paekche of the Yemaek Tungus, as well as to the Parhae,
the Macro-Tungus. As a common denominator, the reputation of
all the Tungusic people for their excellent archery marksmanship
(on horseback) and fighting capabilities was very much amplified.
The Manzhou Yuanliu’kao, however, conspicuously excludes the
Qidan and the Koguryeo because the Xianbei, on the one hand,
had obviously nothing to do with the Manchu origins while the

that of the American girl in her own
family is the Manchu girl.” The Manchu
women continued to wear their native
costume until the close of the dynasty.
As they did in the Xianbei societies,
Manchu women enjoyed independence
and an honored position, and
participated “not only in economic,
political and religious matters, but even
in the military life (ibid: 17).”
64

See Elliott (2001: 297-301).

65

Elliott (2000: 608-9) notes: “in

1671…Kangxi…returned to Mukden to
pay respects to the Qing founders,
whose mausola on the city’s outskirts
had just been completed. …the second
visit came in 1682, the third in 1698. …
The Qianlong … visit[ed] Mukden in
1743, 1754, 1778, and 1783… Jiaqing
emperor went in 1805, and…Daoguang
…made…the last imperial visit in 1829.”
66

See Crossley (1997: 124, 301).

欽定 滿洲源流考 卷首諭旨
乾隆四十二年八月十九日 上諭頃閱
金史世紀云 金始祖居 完顔部 其地
有白山黑水..本朝肇興...與大金正同
史又稱金之先出靺鞨部古肅愼地. 我
朝肇興時 舊稱滿珠 所屬曰珠申後
改稱滿珠 而漢字相沿訛爲滿洲 其
實卽古肅愼爲珠申之轉音 …我朝得
姓曰愛新覺羅[Aisin Gioro]氏 國語爲
金曰愛新 可爲金源同派之證
67

欽定滿洲源流考卷首諭旨 三韓命

Privileged Decay but Bannermen Died Loyally

名第列辰韓馬韓弁韓而不詳其意義
當時三國必有三汗各統其一 史家不
知汗爲君長之稱 遂以音詞誤譯 而
庸鄙者甚至訛韓爲族姓…有三韓 訂
謬之作惜未令人盡讀之而共喩耳若
卷七 部族 完顔 五代 金史世紀
金之先 出靺鞨氏…古肅愼地也…金
之始祖…初從高麗來 按通考及大金
國志云 本自新羅來姓完顔氏 新羅
王金姓 相傳數十世則金之自新羅來
無疑建國之名 亦應取此金史地理誌
乃云以國有金水源爲名 史家附會之
詞未足憑耳 居完顔部
卷七 部族 完顔 遼 祥符三年[1010]
契丹征高麗..女眞復與高麗合兵拒之
契丹大敗..天聖後屬契丹世襲節度使
兄弟相傳 其帥本新羅 人號完顔氏
女眞服其練事 以首領推之自哈富…
生…生...次太祖 次太宗…國號大金
卷七 部族 元…金始祖 本從新羅來
號完顔氏 所部稱完顔部 新羅王金
姓則金之遠派出
The statement that the founder of Jin
dynasty came from Silla is repeated
several times in Manzhou Yuanliu’kao.
68

Qianlong noted the confusion in the

Chinese records over the names of the
Three Hans of Korea. The “han” in Mahan, Chin-han, or Pyun-han was clearly
a reference to a ruler – a khan. The
Chinese simply had not known that
“han” was a term for a leader. Crossley
(1999: 302) writes: “The Manchus and
their… predecessors in the Northeast,
the emperor went on to emphasize, had
been subjected to just such
mistreatment in the Chinese records.”
69

According to Elliott (2001: 364), the
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presence of (the Yemaek Tungus) Koguryeo, on the other hand,
might inflict serious damage on their effort to nurture a
hegemonic image of the Sushen-Mohe Tungus in Manchurian
history.
Neither the Western nor the Han Chinese specialists on
the history of China ever mention the following fact recorded in
(the Wanyan section of Book 7, Buzu) Manzhou Yuanliu’kao: the
History of Jin states that the founder of the Jin dynasty came from
Koryeo (or old Koguryeo land) but the Chronicle of Great Jin notes
that he had originally come from Silla with the clan name of
Wanyan. Since the Silla royal surname of Kim (金 implying
Golden) has been transmitted from generation to generation over
many dozens of generations, the Chronicle continues, the royal
surname of Silla without doubt became its dynastic name.67
Both Western and Han Chinese specialists also fail to
mention the fact that the emperor Qianlong addressed a quarter
of his edict to the people of the Korean Peninsula. 68 The Heishui
Mohe were described in Tang history as an uncultured people of
terrifying fierceness, possessing a deadly poison for arrow tips.
Qianlong apparently believed that the Manchus, Crossley (1997:
125) writes, “were rooted in these warlike peoples, but they were
also rooted in the peoples of the ancient kingdoms of the Korean
Peninsula, whose achievements in ceramics and metallurgy had
fostered a local, independent civilization, and the Parhae kings,
who had their own script, court rituals, bureaucracy, and multiple
capitals.”
The end of Qianlong’s life (1711-99) coincided with the
end of tripolar East Asia—the old order. The salaries for
bannermen were fixed, even in times of inflation. Banner families
began to slide into poverty, and the banner forces’ reputation for
invincibility began to erode. While the company quotas for
salaried positions and budget were fixed, the banner population
steadily increased in peacetime. 69 Michael (1964: xxxiv) states:
“When the banner families increased, there were no additional
funds… What had been a comfortable salary in the beginning
became an insufficient dole for a force whose morale was broken
by lack of training and long years of inactivity. … The Manchus
had the choice either of permitting the banner population to enter
professions and merge with the Chinese population or of
continuing to keep them as a group apart in a sort of privileged
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decay. They chose the latter course and hoped that in this way
they would retain the loyalty of a group that had no way out. And
indeed…the Manchu garrisons…remained loyal …and…died
loyally.” According to Im (1981: 121), about 8,000 banner soldiers
garrisoned at Hangzhou were exterminated with their families
(save 46 officers and soldiers) by the Taipings in December of
1861. The Manchu commander-in-chief, Crossley (1990: 133)
writes, “and most of his officers died in the fighting. More than
ten thousand men and women killed themselves as the garrison
was lost.” 70

total population of the Manchu Eight
Banners was at most 0.39 million in
1648, but more than doubled to 1.08
million as soon as 1720.
Elliott (2001: 314) states: “As with the
majority of the Chinese population, the
number of people under the banners
probably doubled within one hundred
years after the conquest. … The
number of openings for soldiers was
finite…there were more and more

THE SINOCENTRIC BASICS IN WRITING THE QING HISTORY

candidates for proportionately fewer

A typical Sinocentric history (or rather a fiction) of the
Qing reads as follows: the Qing empire was “given a certain
political and cultural cast by the Manchus”; the Qing empire was
“controlled by the Manchus”; or the Qing empire was founded by
the Manchus but the Qing rulers “remade the court to bring it
into harmony with established Chinese values” and the “golden
age was represented in the rule of the Qianlong emperor, the
most Confucian and sinified” of the Qing rulers. According to
Crossley (1999: 3), these are the “basics” that are “accepted” in
the field of Qing history.
Under the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Han Chinese
civilization flourished. The Ming emperors, however, had
struggled with civil officials for control. The Qing emperors ruled.
The centralized bureaucracy with specialized civil and military
functions effectively had control, enforcing an elaborate set of
laws governing extensive human and non-human resources down
to the county level. The thirteen Ming provinces and the two
metropolitan regions were restructured into eighteen provinces
that constituted the inner territory, known as “China proper.” The
territories outside China proper such as Manchuria, Xinjiang,
Tibet, and Taiwan, says Peterson (2002: 7), “were administered…
as categorically distinct…and generally they were under the
command of personnel who were not Han Chinese,” involving
“institutions and procedures not known under the Ming system
of government.” The Qing ruled the peoples in outer territories
according to their own tribal traditions (因俗以治), strictly set
apart from the Chinese and the Confucian traditions. 71
Until the end of the dynasty, the high ranking positions

and fewer salaried positions. The result
was rising unemployment and an
increase in the number of people
dependent on a single salary.”
70

Kangxi and Qianlong emperors had

visited Hangzhou six times altogether,
and each time the emperors had stayed
at the garrison city, inspecting the
troops and practicing archery. See Im
(1981: 15), and Crossley (1990: 63).
According to Crossley (1990: 129-30),
the Taipings had occupied the southern
portion of Hangzhou in March 1860,
and “Manchu women and girls were
seen resisting the invaders with spears
and short swords, and aiding in the
defense of barricades by lighting mortar
fuses.” The Taipings withdrew, leaving
between 60,000-100,000 people dead
including over 2,500 bannermen and
women. Crossley (ibid: 126-7) writes on
the Taiping’s massacre of the banner
garrison soldiers and their families at
Nanjing that was captured in March of
1853: “Taiping leaders… identified the
Manchus as the…Satan. … At Nanjing,
general-in-chief Aisin Gioro Xianghou
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and most of his officers had been killed
in battle. After the taking of the garrison,
thousands of Manchu women and
children had been driven through the
main gate and slaughtered.… [M]ore
than thirty thousand residents of the
garrison had been killed; virtually the
entire community had perished.”
According to Rowe (2009: 282), “the
worst instance was in Xi’an, where…no
fewer than ten thousand Manchu men,
women, and children were summarily
murdered in late October” 1911.
71

72

See Im (2000: 277-97).

See 翦伯贊, 中國史綱要, 1983,
p.427, and also Rowe (2009: 279).
The Qing rulers had created parallel

positions for Manchus and Chinese in
high capital posts. Kessler (1976: 67),
however, illuminates the essence of the
“diarchy,” as portrayed in the memorial
submitted by Xiong Ci-li who had
received Jinshi in 1658: “the superiorinferior syndrome [made] Chinese
officials to become no more than yesmen to their Manchu counterparts.”
See also Oxnam (1973: 273). Cf.
Fairbank (1953).
73

Rawski (1996: 832-3) states that

were almost completely monopolized by the Manchu-Mongol
aristocracy, and only the lower ranking positions in mainland
China were filled by the Han Chinese gentry scholars. In May of
1911, the very final days of Qing, the Manchu rulers were forced
to put up a “responsible cabinet,” but nine out of the thirteen
ministers appointed were still the Manchu-Mongol aristocrats. 72
The Manchus promoted their martial traditions and resisted
sinification. They both prospered with their own system and
perished with their own system.
The gentry-scholar elite in downstairs, the Han Chinese
who had passed civil service examinations, enjoyed social prestige
even when not holding official position. They collaborated closely
with the conquest elite in upstairs, centered on imperial relatives,
and the Manchu, Mongol, and Liaodong Han Chinese bannermen,
securing maximal returns under the dual system of a conquest
regime. 73 The common people also enjoyed political stability,
economic prosperity, and high population growth, at least to the
end of the Qianlong emperor’s life. Hence Wang (2009: 147-8)
states that “By almost any measure, the Qing was the most
successful of conquest dynasties in Chinese history.”74 Rowe
(2009: 1) further states that the Qing “more than doubled the
geographic expanse of the Ming empire…and more than tripled
the Ming’s population,” unfolding the “prosperous age (shengshi
盛世) called the High Qing in the West (ibid: 63).”
Although the Manchu rulers had forced the Chinese to
adopt the Manchu hairstyle and high-collar tight-jacket dress
(instead of the traditional loosely hanging robes) for uniformity in
physical appearance, they in fact had never tried to build a nationstate through Confucian-style acculturation. On the contrary, they
tried to preserve distinctively separate cultural identities for
different subject peoples in their multi-cultural, multi-ethnic
empire state.

“conquest elite, composed of banner
nobles and imperial kinsmen…was
superimposed upon the Han Chinese
bureaucracy. …Banner nobles, whether

5. Mandarin, the Language of the Liaodong Han Chinese
Bannermen: A Linguistic Conquest

of Manchu, Mongol, or Han descent,
were part of a privileged hereditary elite
[who] sat on the Deliberative Council,
the major policy-making body [and] also

The Manchus were very familiar with the Liaodong
Chinese dialect. On the other hand, many of the Liaodong Han
Chinese spoke both Manchu and Chinese. Hence, the Qing rulers
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Liaodong Chinese Dialect Becomes Mandarin

appointed many of the Liaodong Chinese bannermen to positions
in the government bureaucracy during the early post-conquest
period.75 The spoken language of the Liaodong Han Chinese
bannermen at once became the Mandarin (guan-hua 官話, the
dialect spoken by officials). The Tuoba conquerors continued to
speak the Xianbei language in their court, but they also spoke
Chinese. The Manchu Oing rulers also continued to speak the
Manchu language, but also spoke Mandarin.
Those Han Chinese who could pass the provincial
examinations by mastering classical Chinese had to master the
Mandarin as a second language if they wanted to become a fully
effective member of the central bureaucrats (including the local
government officials appointed by the central government).
Elman (2000: 375) states that Mandarin enabled the literati elite in
the Qing Empire to “move effectively [in] local, provincial, and
capital circles, while non-elite were limited to local groups that
spoke the same dialect.”
The “rote memorization of the Four Books in Mandarin
pronunciation” by the Chinese gentry elite all over the empire,
who wanted to pass not only the local licencing-renewal
examinations but also the xiangshi and huishi, indeed drew a line of
demarcation between the Mandarin-speaking literary bureaucracy
and the “classically” illiterate masses who spoke only the
vernacular dialects.76 And yet, the examination system was a viable
institution that served the administrative needs of a conquest
dynasty and also the self-interest of landed-gentry families,
cementing the partnership between the conquerors and Han
Chinese officialdom in mainland China.
Elman (2000: 375) states: “The institutionalization of
the Mandarin dialect used in the Beijing court…as the official
spoken language…entailed…cultural and linguistic uniformity
among elites.” Mandarin became the standard spoken language for
the gentry elite throughout the realm. 77 If the conquest dynasty
had primarily “stressed political reproduction of loyal officials to
share power in the bureaucracy,” the examination and dynastic
school system, in unforeseen ways, perhaps quite unintentionally,
induced the “social reproduction of gentry elites (ibid: 240)” and
the quasi-hereditary monopolization of bureaucracy by the rich
gentry (and merchant) families, because the system was apparently
partial to the “families with a strong tradition of classical

dominated Qing administration of the
northeast, Mongolia, Tibet, and
Turkestan…Xinjiang…the Court of
Colonial Affairs… Imperial kinsmen
became pillars of the dynasty, serving
in the imperial guards and performing a
variety of diplomatic, military, and
security functions for the throne.”
74

Ho (1998: 123-4) writes: “The

unprecedented population growth…was
…the outcome of…peace, prosperity,
and a series of fiscal reforms benefitting
the poor, including the permanent
abolition of compulsory labor services
[corvée and the merging of the adult
ting payment into the land tax], thus
bringing an end to ‘two thousand years
of government oppression [winning] the
allegiance and dedication of the
Confucian elite who saved the ‘alien’
dynasty…wiping out the ethnic Chinese
Taiping rebels in 14 years of life-anddeath struggle.” According to Ho, “the
metamorphosis of the Manchu tribal
state into a [so successful] unitary
centralized empire” was simply the
outcome of “systematic sinicization.”
75

See Peterson (2002: 176), Im (2000:

141), and Crossley (1999: 56, 120).
76

Elman (2000: 239-40 and 380).

“After years of classical training, for
instance, Cantonese literati…shared
…linguistic --Mandarin-- and discursive
--classical-- commonalities with other
literati all over the empire… A literatus
from Shanxi…would have little trouble
bridging the vernacular gap with his

Mandarin Consolidated by Exam System

southeastern Cantonese colleague …
Mandarin-speaking elites…served as
‛outsider’ officials in…provinces where
the non-elite…natives spoke a
different dialect (ibid: 375).”
77

After Emperor Yongle (r.1403-24)

relocated the capital from Nanjing to
Beijing, the language that prevailed in
court and among officials (guan-hua)
was based on the dialect in the new
capital region but, Elman (2000: 373-4)
states, “a form of southern guan-hua
remained in use during the Ming in the
parallel ministries that were maintained
in Nanjing as the southern capital.”
During the Qing dynasty, however,
there was no competing capital such as
Nanjing, and hence Beijing alone
provided the standard official spoken
language for officials.
78

“In 1688, a Chinese candidate from

Hangzhou…answered the… question…
in both classical Chinese and Manchu
and was appointed as a compiler to the
Hanlin Academy…even though [he]
finished at the bottom of…jinshi…In
1748...Qianlong…reproached…optimus
and secundus on the 1745 palace
examination…for… poor performances
in learning Manchu (ibid).”
79

“When China had been freshly

conquered,” Crossley (1990: 24) notes,
the Qing court encouraged the Manchu
“banner officers to learn Chinese … to
oversee the work of the Chinese
bureaucrats upon whom the
regime was unavoidably dependent.”
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scholarship and Mandarin-speaking credentials as a result of
office-holding (ibid: 244),” and the “candidates already socialized
through schooling and family traditions in guan-hua and literate in
classical Chinese (ibid: 240).”
According to Elman (2000: 167-8), the Han Chinese elite
“who passed the palace and the court examinations with highest
honors and entered the Halin Academy, where they served as
imperial secretaries, were required to learn Manchu, a practice that
began in 1647. … Special essay tests in Manchu and translation
questions from classical Chinese to Manchu were administered to
Hanlin academicians…to ensure that documents and memorials
were accurately recorded in the dual official languages.”78
Janhunen (1996: 163-4) states: “the Chinese language has
undergone several cycles of differentiation and unification. The
most recent phase of unification is connected with the formation
and expansion of the group of dialects known as Northern
Chinese or Mandarin … Of these, the variety spoken in Greater
Manchuria, including Shandong, is Northern Mandarin.” He
further states that, “with the expansion of the Qing dynasty, the
Liaodong variety of Mandarin was taken to Beijing, from where it
was spread all over China as the principal oral idiom between the
Manchu and all the other ethnic groups of the empire (ibid: 167).”
The so-called Northern Mandarin was the Chinese
dialect spoken by the Liaodong Han Chinese bannermen, which
was “the only Chinese language” readily understood and learned by
the Manchu conquerors. Not only the officialdom shared spoken
and written language, the members of the Qing ruling class
shared linguistic commonalities with each other all over the
empire, generating a linguistic cleavage between the rulers and the
ruled. 79 As a result, Elman (2000: 374-6) observes, “like European
elites in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, who crossed over
from their vernacular to classical Latin as the language of
instruction in secondary education,” the Mandarin-speaking elites
could move with ease in the provincial and capital circles as
outsider officials.
The Altaic languages are characterized by a
predominantly polysyllabic morpheme structure, absence of
tones, and a highly developed suffixal morphology.80 The Chinese
belongs to the Tibeto-Chinese language, characterized by features
such as monosyllabic morpheme structure, tonal distinctions, and
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absence of morphology. Linguists, however, have noticed the
presence of the Northern Chinese dialect with Altaic typology
long before the Ming period. Of the regional varieties of
Mandarin, Janhunen (1996: 164-5) observes, “the variety spoken
in Greater Manchuria…is Northern Mandarin, and it is interesting
to note that its modern territory is closely congruous with the
medieval territory of the [Nüzhen] Jin empire of Manchuria and
Northern China. … We can perhaps say that Mandarin was
formed both upon an Altaic substrate, especially in the north, and
under an Altaic superstrate, especially in the south.”
In an article with the rather provocative title of
“Mandarin, a Language of the Manchus: How Altaic?,” Okada
(1992) contends that “the Mandarin dialect of Beijing in Qing
times…was a strongly Altaicized form of Chinese.”81 The
northern variety of the Chinese language, called Northern
Mandarin, had apparently adopted Altaic typology, and was
polished by virture of the ethnically unifying Manchu Banner
System.
Mandarin is today the Sinitic language characterized by
the least number of tones and the largest share of polysyllabic
vocabulary, with a tendency towards suffixal morphology and
syntactic constructions of the Altaic type.82 This structural
transformation has been termed the Altaicization of Chinese.
One may say that the Liaodong dialect, that came to be called
Mandarin, was formed upon an Altaic underlying layer. Janhunen
(1996: 165) observes that, “with some exaggeration, Mandarin
could even be characterized as a Manchurian language.”
The Altaicized Liaodong Chinese dialect, or rather the
language of Han Chinese bannermen, was taken to Beijing by the
Manchu conquerors, and in due course consolidated its position
as “the language of civil servants” through the Qing civil service
examination system. Called Mandarin, it was retained as the
official language of modern China, reminiscent of the English
that was retained as the official language of India in her 1950
constitution (and the 1967 amendment). The leaders of modern
China, however, never delve into the origin and root of the
modern Chinese language. Being immersed in Sinocentric
historiography, most historians have failed to notice such a
“linguistic conquest.”

80

Ostler (2005: 138) notes that the

Altaic words, “at least the nouns and
verbs, are built up … of strings of short
elements. … [T]hey make…extensive
use of the principle of vowel harmony,
so that vowels in the suffixes echo the
vowels of the word’s root. Their word
order places the verb at the end of the
sentence. In all these respects, they are
radically different from Chinese, a
monosyllabic tone language with little or
no word formation, and a basic order in
which the verb comes second in the
sentence.”
81

See also Elliott (2001: 101, 414) and

Hashimoto (1986).
82

Ostler (2005: 145) notes that

“Mandarin Chinese can distinguish
wŏmen (我们), ‘we excluding you,’ from
zănmen (咱们), ‘we including you,’ just
as Mongol and Manchu do … And …
one can point to the absence of
consonant clusters … Altaic languages
cannot abide more than one consonant
at the beginning of a syllable. … and
strings of previously free monosyllables
became congealed into longer words.”
Ostler (2005: 146) further notes that in
Mandarin, “there is still a tendency for
direct objects to occur rather often
before the verb, and than-phrases to
occur before comparative adjectives,
features that might be attributed to
Altaic influence.”
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Opium War (1839-42)

Taiping Rebellion (1851-64)

Beijing, 5 years after the British burnt
the Summer Palace in October 1860.

20,000 allied troops entering Beijing to
relieve the Boxer siege of the foreign
legations (June 20-August 14, 1900).
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA TAKING OVER
THE WHOLE OF THE QING EMPIRE
END OF THE TRIPOLAR FRAMEWORK OF ANALYSIS

The Manchu rulers had enforced a rather fanatically Neo13.1. Nanjing Arsenal 1868

Confucian socio-political order, tailored for the Han Chinese to realize
their personal honor and wealth, and had indoctrinated them to identify
loyalty to the Manchu emperors as the loftiest sentiments of the
Confucian tradition. The gentry elite exhausted themselves by the
notoriously time-consuming preparations for the examinations on the
Confucian classics. The constant drilling in Neo-Confucian moral
principles and the writing of formalized essays kept the minds of
gentry-scholars so occupied that they had little time for independent

13.2. Boxers 義和團 1898-1901

thought. During the Taiping Rebellion, many scholar-officials, such as
Li Hongzhang, proved not only their loyalty to the Manchu dynasty, but
also their outstanding capability in administrative and military
operations. Li identified the Qing dynasty with China throughout his life,
and was never conscious of any conflict between his loyalty to the
reigning conquest dynasty and his concern for China as a country.
The White Lotus Rebellion had destroyed the invincibility of
the banner forces. There then appeared the Czarist Russians and the

13.3. Revolution 1911

maritime Western imperialists, soon to be followed by the imperial
Japanese. The Taiping rebels attacked not only the alien conquest
dynasty but also the Neo-Confucian socio-political order. The Qing
rulers purchased a new lease on life by submitting to an unequal treaty
system with the Western powers and by supporting the conservative
Chinese scholar-generals in the provinces. The Manchu rulers could
mobilize the regional Chinese armies to defeat the peasant rebellions,
but brought into existence a prototype of latter-day warlords.
Symbolizing the twilight of the old order, Yuan Shikai

13.4. Nanjing Government 1912

became the first Han Chinese to hold a viceroyalty and a grand
councilorship without passing any Confucian examination. Yuan Shikai
enjoyed the unflinching support of the Empress Dowager Cixi until her
death and, in return, recompensed the doomed Manchu rulers with
respect, allowing them a graceful finale, quite unlike the execution of
the Romanov family in 1918. Sun Wen, Jiang Jieshi, and Mao Zedong
were born to the peasant-merchant families of South China, and
belonged to the post-Confucian examinations generation, symbolizing

13.5. Jiang Jieshi and Mao Jedong

the advent of a new order.
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Manchu Banner’s Invincibility Destroyed

1. Twilight of the Old Order
THE MANCHU BANNER’S INVINCIBILITY COMPLETELY LOST

After the emperor Qianlong died in 1799, Waley-Cohen
(2006: 17) states, “the escalating struggle against internal uprisings,
dramatic economic downturn, and the western imperialism that
resumed in earnest after the end of the Napoleonic wars in 1815,
combined forces to put an end to the extraordinary imperial
dynamism of the high Qing era, even though the empire itself
lasted for another century.”
The Qing rulers were able to co-opt the Mongols as a
junior partner for their empire building, but then there appeared
the Czarist Russians on the trans-Siberian frontier.1 There was no
longer any Xianbei-Tungus antagonist challenging the Qing
empire in the east, but then there appeared the maritime Western
imperialists with gunboats, together with their brand new
imitators, the Japanese Devils, who were much more organized and
better equipped than the former pirates. 2 The White Lotus
Rebellion (1796-1804), in the words of Fairbank and Goldman
(1992: 191), had already “destroyed the Manchu banner forces’
reputation for invincibility.” The tripolar framework of analysis, as
such, apparently became irrelevant to an understanding of the
evolution of East Asian history.
From the Opium War against the British in 1839-42 to
the Taiping rebellion of 1851-64 which followed the flood and
famine of 1846-8, the Qing dynasty was overwhelmed by the Han
Chinese peasant rebellions and ruthless incursions by Western
commercial interests, the Foreign Devils.
A mighty “Christian” army of peasants and workers, led
by Hong Xiuquan (洪秀全 1813-64, born near Canton, South
China), a failed examination candidate and the self-claimed
younger brother of Jesus Christ, swept north in 1851 from
Guangdong to establish the Heavenly Kingdom of Great Peace
(太平天國) with its capital at Nanjing in 1853. According to Rowe
(2009: 187), the Taipings believed that “southerners were the
‘true’ Chinese, since northerners had been contaminated by
centuries of mixed blood from … conquest dynasties. …
Confucius was … his major doctrinal enemy… ” The Taipings
were the greatest threat to the Manchu dynasty’s survival. In order
to free the government and its generals to deal with the southern

13.6. Empress Dowager Cixi
1

Russia acquired a portion of western

Manchuria lying to the west of the
Argun River by the treaty of Nerchinsk
in 1689. The conquest of the Zungars
by the Qing in 1757 resulted in a bipolar
East Asia, with Russia confronting the
Qing. With the treaties of Aigun in 1858
and Beijing in 1860, Russia acquired
the Northern and Eastern Manchuria
lying to the north of the Amur River and
to the east of the Ussuri River.
2

In the spring of 1864, Li Hongzhang
(李鴻章) wrote: “The Japanese today

are the Wo pirates of the Ming period.
… Japan will follow the Westerners and
share their sources of profit [at our
expense].” See Chu and Liu (1994: 6).
3

“Imperial generals brought in Manchu

and Mongol hereditary warriors,” as
Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 209)
note, but the banners with antique
weapons and training were apparently
useless as a fighting force. Xianfeng

Gentry-Scholars Fight Christian Taipings
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(b.1831 r.1851-61) fled to Chengde and

rebels, the Qing rulers negotiated a settlement with the Foreign
Devils by submitting to an unequal treaty system specified by the
Tianjin Treaty in 1858 and the Beijing Treaty in 1860.
Any lingering relic of the reputation of invincibility of
the Manchu banner forces was now completely lost. 3 When the
Taipings swept further north into numerous provinces, it was the
village militia spontaneously raised by the Confucian landedgentry degree-holders in defense of their home communities that
fended off the pseudo-Christian onslaught from the cherished
Confucian social order. The Manchu rulers had no alternative but
to make use of the regional Han Chinese armies of village militia
in order to defeat the Taipings, and thus brought about the
prototype of latter-day warlords.

the Summer Palace was burned down
by the British invasion force in 1860.
4

The Taipings, Spector (1964: xxxviii)

says, “wanted not only to overthrow the
imperial government but to establish a
new religious ideological system as the
foundation for the new state and the
training of the new elite. …The attack
against the Confucian order forced the
gentry to fight the Taipings in order to
preserve the system itself.”
5

The grandfather and great-grandfather
of Li Hongzhang purchased low
degrees (秀才,擧人 ju-ren), but Li’s
father won the jinshi (進士) degree in
1838 and became an official in Beijing
(龍門). See Chu and Liu (1994: 19).

13.7. Li Hongzhang (李鴻章)
6

Zeng Guofan (曾國藩 1811-72) was
born into a gentry-scholar family of

Xiang, Hunan, and passed the Jinshi in
1838, serving in Beijing for more than
13 years. Li Hongzhang, commanding
1,000 men he himself recruited, was

CONFUCIAN SCHOLAR-GENTRY FIGHT PSEUDO-CHRISTIAN TAIPINGS

The backbone of the Qing bureaucracy in mainland
China had been the Han Chinese scholar-gentry, which provided
the base of talent for national, regional, and local administration.
Passing the Confucian examinations, the Han Chinese gentry were
able to become functionaries in the Qing dynasty and move up
the ladder through the system, acquiring due privileges. The
Taiping Rebellion was a peasant rebellion. The Taiping leaders
attacked not only the alien conquest dynasty but also the NeoConfucian ideology and the Confucian socio-political order.4
Li Hongzhang (1823-1901) was born in the province of
Anhui (安徽 合肥), North China. Li won the provincial juren
degree at twenty-one and the terminal degree jinshi three year later
in 1847. He was chosen Bachelor (shuji-shi) of the Hanlin
Academy and then promoted to a compiler (bian-xiu) in 1851. As
an exemplary upper gentry-scholar, Li managed to launch himself
on an official career when only in his twenties.5 Many gentryofficials selected from the holders of high literary degrees, such as
Li Honzhang, proved not only their loyalty to the Manchu dynasty
but also their outstanding capability in administrative and military
operations during the Taiping Rebellion.
When the Taiping Rebellion broke out in 1851, Li and
his father, like many other Han Chinese gentry, organized a local
militia to protect their native province. Zeng Guofan, a Confucian
scholar-stateman who had served as vice president of the Board
of Civil Office, had created the Xiang Army (湘軍) in 1853 with
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the financial support of the Hunan gentry, and at that time was
organizing the anti-Taiping forces in central China outside his
native Hunan. Li, who had studied for several years in the Hanlin
Academy under Zeng, joined his personal staff.6
Due to the expanding financial needs of his army, Zeng
sought an imperial appointment as the official governing the area
under his control. When the Eight Banners were destroyed by the
Taipings, the Manchu rulers had no alternative but to appoint
such loyal upper gentry leaders of regional private forces (called
Brave Battalions 勇營 yong-ying) as governor-generals (督撫) or
“governors of the provinces their armies defended,” enabling
them to establish their own administrative organizations with the
power of taxation, most notably on commercial trade. Zeng
Guofan was appointed to governor-general of Jiangnan, Anhui,
and Jiangxi in 1860. The regional gentry leaders, many of them
widely respected jinshi scholars, controlled their own armed forces,
appointed their own administrative staff, and raised their own
funds. Such a regional administrative organization became,
Michael (1964: xl-xlii) says, “a part of the official bureaucracy
undermining its central control. This development tended to
dissolve central authority and create new regional nuclei of power,
as dangerous to the dynasty as open rebellion.” 7 The Brave
Battalions, in the words of Ho (1998: 147), “marked the beginning
of a process in which the main army system was ‘sinicized’ in the
sense of its being completely dominated by the Chinese.”
In November 1861, Li was asked to recruit a new army
from the northern Anhui area. Leading his new Huai army, the
Local Braves, Li rescued Shanghai in April 1862, and became the
governor of Jiangsu in December. Li recaptured Suzhou and
Nanjing in 1863-4, together with the band of the Chinese army
equipped with rifles and howitzers and officered by Western
volunteers, called the Ever-Victorious Force, led by the legendary
General Charles George Gordon.8 In June 1864, Hong Xiuquan
died and his kingdom was obliterated.
Beginning in 1862, Chu and Liu (1994: 18) note, Li was
“the foremost champion of China’s self-strengthening (Zi-Qiang
自强新改), a policy calling for development of China’s military
and financial power, primarily through the adoption of Western
technology, so as to enable her to cope with future aggression.” Li
emphasized the training of the youths in mathematics and

New Gentry Military Leader: Li Hongzhang

given independent military assignments
by the governor of Anhui in 1853, and
won his first victory against the
Taipings. In 1854, Li entered the
service of the new Manchu governor of
Anhui, Fu-ji 福濟, who happened to
have been Li’s jinshi examiner in 1847.
Fu-ji resigned from the governorship in
early 1859. Chu and Liu (1994: 20)
7

The Manchu rulers “had to add its

official blessing and recognition through
the formality of appointing these
leaders and members of their staffs to
provincial or other office within the
official hierarchy (ibid: xli).” See also
Rowe (2009: 195-200).
8

See Chu and Liu (1994: 21-3).

9

See Chu and Liu (1994: 33-4, 49).

Li believed that the scholar-officials
were just “accustomed to doing stylized
examination essays and congratulating
themselves on their classical
scholarship,” and were “indifferent to
the more vital matters (ibid: 38).”
When the Zongli Yamen “consulted Li
about the possibility of sending…men
of the Banner forces abroad to learn
arsenal techniques,” Li said that “since
few Manchus or Chinese had had the
necessary preparation in mathematics
and…mechanics, it would be best to
have men trained first in a Chinese
arsenal (工廠), where they could be
introduced to these subjects (ibid: 36).”
Zongli Yamen (總理衙門) was a new
agency established in 1860 to handle
relations with foreign nations under

Chinese Gentry Identify Qing with China
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the Grand Council (軍機處 Junjichu).

sciences as the prerequisite to building up armaments and modern
industry. The Zi-Qiang movement originated chiefly in the local
provinces in the early Tongzhi period (r.1861-74), but came to
enjoy the strong support of the Manchu rulers. 9
In 1870, Li began a twenty-year term as GovernorGeneral of Zhili, the province surrounding Beijing (直隷總督), and
also as imperial commissioner of trade for the Northern Ports. 10
Li arrived at Zhili with one-third of the Huai army (numbering
twenty-five thousand men), armed with Western weapons and
trained by foreign instructors. The Qing rulers wanted to use the
Anhui Army, Chu and Liu (1994: 50-1) write, “which had proved
so effective in fighting the Taipings” for the “defense of the
metropolitan province against possible invaders.” Li enjoyed
independent military power as “a proto-warlord,” and made
energetic efforts to modernize the Qing Empire. 11
The Manchu rulers had vigorously enforced the NeoConfucian socio-political order tailored for the Han Chinese to
realize personal success and power, identifying loyalty to the
Manchu emperors as the loftiest sentiments of the Confucian
tradition. According to Chu and Liu (1994: 25), Li Hongzhang
continued “to identify the Qing dynasty with China, as he would
do throughout his life,” and was never “conscious of any conflict
between his loyalty to the reigning dynasty and his concern for
China as a country (ibid: 39).”

10

The commissioners of trade for the

Northern and Southern Ports (貿易督

辦/北洋南洋通商大臣) were to
handle foreign trading relationships, but
Li, with his office located in the strategic
city of Tianjin, came to play a crucial
role in diplomatic affairs. Li’s power was
still based, Michael (1964: xli) notes,
“on the personal loyalty of [his]
organization and [his] control of funds
and military forces.” Li Hongzhang
founded the Tianjin Military Academy
and sent cadets to Germany for
advanced artillery training. See Chu
and Liu (1994: 11). Li founded a coastal
shipping company, and also a Shanghai
cotton mill, and died as a millionaire.
See Spence (1990: 218-35).
11

See also MacKinnon (1973: 405-6).

Li was stoutly backed by Prince Gong
(Hexin 恭親王 赫訢 1832-98) who
was the favorite half-brother of
Xianfeng’di (咸豊帝). Prince Gong had

FANATICALLY CONFUCIAN SOCIO-POLITICAL ORDER

concluded the Treaty of Beijing in 1860,

Under the Manchu Qing regime, Spector (1964: 17)
notes, “it was necessary for an official to retire and enter a [3-year]
formal period of mourning” upon the death of a parent. The
Manchu rulers made it an unchallengeable social norm that may
be remitted only by the special order of the emperor. Under an
exceptional circumstance of national emergency, the emperor
could formally “permit” the official “to carry on his duties
unofficially, or as a member of the gentry.” When Li Hongzhang’s
father died in 1855, Li’s elder brother “gave up his office, in
conformity with regulation, and returned to Luzhou to observe a
period of mourning … Li Hongzhang also gave up office, but
since he was serving near…Luzhou, he merely remained on the
job [as a member of the resident local gentry] and designated his
activities as ‘unofficial.’ ” In case of emergency, the emperor’s

served as the head of Zongli Yamen
and Grand Councilor (軍機大臣/議政

王大臣) from 1861-84, and resumed
office in 1894 (軍機大臣) to manage
the Sino-Japanese War. Rawski (1998:
300) states that the Cixi’s “joint rule with
Prince Gong [in 1861-84] and Chun [醇

親王 赫譞 father of Guangxu’di] may
be seen as … the Manchu tradition of
cooperation between imperial widows
and their brothers-in-law.” Gong had
consistently counseled against drastic
reforms. See Wong (1992: 523).
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New Generation of Confucian Gentry Leaders

permission was readily granted. This was “particularly true for
local activity, such as the management of defense corps. Not only
Lis, but Zeng Guofan as well, had served with distinction in local
military efforts during mourning periods (ibid).”
In July of 1855, Chu and Liu (1994: 20) note, “just after
his father’s death, Li had to interrupt his mourning to help Fu-ji
[the Manchu governor of Anhui] repulse a severe Taiping attack.
He was allowed to resume mourning for only one hundred days
and, upon his return, worked in the governor’s military secretariat
and also helped to direct a fleet of war junks on the Lake Chao.”
In 1882, Yuan Shikai was dispatched to Chosun by Li
Hongzhang, who tried to control Korean affairs through Yuan
from 1885 to 1894. On December 26, 1891, Yuan’s (adoptive)
mother died. Yuan telegraphed Li, informing his intention to
retire from his office and enter the three-year mourning period.
The Korean Peninsula was at that time on the eve of the SinoJapanese War. Li appealed to the court, and the emperor thereby
ordered Yuan to observe only 100 days of mourning and to return
immediately thereafter to his office in Korea. 12

12

Yuan Shikai had to go on leave and

return home from Korea in January
1885 in order to take care of his
(adoptive) mother, who was ill. Yuan
Shikai had failed even at the lowest
provincial exam. The provincial
examination was scheduled to be held
in the fall of 1885, and hence Yuan’s
uncle urged him to make preparation
and take the exam. Li Hongzhang,
however, overruled Yuan’s uncle, and
decided to send Yuan immediately back
to Korea. When Yuan’s real mother
died on June 15, 1901, the emperor
allowed him a 100-day mourning period
(to be observed in his office), and let
him take over Li Hongzhang’s offices on
Li’s death on November 7, 1901. See
Hou (2000: 49, 52-5, 95, 146-8).

BIRTH OF THE PROTO-WARLORD: A NEW GENERATION OF
CONFUCIAN GENTRY LEADERS

The Taipings’ attempt “to overthrow the ruling elite,”
Michael (1964: xxxviii) points out, “required the ability to build up
a counter-elite of their own for their government.” The Taiping
leaders indeed attempted “to create such elite,” but failed. The
Qing managed to overthrow the pseudo-Christian Taipings with
the help of foreigners and hundreds of local militia organized by
the Han Chinese landed-gentry elite to defend their homes and
Confucian tradition. The new gentry leadership, Michael (1964:
xIii) says, “remained loyal to the Qing dynasty because the Taiping
uprising had been directed not merely against the dynasty but
against the social system itself. …[T]he regional power, once
established, carried on; and the central government failed to regain
that crucial part of its military, administrative, and financial
authority that it had lost.” The regional military forces and the
organizations soon deteriorated into warlordism.
The progressive-minded leaders of both the Manchus
and Han Chinese at Beijing were able to give the Qing dynasty a
new lease on life by supporting the conservative Han Chinese

13.8. Yuan Shikai with the U.S. envoys.

中華民國大總統袁世凱 (1913.10.19)
13

Cixi (慈禧/西太后 1835-1908) was

a daughter of an obscure Manchu
officer of Pure Yellow Banner (正黃旗),
but chosen in 1851 to be a concubine
of Xianfeng’di. She became the regent
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Birth of Proto-Warlord: Chinese Protectors

for her son Tongzhi (b.1856 r.1862-74)
and also for her nephew Guangxu (光

緖帝 b.1871 r.1875-1908) until 1889.
Cixi’s son, in the name of whose rule
the Tongzhi Restoration (同治中興)
had been undertaken, died suddenly at
the age of eighteen, to be succeeded
by Cixi’s three-year-old nephew.
Officially, Cixi had been a coregent with
the childless Empress Nuihuru (慈安/

東太后 1837-81) until her death in
1881. Cixi reigned 29 years (1861-89)
as Empress Dowager (assisted by
Prince Gong until 1884), and off and on
for nine more years (1898-1908) as the
retired Empress Dowager. Like
Empress Wu, Cixi was systematically
defamed by the Han Chinese and
Western fiction writers, being accused
of all sorts of sins she did not commit.
See Spence (1990: 216-9) and
Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 213).
14

After 1889, the Empress Dowager

Cixi retired to her Summer Palace. On
June 11, 1898, the Guangxu Emperor
issued “The First Reform Edict”;
appointed Kang Youwei (康有爲
1858-1927), the ardent proponent of

scholar-generals in the provinces and, at the same time, by
submitting to an unequal treaty system with the Western powers,
whereby the Qing unilaterally surrendered the tariff autonomy and
granted extraterritorial jurisdiction. The Qing court, however,
could not function as a modern central government at all. The
Qing rulers including the Empress Dowager Cixi (1835-1908)
were incapable of exerting positive leadership to introduce
Western technologies and institutions à la the contemporary Meiji
Restoration under way in the Japanese Islands.13 Even erratic
Westernization, if any, was left largely to the provincial authorities
where the Han Chinese power had become dominant. Simply by
relying on the loyal Chinese lord protectors such as Zeng Guofan,
Li Hongzhang, and Yuan Shikai, the Qing dynasty survived the
occupation of Beijing by the British forces in 1860 and also by the
Allied Expeditionary Forces in 1900, and lingered on until 1911.14
Chinese historians, as Waley-Cohen (2006: 5-6) says,
view the Manchus as the alien rulers “whose wholesale adoption
of China’s culture and institutions was the leading reason that they
had been able to govern its vast territories and populations for so
long.” That is, to fashion “a thoroughly Confucian dynasty” was
the primary reason for their success in conquering and ruling
mainland China. At the same time, they accuse the Manchu
conquerors of failure to get rid of the “archaic” Confucian sociopolitical system to enable modernization, and thereby make the
Manchu responsible for all the misfortunes which the Chinese
suffered from the Western and Japanese imperialism after 1800.
In other words, the becoming too thoroughly a Confucian dynasty
for too long was the primary reason for the failure of the
Manchus to modernize China.

the “reform by decree” à la Peter the
Great and Meiji Japan (who was born
in Guangdong and earned his jinshi
degree in 1895), and several other

2. Yuan Shikai Succeeds Li Hongzhang: The Last Confucian
Gentry-Official

reformist thinkers as secretaries in the
Zongli Yamen or the Grand Council;
and initiated drastic reforms to
modernize the state apparatus, the
exam system (replacing eight-legged
essay with questions and themes),
education, industry, commerce, and

THE SUZERAIN-SUBJECT RELATIONSHIP REDEFINED BY THE NEW
HAN CHINESE GENTRY LEADERS

Yuan Shikai (1859-1916) was born to a distinguished
scholar-official family of Henan Province (河南 項城), North
China. Because he was a man of action, he tried but could not
succeed at even the lowest provincial examination (鄕試) in 1876,
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Suzerain-Subject Relationship Redefined

and also in 1879. 15 Yuan began his military career in 1881 in an
army unit under the command of Li Hongzhang.16 Owing to Li’s
favor, Yuan Shikai was able to rise in the ranks of Li’s military
organization to a position of strategic power. Yuan was
dispatched to Chosun in 1882 as a leader of the six-battalion Qing
force that was to prevent the encroachment of the Japanese into
the Korean Peninsula. The political crisis in Korea offered Yuan
opportunities to prove his talent in making quick judgments and
improvising actions to address the moment.
The Manchu rulers had followed the traditional provisos
of a suzerain-subject relationship with Chosun, according to Chu
and Liu (1994: 177), which was understood as “courtesy, tribute,
investiture, and compliance with the Chinese calendar,” without
interfering “in a tributary’s internal and external affairs.” With the
ever-increasing presence of the Western powers in the Korean
Peninsula, and Japan’s annexation in 1879 of the Ryūkyū
Kingdom, another of Qing’s tributaries, Li Hongzhang came to
regard the Korean Peninsula as “the protective fence,” and “the
first line of defense” for the security of Manchuria which, in turn,
directly affected the security of the Qing Empire. Yuan Shikai also
regarded the Korean Peninsula as “the shield next to China,
holding the key to the door of the Northeastern provinces,”
justifying an active intervention in Chosun’s internal and external
affairs. In 1879, “the management of Korean affairs was
transferred from the Board of Rites to the direct supervision and
control of the commissioner for the Northern Ports,” leading to a
redefinition of the traditional suzerain-subject relationship
between Qing and Chosun (ibid: 178).17
Yuan Shikai was made the Qing commissioner at Seoul
in 1885, and his energetic intervention in Korean affairs
contributed to the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War. 18 Japan’s
victory in the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-5 threw mainland China
and the Korean Peninsula into a decade of imperialist rivalries. In
order to block the encroachment of Japan, the Qing court invited
Russia into Manchuria, but Japan won the Russo-Japanese War of
1905, taking over southern Manchuria and the Korean Peninsula.
Yuan Shikai had slipped out of Seoul in disguise on July
17, 1894, and assumed the task of training the new Beiyang Army
(北洋新軍) equipped with modern rifles and artillery pieces. As
the new army under the command of Yuan was the only remnant

the armed forces. The moderate
reformers, such as Li Hongzhang and
Yuan Shikai, however, rallied around
the retired Empress Dowager Cixi, and
purged the radical reformists. By
September 21, 1898, the Hundred
Days Reforms were over. According to
Wong (1992), “Kang was not the first
reformer to criticize the insufficiency of
the self-strengthening programs,” but
“no one appeared as loyal to Guangxu
and, ironically, to the Qing house, and
as persistent in pursuing a
constitutional monarchy as Kang,” and
“the 1898 Coup brought the dowager
back to power, but it could have gone
the other way had General Yuan
thrown in his lot with the Emperor and
the reformers.” Rowe (2009: 243)
states: “with the…failure of the
Guangxu emperor…, sentiments that
Manchu rule itself was the major
problem spread more widely.”
15

See Hou Yi Jie (2000: 35).

16

Spector (1964: 10-1) writes that

during the six years [1853-8] of “military
leadership in his local gentry capacity,
Li Hongzhang established two
important connections which were to tie
him directly to the military leaders of the
twentieth century. In 1853, Yuan Jiasan
(袁甲三), an official from Henan,
famous for his military critiques, was
ordered to co-operate [with Li]…in…
military defenses in Anhui. … In later
years, Li…extended… patronage…to
[his] sons and nephews…Most
important was Yuan Shikai, adopted

Yuan Shikai: Last Gentry Military Leader
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son of Yuan Jiasan’s nephew. … Li’s

of the Qing military forces that survived the Boxer Rebellion
(1898-1901), Yuan’s political stature became the greatest. He was
Governor-General of Zhili from 1901-7. On the death of Cixi on
November 15, 1908, which followed by one day the death of
Guangxu (r.1875-1908), the regent who was the younger brother
of the late emperor and father of three-year-old Puyi (r.1909-11)
stripped Yuan of all his offices. The tide of revolution, however,
threatened the very existence of the Qing, and the regent had to
recall Yuan to office once more. At this critical juncture, Yuan
appeared to the Manchu rulers and the Southern revolutionaries
alike as the only man who could lead the country to unity without
a massive bloodshed. Yuan managed to negotiate the abdication
of Puyi with the provisional revolutionary government in
Nanjing, and emerged as the first President of the Republic of
China (r.1912-6) on February 14, 1912.
Yuan Shikai was the first Han Chinese to hold a
viceroyalty and become a grand councilor without passing any
Confucian examinations, symbolizing the twilight of the old
order. Yuan enjoyed the unflinching support of the Empress
Dowager until her death and, in return, recompensed the doomed
Manchu rulers with respect, allowing them a graceful finale, quite
unlike the execution of the Romanov family by Lenin in 1918.

patronage of Duan Qirui (段棋瑞) …
one time Provisional President of
China, also originated during these
early days… Duan’s rise under the
aegis of Yuan Shikai is well-known.”
17

In 1879, Li wrote a letter urging the

Chosun government, “as a means of
restraining the Japanese and the
Russians, [to] reconstruct her armed
forces, implement the ‘control
barbarians with barbarians’ strategy,
and begin trading with the Western
countries (ibid).”
18

See Chu and Liu (1994: 176).

3. New Chinese Leadership from the Merchant-Peasant Class
of South China
DEMOLITION OF THE OLD ORDER

13.9. Prefectural Exam Hall and Cell

The abolition of the civil examination in 1905 to be
replaced by schools offering a Western-curriculum, Elman (2000:
622) says, implied the destruction of “a millennium of elite belief
in literati values and five hundred years of an empirewide ChengZhu orthodoxy. The legacy of destroying that cultural cum creedal
system…should not [have been] underestimated.” When the Qing
rulers abrogated the traditional civil examination system in the
name of “Westernization,” Elman (ibid: xxxvi) states, they
“effectively lost one of its key tools of social, political, and cultural
influence. In the absence of viable educational replacements, the
abrogation of civil examinations accelerated the demise of the
Manchu dynasty.
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Demolishing Exam System and Old Order

Elman states that “in the last years of the Qing dynasty,
the civil examinations…became…the object of ridicule (ibid: 569)
…while modern science…was championed by new intellectuals as
the path to knowledge, enlightenment, and national power. … By
dismantling…the civil examination system…before they provided
suitable alternatives, the late Qing reformers and early Republican
revolutionaries underestimated the public reach of historical
institutions that had taken two dynasties and five hundred years to
build (ibid: 621).” The “well-intentioned radicals who no longer
understood the full implications of what they were doing,”
replaced the exam degree so abruptly with the modern school
diploma for entering government service and attaining social
status. They were in a “race to nurture new forms of legitimation
before they were overwhelmed by the forces of delegitimation
that they themselves had unleashed (ibid: 622).” They were, in
fact, completely overwhelmed within fifty years by the hitherto
unforeseen forces, and the whole empire came to be ruled by the
dictatorship legitimated by the Mao-style communist ideology.
The intrusion of western powers illuminated many new
sources of wealth for a nation and families, but these did not
provoke the gentry-scholar class to rebel against the Manchu
rulers. “The first signs of conversion came from the middlemenmerchants,” explains Lattimore (1944: 33), “who were able to
serve the foreigners as brokers if that service offered them more
profit than their old function as the agents of the scholar-gentry.”
Some landed-gentry families also participated actively in trade,
industry and banking. The peasants, however, were held down to
the old way of life and became the grassroots of the communist
revolution. According to Ho (1998: 149), “not until the…Manchu
court had clearly and repeatedly demonstrated its utter inability to
overcome inertia and to ‘self-strengthen,’ especially after…defeat
by Japan in 1895 and further humiliation consequent upon the
Boxer uprising in 1900, did some Chinese intellectuals begin to
launch a revolution aimed at the overthrow of the Manchu
dynasty.”

13.10. Sun Wen/Sun Yat-sen

(孫文/孫逸仙)

13.11. Sun Wen in Japan (1916)

13.12. Song Qingling and Sun Wen

LEADERSHIP FROM THE BOTTOM CLASS OF THE SOCIAL ORDER

Sun Wen (Sun Yatsen, 1866-1925) was born to a poor
peasant family in Guangdong. In 1879, his brother, who had
earlier emigrated to Hawaii as a laborer, brought him to Honolulu,

13.13. Jiang Jieshi and Song Meiling
19

The real power, however, remained in

the hands of Yuan Shikai in Beijing

Leadership from Merchant-Peasant Class

whose new Beiyang Army controlled
North China. Spence (1990: 281) writes
that, in 1913, “troops loyal to the GMD
were routed by Yuan’s forces, and…
Nanjing was taken by Yuan … Sun…
left China for Japan”
20

The provinces were in the hands of
local warlords, and the government
treasury was empty. The National

Assembly was too quarrelsome. When
Yuan’s plan for a gigantic foreign loan
was obstructed by the GMD, Yuan
murdered the chairman of the GMD,
bringing about the revolt against him in
1913. His attempt to establish a new
imperial dynasty created widespread
opposition even among the
conservative civilians and military
forces that had so far supported him.
21

Sun brought his brother-in-law T.V.

Song, the Harvard trained economist,
from Shanghai to reorganize the
economy of Guangdong Province. As
Finance Minister, Song established the
Central Bank and increased the
government revenue ten times without
raising tax rates by broadening the tax
base and eliminating the “squeeze” by
the middlemen.
22

Spence (1990: 319) writes: “In an
attempt to encourage socialist

revolutions in other countries, Lenin
established the Third International of
the Communist party (the Comintern)
in 1919.” The Comintern “made the
decision to work with the already
existing GMD organization (ibid: 336).”
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where Sun attended a British missionary school for three years
and Oahu College for another year. Sun returned home in 1883,
went to study in Hong Kong, was baptized by an American
missionary in 1884 (or in 1885), and eventually graduated from the
College of Medicine for Chinese in 1892.
Experiencing the Boxer Rebellion (1898-1901) and
observing the humiliations inflicted on the Qing regime, many
Han Chinese went to Japan for education and military training,
and then formed the core of the anti-Manchu revolutionary force.
Sun Wen operated freely in Japan, plotting revolts against the
Qing over a long period of time (after 1896 until 1907). Rowe
(2009: 270) notes that, unlike the jinshi degree-holder Kang
Youwei who also was born in Guangdong, “Sun self-consciously
identified himself as a southerner, stressing his link with the
southern anti-Manchuism of…the Taipings,” and that “in Tokyo
in 1905 … representatives … organized the most inclusive and
significant anti-Qing front yet put together, the Revolutionary
Alliance (同盟會), with Sun as their leader (ibid: 272).”
On January 1, 1912 (by the solar calendar), Sun Wen was
elected as the Provisional President of the Republic of China
(中華民國臨時大總統) in Nanjing by the Revolutionary Alliance.19
Sun relinquished the title to Yuan Shikai on the day after the
abdication of Puyi on February 12. 20 In order to unify all of the
republican factions, Sun transformed the Revolutionary Alliance
into the National People’s Party (國民黨 Guomindang, GMD)
under the leadership of Song Jiaoren, Sun’s most trusted
lieutenant. Song Jiaoren managed to score a clear victory in the
December 1912 elections, only to be assassinated on March 20,
1913, presumably by Yuan Shikai. Yuan Shikai became emperor
on January 1, 1916, five months before his death on June 6.
Sun Wen was able to reestablish his Southern
Government at Guangzhou in 1923. Sun’s chief concern was the
reunification of China, which had become divided among the
warlords. 21 Sun restored the GMD in Guangdong, and accepted
the Comintern offer of financial and military aid.22 In October
1923, Lenin sent Mikhail Borodin to Canton as the chief
Comintern agent in China in order to reorganize the GMD
coalition into a centralized and disciplined party organization, and
to finance, train, and equip an entirely new GMD army on the
Soviet model. The Chinese communists were to coordinate with
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the GMD to become the central force of the revolution.
Sun propagated multiracial national unity, flying the first
five-barred republican flag of red, yellow, blue, white, and black
horizontal strips representing the federation of the five races: the
Han Chinese, the Manchus, the Mongols, the Muslims, and the
Tibetans. The Qing rhetoric of the “single family of Manchu and
Han Chinese” may have been the source of inspiration for Sun to
propose “the single family of the five races (五族共和),” which
strongly echoes the Qing formulation of empire and corresponds
to the five official languages of the multilingual dictionary (Wudi
Qingwenjian 五體淸文鑒) that was compiled at the order of the
Qianlong emperor. 23 Sun proclaimed that, Elliott (2001: 359-60)
quotes, “The root of a nation is its people. National unity means
unifying the areas where Han Chinese, Manchus, Mongols,
Muslims, and Tibetans live as a single nation, and the union of
these peoples as one people.”
According to Lattimore (1934: 103), the GMD, “during
the phase of its greatest power, from 1927 to 1931, discarded the
five-barred flag symbolizing a union of races, and undertook to
impose Chinese standards on all Mongols, Tibetans and Moslems
…with the intention of transforming them all…into Chinesespeaking, Chinese-thinking Chinese.” Jiang Jieshi, with the new
Sun-in-the-Blue-Sky flag (靑天白日旗) adopted in 1928, proposed
“five peoples,” denying that there were “five races” at all, says
Elliott (2001: 359-60).24 Hence Lattimore (ibid: 131) asserts that
“the Mongol policy of the GMD [was] essentially the…policy of
exterminating the Mongols, or forcing them to turn into Chinese.”
Jiang Jieshi (蔣介石 1887-1975) was born into a saltmerchant family of Zhejiang province. Jiang’s father and
grandfather sold salt, wine, rice, and sundry goods. In 1907, he
entered an army school (保定軍校) in North China, and then in
1908 a military school (Shimbu Gakko 振武學校) in Tokyo, where
courses for Chinese students were paid for by the Qing
government. He served in the Japanese Nineteenth Field Artillery
Regiment from 1909-11. Deserting his regiment, he sailed back to
Shanghai to join the 1911 Revolution that led to the overthrow of
the Qing dynasty. Jiang also joined the 1915 Revolution against
Yuan, who had declared his intention to become emperor.
Jiang began his public life in 1917 by joining Sun Wen’s
GMD. Sun sent Jiang to Moscow in September 1923 to study the

Jiang Jieshi Fights against the Communists

23

Rawski (1966: 835) states: Qianlong

“identified himself as the ruler of five
peoples: the Manchus, Mongols,
Tibetans, Uighurs, and Chinese. …The
languages of the ‘five peoples’ were…
enshrined as the languages of the
empire, and the emperor commissioned
translations, dictionary compilations…to
promote each language.”
24

Jiang Jieshi, Rawski (1996: 839)

notes, argued that “since ethnic
minorities inhabiting peripheral regions
were already part of the greater
Chinese race, they could have no
separate identity. …Sun also suggested
… to promote the migration of Han
Chinese into the minority regions.” The
PRC now uses the phrase of “ethnic
fusion (ibid: 841)” in discussions of the
assimilation of minority peoples.

13.14. Five-Barred Republican Flag

中華民國五色國旗 (1912-28)
coopted by the Manzhouguo flag with
little change.
25 Jiang tried to instill discipline and
austerity into his cadets. When Jiang
became chief of staff of the GMD
army, the cadets formed the nucleus of
Jiang’s fiercely loyal personal officer
staff.

Leon Trotsky was murdered on

August 20, 1940 in Mexico by the
assassin sent by Joseph Stalin.
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Stalin Helps Building the GMD Army

26

Mao Zedong (1893-1976), born into
a grain-dealer farm family in Hunan
province, had enlisted in the
revolutionary army in 1911. After
graduating from a teacher’s college
(officially a secondary level normal

school) in Hunan in 1918, he worked
for six months as a school teacher and
then a library assistant at Beijing
University. Mao returned to Hunan in
1920 to become the principal of a
primary school. Zhou Enlai (18981976) was born to a gentry family in
Jiangsu province; went to Japan in
1917 to study; returned to China in
1919 to participate in the student
movements; left for France in 1921
under a work-study program; became
a Communist; hired, in the capacity of
general editor of the party magazine,
the 18-year old Deng Xiaoping to
operate a mimeograph machine; and
returned to China in 1924.
27

On December 1, 1927, Jiang Jieshi

married Song Mei’ling (宋美齡 18992003), a daughter of the Shanghai
tycoon Charlie Song and the younger
sister of Qing’ling (慶齡 wife of Sun
Wen, 1892-1981) and Ziwen (T. V.
Song 宋子文 1894-1971).
28

“Puyi accepted the title ‘chief

executive’ of the state of Manchukuo,”

Red Army. Jiang was not received by either Lenin or Stalin, but he
met Trotsky and received advice from the Comintern. Jiang also
learned the methods of Cheka, the Bolshevik organ of state
security and organized terror. Jiang came back in three months to
head the new Whampoa Military Academy (黃埔軍官學校) that
was established in January 1924 on the Soviet model at the site of
an old Manchu fort and naval training center on the Whampoa
Island in the Pearl River. 25 Stalin financed the Academy, sending
Soviet instructors and Red Army generals as military advisers. At
that time, the GMD party itself was being organized on Leninist
lines, bringing in a large number of communists, including Zhou
Enlai (周恩來), who became Borodin’s secretary and deputy
director of political department, Mao Zedong (毛澤東), who
headed the propaganda department, and Lin Biao (林彪) who
graduated from the Academy in 1925.26
When Sun Wen died in March 1925, Jiang succeeded
him as leader of the GMD, and launched the Northern
Expedition in the summer of 1926. Stalin, ignoring Zhou Enlai’s
proposal for a Communist own army, supported Jiang until April
12, 1927 when he engineered a coup as the commander-in-chief
of the revolutionary army and carried out a violent purge against
the Communists. Jiang had let the Bolsheviks and the Chinese
Communists build a modern army for him to eliminate the
warlords, and then started fighting against the Communists.
Jiang’s Northern Expedition in 1926-7 subdued more
than thirty warlord forces in South China, terminating the warlord
era of 1916-27. Jiang became the head of a new central
government established at Nanjing in October 1928.27 In the face
of the GMD’s military superiority, the Communists withdrew to
the countryside and formed their own army and own government.
By November 7, 1931, a communist soviet area was established in
Jiangxi with Mao heading its government. When Jiang was to
renew a full-scale assault against the communists, the Japanese
invaded Manchuria, giving Mao a breathing space.

Spence (1990: 393) writes, “after
protracted negotiations with Japanese
army representatives had failed to get

4. Intermezzo of Manzhouguo: A Pseudo-Qing Restoration

them to agree to his being the ‘emperor’
of a revived ‘Great Qing State.’ ” The
troops of Zhang Xueliang (1901-2001),

PUPPET MANZHOUGUO ESTABLISHED BY THE JAPANESE

The staff officers of the Japanese Guandong Army in
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A Pseudo-Qing Restoration: Manzhouguo

Manchuria engineered an attack on the Zhang Xueliang’s troops
in Fengtian (Mukden/Shenyang) on September 18, 1931. After
occupying the whole of Manchuria (down to Shan’haiguan) and a
portion of Inner Mongolia, they established the puppet
Manzhouguo (1932-45) in March 1932, with a national flag, an
anthem, a capital (Xinjing/Changchun 新京/長春), a reign title
(Datong 大同), and even a declaration of independence, installing
the last emperor of the Qing dynasty, Puyi (1906-67 r.1908-11), as
Chief Executive. The GMD-connected former warlord army was
dissipated by 1933. In April 1933, the province of Rehe (Jehol)
was annexed, and Japan withdrew from the League of Nations.
Puyi was crowned emperor in March 1934 at Changchun. 28
The Qing rulers had treated Manchuria as their sacred
homeland, and the Qing restorationists pursued independence
through Manzhouguo. Rowe (2009: 285) notes that “As early as
1913 efforts were made to establish a sovereign homeland in the
northeast for the ‘Manchu’ people, and various ‘Manchukuos’
were intermittently declared.” The Japanese rhetoric was also
“Manchuria for the Manchurians [Manchukuoans],” but they never
supported Puyi’s dream of restoring a Manchu’s Manchuria.29
The Han Chinese migration from the Hebei-Shandong
area to sparsely populated Manchuria amounted to only 0.7
million between 1891-1916, but as much as 18.3 million between
1917-42.30 The imperialist Japanese “perceived the migrants as
fleeing the nightmare of China [with its warfare, banditry, famines,
and excessive taxation] for the joys of Manchuria,” taking
advantage of the prosperity and economic opportunities created
by the Japanese (ibid: 6). The Japanese historians saw the fullfledged Japanese invasion of mainland China from 1937 to 1945,
in the words of Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 312), as “Japan
following in the footsteps of the Manchu conquerors of 1644. …
But the times had changed.”

son of Zhang Zuolin (1873-1928), a
bandit turned warlord, withdrew south
of the Great Wall. Puyi had abdicated
the throne on February 12, 1912, but
was permitted to live in the Forbidden
City of Beijing. In June 1917, General
Zhang Xun (1854-1923), “a fanatical
supporter of the Qing,” attempted the
restoration of Puyi (淸朝復辟). In 1924,
Puyi secretly left Beijing, and went to
the Japanese concession at Tianjin.
See Spence (ibid: 267, 287, 392). At the
end of World War II, Puyi was taken
prisoner by the Soviets, but was
returned to the PRC in 1950 to be tried
as a war criminal.

13.15. Japanese Army at Shan’haiguan

INNER MONGOLIAN AUTONOMOUS REGION

Lattimore (1934: 45) writes that Manchuria “was
overwhelmed by the Mongols in the thirteenth century, in the
course of the conquest begun by Chinggis Khan,” and further
states that the Mongol tribal migration “spread first over Southern
Xing’an, occupied the whole great central plain of Manchuria, and
then extended east and north until they were held up by heavy

13.16. A poster celebrating the birth of
Manzhouguo (滿洲國 帝政宣布)
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Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region

29

Tamanoi states: “The Manchukuoans
was apparently an empty category
(2000: 255). … Manchukuo was born

with the official slogan of ‘the harmony
among five races’ [consisting of]
Japanese, Chinese, Manchus,
Mongols, and Koreans (ibid: 250).”
The population in Manchuria was c. 30
million in 1929, and of these, only some
240,000 were Japanese (including
soldiers, employee families of the South
Manchurian Railway Company, some
1,000 agrarian settlers, and all sorts of
‘exploiters’) whose number increased to
1,130,000 (including about 300,000
Guandong Army) by 1939 (ibid: 250-2).
In order to escape the misery of a
farming life in Japan, a large number of
Japanese farmers “joined the rank of
the colonizer [but] they occupied the
bottom of its hierarchy (ibid: 251).”
30

Gottschang and Lary (1968: 171)

31

According to Di Cosmo and Bao

(2003: 5), the Mongol tribes who used
to reside in the Xing’an mountain area
migrated south in the late 16th century.
A tribe established themselves in the
valley of Xilamulun river; another tribe
moved to the bend of the Liao river; and
still another tribe moved to the valley of

forests, which were unsuitable both for the movement of Mongol
cavalry and for permanent Mongol occupation.” By the midseventeenth century, “the Mongols occupied about one half of
Manchuria and nearly the whole of what is now the province of
Jehol (ibid: 57).” The Qidan-Xianbei of western Manchuria
apparently began to call themselves Mongols at this time and ever
since, leaving no one to be registered officially as the QidanXianbei in the PRC Northeast in our time.31
By the late nineteenth century, the Mongol frontier in
Manchuria reached as far east as Harbin and Changchun, and to
within 80 miles of Fengtian (Mukden). The Japanese set aside the
Mongol territory in Manzhouguo in which the Han Chinese do
not outnumber the Mongols (i.e., the wild territory west of the
railway network in which troops could not be moved easily), as an
autonomous Mongol province under the name of Xing’an
province. “Its main axis was the Xing’an range, which ran from
the Amur basin southward all the way into Jehol province” that
had been almost completely occupied by the Mongols. It was
meant to be a buffer state. The Mongols were “ruled partly by
their hereditary princes and partly by elective and appointed
officials,” and were allowed “to maintain their own troops,” free
of the Manzhouguo army. Xing’an province had Japanese
advisors, but they exercised a less minute control, for the Mongol
position was virtually one of alliance.32
Manzhouguo held “about half of Inner Mongolia,
consisting of Barga (the western part of Heilungjiang province),
part of the Nonni valley, Jerim League (covering practically all of
Fengtian province west of the Shan’haiguan-Mukden railway), and
Josoto and Jo’oda Leagues in Jehol province,” Lattimore (1934:
25) notes, excluding only the area “thickly settled by Han
Chinese.” The Manzhouguo Inner Mongolia was about as large as
the Chinese Inner Mongolia.33

a tributary of the Songhua river.
32

Lattimore (1934: 20-1, 41, 57, 141-2)

5. The PRC Inherits the People and Territory of Manchu Qing

About a million Mongols were then in
Outer Mongolia; some two million in the

THE QING LEGACY: PRC AS A UNIFIED POLYETHNIC STATE

Xing’an province; a million in the part of

Japan had occupied Manchuria in 1931, but Jiang Jieshi
decided to fight against the communists first. After waging a series
of battles against Jiang, Mao was forced to retreat in October 1934

Inner Mongolia lying north of Suiyuan
and Kalgan; and another million or
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PRC Inherits People and Territory of Qing

with an army of 200,000 men from southeastern China all the way
to the northwestern mountains of Yan’an in what came to be
known as the Long March. Communist forces retreated 6,000
miles into northern Shaanxi province.
The Communist Party had been gaining local peasant
support after the Long March of 1934-5. Mao Zedong, having
emerged as the undisputed leader of the Communist movement,
placed the peasantry rather than the proletariat in the vanguard of
revolution. When the war with Japan broke out in 1937, the
Communist army made a tactical decision to cooperate with
Jiang’s forces and the Allies, but upon Japan’s surrender, the
Communists defied Jiang’s command. Civil war raged in China
from 1946-9. Mao brought an end to Nationalist rule at Nanjing
in April 1949. Jiang’s nationalist forces were routed and fled to
Taiwan. The People’s Republic of China (PRC) was established on
October 1, 1949.
The PRC inherited all of the territories conquered by the
Manchu Qing, together with the Manchu homeland itself. The
Manchu rulers eventually provided modern China with a territorial
unification of much greater extent than that achieved by the Han
and Ming dynasties. The inclusion of Manchuria was a direct
consequence of Manchu rule.
The legacy bequeathed to the PRC by the Manchu Qing
does not seem to be confined to its territory. The PRC seems to
have inherited, first of all, the spirit of imperial territorial
expansion from the Manchus. Soon after the establishment of the
PRC in 1949, the Tibetans began fighting for their independence,
but the PRC army managed to subdue the Tibetans by 1969,
showing off the success of its own effort at conquest.
The PRC government, Elliott (2001: 360) states, had
pushed the idea of a “unified polyethnic state” (Tongyi Duominzu
Guojia 統一多民族國家/多元一體格局), stating that the PRC is “a
state in which many nationalities are united,” and promising
equality between the Han Chinese and all of the fifty-five minority
nationalities. The modern Chinese national myth is that China is
“a grand harmony of many lands and many peoples unified under
the name zhong-hua (中華),” and the foundation of this myth “rests
in the specific territorial and ethnic legacy left by nearly three
centuries of Manchu rule (ibid: 361).”
The Manchu had initiated the redefinition of the

more scattered through Turkistan, the
Koknor province of Tibet, the Buriat
Republic of Siberia, and the Astrakhan
region on the lower Volga (ibid: 24-5).
33

The upper Liao valley, which became

the northern half of the Jehol province
of Manzhouguo, came to be included,
together with Xing’an province, in the
Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region
which was established in 1947 by the
CCP (Chinese Communist Party), two
years prior to the establishment of the
PRC at Beijing. After a series of
annexations, the Inner Mongolian
Autonomous Region has become 1.2
million square kilometers in area. Its
inland plateau lies at an elevation of
about 900 meters.

13.17. Puyi visits Hirohito (Tokyo, 1935)

13.18. Japanese together with the
Manzhouguo army with its flag flying.
34

Lattimore (1934: 38-9) notes that the

Manchus, Mongols, Tibetans, and
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Active, Passive, and Hostile Partners

Muslims were “treated at first as
participants … on a sort of federative
basis. [But] there arose …a tendency to
subordinate all ‘tribal’ interests to the
predominant interests of the Chinese.”
Rawski (1996: 841) states: “China as
presently constituted is the historical
product of the interaction of many
different peoples. … Unification…

Chinese people, the Chinese nation, and the Chinese territory,
apparently preferring the concept of a “national family”
dominated by the Manchu. The former peoples of the Qing
dominions became the modern Chinese people. The People’s
Republic of China (PRC) has attempted to redefine the Chinese
people, the modern Chinese nation, and the Chinese territory,
apparently preferring the concept of a “national family”
dominated by the Han Chinese, and believing in eventual
Sinicization, culturally and genetically. 34

occurred only as the culmination of a
centuries-long evolution of multiple
competing states. The first unified

5. Active Partner, Passive Partner, and Hostile Partner

empire, Qin (221-206 BCE), controlled
only a fraction of the territory
encompassed by later dynasties.
…Only a definition of the nation that

The evolution in the China-Mongolia-Manchuria triangle
left only Outer Mongolia and the Korean Peninsula to maintain
independent polity on the Northeast Asian continent.

transcends Han identity can thus
legitimately lay claim to the peripheral
regions inhabited by non-Han peoples,
since these claims rest on the empires
created by the Mongols and the
Manchus.”

13.19. PRC West
35

Ledonne (2004: 33) notes: “Further to

OUTER MONGOLIA AND THE WESTERN MONGOLS

Ledonne (2004: 33) notes that “The basin of the Selenga
— its tributaries, notably the Orkhon, descend from Khangai
plateau overlooking the lower ranges of the Mongolian and Gobi
Altai to the south — was the land of the Eastern Mongols. The
Selenga flows into Lake Baikal, from which the Angara…begins
its long northward curve to meet the Enisei which, like the Ob,
empties into the Arctic Ocean.” The Eastern Mongols in Inner
Mongolia (including the Mongolianized Qidans) were fully coopted into the Eight Banner system before the conquest of 1644,
but the Khalkha confederation in Outer Mongolia did not accept
the suzerainty of Qing until 1691, 47 years after 1644.
The Western Mongols (also called Oirat or Zungars) had
occupied the area around Lake Balkash and west of the Altai
Mountains north of Tianshan. Lattimore (1934: 73) says that “the
Manchus especially feared that the Western Mongols might create
an independent military power capable of challenging their own.”
Galdan, the leader of the Western Mongols, conquered Hami and
Turfan in 1679, and destroyed the Khalkha Mongols around the
old Yuan capital of Karakorum in 1687. In 1690-7, Emperor
Kangxi personally led four expeditions against Galdan and drove
his forces out of the Outer Mongolian steppe. 35
After submitting to the Qing at the Dolon Nor assembly
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(held from May 29 to June 3, 1691), writes Perdue (2005: 276),
“the Khalkha Mongols had been incorporated into a ‘banner’
system … These banners, however, performed quite a different
function than the Mongol, Manchu, and Han banners that had
created the Qing conquest elite. … [They] had become territorial
units … [obliged] to provide corvée duties at guard posts and
postal relay stations and to sell their livestocks to officials for
military campaign use.”
The Eastern Mongols in Outer Mongolia, writes Perdue
(2005: 286), “had given the Qing the right to allocate their
pasturelands, … settle their disputes, and levy troops and animals
from them for its wars … but they survived as a people.” The
Western Mongols, on the other hand, had ferociously resisted the
Manchu rule and faced extermination: they simply “disappeared as
a state and as a people (ibid: 285).” 36 The Mongols of Outer
Mongolia were belatedly forced to join the Qing Empire but, with
the fall of the Manchu Qing, were able to create the Mongolian
People’s Republic (蒙古人民共和國) on November 26, 1924 with
the help of the Soviet Union.

Cleavage between Inner & Outer Mongolia

the west, the Altai and Saian
Mountains, together with the triangular
zone formed by the Mongolian Altai and
the Borokhovo chain to the south, were
the lands of the Zungars who, in the
winter, took their flocks down into the
open northern steppes, where they
encountered the Russians, and into the
Kazakh steppe through the ‘Zungarian
Gate,’ where they encountered the
Kazakhs, a Turkic people with which
they were in permanent conflict over
pastures.” Ho (1998: 145) notes:
“Relying in part on firearms and
armorers supplied by Russia, especially
on the Zungars’ own ability to
manufacture technologically advanced
cannons, and posing as a devout
supporter of the yellow sect of Tibetan
Buddhism, Galdan repeatedly invaded

INNER MONGOLIA

Lattimore (1934: 16) explains: “There has always been a
cleavage between Inner and Outer Mongolia, which goes back to
fundamental factors of geography and tribal history.” 37 The
Mongol princes of Inner Mongolia had been an active partner of
the Manchus from the very beginning. With the fall of the Qing,
they were afraid of the loss of “their powers and revenue,” and
hence collaborated with the GMD authorities who encouraged
the hereditary aristocracy “to assume absolute powers” greater
than those they had exercised under the Mongol traditions at the
price of yielding “fresh grants of land to the Han Chinese every
year.”38 They could establish the Mengjiang United Autonomous
Government (蒙疆連合自治政府) in 1939 and the Mongolian
Autonomous Federation (蒙古自治邦) in 1941, but eventually
vanished into the poverty-stricken Inner Mongolian Autonomous
Region (established by the CCP in 1947) of the PRC.
The aggressive colonization of Inner Mongolia by Han
Chinese farmers, Lattimore (1934: 22) states, let the “first-rate
pasture land be ploughed under the crops and exhausted within a
few years, by the blowing away of the top soil, after which it is

Outer and Inner Mongolia.”

12.20. Inner and Outer Mongolia
36

Some 150,000 Oirats, called Torghuts

or Kalmyks, who had migrated into
Russia as far as the lower Volga
sometime before 1644, embarked on a
long march in 1771 to be settled in
Xinjiang as “our Mongols” by Qianlong
who had exterminated the Zungar
Oirats. See Perdue (2005: 292-9).
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Outer Mongolia and Korean Peninsula

37

38

See also Spence (1990: 67).

Quotes are from Lattimore (1934: 26-

7, 42) Lattimore (ibid: 18) continues: “At
the time of the Chinese Revolution
several attempts were made to assert

unproductive either for farming or for pasture.” 39 Overwhelmed
by the massive influx of Han Chinese, the Mongols now
constitute less than 18 percent of the total population of Inner
Mongolia. 40 The tragic destruction of the Inner Mongolian
steppe continues to aggravate the damages inflicted by the
floating yellow dust blown by the spring air stream.

Inner Mongolian independence and to
unite with Outer Mongolia; but…the…
princes believed that independence
would lead to their being overshadowed
by the princes of Outer Mongolia… and
…certain of the… princes ‘sold out,’ by
accepting high office under the
Republic of China.” The independence
of Outer Mongolia supported by the
Soviet Union led to the downfall of the
hereditary ruling princes, though a
surprisingly large number of the new
leaders derived from the old aristocracy
(ibid: 16-7). “The Government of Outer
Mongolia is a strong one, and has
proved its ability to rule without the
support of Russian troops (ibid: 32).”
39

40

See also Rowe (2007: 771).

According to Janhunen (1996: 44),
about 4.8 million Mongols were in

China in 1990, and “approximately one
half” of them lived “within the border of
the Manchurian physical region.”
The total population of the PRC Inner
Mongolian Autonomous Region was
22.63 million as of 1996.
See Peng and Guo (2000: 12).
According to the National Census, the
total population of Mongolia (the
“People’s Republic” having been
dropped from the country’s name in
1992) was 2.4 million as of 2000.

KOREAN PENINSULA

The Three Kingdoms, Unified Silla, and Koryeo in the
Korean Peninsula had been ruled by the hereditary aristocracy and
dominated by Buddhist ideology. During the fourteenth century,
the Koryeo aristocrats and Buddhist temples had rapaciously
expanded their holdings of private lands and slaves, depleting
state revenues. The reform-minded scholar-officials used the
military strongman, Yi Seong-kye, to put their ideas into practice.
Yi established the Chosun dynasty (1392-1910), setting up the
structure of government and society according to Neo-Confucian
ideals and wiping out the political influence of the Buddhist
establishment. Chosun could obtain the Ming’s help in repulsing
the Japanese invasion in 1592-8. On the other hand, the Qing
invasion force of 1636 took a great many Chosun people as
prisoner-slaves, thereby nurturing an enduring hostility against the
Manchus. The Chosun people regarded their Manchurian cousins
as shameful barbarians. They placed no value on their feats of
conquering and ruling mainland China. The Chosun people
fancied themselves heir to the orthodox Confucian tradition of
the Ming dynasty and obliged to carry the torch of Confucian
civilization in place of the hapless Han Chinese then under the
yoke of the Manchus.
As of the twenty-first century, only the Mongols of
Outer Mongolia (who had belatedly become a reluctant partner
with the Manchus after 1691) and the Yemaek cousins of the
Korean Peninsula (who had nurtured hostility against their
Manchu cousins) are maintaining their ethnic identity as
independent nation states. The irony of history seems to be that,
had the Koreans identified themselves with their Manchurian
cousins and were they actively supportive of the Manchu cause,
they could have been a partner with the Manchus, as were the
Mongols of Inner Mongolia, only to be buried in oblivion as
inhabitants of one of those PRC Autonomous Regions.
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Part of Manchuria Ruled by Han Chinese

Appendix 13.1. What Part of Manchuria Could Be Ruled, Even
Intermittently, by the Han Chinese?

After the Han Wudi’s conquest of Old Chosun in 108
BCE, the Han Chinese began to inhabit the fertile Liao River
basin called Liaodong. Lattimore (1940: 107) notes: “The climate
of lower Manchuria does not differ from that of North China;
the crops and agricultural conditions are the same. Everything
favors intensive cultivation…”41 It was the only part of Manchuria
that could be put under the direct control of the Han Chinese
dynasties, off and on, for about 840 years at most out of the last
three millennia (1000 BCE-2000 CE). The Han Chinese
settlements were localized almost entirely in a triangular area in
southwestern Manchuria centering on the alluvial basin of the
Liao River and the uplands of the Liaodong Peninsula. This area
came to be surrounded by a militarily guarded line marked by trees
and ditches and punctuated with fortified gatehouses.
As a major way of preserving their identity and their
control of mainland China, the Manchu Qing rulers tried to
maintain their homeland as a base separate from Han Chinese life
and culture. In order to prevent Chinese immigration from the
Liao River basin northward, northern and eastern Manchuria were
closed to Chinese immigration as early as 1668. 42
A long ditch with an embankment, repeatedly repaired
and expanded, was built across southwestern Manchuria during
the early days of the Qing dynasty. It ran from the Great Wall at
Shan’haiguan, crossed the Liao River to the north of Mukden
(Shenyang), and then returned to the coast near the Korean
border down at the Yalu. It marked the boundary of the pale
beyond which the Han Chinese should not expand, the statutory
limit of Chinese settlement.43
The big ditch with an embankment several hundred
miles long and lined with willows is known as the Willow Palisade
(Liutiao Bian 柳條邊). The Qing pale surrounded by the Willow
Palisade is a little bit larger than the Ming pale surrounded by the
Bian Qiang (邊墻) that was constructed by the Ming military
households of Liaodong from 1437-42 and 1479-81 to defend the
Liaodong area from the intrusion of the Mongols (that included
the Mongolianized Qidans) and the Nüzhens. The Inner Willow
Palisade (老邊) extending from Shan’haiguan to the mouth of the

13.21. Willow Palisade 柳條邊
41

Lattimore (1940: 107-8) continues:

“To the north…a still greater plain…but
here the rainfall becomes lighter, the
rivers smaller, and the environment as
a whole less and less like that of North
China … Into this plain, therefore, the
Chinese could not expand unless they
… alter[ed] the mode of their economy,
making it less intensive. This…meant
altering some of the important structural
details of their society… [Furthermore]
each promising stretch of land lay open
to forest peoples or steppe peoples…”
42

Lattimore (1934: 64) notes that,

after the conquest of mainland China,
“an administrating…garrisoning body
moves into the conquered…territory,
but the main body remains … [Those]
who remain behind also feel entitled to
luxuries [and hence] build little…
imitations of the luxury-cities of China,
and import a servile class of” Chinese
artisans, traders, and farmers.” The
“main body” remaining in Manchuria
seems to have become too soft to be
conquest warriors, and hence suffered
total extinction when the regime
collapsed during a revolution.

Ming Pale and the Qing Willow Palisade

43

See Elliott (2001: 50) and Fairbank
(1992: 148).
44

See Insett (2007: 8-9, 325) who

further notes: “After 1680 [the Chinese]
peasants were permitted to live only
in…designated communities …within
commoner zones (民界)… [T]hese
people were effectively bound to their
villages [and] were restricted in…hiring
their fellow commoners (ibid: 41)”;
“Qing continued to enforce the
prohibition against colonization of
Manchuria and Mongolia (ibid: 8)” by
the Chinese peasants and traders. ”It
was only because Russian incursions
threatened Qing control of the region
that the sovereign finally opened the
borders to settlers in 1860. At this point
in time, sinicization of Manchuria was
preferable to Russian colonization (ibid:
9)”; “through subterfuge, and deceit,”
the Chinese settlers from the mainland
could rent land from petty [Manchu]
landholders “who held customary
possession of the land” and “remained
in the countryside (ibid: 278).” Lattimore
(1932: 68-9) notes: “The Manchu of
leisure who wanted to have his land
worked for him was likely to be affable
to the non-Banner Chinese… because
the outsider, having no legal status,
was not likely to make trouble; whereas
the local Bannermen, receiving
government subsidy, were all anxious
to rise above manual labor. The
industrious immigrant would cultivate
an agreed acreage for his landlord…
add[ing] a piece of land…whose
harvest was his private profit…If he had
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Yalu River (遼寧東溝縣) was intended to keep Han Chinese out
of north and east Manchuria, and the Outer Willow Palisade (新
邊) connecting the Liao River (at Kaiyuan 開原北威遠堡) and the
Songhua River (at the northeast of Jilin 北法特) was to keep the
Mongols out of Manchuria. The Manchu and Mongol bannermen
were stationed at twenty outposts (karun) to patrol its perimeter.
On the interior, the Willow Palisade was administered by
the Mukden (Fengtian) military governor where the Han Chinese
commoners could live legally. On the exterior, it was administered
by the Ningguta (寧古塔 in modern Jilin Province) military
governor where the Chinese commoners were not allowed to
settle. “Heavily garrisoned and mostly off limits to Han Chinese,”
in the words of Elliott (2000: 605), “access was controlled by a
pass system and inspections at gates along the Willow Palisade”
which surrounded the Qing pale. The cultivable land in Manchuria
outside the Willow Palisade was either granted as bannerland to
the decommissioned bannermen to farm along with their families
(forming the rusticated bannermen households of the farming
colonies) or provided to the Qing aristocracy and the imperial
families, and regional government bureaucracy as manors (zhuang
莊), binding the land’s former cultivators to the new manors as
estate serfs, enabling them to garner rental incomes and
operational revenue.44
The Manchus tried to close their homeland to Chinese
immigration and maintain Manchuria essentially as a hunting land
outside the Chinese agricultural economy. Most of Manchuria,
with its forests, streams, and hunting lands, was thus preserved for
the tribal Manchu peoples for a long while. 45
Lattimore (1940: 107, 109) observes that it is easy “to cut
off lower Manchuria from China. Land communication with
China included several routes that could be used by armies but
only one that is profitable for trade---the narrow coastal plain
running to Shan’haiguan, a corridor that could be easily closed.
The routes…across the hills of Jehol made cart haulage too
difficult and expensive. … The Chinese Pale of lower Manchuria
therefore remained isolated. [The] land communication with
China through Shan’haiguan gap would be threatened from the
flanking Jehol hills.” 45
If we look back over the past three millennia (1000
BCE-2000 CE), we see that the Han Chinese were able to rule the
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Liaodong area for less than 840 years: at most 328 years during
the Han dynasties (206 BCE-220 CE) after Wudi’s conquest of
Old Chosun in 108 BCE; 45 years during the Cao Cao’s Wei
dynasty (220-65); less than 51 years during the Western Jin dynasty
(265-316); 89 years after the downfall of Koguryeo in 668 until
the An Lushan Rebellion (755-57), should one take Tang (618907) as a Han Chinese dynasty; 276 years during the Ming dynasty
(1368-1644); and 51 years under the People’s Republic of China
(1949-2000).
During the 364-year period after the beginning of the
Era of Five Barbarians and Sixteen States (304-439) until the fall
of Koguryeo in 668, Liaodong had been occupied briefly by the
Murong-Xianbei (Former Yan, 337-70) and then for a long time
by Koguryeo. Liaodong had subsequently been occupied by such
“barbarian dynasties” as Parhae (after the An Lushan rebellion in
757 until 926) for 169 years; Qidan Laio (907-926-1125) for 199
years; Nüzhen Jin (1115-1234) for 119 years; Mongol Yuan (12061234-1368) for 134 years; and Manchu Qing (1616-1911) for 295
years until at last it was taken over by the modern (People’s
Republic of) China.

Liaodong Chinese Pale Remained Isolated

become recognized as a sound man, a
poor local family might evade the
marriage laws and provide him with one
of his daughters. …Thus if [he]… was
accepted without protest as qualified for
the…subsidy of a Banner soldier, the
whole family would quietly be inscribed
on the rolls of a Banner, and…would
change…surname merg[ing] into one of
the local clans.” Among the Han
Chinese immigrants there seem to have
been a large number of failures. The fit
among the failures, however, seem to
have been able to survive by joining the
legendary bandits. In due course, they
turned into the soldiers of warlords; and
when the warlord’s days ran out,
metamorphosed into the Republican
GMD soldiers, à la Zhang Zuolin and
his followers; or, if farsighted, into the
Communist PLA soldiers.

Appendix 13.2. Russia’s Conquest of Outer Manchuria

45

Lattimore (1940: 108) uses the term

“Chinese Pale” by analogy with the old

In Russian historiography, the Time of Troubles began
at the death of Ivan IV (the Terrible r.1547-84) or at that of his
son Fyodor I (r.1584-98) which was brought to a close with
election to the throne of Michael Romanov. 46 Michael (r.1613-45)
was elected by the advisory assembly of representatives
(traditionally appointed by the government) of landed aristocrats,
merchants, tradesmen, and dvoriane (the landholders subject to the
hereditary obligation of military service), to become the founder
of a dynasty destined to reign for three hundred years. 47
Driven by the lure of “soft gold,” the furs of beavers,
Arctic foxes, and sables, Ivan the Terrible had let the Cossacks
adventure west of the Urals across the Siberian wilderness, using
the rivers as highways. The Cossacks ruthlessly extracted tributes
of furs from reindeer herders, nomadic natives and huntergatherers.48 The annexation of western Siberia by 1583 was, in
fact, carried on by private initiative and [fur] trading activities,

“English Pale” in Ireland.
46

See Florinsky (1947: 209).

Batu, a grandson of Chinggis Khan,
occupied Kiev in 1240 and penetrated
into Hungary in 1241 but, after hearing
the death of Ögödei (r.1229-41),
returned to the Russian steppes,
establishing the khanate of Kipchak,
known as Golden Horde, in the midst of
subjugated Kipchak Turks. When the
power of Golden Horde was weakened
by internal dissensions, the Tartar
kingdoms of Kazan and Crimea
proclaimed their independence (in
1445-6). The Crimean Tartars finally

Russia’s Eastward Expansion in Siberia
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destroyed the Golden Horde in 1502,

employing private army recruited largely from the Cossacks.49
Immense territories extending to the North Pacific and the Arctic
Ocean gradually came under the control of the czars.
According to Florinsky (1947: 249), Michael was elected
to be czar primarily because of his utter insignificance, and his
son (Aleksei r.1645-76) and grandson (Fyodor III r.1676-82) were
also singularly free from any pretensions to actual leadership.
Regardless of the leadership of the reigning czar, however,
Russia’s eastward expansion in Siberia in the seventeenth century
met much less resistance than its attempt at expansion in Europe.
The Russians made an appearance at the East Asian
theater when the Manchus were conquering China. A group of
Cossack adventurers floated down the Amur in 1649 and
managed to reach the Sea of Okhotsk. The Russians built and
garrisoned a fort on the site of a local town called Albazino in
1669, and began settling colonists there. According to Beckwith
(2009: 224), the Manchus “considered the territory to be theirs
due to campaigns of conquest undertaken by Huang’taiji between
1641 and 1643. They strenuously objected to the Russian action.”
Emperor Kangxi (r.1661-1722) finally sent troops in 1685 and
captured Albazino. 50 The Russians retreated to Nerchinsk on the
Shilka River. Intermittent hostilities between the Russians and the
Manchus led to the Treaty of Nerchinsk in 1689 that set the
border along the Stanovoy Range and the Argun River, compelling
Russians to remain out of sight behind the trackless forested
buffer region. The Treaty, however, obliged the Qing, able to
crush the Three Feudatory Rebellions (1673-81) only to face the
growing threat of Galdan’s (r.1671-97) Western Mongols, to open
trade in furs and other goods at Kiakhta near Orkhon-Selenge. 51
“After 1760,” Ledonne (2004: 40) states, “the Manchu dynasty was
at the height of its power, and…their overwhelming power
blocked any Russian intentions to force their hands in the matter
of navigation on the Amur.”
Russians were able to maintain themselves at Okhotsk
on the Pacific coast, while the Czar obtained a firm hold over
Siberia, which remained unexplored for a long while. Drawn by
the fantasy of mineral and agricultural wealth in New World
facing the Pacific Ocean, Russians pushed north and east to the
Kamchatka Peninsula, and Vitus Bering found Alaska in 1728-41.
On the other hand, Emperor Qianlong (r.1735-96) conquered and

thereby liberating Russia from the
Tartar Yoke, emancipating the Russian
princes, and giving rise to the autocracy
of the Muscovite czars similar to the
absolute rule of the Mongol khans. The
Crimean Tartars, however, besieged
Moscow in 1571, and carried about
150,000 prisoners (ibid: 204). The
Tartar kingdom of Crimea was annexed
by Russia as late as in 1783.
47

On the death of a dvorianin, the

estate passed to his sons, who were
entitled to additional land grants if their
respective shares fell below the
prescribed norms. Unlike the fubing
soldiers of the Xianbei conquest
dynasties, the dvoriane became the
nobility (dvorianstvo) of the Russian
society. See Florinsky (1947: 195).
48

See Florinsky (1947: 216). In the 15

th

century, the term Cossack referred to
the Tartar groups in the Dnieper region,
and then later also to the peasants who
fled from serfdom to the Dnieper-Don
th

regions. In the 16 century, the steppes
north of the Black Sea, separating
Muscovy from the Crimean Tartars,
were swarming with Cossacks who,
under their elected leaders (ataman),
were mercenaries fighting for
whomever would pay for their services.
49

See Florinsky (1947: 203). Many
roving Cossacks had enrolled in
Russia’s military force, and they

penetrated beyond the Ural Mountains
in the reign of Ivan IV that gradually
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exterminated the Zungars by 1759. The Khalkha Mongols were
responsible for the logistics of the long wars against the Zungars,
bearing the brunt of the Manchu war effort.52 “The Russians were
not strong enough militarily” to establish a protectorate in
Mongolia, Ledonne (2004: 38-9) notes, “and the Khalkha
aristocracy, no matter how irritated by the high-handedness of the
Manchus, was not willing to risk its substantial privileges for an
uncertain future under Russian overlordship.”
“In May 1732,” Ledonne (2004: 40) notes, “the [Russian]
Senate had authorized a second ‘Kamchatka expedition’ led by
Captain Vitus Bering for the purpose of discovering islands
between Kamchatka and America.” Following Bering’s voyages,
Russians began to settle in Alaska. An imperial decree in 1799
established the Russian American Company, granting “exclusive
jurisdiction of the American coast north of the fifty-fifth degree
north latitude, and the right to occupy further vacant territories in
the name of the Russian Crown.”53
Nikolai Muravev, Governor-General of Eastern Siberia
from 1847-61, let a 800-man Cossack expeditionary force float
down to the Amur’s mouth, giving explanation to the Manchu
commander at the Aigun Fort that they were on their way to the
Pacific to defend the Manchu-Russian interest against an AngloFrench force. In 1850, the port of Nikolaevsk (named after
Nikolai I, r.1825-55) was established at the mouth of the Amur
River. The Russians crossed to the Sakhalin Island in 1852-3.54
According to Florinsky (1947: 978), the Manchu
commander at the Aigun Fort, “yielding to Muravev’s persuasion
and threats, signed the Treaty of Aigun [in May 1858], which
recognized Russian sovereignty over the left bank of the Amur
from the Aigun River to the sea.” The Qing court did not ratify
the Aigun treaty, but having been driven to extreme by the Taiping
Rebellion, signed the Treaty of Beijing on November 14, 1860,
recognizing “Russian sovereignty not only over the territories
ceded by the Aigun treaty but also over the vast region between
the Ussuri River and the Gulf of Tartary (ibid).” The Russians
had already founded the city of Vladivostok (which means in
Russian Conquer the East or Rule over the East) in July of 1860 that
became the Russia’s ice-free Pacific port.

Czarist Russia Occupies Outer Manchuria

brought the whole Siberian land mass
under the rule of the czars (ibid: 3).
50

To attack Albazino, Kangxi had

deployed Dutch cannons and built up a
naval force under a former Wu Sangui’s
general. See Kessler (1976: 100).
51

Ledonne (2004: 34) notes that “the

emergence of the Zunghar
confederation in the 1680s under the
leadership of Galdan Boshugtu…paved
the way for the expansion of those
Mongols eastwards into the land of the
Khalkhas, northward into the Altai and
the Baraba steppe, and westward into
the grazing lands of the Kazakhs of the
Large and Middle Horde.”
52

See Ledonne (2004: 36-7).

53

Florinsky (1947: 690-1) The U.S.

purchased Alaska from Russia in 1867
for a payment of 7.2 million dollars.
54

See Florinsky (1947: 977).

13.22. Black Dragon (Amur) River and
Outer Manchuria (Eastern Tartary)
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A New East Asia in a Globalized World

“Marriage Procession” at Seoul 淸溪川 Korea
painted by Elizabeth Keith (1897-1956) in 1921.
Joseph Stalin, Mao Zedong, Zhou Enlai

T. F. Shtykov, Kim Jeong-suk, Kim Ilsung, Park Heon-yung’s bride & Park

MacArthur inspecting frontier (1951.2.7)

The Korean War (1950-53): The Red Line segment of the perimeter
was defended by the ROK (Republic of Korea) Army and the Blue Line
segment was defended by the U.S. and other UN armies.

Eisenhower visits the Korean frontier
before inauguration (1952.12.4.)
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The Korean War and a New East Asia

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

THE KOREAN WAR AND A NEW EAST ASIA
EAST ASIA IN A GLOBALIZED WORLD
In 1853, Commodore Perry forced the Tokugawa shogunate
to open up the nation. The Japanese people threw out the shogunate
and commenced westernization-cum-industrialization. Japan won the
Sino-Japanese and the Russo-Japanese wars, and annexed the
Korean Peninsula. In the final days of World War II, the Americans and
Soviets agreed to take the 38th parallel as the dividing line of the
Korean Peninsula between the Soviet and U.S. occupation zones.
Stalin believed that a Third World War between communism
and capitalism was inevitable, but he wanted to determine the time and
place for the final showdown. Unification of the Korean Peninsula by
Kim Il-sung would provide a springboard for an invasion of Japan, but
14.1. Itō Hirobumi and the (12-year old)

Stalin did not want the Korean War to become the main battleground.

last crown prince of Chosun dynasty

Europe, Stalin thought, was the right place to deliver the death blow to
world imperialism. Stalin did not want to see Mao improving relations
with the U.S. nor achieving a hegemonic role in East Asia. The
progress in the Korean War had to be carefully manipulated as to let
Mao carry the greatest part of the burden of diverting the U.S. forces
from Europe to Asia and at the same time burn Mao’s bridges to West.
The first foreign excursion of the PRC army after its victory in

14.2. Peng Dehuai and Kim Il-sung

1949 was an invasion of Korea. The object of the PRC rulers was to
keep the U.S. forces at a safe distance from its Manchurian frontier
and to make sure that the state that bordered Manchuria was friendly.
PRC historians now project China’s history in terms of its
contemporary border (and beyond, in cases of the Korean Peninsula
and the Mongolian steppes), as a seamless narrative of a newly
defined “Chinese” nation-state. PRC rulers think of China as a

14.3. D. MacArthur and H. S. Truman

territorial entity and thus of everyone living within what is today PRC
territory as Chinese. In an effort to canonize a unified Chinese
historiography, PRC high school textbooks have incorporated the
histories of China’s ethnic minorities into a single master narrative of
Chinese history, according to which the non-Han peoples have always
been Chinese and their different histories have always been a part of
Chinese history, avoiding the term ‘invade’ when discussing their wars
against the Han which are regarded simply as internal disputes. The

14.4. PRC “People’s Volunteer Army”
advancing at the sound of a bugle.

current formulations of China’s history by the government of the PRC
bear directly on the future of the East Asian community.
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1. War at the Periphery of a Bipolar World

Occupation of Korean Peninsula by Japan

1

Itō Hirobumi was born to a modest

samurai family of present-day
A TRANSIENT MULTI-POLAR WORLD

Yamaguchi Prefecture at the western

After 1800, the Chosun court was ruled by powerful
clans and royal in-law families who were ruthlessly exploiting the
peasantry and enriching themselves at public expense. In the late
nineteenth century, however, there appeared conspicuous signs of
Korean society beginning to reform, but it was apparently too late
to prevent the encroachment of Japan.
In 1853, U. S. Commodore Perry and his fleet arrived
off the coast of Japan and forced the Tokugawa shogunate (16031867) to open up the nation. The Japanese people threw out the
shogunate, gathered together under the authority of the imperial
court, and commenced westernization-cum-industrialization in the
name of the Meiji Restoration (1868-1912), emulating Western
colonialism and imperialism.
As prime minister for the second time, Itō Hirobumi
(1841-1909) led Japan to victory in the Sino-Japanese War (18945), acquiring Taiwan and the Liaodong Peninsula from the Qing
court and extracting various concessions from Chosun, a rather
unfortunate latecomer in the westernization race.1
By 1900, Czarist Russia had occupied several cities
including Fengtian (also called Shenyang, Shengjing or Mukden) in
Manchuria under the pretext of pacifying the Boxers and
protecting the railways.2 In 1903, Czarist Russia had offered the
Japanese exclusive rights to the Korean Peninsula below the 39th
parallel and neutralization of the area north of it. The offer was
rejected by the Imperialist Japanese. Japan achieved victory in the
Russo-Japanese War (1904-5), taking over Russia’s leases in Port
Arthur (Lüshun) and Dalian, as well as its control of the South
Manchurian Railway, and making Chosun a Japanese protectorate.
Russia and other Western powers recognized Japan’s rights to
expand into Northeast Asia.
Itō became Resident General in Korea in 1906, a
position directly under the Korean king. Itō was at first in charge
of diplomatic affairs, but eventually of the entire internal
administration of the nation as well. Itō was shot at the Harbin
railroad station, the Russian leasehold, on October 26, 1909 by a
Korean, Ahn Chung-keun. General Terauchi, the war minister in
the Japanese cabinet, effected the planned annexation of Korea,

end of the Japanese mainland. Rising
to the post of prime minister four times,
he played a crucial role in the rapid
westernization of Japan. He was sent to
England in 1863 by the leaders of
Chōshū to study Western naval
science. He accepted government
assignments to the U.S. in 1870 and to
the Mission in Europe from 1871-3 to
study taxation, budgetary systems, and
treaty matters. He joined the group
formed to study constitutions in
Germany from 1882-3. He served as
the first prime minister from 1885-8,
helped draft the Meiji constitution in
1889, and brought about the
establishment of the national Diet in
1890. The Meiji constitution made the
Privy Council (the emperor’s senior
advisers) and the military above the law
and answerable only to the emperor
himself, bypassing the bureaucracy and
legislature, and inviting unfortunate
consequences for the Japanese and
their neighbors. Itō became prime
minister for the second time in 1892-6,
and fourth time in 1900-1. When he
became prime minister for the third
time, in 1898, he dissolved the Diet but
could not win an absolute majority. Itō
resigned, only to appear in China on
September 11, 1898 to give the Qing
emperor Guangxu (r.1875-1908) advice
on the process and methods of Reform.
2

Since “Fengtian” implies “ordained by

heaven,” the GMD government altered
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Korea Shall Become Free and Independent

the name into Liaoning ( “Tranquility of
Liao”). See Lattimore (1934: 39-40).
3

Japanese empire-building was

bulwarked by the Anglo-Japanese
Alliance (1902-23) -- declaring war
against Germany (and taking over the
German leasehold Qingdao in 1914);
the Russo-Japanese Agreements of
1907-16; and the sanction of FourPower Treaty in 1921.
4

Syng-man Rhee was born in 1875. He
completed a classical education and
then entered an American Methodist
high-school in Seoul where he learned
English. He joined the Independence

Society in 1896 to reform the monarchy
and repel Japan’s colonial designs, but
was imprisoned between 1899 and
1904 for supporting the idea of a
popularly elected national assembly. On
his release, he went to the U.S., where
he took a B.A. in 1907 from George
Washington University (studying
humanities and social sciences), an
M.A. from Harvard University in 1908
(studying international relations and
history), and a Ph.D in international law
from the department of political science,

and in 1910 became the first Governor-General. Korea, never
before having experienced a foreign conquest dynasty, became a
colony of Japan.
Although, as Eckert (1990: 334) points out, the U.S. had
been “the first Western nation to sign a formal diplomatic treaty
with Korea in 1882, it had also been the first foreign embassy to
leave in November 1905 after the Japanese had forced the
Koreans to sign a protectorate treaty. This policy of acquiescence
in the Japanese seizure of Korea had been formalized in the TaftKatsura Memorandum of 1905, by which Japan had agreed, in
turn, to respect America’s control of the Philippines.” 3
Wilson became the President of the United States (191321) and enumerated the Fourteen Points in January 1918 declaring
the principle of humanism, respect for the self-determination of
peoples, and international cooperation as the necessary basis for a
new era of world peace. Wilson had lifted the spirits of colonized
peoples around the world by emphasizing national autonomy and
self-determination. Massive demonstrations for independence
erupted in Korea on March 1, 1919 and sparked a nation-wide
movement in the following months. The world powers, including
the United States herself, however, possessed their own colonies
and hence ignored the Korean independence movement. Syngman Rhee was elected president of the Provisional Government
of the Republic of Korea established at Shanghai in September
1919.4 Though Rhee stayed at Shanghai only for six months
(December 1920-May 1921), he held that post for five years in the
U. S. until pushed out in March 1925 by the Korean nationalists
centered in China. At the Cairo Conference of December 1, 1943,
Roosevelt, Churchill and Jiang Jieshi stated that “in due course
Korea shall become free and independent.”

Princeton University, in 1910, the same
year that Japan annexed Korea. His
thesis, titled “Neutrality as Influenced by
the United States,” was published by
the Princeton University Press. He was
a close friend of President Woodrow
Wilson’s family. Rhee came back to
Korea in 1910, but fearing arrest by the
Japanese colonial rulers, he fled to the
U.S. in 1912. Rhee met the Democratic

WAR AT THE PERIPHERY OF A BIPOLAR WORLD

The Korean communists found allies within the Chinese
Communist movement in North China, while the Korean
nationalists worked with the GMD with a 3,000-man Korean
Restoration Army. By 1944, the Japanese had mobilized as many
as sixteen percent of the entire Korean population, some four
million people, and relocated them outside Korea to serve their
war effort. In Manchuria, the number of Koreans had increased
from about 0.8 million in the late 1920s to more than two million
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(out of the estimated Manzhouguo population of 43 million) by
the early 1940s.5
In August 1945, in the final days of World War II, the
Americans and Soviets agreed to take the 38th parallel as the
dividing line of the Korean Peninsula between Soviet and U.S.
occupation zones. Cumings (2005: 239) notes that “during the
period of the deepest Chinese Nationalist penetration into
Manchuria,” that is, between December 1946 and January 1947,
North Korea under Soviet occupation had served as a secure rear
area for the Chinese Communist forces, “providing grain and
other materials, rest and recreation, and the quartering of large
numbers of troops.” The North Korean “military forces had
expanded rapidly in late 1946 ... Some 30,000 Koreans under the
command of Kim Ch’aek reportedly moved into Manchuria
during April 1947, by which time 15 to 20 percent of the Chinese
Communist forces in Manchuria were Koreans, ... a ‛volunteer’
army that prefigured the Chinese ‛volunteers’ [People’s Volunteer
Army] that returned the favor in the fall of 1950 (ibid).” 6
In the Korean Peninsula, a general election was carried
out in the South under the auspices of United Nations on May 10,
1948, and the Republic of Korea (ROK) was established on
August 15 with 73-year-old Rhee Syng-man (李承晩) as president.
Stalin established a Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
(DPRK) in the North 25 days later on September 9, 1948 with 33year-old Kim Il-sung as the chief of state.7
Kim Il-sung broached the possibility of a military
invasion of the South with Stalin in March 1949. Kim tried to
persuade Stalin that a popular uprising in the South would
immediately be triggered by the invasion. NATO was formed in
April 1949. Stalin did not reject Kim’s idea in principle but, even
after the withdrawal of U. S. troops from the South in June, kept
encouraging his client to pursue guerrilla warfare. Between June
and September, Kim indeed dispatched 1,200 specifically-trained
fighters across the 38th parallel to intensify the on-going
communist guerrilla war in the South, but most of the organized
guerrilla units were eventually wiped out by the ROK army. 8

War at the Periphery of a Bipolar World

candidate for president and his former
teacher, Woodrow Wilson, in an effort
to gain his support for Korea, but
Wilson told Rhee that international
intervention to gain Korea’s
independence from Japan was
inappropriate. See Kaufman (1999).
5

See Eckert, et al. (1990: 322).

6

Cumings (2005: 240) continues:

“Chinese Nationalist abuses of the local
Korean population, including lumping
them together with the Japanese for
post-war reprisals, [brought] many
Korean recruits to the Communists. ...
Fully 70,000 Koreans were fighting in
Manchuria by this time.”
7

family moved to Manchuria in 1919.
When Japan occupied Manchuria in
1932, Kim joined the guerrilla
movement resisting against the
Japanese. Sometime in 1939 or 1940,
Kim escaped from the Japanese
extermination campaigns to the Soviet
Far East and led a Korean contingent
as a captain in the Soviet Army. See
Goncharov, et al. (1993: 131).
8

The victory by the Communist Chinese, followed by the
formation of the People’s Republic of China (PRC 中華人民共和

According to Suh (1988: 121), more

than 3,000 guerrillas were sent south
from September 1949 to March 1950.
See also Stueck (1995: 30-1) and
Goncharov, et al. (1993: 135-6).
9

“THE WAR WASN’T STALIN’S IDEA, BUT KIM’S”

Kim Il-sung was born in 1912, and his

The legitimacy of his memoirs and/or

accuracy was questioned in some
circles. See Stueck (2002: 2-3).

The War Wasn’t Stalin’s Idea, but Kim’s

14.5. Syngman Rhee in prison between
January 9, 1899 and August 7, 1904

14.6. Syng-man Rhee at Shanghai as
President of Provisional Government of
the Republic of Korea (on April 9, 1921)
10

11

See Gaddis (2005: 42).

See Goncharov, et al. (1993: 213-4,
136-7, and 138-54). A ciphered
telegram from Shtykov to Vishinsky,

January 19, 1950, reads: “Kim stated
that when he was in Moscow, Comrade
Stalin said to him … in case of an
attack on the north of the country by the
army of Rhee Syngman, then it is
possible to go on the counteroffensive
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國) on October 1, 1949, in the words of Cumings (2005: 239), was
an “immense strategic blessing” that provided Kim “an
impregnable rear unimaginable in 1945.”
In his memoirs, Nikita Khrushchev (1971: 400-1) recalls
that “at the end of 1949, Kim Il-sung arrived with his delegation
to hold consultations with Stalin. The North Koreans wanted to
prod South Korea with the point of a bayonet. Kim said that the
first poke would touch off an internal explosion in South Korea.
… Naturally Stalin couldn’t oppose this idea. … Stalin persuaded
Kim that he should think it over, make some calculations, and
then come back with a concrete plan.”9
On January 12, 1950, the U. S. Secretary of State, Dean
Acheson, made a speech in the National Press Club declaring that
the U. S. would not guarantee areas beyond Japan, the Ryukyus,
and the Philippines against military attack, a position that placed
Korea outside the U. S. defense perimeter. Stalin read the speech
carefully, as well as (courtesy of British spies) the top-secret NSC
study upon which it was based, and authorized his foreign
minister, Molotov, to discuss it with Mao Zedong. Stalin then
informed Kim that the prevailing mood in the U. S. was not to
interfere, and Kim in turn assured Stalin that “the war will be won
in three days.” 10 Two months later, in April, Kim visited Moscow
again, together with Park Heon-yung, the leader of the
Communist operation in South Korea. Stalin gave definitive
approval to Kim’s invasion of South Korea on condition of
obtaining the clear approval of Mao. Kim made a trip to Beijing in
mid-May and obtained Mao’s full support.11
Khrushchev remembers it this way (ibid: 401-2): “Kim
went home, and then returned to Moscow when he had worked
everything out. He told Stalin he was absolutely certain of success.
I remember Stalin had his doubts. He was worried that the
Americans would jump in, but we were inclined to think that if
the war were fought swiftly –and Kim was sure that it would be
won swiftly-- then intervention by the USA could be avoided.
Nevertheless, Stalin decided to ask Mao’s opinion about Kim’s
suggestion. … Mao also answered affirmatively. He approved
Kim’s suggestion and put forward the opinion that the USA
would not intervene since the war would be an internal matter…
We [the Soviets] had already been giving arms to North Korea for
some time. It was obvious that they would receive the requisite
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quantity of tanks, artillery, rifles, machine guns, engineering
equipment, and antiaircraft weapons.”
The key factors that contributed to Kim’s decision to
attack South Korea were the U. S. troop withdrawal in June 1949,
the success of the Chinese Communists in mainland China, and
the Acheson declaration regarding the U. S. defense perimeter in
Asia. Furthermore, Park Heon-yung, a founding member of the
first Korean Communist Party in 1925 and the undisputed leader
of the Korean Communist movement who had to flee to the
north in 1946, assured Kim that “some 200,000 loyal followers of
his organizations in the South would rise up and overthrow the
South Korean Regime” once the invasion began. 12 Kim also
believed that the war would be won too swiftly for the U. S. army
to return to the Korean Peninsula.
Kim had been trying to undermine the legitimacy of the
Rhee regime by amplifying the stigma of collaboration on the part
of key figures of its government, with the Japanese during their
occupation of Korea, and tried to rid the U. S. and her forces
from the minds of the South Korean people by propagating
nationalism and the danger of colonial enslavement under
American imperialism. The U. S. military forces had finished their
withdrawal on June 29, 1949. Kim, on the other hand, had been
proposing a peaceful unification to the South Koreans from June
1949 until June 19, 1950, just six days prior to the invasion. 13
Stalin had been providing Kim with planes, heavy
artillery, and tanks, while Mao was handing over 40,000 veteran
Korean soldiers in the ranks of the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA 人民解放軍). In May, Stalin dispatched a new team of
Soviet army officers to finalize the details of the invasion plan. 14
Cumings (2005: 263) tells us that “Scattered Soviet materials have
shown that Soviet involvement in preparing and planning an
invasion after Stalin gave his reluctant endorsement in January
1950 was higher than previous writers had thought.”
The heavily armed 200,000-man DPRK army unleashed
an attack on the lightly armed 100,000-man South Korean army at
4:00 a.m. on June 25, 1950, thus commencing the Korean War,
which was more tragic than the Spanish Civil War (1936-9).
Khrushchev remembers (ibid: 401-2): “I must stress that
the war wasn’t Stalin’s idea, but Kim’s. Kim was the initiator.
Stalin, of course, didn’t try to dissuade him. … I don’t condemn

Stalin Approves Invasion of South Korea

to the south of Korea. But since Rhee
Syngman is still not instigating an
attack, it means that the liberation of
the people of the southern part of the
country and the unification of the
country are drawn out, that Kim thinks
that he needs again to visit Comrade
Stalin and receive an order and
permission for offensive action by the
People’s Army for the purpose of the
liberation of the people of Southern
Korea. Further Kim said that he himself
cannot begin an attack, because he is a
communist, a disciplined person and for
him the order of Comrade Stalin is law.”
Quote from Kaufman (1999: 120).
A ciphered telegram from Stalin to
Shtykov, January 30, 1950, reads: “…
he must understand that such a large
matter in regard to South Korea such
as he wants to undertake needs large
preparation. The matter must be
organized so that there would not be
too great a risk (ibid: 121).”
12

See Suh (1988: 112 and 121).

13

See Suh (1988: 105, 113, 120).

14

See Stueck (1995: 62). According to

Cumings (2005: 241), total number of
veterans handed over to Kim amounted
to somewhere between 75,000 and
100,000. According to Noh (2000: 411),
about 10,000 of these veteran soldiers
th

were from the 166 Division of the
Communist Chinese Army, and
th

designated as the 6 Division the 1

st

Corps of the North Korean Army that
took Seoul in three days.

Stalin and Mao Assist Kim’s Invasion

15

Douglas MacArthur was born in 1880
as the son of a general who had won
the Congressional Medal of Honor

during the Civil War and later served as
a commander in the Philippine Islands.
MacArthur served as aide to Theodore
Roosevelt, and commanded a brigade
during World War I. In 1930, he was
named by Herbert Hoover as chief of
staff of the army. He retired from the
army in 1937, but was recalled to active
duty by Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1941,
named Supreme Commander of the
Southwest Pacific Theatre, and then
appointed by Harry Truman as the
Supreme Commander of the Allied
Forces in Japan in September 1945.
MacArthur drafted a constitution for
Japan, allowing Hirohito to remain as
emperor (ibid).
16

After the Sino-French War (1884-5),

French colonial rule replaced the Qing
suzerainty over northern Vietnam.
17

According to Suh (1988: 121), Park
Heon-yung “would have preferred a

popular uprising to a military conquest
to reclaim his leadership in the South,
but since his followers…were all
arrested in the South, Park would have
to agree to military action. … Kim …
told [on February 8, 1963] … that Park
was a liar and there had not been even
1,000 members, let alone 200,000…
[and] no one revolted.” Park had been
accused as a spy who had “tried to sell
the Korean Communist Party to the
Americans (ibid: 174).” Park Heon-yung
was sentenced to death in a trial on
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Stalin for encouraging Kim. … We wished every success to Kim
and toasted the whole North Korean leadership, looking forward
to the day when their struggle would be won.”
MacArthur (1964: 328) remembers: “The South Koreans
had four divisions along the 38th Parallel. They… were equipped
and organized as a constabulary force, not as troops of the line.
… The decision…had been made by the State Department. The
argument advanced…was that it was a necessary measure to
prevent the South Koreans from attacking North Korea.”15
The Soviet explosion of an atomic device in August,
1949 had ended the American atomic monopoly. There followed
the expulsion of Jiang Jieshi from mainland China and the
concentration of Communist Chinese forces along the border of
Indochina, where the French were waging a losing battle against
the Viet Minh (League for the Independence of Vietnam).16 Communist
rebels stepped up pressure on British Malaya and the pro-U.S.
Philippines. Now the North Korean invasion across the 38th
parallel thrust the Korean Peninsula onto the global center stage.
Cumings (2005: 266) recalls that “from day one the
Soviets made clear to Washington their determination to stay clear
of the fighting.” Khrushchev (1971: 402-3) remembers: “when
Kim was preparing for his march, Stalin called back all our
advisors who were with the North Korean divisions and
regiments. …I asked Stalin about this, and he snapped back at me,
‘It’s too dangerous to keep our advisors there. They might be
taken prisoner. We don’t want there to be evidence for accusing us
of taking part in this business. It’s Kim’s affair.’ … The attack was
launched successfully. The North Koreans swept south swiftly.
But what Kim had predicted—an internal uprising after the first
shots were fired and Syng-man Rhee was overthrown—
unfortunately failed to materialize.”17
On June 28, the DPRK forces occupied Seoul, and on
July 1 proclaimed a general conscription, dragging young men
from the streets of South Korean cities into the so-called
“Volunteer Army” that was sent off to the frontier to serve as
cannon fodder after a hasty, rudimentary drill.
The first contingent of the U. S. Eighth Army, the Smith
Company of the 24th Division, landed at Pusan on July 1st. Stalin
had never wanted to fight the U. S. army in the Korean Peninsula.
On July 4, Stalin made Kim the supreme commander of the
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DPRK army, and formally cleared himself and the Soviet Union
out of the war. Few people have paid attention to the fact that
Kim became the Supreme Commander only ten days after the
date of invasion. From that date on, Kim had to handle the
fighting against UN forces until he handed the command over to
Peng Dehuai on October 24th, 1950, months after the complete
destruction of the DPRK army.

Swift Decision by Truman to Send U.S. Army

December 3, 1955 (ibid: 145). Suh
(ibid: 227) contends that Kim purged
Park, and hence “lost most of their
supporters in the South,” but later
history seems to suggest that, although
the spent Park and his followers were
exterminated in North Korea, the
DPRK-supporter underground in South

TRUMAN BELIEVED THAT APPEASEMENT WOULD LEAD TO FURTHER

Korea has been able to entrench itself

COMMUNIST AGGRESSION

in the areas of mass media, education,

Truman believed that appeasement à la the Munich
Agreement of 1938 would only lead to further communist
aggression, and hence made a swift decision to send U. S. troops
to Korea. Truman approved the dispatch of the U. S. army, and
acquired a Security Council resolution to send in UN forces by
June 28.18 Jacob Malik was boycotting the Security Council
because the UN had refused to admit the PRC (People’s Republic
of China). Cumings (2005: 266) notes that “There is now
evidence that Stalin explicitly ordered the Soviet delegation to stay
away from the UN when the war began, in a message from
Moscow that arrived on the morning of June 25. Why? The logic
would suggest one of two possibilities: Stalin wanted to suck the
United States into a war in peripheral Korea, hoping ultimately to
pit the Chinese against American soldiers and thereby make Mao
dependent on him ... Second, Stalin may have hoped that cloaking
American intervention in the flag of the UN would destroy this
body or, at a minimum, reveal it to be an American tool.”
MacArthur inspected the Han River frontier on June 29,
and was selected on July 14 to command the UN forces. On July
31, the DPRK army reached Korea’s southern seashore, capturing
Jin-ju. The ROK-U.S. forces miraculously managed to form a
defense perimeter along the Nak-tong River in the southeastern
corner of the peninsula. The world speculated on the possibility
of a vast Asiatic Dunkirk.
The American forces might have had to abandon the
perimeter altogether had it not been for a brilliant maneuver by
MacArthur. On July 23, MacArthur (1964: 346) cabled
Washington: “Operation planned mid-September is amphibious
landing of a two division corps in rear of enemy lines for purpose
of enveloping and destroying enemy forces in conjunction with

labor unions, and politics (mostly
pretending to be freedom fighters for
human rights and democracy) through
ceaseless self-reproduction among
“psychopathic types” and cunning
camouflage-shapeshifting à la the West
Germans spied for Stasi. When an
opportunity arises, they are capable of
engineering mass hysteria, in hope of
inciting popular uprising, by
systematically spreading false
information through the mass media
and the internet.
18

Harry S. Truman was born in 1884 in

Missouri, and operated a family farm
and then a shop until 1921. He was
elected to the Senate in 1934, picked
by Roosevelt as vice-president, and
then elevated to the presidency in April
of 1945 upon Roosevelt’s death in
office. He made the decisions to drop
the atomic bombs against Japan,
implement the Marshall Plan in 1947,
overcome the Soviet blockade of Berlin
in 1948 with massive airlifts, and build
the H-bomb in January 1950. On
December 1, 1950, Truman made a
statement that he would not rule out the
possibility of using atomic weapons.
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MacArthur Reverses the Tide of War

The U.S., however, possessed only 298
atomic bombs at that time, a number
deemed insufficient to prosecute a
Third World War if that were to come
about. After leaving the presidency in
January 1953, Truman returned to his
home in Missouri, and lived another
twenty years, reading military history
and giving talks to college students.

14.7. Newly drafted South Korean
soldiers practicing shooting with
wooden sticks before dispatched to the
frontier. (Photo taken 1950.9.15.)

attack from south by Eighth Army. I am firmly convinced that
early and strong effort behind his front will sever his main lines of
communications and enable us to deliver a decisive and crushing
blow. The alternative is a frontal attack which can only result in a
protracted and expensive campaign.”
MacArthur’s ingenuous amphibious landing operation at
Incheon on September 15 trapped the DPRK army below the 38th
parallel, and completely reversed the tide of war. The UN forces
began advancing almost unopposed into North Korea. According
to Gaddis (2005: 43-5), Stalin was “shocked by this sequence of
events,” and “was on the verge of accepting a lost war, even the
prospect of the Americans occupying North Korea itself. … ‘So
what,’ he commented wearily, ‘Let it be. Let the Americans be our
neighbors.’ ” 19
It was Mao who decided to intervene with 300,000 PLA
troops (designated as the “People’s Volunteer Army” 中國人民志
願軍) to rescue Kim. Mao had told his advisers early in August:
“We should not fail to assist the Koreans. We must lend them our
hands in the form of sending our military volunteers there.”
According to Gaddis (2005: 45), “Mao for a time had difficulty
convincing his own advisers … a fact that led Stalin, early in
October, to tell Kim Il-sung that he would have to evacuate North
Korea altogether. Shortly thereafter, though, Mao prevailed, and
so was able to inform the Russians and the North Koreans that
the Chinese would be soon coming to the rescue.”
WAR BETWEEN COMMUNISM AND CAPITALISM

14.8. Northbound American GIs and
southbound Korean refugees.

Following the February/October Revolutions of 1917,
the Bolsheviks (Majority/Russian Communist Party) deposed
Kerensky’s Provisional Government and seized power on
November 7-8. The Civil War between Reds and Whites (1918-22)
erupted. The first head of the Soviet state, Vladimir Lenin
(b.1870/r.1917-24) made a separate peace with Germany on
March 6, 1918, and Woodrow Wilson decided to send 9,000 U. S.
troops to Vladivostok in July as part of an allied expeditionary
force, including a 70,000-man Japanese military force, to support
the anti-Soviet forces (Whites) in the Russian Far East. It was only
in 1933 that the U. S. recognized the new Soviet Union (192291).19 Joseph Stalin (1879-1953) was born in Georgia and came to
power in 1924, following the death of Lenin.
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Stalin believed that a Third World War between
communism and capitalism was inevitable, but he wanted to
determine the time and place for the final showdown. Unification
of the Korean Peninsula by Kim would provide a springboard for
an invasion of Japan, but Stalin did not want the Korean War to
become the main battleground between the Soviet Union and the
U. S. Within one or two decades, Stalin thought, Europe would be
the right place to deliver the death blow to world imperialism.
Stalin did not want to see Mao improving relations with the U. S.
and achieving a hegemonic role in East Asia. The progress in the
Korean War had to be carefully manipulated so as to let Mao carry
the greatest part of the burden of diverting the U. S. forces from
Europe to Asia and at the same time burn Mao’s bridges to the
West.20

War between Communism and Capitalism

19

See Eckert, et al. (1990: 333)

20

See Goncharov, Lewis, and Litai

(1993: 207, 210 and 212).
21

Suh (1988: 137) notes: “For Kim the

war ended as early as October 1950
when the Chinese volunteers took over
the fight. … [T]hey…demanded that
Kim stay clear of their management of
the war. … Peng … told Kim that the
Korean War was a fight between
himself and General MacArthur, and
Kim had no part in it.” On February 1,
1951, the General Assembly of the UN
passed the resolution condemning the

2. The Korean War Consolidates the PRC

PRC as an “aggressor.”

FIRST FOREIGN EXCURSION OF THE PRC ARMY

22

On October 19, 1950, about 200,000 Chinese “People’s
Volunteer Army” started to cross the Yalu River. 21 A son of Mao
Zedong, An’ying, was killed by a bomb attack on November 25. 22
On November 29, MacArthur wired Washington, urgently
recommending the incorporation of the Chinese Nationalist
troops into the UN command. On January 4, 1951, the UN forces
lost Seoul once again. The Soviet Air Force did not enter
operations until January 10, 1951.23
MacArthur (1964: 378) received the following message
from the Joint Chiefs of Staff: “if thereafter the Chinese
Communists mass large forces against your positions with an
evident capability of forcing us out of Korea, it then would be
necessary…to direct you to commence a withdrawal to Japan.”
Mao began entertaining the idea of wiping out the ROK forces
and expelling the U. S. army from the peninsula, but General
Ridgway, who took command of the Eighth Army on December
26, 1950 following the accidental death of General Walker,
stabilized the defense line and began limited offensives.24 With the
failure of the Fifth Offensive, launched from April to June in
1951, Mao concluded that it would be impossible to win the war.
Stalin stationed twelve air force divisions in Manchuria on

China’s prime minister, Wen Jiabao,

On a trip to North Korea in 2009,

following the tradition, paid homage to
the shrine of Mao An’ying (毛岸英).
23

Chen (1994: 222-3, 289) contends

that “As the result of Stalin’s ‘betrayal’
… China had to begin military
operations in Korea without Soviet air
support … As a result, Mao and the
other Beijing leaders would put more
emphasis on ‘self-reliance’… the
prelude of the future Sino-Soviet split.”
24

Chen (2001: 85) notes that “Mao…

and the Beijing leadership intended to
win a glorious victory by driving the
Americans out of Korea…. [T]he cruel
reality of the battlefield forced the
Beijing leadership to adjust this goal.”
25

See B. C. Noh (2000: 175).

First Foreign Excursion of the PRC Army

26

Khrushchev (1971: 232-3)

remembers: “I frequently heard Stalin
speak about Eisenhower’s noble
characteristics. …[On the final days of
World War II] the Germans had
concentrated their forces against us as
they prepared to surrender to the
Americans and British. Stalin appealed
to Eisenhower… [who] then held his
troops back…thus allowing our troops
to take Berlin. If he hadn’t done this,
Berlin would have been occupied by the
Americans ... in which case ... the
question of Germany might have been
decided differently and our own position
might have turned out quite a bit worse.
… Stalin … made a similar request to
Churchill. The Germans were fleeing
from Rokossovsky and surrendering to
the English … ‘Montgomery took them
all, and he took their arms. So the fruits
of our victory over the Germans were ...
enjoyed by Montgomery!’ … Whenever
I had dealings with Eisenhower in later
years, I always remembered these
actions of his during the war.”
27

See Noh (2000: 400) for the number
of atomic bombs. The son of James

Van Fleet, who assumed the command
of the Eighth Army on April 11, 1951,
was killed by the Soviet air attack.
28

Norris and Kristensen (2006) state:
“After the NSC reached a seeming

consensus on May 20 to employ atomic
weapons both strategically and
tactically–that is within and outside the
Korean Peninsula–the administration
communicated its resolve to the
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rotation, and the Soviet Air Force commander later boasted to
have shot down 1,300 American airplanes during the War, at a loss
of 345 Soviet fighter planes.25
Khrushchev (1971: 406) remembers: “China didn’t
declare war but simply sent volunteers into Korea. These troops
were commanded by Peng Dehuai, whom Mao held in the highest
esteem. … Peng gave his situation reports to Mao…[and] declared
categorically that the enemy would be surrounded and finished off
by decisive flanking strikes. … Unfortunately, the war wasn’t
ended quickly at all. The Chinese suffered many huge defeats. …
As the two sides dug in, the fighting became bloodier and
bloodier. The fronts seemed to be stabilizing.”
Khrushchev continues: “The Americans had the atomic
bomb, and they knew we didn’t. … To make matters worse, the
President at that time was Truman, who had neither an ounce of
statesmanship nor a flexible mind and who was hostile and
spiteful toward the Soviet Union. I can’t imagine how anyone ever
considered Truman worthy of the Vice-Presidency, much less the
Presidency (ibid: 393). … Stalin had no respect at all for Truman.
… Truman didn’t deserve respect. This is a fact (ibid: 232).”26
MacArthur (1964: 384) remembers: “I now began to
formulate…plans for destroying the Chinese forces in Korea. My
decisive objective would be their supply lines. … I would sever
Korea from Manchuria by laying a field of radioactive wastes
across all the major lines of enemy supply. … Then, reinforced by
Nationalist Chinese troops … and with American reinforcement
on the way, I would make simultaneous amphibious and airborne
landings at the upper end of both coasts of North Korea.”
By the middle of March, the UN forces reached the 38th
parallel. MacArthur believed that the Cold War would be won or
lost in the Korean War. He wanted to bomb Manchuria and use
the Chinese Nationalist forces in Korea. Congressman Martin
released the letter from MacArthur dated March 20 that
contended that, McCullough (1992: 838) notes, “if we lose the
war to Communism in Asia the fall of Europe is inevitable…
There is no substitute for victory.” MacArthur was sacked by
Truman on April 11, 1951 for insubordination and adhesion to
expanding the scope of the war, and replaced by Ridgway.
The truce negotiation that began on July 10, 1951
dragged on. Japan regained independence by signing the San
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Francisco Peace Treaty on September 8, 1951. The communists
behaved like victors at the truce talks, and the war of attrition
continued.

Nuclear Ultimatum to Conclude a Truce

Chinese and North Koreans. Both
Eisenhower and [Secretary of State
John Foster] Dulles believed the
message had the desired effect of

A NUCLEAR ULTIMATUM FOR A QUICK CONCLUSION OF THE TRUCE

ending the war, the history reads.”

NEGOTIATION

Dwight Eisenhower had served MacArthur as an aide.
Eisenhower was elected president in 1952 with the implicit
promise of ending what had become a most unpopular war, the
Korean War, as quickly as possible. His son John was fighting in
the war as a lieutenant. In less than a month after taking office in
January 1953, Eisenhower raised the nuclear option at a meeting
of the NSC. By this time, the U.S. had stockpiled 1,161 atomic
bombs, deemed enough to wage a Third World War if necessary.27
Secretary of State John F. Dulles delivered a nuclear ultimatum to
Mao through Premier Nehru of India (1947-64) to coerce the
Communists into a quick conclusion of truce negotiations.28
Stalin died on March 5, 1953. Rhee Syng-man hindered
the truce talks by releasing, on June 18, 1953, the 26,930 antiCommunist prisoners of war who did not want to return to the
North.29 On July 4, the PRC-DPRK negotiators agreed to the
provision of returning POWs on a voluntary basis only. Rhee,
after securing the Mutual Defense Pact with the U.S., promised
not to disrupt the truce talks any more. On July 27, the ceasefire
was agreed to and implemented.30 The PLA “People’s Volunteer
Army” left Korea by 1958, granting DPRK the formal guarantee
of automatic participation by the PLA should a war break out.
The frontiers of the U.S. and the PRC have effectively been
extended to the ceasefire line in the Korean Peninsula.
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Stueck (2002: 172-4) notes that

“Zhou Enlai initiated exploration of
possible concessions on the POW
issue, but … Stalin advised firmness on
the POW issue… Stalin consistently
advised Mao to take a tough position in
the armistice talks. At the same time…
the Soviet premier always showed
determination to avoid direct Soviet
embroilment with the Americans over
Korea. … What is certain is that Stalin’s
successors moved quickly to advocate
moves to end the war.”

14.9. Peng Dehuai, Zhu De, Feng
Xuefen, Xiao Ke, and Deng Xiaoping
(left to right) at Shaanxi in 1938

KOREAN WAR CONSOLIDATES THE NEWLY BORN PRC

Ledyard (1983: 335) states: “It is striking that the first
foreign excursion of the Chinese army after consolidation of its
political victory in 1949 was an invasion of Korea … Their object
…was to keep the Americans at a safe distance from their
Manchurian frontier and to make sure that the state that bordered
‘Northeast’ was friendly and supportive of its goals.”
According to Chen (1994: 220-3), “China’s participation
in the war caused the loss of tens of thousands of its soldiers on
the battlefield, forced the expenditures of billions of dollars on
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Some 600,000 PLA “volunteers”

perished. About 520,000 DPRK soldiers
were either killed or wounded. By the
time of the ceasefire, about 200,000
DPRK soldiers, 250,000 PLA soldiers
(being reduced from the peak of
300,000), 600,000 South Korean
soldiers, and 300,000 U. S. soldiers
were present in the Korean Peninsula.
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Korean War Consolidates Newly Born PRC

See Noh (2000: 133, 146, 372, 401),
and Gaddis (2005: 50). About 54,246
American soldiers died in combat.
About 138,000 South Korean soldiers
died, and 450,000 were wounded. Well
over 2.5 million Korean civilians were
killed or wounded. Data from the
Ministry of Defense, Republic of Korea.
31

According to Norris and Kristensen
(2006), however, it was the nuclear

ultimatum that had prevented the PRC
from conquering Taiwan. Presumably
invigorated by a sort of victory in the
Korean War, the PRC coastal batteries
began shelling Jinmen (Quemoy) on
September 3, 1954, where more than
50,000 Nationalist Chinese soldiers

military purposes at the expense of…economic reconstruction,
prevented Beijing from recovering Taiwan…31 But from Mao’s
perspective, China’s gain was considerable. China’s involvement in
the Korean War stimulated a series of political and social
revolutions … that would have been otherwise inconceivable
during the early stage of the new republic. During the three years
of the war, along with the ‘Great Movement to Resist America
and Assist Korea (抗美援朝)’ … CCP (Chinese Communist Party)
had effectively strengthened its organizational control of Chinese
society and dramatically increased its authority in the minds of the
Chinese people. … Mao was therefore more confident and
enthusiastic than ever before to take a series of new steps to
transform China, including the collectivization of agriculture, the
nationalization of industry, the anti-rightist campaign, and the
Great Leap Forward. … The Korean War also symbolized China’s
rise to prominence in the international arena. … For the first time
in its modern history China had succeeded in confronting a
coalition of Western powers and emerging undefeated.”

were stationed. The crisis climaxed in
January 1955. In 1958, the PRC moved
forces into the Fujian province opposite

3. Formation of a New East Asia in a Globalized World

Taiwan and, on August 23, artillery
batteries unleashed a ferocious barrage
against Jinmen. In both incidents, U.S.
officials made public statements about
employing nuclear weapons if war
broke out, making a squadron of
Guam-based B-47 bombers available
for nuclear strikes against the mainland,
and other nuclear warfare plans ready.
32

Khrushchev continues: “Then a

miracle happened. When the delegation
arrived in Geneva for the conference,
the Vietnamese partisans…captured…
Dienbienphu. … France pulled out of
the war and evacuated its troops. …
After two years, general elections
should have been held … But then that
sinister man Dulles … stepped in and

VIETNAM DEFEATS THE FRENCH AND THE U.S.

When France was defeated by Germany in 1940, Ho
Chi-minh (1890-1969) and his lieutenant, Vo Nguyen Giap (b.
1911), returned home from exile, and organized the Vietnam
Independence League (called Viet Minh). With the end of World
War II, Ho declared Vietnam independent, and started fighting
against the French.
Khrushchev (1971: 533-4) remembers what Zhou En-lai
had told him in early 1954: “Comrade Ho Chi-minh has told me
that the situation in Vietnam is hopeless and that if we don’t attain
a cease-fire soon, the Vietnamese won’t be able to hold out
against the French. … [T]hey’ve decided to retreat to the Chinese
border if necessary, and they want China to be ready to move
troops into Vietnam as we did in North Korea. … We’ve already
lost too many men in Korea—that war cost us dearly. We’re in no
condition to get involved in another war at this time.”32
Giap won the final victory at Dien Bien Phu on May 7,
1954, but the country south of the 17th parallel fell into the hands
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of the U.S.-sponsored regime of Ngo Dinh Diem. Ho started
guerrilla war in the South, but died in 1969 without seeing the
victory of the Viet Cong led by Giap.
In 1964-65, Lyndon Johnson had launched a major
diplomatic effort to secure international troop commitments for
the Vietnam War. The South Korean government yielded to the
pressure of Johnson to send combat troops to Vietnam, and by
1966 the size of the Korean army in Vietnam reached 48,000 men.
During an eight-year period until March 1973, about 340,000
Korean soldiers participated in the Vietnam War on the side of
the U.S. army.
In the early 1990s, I participated in an International
Seminar on “Doi Moi (Reform and Opening-up)” at Hanoi that
was organized by Swedish economists and hosted by the
Vietnamese government. I heard General Giap, who was still alive
and at that time a senior minister without portfolio, saying that he
“has realized that it is more difficult to win the war against
poverty than the war against the French or the U.S.” 33 The
Vietnamese participants listened politely to my story about the
“Korean Miracle,” seeming to harbor no grudge that Korean
soldiers fought against them on the side of the U.S. As the victor
of the war, apparently they could afford to be gracious.

Giap Defeats the French and the U. S.

imposed a long, bloody war...”
Giap was born in 1911 as a son of an
anti-colonist scholar, received a law
degree at the Lycée Albert-Sarraut in
Hanoi in 1937, and began teaching
history at a lycée before he went into
exile. Giap, without any military training,
came to command the entire armed
forces of Ho’s new government, and
engraved his prodigious military tactics
and strategy on the mind of people all
over the world, first by bringing down
the French colonialist regime in 1954
and then driving out the 500,000-man
strong U.S. army from Vietnam in 1973
and unifying the country in 1976.
33

It is reported in Google that Giap, at

the age of 100 by 2010, became a
prominent critic of bauxite mining in the
Central Highlands of Vietnam because
of the possible ecological damage.

DR. RHEE REPLACED BY GENERAL PARK IN SOUTH KOREA

34

With the outbreak of the Korean War, President Syngman Rhee made Herculean efforts to save the new nation from
communist conquest. In face of the (April 19) Student Revolution
against what the people saw as authoritarianism and corruption,
however, he resigned on April 27, 1960, and then went into exile
in Hawaii, where he died in 1965.
General Park Chung-hee (朴正熙) had been arrested on
November 11, 1948 and sentenced to death for taking part in the
revolts in which the communist officers in the South Korean
(ROK) army had conspired. Park swiftly became a turncoat,
revealing the entire list of communist officers and party leaders.
He was pardoned, recalled to active duty when the Korean War
began, and became Brigadier General in 1953.34
Park Chung-hee led a coup on May 16, 1961. He won
the first of his three terms as president in 1963. The last free
election was in 1971, when Park narrowly beat his opponent, the

into an impoverished rural family. He

Park Chung-hee was born in 1917

graduated from the Taegu Teacher’s
School in 1937, and taught briefly in a
primary school. Park entered the
Manzhouguo Military Academy in
March, 1940, joining a class composed
of 240 Japanese, 11 Korean, and 229
Manchurian cadets, taught by fewer
than 10 Japanese instructors. Among
the graduates of this class, the entire
240 Japanese students and 70 nonJapanese, including Park, entered the
Japanese Military Academy in October
of 1942. After graduating the Academy
on April 20, 1944, Park returned to
Manchuria to serve from July as a
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Dr. Rhee Replaced by General Park

second lieutenant and an aide to
Commander Tang in the 4,000-man
th

strong 8 Group of the Manzhouguo
Army stationed at Rehe. When the
Soviet army began attacking the
Japanese army on August 9, 1945, the
th

8 Group decided to go over to the
GMD army and surrender. The Korean
officers and soldiers were incorporated
into the Korean Independence Army.
Lieutenant Park served eight months as
a company leader. Park returned home
in May, 1946, and became a second
lieutenant in the newly created South
Korean Army. He rose to captain after
nine months and then to major in
August, 1948. In the meantime, Park
secretly joined the Communist officers’
cell in the South Korean army, possibly
believing in the ultimate unification of
the peninsula by Communist forces.

14.10. The Yin and Yang
The stark difference in nighttime lights
between North and South Korea shown
by Satellite image as of 2008

populist Kim Dae-jung. Park secretly dispatched the chief of the
Korean CIA to Kim Il-sung in the north on May 2-5, 1972, and
engineered the intriguing July 4th South-North Joint Communiqué
of peaceful coexistence and ultimate unification. On October 17,
1972, Park declared martial law, and one month later enforced a
new constitution that gave him absolute authoritarian powers. As
if to confirm a conspiracy with Park in the south, “Premier” Kim
Il-sung assumed the title of “President” of DPRK in December
1972, cementing one-person rule. Park was assassinated in 1979
by the head of the Korean CIA.
After the assassination of Park, South Korea was ruled
until 1992 by two Major Generals in succession who were
classmates in the military academy. Korea was thereafter ruled by
the two democratically-elected activist politicians and then by a
young populist, all with only a high school education. The 15-year
civilian rule (1993-2007) seems to have consolidated Korea’s
democracy, though South Koreans are still very much vulnerable
to shallow populism.
It was a miracle that Park Chung-hee (r.1961-79) served
as the driver to take South Korea to the Export-Oriented
turnpike. Park somehow adhered to the ideology of “Nation
Building through Export Promotion” and managed to transform
South Korea into a newly industrialized country, providing a solid
foundation for sustained economic growth that could not be
easily destroyed by a few democratically-elected populist rulers
who often cause the bankruptcy of a nation. By failing to find a
new driver at an appropriate time to switch to the DemocraticMarket-Economy turnpike, South Korea aimlessly meandered, for
quite a long while, in-and-out of the old turnpike under a series of
vagrant-opportunists-turned-robber-rulers.35 Cumings holds that
the South Koreans “have regained a world status [on the basis of]
rapid industrial growth, hell-bent-for-leather modernization, and
world-class human talent (2005: 512),” and also that South Korea
has “finally brought forth a democracy of which all Koreans can
be proud (ibid: 402).”
IMPOVERISHED DPRK ARMED WITH NUCLEAR WEAPON

Not only Mao in China but also Kim Il-sung (Kim I) in
North Korea perceived the de-Stalinization campaign initiated by
Khrushchev in 1956 as a challenge to their own authority. Kim I
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ruthlessly carried out purges, building up a rather primitive but
lethal personality cult around himself. After the death of Kim I on
July 8, 1994 who, in the words of Cumings, was “a reviled,
renegade dictator (2005: 441),” his son Kim Jung-il (Kim II,
b.1941/42) “assumed the mandate of heaven with the regime’s
future shaky and with his people still starving (ibid: 443).”
Kim, father and son, adhered to the ideology of “SelfReliance” and led North Korea into becoming an extremely
isolated and impoverished nation. Apart from the merits of
market vs. command economies, Park Chung-hee affirmed the
supremacy of “outward-looking export-oriented growth strategy”
while Kim I and II confirmed the disaster of “inward-looking
import-substitution-oriented strategy.” To tradition-bound
thinkers, it is the manifestation of Yin and Yang.
According to Cumings (2005: 444-5), the DPRK
“leadership seems deeply frightened by the consequences of
opening up the economy [like China and Vietnam]. … [T]he
population is forced into rudimentary markets…to make ends
meet [since] the state seemed almost completely broken down at
the local levels, with many people getting no food rations.”
Among the international community, the Kim dynasty
(called “Nation of the Sun King” by Cumings) has been notorious
for its inhuman totalitarian character. The DPRK regime was
accused of being a rogue terrorist state by the U.S., sharing with
Iran and Iraq the honorary label of “Axis of Evil,” officially
bestowed by President George W. Bush in January of 2002.
Under the subtitle of “Fallen Sun King,” Cumings (2005)
makes statements about “the kingdom of the Kims” (ibid: 446) as
follows: “Since the death of Kim Il Sung [there occurred] a nearcollapse of its energy system…and a…famine that claimed the
lives of more than half million people. … If full information were
at hand, the total might be closer to two million (ibid: 442-3)…
[T]he suffering of the population is truly inexcusable … The inner
circle is the critical problem. The outer circle is condemned to
idolatry. It may be that the apparent stability masks instability at
its center, in the failure to constitute a politics that can extend
beyond the circle of family and personal relations (ibid: 446) …
The DPRK is a class society (ibid: 443).” 36
The inner circle has completely enslaved the North
Korean people and, with the shrill cry of Military First (先軍)

Korea Taking the Export-Oriented Turnpike

35

See Hong (2002) and (2005).
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Cumings continues: the “central

authorities ... seem morbidly insecure
and determined therefore to give the
armed forces what they need, to the
detriment of every other institution in
society (ibid: 446). ... Today there is
nothing to suggest that North Korean
leaders have any intention of
democratizing their system (ibid: 511).”
37

Quoted by the Economist, December

4, 2010, p. 38.
38

The Six-Party Talk experience has

shown that DPRK simply pockets
whatever concessions are given to it
and pursues its preset nuclear strategy
anyway. With the subtitle of “China is
becoming more nationalistic and more
assertive,” The Economist (December
4, 2010) states: “China’s alliance with
North Korea ‘as close as lips and
teeth’… gives the Kims special license”
for any misbehavior (ibid: 38); “Under
Mao, China had often bullied its
neighbors … China has … assure[d] its
neighbors that they have nothing to fear
from its rise … Now China’s behavior
—most recently towards Japan, South
Korea and the South China Sea— has
begun to alarm China-watchers (ibid: 810).” The Economist continues: China’s
“nationalism shows every sign of being
genuine and widespread … Nationalism
may frame an issue before the leaders
get to deal with it” (pp. 9-10); China
“has long seemed ready to put up with
almost any misbehavior by its ally,
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Impoverished DPRK with Nuclear Weapon

North Korea. … Even this year it has
refused to condemn the North for the
sinking of a South Korean corvette…the
revelation…of an…uranium-enrichment
facility, and the shelling … of [an] island
[issuing repeated warnings only against
the victim, South Korea --- to sit tight
and “negotiate” with the DPRK, or else].
… China’s extraordinary tolerance of
the Kim’s roguery … must be because
they believe it in China’s interest. …
China’s president … (gave) his blessing
to the (Kim III’s) anointing. … China
(quoting Lee Kuan Yew) would prefer a
nuclear North Korea to an American
presence on its own border (p. 38).”
The DPRK cannot survive even a year
without a continuous inflow of massive
PRC grants-in aid, especially those of
petroleum and grain. The PRC seems
to have arrived at the conclusion that
the U.S., regardless of nuclear roguery
by the DPRK, will never let South
Korea, Taiwan, and Japan go nuclear,
and furthermore has no option but to
tolerate the DPRK serving as an
unpredictable terrorizing force that can
wage a proxy war, in alliance with
international terrorist groups, against

strategy, strives to enslave the South Koreans and pluck the
plums. One may say that the DPRK consists of a handful of
insiders living in sumptuous clover, a small number of well-fed
kapos, and a mass of people enslaved and starving, engulfed in
every nook and corner in a continuous loyalty contest, terrorized
that they will be unable to merely survive. To such a no-nonsense
statesman as Lee Kuan Yew, Minister Mentor of Singapore, the
DPRK insider class looks like “psychopathic types with a ruler
who prances around stadiums seeking adulation.” 37
The DPRK, the most militarized regime on earth, is now
armed with nuclear weapons, at the cost of the people’s mass
starvation. By deftly playing with deceit, nuclear threat, and
extortion, Kim II let the two populist presidents of South Korea
give him, overtly and covertly, 8 billion dollars in cash and
materials during their tenure in office (1998-2007) under the
slogan of “Sunshine Policy,” allowing one of them to receive the
Nobel Peace Prize and the other one to commit suicide. Kim II
thereby accomplished more quickly the development of nuclear
bomb and its delivery system. The DPRK is now capable of
selling uranium to international terrorists, enabling them to attack
major Western cities with dirty bombs. Thus the DPRK can not
only terrorize South Korea and Japan with nuclear blackmail for
extortion, but the DPRK can also revenge itself upon the Western
nations that fought against it in the name of the United Nations. 38
The atheistic and rather paranoid DPRK rulers began to cry
“Holy War” as if to synchronize the slogan with overseas religious
zealots. Jung-il’s son Jung-eun, born in 1983/82, was introduced
in a dramatic way to the world as the Heir Apparent on October
10, 2010, and will presumably become Kim III.

Western communities. The PRC seems
to have outsourced the meanest
thuggery to the DPRK to assume a
position of a “safe spectator” with the
soon-to-be-achieved nuclear parity with
the U.S. The PRC-DPRK rulers
apparently do not recognize the danger
of possible suicidal nuclear accidents
much worse than the Fukushima
disaster (that began on March 11, 2011)
resulting from the reckless substandard

CHINA, TAIWAN, RUSSIA, AND JAPAN: THE CHALLENGES

Mao was chairman and chief of state from 1949 to 1959
and chairman of the CCP until his death in 1976. In 1958, Mao
broke with the Soviet model and launched the ill-conceived Great
Leap Forward (1958-62), conspicuous by its radical
collectivization of agriculture and backyard furnaces, under a most
wasteful command economy, that cost more than 45 million
deaths, mostly by man-made famine, and at least 2.5 million by
torture or summary executions. 39 The Great Catastrophe caused
his eclipse in the early 1960s, but Mao was able to engineer the
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even more catastrophic Cultural Revolution in 1966 that ended
officially in 1969 but seems to have lasted until the death of Lian
Biao in a plane crash in 1971, or until Mao’s death and the arrest
of the Gang of Four in 1976.
China had Mao to drive the nation on to the SocialistNation-Building turnpike, but found another driver named Deng
Xiao’ping at an opportune time to switch to the Socialist-MarketEconomy turnpike. Deng began to execute the outward-looking
export-oriented growth strategy after his visit to Singapore on 1224 November, 1978 to hear a lecture from Lee Kuan Yew on the
“opening-up and exporting commodities instead of communism.”
If the prosperity brought to the South Korean people by Park
Chung-hee was a miracle, the prosperity brought to the Chinese
people by Deng Xiao’ping was also a miracle. 40 China may still
need yet another driver to switch to the Democratic-MarketEconomy turnpike in order to reach its final destination.
The GMD rulers came to believe that hyper-inflation, if
not wholesale corruption, was the very cause of losing the
mainland to the Communists; hence, ever since they fled to
Taiwan (in 1949), any smell of inflationary financing has been
anathema to them. Price stability became the hallmark of the
Taiwanese economy. Jiang Jieshi died in 1975, and was succeeded
by his son, Jing’guo (1910-88), who had graduated from a military
and political institute in Leningrad and married a Russian woman
in 1935. Jiang Jing’guo kept ruling Taiwan under martial law until
his death. Jiang, father and son, achieved Taiwan’s economic
prosperity in their lifetime and the full blooming of democracy
posthumously, but no one is sure about how long Taiwan will
remain an independent state in the name of Republic of China.
The Soviet Union had drivers called Lenin-Stalin to get
on to the Centrally-Planned turnpike. Unfortunately, they could
not find an adept new driver at an appropriate time to switch to
the next turnpike. The old comrades ignored the warning road
signs and continued on the first turnpike, eventually falling off a
cliff into chaotic self-destruction. Russia was born out of the
wreckage, and Vladimir Putin, fitted out with all the powers
Russian electorate can bestow, seems to be taking the country on
a ride down an Authoritarian-Market-Economy turnpike, with
organized crime and corrupt government officials flourishing.
At least in terms of formality, Russia, a latecomer to a

Taiwan, Russia and Japan in New East Asia

safety precautions practiced by the
North Koreans that may devastate
North Korea and more than half of
Manchuria.
39

And yet, as Dikötter (2010: x-xi)

writes, “Mass killings are not usually
associated with Mao and the Great
Leap Forward, and China continues to
benefit from a more favorable
comparison with the devastation usually
associated with [Pol Pot’s] Cambodia or
the [Stalin’s] Soviet Union.”
40

Deng Xiao’ping (1904-97) was born

into a Hakka family in Sichuan
province. The Hakkas (kejia 客家
guest people) are the descendants of
northern Chinese who had migrated,
mostly at the time of the Southern Song
(1127-1279), to South China that
include Hong Xiuquan and many other
Taiping leaders, Sun Wen, Song
Ching’ling/Mei’ling, Lee Kuan Yew, Hu
Yaobang, etc. They say that Deng
could see the evils of capitalist society
while participating in a work-study
program in France in 1919-24. He
studied at the Communist University of
the Toilers of the East in Moscow in
1926, where Jiang Jing’guo was his
classmate. Deng returned to China in
1927. Among the “Export-Oriented
Asian Four,” the Singapore-Hongkong
strategy was to actively court foreign
direct investments (FDI) while the
Korea-Taiwan strategy was rather
inhospitable to ownership by
multinational companies. See Hong
(1998)
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Creating a Han Chinese Nation-State

41

Rowski (ibid) further quotes Jin

Baoshen (1992): “The language of the
‘five peoples’ were officially enshrined
as the languages of the empire, and the
emperor commissioned … to promote
each language. The emperor himself,
as the crucial link uniting these diverse
peoples, learned Manchu, Chinese,
Mongolian, Uighur, and Tibetan.”
42

The quote is from Rawski (1998:

231). See also Dunnell (1996: 19).
43

Ho (1998: 151) notes that “the 1990

census [has] shown only 3% of China’s
population [were] minorities in strategic
Inner Asian areas.” Rawski (1996)

market economy, has already established a democratic polity,
while China, the early starter, still maintains an archaic
Communist dictatorship that is institutionally susceptible to
absolute corruption. It will be interesting to see which one of
these two giants will first realize an “affluent and democratic”
advanced society effectively governed by law based on a
constitution incorporating institutionalized checks-and-balances.
After more than a 100-year journey of a governmentguided catch-up commencing with the Meiji Restoration, Japan
became an economically advanced state by 1980. It had boasted of
its MITI-MOF-led turnpike of rapid economic growth, if not its
quasi-one-party rule. Japan, however, has fallen into the so-called
lost decades since the early 1990s, perhaps signaling the necessity
for a fundamental restructuring of its traditional system led by
bureaucrats and financial elites and an economy clustered around
gigantic conglomerates (zaibatsu turned keiretsu), subject to
manipulation, intimidation, and corruption.

states: “China’s leaders from Sun Yatsen through Mao Zedong have
consistently argued that the country
was rightfully dominated by Han
Chinese (ibid: 839). … Since 1949,
China’s policy toward ethnic minorities
has veered between ensuring minority
representation…and…the ultimate
assimilation of minority peoples (ibid:
841).” Sun Wen had already urged “to
promote the migration of Han Chinese
into the minority regions, and justified
an assimilation policy by identifying it as
the contemporary counterpart of the
historical process of sinicization (ibid:
839).” Rawski (ibid: 839) quotes
Benson (1990): “Chiang Kai-shek
[Jiang Jieshi] continued…arguing that
since ethnic minorities…were already
part of the greater Chinese race, they
could have no separate identity.”
44

See Gottschang and Lary (1968: 171-

TO REPLACE THE “CHINESE” WITH THE “EAST ASIAN PEOPLE”

Rawski (1996: 835) states that “The Qianlong emperor
identified himself as the ruler of five peoples: the Manchus,
Mongols, Tibetans, Uighurs, and Chinese. Whereas Confucians
assumed that their principles were universally applicable, the core
of the Qing policy was a universal rulership based on the
submission of divergent peoples, whose cultures would remain
separate”41 Although the Manchu “emperors identified shamanism
with Manchu tradition,” the public images of the Qing emperor
were a Confucian Monarch to the Han Chinese, the Bodhisattva
Manjusri (the bodhisattva of compassion and wisdom) to the Mongols
and Tibetans, and a tolerant and generous ruler to the Muslims. 42
In order to inherit all of the territories of the Qing
Empire that were inhabited by non-Chinese peoples
encompassing as much as 63.7% of the now-PRC territory,
modern China’s leaders including Sun Wen had at first defined
themselves as a multiethnic empire-state transcending Han
identity. Once the Han Chinese domination was consolidated
under the PRC, however, government policy seems to have veered
toward massive migration of the Han Chinese into minority
territories; assimilation of minority peoples that constitute a “mere
8%” of the population of the PRC; and creation of a newly
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PRC’s Territorialization of China’s History

defined “Chinese” nation-state.43 The PRC historians began to
project China’s history in terms of its contemporary border (and
beyond, in cases of the Korean Peninsula and the Mongolian
steppes), as a seamless narrative of one realm, the territory of the
modern PRC state.
Ho (1998: 141) contends that “It seems reasonable to
generalize that the overwhelming numerical superiority of the
Chinese was a most elemental biological fact that ensured the
long-range sinicization of their alien conquerors.” During 18911942, the population of Manchuria more than doubled (from 22.6
to 46.8 million), while the population of the Hebei-Shandong area
increased by only 23% (from 64.7 to 79.6 million). The total
population of Manchuria more than doubled, also, between 1949
and 2000.44 The pre-1949 migrations were driven mostly by
personal economic motivation to escape dire poverty, but the
post-1949 occupation of Manchuria with a Chinese population
was centrally planned. The Han Chinese came to constitute more
than 84% of the total population in Manchuria, and it is now
asserted that the Manchus became, Rawski (1996: 839) quotes
Liang Bing (1988), “for the most part indistinguishable from
Chinese.” The Manchurian conquest, in the words of Rowe (2009:
12), “inevitably led to the cultural assimilation and presumably
also the biological eradication of the Manchu race. … [I]n the
Chinese view, a Manchu people no longer existed.”
According to Baranovitch (2010), “whereas in the early
1950s, [China’s ethnic minorities] were treated as non-Chinese…,
by the beginning of the twenty-first century, they were totally
incorporated into the Chinese historical self through a new
narrative claiming that they had always been Chinese (ibid: 85). …
[P]olitical leaders started to think of China as a territorial
entity…and thus of everyone living within this territory as
Chinese (ibid: 88). … [T]he wars among the various nationalities
[is regarded as] the internal struggles (ibid: 101). … [Chinggis
Khan] was transformed into a Chinese hero (ibid: 116). ” 45
Perhaps, someday, the PRC leaders will replace “China”
with “East Asia,” and “Chinese” with “East Asian People,” and be
free of all sorts of accusations including “Han nationalism,”
“territorialization of history,” or “historiographical inventioncum-colonialism,” ushering in the spirit of Alle Menschen werden
Brüder on the eastern part of the Eurasian continent as well

2), Peng and Guo (2000: 12), Du (2000:
212), and Janhunen (1996: 39).
45

In an effort to canonize a unified

Chinese historiography, the PRC high
school textbooks have incorporated the
histories of China’s ethnic minorities
“into a new, inclusive, and multi-ethnic
single master narrative of Chinese
history, according to which the non-Han
peoples have always been Chinese and
their different histories have always
been a part of Chinese history (ibid:
112). … In sharp contrast to the 1951
textbook, in which the Xiongnu,
Xianbei, Tibetans, Uyghurs, Qidans,
Nüzhens, Mongols, and Manchus…
were all…labeled ‘outsiders,’ …[the
peoples who lived ‘in what is today
Chinese territory’] have become
insiders (ibid: 102). …[T]he 2003
textbook completely avoids using the
term ‘invade’ when discussing the
military actions of these peoples in their
wars against the Han (ibid: 104)…[T]he
new representation of non-Han peoples
and their histories can also be seen as
an oppressive ‘historiographical
colonialism’ (ibid: 114). … [It] is just
another case of hitoriographical
invention (ibid: 116).” The senior editor
at People’s Education Press states:
“The textbooks of old China called the
Qidan and Nüzhens ‘foreign peoples’
and….called the war…with the Song
‘invasion of China.’ But today’s
textbooks consider [them] members of
the Chinese nation. … [T]he wars
between the Liao and Jin and the Song
are internal disputes (ibid: 97).”
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Maps. Kunyu Wanguo Quantu 坤輿萬國全圖 (1602), Kang-ni-do 歷代
帝王混一疆理圖 (1402); Di-Li-Tu 地理圖 (1189-94); Nihon
Henkai Ryakuzu 日本邊界略圖 (1809); Ming Pale 邊牆 and
Qing Willow Palisade 柳條邊; and the Fake Long Wall Newly
Built by the PRC Construction Companies at the Mouth of
Yalu River (Replica of Alleged “Ming” Great Wall and Its
Eastern Terminus at Hushan 虎山丹東 constructed in 1469).

Addendum 1. Nature of Landed Magnate/Gentry
Families in China: from Military Power-Center to
Confucian Scholar-Officials
Addendum 2. Women in the Xianbei-Tungus Society:
Actively “Managing” in Positions of Honor and
Independence
Addendum 3. Ethnic Identity of Western Xia: the
Multiethnic Buddhist Empire (982-1038-1227)
Addendum 4. Seljuk and Ottoman Turkic Empires
Addendum 5. Iron-Making in China and Elsewhere in the
World
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Kunyu Wanguo Quantu by Matteo Ricci

Kunyu Wanguo Quantu

坤輿萬國全圖
(Complete Geographical Map of all the
Kingdoms of the World)
1602

Matteo Ricci (1552–1610) was from a
noble family in central Italy, and joined
the order of Italian Jesuit in 1571. He
arrived at the Portuguese province of
Macau in August 1582, and settled in
Zhaoqing, then the capital of
Guangdong Province, in 1583 in order
to study Chinese and to evangelize the
Ming China.
Ricci had a small Italian wall map in his
possession and produced the first map
named Yudi Shanhai Quantu (輿地山

海全圖) in Zhaoqing in 1584.
Ricci entered the Ming capital Beijing
on January 24, 1601, bringing atlases
of Europe and the West that were
unknown to his hosts. From then on, he
never left Beijing. In 1602, at the
request of the Ming Emperor Wanli (萬

曆帝 r.1573-1620), Ricci collaborated
with Mandarin Zhong Wentao, a
technical translator, Li Zhizao, and
other Chinese scholars in Beijing to
create Kunyu Wanguo Quantu. Among
other things, this map revealed the
existence of America to the Ming
Chinese.
Various versions of the map were
exported to Japan and Korea.

Kang-ni-do by Lee Hui of Chosun

<TOP>

A Korean Perspective

Kang-ni-do (歷代帝王混一疆理圖)
was made by Lee Hui (檢詳官 李薈)
in August 1402 under the auspices of
the Chosun court. Lee Hui combined
the two maps made in Ming, one by
Qing Jun (淸濬/混一疆理圖)in 1360
and the other by Li Zemin(李澤民/聲

敎廣被圖)sometime after 1360; a map
of the Japanese Islands obtained in
1401 from the governor of Hishū (肥州)
by an envoy to the Muromachi
shogunate (adding Tsushima and Iki
islands); and a map for the area east of
the Liao River, chiefly the map for
Chosun, made by himself in May 1402.
It is rather surprising that, 87 years prior
to the first Portuguese expedition led by
Bartolomeu Diaz (c.1450-1500) to
round the Cape of Good Hope (1488),
the map of the entire African continent
was presented in the Kang-ni-do. The
two maps obtained from Ming were
both based on the maps made in the
Mongol Empire c.1320-40. Somehow
the Mediterranean was not colored to
designate it as a sea, though it is not
too difficult to locate the Iberian, Italian
and Balkan peninsulas. The Kang-ni-do
is preserved at the Museum of Ryukoku
University (龍谷大學), Japan.
<MIDDLE>

A Japanese Perspective

A map of Japan, Korea and China
drawn on a folding fan used by
Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1537-98).
<BOTTOM>

A Chinese Perspective

“Overall Map of the Geography of All
Under Heaven” drawn by Mo Yi Tong in
1763 possibly on the basis of some
pre-Matteo Ricci map of 1602.
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Di Li Tu by Huang Shang of Southern Song

Liao River 遼水 and Lesser Liao River
(Red Line: Great Wall with Eastern
Terminus at Shanhai’guan)

Di Li Tu

地理圖 Cao Wanru, et al. (1990: 72)
The author of Di Li Tu is Huang Shang
(黃裳) of the Southern Song (11271279), “a man from Pucheng County,
Longqing Prefecture in the east of
Lizhou (today’s Jiange County, Sichuan
Province). This is one of the eight maps
Huang presented to Zhao Kuo (趙擴
sometime between 1189-94), who was
then the king of Jia (嘉王) and later
became the Southern Song Emperor,
Ningzong (寧宗 r.1194-1224). The aim
of drawing and presenting this map was
to remind the king that half of the
territory opened up by the ancestors
was still in the hands of the enemy. The
map was obtained by a man called
Wang Zhiyuan (王致遠, 1193-1257) in
Sichuan Province. In 1247, Wang had
the map engraved on stone in Suzhou.
The tablet is now preserved in the
Suzhou Stone Tablet Museum.” Excerpt
from Qian Cheng and Yao Shi-ying in
Cao Wanru, et al. (1990: 23).
Historians have failed to notice the fact
that the Di Li Tu shows that the presentday Luan River (灤河) was called the
Liao River (遼水) in former times, while
the present-day Liao River was called
the Lesser Liao River (小遼水).

1809 Japanese Map showing Great Wall being connected to Qing Willow Palisade
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Takahashi Kageyasu
(高橋景保 1785-1829)

“Geographer and scholar of Western
learning who produced some of the
earliest scientifically surveyed maps of
the Japanese archipelago and who paid
with his life for sharing his work with a
foreigner. Born in Ōsaka. Succeeding
his father, Takahashi Yoshitoki, as
shogunal astronomer in 1804, he
published a series of maps of Japan
based upon the surveys of Inō
Tadataka and two northern explorers,
Mamiya Rinzō and Mogami Tokunai.
In 1811, he established a translation
office for foreign books and personally
translated part of Engelbert Kaempher’s
history of Japan. Eagerness to acquire
new Western materials led him to
ignore a strict prohibition against giving
maps to foreigners when the Barvarian
naturalist Philipp Franz von Siebold
visited Edo (now Tōkyō) in 1826. When
Japanese maps were discovered
among Siebold’s effects in 1828,
shogunal authorities arrested Takahashi
and a number of his disciples,
reportedly after Mamiya Rinzō had
informed upon them. Takahashi died in
prison, and his corpse was formally
executed.”

The Nihon Henkai Ryakuzu (日本邊界略圖) was executed by Takahashi
Kageyasu in 1809. This map is considerably indebted to the Pieter de Hondt

John J. Stephan

map of 1751 (Kaart von Oost Tartarye) based on the Jesuit surveys. It shows
the Great Wall ending at Shanhai’guan and being connected to the Qing

Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan 7,
Tokyo: Kodansha, 1983, p. 312.

(Inner and Outer) Willow Palisade; shows Manzhou (滿洲) as a place name;
and also shows what the modern-day Japanese call “the Sea of Japan” as
“the Sea of Korea (Chosun 朝鮮海).”
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Ming Pale (constructed from 1437-42 and 1479-81) and Qing Willow Palisade (built after 1644)

Qing Pale (with gates) and Ming Pale
(where it differs from the Qing Pale).
Cultural Atlas of China, revised edition,
by Caroline Blunden and Mark Elvin
New York: Checkmark Books, 1998,
p. 33
“There was a wall beyond the Wall.
Under the Ming the Chinese settlers
in the valley of the Liao River were
protected by a continuous wooden
palisade (邊牆), with gate towers, that
ran in a loop from a little way north of
Shanhai’guan to the banks of the lower
Yalu River on the Korean frontier (ibid).”
“The Manchu dynasty retained the
Pale (柳條邊), on a slightly different
alignment, but with the altered
purpose of keeping the Chinese in.
This policy of preserving a racially pure
Manchu homeland was never wholly
successful, and the ban on Chinese
colonization was lifted in 1859 to permit
new settlements that could serve as a
barrier to Russian encroachment from
the north (ibid).”
The Inner Willow Palisade (老邊)
extending from Shanhai’guan to the
mouth of the Yalu River was intended to
keep Han Chinese out of north and east
Manchuria, and the Outer Willow
Palisade (新邊) connecting the Liao
River (at the north of Shenyang) and
the Songhua River (at the north of Jilin)
was to keep the Mongols out of
Manchuria. The Manchu and Mongol
bannermen were stationed at twenty
outposts (karun) to patrol its perimeter.

PRC Map Showing Great Walls beyond Shanhai’guan and International Society Reproducing Them

Karachin Banner (14); Fuxin (13);
Chifeng (11). Di Cosmo (2002: 141)

Extended Great Wall (violet) Ming
(yellow/orange) Han-Qin-Yan by PRC
State Bureau of Surveying & Mapping

International society reproduces the
PRC’s Extended “Ming” Great Wall
reaching the mouth of Yalu River
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Operation Northeast (東北工程)---Newly Constructed PRC Great Wall: Replica of Alleged “Ming” Great Wall

The PRC has finished construction of a massive Replica of the alleged “Ming”
Great Wall and its Eastern Terminus in 2004 upon the remnants of the ruins of
an ancient Koguryeo fortress at Hushan (虎山丹東) near the mouth of the Yalu
River with signboards stating 중국명만리장성동단기점 萬里長城東端起点
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Magnate Families Replace Zhou Nobility

1

See Lewis (2007: 235-6). By the fifth
century BCE, the city-based Zhou

TwwxÇwâÅ bÇx

feudal nobility commanding the chariot
armies began to be replaced by the
Warring States rulers commanding the
conscripted peasant armies equipped
with crossbow, iron swords, and

The Nature of Landed Magnate/Gentry
Families in China

lamellar armor. The whole population
was placed under the uniform

From Military Power-Center to Confucian Scholar-Officials

administration based on universal
military service, and eventually there
appeared the first autocratic ruler, Qin
Shihuangdi, who registered and
mobilized all peasants for his military
machine, rewarding them with land and
convict-slaves according to their military
performance (ibid: 31-2).
2

According to Hsu (1999: 576), “the

well-field system, first described in the
Mencius, was an idealized land tenure
system of the Zhou period. This
system, the name of which derives from
the Chinese character for ‘well’ (jing

井), organized individual lots for each of
eight peasant houses around one
central lot that they were to work jointly
for the benefit of their lord.”
Nishijima (1986: 556) notes that “Early
in Former Han the scholar Dong
Zhongshu (董仲舒) attributed the rise
of great landowners to the abolition of
the well field system by Shang Yang,
and the free buying and selling of land
which ensued.” See Bodde (1986: 35).
3

資治通鑑 卷二 周紀二 顯王十九

年[350 BCE] 秦商鞅..廢井田 開阡陌
史記 卷五 秦本紀第五 孝公[361338 BCE]三年 衛鞅說孝公變法修刑

MAGNATE FAMILIES BECAME LOCAL MILITARY POWER CENTERS

In the Warring States period (480-403-221 BCE), the
family names were granted to commoners, and recorded on state
registers in return for universal military service. “Consequently,”
says Lewis, “the term Hundred Surnames (百姓 bai xing) that had
previously indicated the aristocracy came to mean commoners.”1
Mao (1990: 74, 76) states that the “abolition of the wellfield system (井田 jingtian) by Shang Yang (商鞅)” of Qin (in 350
BCE) had marked the “crucial turning point in the institution of
private ownership of land” in China. The ridges that marked the
boundaries of the fields under the well-field system were opened
up (廢井田開阡陌), and taxes were made propotional to the size
of the land under cultivation (初爲賦). The accumulation of land
by the magnate families arose out of the alienability of land.2
According to Mao (ibid: 76), the powerful magnate families began
to “usurp and take by force the land allocated by the state to poor
peasants,” and further expanded their landholdings “by opening to
cultivation new fertile areas.”3 By the third century BCE, the place
of old Zhou nobility was taken over by the local magnates (豪族
haozu, powerful families) that came to constitute the local military
power centers.4 They could arm hundreds or thousands of
retainers, tenants, and kinsmen for self-defense.
Former Han was a “plebeian” dynasty of peasant origin
based on small, free landholders, but collected taxes in cash, a
practice that, according to Lewis (2007: 66), “ruined the peasantry
and was a major factor in the rise of landlordism.” The marginal
peasants were “forced to sell their land” and work as tenants for
the landlords, who could often remove them from the local
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registers and thereby evade tax and corvée (ibid: 69, 111). 5 The
central government lost almost all powers to local magnates.
Lewis (2007: 263) states: “Eastern Han government gave up all
attempts to restrict the rise of a dependent tenantry, and in so
doing abandoned direct administration of the countryside.”
When Wang Mang, nephew of the mother of Emperor
Cheng (r.32-7 BCE) and a naive idealist, proposed nationalization
and redistribution of all lands in equal plots (abolishing tenantry
and also slavery), the leading landed magnate families overthrew
the Xin dynasty (9-23 CE), establishing a distant relative of Liu
lineage as first emperor of a “restored” Han. 6 The founders of
Later Han and Western Jin dynasties were advocates for the great
landed magnates. The powerful local magnates formed peasant
armies made up of their tenants and neighboring free peasants,
who banded together to form a common force against the
external threats. 7
Lewis (2007: 70) states that, in China, “since the
disappearance of the nobility, only the ruling house practiced
primogeniture.” The primogeniture that had been practiced by the
feudal lords of Former Han seems to have been discontinued in
127 BCE by Wudi as a strategy to fragment the feudal power. 8 A
landed magnate held a large amount of land which was rented out
to tenants, but in fact represented the nuclear family with an
extensive social network of kin, clients, tenants, and loyal
neighbors of free peasants. Lewis (2007: 115-6) states: “The great
families divided and subdivided their land among their sons in the
practice of partible inheritance. … Most locally powerful lineages
divided themselves into many of nuclear households [often
without any main house to take the lead]. They then dominated
their districts, commanderies, or regions through alliances of these
households and marriage with other great surnames.” 9
The early Qin-Han rulers registered all the adult males
between the ages of fifteen and seventeen (between the ages of
twenty and twenty-four after 186 BCE). According to Lewis
(2007: 107), registered males “had to give two full years of military
service, one in the capital or at the frontier and one as regular
soldiers in their own commanderies. Selected individuals were
trained as skilled soldiers (expert in using the crossbow),
cavalrymen, or sailors on a towered warship. After leaving active
service, each man performed one month’s (corvée) labor service

Magnates Become Military Power Centers

十二年 爲田開阡陌 十四年 初爲賦
“The land tax at the start of the Han
was merely 3.3%, half the rate at which
merchants were taxed… [T]hose who
were most directly favored were the
large landowners, because the ordinary
rent was 50% of the harvest (ibid: 745).” See sidenote 79.
4

See Eberhard (1965: 42, 172)

5

The tenant farmers, Mao (1990: 79)

writes, “were free men by law…but the
medieval model of corvée and land
taxes could not be entirely avoided,
and…the tenants usually also provided
a variety of services to their landlords.”
6

Zhang Zai (1020-77), an uncle of the

Cheng brothers, advocated restoring
the well-fields system as prescribed in
the “statist fantasies” of the Rituals of
Zhou (周禮). See de Bary and Bloom
(1999: 605) and Lewis (2007: 23-4).

漢書 卷九十九中 王莽傳 第六十九
中 莽曰 古者 設廬井八家 一夫一
婦田百畝 什一而稅 則國給民富而
頌聲作…秦爲無道…廢井田 是以兼
幷起…强者規田以千數…又置奴婢
之市 與牛馬同蘭…略賣人妻子…漢
氏減輕田租 三十而稅一…而豪民侵
陵 分田劫假 厥名三十而稅一 實什
稅五也…始令天下公田口井…今更
名天下田曰王田 奴婢曰私屬 皆不
得賣買 其男口不盈八 而田過一井
[九百畝]者 分餘田予九族鄰里鄕黨
7

The bound retainers (部曲 buqu) of

local magnates, who had gathered
private troops for self-defense,
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Later Han Recruits Officials from Magnates

eventually formed fighting units. Cao
Cao used the local magnate families as
the backbone of his campaigns. See
Mao (1990: 78, 80), Lewis (2007: 119).
8

資治通鑑 卷二 漢紀二 武帝 元

朔二年 [127 BCE] 偃說上曰 古者諸
矦 不過百里 彊弱之形易制 今諸矦
或連城數十 地方千里..而合從 以逆

every year.” They were exempt from service at the ages between
58-65. The Later Han regime, however, “did away with a formal
[conscript] peasant army [presumably to prevent rebellions by
peasants trained by government], and left only a small,
professional army stationed around the capital (ibid: 138),” and
consequently “labor and military service were largely transferred
from the state to great [magnate] families. …The great families
were able to assemble armies of hundreds or thousands of men.
Such armies of tenants had overthrown Wang Mang (ibid: 263).”10

京師..今諸矦子弟 或十數 而適嗣代
立…分子弟以地矦之…實分其國 不

LATER HAN RECRUITS BUREAUCRATS FROM LOCAL MAGNATES

削而稍弱矣 上從之…於是藩國始分

Mao (1990: 81) states that the Later Han government
“did not have such great administrative capability,” while “the
local magnate families were spread out in every nook and cranny
of the state.”11 From the mid-first century CE on, therefore, the
Later Han rulers began to recruit the members of local landedmagnate families to participate in the government. The
recommendations for office were based on the Confucian norms
of behavior such as filial obedience, fraternal solidarity, and
reverent performance of mourning and ancestor worship. A
member of a magnate family benefited from his family tradition
of Confucian education and ritual activities, and could without
any difficulty enter the bureaucracy through the recommendation
of a local official declaring him an upright and capable person.12
The incubator for gentlemen grandees (士大夫 shidafu)
was, Mao notes, “primarily the Imperial Academy (太學 taixue)
and education, both public and private.”13 The local landed
magnates transformed themselves into the gentry-scholar (士族
shizu) by educating their sons in Confucian Classics and acquiring
wealth through office-holding. Mao (1990: 88) states that those
local magnate family members who could procure an education
obtained the chance to enter the official class, so as to combine
“in themselves the status of officials, gentlemen grandees, and
membership in local magnate families. … A portion of the local
magnate families…broadened their outlook from that restricted to
parochial local concerns to one which encompassed the realm of
the larger society at the national level. … [O]ver the course of the
four hundred years’ duration of the Han [206 BCE-220 CE],
political power and societal power fused, producing a new social
class—the genteel families [the landed gentry].”

9

The locally powerful families did not
shift toward...primogeniture...to
preserve their estates intact. …

They continued to divide their property
among sons and to seek marriage
alliances in order to increase the
number of their followers and the
geographic range of their influence
(ibid: 127).” Lewis (ibid: 120) continues:
“When the Yin lineage allied with Liu
Bosheng (劉伯升; elder brother of Xiu

秀 Guangwu’di of Later Han) to rebel
against Wang Mang, they led a force of
two thousand men composed of sons
and younger brothers, other lineages of
the patriline, and retainers.” See Ebrey
(1978: 71).
10

Liu Bang, Lewis (2007: 66-7) notes,

“had enfeoffed his major followers as
kings… The…mobilization of peasants
…remained useful until the defeat of
[these] feudatories in 154 BCE. …
Gradually the Han ceased mobilizing
and training peasants, instead levying a
tax to hire long-term professionals and
to recruit non-Chinese cavalry.” Lewis
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Magnates Discard Militarism for Literary Pursuit

To secure the cooperation of the locally powerful
magnate families, the Cao Cao’s Wei introduced the Nine Rank
(jiupin’guan 九品官) system in 220 CE. It was basically a method
to systemize local recommendations. Candidates to office were to
be assigned ranks from 1 to 9, according to ability and moral
character (孝廉/賢有識鑒者), by a respected person, called Arbiter
(大小中正), appointed to each province, commandery and
county.14 According to Ebrey (1978: 18), “the higher the rank a
man received from…local Arbiter, the higher he could enter the
bureaucracy. … The main difference between this and the earlier
systems of local recommendation was that decisions were left not
to the Grand Administrator (太守), a stranger to the commandery,
but to an Arbiter chosen from among the local upper class who
was supposed to be familiar with local opinions (本土之人). … By
the beginning of the fourth century, [it became] a system of
appointment to office according to family rank.”

(ibid: 3) states that “universal military
service was formally abolished” in 31
CE, and did not reappear in any Han
Chinese dynasty until after 1911:
“Expeditionary armies…drew their
forces primarily from resettled
barbarians…[who] also quelled internal
rebellions. …The most common military
man in the Eastern Han [and the Three
Kingdoms] was the nomad warrior
serving the empire under the command
of his tribal chieftain (ibid: 139).”
11

See Mao (1990: 84) and Ebrey

(1978: 39, 49).
12

Ebrey (1978: 56) notes: “the model of

MAGNATE FAMILIES COMBINE LITERARY AND MILITARY PURSUITS

the paternalistic local leader… had

The Later Han rulers, Lewis (2007: 262) states, “had
attempted to achieve internal security through demilitarization by
eliminating universal military service,” and consequently there
appeared “the remilitarization of provincial governors” and
“private armies under the control of great families.” By the late
Eastern Han, the central government delegated to governors the
recruitment of private armies, but the governors could mobilize a
military force “only through the personal networks of eminent
families in their home regions (ibid: 259).”
The tradition of learning Confucian classics over
generations among the Han Chinese magnate families had, Mao
(1990: 89-90) notes, “an enormous influence on contemporary
politics and society. … [C]lassical studies were that which linked
the individual, the family and the state.” The principles set forth
by the Confucians, especially in the area of filial piety, became the
holy writ of the collective family, and were carried to the
extremes. Confucianism could not but affect “the original military
nature of the local magnate families, combining it with a civilian
aspect (ibid: 83).”
Mao (1990: 89) describes the transformation of magnate
families into landed gentry as follows: “These changes were the
move from having only a military structure to one which

been used to legitimize the authority of
local magnates since the Later Han.”
Ebrey (ibid: 48) further notes that “the
salaries for officials hardly covered
subsistence … Nevertheless, salary
was not the only source of income from
office-holding. There were also taxexemptions and numerous
opportunities to receive bribes and gifts.
A high official who served for decades
…may very well have become rich.”
13

The taixue was first established by

Han Wudi in 124 BCE. Since those who
were educated in Classical studies
could be appointed to office, there was
a saying (recorded in the Hanshu) that:
“bequeathing a child gold enough to fill
a sack is not as good as a classic.” The
peasants, on the other hand, were
“without financial means or the leisure
to obtain an education.” Mao (1990: 82)

Equal Field System Curbs Magnates

14

晉書 卷三十六 列傳第六 衛瓘…

上疏曰…魏氏…起喪亂之後 人士流
移 考詳無地 故立九品之制…鄕邑
淸議 不拘爵位…中間漸染 遂計資
定品…唯以居位爲貴…今除九品 則
宜準古制 使朝臣共相擧任…不能改
資治通鑑 卷八十一 晉紀三 武帝太
康五年 [284] 初[魏文帝曹丕 220]
陳羣[吏部尙書]以吏部不能審覈天下
之士 故令郡國 各置中正 州置大中
正

[郡縣置小中正]

皆取本土之人

任朝廷官 德充才盛者爲之 使銓次
等級 [賢有識鑒者] 以爲九品 有言
行脩著 則升之 道義虧缺 則降之
吏部憑之 以補授百官
15

資治通鑑 卷一百三十六 齊紀二

武帝 永明三年 [485] 魏初民多蔭附
蔭附者 自附於豪强之家 以求蔭庇 蔭附

者 皆無官役 而豪彊徵斂 倍於公賦
給事中李安世上言 歲飢民流 田業
多爲豪右所占奪 雖桑井難復 桑井謂
古者井田之制五畝之宅樹墻下以桑也 宜

更均量 使力業相稱 又所爭之田…
事久難明 悉歸今主…魏主善之由是
始議均田 冬十月 詔遣使者 循行州
郡 與牧守均給天下之田 諸男夫十
五以上 受露田四十畝 婦人二十畝
奴婢依良丁 牛一頭 受田三十畝 限
止四牛 所受之田 率倍之 三易之田
再倍之…人年及課則受田 老免 及
身沒則還田…桑田皆爲世業 身終不
還…諸宰民之官 各隨近給公田有差
…賣者坐如律
The government officials were ordered
to cultivate the public lands held by the
local government.

魏書 卷五十三 列傳第四十一 李孝
伯 趙郡人也…父曾…以敎授爲業…
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combined it with a literary tradition, from having a local bias to
becoming involved with the central government.” The transitional
form may thus be called the landed “magnate-gentry.”
According to Mao (1990: 93), “at the juncture of the late
Han, Three Kingdoms’ Wei and Western Jin, although such
families used classical studies…in order to obtain office, still they
often combined literary and military skills [and were] in charge of
large armies.”
Johnson (1977: 116) notes that “after the fall of the
Western Jin, we often read of individuals leading their clans and
retainers (師宗黨) to a defensible spot and building fortresses
there (作壘以自保),” and then quotes the Weishu that “in
Northern Wei one Li P’o led a powerful clan (宗族) which
tyrannized the common people, and resisted with force
government attempts to put it down.”
The Zizhi Tongjian records that, early in the Tuoba
Xianbei Northern Wei, most peasants were under the protection
(蔭附) of powerful local magnates (豪右/强宗豪族/豪强之家)
who collected rents more than twice the amount of taxes
collected by the government (倍於公賦). Furthermore, the
magnates tended to remove the dependent peasant families from
the government tax rolls, enabling them to evade corvée
obligations (無官役). A Han Chinese from a Confucian scholar
family named Li Anshi thereby presented a memorial to the
Northern Wei Emperor Xiaowen in 485: “Most of the farm lands
(田業) are taken over by the powerful magnates, and the starving
people are roaming the countryside. Even though the restoration
of the Well-Field system (井田之制) is difficult now (雖桑井難復),
every peasant should at least be allowed to farm approximately
equal amounts of land (更均量 力業相稱). On the other hand
[apparently not to incite infringement on the existing ownership
of landed-magnate families], the current owner of farm land, even
when the legitimacy of his ownership has not been clearly
established, should be officially recognized to hold title to the land
(事久難明 悉屬今主).” The Weishu continues the Li’s memorial:
“the poor people will thereby secure their livelihood (細民獲資生
之利) forever protected from the encroachment of the magnate
families (永免於凌奪). The magnates will have no further room to
rob the poor peasants of their lands (豪右靡餘地之盈).”
Xiaowen’di of Tuoba Wei appreciated the Li Anshi’s
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suggestion and decreed, in October 485, the enforcement of
Equal Field system (Jun-tian’zhi) for every adult male and female
over the age of fifteen throughout the empire. During the chaotic
fourth century, large areas of North China were devastated and
depopulated, and had fallen out of cultivation. Emperor Xiaowen
distributed the uncultivated government lands to those who could
till them. The farm lands allotted to them were to be returned to
the government at his or her death, but the mulberry land was
allowed to be inherited. The system helped prevent the
landholdings by the magnate families from growing out of hand
into independent tax-exempt power centers. This reduced the
potential threat of the local magnates to the Xianbei suzerainty. 15

Magnates Transform into Gentry-Scholars

太祖[道武帝]時 徵拜博士 出爲趙
郡太守…兄詳…學傳家業 鄕黨宗之
世祖[太武帝]詔州郡擧賢良 詳應貢
…除中書博士…拜…太守…勸課農
桑…民有千餘…子安世…天安初
[466-7]拜中散…遷主客給事中

時民

困飢流散 豪右多有占奪 安世乃上
訴曰…始返舊墟 㢚井荒毁…强宗豪
族 肆其侵凌 遠認魏晉之家 近引親
舊之驗…愚謂今雖桑井難復 宜更均
量…力業相稱 細民獲資生之利 豪
右靡餘地之盈 則無私之澤…又所爭
之田 宜限年斷 事久難明 悉屬今主

LANDED MAGNATES TRANSFORMED INTO SCHOLAR-GENTRY

然後虛妄之民…守分之士 永免於凌

During the Era of Five Barbarians and Sixteen States,
the local magnates in North China seem to have continued to
possess armed forces of their retainers (各將部曲), and served as
local officials in the Murong Yan and other “barbarian” states.16
Johsnon (1977: 117) states that “at some time during the
Northern Wei, and possibly earlier, the clan head was officially
recognized as the agent of local political control. … [T]he
medieval clan, at least in some cases, had a definite leader, and
hence organizations,” and then raises the questions: “What was
the role of these clans in local affairs? Was it similar to the ‘local
gentry’ of later times?”
According to the Zizhi Tongjian, the officially recognized
clan head (宗主督護) used to hide as many as 30 to 50 tenant
families in a single household officially registered for taxation. In
February 486, the Tuoba rulers appointed a neighborhood head
per every five families, a hamlet head per every five
neighborhoods, and a village head per every five hamlets among
the select strong-and-prudent native men who were provided with
the benefits of corvée exemptions. The local landed magnates
were apprehensive (豪彊者尤不願), but the ordinary peasant, and
the court as well, felt relieved because of the greatly reduced
specialty tax-payment obligations (課調省費) of the peasant.17
The Tuoba rulers, however, seem to have perceived the
powerful Han Chinese magnate clans in terms of their own
aristocratic clans. As early as 431, Tai-Wu’di let Cui Hao clarify the
ranks of influential surnames and clans (大整流品 明辨姓族) in

奪矣 高祖[孝文帝]深納之 後均田
之制起於此矣…出爲相州刺史…敦
勸農桑…初 廣平人李波 宗族强盛
殘掠生民 前刺史…親往討之 波率
其宗族拒戰 大破…安世設方略誘波
…斬于鄴市
16

資治通鑑 卷一百八 晉紀三十 武

帝 太元十七年[392] 六月 初…皆仕
於秦…詔以爲冀州諸郡

各將部曲

營於河南 旣而受翟氏官爵 翟氏敗
皆降於燕 燕主垂 各隨其材而用之
17

資治通鑑 卷一百三十六 齊紀二

武帝 永明四年[486] 二月 魏無鄕黨
之法 唯立宗主督護 民多隱冒 三五
十家 始爲一戶 內秘書令李冲上言
宜準古法 五家立鄰長 五鄰立里長
五里立黨長 取鄕人彊謹者爲之 鄰
長復一夫 里長二夫 黨長三夫…初
立黨里鄰三長 定民戶籍 豪彊者尤
不願 旣而課調省費十餘倍上下安心
18

資治通鑑 卷一百二十二 宋紀四

元嘉八年 [431]…皆賢雋之胄 冠冕
周邦…遂徵…州郡所遣 至者數百人
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Magnates in South also Eschew Military

差次叙用…皆拜中書博士…崔浩…
欲大整流品 明辨姓族…是得罪千衆
資治通鑑 卷一百四十 齊紀六 明帝
建武三年[496] 春正月 魏主雅重門
族…四姓衣冠所推 咸納其女 以充
後宮…詔黃門郞…宋弁 定諸州士族
多所乘降…二月 詔…庶老 直假郡
縣…魏詔諸州中正 各擧其鄕之民望
年五十以上 守素衡門者授以令長
19

資治通鑑 卷一百三十六 齊紀二

武帝 永明五年[487] 十二月 魏主問
高祐曰 何以止盜 對曰…茍守宰得
人…唯才是擧…勳舊之臣..而才非撫
民者…不宜委之以方任…帝…命縣
立講學 黨立小學… 永明六年[488]
十二月…魏主訪羣臣以安民之術 秘
書丞李彪上封事…河表七州人中 擢
其門才 引令赴闕 依中州官…可以
懷江漢歸 有道之情…魏主皆從之
20

資治通鑑 卷一百八 晉紀三十 武

帝 太元二十一年[396] 九月 魏主珪
遂取幷州 初建臺省 置刺史太守尙
書郞以下官 悉用儒生爲之 士大夫
諸軍門…少有才用 咸加擢敍
21

資治通鑑 卷一百七十八 隋紀二

the countryside, and then recruited a large number of central
government officials among those selected in the prefectures and
commanderies (州郡所遣). In 496, Xiaowen’di ordered Song Bian
to re-evaluate the ranks of the gentry-scholar families in
prefectures (定諸州士族), and then recruited the grand
administrators and magistrates (令長) from among the upright and
respected elders recommended by the Arbiter of Prefects. 18
In 487, Xiaowen’di ordered that a primary school be
established in every village and a high school in every county, and
that capable persons be recruited from the prominent local
families, in place of the traditional meritorious nobles (勳舊之臣),
to head the provincial government of Central Plain (中州官) and
especially to placate the new subjects between the Yangzi River
and the Han River (江漢歸). 19
The landed magnate families in North China were
gradually demilitarized under the Xianbei conquest regimes that
could not tolerate the existence of traditional local military power
centers. The magnate families were encouraged instead to pursue
the privileged status of scholar-officials in the local and central
bureaucracy, functioning as civil collaborators. As early as 396,
Tuoba Gui had recruited Confucian gentry-scholars (儒生/士大夫)
in the Bingzhou area for his newly established central and local
government positions (刺史太守尙書郞以下官). 20
On February 27, 595, exactly six years after the
Unification of “All under Heaven” (in February 589), Sui Wendi
ordered confiscation of all weapons in the empire (收天下兵器),
and punished those who dared to manufacture weapons privately
(敢私造者坐之). 21

文帝 開皇十五年[595] 二月 丙辰
[27] 收天下兵器 敢私造者坐之
22

See Mao (1990: 91).

Dien (1990: 18) notes that “When the
Northern Garrison Army, which formed
the basis for the émigré rule of the
South, proved incapable of
withstanding even the slightest
incursion from the North, the monopoly
of office by the northern émigrés…
began to weaken. As the southern court

MAGNATE FAMILIES IN SOUTH ALSO ESCHEW THE MILITARY

The Han Chinese magnate families who fled south after
317 lost their local societal basis. The émigré magnate families had
to rely on the central government as functionaries living on a
salary. Lacking the deep roots of the native southern lineages,
apparently they could no longer play the role of local military
power centers.22 In Eastern Jin (317-420), Mao (1990: 94) states,
“the genteel families held between 70% and 94% of the military
power, while the percentage decreased to 33% in the Song [42079] and Qi [479-502]. In the Liang [502-57], it sank to 1/4 and in
the Chen [557-89] it was only 1/6, clearly showing that the genteel
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families had very quickly retreated from the military arena. [The]
main tendency was for many of the genteel families to withdraw
from military activity.” By the time of Liang dynasty, Mao (1990:
95) declares, “none of the gentlemen-grandees…respected
military pursuit.” 23
According to Mao (1990: 93), the great military lineages
gradually eschewed the military in favor of the literary pursuits:
“During the period of…the Southern Dynasties, the tendency for
the genteel family was to discard militarism for literary pursuits
(ibid).”

Magnate Families Became Landed-Gentry

was forced to look for military support
among the southern local magnate
families…the southerners had to be
brought into the governing group
…which may well explain the apparent
absence of genealogical compilations
at the end of the Six Dynasties period.”
23

Ho (1998: 133) states: the “southern

ethnic groups were pushed… into the
hills and mountains of inland Yangzi

LANDED-GENTRY

as the Chinese immigrants advanced,

The gentry families traditionally invested their wealth in
land, enabling them to engage tutors to give their children the
education necessary to become officials in a provincial town or
capital. Medieval China was, in theory, an open society. A peasant,
however, could hardly afford to keep an expensive tutor. The
gentry families consisted of landlords, (local or central
government) officials, scholars, and merchants, all within the
bounds of the gentry. Learned family members could serve as
tutors to educate their children. The merchants in China were
often merely the agents of landed gentry who actually controlled
agricultural production.24
The educated members of gentry families aspiring to
enter the bureaucracy moved into city-house in the province or
capital, and either served as Confucian officials actively engaged in
politics or enjoyed the leisurely life of Daoist philosophers in
temporary retirement when the political situation became
unfavorable or dangerous. The other members of the family
stayed at their country home surrounded by the family property,
collecting rent from the tenant peasants. 25

[but] significant numbers of these
aborigines had their compensation by
becoming the backbone of the southern
army, especially because the carpetbagging Chinese ruling class was too
effete and self-indulgent to lead the
ranks.”
24

Mao (1990: 73-4) notes: “Han Gaozu

…ordered that merchants were not to
wear silk nor ride in vehicles, and …
increased their taxes.” The Former Han
rulers established monopolies on salt
and iron to prevent the merchant “from
making profits on the manufacture of
tools and on salt, essentials of life.”
There was “restriction on the purchase
of land by merchants, and so most of
the land lost by the peasants fell into
the hands of the powerful new local
magnate families (ibid: 76).”
25

See Eberhard (1965: 42-5, 172-3).
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Women in the Xianbei-Tungus Society

1

魏書 卷十三 皇后列傳第一 桓帝

皇后…后攝國事 時人謂之 女國…

TwwxÇwâÅ gãÉ

平文皇后…國祚殆危 興復大業 后
之力也…獻明皇后…生太祖…得免
難…文明皇后...臨朝聽政
2

北齊書 卷二十八 列傳第二十 元

Women in the Xianbei-Tungus Society
Actively “Managing” in Positions of Honor and Independence

孝 友 祖魏太武皇帝…嘗奏表曰…
古諸侯娶九女 士一妻一妾…官品令
第一第二品有四妾…而聖朝忽棄此
數…將相多尙公主 王候娶后族 故
無妾媵

習以爲常…擧朝旣是無妾

天下殆皆一妻…父母嫁女 則敎以妬
…必相勸以忌 以制夫爲婦德
A grandson of Wei Tai Wudi made the
statement that most Xianbei generals
and ministers waited on princesses as

Lewis (2009a: 184-5) writes that the “Han woman writer
Ban Zhao (45-114) insisted on women’s complete submissiveness
to their husbands. Her recurring themes were that the husband
was a woman’s ‘Heaven,’ requiring … obedience,” and that the
woman should be “silent and invisible.” Lewis (ibid: 180) then
states that “The nomad warriors who occupied north China after
the Han brought with them the greater equality of men and
women.”

wives and, unlike the Chinese society,
almost the entire court officials had only
one wife --- “to control husband” was
regarded as the virtue of wives.
The grandfather (獨孤㑓尼) of Dugu
Xin (獨孤信 d.March 10, 557) had
settled at the Wuchuan Garrison, and
Xin’s father (獨孤庫者) followed Yuwen
Tai (d.October 4, 556) to found Western
Wei.

魏書 卷一 序紀第一 國有大鮮卑山
…北俗謂土爲托

謂后爲跋 故以爲

氏…至成皇帝…立 統國三十六
周書 卷十六 列傳第八 獨孤信…魏
氏之初 有三十六部 其先者…爲部
落大人 與魏俱起 祖㑓尼和平中[北
魏 460-5] 自雲中鎭武川 因家焉 父
庫者爲領民酋長…信與太祖鄕里 少
相友善…從高祖東討…信長女 周明
敬后 第四女 元貞皇后 第七女 隋

THE XIANBEI WOMEN

During the fourth century, the Tuoba-Xianbei leaders
had to overcome all sorts of difficulties in founding their own
state. The role of rulers’ wives and mothers was so conspicuous in
this critical period that, according to the Weishu, people called
Tuoba a women’s state.1
Concubinage was far less common in the conquest
dynasties. Sui Wendi (Yang Jian) married a typical Xianbei woman,
and Wright (1973: 239-40) declares that Wendi “stands out as the
most henpecked emperor in…history.” The eldest daughter
(d.April 12, 558) of Dugu Xin (d.March 557), a prominent
Xianbei general, was married to the first Northern Zhou emperor,
Yuwen Tai’s eldest son Yu (毓/明帝 Ming’di, b.534/r.557-60), in
April 556; the seventh to Yang Jian; and the fourth to the father
of Li Yuan, Li Bing (李昞).2 Empress Dugu (文獻獨孤皇后
d.August 19, 602) was Yang Jian’s (d.July 13, 604) inseparable
companion and most trusted political adviser. It was Empress
Dugu who gave birth to the five sons of Yang Jian.
Li Yuan married the granddaughter of Yuwen Tai (太穆
皇后竇氏) who gave birth to Princess Pingyang (平陽公主). Like
mother, like daughter; Princess Pingyang personally led a 10,000-
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man army (娘子軍) and fought battles to assist her father’s
founding of the Tang dynasty. At her funeral on February 12, 623,
the emperor provided an honor guard parade with a drum and
bugle corp. When a Han Chinese minister reported to the throne
that bugling and drumming are unprecedented for a woman’s
funeral, Tang Gaozu retorted: “Bugling and drumming are a
military music. The Princess had personally seized gong and
drum, raised an army in the cause of justice, and helped me
complete the Great Enterprise. How can you compare her with an
ordinary woman?”3
Shimin, Lewis (2009a: 180) writes, “managed state affairs
with the help of the Empress Changsun. Thus the power of Tang
empresses…simply continued a northern [Xianbei] tradition in
which women actively participated in the affairs of the realm.” 4
The Han Chinese literatus, Yan Zhitui (顔之推 531-91)
of Northern Qi (550-77), the author of Yanshi Jiaxun (顔氏家訓),
wrote of the Tuoba-Xianbei customs he observed as follows: “in
the city of Ye it was the custom for [Xianbei] women to handle all
family business, to demand justice and to straighten out legal
disputes, to make calls and curry with the powerful. They filled
the streets with their carriages, occupied the government offices
with their fancy dresses, begged posts for their sons, and made
complaints about injustice done to their husbands. This must be
the manners and customs of the Tuoba-Xianbei (恆代之遺風)!” 5
A glazed earthenware figurine of an elegant
horsewoman was excavated from the tomb (dated 664) of the
Tang military commander Zheng Rentai (唐左武衛大將軍鄭仁泰)
at Liquan, Shaanxi, in 1971. Jenny Liu states that “Prior to the
Tang dynasty, figures of women riding horses were virtually
unknown. Images from the Tang show that women rode horses
seated in saddles and wearing full skirts, not sidesaddle as in the
European style but with the feet inside stirrups.”6
The Xianbei women enjoyed independence and
positions of honor in their militaristic pastoral society, and actively
participated in political, military, economic, and religious matters.
It was the Xianbei tradition of actively “managing” women,
coupled with the alien Buddhist ideology which had replaced the
Confucian tradition, that enabled Wu Zetian to make herself
Empress of Zhou.7
According to Wittfogel and Feng (1049: 17), the “early

Actively-Managing Tuoba-Xianbei Women

文獻后 周隋及皇家 三代皆爲外戚
資治通鑑 卷一百六十六 梁紀二十
二 太平元年[556]四月 毓..娶…信女
隋書 卷三十六 列傳第一 后妃 文
獻獨孤皇后..信[503-57]見高祖有奇表
故以后妻焉 時年十四[557?] 仁壽二
年[602]朋...時年五十[九?] [544?-602]
舊唐書 卷一 本紀第一高祖 姓李氏
諱淵...皇考諱昞...追尊元皇帝

廟號

世祖…文帝獨孤皇后 卽高祖從母也
3

資治通鑑 卷一百九十 唐紀六 武

德六年 [623] 二月 平陽昭公主薨
葬公主 詔加前後鼓吹 班劒四十人
武賁甲卒 太常奏 禮婦人無鼓吹 上
曰 鼓吹軍樂也 公主親執金鼓 興義
兵 以輔成大業 豈與常婦人比乎!
4

舊唐書 卷五十一 列傳第一 后妃

上 太宗文德皇后長孫氏 長安人 隋
右驍衛將軍晟之女也...武德元年[618]
冊爲秦王妃...九年[626]冊拜皇太子妃
…貞觀十年[636]…崩…時年三十六
…太宗…曰…皇后…補朕之闕…聞
善言…一良佐
5

Wright (1973: 240) 顔氏家訓 30

江東婦女 略無交遊...鄴下風俗 專
以婦持門戶 爭訟曲直 造請奉迎 車
乘塡街衢 綺羅盈府寺 代子求官 爲
夫訴屈 此乃恆代之遺風乎!
Yan Zhitui had first served the Liang (梁
502-57) court (rising to 散騎侍郞), and
then served Northern Qi (as 黃門侍郞
and 平原太守), ending his life in the
service of the Sui (as Xueshi 學士).

Women in the Qidan-Xianbei Society

6

Quotation from Watt (2004: 291).

Lewis (2009a: 183-4) notes: “another
source for the notion that the Tang
was a great age for women was the
visual presentation of elite women …
riding horseback, playing polo, and
shooting bow… dressed in low-cut
gowns or even in the attire of foreign
males. … Procession of…court women
and their attendants appear in many
tombs. … This extravagant display of
women’s freedom in Tang tomb art
declined in later [Chinese] dynasties.”
7

Ning (2004: 112)

“One text describes happiness in the
world under the female ruler… [T]he
religious leaders asserted that Empress
Wu was the reincarnation of Maitreya,
the Future Buddha (ibid: 113).” The
Grand Cloud Sutra (Dayunjing 大雲經
translated c.502-57) contained the
prophecy of the imminent reincarnation
of Maitreya as a female deity (淨光天

女), monarch of all the world.
8

The last Liao emperor Tianzuo fled

away from Southern Capital in January
1122. Yelü Dashi and other dignitaries
acclaimed Yelü Chun emperor. Chun
died of illness and his widow, Empress
Xiao Defei, was made regent who took
over the military and governance in
June 1122 and, personally directing the
Qidan and Xia soldiers led by Xiao Gan
and Yelü Daishi, routed the huge Song
army from south, said to number
500,000 men. Wittfogel and Fêng
(1949: 628) write: “Liao Chinese wrote
poems which ridiculed the defeated
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European travelers noted with astonishment the unusual
independence and honored position of women in Mongol society.
Numerous passages in the Liao History describe the participation
of Qidan women not only in economic, political, and religious
matters, but even in the military life of their people.” Biran (2005:
164-6) states: “Abaoji’s wife [Shulü/ Empress Dowager Yingtian],
had her own private army of 200,000 horsemen, with whom she
organized and led campaigns against rival tribes. ... Empress Xiao
Defei (蕭德妃), the widow and successor of the ephemeral [Liao]
emperor Yelü Chun (淳 r.1122) was willing to fight to the finish
against the Nüzhens. ... Women routinely fought in the ranks of
the Qara Khitai (Black Qidan/Western Liao, 1131-1213). ... The
role of the ‛rank and file’ women in the warring forces ... is also
attested ... for thirteenth century Mongol women.” 8
Wittfogel and Feng (1949: 149) note that, when Abaoji
was “conquering Bohai, the empress played the greatest part in
this,” and when Abaoji “was engaged in a distant expedition, she
launched a successful attack on two rebellious tribes [two Shiwei
二室韋]. Whenever a military campaign was planned, the empress
joined the preliminary discussion.” Empress Shulü, instead of
being buried alongside her husband, cut off her right hand and
had it placed in the Abaoji’s tomb. In command of her own army,
she saw to it that Abaoji’s second son (太宗 r.926-47) succeeded
to the throne, though she (tried but) failed to prevent the eldest
son (世宗 r.947-51) of her first son (耶律倍/讓國皇帝/東丹王899936) to ascend the throne after Taizong’s death.9
The first half of Liao Shengzong’s reign (r.982-1031)
was controlled by the Empress Dowager Chengtian (942-1009),
who commanded her own troops on the battlefield against the
Northern Song. 10 A distinguished Song general named Wang
Jizhong was captured by the Liao in 1003. According to Standen
(2007: 164-5), “He promptly accepted employment as a tax
commissioner under Yelü Longxu (Liao Shengzong, 982-1031),
and the Liaoshi credits the empress dowager Chengtian with
knowledge of Wang Jizhong’s worthiness and with getting him
this first Liao appointment. As in the case of Han Yanhui, the
women of the imperial clan greatly influenced the career
prospects of arrivals from the South. … Wang, having gained the
trust of the Liao, seized the opportunity to argue the benefits of a
peace, thereby tapping into the wishes of the empress dowager to
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end the fighting. He drafted the letters asking the Song to send
envoys to negotiate.” Abaoji had detained Han Yanhui in 907 and
sent him out to pasture horses. The Zizhi Tongjian credits “the
Shulü empress with pointing out to Abaoji the virtues he should
be making use of, not insulting with menial labor (ibid: 109).”
The high status of women in Xianbei society was also
demonstrated by the fact that two out of the five Black Qidan
emperors were women. According to Biran (2005: 161), “both
Qara Khitai empresses...were specifically nominated for the post
by their predecessors: ...the empress Gantian [塔不煙/感天皇后
r.1144-50] by her husband, Yelü Dashi [耶律大石/德宗 r.1124-43],
and ... the empress Chengtian [普速完/承天太后 r.1164-77] by her
brother, Yelü Yilie [夷列/仁宗 r.1151-63]. ... They had their own
reign titles ... ; they bore the titles of Gürkhan and Dashi; and
they certainly determined the empire’s internal and external
policy.” 11
According to the Liaoshi and Jinshi, the Xi Xia dynasty
was founded by a Tuoba-Xianbei tribe, ruling over the Tibetans,
Turks and Chinese. Mote (1999: 189) notes: “In 1092 we see the
younger Empress Dowager Liang (d.1099), the mother of the
now [nine]-year-old emperor [崇宗/李乾順 Li Qianshun r.10861139], personally leading troops in the field against a Song army.
… She continued to lead armies in the field with alternating
success and failure through the 1090s … and in 1099 appealed to
the Liao for assistance. … The Liao, no strangers to strong female
rulers, nonetheless had found her a willful and troublesome
vassal.” 12

Women in the Yemaek-Tungus Society

Song commander. … According to the
Songshi, the Song army suffered
tremendous losses in equipment as
well as in men. The provisions, which
had been stored up from Wang An-shi’s
time on (1068), all fell into the hands of
the Liao victors.”

宋史 卷二十二 本紀第二十二 徽宗
四 宣和四年 [1122] 正月 遼主北走
三月

遼人立燕王淳爲帝 六月…淳

死 蕭幹等立其妻蕭氏 九月…諫北
伐…十月…劉延慶與…統兵出…襲
燕 蕭幹等以兵入援…屢敗…衆軍遂
潰…十二月 金人入燕 蕭氏出奔
9

資治通鑑 卷二百六十九 後梁紀四

貞明二年 [916] 述律后 勇決多權變
阿保機行兵御衆

述律后常預其謀

阿保機…度碛擊党項 留述律后守其
帳…二室韋 乘虛合兵掠之 述律后
知之 勒兵以待其至 奮擊大破之
遼史 卷七十一 列傳第一 后妃 太
祖淳欽皇后述律氏...其先回鶻人檽思
…生后于契丹右大部…太祖卽位..曰
地皇后 神冊元年[916]…應天…皇后
…太祖嘗渡碛擊党項 黃頭臭泊二室
韋乘虛乘虛襲之 后…大破之…太祖

WOMEN IN THE TUGUSIC SOCIETY

崩

In the eastern end of the Eurasian continent, the Silla
people who had unified the Korean Peninsula by 676 also had
three queens: Seon-deok (r.632-47), Jin-deok (r.647-54) and Jinseong (r.887-97). King Ui-ja (r.641-60) of Paekche had captured
more than 40 Silla castles in 642 and, forming a military alliance
with Koguryeo, laid joint siege upon the Tang-hang Fortress at the
mouth of the Han River in 643 in order to cut off the Silla’s
access to the Yellow Sea route to Tang. Queen Seon-deok, the first
of the three woman rulers of Silla, sent a desperate request for aid
to the Tang court. According to the Cefu Yuangui, Taizong (r.62649) promised to take some concrete measures to stop the

柩...后欲令皇太子倍[太祖長子]避之

后稱制

攝軍國事...斷右腕納于

…太宗[太祖第二子]立

唐

東丹王避之

太后常屬意於少子李胡[太祖第

三子] 太宗崩 世宗[東丹王倍長子]
卽位于鎭陽 太后怒…親率師遇于黃
河之橫渡...諫…罷兵…應曆三年[953]
崩 年七十五
10

See Kuhn (2009: 25). Shizong’s

(r.947-51) mother (柔貞皇后蕭氏) also
accompanied her son into battle in 951.

Women in the Manchu Society

11

A daughter of the last Black Qidan

emperor (耶律直魯古 r.1178-1211/
d.1213) fell in love at first sight with a
Naiman prince (who later usurped the
throne r.1211-18), and married him
three days afterwards. Biran (ibid: 163).

遼史 卷三十 本紀 第三十 天祚皇
帝四 ...子...年幼遺命皇后權國...稱
帝改元...籍民十八歲以上...子幼 遺
詔以妹... 權國...稱帝改元...乃蠻王
屈出律...而據其位 遂襲遼衣冠
12

宋史 卷四百八十六 列傳 第二百

四十五 夏國下 乾順 惠宗之長子也
母曰昭簡文穆皇后梁氏 生三歲卽位
元祐元年[1086] 十月 以父殂…紹聖
三年…國主子母親督木孚鼓 縱騎四掠
…初哲宗[r1085-1100]聞夏人來寇 泰
然笑曰…四年二月 夏復以七萬衆攻
綏德…元符二年[1099]國母梁氏薨
Dunnell (1996: 50-1) notes that “After
Weiming Yuanhao’s death…owing
largely to the youth of later emperors,
their mothers occupied prominent
political and military positions. …
Patronage of Buddhism allowed the Xia
empress dowager to cultivate a wide
range of allies across clan lines and
outside the military elite.”
13

冊府元龜 卷九九一 外臣部 備禦

四 貞觀十七年 帝謂使人曰…爾國
以婦人爲主爲隣國輕侮
14

Guangxu’di (Aisin-Gioro Zaitian) was

the son of Prince Chun (醇親王 赫譞)
and Cixi’s younger sister.
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Paekche-Kogureo aggression, but could not help voicing to the
envoy his opinion that Silla’s troubles might be attributed to the
fact that the kingdom was ruled by a woman and consequently
lacked the respect of its neighbors.13 This was indeed an odd
prophecy to be uttered by Taizong on the impending fate of Tang
under Empress Wu. This statement, however, seems highly
unlikely to have been uttered by Li Shimin. It seems to have been
the Han Chinese compilers of Cefu Yuangui, Wang Qinruo et al. of
Northern Song, who had put these male chauvinistic words into
Taizong’s mouth. These Han Chinese historians of extreme
Confucian prejudice seem to have been clearing the ground for
the compilers of Xin Tangshu (compiled 31 years later from 104460) to indulge in disparaging Empress Wu Zetian.
The high status accorded to women seems to have been
the prevalent tradition not only in the western Manchurian steppe
and southeastern corner of the Korean Peninsula (prior to the
appearance of the fanatically Neo-Confucian Chosun dynasty in
1392-1910) but also in the eastern Manchurian forest. Cixi (慈禧
1835-1908) was chosen in 1851 to be a lesser concubine of
Xianfeng’di (咸豊帝 r.1850-61) of the Manchu Qing dynasty. She
had been referred to simply as Lady Yehenara (葉赫那拉), from
the name of her Manchu clan, but had the good fortune to bear
the emperor’s only surviving son. Empress Dowager Cixi (西太后)
was a devout Buddhist, and ruled the Manchu Qing, as the
coregent, for her son Tongzhi’di (同治帝/載淳 b.1856/r.1861-74)
and also for her infant nephew Guangxu’di (光緖帝/載湉
b.1871/r.1875-1908) until 1889.14
The Manchu rulers reckoned the Chinese practice of
binding the feet of their women to be extremely barbarous, and
proscribed foot-binding for Manchu women. Walking through life
with “big feet,” Manchu women were never bound by the fanatic
social conventions which prevailed in the Han Chinese society.
Hence Wittfogel and Feng (1949: 12) say that “the only unmarried
woman in the world whose position is analogous to that of the
American girl in her own family is the Manchu girl.” The Manchu
women were allowed to ride astride horses and, Im (1981: 50)
writes, “even to go hunting. During the era of military expansion,
women in some special cases even received official titles of
captain or lieutenant.”
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Ethnic Identity of Western Xia (982-1227)
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1

遼史 卷百十三 列傳 第四十五 西

夏 本魏拓跋氏後 其地則赫連國…
遠祖思恭唐季受賜姓曰李 涉五代至

Ethnic Identity of Western Xia

宋 世有其地 至李繼遷始大 據夏銀
綏宥靜五州...子德明曉佛書...其俗
..病者不用醫藥 召巫者送鬼 西夏語

The Multiethnic Buddhist Empire of Xi Xia (982-1038-1227)

以巫爲厮也...迨遼聖宗統和四年[986]

Xi Xia is called the Tangut Kingdom and understood as
a Tibetan state. The Tufan Tibetans around Lhasa in the
Himalayan upland were sedentary farmers-cum-herders, while the
Qiang of the Tibetan upland and Gansu Corridor were nomadic
herders. The Jinshi states that one of the eight Dangxiang (党項)
tribes [inhabiting the steppes of Qinghai] was Tuoba (拓跋部) and
they founded the Western Xia. Mote (1999: 171) states that “the
Tuoba chieftains of the Tanguts” were referred to as “the Ping
Xia tribe (平夏部), that is, the pacifiers of Xia.” The Liaoshi states
that the founders of Xi Xia had originated from the Tuoba.
According to the Songshi, Li Yuanhao (李元昊/景宗 r.1032-48),
the grandson of the founder of the Xi Xia state, Li Jiqian (李繼遷
b.963 r.982-1004), proclaiming himself the emperor of the Great
Xia (大夏) in 1038, claimed that his ancestors had originated from
the imperial clan who had laid the foundations of Northern Wei,
and that Tuoba Si-gong (?-895) was his ancient ancestor. 1 Dunnell
(1996: 44) states: “The Tangut ruler’s claim to descend from the
Tuoba rulers implied a superior ancestry to the Qidans, who
traced their descent from the tribes who submitted to the
Northern Wei.”
After the fall of Tuoba Wei in North China, some Tuoba
tribes withdrew to the borderland between Tibet and China.
Tuoba Si-gong had been appointed Military Governor (jiedushi) of
the region of Xia by the Tang court in August 881; participated in
the campaign to drive out the Huang Chao (875-84) rebels from
Chang’an on April 5, 883; and as a reward, obtained the Tang
royal surname of Li and regional authority in the northern
Shaanxi and Gansu area.2
After the fall of Tang, 20-year old Li Jiqian established
an independent state in 982.3 Mote (1999: 173) translates passages
from the 1979 writing of a Taiwanese historian named Que
Haozeng: “From Li Jiquian’s occupation of Yinzhou [985] and his

其子德昭[r.1004-32]…封…爲西平王..

繼遷...始來附遼…二十一年

繼遷薨

二十八年 [1010]…冊...夏國王...重熙
元年 李德昭薨 冊其子夏國公元昊
爲王...十二年[1043] 元昊以加上尊號
宋史 卷四百八十五 列傳 第二百四
十四 夏國上 昔唐承隋後 隋承周齊
上遡元魏 故西北之疆有漢晉正朔所
不逮者…李彝興 夏州人也 本姓拓
跋氏 唐貞觀初 有拓跋赤辭者歸唐
太宗賜姓李 置靜邊等州以處之 其
後析居夏州者號平夏部 唐末拓跋思
恭鎭夏州 統銀夏綏宥靜五州地 討
黃巢有功 復賜李姓…太平興國八年
[983]..繼遷復連娶豪族 轉遷無常 漸

以彊大…雍熙三年[986] 遼義成公主
嫁繼遷 冊爲夏國王..建興九年[1030]
…立…元昊…宋寶元元年[1038]…卽
皇帝位 時年三十…上表曰 臣祖宗
本出帝胄 當東晉之末運 創後魏之
初基 遠祖思恭…制小蕃文字…國稱
大夏 年號天授禮法延祚…慶曆四年
[1044]…凡歲賜銀綺絹茶二十五萬五

千…然宋每遣使往 館于宥州
金史 卷一百三十四 列傳第七十二
西夏...契丹與夏國甥舅也…今大金與
夏國君臣也...贊曰..元魏衰微 居松州
者因以舊姓爲拓跋氏 按唐書党項八
部有拓跋部 自党項入居銀夏之間者
號平夏部 拓跋思恭以破黃巢功賜姓
李氏 兄弟相繼爲節度使 居夏州 在
河南 繼遷再立國 元昊始大…取…
酒泉敦煌郡地 南界橫山 東距西河

Xi Xia Originated from Tuoba-Xianbei Wei

Dunnell (1996: 44-5) notes that a Song
statesman “tried to dismiss the appeal
to Tuoba precedent pointing out…what
about the other powerful Tangut clans
who could also claim Xianbei descent?”
2

資治通鑑 卷二百五十八 唐紀七

十四 昭宗 大順元年 [890] 克用遣
…朝 言臣父子…破龐勛 翦黃巢 黜
襄王存易定...則拓跋思恭之取鄜延
朱全忠之侵徐鄆 何獨不討
3

See Dunnell (1994: 154) and Mote

(1999: 177). According to Eberhard
(1965: 171), a good number of Tuoba
families remained in leading positions
of the ruling elite of Shatuo Turkic
dynasties in the tenth century.
4

Dunnell (1996: 157) states: “faith in

the Buddha…and the divine powers of
protection adhering in the relics…had
become one of the underpinning of the
Weiming (Li Yuanhao) dynasty, and the
state it founded.” Dunnell (ibid: 28)
further states: “Deity cults, spirit
worship, fertility rites, and shamanistic
practices persisted and are attested in
Tangut sources… Such beliefs
permeated all levels of society, and a
number of non-Buddhist rituals became
enshrined in Xia court ceremonials.
One was the annual animal sacrifice to
Heaven conducted by shamans in the
old imperial palace.”
5

See Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 109,
122), Dunnel (1994: 189), Barfield
(1989: 174), Mote (1999: 185) and
Jagchid and Symons (1969: 132).
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rebellion against the Song and submission to the Liao [in 986]
onward, the Xi Xia joined with the Liao in defying the Song. …
Consequently the Liao ruler Shengzong married a daughter of his
imperial line to the Xi Xia ruler [in 989] … [T]hereafter the Liao
and the Xia were closely united.”
In 1031, Eberhard (2005: 201-2) states, the first Xi Xia
emperor, Li Yuanhao, “resumed the old family name of the
Tuoba, thus proclaiming his intention to continue the Tuoba
empire … The state soon covered the present province of
Gansu…and parts of the Ordos region,” including Dunhuang,
with its capital (興慶) near present-day Yinchuan (銀川), Ningxia,
and defining, in the words of Dunnell (1996: 159), “its borders as
distinct from China, Qidan, Tibet.” By the early eleventh century,
the Xia were able to absorb all the fragmented regimes of the
northwest into their control, ruling over the Xianbei, Tibetans,
Turks, and Chinese numbering more than three million. The Xi
Xia emperor, Dunnell (1994: 154-5) notes, “cultivated his sacral
image as a Buddhist ruler and accorded high status to the Tibetan
lamas at his court.” Dunnell (ibid: 157) contends “that the Tuoba
Tanguts were a Tibetanized Xianbei elite ruling a largely Qiang
population.” Western Xia may simply be called a multiethnic
Buddhist empire founded by a Tuoba-Xianbei tribe. 4
Liao invaded Northern Song in 1004, and concluded the
Shanyuan peace treaty of 1005 which called for the Song to
deliver 100,000 liang of silver and 200,000 pi of silk annually to the
Qidans. Xi Xia could also conclude the peace treaty in 1044 with
Northern Song after the 1039-44 War, stipulating the application
of the same protocol as the Song extended to the Liao (receiving
the Song envoys at Youzhou, not at the Xia capital), specifying
annual gifts of 72,000 units of silver, 153,000 units of silk, and
30,000 jin of tea, and restoring the subsidized border markets.5
The Xi Xia dynasty was destroyed by the Mongols in the
reign of Li Dewang (獻宗 r.1223-6) and Li Xian (末主 李睍
r.1226-7), 245 years after its founding in 982. In 1226,
Ratchnevsky (1991: 140-3) states, “despite his advanced age,
Chinggis Khan…placed himself at the head of the army which
attacked the Tangut empire. …The Tanguts earlier refused him
auxiliary troops for his western campaign… Chinggis died
from…injuries [in August 1227]… [N]ot only the Tangut ruler but
the total population of the capital was massacred.”
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Seljuk Turkic Empire Conquered by Mongols
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1

Caliphs, the rulers of the early Islamic

states and the titular heads of the
Muslim community, had the more

Seljuk and Ottoman Turkic Empires

formal title of Commander of the
Faithful. After 998, Caliphs often
conferred on Muslim rulers the title of

The Seljuk Turks from the north of Lake Balkhash seem
to have adopted Sunnis Islam (that had prevailed in Transoxania)
in place of the Turko-Mongol shamanism, according to Basan
(2010: 23, 187), before they arrived at the area between Bokhara
and Samarkand between c.985-93. The Seljuks occupied Khurasan
in 1040; captured Baghdad in 1055; and expanded their empire
from Persia to Byzantine Christian Anatolia under the guise of the
Holy War of Islam, capturing the Byzantine emperor Romanus in
Armenia in 1071. The khan became sultan. The Seljuks, says Biran
(2005: 16), “exterminated the Dailami Būyid dynasty [an Iranian
sultanate with puppet caliphs in Baghdad that ruled in western
Iran and Iraq, 945-1055] … becoming the real power behind the
still reigning Abbāsid Caliphs (750-1258).” 1
The Samanid dynasty (819-999) with its capital at
Bukhara, the first native dynasty to arise in Iran after the Muslim
Arab conquest, was terminated by a Turkish slave commander
who founded the Ghaznavid dynasty (977-1040-1186) that ruled
in Khurasan (in northeastern Iran), Afghanistan, and northern
India. The Persian and Arab sultanates were then replaced by the
newly converted Turkish sultanate, the Seljuk Empire (c.10001194-1243), that was to be destroyed by the Khwarazm Shah in
1194.
The Seljuks Turkicized the Greek-speaking eastern and
central Anatolia.2 Turkish Islam fused shamanist beliefs with
Islam, and hence differed significantly from Iranian or Arab Islam.
The shamanistic traditions of the Turks remained deeply
embedded in their rituals and spiritual practices. 3
Luther (2001: 5) finds that there “began a symbiotic
relationship of largely Iranian ‘men of the pen’ and Turkish ‘men
of the sword’ which favored the continuation of Persian as the
written language of Turkish ruled states for centuries…Naturally,
Iranians wrote the history and tried to make what had happened
fit their own view of things.”
Persian culture flourished in the Seljuk Empire, leaving a

“Sultan.” Sultan had implied the moral
or spiritual authority according to the
Qur’an, but later came to denote
political or government power.
See also Beckwith (2009: 168-9).
2

Imber (2002: 5) notes that “The

Mediterranean coastlands…provided
them a warm winter climate, while in
the summer… their flocks could follow
the retreating snowline to the upland
pastures of the Taurus mountains and
the Anatolian plateau. It was perhaps
these factors more than the collapse of
Byzantine rule that encouraged the first
Turkish immigrans into Anatolia.”
3

See Quataert (2005: 15).

4

Luther (2001: 4) states: “The collapse

of the Saljuq Empire did not mean a
resurgence of Iranian rulers… [T]he
Saljuqs had shifted the base of their
military power from their Turkoman
tribesmen to…Turkish mamluks….
following the practice of the later
Samanid and Ghaznavid dynasties…a
practice which the Abbasid Caliphs had
begun in the ninth century. The effect
of…the assignment of fiefs and
appanages…to these mamluks was to
leave a dominant class of Turkish
military slaves on the scene after they
themselves had disappeared.”

Modest Genetic Effect of Turkic Invasion

A.4.1. Seljuk Empire circa 1120
(c.1000-1194-1243)
5

See Quataert (2005: 17).
6

7

Lowry (2003: 6)

See Cavalli-Storza (2000: 152).

In Anatolia, there were a relatively small
number of Turco-Mongol men for a
much larger number of Aryan women;
Islam tolerates multiple wives; and
hence the effects of Turco-Mongol rule
were more cultural than genetic.
According to Schurr (2009: 275-7),
“sixteen million people, nearly one-tenth
of all Central…Asian men, have a
common forefather [that] may have
been Chinggis Khan… because the
Mongols decimated the original male
population in their march across Central
Asia.” Schurr has examined only the Ychromosomal haplogroup C3c for a
specific paternal lineage, excluding all
other non-Chinggis Mongol males.

A.4.2. Ottoman Empire (c.1300-1922)
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strong legacy to Islam, but there came the crushing defeat in 1141
inflicted by the Black Qidan. By 1194, the Seljuk power was at an
end everywhere except in Anatolia.4 These Iranized Turks,
founding an empire with the Turkic military machine and Persian
administrative system, tried valiantly but were not able to defend
Persian civilization against the fresh uncivilized Turko-Mongols
such as Chinggis Khan (r.1206-27) and Tamerlane (1336-1405).
Expansion of the Mongol Empire accelerated the
westward flight of the Turks, who had either to be co-opted or
flee west. In 1243, a Mongol army destroyed the Anatolian Seljuks
at the battle of Köse-Dagh in modern Turkey, and reduced the
Sultan to the status of a vassal. By 1258, the overlord of Anatolia
was the Ilkhan, the Mongol ruler of Iran. Imber states (2002: 6-7):
“In 1302, the last Seljuk sultan died. His death coincided with a
period of weakening Ilkhanid control over Anatolia, making it
possible for local governors, lords and bandits to establish
themselves as independent rulers. Thus, in the early fourteenth
century, what had been Seljuk and Ilkhanis Anatolia broke up into
a kaleidoscope of principalities.” There appeared a tiny Turkic
chiefdom of Osman (r.1290-1324), in charge of some 40,000
tents in the northwestern corner of the Anatolian Peninsula that
was located south and east of the Byzantine Constantinople.5
Osman’s son, Orhan (r.1324-62), managed to construct a
bridgehead on the European side of the Dardanelles in 1354.
Between 1370-1400, Timur created a vast Empire of vassals with
its capital at Samarkand. Timur invaded Anatolia in 1402, and
plundered it until 1403, but died in 1405 on his campaign against
Ming China. Orhan’s fifth generation descendant, Mehmet II
(r.1444-81), conquered Byzantium by 1453. The Ottoman Empire
(c.1300-1922) eventually reassembled under its rule the territory
of the old East Roman Empire and more, including portions of
the northern Balkans and the Ukranian steppe north of the Black
Sea, and endured until after World War I.
The administrative structure of the Ottomans was
derived from the Seljuk and Ilkhanid tradition.6 The altitude,
climate, and vegetation of the Anatolian plateau showed natural
affinity with the Kirghiz steppe. The ancient Byzantine lands
became thoroughly Turkified. Greek was replaced by an Altaic
language, but the genetic effects of Turkic invasion over hundreds
of years were rather modest.7
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Iron-Making by Blast Furnace in China
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1

Forged iron, however, was not

superior to hardened bronze for
weaponry until the techniques of

Iron-Making in China
and Elsewhere in the World

steeling and heat-treating were
mastered (ibid). Pigott (1999: 6-7)
suggests that the bronzesmiths of the
Hittite Kingdom in Anatolia (who
appeared sometime after 2000 BCE
and suddenly fell c.1193 BCE) could

IRON-MAKING BY BLAST FURNACE IN CHINA

have transformed the accidental

According to Waldbaum (1999: 28), “iron appears …
from a wider variety of sites in the Late Bronze Age (c.1600-1200
BCE) in Egypt, Anatolia, Syria, Palestine, Cyprus, Greece, Crete,
and the Aegean Islands.” 1 The full Iron Age began in the Near
East and in southeast Europe c.1200 BCE. The Scythians (塞
archaic sэk) dominated the Eurasian steppelands through the
greater part of the 1st millennium BCE. In the east of the Urals,
according to Wagner (2008: 93-7), “the earliest firmly dated
Scythic iron appears to come from kurgans (grave mounds)
excavated in Tuva and dated to the 7th century BCE.” It is
generally agreed that the first smelted iron in China appears no
earlier than c.500 BCE. 2
According to Wagner (2008: 5), China had somehow
adopted “the indirect process” which was “the most efficient way
of producing wrought iron, in spite of the curious roundabout
way in which it works, with carbon first being put into the iron to
make cast iron, then removed again.” The iron ore, the charcoal,
and a flux to lower the melting point (typically limestone) were
charged in the top of the blast furnace (高爐); the air was blown
through numerous tuyères near the bottom; and molton iron and
slag were tapped out of tapholes at the bottom. In the blast
furnace, “iron takes up carbon, reaching a maximum carbon
content in the range of 4-5 per cent; at this carbon content the
melting point of the iron is as low as 1147°C (ibid: 13).”
Analyzing a representative sample case, Wagner (ibid: 236) says
that “since the ore contains about 50 per cent iron, and very little
iron is found in the slag, about 2 tonnes of ore were needed for
each tonne of iron produced.” In China, iron ore was smelted on
a massive scale into a high-carbon (=cast) liquid metal in a blast
furnace that “could be used directly in a foundry, but most of it

occurrence of iron during copper
smelting into the process of deliberately
smelting iron; or borrowed iron
technology from some tribes in modern
Georgia (who were using black sand) in
the second millennium BCE. Iron
technology seems to have been
inherited by the Neo-Assyrian Empire
th

th

(9 century-7 century BCE).
2

Bronson (1999: 179-80, 182) states

that, in China, the literary evidence for
sixth and fifth century (BCE) iron is
ambiguous; and the archeological
evidence for iron in the fourth century
BCE is also unsatisfactory. Iron-making,
however, seems to have advanced with
astonishing rapidity during the fourth
and third centuries BCE. Yet iron is
much less common than bronze at
almost all burial sites in China that
antedate the Christian Era, though the
tombs were apparently dug out with
iron spades and hoes (compatible with
the thesis that iron was inexpensive
and abundant, and was used mainly for
utilitarian if not ceremonial purposes
such as farming tools and weapons).
3

Wagner notes (2008: 66, 164) that

Iron-Making by Bloomery Furnace Elsewhere

“annealing [heat treating] a white-castiron object at a high temperature for a
period of days” results in a malleable
decarburized “cast” iron. Bronson
(1999: 189) notes that, by the late
Warring States period, the Chinese
could remove the carbon from thick
objects “by casting white iron into thin
sheets and rods, subjecting them to a
decarburizing anneal, and then forging
the decarburized metal into a finished
product.” See also Hsu (1999: 579).
4

Bronson (1999: 190) notes that “the
large melting furnaces and complex
molding systems (with stacked and

multiple molds) that had been in use by
bronze casters since the Shang period
would have been (and, in fact, proved
to be) readily adaptable to iron casting.”
5

Barnes (2007a: 65) notes that “In a

bloomery furnace, charcoal was not
used in great quantities, so the iron ore
did not melt completely. Instead, the
product was a spongy mass of iron and
slag called a bloom [that must be]
refined through hammering to expel the
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was converted to wrought iron (or more correctly, mild iron) with
typically 0.1 per cent carbon. This was the basic material of the
smith…to make a medium-carbon steel (ibid: 5).”
Brittle white iron could be remelted and cast, à la
bronze-casting, into (agricultural) instruments en masse at a
foundry. The mechanical properties of a finished object were
improved by decarburizing the casting (i.e., heat treatment of
casting called annealing). 3 Complex (stone, terra-cotta or sand)
molds for casting large numbers of bronze objects had in fact
long been deployed by the Chinese bronze casters. 4
High-carbon cast iron could also be refined
(decarburized) in a small cupola furnace through oxidation (炒
stir frying of iron lumps), converting (softening and toughening)
white iron into malleable low-carbon (0.1-0.3%) mild steel that
can be welded and forged by a smith into steel products (such as
weapons with carbon content in the range of 0.5-1%) after
removing the intermixed slag by hammering. Bronson (1999: 191)
points out that remelting brittle iron in fining furnaces (炒爐)
could produce low-carbon iron on a massive scale in China.
Brittle white iron or refined (decarburized) iron can be
formed into secondary ingots for trade. A foundry can fabricate
finished objects by casting or forging iron ingots smelted or
refined elsewhere.
Bronson (1999: 190) states: “it is difficult to find a single
device or concept used in early Chinese iron-making that is shared
with any other country. … It is hard to find a single specific
process or item of metallurgical equipment that was used by early
Chinese iron-makers and by iron-makers elsewhere in Eurasia.”

slag impurities” in the forging-welding
process. The final product was either

IRON-MAKING BY BLOOMERY FURCAE ELSEWHERE

low-carbon (C≤0.1%) wrought iron or

The rest of the world, including Manchuria and the
Korean Peninsula, produced low-carbon (=wrought) sponge-like,
not molten, iron (海綿鐵) in bloomery furnaces (塊鐵爐), also
using charcoal, but on a much smaller scale. One may say that the
rest of the world had adopted “the direct process” of producing
low-carbon iron without the economies of scale, with carbon
being put into the iron, ex-post facto, to make either forged or
cast final products. Wagner (2008: 89) notes: “In a bloomery
furnace wood or charcoal is burned, producing a temperature
around 1200-1300°C. …Roasted iron ore…is added to this fire.

medium-carbon steel. The repeated
heating-hammering process turned iron
into steel by absorbing enough carbon.
Wang (1982: 127) notes that “The
hammering process not only forged the
metal into the desired shape; it also
reduced the … impurities and alloyed
them evenly with the metal, thus raising
the quality of the steel produced.”
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… [The thermodynamic conditions for these reactions are … In
this range very little carbon can enter the iron.] … the slag, most
of which melts and flows to the bottom of furnace. …The
resulting small pieces of iron, which are never molten, sinter
together to make a sponge-like mass of iron and slag called the
bloom. This is removed and hammered on an anvil to force out as
much as possible of the slag.” Hammering the bloomery iron on
an anvil squeezed the slag out like water from a sponge, and
quench-hardening (淬 the process of removing it from the fire of
the forging hearth 鍛冶爐 and putting it into water) carburize
and harden the object. 5 The low-carbon (under 2%) iron cannot
be cast except at extremely high temperatures. Using a remelting
furnace (鎔解爐), however, the bloomery iron could also be
carburized and then cast or forged into a finished object; or
formed into secondary semi-finished iron ingots of more
workable and transportable sizes for commercial transactions. A
foundry can fabricate mild or pure steel objects by forging with a
hammer the bloomery iron smelted elsewhere and brought in the
form of blooms or more refined (caburized) iron bars.
In the Korean Peninsula, the bloomery sponge iron was
often remelted in a small melting furnace, applying limestone,
shell, or bones to let iron take up carbon and lower the melting
point, and then “cast” into a finished object or semi-finished ironsteel bars using sandy-clay molds (鎔范).6 In South Asia, Kenoyer
and Miller (1999: 123) observe, “the remelting … to produce
secondary or refined ingots [was] also a common intermediary
stage between the production of the original smelting ingot and
the final fabricated or cast object. This secondary ingot
production is undertaken for one or more reasons: to remove
slaggy impurities left in the original smelting ingots; to break up
large smelting ingots into more workable or transportable ingots;
to form metal alloys; and/or to melt down metal scrap. … [M]uch
of the archeological evidence for [re]melting (and casting)
resembles the evidence for smelting [original bloomery iron], i.e.,
the presence of crucibles, kilns, slag, and metal ingots. However,
careful analysis of these objects, particularly identification of the
types of slags present, usually allows differentiation of these
processes.” 7
According to Bronson (1999: 185), “bloomery slags are
easily distinguished from blast furnace slags due to their high iron

High Iron Content of the Bloomery Slags

A.5.1. Forging-furnace wall pieces (鍛

冶爐壁片top) and slags (bottom) from
the Jang-an-ri (Kyunggi-do) foundry
site. The low-carbon (wrought) spongy
iron produced in a bloomery furnace
was refined using a small forging
furnace and hammering to expel the
slag impurities. In China, high-carbon
(cast) brittle white iron produced in a
blast furnace was cast into molds or
decaburized in a cupola furnace.
Decaburized iron can be hammered but
does not leave slag in the forging
process. See Barnes (2007a: 65-7)
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Scale Economies of the Blast Furnace

6

7

See Barnes (2007a: 66-7).

According to Kenoyer and Miller

(1999: 126-7), “the presence of cast
objects and no molds could be taken as
an indicator of importation of finished
metal products [instead of secondary
ingots], but this seems unlikely. …Two
techniques using sand or sandy clay
molds are sand casting and lost model
casting, both of which leave almost no
archeological traces. … Cast semifinished objects…also would be
subsequently worked to form the
finished object.”

A.5.2. Iron axe-head (top) cast in mold;
(middle & bottom) forged.
Korean Peninsula
8

Barnes (ibid: 66) states that there is

content. They can also be distinguished from finery slags, with
which they have nearly identical chemical compositions, by the
fact that they [slags] tend to be found in large quantities. Massive
deposits of high-iron bloomery slag occur at many early
ironmaking sites in Europe, Africa, and South and Southeast Asia.
One finds it hard to believe that such deposits could have
remained unnoticed in China if bloomeries had ever been used
there in significant numbers. … [A]rcheologists have not been
able to find a single example of an actual bloomery, from the
Warring States or any other period. … [T]here are no reports of
ancient bloomery slags” in China.
The bloomery iron carburized by hammering and
forging and the white iron decarburized in a fining furnace are,
according to Bronson (1999: 184), “identical in terms of structure
and chemistry,” and are distinguishable. It is impossible to tell
whether “wrought-iron artifacts” were made of carburized
“bloomery iron or from iron which had been fined” from highcarbon white brittle iron, says Wagner (2008: 137-8).8
Blast furnaces are up to 10 meters high. Unlike
bloomery-smelting, blast-furnace-smelting has tremendous
economies of scale. Bronson (1999: 182-3) notes that “the
Chinese iron industry continued to be dominated by large-scale
private enterprises until 117 BCE, when a policy of government
monopoly of iron production was inaugurated,” and further notes
that four early Han-period blast furnace sites (with diameters of
one to two meters) were excavated together with huge cupola
fining furnaces in northern Henan province. Bronson further
notes that, “in the kingdom of Yan, near modern Beijing, several
sites have proved to be quite rich in iron…where iron tools have
been found in workshop [foundry] as well as in the…mass burial
(ibid: 183).” Xinglong County where iron tools have also been
found is believed to be the site of an official iron foundry of the
ancient Yan government (ibid: 182).

uncertainty whether a final forged
product found from a foundry site in
Japan was made from low-carbon
(wrought) bloomery iron-steel ingots
imported from the Korean Peninsula, or
was made from the Chinese malleable
(decarburized) high-carbon iron ingots.

IRON PRODUCTION IN EUROPE VS. CHINA

Until Medieval times, iron was produced in Europe on a
small scale in thousands of villages using the bloomery-smelting
method. Iron artifacts were the work of a blacksmith. Wagner had
contended that iron smelting in blast furnaces began in South
China (Wu-Chu states) sometime before the beginning of the fifth
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century BCE, and from there it spread to the rest of the Zhou
Empire. Wagner (2008: 88) now states that: “If iron-smelting
technology came to China from the West, then the first iron
smelting in China must have been done in bloomeries rather than,
as few writers, including myself, have assumed, in blast furnaces.”
There is, however, no archeological evidence that the bloomery
smelting technique was ever used in mainland China. Rather, for
small-scale iron production, a small blast furnace was used in
China (ibid: 86).
The iron-production technology of Roman Europe,
Wagner (2001: 88) states, “encouraged small-scale localized
production, and a direct consequence of this was that iron was
never politically or financially interesting to the state. In China,
one consequence of a technology which gives significant
economies of scale was that a powerful state took a direct interest
in iron production and thereby further increased its economic and
political power.”
In 81 BCE, shortly after the death of Wudi, a debate
about the state monopolies was called at the Han court between
the Legalist officials and a group of Confucian literati. A record
of this debate, the Discourse on Salt and Iron (Yantielun 鹽鐵論), was
compiled between 81-49 BCE. The records, translated by Wagner
(2008: 180), reveal both the positive and negative aspects of the
economies-of-scale-cum-state-monopoly-production that are
readily understood by modern-day economists (surely by the
Soviet era economists): the government has “taken of the salt and
iron industries, so that usage would be unified and prices
equalized, to the benefit of the common people and the public
and private inerests. … The iron implements cast by the State are
mostly ‘large implements’; they fill quotas rather than provide the
necessities of the people. Earlier, when foundrywork and saltboiling were permited to the people on the payment of a selfassessed tax…implements were practical and suitable for use.
Today the iron implements produced by the State are mostly
crude and coarce.” 9
IRON-MAKING IN THE KOREAN PENINSULA

Wagner (2008: 98) states: “it is very important to repeat
that the first iron in Korea need not have come from China.
Scytho-Siberian influences are known in South Korea…e.g. the

Iron Production in Europe vs. mainland China

A.5.3. Seok-jang-ri Paekche ironproduction site: (top) rectangular
smelting furnace 長方形大形箱形製

鍊爐; (middle) circular smelting furnace
圓形製鍊爐; (bottom) clay blastpipe
for bellows (the hand-held air chamber
for producing current of air which can
be expanded to draw in air through a
valve and then contracted to expel the
air through the tube). Jincheon, Chungbuk 忠北 鎭川郡 德山面 石帳里
9

The Yanlielun continues: [in ancient

times] “At busy times for agricultural
activity the implements were
transported to the fields for distribution
…exchanging money and products,
grain, and new and old implements. ...
[E]veryone got what he needed. … Now
that the State has taken possession of
the sources and monopolized the trade,

Bloomery Iron Making in Korean Peninsula

implements are hard and brittle… The
responsible officers are often not at
their posts … [The common people]
must…travel far to buy implements …
Salt and iron are sold at high prices …
When the Iron Offices are unable to sell
their implements, they sometimes
iliiegally make forced sales to the
people.” Wagner (2008: 181-2)

A.5.4. Iron ingots and bars excavated
from the Sarari site (慶州 舍羅里) and
other sites (not shown) in the Korean
Peninsula and Japanese Islands.
10

A (6.4 meters long and 6.0 meters

wide) hole was dug underground, the
bottom was layered with clay and
charcoal, and then two furnaces (the
large one for the first stage of ironsmelting 鍊爐 and the small one for
the next stage of resmelting 鎔解)
were installed on top of the layers. The
round-shaped clay furnace (圓形竪爐)
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Ipsil-ni (入室里) site, Kyungju (慶州), dated to the late 3rd century
BCE… The best evidence on the actual technology of iron
smelting in early Korea seems to be the bloomeries used in later
times in Japan; this technology is generally assumed to have been
imported from Korea. …One of these…excavated in Fukuoka, is
fascinating; for it appears to show an odd type of bloomery which
might be an early ancestor of the traditional Japanese tatara (踏鞴)
furnace. It is dated 7th to 8th century, and if this is indeed a
bloomery it may be the earliest so far excavated and published
anywhere in East Asia. It shows that bloomeries were in use in
early times in the Korea-Japan area. Its peculiar construction may
have been developed in Korea or Japan in response to the
technical problems caused by the use of ironsand ore; such
problems have been observed in 18th-century American
bloomeries and in 20th-century Chinese traditional dwarf blast
furnaces [2-3 meters high].”
Seven Paekche sites of various iron-making furnaces,
that include bloomery smelting furnaces (both round and boxtype 圓形/箱形製鍊爐), were excavated in 1994-5 at Seok-jang-ri
(石帳里 Jin-cheon, Chung-buk), and dated from the third to the
fourth centuries. Iron ax-head mold pieces (鐵斧范芯片) and
remains of slag were found around the melting furnaces (鎔解爐),
while forged iron pieces (鍛造剝片) were found around the
forging hearths (鍛冶爐). Limestone and calcific materials such as
animnal bones and clamshells were used as a solvent to reduce the
melting point. 10 The fact that furnaces for smelting and
resmelting, as well as forging hearths, are all found at the same
sites suggests that some sort of proto-integrated-steel-mills existed
at Seok-jang-ri, and that the iron-making, processing, and forging
were well established as an industry in Paekche as early as the
third and fourth centuries.
The remains of Seok-jang-ri sites show that the so-called
“uniquely Japanese” iron-making technology adopted later in the
Japanese Islands was in fact identical to the old Paekche method
discovered at these sites. Leonard Lynn (KEJ, 1983: 7.348) has
noted that the idea of using hand bellows in iron-making in Japan
was brought from Korea. The iron-making process in the
Japanese Islands apparently was not “introduced from China [the
land of blast furnace] by way of Korea” (the most favorite
expression used by the Japanese scholars), but was brought
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directly from Paekche that had adopted the bloomery technique.
According to Di Cosmo (2002: 72), a rich inventory of
iron items including knives, daggers, and armor dating to the
ninth century BCE were found along the Amur River, and “there
are indications that relations existed between Transbaikalia and the
Chinese northeast, possibly following the ancient routes of
communication through the forests of Manchuria and on the
large waterways that run north to south: the Songhua, Non’ni, and
Liao Rivers.” The bloomery wrought-iron culture of Manchuria
and the Korean Peninsula may have arrived through the gently
sloping section of the Greater Xing’an Range, and/or following
the waterways connecting the Amur and Nen rivers. 11
As Farris (1998: 73) says, since “iron sand was
discovered in Japan in the sixth century,” the iron-smelting dates
from no earlier than 500 CE. Prior to the sixth century, bloomery
iron, imported from Paekche and the Kaya states, could be refined
through hammering (to expel the slag impurities), and fashioned
into weapons and implements. From the old Kaya sites on the
southern Korean coast, small bloomery furnaces (for wrought
iron) have been found and dated to the first and second centuries
BCE or even to the third to fourth centuries BCE by the presence
of early Yayoi-type pottery. 12 The Dongyi-zhuan (in the Weishu of
Sanguozhi) records that the Pyun-han people in the southeastern
corner of the Korean Peninsula had been supplying iron ingots to
their Yayoi cousins in the Japanese Islands and also to the LelangDaifang commanderies, and all transactions in markets were
conducted with iron bar as medium of exchange.13
Barnes (2007a: 66-7) tells us that “The introduction of
forging technology [in the Japanese Islands] is attested mainly in
Western Seto, where several well-constructed forging hearths have
been excavated. Most have forging slag, so that both blooms and
ingots of iron are thought to have been imported and refined of
their impurities on site.” Nelson (1993: 174) notes that “Iron
artifacts were produced in small furnaces which have been found
along the North Han River dating to the third century BCE or
earlier. These sites are all near sources of iron.” The Nihongi
records the discovery of an iron mountain by the Paekche people
in the late fourth century, and their promise to the Yamato rulers
to ceaselessly supply the iron acquired from that mountain.14

Bloomery Iron Making in Japanese Islands

measures about one meter in diameter,
and a tap to deliver slag (排滓部) is
installed at the lower side. Both iron ore
(鐵鑛石) and iron sand (沙鐵) seem
to have been used in iron-making. See
NRICP (2001: 641-2).
11

Wagner (2008: 97) notes that “in the

Russian Maritime Province, some
scholars believe that the use of iron
was much earlier; perhaps as early as
th

the 12 century BCE. …Chard writes:
‘Iron appears in the Vladivostok area in
the eleventh to twelfth centuries BCE.’ “
Watson (1971: 44) notes that the
“movement both ethnical and cultural
between Manchuria and the Minusinsk
basin [around the Upper Yenisei River],
along the flat land of the middle Amur,
must have been easier during the
climate optimum.” It is hence possible
that the waterways connecting the
Kerulen-Argun, Onon-Shilka, Amur,
Nen, Songhua, and Liao rivers served
as an alternative avenue of
communication and diffusion of
nomadic iron metallurgy.
12

See Barnes (2001: 83-4), and also

Barnes (2007a: 66-7).
13

三國志 卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮

卑東夷傳 第三十 弁辰 傳 國出鐵
韓濊倭皆從取之 諸市買皆用鐵 如
中國用錢 又二供給二郡
14

神功 攝政五十二年 久氐等…曰

臣國以西有水源 出自谷那鐵山…便
取是山鐵以永奉聖朝 (NI: 359)
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Liangshu (梁書 History of Liang, 502-57), completed by Wei Zheng (魏徵 580-643) and Yao Silian (姚思廉
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(房玄齡 578-648), Li Yanshou (李延壽 d. before 679) and others in 646-8.
Nanshi (南史 History of the Southern Dynasties, 420-589), compiled by Li Yanshou (李延壽) of Tang
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Jiu Tangshu (舊唐書 Old History of Tang, 618-907), compiled under the supervision of Liu Xu (劉昫 887946) and Zhao Ying (趙瑩) of the Shatuo Later Jin (後晉 936-46) between 940-5 on the basis of
the National History (國史 Guoshi) of Liu Fang (劉芳) and the Veritable Records (實錄 Shilu).
Xin Tangshu (新唐書 New History of Tang), edited by Ouyang Xiu (歐陽脩 1007-72) and Song Qi (宋祁
998-1061) of Northern Song (960-1127) between 1044-60 on the bases of Sinocentric [cum antiBuddhist] ideology of the Restoration of the Chinese dynasty and Confucian moral judgment.
Jiu Wudaishi (舊五代史 Old History of the Five Dynasties, 907-60), compiled under the nominal direction
of chief minister Xue Juzheng (薛居正 912-81) and the stewardship of his assistant Lu Duoxin
(934-85) between April 25, 973 and October 974 in the reign of Song Taizu (960-76).
Xin Wudaishi (新五代史 New History of the Five Dynasties, 907-60), compiled between 1036 and 1053 by
Ouyang Xiu of Northern Song. Ouyang Xiu was critical of the Jiu Wudaishi for its lack of
subjective moral judgment, and consequently it was banned by the Southern Song court in 1207.
Xin Wudaishi was translated by Richard L. Davis (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004),
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Liaoshi (遼史 History of Liao, 916-1125), compiled by 廉惠山海牙, 王沂. 徐昺, 陳繹曾 under the
supervision of Toghtō (都總裁官 丞相 托克托/Tuo Tuo 脫脫) of Yuan dynasty (1206-1368)
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Jinshi (金史 History of Jin, 1115-1234), compiled by Ouyang Xuan (翰林學士 歐陽玄 1283-1357) of the
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Songshi (宋史 History of Song, 960-1127-1279), compiled by Ouyang Xuan (總裁官 歐陽玄) and others
(鐵木兒塔識, 賀惟一, 張起巖) of the Yuan dynasty under the supervision of Prime Minister
Toghtō and Aludu in the two-and-a-half-year period between 1343-5 on the basis of various
records compiled since the reign of Khubilai Khan. Standen (2007: 178) says that, perhaps because
of the speed of compilation, it is hard to see a consistent editorial policy at work in the official
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Yuanshi (元史 History of Yuan, 1206-1368), compiled by Song Lian (宋濂)between 1368-70 in the reign of
Ming Taizu (1368-98) on the basis of Veritable Records compiled in the Yuan court.
Xin Yuanshi (新元史), compiled by Ke Shao-min (柯紹/召力忞) during the reign of Qianlong (1735-96).
Mingshi (明史 History of Ming, 1368-1644), compiled by (張廷玉) of Qing (1616-1911) between 16791735.
The above, including the New History of the Yuan dynasty (Xin Yuanshi) that is counted as the
twenty-fifth Chinese dynastic history, are regarded as the Canonical Twenty-Five Standard
Histories (二十五史/zheng shi 正史). The Provisional History of the Qing Dynasty (淸史稿),
compiled from 1914-28, may be regarded as the twenty-sixth Chinese dynastic history.
Zizhi Tongjian (資治通鑑 Comprehensive Mirror for the Advancement of Governance), a general chronicle
of Chinese history from 403 BCE to 959 CE, compiled by Sima Guang (司馬光 1019-86) with
chosen associates, under the auspices of Shenzong (神宗 r.1067-85), with the explicit aim of
moralizing historiography and providing instruction for rulers, within the specific political context
of the Northern Song court (960-1127). Beasley and Pullyblank (1961: 152) notes:
“The annalistic form which he adopted for hishistory…might…be thought retrograde in
comparison to the topical arrangement of the Standard Histories—basic annals, monographs,
tables, biographies. In practice, however, the mechanical way in which material is split up into the
various sections of the standard histories without cross references of any kind means that to get a
complete picture even of a man’s biography or of a topic treated in a monograph one must not
only look at the immediately relevant chapter but also hunt laboriously through other parts as well.
This is even more true if one is interested in seeing the course of events as a whole. By
comparison it is easier to follow a sequence of events from day to day and year to year, even
though it is often tedious to wade through irrelevant material at the same time. Moreover, Sima
Guang does to a limited extent provide connecting links---though he was far from binding events
together in a causal nexus and treating them as connected wholes, something never fully achieved
by traditional Chinese historians.” Confucius wrote the Chun Qiu (春秋 Spring and Autumn
Annals) that was the first Chinese chronological history (a month by month sketch of significant
events that had occurred during the reigns of the 12 rulers of Lu 魯, 722-479 BCE). Chuqiu
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Zuoshizhuan (春秋左氏傳) is a commentary (by 左丘明). Sima Guang, unlike Sima Qian, adopted
the chronological format (bian nian ti 編年體) of Confucius.
The dating of an event between 403 BCE and 959 CE is based
on the Zizhi Tongjian unless an alternative source is specified.
Lüshichunqiu 呂氏春秋 (Mr. Lü’s Spring and Autumn), as a young prince, the First Emperor (秦始皇帝
r.246-210 BCE) of Qin treated Lü Buwei (呂不韋), after whom the Lüshichunqiu was named, as a
second father. The essays in the book were written by Lü’s protégés, and they were meant to guide
the ruler who eventually unified China by 221 BCE.
Huai’nanzi 淮南子, a work of twenty-one essays composed by scholars at the court of Liu An (西漢 劉安),
the first king of Huai’nan, is a comprehensive account of all the knowledge the sage ruler needed
in order to govern effectively. It was presented by Liu to his nephew, Han Wudi (漢武帝 r.140-87
BCE), on a court visit in 139 BCE.
Zhenguan Zhengyao 貞觀政要 (Essentials of Government of the Zhenguan Period), compiled by Wu Jing
(吳兢) between 707-9. It embodies Taizong’s discussions with his ministers on the basic problems
of government. It was compiled by Wu Jing in the hope that the early Tang style of governance
might be restored.
Tongdian (通典 Comprehensive Canons), compiled by Du You (杜佑 735-812), et al. of Tang.
Cefu Yuangui (冊府元龜 Vestige of Successive Sovereign and Subject or Outstanding Models from the
Storehouse of Literature), compiled by Wang Qinruo (王欽若, 楊億) of Northern Song during
1005-13 in order to hand down the successive sovereign’s good examples to future generations.
Qinding Manzhou Yuanliu Kao (欽定滿洲源流考 Researches of Manchu Origins), compiled under the
supervision of Augi 阿桂, Jang Giya and Yu Minzhong by an imperial edict dated September 20,
1777, and published in 1783. The editorial staff included the Grand Councilors of Qianlong court.

Chinese words are transcribed according to:
The Contemporary Chinese Dictionary 現代漢語辭典, Chinese-English edition 漢英双語, compiled by
Dictionary Department, Institute of Linguistics, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 中國社會科學院語

言硏究所辭典編輯室, translated and edited by Bilingual Dictionary Subdivision, Linguistics & Dictionary
Division, Beijing: Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press 外國敎學與硏究出版社, 2003.
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9, 310, 314; declares Jin emperor

A

in 1115; destroys Qidan, 42, 299.
Abaoji 阿保機 (b.872/r.907-26),
founder of Liao, 129, 271-6, 279,
457; attacks Liaodong of Parhae

Aigun Treaty (1858), 394, 416.
Aisin (Golden) Gioro 愛新覺羅, 50,
365-6, 369, 371, 372, 383.

城 241-2, 248.
Anyang, last Shang capital, 76.
Argun River, 13, 64, 70, 124, 330,
331, 343, 394, 415, 470.
aristocracy, 200, 225-6; in China,

渤海之遼東, 249; drives out

Ajige 阿濟格 (1605-51), 373-4.

447; Tuoba Wei, 178, 188, 220,

Kirghiz Turks, 270; chieftain of

a-li-xi 阿里喜, assistant, 301.

(perception) 452-3; Sui-Tang, 216-

Yelü 耶律 tribe, 271; conquers

Aizong 哀宗/守緖 (r.1223-33), Jin

22, 226, 259-60, 323; semantic

Parhae, 40, 273, 457; attacks

emperor, 311.

confusion by calling the Chinese
“collaborators” as aristocrats,

Shiwei creating Mongolian force,

alphabetic scripts (writing system),

44, 272-3, 330; attacks Mongolia,

of Uighurs, Qidans, Nüzhens,

225-6; vs. meritocracy, 35-6, 216,

273, 330; offers Uighur Turks to

Mongols, and Tibetans, 272, 310,

220, 226, 260, 309, 326, 377;

reoccupy Orkhon region, 273;

337; Nüzhen scripts, 310; Hangul

rebirth by karma, 252; Korean

could speak Chinese but, 281.

in Korea, 351; important

Peninsula, 216-7, 252, 285, 289,

Abbasid dynasty, 357.
Academy, 33, 217-8, 221, Imperial

documents written in, 380, 382.

317-8, 320-2, 350. See nobility.

Altai, mountains/region, 18, 38, 58,

aristocratic rule, 36, 88, 214-5, 219,

Academy/Superior School 太學

60-1, 63-4, 100, 243, 262, 380,

323, 326, 386-7; medieval China,

(Taixue), 43, 212, 217, 284, 311,

409, 410, 416.

219-20, Sui and Tang, 35, 217-23,

449, 450; National Academy/
School of the Sons of State
(Guozixue) 國子監/學, 213, 217,
287; Chong-wen or Hong-wen
Pavilions 崇文/弘文館, 217;

Altaic, languages (speech), 17, 18,
24, 64, 70, 75, 136, 389-90.
Altan Khan, nomadic name for Jin
emperor, 331.
Amur River, Black Water 黑水/完水

323; demise of aristocratic rule
after Tang, 36, 220, 226-7, 260,
281, 324; hereditary succession to
office by Liao aristocracy, 278; in
Korean Peninsula, 252-3, 285,

School of the Four Gates (Sixue)

/室建河/黑龍江, 61, 64, 69, 70,

321-3, 326, 350, 411; in Nüzhen

四學, 217-8, 284; students

124, 298-300, 330, 332, 366, 384,

Jin, 43, 303; similarity & difference

exempt from prefectural exams,

415-6; 混同江 亦號黑龍江, 297;

between China and Korea, 323-6;

basin, 71; iron products, 470.

hereditary banner nobles of Qing,

218; Hanlin Academy 翰林院,
389, 395-6; Hanlin Academy

Anatolia, 357-8, 462-3, 464.

48; conquest elite in Qing, 387-8;

Compilers 編修 under Qianlong,

An Lushan 安錄山 (d.757) 122,

final days of Qing, 36, 386-7.

49, 375-6, 389; Qing compilers

245-6, 255; - and Shi Siming

had to learn Manchu, 49, 389; no

Rebellion (755-63), 38, 247, 255-6,

public school in Ming-Qing China,
309, 362; Koryeo, 320-1.

258, 414; Parhae territory, 247-8.
Andong Duhufu 安東都護府,

Acheson, Dean, 423-4.

Protectorate-General to Pacify the

administration. See governance.

East, 243-5.

agriculture, 73; agricultural
revolution, 26, 87.

Anglo-Japanese Alliance (1902-23),
421.

Aryans, 100; Yuezhi people, 95;
Turco-Mongol genetic impact, 463.
Asana 阿史那, -Turks, 63, 243,
261.
Ashi River 阿什/安出虎水
(Anchuhu), 298-9, 313, 315.
assimilation (tonghua 同化) , 14,
16, 382, 387, 437; policy in China,

Aguda 阿骨打 (b.1068/r.1113-23),

Anle, princess 安樂公主, 253, 254.

20, 404, 437-8; Mughal, 21; the

founder of Jin, 42, 290, 292, 298-

An-shi Fortress (Yingzheng’zi) 安市

Tuoba, 191; myth, 280, 310-2;
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Abaoji Could speak Chinese but--,

73, 95, 101, 115, 123-4, 131, 140,

281. See Sinicization.

176, 238, 281, 338, 351-2, 362,

Austric (Austroasiatic) language, 745.

365, 373-4, 376, 381, 388-9;
398, 402, 405, 423; old Jicheng

Avars, identified with Rouran, 62-3,
163, 261.

薊城, 115; Liulihe site, 137; Yuan

Nüzhen Jin, 300-1.
Bolsheviks (Majority/Russian
Communist Party), 405, 427.
bondservant 包衣/家奴 (Booi), 22,
368, 369.

capital Dadu 大都, 339, 345-6;

Borodin, Mikhail (1884-1951), 403.

official in Beijing 龍門, 395;

bound retainers 部曲. See buqu.

Yuan emperor, 346-8; destroys

Gevoner-General of Zhili 直隷總

Boxer Rebellion 義和團 (1898-

the Ming army 348.

督, 397; occupation by British in

Ayusiridara (r.1370-8), first Northern

1860 & by Allied Forces in 1900,
399. See Jicheng and Yanjing.

B

Beijing Treaty (1860), 394, 395, 397,
Babur (1483-1530), 341.

416.

Baikal Lake, 18, 58, 61, 409.

1901), 383, 401-3, 420.
Brave Battalions 勇營 (yong-ying),
army system was sinicized, 396
Bronze Age, 113, early, 66; Upper
Xiajiadian, 67, 112, 115, 137;

beile, 365, 368.

Korean Peninsula, 68, 112, 114;

Balkhash, lake, 61, 293, 409, 462.

Beiyang Army 北洋新軍, 400, 403.

mainland China, 74-6, 78; western

Ban Chao 班超 (33-102), 99.

Bering, Vitus, 415-6.

world, 103, 113, 464.

Ban Gu 班固 (32-92), appraisal of

Bian Qiang 邊牆. See Ming pale.

Han policy toward Xiongnu, 102-3.
Ban Yong 班勇, 99.
Ban Zhao 班昭 (45-114),

bipolar approach, 14, 15, 22, 26;
bipolar world, 52; interactions, 87-

Ban

Gu’s sister, 455.
banner garrisons (Manchu Cities/

8; balanced partnership, 97.
Black Qidan. See Western Liao.
Blackwater-Mohe 黑水靺鞨

bronze dagger, broad 琵琶形 or
narrow 細形 bladed, 24, 64, 69,
112-3, 114, 138-40.
bronze mirror 銅鏡, 112, 140.
Buddha (c.563-483 BCE),
bodhisattva (Wisdom-Being) 54,

Tartar Quarters), 47, 379-80, 413,

(Heishui), 246-7, 290, 297, 298,

339, 437, Manjusri (bodhisattva of

386-7; Beijing, 22; replacements,

385; fighting for Koguryeo, 236-7;

compassion and wisdom), 54,

for Koryeo, 285.

382; bodhisattva Maitreya,

379, 414; died loyally, 385-7.
banner system. See Eight Banners.
bannermen 旗人, 380, 396; banner

blast furnace 高爐, mass

Tathāgata, 183, 457; cakravartin

production of cast iron, 77-8, 464-

(reincarnated line of spiritual

soldiers, 93, 367, 369; Old Way,

5; in Yan and mainland China,

descent), 183, 339; Buddha

50, 381-2; minimum learning of

122-4, 464, 467.

incarnate/reincarnate, 31, 50, 383;

Confucian classics, 49, 375;

bloomery 塊鐵爐, wrought iron,

special institutions, 375; banner

464-7; Scythians/Korean

families in Manchuria, 376, 412-4;

Peninsula, 123-4, 468-70;

burial, 379; died loyally, 385-7.

Japanese Islands, 469-70; small

Battle of Fei River 淝水大戰, 159-

scale in Roman Europe, 468.

images of Tuoba rulers, 183, 1879; bodhisattva and cakravartin,
279; Red Turbans, 347.
Buddhism, 95, 99, 211, 322; Former
and Later Yan, 182, 228; Northern

Bodhisattva. See Buddha.

Wei promotes, 30-1, 53, 181-3,

Batu (r.1227-55), 333, 356-7, 414.

Bohai, bay, 65. See Parhae.

images in Wei caves, 39-40, 187-

beatings, corporal punishment,

Bo-jang 寶藏王 (r.642-68), last

60.

flogging, 235, 304, 362.
Beijing 北京 (Yanjing), 22, 39, 66,

9; émigré regimes in South China,

Koguryeo king, 237, 243, 245.

183-4; Sui-Tang, 34-6, 38-9, 218,

Bojin 孛菫, hereditary headman in

227-8, 229; Sui-Tang rulers relied
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on Buddhist ideology to enhance

Cao Cao’ Wei 曹操魏 (220-65), 29,

their legitimacy, 35-6, 228-9;

82, 102, 126-7, 131, 148, 177,

Confucian historians regard

205, 214, 414, 449, 450;

Buddhist periods as shameful

Buddhism, 229.

Chaoyang 朝陽, 132, 136, 148,
162, 238, 246. See also Yingzhou.
Chen 陳 (557-89), population, 161,
235; conquered by Sui, 234.

chapters of Chinese history, 229;

Cao Xueqin 曹雪芹(1715-63), 369.

Chen Liang 陳亮 (1143-94), 284.

curves excesses of Buddhists,

Cathay (Kitaia,Cathaia), Qidan, 274.

Chen She/Sheng 陳涉/勝 (d.208

183, 279-80; loci of Buddhist art,

Cefu Yuan-kui 冊府元龜, Li Shimin

200; rebirth based on karma and

on the woman ruler of Silla, 458-9.

BCE), 79.
Cheng Yi 程頤 (1033-1107), and
his elder brother Cheng Hao 程

aristocracy, 252; Korea, 251, 285,

Celtic Migrations, (c.400-178 BCE),

286, 305, 321-2, 340, 349-50, 411;

86, 103-7, 162, 167; invasion of

顥 (1032-85), 283, 308; “the clan

was an imperial religion in Liao,

Italy, 104-6; sacking Rome, 105.

system and hereditary ministers of

41, 279-80; civilized concomitant

center versus periphery, 14.

Tang were in accord with heaven’s

of sharmaism in Western Liao,

Central China 中國, central region

pattern” 天理, 226-7; advocated

294; Western Xia, 459, 461; Song,
284, 285; Jin, 43, 305-6; Yuan,
339; Qing, protector of Buddhism,
50, 54, 372, 383; Tibetan Lama,

of China, 76-7. See Zhong’guo.
Chaghadai (c.1185-1242), second
son of Chinggis, 342, 346, 356,
358.

244-5, 461; Tibetan Buddhism

Chahar Mongols, 370.

among the Mongols, 50, 339, 372,

Chang’an 長安 (Xi’an 西安), 32,

410, 383; attacked by Chinese

72, 93, 146-7, 158, 161, 181, 191,

ministers, 227, 228, 285; Later

193-4, 210, 219, 221, 227, 240,

Zhou, 269; Buddhist ideology of

266, 374, 460; capitals, 73-4, 235;

compassion and wisdom, 228;

Tibetan-Turkic kingdoms, 74;

shamanism, 358.

abandoned, 258; banner soldiers,

buqu 部曲 (bound retainers), 196,
448-9, 451-2.
bureaucracy, Chinese-style 以漢治

漢策, 16, 17; Tang, 221-2. See
governance.
Byzantine Empire, 163, 164, 168.
See East Roman Empire.

387.
Changchun 長春, 407. See Xinjing.
Changle, princess of Western Wei

長樂公主, 63.
Chang-su 長壽王 (r.413-91),
Koguryeo king, 135, 186-7, 236.
Changsun Daosheng 長孫道生,
173, 185, 209.
Changsun Moji 長孫無忌 (d.659),

C

210, 242.
Cai Yong 蔡邕 (133-92), 100, 102.
Cakravartin. See Buddha.
caliph, 462.
cannon, Portuguese-style artillery,
373.

Changsun Sheng 長孫晟 (551609), 208-9.
Changsun (Tuoba) Song 嵩, 173,
185, 208.
Changsun Zhi 長孫稚, 193-4.

well-field system, 448.
Cheng-Zhu Daoxue 程朱道學,
283, 308-9, 324-5, 363, 401. See
Neo-Confucianism.
Chengtian, Liao Empress Dowager

承天皇太后 (942-1009), 457.
Chengtian 普速完/承天太后
(r.1164-77), empress of Western
Liao, 458.
Chengzong 成宗, Borzigin Temur,
th

Zhenjin’s third son, 6 Yuan
emperor (r.1294-1307), 342-3.
Cheong-cheon River 淸川江, 118,
120, 133-4, 138; narrow-bladed
bronze dagger, 113.
Chifeng 赤峯, 65-6, 114, 132, 1389; definition of Chifeng region, 66;
Upper Xiajiadian copper mines,
67-8, 139; Koguryeo fort, 242.
Chinese bannermen 漢軍旗人,
Liaodong Han Chinese Banner,
2, 47-8, 372-4, 378; appointed as
officials, 47, 374-5; considered…
racial renegades, 372; considered
…Manchu, 383; weeding-out
and enrolled in Manchu banners,
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380-1; intermarriages permitted,

349, 351, 354-5, 365, 367; Ming

Manchus successfully co-opt

48, 383; language, 12, 387-90.

as Neo-Confucian ideal, 356; pro-

Chinese civilization/culture, 13, 50,

Ming, anti-Nüzhen policy, 54, 367;

54, 91; soldierless,18; “traditional

relation with Qing, 54, 365-7, 398,

Han adviser 漢人謀主, 100; what

China,” 281.

400; annexed by Japan, 420-1;

they had in mind (excuse), 150;

Sea of Chosun 朝鮮海 (Sea of

Murong Hui genuinely

Korea/Japan), 443.

appreciated, 151; Pei Yi’s

Chinese imperial (dynastic) history,
37, 230.
Chinese language, 76. See TibetoChinese language, and Mandarin.
Chinese people, Chinese identity,
19, 409; soldierless civilization,
18; militarization, 50-1, 381; true
Chinese, 20, 394; redefined, 438.
Chinese words, transcription, 498.
Chinggis Khan (r.1206-27), Borzigin
Temujin, 13, 15, 25-6, 39, 44-6,

the Mongols, 46-7, 370-2.
collaborator, 30, 222, 223-4, 225;

Chu 楚, 75, 79; iron, 467.

conquest plan for Murongs, 153;

Chul-mun pottery 櫛文土器. See

called aristocrats, 225-6; Cui Hao

comb-patterned pottery.
Chun, prince 醇親王/赫譞, 397,
459.
Chung-hye 忠惠王/禎 (r.1330-32/

advises Tuoba Si not to reveal
numerical inferiority, 175; Li Anshi
advises Xiaowen’di to implement
Equal Field system, 451-2; local

1339-44), Koryeo king, 341, 342,

landed-gentry in Tuoba Wei, 178-

346.

9, 189; Chinese elites were willing,

Chung-seon 忠宣王/璋 (r.1298.1-

225, 276; “unbounded loyalty,”

130, 270, 273, 294, 331-5, 338-9,

1298.8/1308-13), Koryeo king,

277; prominent collaborators, 278;

342, 356, 370, 414; implies, 332;

321, 322, 341, 342-5.

incentives, 178; proportions of

Chung-suk 忠肅王/燾 (r.1313-30,

Chinese high officials in conquest

appellation, 60, 332; forebears,

1332-39), Koryeo king, 341, 342,

dynasties, 179-80, 191, 195, 220,

331; co-opts Turks, calling them

345.

373-4; Yan Zhitui, 223; limited

dies, 339, 461, 463; “Mongolian”

Mongols, 333; attended Jin court,

Chung-yul 忠烈王/諶/昛 (b.1236/

influence, 179-80, 224-5; high-

44, 334; heirs/descendants, 46,

r.1274-98/1298.8-1308), Koryeo

sounding titles, 278-9; collaborator

346, 356-8, 370-1; transformed

king, 320, 341, 342-3.

-cum-aristocracy replaced by

into a Chinese hero by PRC, 438.
Choe Yeong 崔瑩 (1316-88),
Koryeo general, 347, 348, 349.
Chosun, Jizi (Kija) Chosun 箕子朝

鮮 (c.1045-108 BCE), 25, 69, 81,

Chunqiu 春秋, 87-8, 102. See
Spring and Autumn.
Churchill, Winston (1874-1965) 421,
429.
Cixi 慈禧/西太后 (1835-1908),

meritocracy in Song, 36, 281-2,
326; prominent collaborator
families disappear with the fall of
Tang, 36, 226-7, 266, 323-4;
conquerors and conquered, 189;

90, 114-6, 118-9, 121-2, 129, 140;

Empress Dowager, 51, 378, 397,

partnership of conquerors and

arrogated kingship, 115; area,

398, 399, 401, 459.

Chinese officialdom, 378, 388,

131; Wudi conquers, 97, 119-20,
134, 372; Yemaek 穢貉 Chosun,
71, 121, 138, 125, 237, 271.
Chosun (1392-1910) 朝鮮, dynasty,

climate change, 59, 60, 86, 105,
144.
coalition-building, ability (to co-opt),
19, 53, 290-1, 333; a pliable frame

25, Koryeo-Chosun ruling class,

of mind that the Chinese or the

322-6; founded on Neo-Confucian

Pen/Insular peoples were unable

ideal, 350, 354-5, 411; saved from

to readily assimilate, 18-9; Qidans

Japanese invasion by Ming, 53,

and Nüzhens fail to-, 44, 312-3;

395; Roman Empire, 167-8, 177;
Mongols, 336-8; in Qing, 48-9,
373-4.
comb-patterned (Chul-mun 櫛紋)
pottery, incised, 65-6, 113-4.
Comintern (Third International of
Communist Party), 403, 405.
Commodore Perry, 420.
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compatriots, guoren 國人, 30, 179.

disputes,” 438. See coalitionbuilding (ability to co-opt).

Compendium of Genealogies. See
Shizuzhi.

co-opt, ability to, 19, 34, 53-4. See
coalition building ability.

Confucianism, 30, 450; Han made a
state orthodoxy, 91; denounced,

Cossacks, 414-6.

20; revival in Song strengthens

Council of Deliberative Princes and

the sense of Chineseness, 41;

Ministers (Yizheng’wang dachen

Confucian honeypot, 49, 377;

huiyi) 議政王大臣會議, 380.

ingrained with concept of Chinese

See also Grand Council.

superiority, 181; Northern Wei,

council of tribal chieftains, the
Nüzhens, 304.

182; Guo Wei of Later Zhou, 269;

454; Daoist priests ordered to
become Buddhist monks, 200.
Daozong (r.1055-1101) 道宗, Liao
emperor, 279, 280.
Darmabala 塔刺麻八刺, Zhenjin’s
second son, 342, 344-5.
darughachi 達魯花赤, supervising
governor, 336, 347.
dating of events, 12, 22, 498.
Datong 大同, 95, 274, 281.
Daxingcheng, 260. See Chang’an.

Liao rulers pay lip service, 279;

Cui Chang 處士 崔昌, 33, 204-5.

Dayan Khan (1460-1521?), 370.

Confucian exam-indoctrination in

Cui family of Boling 博陵崔, 178-

Deguang, Yelü, 耶律德光/堯骨

Song, 282-3, Ming, 362-3, Qing,

80, 197, 215, 221, 224; some

(r.926-47), Liao Taizong, Abaoji’s

377-8; appropriates Buddhism,

followed Yuwen Tai, 223; many

second son, 40, 274, 277, 278,

284; Zhu Xi decried Sui-Tang

ended career as county officials,

279, 281, 457; defeats Later Tang

225.

forces and obtain Sixteen

Confucianism, 307; essence, 308;
Koryeo and Chosun, 321-2, 323,

Cui Hao 崔浩 (381-450), adviser to
Tuoba Si and Tao, 175-7, 452-3.

326; Confucian ideology on
Mandate and Virtue, 36, 228;
legitimation of Qing rule, 49, 54;

Czarist Russia, 25, 51, 379, 394,
414-6, 420.

applicable, 437.
15-6, 52-3, 259, 261, 275, 325,

Dae-nyung River 大寧江, 118, 1334, 139.
Dai 代, 62, 160, 175, 194, 208; in
Shiji, 77, 88-9, 95, 120-1; Tuoba

(Lattimore) 18, 42; reality of

Gui, 173.

barbarian interlude, 14; co-opt
(ability to), 18-9; art of conquest,
42; conquerors spoke --, 210-1,
282-3, 388; Liao performance,
291; influence on Song and Ming,

Korea (North Korea). See DPRK.

Kuan Yew, 436.

370; emergence of a leader
conquest dynasties, 19; native/

Democratic People’s Republic of

20, 405; heard a lecture from Lee

D

political order, 51, 395; universally
conquest dynasties 征服王朝, 13,

Kaifeng, 268.

Deng Xiaoping 鄧小平 (1904-97),

acting a Confucian monarch, 382;
Taipings attack Confucian socio-

prefectures, 267-8; entered

Daifang Commandery 帶方郡, 102,
120, 126-7, 130-1, 149.
Daizong 代宗 (r.762-79), Tang
emperor, 247.
Daling River 大凌河, 131, 136, 138;
likely candidate of Pei River, 120.

Deng Yuan 鄧淵, Han Chinese,
establishes full bureaucratic
system for Tuoba Gui, 176, 177.
descent from heaven motif, Murong
-Xianbei and Koguryeo, 130.
Di 狄/氐, tribes, 74, 76-7, 88, 102,
159; originated from Rong-Di 戎

狄, 159-60; 198.
Di Li Tu 地理圖, 118-9, 136, 442.
diarchy (parallel positions), 387.
Ding, food containers, 68.

Damaqun Mountains 大馬群山, 72.

Dodo 多鐸 (1614-49), 373-4.

successful Conquest dynasty,

Dangxiang 党項, tribes, 460.

dolmen, 25, 113-4.

387; “invasions” for conquest

Daoguang 道光 (r.1821-50), 384.

Dolon Nor assembly, 409.

redefined by PRC as “internal

Daoism 道敎, Daoist, 181-2, 228,

Dong Kou Wai 東口外, vernacular

312; Qing was the most
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term for Manchuria, 70.

Dual System (of governance), 53-4;

Eastern Barbarians, See Dongyi.

Dong Zhuo 董卓 (d.192), 126.

以漢治漢策, 16, 325; innovation

Eastern Han, see Later Han.

Dongbei 東北. See Northeast.

of Murong Yan, 28, 29, 152-4, 174;

Eastern Hu, See Donghu.

Dongdan 東丹國, Eastern Qidan

Tuoba Wei, 29-30, 174-80; Sui-

Eastern Jin 東晉 (317-420), Sima

Tang, 34; a unique feature

Rui, 147; Murong Hui sends

Donghu (Eastern Hu) 東胡, Donghu

portrayed by Gao Huan, 184; Liao

envoy, 151; Fu Jian, 159; Liu Yu,

Xianbei, 14, 15, 25-7, 69-70, 89-

with dual government, 40, 277-8;

90, 108, 114-8, 131-2, 136;

Western Liao, 293-4; Chinese

characterized by cattle-breeding,

were not misgoverned, 280; the

70; first appear, 62; Rourans, 63;

principle that guided dual

language, 70; subjugation of, 80-

administration, 294; no need for

630/682-741), - empires, 16, 37-9,

1, 94, 121; Li Mu of Zhao, 89;

Northern Government in Jin, 43,

193-4, 270; unifies Mongolian

threw off the Xiongnu control, 81,

302-3; crippled by Mongols, 45,

steppe, 63, 234, 237-8, 254, 261-

99; Qin Kai, 116; ancestor of all

336-8; Qing, 47-50, 369-70, 374-

2, 330; marriage alliances with

western Manchurian tribes, 334.

State, 273.

161.
Eastern Mongols, 53, 351, 370-1,
409-10.
Eastern Turks 東突厥 (552-

8; gentry-scholars were backbone

Northern Zhou and Sui, 64; 261-2;

Donghu Yan, 122.

of Qing bureaucracy, 395;

subjugated by Tang, 219, 229,

Dongyi (Eastern Barbarians) 東夷,

evolution, 53; Turkic military

14, 15, 69, 72, 114-5, 131, 136.

machine and Persian

Dorgon 多爾袞 (1612-50), 373-4;
orders the Chinese to shave

administrative system, 463.
Duan Xianbei, 段, 128, 148-9, 151;
marriages with the Murong family,

foreheads, 374; jinshi exam, 375.
Dou Jiande 竇建德 (573-621),

148, 155; crushed by Murong,
154.

Xianbei descent, 219.

241; revolt, 262.
Eastern Wei 東魏 (534-50), 31,
193; Sinicized (“Chinese state”),
195-7.
Eastern Zhou (770-256 BCE), 76,
overthrown by Qin, 91.
egg conception motif, 75.

Dou Yi 竇毅 (518-82), 208.

Dugu Xin 獨孤信(d.557), 33, 193-4,

DPRK (Democratic People’s

205, 207, 209; daughters, 455; the

53; Nurhachi, 46, 367; every

Dugu, 259.

Manchu, 368-9; society on a

Republic of Korea), North Korea,

Eight Banners 八旗, system, 42,

422, 424-7, 430-1, 433; DPRK-

Duke Shao. See Shaogong.

permanent wartime footing, 369;

supporter underground in South

Dunhua 敦化, 247.

Manchu, 46-7, 301, 368; Mongols,

Korea, 426; Nation of the Sun

Dunhuang 敦煌, 73, 101, 176, 207,

47, 371-2, 383, 409-10; Han

King -- a class society, 434-5;

461; clan lists discovered, 226.

Chinese 47, 372-3, 380-1, 383;

impoverished but armed with

Dushan, 70.

garrisons, 379; banner population,

nuclear weapons, 435.

dynastic cycle model, 14.

22, 373, 378-9, 386; reputation of

Dream of Red Chamber 紅樓夢,
369.

invincibility lost, 385, 394-6.
E

eight-legged essay style 八股文

East Roman Empire, Byzantine,

Eight Pillars of State 八柱國, 34,

droughts, east-west migrations, 144,
162; two high points, 251.
Du Fu 杜甫 (712-70), 215.
Du Ruhui 杜如晦 (585-630), 224.
dual official languages, Qing, 49.

(ba-gu-wen), 376-7.
165-8, 262, 462-3.
East to West Movement, in east,
144-5; in west, 162.

194, 198, 207.
Eisenhower, Dwight, 429, 430.
émigré families 僑民, 147-8.
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émigré regime, in South China, 147,

emphasize poetry, 35, 215,

Fan Ye 范曄 (398-446), 103, 132.
Fang Xuan-ling 房玄齡 (579-648),

148, 150, 161, 163, 168, 220, 234;

proportion of exam graduates in

Southern Song, 306-7; military,

Tang, 35, 218, 222; social mobility

30, 453-4.

in Tang, 222, Empress Wu, 218,

Fe Ala 佛阿拉, 365, 366.

254; meritocracy in Song, 226,

Feng Ba 馮跋 (r.409-30), founder

Emperor’s Army 侍衛親軍, of Later
Jin 後晉, 16, 268.

260, 281-4, 309; Song abolishes

Emperor’s Personal Troops

recommendation requirements,

(Embroided Uniform Guard), of

41, 216-7, 283; Liao, 277, 279;

Ming, 362.

Song, 283-4, 326; Jin, 43, 302,

Empress Changsun 長孫皇后,

223, 224..

of Northern Yan, 129, 161.
Feng Hong 馮弘 (r.430-6), fled to
Koguryeo, 187, 189.
Feng Wenming. See Wenming.

304; Yuan 45, 337, 345; Liao, Jin

Feng Xi 馮熙 (d.495), 189.

(601-36) Tang Taizong’s empress,

and Yuan, 303; Silla in the Korean

Fengtian, 420-1. See Mukden.

194, 208-9.

Peninsula, 251, 253; Koryeo, 285-

Filiality, 215, 324; Classic of 孝經

Empress Feng 馮太后/文明太皇

6, 318-21; Chosun, 323-5, 350;

(Xiaojing), 213, 308, 377.

Ming, 326, 362-3; indoctrination

Fish Head Party 頭漁宴, 299.

Empress Ki 奇皇后. See Ki.

and uniformity of thought, 363; in

Five Barbarians and Sixteen States,

Empress Lü 呂后. See Lü Zhi.

Qing, 47-9, 376-8; Zhang Cunren,

Era of - (304-439) 五胡十六國,

Empress Wei 韋后. See Wei.

張存仁 “to purge their minds of

16, 29, 145, 161, 162-3, 186, 414;

Empress Wu 武. See Wu Zetian.

rebellion in the hopes of becoming

Chinese gentry officials, 178;

Equal Field system 均田制 (Jun-

officials,” 374; for bannermen, 49,

magnate mfamilies, 452.

太后 馮氏. See Feng Wenming.

tian’zhi), 31, 53, 176, 180-1, 312;

375; questions asked in exams by

Five-Barred Republic Flag 中華民

Northern Qi, 195, 198; 212; Li

the Manchu conquerors, 375; Qing

國 五色國旗 (1912-28), 404.

Anshi advises Xiaowen’di to

system, 376; renewal exams

implemement, 451-2; Tang, 34,

(suikao) 歲考, 377, 388; privilege

(907-79) 五代十國, 16, 39-40,

38, 230; collapses, 255-6, 309.

for degree-holders, 48-9, 376-7;

227, 258, 272, 276; five dynasties

drilling Confucian moral principles,

cast as Chinese, 266, 269; ten

378; had to master Mandarin and

kingdoms conquered, 269.

Erzhu Rong 爾朱榮 (493-530),
192.
Erzhu Zhao 爾朱兆 (d.533), 192,

classical written Chinese, 47, 388;

Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms,

Five Emperors, Three August

viable institution, 388; linguistic

Demigods and, 三皇/五帝, 74,

ethnic minority in China, 404, 437-8.

uniformity, 47, 388-9; partial

194, 204, 269.

ethnonym, ethnonymic unification,

196.

to candidates with family traditions

flogging. See beatings.

18, 334; “Mohe-Nüzhen,” 297-8;

in guanhua and classical written

forehead-shaving, 311, 374.

“Mongol,” 13, 25, 332-3; “Qidan,”

Chinese, 388; replacing eight-

Foreign Devils, 20, 394-5.

333-4.

legged essay 八股文 with

Former Han 前漢 (Western Han

eunuchs, 227, 255; in Tang, 257-8,
267; in Ming, 363-4; in Qing, 368.
examination system 科擧 (Keju),

6; Tang, 217-8, 222; Sui & Tang

206 BCE-8 CE), 87, 91-2, 97, 130,

system abolished, 401; without

136; the first “plebeian dynasty”

replacements, 402.

consolidated, 80; construction
of Long Wall by Qin 秦築長城

in Former Han, 212-3;
institutionalized by Sui, 35, 214-

questions and themes 策論, 399;

F

and Forts and Fences by Han 漢

起塞垣, 102. See Han dynasty.
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Former Qin 前秦 (351-94), Tibetan,

159-60; subjugates the Tuoba,
173; Buddhism, 181, 252.

74, 156, 158-9.
Former Yan 前燕 (337-70), Murong

Fu Hong 氐王 蒲洪/符洪 (285-

-Xianbei, 13, 28-9, 72, 82, 122,
128, 149, 273, 414; founding, 151-

350), 159.
Fu Pi 富弼 (1004-83), on Liao

6, Sinicization, 156-8; population,

military machine, 275; perspective

158-9, 161; Cui families, 178;
magnates served as local officials,

on Koryeo, 289-90.
fubing system 府兵制, territorial
soldiery system, 31, 34, 47, 180,

452.
Former Zhao 前趙 (304-29),
Xiongnu Zhao, 16, 82, 145-6.

Gao Yang, Wenxuan’di 高洋/文宣

帝 (r.550-9), first emperor of
Northern Qi, 193, 196-7, 200.
Gao Zhao 高肇 (Ko Zho),
Koguryeo person, 193, 259.
Gaozong 高宗 (b.622/r.649-83),
Tang, 38, 241, 242; genetically
87.5% Xianbei, 209, 228.
Gaozong, Zhao Gou 趙構 (r.1127-

198-9, 211-2, 312; fought for, 198;

62), founder of Southern Song,

in Sui-Tang, 34, 38, 53, 212, 234,

306.

four barbarians 四夷, 222.

239, 258; foundation destroyed,

Gaozu (Gaodi), Han. See Liu Bang.

Four Books and Five Classics 四書

255, 309; Koryeo, 286; Ming, 352;

Gaozu, Tang. See Li Yuan.

五經 (論語,孟子,中庸,大學/
詩經,書經,周易,禮記,春秋),

vs. dvoriane in Russia, 415.
Fuli Expedition (1163), Rout of Song
army 符離大潰, 307.

47, 52, 308, 363, 377, 382, 388.
four categories of surnames
(lineages), Xiaowen’di of Tuoba

Geng Zhongming 耿仲明, 373

Fushun, 133, 365, 368, 381.

geng-i 更役, 92.
gentry, Han Chinese landed-gentry
families, 30, 176-81, 223-5, 454;

G

administrative levels, 四海大姓,

郡姓, 州姓, 縣姓, 177-8, 220.
Four Great Heavenly Kings 四大天

王, 229.
four great Shandong families/
surnames (si-xing 四姓: 崔,李,

盧,張), 178, 221, 223; Li Shimin
uttered “I do not understand why
people esteem them,” 224; could

Shizuzhi 氏族志.

Fu-lin. See Shunzhi.

Wei ranked Chinese shi families
by associating with four

Gaxian Cave 嘎仙洞窟, 172.
Genealogical Compendium, See

rise of great landlords, 447-8;
Galdan Boshugtu (r.1671-97), 380,
409-10, 415, 416.
Gansu 甘肅省, corridor, 73, 95,
101, 206-7, 271, 273, 460-1.
Gantian 塔不煙/感天皇后 (r.114450), Western Liao empress, 458.
Gao Aocao 高敖曹 (d.538), 196,
211.

demilitarized landed-magnate
families, 181, 453-4; vs. Roman
Empire, 168; great vs. lesser
gentry (Former/Later Han), 213,
214, (Qing), 378; position in Tuoba
Wei, 30; impact of Equal Field
system, 31, 180-1, 451-2; control
over land in Tang, 256; four great

not gain greater power, 224-5;

Gao Baoning 高寶寧, 199.

Shandong families, 223-4; could

great families/clans, 226-7.

Gao Huan 高歡 (496-547), founder

afford Confucian education, 216,

Four Power Treaty (1921), 421.

of Western Wei and Northern Qi,

282, 454; anti-Wang Anshi in

freezing phenomena, 13, 329.

31-2, 47, 192-3, 195-6, 198, 221;

Song, 307-8; wealthieast local

frontier Han Chinese, 34; Lattimore,

bilingual, 211.

elites in Ming, 363-4; Qing, 48-9,

47; honorary Xianbei, 199; takes
on a new character, 47, 199, 372.
Fu Jian 符堅 (r.357-85), 153; Di of

Gao Lishi 高力士 (d.762), 255,
257.
Gao Xianzhi 高仙芝 (Ko Seon-ji

376-8, 402; public functionaries,
377-8; fought Taipings to defend
Confucian social order, 388, 395-

Tibetan, 156, conquers Former

d.755), Koguryeo person, 255-6,

6; did not rebel against Manchu

Yan, 157-9; debacle at Fei River,

257.

rulers until –-, 402.
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gentry-officials, gentry-scholars,

elite society, 47-8, 377, 378, 388;

Song, 282, 310; Koryeo, 317-8;

scholar-officials, literatus 士人,

proportion in Qing government,

Chosun, 325, 349-50, 354-5;

35, 48-9, 212, 221-2; magnates

383; Li Hongzhang’s view, 397.

Mongols cripple Dual System, 45,

became gentry-scholar, 449-51;

Giap, Vo Nguyen (b.1911), 431-2.

336-8; Ming, 362-4; Qing, 48-50,

Tuoba Wei, 176-80, 220, 453;

Gobi, desert, dry steppe, 61, 151,

370, 374-8, 379, 401-2; rule by

proportions of Chinese (high)
officials in conquest dynasties,
31-2, 43, 179-80, 191, 195, 220,
305, 373-4; typical behavior in Six
Garrisons Rebellion, 197; no
shortage of Chinese bureaucrats,
276; prominent collaborators,
278; rarely exercised military
command, 224, 225; scholarofficial lineages, 222-3; Tang

176, 241, 348, 380; natual line of
cleavage, 346-7, 410.
Golden Horde (Altan-ordo), Khanate
of Kipchak, 356, 358, 414-5.
Gong, Prince (Hexin) 恭親王/赫訢
(1832-98), 397, 399.
Gongsun 公孫, warlords, rulers,
102, 120, 131.
Gongsun Du 公孫度 (d.204), 1256, 148.

tribal tradition 因俗以治, 386;
number of officials in Qing, 378;
Han Chinese governors became
th

majority by the 19 century, 383.
Grand Canal system, 235, 238-9.
Grand Council (Junji’chu) 軍機處,
48, 380, 380-1, 397, 399.
Great Enterprise 大業, 19, 286,
299, 370, 456.
Great Wall, 15, 26, 38, 48, 73, 79,

Taizong censures them, 223-4;

Gonsun Gong 公孫恭, 127.

88, 90-1, 107, 118-9, 123, 131,

could not gain greater power, 224-

Gongsun Kang 公孫康 (d.221),

133, 339, 351, 352, 412, 443;

5; prominent collaborator families
disappear with the fall of Tang,
226-7, 266, 323; shi in Song, 226;
Liao enlists literati and ex-officials,

126-7, 148.
Gongsun Yuan 公孫淵 (d.238), 82,
122, 126-7, 148.
governance, Qin with Shang Yang

boundary between--, 95; ending at
Shanhai’guan, 133, 443; PRC
replica, 133-4. See Long Walls.
Greater Xing’an Range (Da Xing’an

40, 277; power of Chinese

and Shihuang’di, 78-80; Murong-

Ling) 大興安嶺山脈, 14, 18, 38,

officials, 278, 387; high sounding

Xianbei Former Yan, 150-2, 176;

58, 64, 69, 70, 71, 124, 262, 330,

titles of Chinese officials, 40,

Fu Jian 159; Tuoba Northern Wei,

331, 343, 370, 407, 470.

279; no more than yes-men, 387;

30-1, 175-6, 178-9, 213-4, 452; Sui

local literati and scholar-official in

mutual surveillance system, 218;

Song, 282-4; meritocracy replaces

Sui and Tang, 214, 217, 230;

Guan Qiujian 毌丘儉 (d.255), 125.

aristocracy in Song, 309, 323; in

number of (Chinese/Turkish)

Guandong 關東, 92; Army, 405.

Jin, 303; employed as clerks,

officials in Tang, 219; Tang system,

Guangtong canal 廣通渠, 235.

judges, and accountants in Jin, 43,

219-27, 230; dual government of

Guangwu’di 光武帝/劉秀 (r.25-

303, 305; Mongols exclude them

Liao, 43, 277-8; hereditary officials

from government, 336-8; Koryeo,

of Liao aristocracy, 278; Jin, 302-5;

321; similarity and difference

of conquest regimes in general,

between China and Korea, 323-6;

280; Han Chinese Song had to

緖帝/載湉 (b.1871/r.1875-1908),

Ming, 362-3; Qing, 376-7, 395;

create precedents, 282; village

397, 399, 400, 401, 420, 459.

prestige and privilege, 48-9, 218,

level public functions in Song, 283;

220, 376-7, 387; number of

Korean Peninsula, 285-6, 322-6;

officials & degree holding gentry in

Western Liao, 293-4; Jin, 302-5,

Qing, 49, 378; Mandarin-speaking

Song, 304; civilian domination in

Green Standard Army 綠營軍, 37881.

57), Liu Xiu, founder of Later Han,
80, 92, 99, 213, 214, 449.
Guangxu’di, Aisin-Gioro Zaitian, 光

guan-hua 官話, 387-90, in Ming,
389. See also Mandarin.
Guanlong 關右隴西 aristocracy/
block, 205, 218, 220, spoke
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Xianbei language well into the

Han Kuang-si 韓匡嗣, 279.

Tang period, 210.

Han Yanhui 韓延徽 (882-959),

Guanzhong 關中 plain, 72-4; 193,
210, 212, 218, 235; vs. 關東
Guandong, 34, 47, 91-2;
composition of population, 198;
elites claim descent from, 221.
Güchülüg 屈出律 (r.1211-18), 294.
Guo Wei 郭威 (b.904/r.951-4),
founder of Later Zhou, 16, 269.
Guomindang 國民黨 (GMD),

457-8, designs Liao Southern
Administration, 276, 277, 279.
Hanbu 函普/始祖, ancestor of
Wanyan (Shizu), 43, 298-9, 305;
from Koryeo, 259, 313-4.
Han-er si 漢兒司, Chinese Office,
277.
Hangzhou 杭州, Southern Song
capital Lin’an 臨安, 147, 235,

horse, wild, 59, 88-9; breeding, 87;
feeding, 70; chariot, 76.
horse-riding, 59, 61, 87; in East
Asia, 68; Xianbei and Turks were
horsemen, 157.
Hu 胡, 14, 88, 126; cultural
forerunners of Xiongnu, first
appear, 62; Warring States build
long walls as a defense against
Hu, 89; in Shiji, 63, 69, 90, 116-8.
See Xiongnu.

Nationalist Party, 403-4, 406, 414,

238, 306, 338, 389; banner

Hu-Maek 胡貉, 88.

421-2; Mongol policy, 404; in

soldiers, 379, 386.

Hu dress 胡服, to practice riding

Han-ren 漢人, 337.

Taiwan, 436.
Gürk-han 葛兒罕 (Geer-han,
Universal Khan/Ruler), 293, 332.
Güyüg (r.1246-8), Ögödei’s son,
rd

counted as the 3 Yuan emperor,
357.
H

and shooting, 89.

Hao 鎬京, 74, 76.

Hua-Xia 華夏, 75.

heqin 和親 (peace and kinship)

Huai River 淮水, 74, 147; Former

system, 27, 81, 95-8, 102; peace

Yan 152; Tai Wudi and Xiaowen’di

by extortion, 88, 98.

cross, 174, 190, 235; Hailing,

hereditary officials/officialdom, 世官

281; Chen/Zhou occupies south of

shiguan, 222, 278; hereditary

Huai River, 199-200; Rout of Fuli

ministers of Tang, 227; Qidan Liao,

Expedition, 306-7, border between

40, 219; hereditary succession to

Jin and Southern Song, 42, 306.

Hada tribe, 354, 360.

office (世選 shixuan), 278;

Hailing 海陵王/迪古乃 (b.1122/

Murong and Tuoba, 279; Jin, 303;

Huaishuo garrison 懷朔鎭, 31, 192.

r.1149-61), Jin emperor, 281, 302,

Hailing abolished most hereditary

Huang Chao 黃巢, rebellion (875-

304, 306, 310, 312; abolished

officials, 304; pure-turbid posts in

84/d.884), 36, 38, 93, 227, 253,

most hereditary officials, 304.

Tang, 222; hereditary shidafu in

Hakka (客家: Old. k’ăk-kă / Pinyin.

Korea, 323, 326; Mongols, 339;

Huang Shang 黃裳, 118, 442.

Qing hereditary elite, 48, 387-8.

Huang’taiji 皇太極 (b.1592/r.1627-

ke-jia / modern Korean k’ ǽk-kă),

Huai’nanzi 淮南子, 119, 131.

258, 265, 266, 272, 460.

Hetu Ala, 365.

43), Qing Taizong, 47, 50, 366-7,

Han Chinese bannermen 漢軍八

Heuk-chi Sang-ji 黑齒常之, 245.

371-3, 381, 415; genetically 50%

旗. See Chinese bannermen.

Ho Chi-minh (1890-1969), 431-2.

Mongol, 371; new Manchu

Holipo 劾里鉢/世祖 (b.1038 r.1038

identity, 366; subjugates Chosun,

guest people, 436.

Han dynasty 漢 (Former/Western

前/西 206 BCE-8; Later/Eastern
後/東 25-220), 16, 26, 75, 80,
95; Confucian orthodoxy, 91;
policy toward Xiongnu, 102-3;

- 92), Aguda’s father, 299.
Hong Xiuquan 洪秀全 (1813-64),
394, 396, 436.
Hongshan 紅山 (5000-3000 BCE),

“plebeian” Former Han dynasty,

Neolithic culture, 24, 64-7, 136;

267, 447; built on, 281.

bronze, 75-6, 112.

367; civil bureaucracy, 369-70;
Yuan imperial seal, 370-1; warning
against Sinicization, 311; Old Way,
50, 381-2.
Huizong 徽宗 (r.1100-25), Northern
Song emperor, 306.
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Hülegü, Tolui’s son, younger brother

Inner Mongolia, 50, 54, 61, 70, 101,

of Möngke and Khubilai Khan, Il-

370-1, 382, 407, 409-11.

Khan of Persia (c.1217-65), 357.

Inner Mongolian Autonomous

Hulun 呼蘭 tribes, the Haixi 海西

Region 內蒙古自治區, 18, 53,

406-8, 413. See Rehe.
Jesuits, 20, Mateo Ricci, 373.

408, 410, 411; population, 438.

Jia Yi 賈誼 (200-168 BCE), 97-8.
Jiang Jieshi 蔣介石 (1887-1975),

302, 310; general ban in Qing,

51, 378, 381, 404-5, 407-8, 421,

383.

425; in Taiwan, 436; on ethinic

330, 343.
Hun River 渾江, 25-6, 71, 127, 364,
366.

Jehol, 39, 41, 271, 280, 370, 382,

intermarriage, almost none in Jin,

tribes of the Nüzhen, 365, 371.
Hulun-Buir, lakes/steppe, 69-70,

Japanese pirates 倭寇, 347-8, 394.

Iron Age, iron-making, 464-70; iron

hundred surnames 百姓 (bai xing),
447.
Huns, 62, 100, 162-3, 165, 167;

minorities, 438.

smith, 63; mainland China, 77-8,

Jiang Jing-guo (1910-88), 436.

122, 123-4, 454, 464-5, 467; rest

Jian’kang/Jian’ye 建康/建業, 19,

of the world, 465-7; Yan foundry

147, 234. See Nanjing.

described by annalists, 99, 166;

site, 123, 467; western world, 103,

Jianwen’di 建文/惠帝 (1398-

no stirrups, 166; Germanic Folk

464, 468; Korean Peninsula, 113-

1402), of Ming, 351, 354.

Movements, 162-8.

4, 123-4, 466, 468-70; Japanese

Jianzhou 建州 tribes, 365-6.

Islands, 467, 469.

Jiaqing (r.1796-1820), 382, 384.

I
Il-khan (Subordinate Khan in

iron-armored cavalrymen, 127.

Jiayuguan 嘉峪關, 73, 91, 134.

Irtysh River, valley, 60-1, 243, 294.

Jicheng 薊城, Yanjing 燕京

Ishbara Khaghan 攝圖/沙鉢略

Persian), Mongol ruler of Persia,

(r.581-7), married Yuwen

357-8, 463.

princess, 261.

Ilig Khaghan. See T’umen.

Islam, 21, Black Qidans did not

Imperial Academy 太學 (taixue),
449, 450. See Academy.
Imperial Bodyguard 侍衛親軍

Imperial Guardsmen 禁軍 (Jinjun),
of Song, 335.
imperial seal, 370-1.

226; military provinces, 255-7;
Chu Wen, 266; Li Cunxu, 267;

409; Sunnis, 462.
Ismailis the Assassin, 357.
Istämi 室點密 (r.552-76), 261.
Itō Hirobumi 伊藤博文 (18411909), 420.

incised pottery. See comb-patterned

Shatuo Later Han, 268.
Jieshi, mountain 碣石(山), 118-9,
121, 130-1; where the Long Wall
began, 75,.
Jihad, 357.
jimi 羈靡, loose rein, 103.
Jin 金 (1115-1234) Nüzhen-, 12,
14, 42-3, 72, Qidan army

pottery.
Indo-European language, 17.

Jiedushi 節度使, military governor,

Turkish Islam, 357, 462-3;
Manchu rulers, 383, 437; Muslims,

imperial dynasty vs. nation state, 15.

156, 274, 292, 306, 344.
Jie 羯, tribe, 146.

embrace, 294, shamanistic
Mongols in west adopt, 358;

(Shiwei Qinjun), 268, 269.

(modern Beijing area), 115, 131,

destroyed, 299; population, 302;

J

capital transferred, 304; Zhongdu

Industrial Revolution, revolutionizes
military technology, 26, 93;

Jade Gate (玉門 Yumen), 73.

(Yanjing) 中都, 313; border

modernization in Japan vs. China,

Jamqan 啓民, Khaghan (r.599-

settled along Huai River, 306;

20.
In-jo 仁祖 (b.1595/r.1623-49),
Chosun king, 367.

609), 261.
Japanese invasion of Korea, 52,
354-6, 365.

Northern Mandarin, 390; resist
Sinification, 43; Sinocentric
perspective, 14; made Song
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vassal status, 306; fails to co-opt
Qidan-Xianbei, 43-4, 53, 312-3;

370.
Kammala, Prince of Chin 甘麻刺/

Remembers, 423-9, 431-2.
th

Khubilai 世祖 (r.1260-94), 5 Yuan

claims that its founder came from

晉王 (1263-1302), Zhenjin’s first

emperor, Tolui’s third son, 44-5,

Koryeo, 313-4, 385; fall of dynasty

son, 341, 342, 344.

305, 333, 339, 341, 345, 346, 357;

by Mongols (Ögödei), 44, 312-3;
last emperor killed himself, 338.
Jingzong (r.969-82), of Liao, 277.
Jinshi (literatus presented to
emperor for appointment) 進士,
Sui, examinations conducted, 215;

kang 炕, hypocaust floor (ondol),
139, 300.
Kang Youwei 康有爲 (1858-1927),

declares emperor, 336, 343;
transfers capital from Karakorum
to Beijing, 339; props up

Hundred Days Reforms, 399-400,

marginalized Koryeo king, 320,

403.

342-3; Tibetan Buddhists, 339;

Kangxi 康熙帝/玄燁 (b.1654/

succession struggles, 341, 346.

Tang, 216, 221, 225; Sui and

r.1661-1722), Xuanye, 48, 369,

Tang emphasize filial piety and

374, 379-80, 384, 386, 415, 416;

Khutlugh 骨篤祿 (r.682-92), 262.

poetic ability, 35, 213, 215-6, 308;

grandmother, 47; genetically

Ki 完者忽都皇后奇氏, Shundi’s

Liao, 277-8, 279; Song, 35, 282;

37.5% Aisin Gioro Manchu, 37.5%,

number of Jinshi in Song, 284;

Mongol, and 25% Liaodong Han

Kiakhta, 415.

in Jin, 303; Nüzhen Jinshi exam,

Chinese, 371; attacks Galdan,

Kija 箕子, Jizi, 114-5; Eight Clauses

43, 303-4, 310; Mongol Yuan, 45,
337; number of persons who had
passed jinshi exam, Tang, Ming

379, 380, 409.
Karakorum 和寧, 234, 339, 357,
409.

khuriltai, 304, 332, 340, 344.

順帝 empress, 259, 345, 347-8.

of Instruction, 129, 138, 271.
Kim, Il-sung (1912-94), Kim I, 52,
422, 422-8; broaches invasion of

and Qing, 35, 49-50, 376;

Kashgar, 244.

South Korea with Stalin, 422;

questions asked, 375; proportion

Kaya, Federation (42-562), 25.

Stalin asks Kim to obtain Mao’s

of jinshi holders in bureaucracy,

Kazakhs, steppe, 25, 60-1, 410, 416.

approval, 423; Stalin stays clear of

49, (6-10% in Tang) 218, 222,

Ke Bineng 軻比能, a Xianbei leader

war, 428; South-North Joint

th

379-80, 383; 19 century, 395.
jinshi examination for bannermen,
Translation Examination, 49, 3756.
Jiu 乣, of Liao, 275.
Jizi 箕子, see Kija.
Jochi, Chinggis Khan’s first son,
(d.1227), 356.
Juqu 沮渠, Xiongnu, 63, 206.

(around 218), 101.
Kedun (Zhenzhou), 292, 293.
Kereit (Kereyid), as Turks, 333;
as Mongols, 331.
Kerulen River, 13, 64, 124, 331, 351,
379, 470.
Kesig (lit. Guard in Turn), 335, 336,
344; Imperial Guard, 340.
Khaghan 可汗, Khan, 185, 234,
353.
Khalkha Mongols, 53, 372, 409, 416;

K

incorporated into banner system,
Kabul Khan, 329, 331, 332.

410.

Kaidu, Kabul’s grandfather, 32.

Khangai plateau, 409.

Kaifeng 開封 (Bianjing), 42, 267,

Khanka, lake, 71.

268, 283, 306, 311-3, 314-5, 338,

Khrushchev, Nikita (1894-1971),

Communiqué, 433; cements oneperson rule, 433.
Kim, Jung-il (b.1941/2), Kim II,
434; develops nuclear weapons,
435.
Kim Pu-sik 金富軾 (1075-1151),
316, 319.
king, title, Warring States period, 89.
Kipchak Turks, 294, 356.
Kirghiz Turks, 258, 271; driven out
by Abaoji, 39, 270, 330; Russian
steppe, 294.
Ko Jin 高震 (700-73), epitaph, 193,
243, 245.
Ko Un 高雲, Gao Yun, 129, 160-1,
174.
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Koguryeo (37 BCE-668 CE), 16, 25-

52-4, 64-5, 67, 71, 112-4, 119,

Mongol invasion of the Japanese

6, 29, 37, 39, 69, 71, 82, 114, 124-

139, 409; history, 25, 411; three

Islands, 343; assist Mongols

8, 236, 270, 273, 291, 314-5, 384;

kingdoms, 252-3; identity, 54, 411;

suppressing Chinese rebellions,

began using title of king in 32 CE,

Buddhism, 252; Manchurian force

347; expels Mongol forces, 345,

126; Han court thinking alliance in

could not leave standing the

51 CE to attack the Xiongnu, 99;

threat, 53, 367-8; Qidan Liao, 288;

attacked Liaodong, 126, 128;

Yemaek-Tungus, 251; hereditary

son-in-law state, kürgen, 259-60,

occupies Liaodong/Lelang, 128,

aristocracy and Buddhist ideology

342-6; Khubilai’s intention, 319,

130; Murongs, 128, 149, 236;

before Chosun, 289, 349-50; had

343; Koryeo woman becomes

attacked by Former Yan,154-5;

to be neutralized or subdued by

empress (Ki 奇) of last Yuan

Murong Ping fled to Koguryeo,

the Manchurian force, 367-8; first

emperor, 259, 345; 3 Koryeo

158; relationship with Northern

line of defence for Manchuria and

women became Mongol Yuan

Wei, 161, 187; population, 224,

Qing, 400; annexed by Japan,

empress, 346; Kong-min offers to

238, 243; regions and households

420-1; 38 Parallel, 52, 420, 422,

at its fall, 243; Sui and Tang
confront, 37, 237-243; Koguryeo

347; fall, 349-50.
Koryeo became Mongol emperor’s

th

help Mongols recover lost empire

427, 429.
Korean War, 51-3, 420-31, key

as a descendant of Khubilai, 348.
Ko-zong (r.1213-59), Koryeo king,

was only China’s neighbor that

factors, 424; North Korean army,

could claim to be a “state,” 237-8;

422, 424-5; US army withdrawn ,

Kunlun Mountains, 61, 380.

Sui-Tang ruler’s apprehension,

424; US Eighth Army, 426;

kürgen (Gurkani, son-in-law), 341-2.

260.

Chinese army intervenes with the

Kushan kingdom, 94-5, 162.

Cover of Soviet air force, 428;

Kwaggaeto 廣開土王 (r.391-413),

Koguryeo persons recorded in

341.

epitaph, 242-3; resettled by Tang,

PRC object, 52; truce negotiation,

Koguryeo king, 125, 128, 160,

243-4; macro-Tungusic, 250.

430; China’s gain, 430-1; killed or

186, 236.

K’o-lo, Khaghan (r.553), 261.
Kong, Youde 孔有德, 373.
Kong-min 恭愍王/顓 (r.1351-74),

wounded, 430-1.
90; aristocracy, 317-8; Liao

Koryeo king, 320-1, 323, 341, 342,

presents Buddhist canon to

345-6; attacks Yuan commandery,

Koryeo king, 280; Buddhism, 286;

347; took Liaoyang, 348.

military machine, 286-7, 317, 350;

Korea Proper, definition, 25, 67, 69,

Kwang-hae 光海君 (1575-1641/

Koryeo 高麗 (918-1392), 25, 285-

claiming successor to Koguryeo,

r.1608-23), Koreo king, 366, 367.
Kwang-zong (r.949-75), Koryeo king,
317-8.
Kye-ru 桂婁, Koguryeo clan, 246.
L

71, 112; dolmen, 114; three

287, 313, 315, 348; fights

kingdoms, 252; Korean

against Qidan Liao, 53, 286-9;

Lake Tai 太湖, 147.

pretensions to territory of

relationship with Song, 289-90;

Lamaism, national religion of the

Manchuria, 273.

begins relations with Nüzhen, 313,

Mongols, 45, 339; Xi Xia, 461,

316; yields to Jin, 314-5; 100-year

Lanzhou, 73.

Chinese communists, 421, in

(1170-1270) military rule, 315,

Laoha River 老哈河, 65, 69, 132,

South Korea, 423-5.

318-9, 340-1, 343; fight against

Korean communists, allies with

Korean language, 250-1.

Mongols, 341-2; Khubilai props up

Korean Peninsula, 15, 17, 18, 24,

marginalized king, 320; assists

329.
Later Han 後漢 (25-220), Eastern
Han, 80, 81, 91-2, 99, 101, 124,
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130, 136; fall of, 102; founders,
214, 448; administrative capability,
448-9; demilitarization, 449-50.
See Han dynasty.

Lesser Xing’an Range 小興安嶺山

脈, 13, 331-2; swinging round, 71.
Lhasa, kingdom, 244, 380, 382-3,
460.

Li Rusong 李如松 (d.1598), 355,
365.
Li Shiji, Li Ji, 李(世)勣, 224, 241,
243.

Later Han (947-51), Shatuo, 268.

Li Bing 李昞, father of Li Yuan, 194,

Li Shimin 李世民 (b.598/r.626-49),

Later Jin 後晋 (936-46), Shatuo,

207-8, 455; married to the fourth

Tang Taizong 唐太宗, 36, 38,

daughter of Dugu Xin, 209.

208-9, 212, 221, 223-4, 240-1,

40, 267-8, 274, 281.
Later Koguryeo (901-18), 253, 285,
314.
Later Liang 後梁 (907-23), Han
Chinese, 265-6, 272.
Later Paekche (900-936), 253, 285.
Later Qin 後秦 (384-417), 74, 161;
Buddhism, 181.
Later Tang 後唐 (923-36), Shatuo,
40, 267, 272, 274.
Later Yan 後燕 (386-397-407), 29,
122, 128-9, 160, 173; attacked by
Tuoba Gui, 174.
Later Zhao 後趙 (319-52 including
the Ran Wei, 350-2), Xiongnu

Li Bo 李白 (701-63), 215.
Li Chengliang 李成梁 (1526-1615),
355, 365.
Li Chongke 末帝 (r.934-6), Later
Tang emperor, 267, 274.
Li Cunxu, Zhuangzong, 李存勖/莊

YuwenTai’s daughter, 208, 455; on

Li Dewang 獻宗 (r.1223-6), Xi Xia,
461.
Li Hao 李暠 (涼武昭王 d.417),
206-7.
Li Hongzhang 李鴻章 (1823-1901),

Li Hu 李虎 (d.551), Li Yuan’s

102, 120, 126-8, 130-1, 149;
governor of, 126; taken over
by Koguryeo, 128; archeological

th

maternal grandmother was

Later Zhou 後周 (951-60), 16, 269.

Lelang Commandery 樂浪郡, 26,

456; paternal grandmother was

Shu, 272.

Qing with China, 51, 397.

r.1959-90), 435-6.

8; Empress Changsun, 173, 209,

Tang, 266, 267-8, 281; conquers

378, 381, 394, 395-400; identified

Lee Kuan Yew 李光耀 (b.1923/

244; Mahāyāna Buddhist, 35, 227-

Dugu Xin’s 4 daughter and

147, 155, 338; Buddhism, 181.

Le Yi 樂毅, 116-7.

Heavenly Khaghan 天可汗, 229;
marriage alliance with Tibetans,

宗 (b.885/923-6), founder of Later

Zhao, 16, 45, 146; collapsed, 82,

Latter Jin 後金, 366-8. See Qing.

254, 258; destroys Turks, 262;

grandfather, 34, 193, 207, 209.
Li Jiancheng 李建成 (589-626),
210, 240
Li Jinhang 李謹行, 244.
Li Jinzhong, 246.
Li Jiqian 李繼遷 (b.963/r.982-

Shandong si-xing, 223-4; invades
Koguryeo, 53, 237, 241; timely
death, 37, 241; portrayed as a
Chinese emperor, 260; solicits
collaboration of Silla, 244; on Silla
queen, 458-9.
Li Si 李斯 (d.208 BCE), 97.
Li Siyuan, Mingzong, 李嗣源/明宗
(r.926-33), Later Tang emperor,
267, 281.
Li Xian 末主 李睍 (r.1226-7), Xi
Xia emperor, 461.
Li Yuan 李淵 (b.566/r.618-26),
Tang Gaozu 唐高祖, 34, 37, 193,

1004), founder of Xi Xia, 460.

206-8, 212, 220, 227, 235, 240,

Li Keyong 李克用/晉王/武皇帝

241, 262, 456; mother was Dugu
th

findings, 139-40; Murong Hui

(856-908), 258, 265, 267-8, 269,

Xin’s 4 daughter, 207, 455; wife

establishes in name only, 150.

272, 281.

was Yuwen Tai’s grand-daughter

Lenin, Vladimir (b.1870/r.1917-24),
401, 403-4, 427-8, 436.
lesser gentry, 214, 378.
Lesser Liao River 小遼水, 118,
136, 442.

Li Mu 李牧 (d.228 BCE), of Zhao,
63; annihilate Xiongnu, 89.

(Zhou Wudi’s elder sister), 210;
genetically 75% Xianbei, 208,

Li Qianshun 崇宗/李乾順 (r.1086-

455; ancestors, 34, 206-7, 210.

1139), emperor of Western Xia,

Li Yuanhao 李元昊/景宗 (r.1032-

458.

48), Xi Xia emperor, 460-1.
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Li Zheng’ji 李正己 (732-81), 257.
Li Zicheng 李自成 (c.1605-45),
364, 373-4, 376.

Liaodong Chinese dialect, language
of Chinese bannermen, 12, 47-8,
387-8; Liaodong dialect becomes

mid-16th century to the end of
17th century, 364.
Liu Bang, Gaozu/Gaodi of Former

Mandarin, 387; has to master to

Han, 劉邦/漢高祖/高帝 (r.206-

become a central bureaucrat, 388;

195 BCE), 26, 80, 87-8, 93, 95,

common spoken language for

122, 214, 353; plebeian dynasty,

25, 38-41-2, 72, 129, 271;

literati, 388; Mandarin-speaking

80; peace and kinship (heqin) with

successor to Tang, 266, 278;

scholar-officials, gentry elite, 388-

Xiongnu, 81, 88, 95; on merchant,

dynasty’s name, 272, 273, 274;

9; Altaicization of Northern

454.

Liang (d.1099), empress dowager of
Western Xia, 458.
Liao 遼 (907-1125), Qidan-Xianbei,

territory, 274; failure to co-opt

Mandarin, 389-90; guanhua of

Liu Cong 劉聰 (r.310-8), 145.

Tungusic people, 41, 53.

Ming, 389; becomes official

Liu Jing 劉敬, 95.

Liao royal clans, Yelü (耶律) and
Xiao (蕭) clans, 280.
Liao River 遼水, basin occupied by

language of modern China, 390.
Liaodong Commandery 遼東郡,
116-7, 121, 130-3, 135-6, 187;

Chinese, 25-6, 39, 67, 70, 81; 90,

established in name only by

97, 117-21, 124, 128, 130, 133-6,

Tuoba Wei, 136.

139, 148-9, 237, 239, 249, 272,
365, 372, 407, 412-3, 470; Tang

Liaodong Han Chinese bannermen,
see Chinese bannermen.

expelled, 38; ancient location,

Liaoshi 遼史, 249-50.

117-9, 121, 130-40, 442; toponym,

Liaoxi 遼西, 28, 39, 65, 69, 112,

140; Koryeo claimed east of Liao

116, 119, 128, 149-50, 237, 270-1,

River, 348-9.

273; steppe, 81, 99; corridor, 70,

Liaodong 遼東, 25, 65-6, 69, 82,

353; easily cut off, 413.

Liu Rengui 劉仁軌 (601-85), 244.
Liu Shouguang 劉守光 (d.914),
277.
Liu Song 劉宋 (420-79), founder/
population, 161.
Liu Yao 劉曜 (r.319-29), 146.
Liu Yu 劉裕 (r.420-2), founder of
Liu Song, 148, 161.
Liu Yuan 劉淵 (r.304-10), founder
of Former Zhao, 145-6.
Liu Zhiyuan 劉知遠 (r.947-8),
founder of Later Han, 268, 269.

90-1, 101-2, 112-4, 116-21, 125-6,

Liaoxi steppe, 13, 14, 65, 69-70.

Long Walls 長城, built by Qin-Zhao-

128, 130-1, 133, 139, 241, 273,

Liaoyang 遼陽, 118, 121, 132-3,

Yan as a defense against Hu, 63,

343, 374; ancient location, 117-8,
136, 140; eastern terminus of the

245; Liao eastern capital, 274: Jin

70, 73, 89, 116; Shiji states that

eastern capital, 312.

Long Walls began at Jieshi

Long Wall, 116-8; Shiji, 131-2;

Ligdan Khan (r.1603-34), 370-1.

Mountain 碣石山 長城所起, 74-

Murongs occupy, 28, 127-8, 149-

light conception motif, of Koguryeo,

5; reached Liaodong, 116-8, 131;

50; Koguryeo occupies, 29,128,

Tuoba, Qidan and Mongols,129,

Zhongshan starts, 88; Qin, 91,

236-7, 414; Second Qin Emperor,

193, 273.

116-7, 133-4, 139; boundary, 95;

130; pre-Wudi Chinese culture,

Lin Biao 林彪, 405, 436.

construction of Long Wall by Qin

139-40; Tang, 237, 245; occupied

Ling’di, Later Han emperor 靈帝

秦築長城, and Forts and Fences

by Parhae, 247-9, 414; occupied
by Ming, 348-9, 353; Ming time,
355, 366, 349; Nurhachi
conquers, 366; after Wudi’s

(r.168-89), 102.
linguistic, uniformity, 47; conquest,
390.
Little Ice Age (c.400 BCE-300 CE),

by Han 漢起塞垣, 102, 132;
Meng Tian, 117; Yan Long Wall,
116-8, 133-4, 138-9; (Schreiber)
119; Ming, 351; Alps vs. Great

conquest of Chosun, 97, 372, 412;

spreading out of Arctic cold air, 86,

Wall, 107-8; 133-4; archeological

Han Chinese rule, 353, 412-4.

88, 103, 107-8, 144, 162; from

findings from “Yan Long Wall,”
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132-3; Qin Long Wall constructed

Lüshichunqiu 呂氏春秋, 119.

by Meng Tian in six years, 91, 117
-8; ending at Shanhai’guan, 133,

China, 373-4; women with big
feet, 383, 459; language, 380,

M

443; PRC officially extends Long
Walls, replica, 118, 133-4, 445-6.
Long White (Changbai) Mountains

53, 370-1; conquers mainland

381-2, 383; population, 438.
MacArthur, Douglas (1880-1964),
425, 426-8, 430; landing operation,

Manchu hairstyle and dress, 373-4,
387; Nüzhen queue, 296.

長白山脈, 71, 249-50, 298, 365,

427; stabilizes defense line

384.

against PRC army, 428-9;

387-8; documents, 54, 380;

sacked by Truman, 429-30.

Chinese Halin academicians had

Longcheng 龍城, 128, 130, 154-5,
159-60, 174. See Chaoyang.
Longmen Caves 龍門石窟, 266,

macro-Tungus, formation, 37-8, 53,
72, 186, 250, 289, 291, 384;

Guyang Cave at Longmen, 188;

Koguryeo was only China’s

images of Chinese local officials,

neighbor that could claim to be a

189.

“state,” 237; Sui-Tang ruler’s

Longshan 龍山, Neolithic culture
(3000-2200 BCE), 65, 74.
Lower Xiajiadian 夏家店下層

apprehension, 260.

Manchu language, 49, 382-3,

to learn, 48-9, 389.
Manchu Way, idealized, Old Way,
50, 381; Manchu identity, 382-3.
Manchuria, 53-4, 64-72; 114, 236;
the commonest vernacular term,
Dong Kou Wai 東口外, Outside

Maek 貉, 88, 126, first appear, 62.

the Eastern Pass at Shanhai’guan

magnate families (豪族 haozu,

70; origin of conquest dynasties,

(2200-1600 BCE), early bronze

powerful families), military power

13; 16; oscillation between

culture, 66-8, 112, 136; Liulihe,

centers, 30, 167, 447-50, 214; in

Mongolic and Tungusic, 42, 332;

Beijing, 137.

émigré regimes, 161, 453-4;

conceptualization, 15, 18; greater

control of land, 145, 180, 451-2,

Manchurian ethnohistorical sphere

454; served as local officials, 452;

of Xianbei-Tungus, 24, 57, 64, 72;

demilitarized to become landed-

plain, 71; etymology of Manzhou

gentry (in East and West), 30,

滿洲, 384; Manzhou shown as a

167, 180-1, 449-54; in Northern

place name, 443; population, 407,

Wei, 180-1, 451-2.

438; overwhelmed by Mongols in

Lu Wan 盧綰 (265-193 BCE), 95,
117, 122.
Lü Zhi, Han Gaozu’s empress, 呂后

/雉 (r.195-180), 80, 95, 96.
Luan River 灤河, 118-21, 130-1,
135-6, 442.
Lun Tai 輪臺, Wudi’ declares that

mainland China, 15, 19, 65-6, 70,

th

13 century, 406-7; Qing prohibits

“he at last obtained the wisdom

72-80, 90, 112, 140; China proper,

immigration, 412; to protect

and would never again send an

386.

Manchu homeland, 412-3; Han

army against the Xiongnu,” 97.
Luoyang 洛陽, 31, 158, 72, 74, 78,
92, 128, 147, 181, 188, 192-3,

Mamlük sultanate (1250-1517), 357,
462-3.
Manchu 滿洲族, 15, 20, 69; origin

Chinese migration, 406, 413, 438;
Russians and Japanese, 400;
Chinese Nationalist vs.

199, 238, 281; Luo 洛邑, 74, 76;

of Manchu, 365, 384-5; 滿洲/滿

Communist forces, 422; rule by

becomes Tuoba Wei capital,

珠/珠申/肅愼 ethymology of

Han Chinese, 15, 412-4; easily cut

190; place of Tuoba nobles’

Man-zhou, 384; Manzhou as a

off from China, 413; iron culture

registration, 191, 219, 220;

place name in a map, 443; new

through water ways, 470.

reconstruction by Sui Yangdi, 260;

identity, 50, 366, 382, 385; no

Manchurian Plain, 16.

Zhu Wen relocates, 266; Shatuo

surnames, 365; Manchus co-opt

Mandarin (Northern) 北京官話

Tang, 267.

Mongols in Inner Mongolia, 46,

(guanhua, dialect spoken by
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officials), 12, 375; official language
of modern China, 47, 387-90; a

Barbarian,” 75.
Meng Tian 蒙恬 (d.209 BCE), 63,

Qing, 368-9, 371-3, 380-1; main
army system “sinicized,” 396.

Manchurian language, 390. See

79-80, 90-1, 94-5, 108, 134;

military governor, see Jiedushi.

Liaodong Chinese dialect.

constructs Qin Long Wall in six

millet, farming, 25, 65, 72-4, 112,

Manjusri, the bodhisattva of

years (215-209 BCE), 91, 117,

compassion and wisdom, 54. See
Buddha.
Manzhou Yuanliu’kao 滿洲源流考,
Researches on the Manchu
Origins, 384-5.
Manzhouguo 滿洲國 (1932-45),
52, 405-7, 408; population, 422.
Mao Zedong 毛澤東 (1893-1976),
51-2, 378, 381, 405, 407-8, 423,

(c.220-210 BCE) 118.
Meng Xun 蒙遜 (r.401-33), 207.

272.
Min’di 閔帝 (r.933-4), Later Tang
emperor, 267.

Mengan-Mouke, 猛安-謀克, 42, 45,

Ming 明 (1368-1644), 46, 50, 54,

53, 300-2, 311; magnitude, 301,

93, 351, 362, 382, 386-7; only

302; in Chinggis Khan’s army, 44-

extended period of native rule

5, 302, 334-5.

over all of China proper, 363;

mercenary army, Tang, 38, 255;

Great Wall, 91; copied Yuan

Song, 307, 309; Ming, 352; Roman

military system, 352; military feats

Empire, 164-5.

of Yongle, 351; making peace

426-30, 435-6, 437; decided to

military, military system of nomads

intervene Korean War, 427; let

vs. the Warring states, Qin-Han,

treaty with the Mongols, 352-3;
controls Manchuria with tributary

PRC “volunteer army” cross the

88, 90, 92-3, 447-50; Later Han

system, 353-4; most sophisticated

Yalu River, 428; Stalin’s betrayal,

abolished universal military

empire, 364; extinguished, 46,

428-9; Mao’s object, 52, 430;

service, 92, 449-50; Former Yan,

373-4.

Great Leap Forward, 52, 431,

152-3, 174; émigré Regime in

Ming knife coin 明刀錢, 138, 139.

435; Cultural Revolution, 436.

South China, 453-4; Tuoba Wei,

Ming pale, area surrounded by 邊牆

Maodun 冒頓 (r.209-174 BCE), 16,

30,174-5, 191, 197; Northern Qi,

(bian qiang), makeshift fences

17, 19, 25-7, 63, 80-1, 87-8, 96,

196-8; Northern Zhou, 197-8; Sui

made of earth, stones, bricks, and

121, 353; conquer Xianbei, Han

and Tang,199, 213; gentry-officials

woods, 134, 353, 374, 412-4, 444;

pays tributes, 93-4; downfall of

rarely exercised military

Maodun’s Xiongnu empire, 99-

command, 223, 224, 225;

100, 165.

mercenary army, 255; Liao ordo

marriage alliance, between Murong

and tribal army, 275-6; Koryeo,

and Tuoba, 172-3; Tuoba leaders,

(military machine) 286-7, (became

184; Qidans, 271; between

Ineffective) 289; Song, 309-10;

Manchus and Mongols, 371.

under the military rule in Koryeo,

Meiji Restoration (明治維新 1868-

319-20; Western Liao, 293; Jin,

1912), Mutsuhito (睦仁 b.1852/

42, 301-2; Chinggis Khan, 44-5,

r.1867-1912) called Meiji

302, 334-6; Mongol soldiers and

posthumously, 356, 420;

hereditary generals, 44, 335, 339;

Japanese-style Westernization,

Zhu Yuanzhang had copied Yuan

20, 399; after 100 years, 437.

military system but Ming came to

Mencius 孟子 (371-289 BCE), 447;
“Shun 舜 was an Eastern

rely on mercenaries, 352; army
units in Jin, Yuan and Qing, 42-3;

number of households, 372.
Ming’di of Northern Zhou. See
Yuwen Yu.
mingjing 明經科, examination of
clarifying the classics, 215,
216; Tang vs. Song, 216-7.
Mingzong, of Later Tang. See Li
Siyuan.
minorities in China, 16, 20; PRC
policies, 437; genetic conquest,
438.
Minusinsk basin, upper Yenisei
River area, 123, 470.
Mo-ch’o 默啜 (r.692-716), Eastern
Turkic Khaghan, 254, 262.
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Mohe soldiers fight for Koguryeo,
236-8.
Mohe-Nüzhen 靺鞨女眞, -Tungus,

Mongol son-in-law states, 341-2.
Mongol tribe, Chinggis Khan’s, 13,
70; pre-Chinggis, 292, 330;

Murong Bao 慕容寶 (r.396-8),
151, 155, 160, 174, 192, 195.
Murong Chui 垂 (b.326/r.386-96),

15, 25-6, 29, 37-8, 42, 69, 71-2,

Mongolic Qidan tribes, 293; pure

founder of Later Yan, 153, 155,

82, 114, 236, 248, 250-1,290, 298,

Mongols in Chinggis’ army, 333,

157-60; helps Tuoba Gui, 173;

365; society, 300; after Parhae,

335; population, 333, 407-8, 411.

attacks Tuoba, 174.

287, 288; Wild Nüzhens, 290-1;

Mongolia, 15; Mongolianization, 332.

evolution of Sushen/Yilou/Wuji,

Mongolian steppe, -plateau, 14-6

Murong Han 翰, 148, 149, 153, 155,
174.
Murong Huang 皝 (r.333-49), 28,

(Blackwater) Mohe, Nüzhens,

18, 24-7, 39, 57, 60-1, 63-5, 70,

297-8, 384; appear as great

72, 87, 99, 292; due limelight, 15;

82, 125, 128, 148, 151-2, 153,

political power, 299-300. See

“Mongolian” appellation, 60, 332;

172-3, 195; establishes Chinese-

Nüzhens and also Sushen-Yilou.

occupation by Xianbei, 25, 57,

style bureaucracy, 152; marriage

101, 185, 330.

alliance with Duan, 154-5;

Mongol (蒙兀: Old. mong-uэt/
Pinyin. mengwu/ modern Korean
mong-ol. 蒙瓦: Old. mong-uăr/
Pinyin. mengwa/ modern Korean
mong-wa) Chinggis’ Mongol tribe,

Mongolianized Qidans. See Qidans
Mongolianized.
Mongolic language, 70, 72, 234,
Mongols of Inner Mongolia, 46, 51,

ethnonym, 13, 18, 44-6, 329, 332;

54, 370, 410-1; allianace with

absorbing Qidans (around

Murong Hui 慕容廆 (r.285-333),
28, 122, 125, 128-9, 149-51;
marries a daughter of Duan

293, 330-1.

13; origin, 70, 270-1, 330, 329-32;
consciousness, 18; Mongols, 60;

neutralizes Koguryeo, 155, 236.

Manchus, 371-2, 409.
Mönke Khan, Xianzong, Borzigin

Xilamulun), 45, 53, 291, 333-4;

Mönke 憲宗 (r.1251-9), first

spread from, 329-30, 343; called

son of Tolui, 4 Yuan emperor,

forest people, 331; ethnogenesis,

338, 341, 346, 357.

th

Shanyu, 148; recruits Han
Chinese, 150-2; Chinese advisors,
153.
Murong Jun 雋/儁 (b.319/r.34960), conquers North China, 82,
153, 155-6, 174.
Murong Ke 恪, 152, 153, 156-7.

332; within the Jin tributary

Mudan River 牧丹江, 71, 248, 365.

Murong Mohuba 莫護跋, 148.

network, 331-2, 334; Mongols co-

Mughal dynasty (1526-1877),

Murong Muyan 木延, 148.

opt Turks, 44-5, 53, 333; Pax

empire, 21, 341; called itself son-

Murong Ping 評, 157-8, 159.

Mongolica, 53, 339; had no

in-law state, 342.

Murong Ren 仁, 128, 148-9, 151.

orderly system of imperial

Mukden 奉天/盛京/瀋陽 (Fengtian

successions, 346-7; Buddhism,

/Shengjing/Shenyang), 366, 368,

50; massive exodus to

379, 406-7, 412, 413, 420; Qing

monasteries, 283; Mongols in

emperors visit, 384.

west adopt Islam and speak

Mu-mun pottery. See plain pottery.

Turkic, 357, 358.

Muqan Khaghan 俟斤/木汗可汗

Mongol military, 43, 339, 340; pure
Mongols in Chinggis Khan’s army,
333, 335; Nüzhen system, 42,
334; Mengan units, 335; terror
tactic, 336; non-Mongols, 336.

(r.553-72), 63, 261.
Muromachi shogunate (1338-1573),
347-8.
Murong 慕容, 148, Tan Shihuai’s
vassal, 101.

Murong Shegui 涉歸, 148.
Murong Sheng 盛 (r.398-401), king
of Later Yan, 128, 160, 174.
Murong Wei 暐 (r.360-70), 156,
174.
Murong Xi 熙 (r.401-7), king of
Later Yan, 128-9, 151, 160.
Murong-Xianbei, 19, 26, 28, 82, 93,
137, 148-9, 166, 269, 271, 414;
fighting Koguryeo,128, stirrups,
144-5; arts, 161-2; destroys
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Yuwen-Xianbei, 330.
Murong Yan. See Former Yan.
Muzong 璟/述律/穆宗 (r.951-69),
Liao emperor, 274.
Myo Cheong 妙淸 (d.1135), 315,
319.
N

Nerchinsk Treaty (1689), 394, 415.

434; most militarized and armed

Ning’an 寧安, Shangjing 上京龍

with nuclear weapons, 435. See

泉府, Parhae, 248.
Nikan 尼堪, 365, 372, 380-1.
Nine Rank (Grades) system 九品

制, 29, 177, 214, 450; Xiaowen’di,

Qidan rulers on the move, 272.
Naimans, 292, 294, 332, 459; as
Turks, 333; as Mongols, 331.
Nanjing 南京/建康, 19, 147, 350-1,

migrations, east, 86; west, 103.
Northeast 東北 (Dongbei), China’s,

177-8, 180, 190, 452-3; abolished

15, 430; plain, 16, 66, 71, 137.

by Yang Jian, 215-6.

See Manchuria.

Ningguta 寧古塔, 413.
nabo, temporary residences of

DPRK.
North to South movements,

Niru (arrow), 367, 368.
nobility 貴戚/豪貴, Murong, 29,

Northern Liang 北凉 (397-439), 63,
174, 206-7.
Northern Mandarin, see Mandarin.

157-8; Tuoba nobles, 177-8, 188-

Northern Mongoloid, 17, 74, 93.

9, 191, 220; Zhou-Qin, 88, 214,

Northern Qi 北齊 (550-77), 32,

447; designation for hereditary

193, 195, 200, 207, 210; allegedly

362, 394, 396, 401, 403; Ming

Xianbei aristocrats, 225-6; Qidans,

“Chinese state of Qi,” 195-7, 211;

capital 京師/金陵, 354, 389;

278; Manchu Qing, 369, 386-8.

occupies north of Yangzi, 199; Qi

nomads, nomadism, 13, 14, 26-8, 59

court spoke Xianbei language, 32,

banner soldiers, 379, 386-7;

-60, 68, 87-8, 90; saddles and

210-1; contention that a Chinese

Nan-ren 南人, 337.

bits, 61; military supremacy, 25,

woman cannot become the

nationalism, nationalistic history, 21;

26-7, 87, 93; encourage

nationalist rule, 408.

in China, 17. 19, 20-1, 438.

fragmentation, 101; offensive

Nayan 乃顔 (d.1287), 343, 346.

strategy of Romans vs. defensive

Nen’jiang 嫩江, Nen/Non’ni River,

strategy of Chinese, 102, 107;

mother of empire, 196-7.
Northern Song, 42, 88; destroyed by
Khubilai, 44. See Song.
Northern Wei 北魏 (386-534), 29,

valley, 13, 64, 71, 124, 329, 331,

sedentary people cope with

407, 470.

barbarian invasions, 89, 107-8;

235, 238; boundary, 174; military

Manchrian conquest dynasties,

machine, 30, 174-5; Murong’s dual

184. See stirrups.

system, 176; co-opts local gentry

Neo-Confucianism 道學/新儒家,
229, 283, 307-9, 322, 324, 377;

72, 130, 273, 299; population 161,

appropriates Buddhism, 284, 308;

Non’ni River. See Nen’jiang.

elites, 176-8, 189; relationship with

more totalitarian, 309; Korean

North China, 70, 161, 412; conquest

Koguryeo, 53, 187, 240; life style,

Peninsula, 54, 286, 321-4, 350,

dynasties, 13, 29; 39, 42, 47, 92,

189; divided into two parts, 192;

411; in Southern Song and

147, 150, 155-6, 200, 235, 312;

great surnames, 178, 220, 205.

Mongol Yuan exams, 337; in Ming
exams, 362; practical knowledge,

Han-ren 漢人, 337-8, 394.
North Korea, 16, military forces (sent

Northern Xiongnu, 99-100.
Northern Yan 北燕 (409-36), 28,
122, 129, 161, 187; Shaogong’s

363; Neo-Confucian socio-political

to Manchuria) under Soviet

order in Qing, 47-8, 53, 397-8;

occupation, 422; Democratic

orthodoxy destroyed, 401-2. See

People’s Republic of Korea

Cheng-Zhu Daoxue.

(DPRK), 422; army, 424;

259, 340, 348, 349-50; first

impoverished by Self-Support

emperor, Ayushiridara, 346-8;

policy and mass starvation,

problem to Koryeo, 348-9.

Neolithic, culture, 58, 64-6, 114;
Mainland China, 73-4, 112.

(c.1045-222 BCE), 114-5.
Northern Yuan 北元 (1368-91),
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Northern Zhou 北周 (557-81), 32,

second Yuan emperor, 44, 331,
336, 346, 356-7, 414.

194, 212, 259; Xianbei-ization,
195-6; 210; unifies North China,

Oirat Mongols, Oyirods, 351, 410,
353. See Zungars.

197, 200, 210; pure-blooded

Palace Corps, 殿前軍 (Dian-QianJun), 269.
palace memorial 奏摺, secret, 380,
381.

Xianbei dynasty, 211; marriage

ondol, hypocaust flooring, 139.

Paleolithic, 73.

alliance with Eastern Turks,

Önggüd Turks (Onggirad), 332, 335-

Pamirs, roof of the world, 58, 61, 73;

6.

261-2; officials, 213.
nuclear ultimatum, for quick

Onon River, 13, 64, 124, 331-2, 470.

conclusion of truce negotiations

Operation Northeast 東北邊疆歷史

in Korean War, 430; to prevent

与現狀系列硏究工程, China’s

PRC invasion of Taiwan, 431-2.

territorialization of history, 16-7,
134, 438.

Nulu’erhu Mountain, 69-70.
numerical inferiority and
administrative deficiency of

Opium War (1839-42), 394.
oracle bones 甲骨文/殷墟文字,

Tang, 241, 244.
Pang Xun 龐勛 rebellion (868-9),
258, 265.
Pan’geng 盤庚, king of Shang/Yin,
75.
paper, (bamboo pieces) in China,
63.
Parhae 渤海 (Bohai 698-926), 25,

conquering people, overcoming/

character for Yan, 67; inscriptions,

38, 40, 41, 246-51, 258, 272, 273-

rectifying,17, 27, 29; Tuoba, 175.

76.

4, 276, 298; Parhae-Mohe 渤海

Nurhachi 奴爾哈赤 (b.1559 r.1616-

ordo 斡魯朵 (wu-lu-duo), Liao

靺鞨, 246-7; emperor 皇上 and

26), Qing Taizu, 46, 365-6, 368-9,

military machine, 40-1, 53, 275-6;

empress 皇后, 247; boundary

371, 384.

ethnic proportions, 41, 290.

reached Qidan in the west, 247;

Nüzhen-Manchus, 42. See Manchu.

Ordos, (Hetao) steppe, 61, 66, 72-3,

Nüzhens 女直, 42, 384; and

capital, 248; prefectures at

80, 87, 90-1, 94, 97, 100, 108,

Koguryeo fortresses, 248;

Koryeo, 287; and Chosun, 349;

117, 219, 132; Tuoba Gui, 173;

coexists with Tang, 53; after

first appears (evolution of

Shatuo Turks, 258, 266; Xi Xia,

destruction, 286-8; Parhae

Sushen, Mohe, Nüzhens), 297-8;

461.

rebellions, 290, 298; Korean

Wild Nüzhens vs. Parhae people

Orkhon River, 38-9, 60-1, 81, 99,

in Liao history, 290-1; considered
a nomadic people, 300; fails to coopt the Qidan, 313; begin relations

with Koguryeo, 243; separate

409, 415.

identity from Nüzhen, 290-1, 292,

Otchigin 斡赤斤, Temüge,

with Koryeo, 313; three groups in

Temujin’s youngest brother, 343,

Manchus, 365, tribute missions to

347.

Ming, 353-4; grew in power, 355.

perspective, 316-7; synonymous

185, 234, 273, 292, 293, 330, 339,

Ottoman Turkic Empire (c.1300-

298; Aguda, 299, 457.
Parhae Jun (State), king of, 渤海郡

(國)王, 238; drops Mohe, 247.
Parhae (Xiu) person 渤海(蓨)人,

See also Sushen-Yilou, and Mohe

1922), conquer Byzantium, 25,

Gao Huan, 192; Ko-jin’s epitaph,

-Nüzhens.

357-8, 463.

243, 246; in Jin, 310, 311.

Outer Mongolia, 53, 61, 101, 352,
371, 380, 407, 409-11.

O

Parhae territory, 248-50, Liaodong of
Parhae 渤海之遼東, 249.
Park Chung-hee (1917-79), 432,

Oboi 鼇拜, regent (1661-8), 365.

P

Chinggis’ third son, counted as

436; export-oriented growth, 4334; sends troops to Vietnam, 432.

Ögödei (Ugedei b.1186 r.1229-41),
Paekche 百濟, 25, 37, 243-4.

Park Heon-yung, 423-4, 425.
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peace by extortion, 88.
Pei River 浿水, 120.
Pei Yi 裴㠜, Han Chinese, laid

rhyme-prose style 詩賦 (shifu),

383, 381-2, 384, 404; Buddhism,

376-7.

50; Ten Victories, 381;

polo, 257, 266, 318; Parhae, 290.

exterminates Zungars, 380, 410,

before Murong Hui a plan to

population, Qin, Han and Sui, 96.

415; defines Old Way, 381-2;

conquer Central China, 153.

Pozhu River 婆猪/佟家江, 364-5,

Manchu origins, 384-5; abdicated,

Peng Dehuai, 426, 428, 429.
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) 人

365.
PRC. See People’s Republic of

民解放軍, 424, 427, 414.
People’s Volunteer Army 中國人民

China.
PRC volunteers, People’s Volunteer

380; East Asia after Qianlong,
385, 389, 394; ruler of five
peoples, 437.
Qiang 羌, 74, 77, 159; ethnonym,

志願軍, 427-8, 430; killed or

Army, Chinese volunteers in

78; Qiang-Jie 羌羯, 159-60; 175,

wounded, 430-1.

Korean War, 422.

198, 460-1.

People’s Republic of China (PRC

primogeniture, 325; discontinued by

中華人民共和國 October 1,

Wudi of Former Han, 448, 449.

Qidan 契丹, -Xianbei, - tribe, 13,
18, 36, 38-9, 44-5, 70, 128-9, 186-

1949 -), 16, 17, 20, 52-4, 134-5,

Princess Anle. See Anle.

7, 193, 227, 242, 246, 262, 269,

311, 405, 407-9, 414, 422-3, 426;

Princess Pingyang. See Pingyang.

272-5, 289, 329, 340-1; origin of,

inherits Qing territory, 51, 53, 380,

Princess Taiping. See Taiping.

38-9, 266, 269-70, 460; could

408, 437; unified polyethnic state,

prose, parallel-style, 282.

uphold nomadic military valor, 39,

408; redefine, 409; first foreign

protection privilege. See yin.

254, 270; language, 270-1, 272,

excursion, 52, 430; gains from

Protectorate-General to Pacify the

331-2; a claimant to Sui-Tang

Korean War, 431; tolerance of
DPRK’s roguery, 435-6; archaic

East. See Andong Duhufu.
proto-conquest dynasty, Murong-

successor, 39, 266; no surnames,
273; Yuwen-Xianbei splits into

Communist dictatorship, 437;

Xianbei Former Yan, 慕容鮮卑前

Shiwei, Xi and Qidan, 330;

Han-nationalist historiography and

燕 13, 19, 28-9, 52, 154.

migration into Ural-Volga regions,

territorialization of history, 54, 438.

Puyeo 扶餘, 25-6, 69, 71, 101, 114,

294.

Ping 平王 (r.770-720 BCE), king of

124-5, 127, 148, 152, 187, 236,

Zhou, moved capital from Hao to

248; Fuyu, 121; sends envoys to

331, 370, 410, 412; extinct as a

Luo, 76, 79.

later Han, 124; attacked by

separate population, 18, 292, 333-

Murong, 82, 128, 154.

4, 407; those living north of

Pingcheng 平城, Han Gaozu, 81,

Qidans, Mongolianized, 45-6, 51,

Puyi 溥儀/宣統帝 (1906-67/r.1909-

Liaodong regarded as Mongols

(Datong 大同), 30-1, 173-6, 179,

11), 401, 403, 405-6; abdicated on

“no matter what their ancestry,”

187, 190.

February 12, 1912, 406.

334.

95; capital of Northern Wei

Pinglu-Ziqing Military Governor 平

Pyung-yang 平壤, 135, 139, 186,

盧淄靑節度觀察使, 247; Li

237, 239, 243, 287, 315.

Zheng’ji, 257.
Pingyang 平陽公主, princess

112-4.
poetry, in jinshi exam, 215, 216;

Qin 秦 (?-221-207 BCE), 20, 74,
76-7, 87, 89-91, 94, 97, 123, 132;
unification, 117; rise and fall,

Q

攻守之勢異/取與守不同術 78-

(d.623), 208, 455-6.
plain (Mu-mun 無紋) pottery, 67,

Qilian’shan, 73.

Qianlong 乾隆帝/弘歷 (b.1711/

80, 87, 214, 409; legalistic

r.1736-96/d.1799), Aisin-Gioro

buildup, 90; Zhou/Qin origins, 89-

Hongli, 17, 48, 371, 375, 379-80,

91. See Shihuang’di of Qin.
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Qin Kai 秦開, Yan general, attacks

Respect the Greater 事大, Yield to

Chosun and Donghu, 115-7, 138-

the Stronger, 53, Koryeo adopts

9.

the strategy with Qidan, 288-9;

Qing 淸 (1616-1911), 46-50, 72;

Rouran empire, 44, 63, 331;
identified with Avars, 163, 262.
Ruizong 睿宗/輪/旦 (662-716
r.684/710-2), Tang emperor, 247,

with Jin, 315; Kim Pu-sik, 316;

254.

conquers mainland China, 373-4;

Chosun continues the strategy

founder, 366, 381; co-opts

with Ming, 349; after Qing

rule of avoidance 回避制, 217.

invasions, 367-8.

rule Han Chinese with Han Chinese

Mongols of Inner Mongolia, 46,
54, 370-2, 394; marriage alliance

retainers, bound. See buqu.

(in Chinese Way) 以漢治漢, 16,

with Mongols, 46, 371; multiethnic

re-Xianbei-ization, 31, 195. See

28-9, 53, 395, 276; rule by

Buddhist empire, 372; choice of
heir, 379; militarization of culture,

compatriot aristocracy and

Xianbei-ization.

Chinese collaborators, 36; rule by

Rhee, Syng-man (1875-1965), 421-

Pax Majurica, 381-2; presented as

5; obtains mutual defense pact

tribal traditions 因俗以治, 386;

Confucian Monarch (different

from U.S., 430; exile in Hawaii,

Mongols, 337-8; symbiotic

images of rulership), 54, 392;

432.

relationship of Iranian men of pen

emperors ruled, 386; “High Qing,”
both prospered and perished with
own system, 53, 387-8.
Qinzong 欽宗 (r.1125-6), last
Northern Song emperor, 306, 316.

rhyme-prose style (shifu) 詩賦, 3768.
rice, in Korean Peninsula, 25, 112; in

7, 325, 448.

Ran Min 冉閔 (300-52), founder of

Roman Empire, 106, 162-8; strategy

Korea.
Ran Wei (冉魏 350-2), 146, 338;

to contain Germanic barbarians,

“exterminated Xiongnu bandits,”

107-8, 164; iron production, 468;

156.

Byzantines, 168, 307, 312, 358.

recommendation system, Han, 214;
Cao Cao’s Wei, 214; of Sui and
Tang, 215-6; abolished by Song,
282, 309.
326, 347, 351, 370-1.
Rehe 熱河 (Jehol), 137, 370, 382,
383, 406-7, 408, 433.
Renzong 仁宗, Borzigin Ayurbalbad
th

7. See Czarist Russia.
Russia’s conquest of Outer
Manchuria, 414-6.
Russo-Japanese Agreements (190716), 421.
Russo-Japanese War (1904-5), 52,
400, 420.
scholar-official, see gentry-official.

Romanov, 401.
Rong (Mountain 山)戎, 62, 90, 92;

S

tribes, 76-9, 115; 198.
Rong-Di, 88, 107; plundered Central

San Francisco Peace Treaty, 430.

China in 781-777 BCE and also in

Sanke 三恪, Duke of Han 韓公,

651-619 BCE, 76-7, 78.

Red Turbans Rebellions 紅巾賊,

414-5; born out of wreckage, 436-

Rituals of Zhou 周禮 (Zhou-li), 195ROK (Republic of Korea). See South

藩之亂, 378-9.

emancipated from Tartar yoke,

South China, 73-4.

R

Rebellion of Three Feudatories, 三

and Turkish men of sword, 462.
Russia, 379, 400, 405, 410, 413;

Duke of Jie 介公, and Duke of Xi

Roosevelt, Franklin, 421, 425-6.

酅公, 32-3, 204-5; Shi Jingtang

Rouran, 蠕蠕/柔然 confederacy/

selects Duke of Xun 郇國公 for

empire (402-552), 25, 29, 37, 39,
44, 63, 162, 173, 175, 184, 185-6,
191, 193, 234, 270, 330; Tuoba

Tang royal line, 267.
savage 生/野人 (Yeren) tribes, of
the Nüzhen, 365.

(r.1311-20), 8 Yuan emperor,

Gui, 173; destroyed, 261; Tuoba-

Scythian, Scytho-Siberian, peoples,

342, 344-6.

Xianbei provoked the creation of

(塞 archaic sэk), 60, 62, 77, 91,
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100, 166; iron-making, 123, 464,
468.
Selenge (Selenga) River, 61, 409,
415.
Self-Strenthening (Zi-Qiang) 自强

新改, 396-7, 400, 402.
Seljuk Turks, empire (c.1000-1194),
462-3; caliphs and sultans, 358.

Shatuo Turks 沙陀突厥, - dynasties
(923-36-47-50), 16, 93, 227, 258,
266, 269, 275.
Shelun 社崘 (r.402-10), 29, 185,
330.
Shengle 盛樂, 162; first capital of
Northern Wei, 173.
Shen Gua 沈括 (1031-95), scholar

Seo Hui 徐熙 (942-98), 288, 289.

of Northern Song, “hierarchical

shamanism, 93; word derived from,

distinctions between social groups

296; Tuoba, 30-1, 182; Mongols,
45-6, 339; Manchu, 50-1, 382-3,

common to all non-Chinese
peoples,” 222.

437; Xiongnu-Turks, 64, 93;

Shen Shao 申紹, 157-8.

Korea, 252; northern Mongoloid,

Shengzong 聖宗 Yelü Longxu

93; Liao, 279; Western Liao, 294;

(r.982-1031), Liao emperor, 288,

Xi Xia, 461; Mohe-Nüzhen

457, 461.

Tungus, 300; Turco-Mongol Islam
retains shamanism, 358, 462.
Shandong 山東, east of Taihang
Mountains 太行山脈, 221, great

shenshi 紳士, members of degreeholders class, privileges, 376;
number, 378.
Shenyang (Fengtian/Sheng’jing/

224-5, 283, 307; Han dynasty,
449; hereditary in Chosun, 326.
shiguan 世官, hereditary officials,
278. See hereditary officials.
Shihuang’di of Qin 秦始皇帝,
Zheng 政 (r.246-210 BCE), 7880, 90, 94, 97, 134, 102, 108, 134,
351, 447; forbade scholars to read
the classics, 49; burned books,
79, 377; journeyed to Jieshi, 130.
Shilka River, 64, 70, 124, 330, 331,
415, 470.
Shilu 石魯/昭祖 (Zhaozu),
founding ancestor of Jin, 313.
Shin Chung-il 申忠一 (1554-1622),
366.
shixuan 世選, hereditary selections,
278.
Shiwei 室韋, - Mongol, 13, 25, 39,
44, 60, 70, 329-30, 457; Yuwen-

Shandong families, 223-5; literati

Mukden) 瀋陽/奉天/盛京, 133,

Xianbei splits into Shiwei, Xi and

from east of mountains, 92.

365, 366; Prince of Shenyang or

Qidan, 38, 330; origin, 44, 269,

of Shen 瀋(陽)王, 344-5. See

332; Rouran, 234; migrate, 269-

Mukden.

73, 330-1; Qidans provoked the

Shang 商 (c.1600-1046 BCE), also
called Yin 殷, 66-7, 74-6, 78, 79,
91, 114-5, 204; culture, 137;
molding-casting, 465.
Shang Yang, 商鞅 (390-338 BCE),
let Qin implement institutional
reforms [c.359 BCE], 78-9,
legalistic buildup of Qin, 90; well
field system 井田制, 447.
Shan’haiguan 山海關, 70, 91, 118,

Shenzong 神宗 (r.1068-85),
Northern Song emperor, on Wang
Anshi, 307.
Shi Chong’gui, 出帝 Chu’di (r.9427), Later Jin 後晉 emperor, 268.
Shi Hu 石虎 (r.334-49), 146, 156;
Buddhism, 181, 229.
Shi Jingtang, Gaozu, 石敬瑭 (r.936

120, 134, 373, 379, 406-7, 412-3,

-42), founder of Later Jin, 267-8;

443.

heir to Zhou-Sui-Tang, 268, 269.

Shanyu 單于, 27, 94, 95-6, 98;
system of rule, 98-9; origin, 185.
Shanyuan Peace Treaty 澶淵之盟,
281, 288, 461.
Shaogong 召公, Duke Shao, 114-5.

Shi Le 石勒 (r.319-33), 146, 147.
Shi Shiming 史思明 (d.761), 122,
256, 258.
shi-da-fu 士大夫, bureaucratized
gentry-literatus, 223, 323-4; Song,

creation of Mongolian force, 44,
331; Dahuang Shiwei, 292.
Shizong 院/兀欲/世宗 (b.918/
r.947-51), Liao emperor, 274, 276,
457; mother, 458.
Shizong 世宗/烏祿 (b.1123/r.116189), Jin emperor, 43, 306, 310-1;
Nüzhen Jinshi , 303-4.
Shizong 郭柴榮 (Guo Chai Rong
r.954-9), Later Zhou emperor, 269,
280.
Shizu 世祖, Yuan. See Khubilai.
Shizuzhi 氏族志 (Compendium of
Genealogies), 218, 220; Emperor
Xiaowen of Tuoba Wei initiates
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氏姓之書, 177-8; played no
special role in the selection of
Tang officials, 224,

Single Family of Five Races 五族

共和, 404.
Sinicization (Sinification) 漢化,

Shulü, Empress. See Yingtian.

thesis, 13, 14, 17, 20, 54, 195,

Shun 舜, 20, 75. See Yao and

260, 311, 388; PRC policy, 437;

Shun.
Shundi 順帝 Borzigin Toghon

Murongs, 29, 156-8; Fu Jian, 15960; Tuoba Wei, 31, 189-91;

Shandong families.
slaves, slavery, forced labor, Han
China, 325-6; Qing, 368-9; Korean
Peninsula, 321-2, 325-6.
social mobility, 216, 324;
breakthrough, 226; vastly
increased in Song, 282, 285, 309.

Temür (r.1333-68/d.May 1370),

Qidans resist, 41, 280; Nüzhens

last Yuan emperor, 345-6; killed

resist, 43; 310-1; Mongols resist,

güregen, Gurkani) state, 341-4.

348.

45-6, 339-40; Manchus resist, 50-

Song 宋 (960-1127-1279), Northern

Shunzhi, Fu-lin, 順治帝/福臨

Son-in-law (kürgen, kürägän,

1, 379, 381-3, 311; Manchu

and Southern, 14, 16; birth of Han

(b.1638/r.1644-61), Qing Shizu 世

language, 380, 381-2, 383;

Chinese dynasty, 41, 269; Song

祖, 46-8, 373, 374, 379; mother,

genetic conquest, 409, 438.

Transformation, a Chinese

46; genetically 75% Mongol, 371.

Sinocentric approach, - perspective,

Shuyuan 書院, system, Song 283;

view, ideology, historiography, 13-

to Liao, 37, 281, 282; hereditary

4, 17, 19-22, 36, 48, 54, 137, 211,

aristocracy replaced by gentry-

259-60, 278, 311-2, 390; “Tang

scholars, 35, 41, 216, 281-2, 284,

was a purely Chinese state,” 36,

309, 322; army under civil officials,

230; conundrum of Sui-Tang wars

282, 310; Imperial Guardsmen,

against Koguryeo, 260; world

335; agreed to vassalage and pay

order, 98; “the Nüzhen became a

tributes to Jin, 37, 306; self-

silk, 74, 96, 256, 262, 272.

Chinese dynasty”, 14, 311-2;

consciousness and self-esteem for

Silk Road, 61, 73, 99.

sinicization thesis, 20, 388, 437-8;

Chinese, 227, 281; state based on

Silla 新羅, 25, 252-3, 314, 316,

Sino-centric basics in Qing

Confucianism, 284; Northern Song

385; alliance with Tang, 38, 243-4,

history, 386, 399; “Chinese literati

destroyed, 42, 299, 306, 315;

246; Xiongnu roots of Kim clan,

dominated Qing governance,” 48;

escaped extinction, 306; true heirs

Manchu Qing, 377.
Sibe, Chabuchaer- 察布査爾錫伯,
70.
Sibir 始畢, Khaghan (r.609-19),
261-2.
Sikhote-Alin Range, 71.

renaissance, 261; paying tributes

233-4; expels Tang army, 53, 38,

PRC’s territorialization of history,

244-5; Silla-Tang Six Year War

16, 20; PRC’s historiographical

Song-ling, 70.

(671-6), 245; exam system, 251,

colonialism, 54, 437-8.

Song-Ming, Han Chinese dynasties,

253, 320; aristocracy, 252, 253;

Sino-French War (1883-5), 425.

fall of, 285, 321; Buddhism, 286.

Sino-Japanese War (1894-5), 397,

Sima Qian 司馬遷 (c.145-86 BCE),
26, 62, 74-6, 78-9, 102, 114-5,

398, 400, 402, 420.
Six Garrisons 六鎭, Northern Wei,

to Chinese civilization, 306-7.

native interlude, 37, 41.
Songhua River (Sungari) 松花江/

粟末水, 25, 71, 124, 248, 343,
384, 407, 413, 470.

121, 135; writing Shiji on bamboo

176; rebellion (523-35), 31, 191,

pieces, 63; criticizes Wudi, 97.

195, 197, 235, 238; Cui family

99, 147-8, 156, 453, 454, 467;

members, 223.

population, 161; unified by Sui,

Sima Rui 司馬睿 (r.317-22),
founder of Eastern Jin, 147, 151.
Sima Tan 司馬談 (d.210 BCE), 63.
Sima Yi 司馬懿 (179-251), 126.

Sixteen Prefectures 燕雲十六州,
Yan Yun, 40, 268, 274, 291.
si-xing 四姓. See four great

South China, 13, 29, 37, 51, 73-5,

234-5, Nan-ren 南人, 337-8; not
accustomed to conquest
dynasties, 346, 394, 403.
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South Korea, Republic of Korea

history,” 225-6; futou, 230.

founder of Parhae, 246.

(ROK), 422; US forces withdrew,

Sui 隋 (581-618), dynasty, 38, 200,

Tae 大 clan (family), 246, 310.

424; ROK army in Vietnam War,

204-6, 209; unification, 161, 214;

Tae-dong River 大同江, 25, 71,

432; rapid growth and democracy,

rebellion, 211; ethnic roots, 209-

433.

10; top generals/officials, 213, 220;

120, 243.
Tae Hummu 大欽茂 文王 (r.737-

Southern Mongoloid, 74, 112.

perished by disastrous wars

94), third king of Parhae, tombs

Southern Song 南宋 (1127-1279)

against Koguyreo (number of

for 2nd (貞惠 737-77) and 4th

with capital at Hangzhou following

soldiers mobilized), 53, 238-40.

(貞孝 757-92) daughters, 247.

Northern Song (960-1127), agreed

Sui and Tang, regarded as Chinese

Tae Muye 大武藝 武王 (r.719-37),

vassalage to Jin, 306; influence of

dynasties, 36; institution, 199,

Jin, 312; extinction, 336.

230, 325; Xianbei roots, 17, 33-4;

Taft-Katsura Agreement (1905), 421.

Southern Tang, 269.

successors to Xianbei conquest

Tai Wudi 太武帝, Northern Wei.

Southern Xiongnu, 99, 102, 332.

dynasties, 32, 33-8, 204, 211-2,

Southern Yan (398-410), 122, 160.

259-61; founders, 209-10, 214;
make war against Koguryeo, 37.

Soviet Union (1922-91), 52, 411,
422, 427, 436.

Suiko 綏可/獻祖 (Xianzu), founding

spade coins 布幣/布錢, 132.
Spring and Autumn (Chunqiu 春秋)
period (722-481 BCE), 76, 87-8.

ancestor of Jin, 313.

emperor, Borzigin Yisuntemur
(r.1324-8), 341, 345.
Taihang Range 太行山脈, Taihang

Sumo-Mohe 粟末靺鞨, 25, 246,

families, 221.

248, 291, 298.
Sun Wen/Yatsen 孫文/逸仙 (18661925), 51, 378, 402-5, 436; on

clears out of Korean War, 425-6;

minorities, 437.
surnames, great, 205, 206; Tuoba
Wei, 220; Manchus, 365.

War, 426; believed war with
capitalism inevitable, 428;

th

Taiding 晋宗/泰定帝, 10 Yuan

Mountains, 72; great Shandong

invasion of South Korea, 423-5;
to suck U.S. forces into Korean

See Tuoba Tao.

sultan, 462.

Stalin, Joseph (1879-1953), 52, 404,
405, 422, 427, 436; approves

second king of Parhae, 246.

Sushen-Yilou, Sushen-Wuji, 肅愼挹

Taiping 太平公主, princess (663713), 253, 254-5.
Taiping Rebellion 太平天國 (185164), 51, 374, 386, 388, 394-6,
398, 416, 436; Sun Wen, 403.
Taiping yulan 太平御覽 (Imperial
Digest of the Taiping 太平興國

manipulates Korean War, 428; on

婁/勿吉, 15, 26, 69, 236, 250,

Truman, 429; insists firmness on

298, 384; Yilou, 236; Sushen as

李昉 (925-96) et al., 155.

the POW issue, 430.

ancestor of all peoples in eastern

Taiwan, 379, 420, 431-2, 436.

steppe turnpike, 61, 73; paving, 333.

Manchuria, 297-8. See Mohe-

Taixue. See Imperial Academy.

stirrups, 26, 28, 129, 144-5, in west,

Nüzhens.

Taiyuan 太原, 40, 66, 135, 196,

163, Huns did not have, 166.

suzerain-subject relationship, 289,

Su Dingfang 蘇定方(592-667), 243.
Su Dongpo 蘇軾 東坡居士 (1036-

314, 349, 367, (re)definition, 400.
Suzong 肅宗 (r.756-62), Tang

1101), 289-90.

emperor, 256.

Su Mian 蘇冕, compiled Tang hui
yao 唐會要 (Collected

199, 220, 240, 241, 266, 268, 272,
274; great Shanxi families of Tang,
220; banner soldiers, 379.
Taizong, Tang. See Li Shimin.
Taizong, Liao. See (Yelü) Deguang.

T

Essentials of the Tang), “guizu

貴族 never existed in Chinese

Reign Period: 977-83), by Li Fang

Taizong, Jin. See Wuchimai.
Taizong, Song. See Zhao Kuangyi.

Tae Cho-yung 大祚榮 (r.698-719),

Taizong, Qing. See Huang’tai’ji.
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Taizu, Liao. See (Yelü) Abaoji.

Tarbagatai Range, 60, 380.

Timur, Tamerlane (1336-1405), 341,

Taizu, Song. See Zhao Kuangyin.

Tardu 達頭 (r.577-603), 261-2.

358, 463; assumed Mongol son-

Taizu, Ming. See Zhu Yuanzhang.

Tarim Basin, 38, 73, 97, garrisons,

in-law (kürgen) title, 342.

Taizu, Qing. See (Aisin-Gioro 愛新

覺羅) Nurhachi.
Taklamakan, basin, 73, 97. See
Tarim Basin.
Tan Shihuai 檀石槐 (r.156-80), 19,

99; 244, 262, 271.
Tartar 韃靼, 234, 331, 414-5; new
dynastic name, 348.
Taspar Khaghan 他鉢可汗 (r.57281), 261-2.

81, 148, 330; establishes Xianbei

tawei 打圍, 301.

empire, 100-1.

Temujin (Borzigin Temuzin). See

Tang 湯, founder of Shang, 75, 79.
Tang 唐 (618-907), dynasty, 38,

Chinggis Khan.
territorialization of history in the PRC

Tokugawa shogunate 德川幕府
(1603-1867), 20, 355-6, 420;
policy of seclusion 鎖國, 356.
Tolui (c.1190-1233), Chinggis’s
fourth son and Khubilai’s
father, 336, 342, 344, 346, 357.
tomb guardian warrior of Tang 四大

天王 (si da tianwang), barbarian
images, 39-40, 229.

204-9, ethnic roots, 36, 205-11,

China, 16, 20; historiographical

Ton Yabghu 統葉護, 262.

259-60; pacifies mainland, 240;

colonialism, 54, 437-8.

Tong 佟, surname, 364, 365.

spoken language of Tang court,
210-1; ruling class, 217-9, 226-7,
258-9; expelled from Korean
Peninsula in 16 years, 38, 53,
253; Silla-Tang Six Year War, 2445; expelled from Liaodong, 254;

Three Feudatory Rebellion 三藩亂
(1673-81), 378-80, 415.
Three Han, in Korean Peninsula,
25, 69, 71-2, 119, 385.
Three Kingdoms, in the Korean
Peninsula, 25, 252-3, 326.

decline and fall, 38, 253-8, 266;

Tianjin Treaty (1858), 395.

glorified as a purely Chinese

Tianshan 天山山脈, Heavenly

state, 36-7, 230, 259-60;
successor to the Xianbei conquest
dynasties, 33, 204, 260-1;
disintegration, 257; interregnum,
258; was built on, 257;
cosmopolitanism, 260; population,
219. See Sui and Tang.

Mountains, 58-61, 64, 380, 409.
th

Tianshun, 11 Yuan emperor 天順

帝 (r.1328), 341.
Tianzuo 天祚帝 (r.1101-25), last
Liao emperor, 292, 299, 457.
Tibet, society, 61; Tibetans, 74, 78,

Tong Shu 冬壽, 128.
Tong’guan 潼關, pass, 72, 235.
Tongji canal 通濟渠, 235, 239.
Tong’jia’jiang 佟家江, 364.
Tongzhi’di 同治帝/載淳 (b.1856,
r.1862-74), Zaichun, 383, 397,
459; Tongzhi Restoration, 399.
Touman 頭曼 (d.209 BCE), 63, 80,
94.
Toyotomi Hideyoshi 豊臣秀吉
(1536/7-98), 52, 354-6.
Transbaikalia, 58, 68-9, 114, 123,
300, 470.
transcription of Chinese words, 12.

159-60, 244, 255; sheep-breeding,

Transoxania, 162, 262, 342, 462.
tributary system 朝貢, 97, 354;

Tang hui yao 唐會要. See Su Mian.

87; defeat Tang army, 38, 254;

Tang Restoration, 227, 266, 267.

Tibetan tribes, 159, 460; Tibetan

paying tributes to barbarians,

Tang-Song, package, 37, 230;

Empire subjugates Tanguts, 244-5;

payments for peace, 27, 96-9,

transition/transformation, 260-1,

defeat Tang army, 38, 245, 254;

101-2, to encourage tribal

281, 320, 322, 324.

Buddhism, 50, 244-5; 339, 372,

fragmentation, 101; Roman

Tängri 登利 (r.734-41), 262.

382, 410; Qing, 380; Xi Xia, 460;

strategy, 164; Ming, 352-3, 365;

Tanguts, 244, 274; Tibetans, 159-60;

fight for independence, 408; PRC

“legalized extortions,” 353-4;

Xi Xia, 460-1. See Tibet-Tibetans.
taotie (monster mask 饕餐紋), 667.

reconquers Tibet, 52, 408.
Tibeto-Chinese language 漢藏語
(Sino-Tibetan), 64, 74-5, 389.

suzerain-subject relationship, 400.
tripolar analytic framework (tripolar
East Asia), 15, 17, 22, 24, 27, 385;
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ceased to be valid, 51-2, 394;

unification, 174, 207; border

capital Ordubalïq, 330;

still valid, 52; triangle, 15, 409.

reached Yangzi, 174, 191; his

alphabets, 272; Abaoji, 273;

tripolar interactions prior to the era
of conquest dynasties, 80-2.
Trotsky, Leon (1879-1940.8.20.),
404, 405.

grandson comments on women,

Koryeo, 285; Western Liao, 293;

455.

submitted to Chinggis Khan, 294,

Tuoba Wei. See Northern Wei.

341; became Mongol son-in-law

Tuoba-Xianbei 拓跋鮮卑, tribes,

state, 341-2.

29, 39, 137, 148, 151,172, 271,

Truman, Harry, 425, 429; US army
to Korea, 426-7, relieves

461; conquered by Fu Jian, 173;

MacArthur, 429-30.

marriage ties with Murongs, 174;

uluses, great Mongol territories, 338,
339.
Umayyad caliphate (661-750), 357.

Tumen River, 384.

military machine, 174-5; ordinary

Ung-jin Dudufu 熊津都督府, 245.

T’u-men 土門, Ilig Khaghan (r.552-

Tuoba, 191; art, 200; Xi Xia, 460;

Upper Xiajiadian 夏家店上層

3), Asana 阿史那 Turks, 62, 63;
destroys Rouran, 261.

(1200-600 BCE), Bronze Age

state pastureland, 266.
Tuoba (Yuan) Xiu 元脩 (r.532-4),

Tungusic, - language/people, 17, 29,

culture, 24, 67-9, 112, 115, 132,
137; copper mine, 139.

last Northern Wei emperor, 193-4.

70, 235, 250, 266; macro-Tungus,

Tuoba Yihuai 翳槐, 172, 174.

251; etymology of Tungus, 72;

Tuoba Yilu 猗盧, 172.

Manchu ideology on Tungusic

Tuoba Yulu 鬱律, 172.

people, 384-5.

Turan 都藍, Khaghan (r.588-99),

Tuoba Gui 拓跋珪 (b.370/r.386-

262.

Ussuri River, 71, 248, 365, 394, 416.
V
Viet Minh (Vietnam Independence
League), 425, 431.

409), founder of Northern Wei, 29-

Turkic, - language, 17, 234, 358.

30, 160, 165, 173-4, 185, 209,

Turco-Mongols, (Turko-),15, 24, 62.

Vietnam War, 432.

453; establishes hereditary capital

Turks, 16, 37-9, 60-1, 70; society,

Völkerwanderungen (c.323?-374-

army, 30, 174; Chinese style

87; 兜鍪/突厥 Tujue/Türk/Türük,

453), Germanic Folk-Movement,

bureaucracy, 176-7.

implying war helmet, 63; hair

145, 162-8.

Tuoba Hong 弘 (r.465-71), 186,

dishelved 被髮 and taking the

189.
Tuoba Jun 濬 (Wencheng’di 文成

358; co-opted or flee west, 463.

帝 r.452-65), 31, 186, 189.
Tuoba Shi’ijian 拓跋什翼犍 (b.319

Vladivostok, 416, 427, 470.

wife of deceased-,64; in the west,
W

See Xiongnu-Turks.
Twenty-Four Armies (Twelve Armies

Wang Anshi 王安石 (1021-86),

r.338-76), 209; married Murong

in the Left and Right) 二十四軍/

Huang’s sister, 172; his sister for

左右十二軍, 194, 198-9, 211,

Wang Jizhong 王繼忠, 281, 457.

Huang, 173.

223.

Wang Keon 王建 (b.877/r.918-43),

Tuoba Si 嗣 (r.409-23), 29, 174,
175, 185, 209.

founder of Koryeo, 284-8, 314,
317.

U

Tuoba Sigong 拓跋思恭 (d.895),
460.
Tuoba Tao 燾 (Tai Wudi 太武帝

reforms, 307, 321, 458.

Wang Mang 王莽 (45 BCE-23 CE)
Ugedei, see Ögödei.

deposed the last Han heir and

Uighur (Uyghur) Turks, - empire

presumptive on January 15, 9 CE,

b.408/r.423-52), 29, 63, 135, 172,

(744-840), 16, 38-9, 254, 256,

creating Xin 新 dynasty (9-23

175, 177, 186-7, 192, 209, 452;

258, 262, 270, 271, 380; old

CE), 80, 91, 102, 124, 195-6, 448-
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9; 高/下句麗 125-6.
Wang Maozhong

王毛仲 (d.731),

255, 257.

Wendi, of Sui. See Yang Jian.

Western Zhou 西周. See Zhou.

Wenming, Empress (Dowager) Feng

Westernization, 20, 399.

文明(太)皇(太)后馮氏, empress

Whampoa Military Academy 黃埔

軍官學校, 405.

Wang Meng 王猛 (325-75), 159.

of Wencheng’di, Sinification of

Wang Yangming (Shouren) 王陽明

Tuoba court, 31, 188-90.

White Lotus Rebellion 白蓮敎

(守仁 1472-1529), pursued the

Wenxuan’di. See Gao Yang.

(1796-1804), 51, 374, 394.

idea of Liu Jiuyuan 陸九淵 (象

West Liao River, basin, 69.

山 Xiangshan 1139-93), 308-9.

West Roman empire, fall of, 163-7.

Tamed - 熟女直, 291, 298-9; Liao

Wang Zhaojun 王昭君, 98.

Western Han. See Former Han.

attacks, 298.

Wanyan 完顔, clan, 43, 259, 298-9,

Western Jin 西晉 (265-316), 28,

304, 313-4, 385; first appear, 298.
warlords, 102; prototype, 395, 397;
warlordism, 398, 403; warlord

102, 127-8, 130-1, 136, 145, 147,
151, 158, 192, 448, 451; war of
eight princes (291-305), 145.

soldiers in Manchuria, 414;

Western Liang 西凉 (400-21), 207.

warlord era terminated, 405.

Western Liao 西遼 (1131-1213),

Warring States period 戰國時代

Black Qidan/Qara Khitai, 292-4,

Wild Nüzhen 生女直, 290, 314; vs.

Willow Palisade 柳條邊 (Liutiao
Bian), 443-4; Qing Pale, 412-3;
Chinese/English Pale, 414.
Wilson, Woodrow (1913-21), 421,
422; supports Counter-Bolshevik
Revolution, 427.
women, in Han Chinese society,

(480/403-221 BCE), 67, 86-8, 88,

341, 463; military machine, 293;

455; Xianbei society, 31, 38, 188,

107, 114, 447; Han-Wei-Zhao 韓

didn’t embrace Islam, and joined

259, 455-8; Tuoba was called a

魏趙 dividing up Jin 晉, 62, 88-9;

Mongols, 294; women, 457-8,

women’s state, 455; Sui Wendi

459.

and Tang Gaozu, 455; Tang

iron making, 77, 465, 467.
waterways, Manchuria, 124.
Wei, Zhongzong’s empress 韋后
(660-710), 253, 254.
Wei Bao 集賢殿學士 衛包, 205.
Wei Man 衛滿, 139-40, fled to
Chosun when Donghu were
subjugated by Maodun, 122.
Wei River 渭水, basin/valley, 65,
72-3, 75, 79, 89, 91, 193, 195,
210, 235.
Wei Zheng 魏徵 (580-643), 224.

Western Mongols (Oirats/Zungars),
351, 409-10, 415, 353, 358,
exterminated, 380.
Western Turks, -empire, 38, 241,
261-2.
Western Qin, Xianbei 鮮卑族 乞卜

氏 西秦 (385-431), 31.
Western Turkic Empire (576-657),
234, 261-2; smashed by Tang,
243.
Western Wei 西魏 (535-6), 32,

women riding horses, 456, 457;
Qidan-Xianbei society, 457; Wu
Zetian 456; after Wu 武曌, 254-5;
Western Xia, 458; Manchu society,
384, 459; Manchus prohibit footbinding, 383, 459; Xianbei-Tungus
society, 455-9; Silla, 458-9.
Wonzong (r.1259.6-74), Koryeo
king, 320, 341-3.
Wu 吳, dialect, 13, 147; iron, 467.
Wu 武王/發 (r.1049/45-43 BCE) ,

Weishu 魏書, 135, 136.

194, 195; Xianbei-ization, 196,

king of Zhou, 74, 76, 79, 114-5,

well-field system 井田 (jingtian),

210.

204.

79, 90, 307, 447, 451.
Wen 昌/西伯/文王 (r.1099/56-

Western Xia 西夏 (982-10381227), 458-9, 460-1; Tuoba

Wu San’gui 吳三桂 (1612-78), 47,
373-4, 378-9, 416.

1050 BCE), king of Zhou, 20, 74,

roots of ruler, 460-1; Song

Wu Shihuo 武士彟, 241.

75-6, 269.

pays tributes, 281, 461;

Wu Zetian 武則天/曌 Wu Zhao

Wencheng’di 文成帝 (r.452-65),
See Tuoba Jun 拓跋濬.

annihilated by Mongols, 339, 461.
Western Yan (385-94), 122, 159-60.

(624-705), Tang Gaozong’s
empress, 36, 38, 218, 220, 241,
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242, 253, 456, 459; Buddhism,

Wuji 勿吉, 297. See Sushen-Yilou.

221, 259; “mixed-blood”

228; reincarnation of Maitreya,

Wukunai 烏古迺/景祖 (1021-74),

aristocracy, 260; Buddhism, 228;

457; Wu Shihuo of Taiyuan, 241,

founding ancestor of Jin, 299,

conquers Paekche and Koguryeo,

313-4.

53, 243; establishes prefectures in

Wuling, king of Zhao 趙武靈王
(r.325-299 BCE), 63; Hu dress,

Korean Peninsula, 244; Tibetans,

89, 116.

244, 245; pays Turks to destroy
Qidan, 254, 270; Tang dominated

r.1103-13), Jin emperor, 299, 313.

great Taiyuan families, 220.

Wuzong, 武宗 Borozigin Haisan/
th

Wuchimai 吳乞買/太宗 (b.1075

Khaishan (r.1307-11), 7 Yuan

/r.1123-35), Jin Taizong, 42, 305;

emperor, 342, 344.

192, 194-5, 206, 209.

elites (of Roman Empire) teach
children Latin, 168; Sui-Tang
founders spoke, 34, 206-7, 211;
Para-Mongolic, 271.

X

Xianbei-Tungus, state, 18, 24, 44,

Xi (庫莫)奚, Kumo-Xi, 173, 269-70;

Xiandefu 顯德府, Parhae, 248-9.

relationship, 314-5.
Wuchuan garrison 武川鎭, 32-4,

Children, 197, 211; barbarian

Xianbei-ization 鮮卑化, 195, 196.

conquers Northern Song, 299;
demands Koryeo suzerain-subject

artifacts, 161-2, 200.
Xianbei language, 70, 190, 196,
210-1, Chinese elites teach their

Wuyasu 烏雅束/康宗 (b.1061/

by women after Empress Wu, 254;

all became Mongols, 334.
Xianbei costumes, 30, 188, 190;

58, 64, 290.
Yuwen-Xianbei splits into Shiwei,

Wudi 武帝 (r.140-87 BCE), Former

Xi and Qidan, 39, 330.

Han, 63, 80, 92, 96-8, 351, 372;

Xi Liao. See Western Liao.

conquest of Chosun, 97, 117-20,

Xi Xia 西夏. See Western Xia.

130, 134-6, 139, 412, 414; Jieshi,

Xia 夏 (c.2070-1600 BCE), 20, 74-

Xianfeng’di 咸豊帝/奕詝 (r.185161), Yizhu, 394, 397-8, 459.
Xiang 襄王 (r.651-619 BCE), king
of Zhou, 76-7.
Xiang Yu 項羽, 80.
Xiangping 襄平, 116, 118, 121, 130-

118; severing left/right arm of

6; those living inside Zhongguo,

Xiongnu, 81, 97, 120-1, 134;

102; founder Yu 禹, 20, 204.

3, 136, 139.

renounces campaigns against

Xia, Da Xia (407-31), Xiongnu, 74.

Xianyang 咸陽, 79.

Xiongnu, 81, 97; criticized, 97,

Xi’an 西安. See Chang’an.

Xianzhou 顯州, of Parhae, 248-9.

102; visits Jieshi before invading

Xianbei 鮮卑, 13, 14-6, 69-70, 87,

Xiao Defei 蕭德妃, Liao empress,

Chosun, 118-9; discontinues

124-5, 271, 334, 384; ethnonym,

primogeniture, 448.

70; linguistically, 72; society, 70,

Xiao Baiya 蕭排押 (d.1023), 288.

101; power of Donghu reached

Xiao Kang 孝康, empress of

Wudi (Yuwen Yong) 武帝/邕(r.560-

292, 457.

78), Northern Zhou emperor,

zenith before Maodun appeared,

Yuwen Tai’s fourth son, 33-4, 194;

80, 94, 121; tribes, 101, 148; Han

Xiao Sun’ning 蕭遜寧, 288.

militarism, 230; married a

payments to, 99; take over

Xiaojing 孝經, Classic of Filiality,

daughter of Muqan Khaghan, 64;

Xiongnu land, 27, 81, 88, 100,

206-8, 261; conquers all of North

332-3; stirrups, 144-5; surnames,

China, 33, 197, 199, 200, 260.

193, 190, 200; surnames on

宏 (r.471-99), Emperor of

frontier people making honorary

Northern Wei, 31-2, 129, 177-80,

Wuhuan 烏丸, 15, 69, 99, 121, 126,

Shunzhi, 371.

213, Zhu Xi, 308. See filiality.
Xiaowen’di (Yuan Hong) 孝文帝/元

334; Donghu split into Xianbei and

Xianbei,199, 200; art, 200; love to

189, 193, 195-6, 220, 453;

Wuhuan when destroyed by

play lute and singing, 215;

Equal Field system, 451-2;

Maodun, 80, 94.

horsemen, 157; aristocratic clans,

Sinification efforts recorded, 190-
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1; Koguryeo woman as

227-8.

empress, 187, 193; Empress Gao,

Xuan’di 宣帝. See Yuwen Yun.

文昭皇太后, 193, 259.

Xuantu Commandery 玄菟郡, 121,

Xiao-zhuang 孝莊文皇后, empress
of Huang’taiji, Borjigid-shi (1613-

125-6, 131, 192, 195, 236.
Xuanwu’di (Yuan Ke) 宣武帝/元恪
(b.486/r.499-515), emperor of

87.12.), 371.
Xilamulun River 西拉木倫, 39, 65,

Northern Wei, Koguryeo woman

69, 269, 271, 291-2, 329, 407;
copper mine, 139.

as empress, 187, 193, 259.
Xuanzong 玄宗/隆基 (685-762
r.712-56), Tang emperor, 32-3,

Xin dynasty (9-23), 80. See Wang

204, 246, 255, 256.

Mang.
Xin Tangshu 新唐書, 250.

Xuanzong 宣宗/珣 (r.1213-23), Jin

Xingzong (r.1031-55), Liao emperor,
279.

emperor, 312.
Xue Rengui 薛仁貴 (613-82), 242,

Xinjiang 新疆, 379, 381, 388, 410.

244.

Xinjing (Changchun) 新京/長春,
406-7.

8; Donghu cultural base, 136-7.
Yan Commandery 燕郡, 128, 192.
Yan-Dai 燕代, region, 120.
Yan states, 122, Murong-Xianbei,
299; An Lushan, 246.
Yan You 嚴尤 (d.23), on strategy
against nomads, 102.
Yan-Yun 燕雲, region, 274, 303.
Yan Zhitui 顔之推 (531-91), 197,
223; a gentry-official teaching his
son Xianbei language in Northern
Qi, 197, 210-1; on Tuoba-Xianbei
customs, 456.
Yang Guang 楊廣 (b.569/r.604-18),
Sui Yangdi 隋煬帝, 33, 206, 227,
240, 260; conquers South, 234-5;

Y

Xiongnu 匈奴, -Turks, 15, 18, 26,

killed by a Yuwen, 207; invades

87, 90-3, 97, 108, 121-2, 128,

Yabghu 葉護, 64, 234, 261.

131, 140; Hu 胡, 14, 69, 74, 89,

Yalu River 鴨綠江, 25-6, 71, 120,

126; Maodun, 26-7, 95-6, 121;

7; Donghu-Xianbei Yan, 122, 137-

127, 134, 288-9, 314-5, 349, 384,

Koguryeo, 37, 238-40, 242;
mobilizing women also, 236.
Yang Jian 楊堅 (b.541/r.581-604),

civil war, 99; ancestor of Turks 突

413, 444; definitive border, 289,

Sui Wendi 隋文帝, 35, 37, 194,

厥, 60, 70; society, 61, 92, 98-9,

350; area between Yalu and

199, 200, 208-9, 221, 227, 237;

332; Shiji account of, 62, 94-6;

Tumen, 384.

260-2; non-Chinese, 220;

first tripolar interaction, 80; first

yam, Mongol postal system, 338-9.

unification, 234; ancestors, 33,

appears, 63; taking over the wife

Yan 燕 (c.1045-222 BCE), early,

205-6; examination system, 35;

of father, uncle or brother, 64, 92,

Shaogong’s Northern Yan 召公

disguise, 229; confiscation

127; peak of strength, 81, 95;

北燕, 62, 66-7, 76, 81, 90, 114-6,

of weapons, 212, 453; beating,

never tried to conquer China, 27,

133, 140; smallest and weakest,

235; wife was Dugu Xin’s 7th

98-9; civil war, 27, 81, 88; fled

115-7, 135; moves capital, 131;

daughter, 193, 209; henpecked,

west to become Huns, 88, 99-100,

Eastern Hu in north, 62; assumes

455; canal networks, 235;

165-6, 273, 332-3, 358; portrait,

title of king, 89, 115; became

principle of filial submission, 213,

166; called themselves Xianbei

wealthy, 116; boundary, 121, 124,

324; mutual surveillance system,

皆自號鮮卑, 81, 100, 334.

140, 118; conquered by Qin, 117,

218; invades Koguryeo, 237-9.

119, 130; location, 120-1; the very

Yang Su 楊素 (d.606), 234, 239.

homeland of the Xianbei, 137;

Yang Xuan’gan 楊玄感 (d.613),

xiucai (juren) 秀才/擧人, 215, 374,
376, 395.
Xizong 熙宗/合刺 (r.1135-49), Jin
emperor, 304-5, 332.
Xuan Zang 玄奘/陳褘 (602-64),

ironwork, 123-4; character for Yan
on oracle bones, 137; pictograph

匽 (0)), 138; Yan Hou 匽侯, 136-

239-40.
Yang Zhong 楊忠 (507-68), 193-4,
205-6, 209.
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Yongle, Chengzu/Zhu-Di, 永樂帝/

Yangdi, of Sui. See Yang Guang.

128-30, 271; land, 125; Manchuria

Yangzi River 揚子江, basin-valley,

and Korean Peninsula, 250, 289,

成祖/朱棣 (r.1402-24), 186,

370, 384, 411.

351-4, 356, 362, 389; military

13, 73-4; 112, 147, 161, 168, 234,
235, 306, 351, 362; Tuoba border,
174, 190-1, 453, 454; Northern Qi,

Yenisei (Enisei), river/steppes, 39,
123, 258, 270, 330, 409, 470.
Yetai, 162.

Chinese Civilization, 307.

Yi Bangwon 李芳遠/太宗 (r.1400-

306, 311. See Jicheng.
Yangshao 仰韶, Neolithic culture
(5000-3000 BCE), 24, 65-6, 73-4.
Yanshi Jiaxun 顔氏家訓. See Yan
Zhitui.
Yantielun 鹽鐵論, Discourse on
Salt and Iron, 116, 131, 454, 468.
Yao and Shun 堯舜, sage
emperors, 74, 78, 92.
Yao Kun 姚坤, 281.
Ye, 鄴, 31, 135, 146, 156-7, 193,
196, 199.
Yellow Turban rebellion 黃巾賊,
102.

18), fifth son of Yi Seong-kye, 354,
Yi Seong-kye 李成桂/太祖
Chosun dynasty, 347-8, 349-50,

Yuan 元 (1206-1368), Mongol, 44-

354, 411; ancestor 李隣, 319;

5; conquest of China, 338-9;

other ancestors, 347.

capital Karakorum, 339;

Yilou 挹婁, descendants of Sushen,
124, 236, 297. See Sushen-Yilou.
Yin 殷, 74-5. See Shang.
yin 蔭, protection privilege, 35, 40,

Shatuo Later Han, 269.

1103), Jin emperor, 313.

東丹王 King of East Qidan,

Yingjin 英金 River, 65.
Yingtian 述律/應天皇太后 (879-

Western Liao emperor, 458.
Yemaek (Weimo) 穢貉 Tungus, 15,
25, 38, 54, 69, 71-2, 81, 113-4,
121, 125-6, 236, 251, 300; Maek,
62; Xianbei and Yemaek, 82, 101,

succession, 346-7; downfall, 348.
Yuan Shikai 袁世凱 (1859-1916),

Abaoji’s first son (899-936), 273-

Yelü Yilie 夷列/仁宗 (r.1151-63),

340; no orderly system of

in Jin, 305; in Koryeo, 318.
Yindi 隱帝 (r.948-51), emperor of

Yingko (Muzong b.1053/r.1094-

Liao, 279, 292-3, 457.

out by Chinese rebellions, 338,

Yuan Hong. See Xiaowen’di.

235, 239.

/r.1124-43), founder of Western

cripples dual system, 337; thrown

219, 221, 222, 278, 283, 304, 309;

Yingchang 應昌, 348.

Yelü Dashi 耶律大石/德宗 (b.1087

Zhou, 76.
Yu 禹王, king of Xia, 20, 74.

5, 80, 89, 90-1, 94-6, 99, 137,

Yelü Chun 淳 (r.1122), 292, 457.

371, 379-80; Confucianism, 309.

(b.1335/1392-1408), founder of

Ying Shao 應劭, 100.

4, 457.

r.1723-35), Yinzhen, 50, 369,
You 幽王 (r.781-777 BCE), king of

355.

Yellow River 黃河, basin, 65-6, 72-

Yelü Bei 倍/耶律突欲/讓國皇帝/

Bang’won) of Chosun, 354.
Yongzheng 雍正帝/胤禛 (b.1678/

195, 199; Buddhism, 183; heirs to
Yanjing 燕京/中都 (Beijing), 304,

exploits, 351; met Taizong (Yi

953), Liao Empress Dowager

51, 378, 381, 398-404.
Yuezhi 月氏, people, 94-5.
Yun Gae-so-mun 淵[泉]蓋蘇文,
242-3, 243.
Yungang Caves 雲崗石窟, first five
Tuoba emperors, 187-8.
Yuwen Chan 闡/靜帝, Jing’di of
Northern Zhou (r.579-81), 194,
200, 206.

Shulü, Abaoji’s wife, 274, 457-8.

Yuwen Hu 宇文護 (513-72), 194.

Yingzhou 營州, 118, 130, 136, 199,

Yuwen Jue, Xiaomin’di of Northern

238, 246. See also Chaoyang.

Zhou, 覺/孝閔帝, Yuwen Tai’s

Yingzong 英宗, Borozigin Sidibala

third son, (r.Jan.-Aug.557), 194.

th

(r.1320-3), 9 Yuan emperor, 345.
Yingzong (r.1436-49), Ming emperor,
captured by Mongols, 352.
Yisugei, Chingghis Kahn’s father,
331-2.
Yongji canal 永濟渠, 236, 239.

Yuwen Kai 宇文愷, 260.
Yuwen Shu 宇文述 (d.616), 207,
239.
Yuwen Tai 宇文泰 (505-56),
founder of Western Wei and
Northern Zhou, 32-4, 47, 192-6,
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198-9, 200, 205-9, 211, 223, 234,
261, 455; etymology, 195; compile
genealogies, 210, 220; restores

406, 414.

Western Zhou (1046-771 BCE)

Zhangzong 章宗/麻達葛 (b.1168/

and Eastern Zhou (770-256 BCE),

r.1189-1208), Jin emperor, 311.

32, 66-7, 74-9, 89-91, 107, 114-5,

Zhao 昭王 (r.312-279 BCE), king of

135, 137, 140, 204; matrilineal

Yuwen Yu, Mingdi, 毓/明帝 (b.534

Shaogong’s Yan, 89, 115-7, 131.

society, 75; feudal nobility, 214,

r.Sep.557-60), Yuwen Tai’s eldest

Zhao Kuangyi 趙匡義 (r.976-97),

Xianbei surnames, 206.

son and first Northern Zhou
emperor/wife was Dugu Xin’s first

Song Taizong, 35, 269, 282, 289.
Zhao Kuangyin 趙匡胤 (r.960-76)

447; iron making, 468.
Zhou Enlai 周恩來 (1898-1976)
405, 430, 431.

founder of Song, Taizu, 269, 280-

Zhou-li 周禮. See Rituals of Zhou.

Yuwen Yong, See Wudi of Zhou.

1, 335; founders had to create

Zhu Wen 朱溫/全忠 (Quanzhong

Yuwen Yun, Xuan’di of Northern

precedents, 282. .

daughter, 33-4, 194, 209, 455.

Zhou, 宣帝 (b.559/r.578-9),
194, 200, 206, 260.
Yuwen-Xianbei 宇文, 13, 25, 39,
128, 148-9, 151, 155, 266, 332;
split into Shiwei, Xi 奚 and Qidan
branches, 39, 269-70, 330;
etymology, 195.
Yuwen Zhong 宇文仲 (d.612), 239.

Zeng Guofan 曾國藩 (1811-72),
395, 398-9.
Zhenfan 眞番, 121.
Zheng He 鄭和 (1371-1435), 3512.
Zheng Rentai 鄭仁泰 (601-63), 41,
456.
Zhenguan Zhengyao 貞觀政要,
223-4, 317.

Z
Zang Gong 臧宮, “ally with XianbeiKoguryeo to attack Xiongnu,” 99.
Zhang Dehui 張德輝, Han Chinese,

852-912), founder of Later Liang,
36, 38, 227, 258, 265, 266-7, 272.
Zhu Di. See Emperor Yongle.
Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200), 283,
307-8, 324, 337, 350; decried SuiTang Confucianism, 308; ideology
attractive to rulers, 309;
interpretation, 363.
Zhu Yuanzhang 朱元璋/洪武
(r.1368-98), Hongwu emperor,

Zhengzhou, 72, 74.

founder of Ming, 161, 326, 346,

Zhenjin 眞金, Khubilai’s Prince

347, 348, 350-1, 354, 362; a

Imperial, 341, 342.
Zhilugu 直魯古/末主 (r.11781211), Western Liao emperor, 294.

northerner, 362; extreme frugality,
363.
zhuang yuan 莊園, 255.

Khubilai asks whether utilization of

Zhong’guo 中國, 75-7, 102.

Zhuangzong 莊宗. See Li Cunxu.

Chinese scholar-officials was

Zhonghang Yue 中行說, first

Zhufu Yan 主父偃(d.126 BCE), 97.

responsible for the fall of Jin, 305.
Zhang Jianzhang 張建章 (806-66),
History of Parhae, 317.
Zhang Li 張礪, Han Chinese,

distinguished collaborator, 96.
Zhonghua 中華, 16, 75; Chunqiu,
102; 408.
Zhongshan 中山, 89; constructing

advised Liao Taizong that only

long walls in 369 BCE, 88; capital

Chinese should be used to govern

of Later Yan, 160, 174.

Han Chinese, 276.
Zhang Xueliang 張學良 (19012001), 405.
Zhang Xun 張勛 (1854-1923), 372,
406.
Zhang Zuolin 張作霖 (1873-1928),

Zongli Yamen 總理衙門, 396-7,
399.
Zungaria, 38, 262, 380; Zungarian
Gate, 60, 410; Mongols, 358.
Zungars (Zunghars/Oirats/Western
Mongols), 380, 394, 409, 410,

Zhong’yuan, central plain 中原, 75.

416; Qianlong conquers, 380-1;

Zhongzong 中宗/顯/哲 (b.656

exterminated, 380, 415.

r.683/705-10), Tang emperor, 254.
Zhou 紂王 (r.1086-46), last king of
Shang, 76, 114.
Zhou 周 (c.1046-770-256 BCE),
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Han Chinese ZHOU 1046-770-256 BCE

QIN 246-221-209-207 BCE

Spring and Autumn (722-481 BCE) Warring States (480-403-221 BCE)
Xiongnu Maodun (r.209-174 BCE)

Han Chinese HAN

Xianbei Tan Shihuai (r.156-180 CE)

206 BCE-9-23-25-220 CE (220-265-316 CE)
Three Kingdoms (220-265) Western Jin (265-316)

Five Barbarians and Sixteen States (304-439) Xiongnu Zhao (304-329/319-352)

Murong-Xianbei YAN

285-333-337-352-370 Later Yan (386-397-407)

Neolithic Hongshan Culture
(circa 5000-3000 BCE)

Tuoba-Xianbei WEI

386-439-534
Eastern Wei (534-50) Northern Qi (550-77)

Early Bronze Lower Xiajiadian Culture
(circa 2200-1600 BCE)
Bronze Age Upper Xiajiadian Culture

Western Wei (535-56) Northern Zhou (557-81)

Han Chinese JIN-SONG-QI-LIANG-CHEN in South China

(circa 1200-600 BCE)

(317-420-479-502-557-589)
Macro-Tungusic States

Neolithic Yangshao Culture

Koguryeo

(circa 5000-3000 BCE)

37 BCE-391 CE- 413-668 CE

Paekche

18 BCE-660 CE;

Silla

Parhae

698-926

57 BCE-935 CE

Neolithic Longshan Culture
(circa 3000-2200 BCE)
Bronze Age in Mainland China
(circa 2200-500 BCE)

SUI-TANG

581-589-618-660-705-(755-763)-907

Empress Wu rules through Gao-zong 660-83; her sons 683-90; herself 690-705
Five Dynasties 907-923-936-947-951-960 (Xi Xia 982-1038-1227)

Pan-Xianbei-Tungus Manchurian Dynasty
Qidan-Xianbei LIAO

907-916-926-936-938-1125
(916) Emperor; (926) Conquer Parhae;
(936) 16 Provinces of North China; (938) Liao

Mohe-Nüzhen JIN

1115-1126-1234

Han Chinese SONG (960-1127-1279) in South China after 1127
Mongol YUAN

1206-1271-1279-1368
(1271) Capital at Beijing; (1279) Destroys Southern Song
Koryeo 918-1392;

Han Chinese MING
Manchu QING

Chosun

1392-1910

1368-1644

1616-1636-1644-1911

(1616-36) Latter Jin
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“Wontack Hong goes a step beyond the horserider theory in this scholarly and

research skills to the problem of
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Japan-Korea relations in the period of

From the perspective of Korean archaeology the arguments ring true. I hope

state formation.…The core of this new

Japan specialists will not dismiss the book as a mere polemic …”

book continues this dialog. Thus,

Sarah M. Nelson, University of Denver
The Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 48:4, 1989

although posing as a history of
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“… offers an enlightening and relatively concise overview of historically critical
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process. These features alone are sufficient to make … worthy of reading … it
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does contribute a fresh and intellectually rewarding perspective on one of the
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Jonathan W. Best, Wesleyan University

11. … As a sweeping historical work,

Journal of Japanese Studies, Vol. 16:2, 1990
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scholarship—Hong’s main point. For

form, the book has gathered in one place a great many of the main arguments

this synthesis, we therefore have

on either side … Further, Hong can muster creditable, almost convincing

Hong to thank for bringing all these

arguments for his central hypothesis.”
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